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FOREWORD
The Uinited States cf America, born of revolution, finds itsc.if dc,•'Iy
interested to this day in revolutionary movements around the world. Vitally concerned with maintaining international tranouility, ,ve se-k to
minimize internal unrest within the boundaries of other ra :.s, while
fostering orderly growth and change. At the same time that we seck to
extend education and economic oppoi Lunities for many pLoples of the
world, we must accept the risk of causing aspirations and expectations
to rise more rapidly than the means to meet thom. We must accept the
associated risk that the frustrations thus engendered could develop into
forces of explosive proportions.
Thus it behooves us to extend our understanding of those processes of
violent social change usually called revolutions, whether we see them as
Cormmunist inspired or emerging from the clash of popu~ar hMues with
a uolitical system that resists change.
The U.S. Army's concern with revolutions derives from two sources:
First, the Arm.y is a participant, through the many mutual security pacts
between the United States and other countries, in the total United Statep
effort to bring about change. Wisdom :n the application of military means
in the growth and development of nations is certainly to be desired. Seoond, the Army may, despite our best national efforts, have to cope directly,
or through assistance and advice, indirectly, with revolutionary actions.
It need not be emphasized that here again a better understanding of the
prccesses of revolution might well be of critical significance.
Thus we perceive a requirement to extend our knowledge of how revolutions are born, grow, succeed, or fail. This book, prepared by the staff
of the Special Operations Research Office, is the first part of an effol t
tn so extend o•ir knowledve. The book briefly describes 23 recent revoluwns, using a standard outline to facilitate comparisons. Companion volumes will treat four of them !n much greater detail. These volumes will
comprise -. good portion of the data for a further study of revolutions
which will aim to specify the terms of a general model of violent nolitical
-hange. Hopefully this step would aid in the invention of a set of criteria
for more acclirately assessing unrest and evolutionary potential within
a ecuntry.
Readers are urged to at least skim the Introduction as ti-. first step
toward understanding the rationale of the standard outline and toward
becoming familiar with the definiticii of revolution used in this study.
-,ause of the Special Operation rIesearch Otfilce's continuing research
ir.'-rest in revolutionary processes, correspondence with reade1 es wi!i be
welcomed.
T. R. Valiance,
Director.
iM!

PREFACE
This casebook has been developed as a "reader" in ins~rgency 4,ad
ievolutionary warfare. Its major functions are to provide a general introduction to revolutionary warfr re and to serve as a consolidated source of
background information 5n Po.,iumber of relatively recent revolutions. A
standard jutline was useC "or each summary account in order to facilitate
comrparisons among the xIvoluti-s. Reader3 are urged to at least skim the
Intro#laction as the first step in order to become familiar with the definition of terms used in the ca-,cbook and to gpin insight into the rationale
for the stanlard outline.
All of the sources used in preparation of this casebook are unclassified,
and fcr the most part secondary sources were osed. Certain advantages
and disadvantages accrue, As an unclsss:f"cd ,lociimer.t, th' Oti!dy wv.ll
be more widely distributed. Reliance -n ncelassified secondary sources,
hon-vever, may have led to the exclusicia of certain significant considerations or to the use of unreliable informat~op e'nd thus to factual and interpretative errors. It is believed, howevfr, tf at the advantages outweigh
the disadvantages. If, because of izt .. vt .i, the casebook adds no new
information about the revolutions covsred, it does claim that systematic
ordering, for comparative purposes, of a'ready available open infor.mation
is a meaningful cnrtribation to the stidy of insurgency and revolutionary
warfare.
It should be noted that the intent of this casebook is not to present any
particular "slant" on the revolutions covered, or the actors and parties in
them. Rather, the intent is to present as objective an account as possible of what happened in each revolution, in terms of the standard outline
used. To this end, the aim was to prepare the summary accounts from
.Ae viewpoint of an impartial, objective observer. Perhaps such an aspiration is beyond grasp--the events may be too recent, the sources too unreliable. the "observer" too biased in implicit ways.
For these reasons, no infallibility is claimed and it Is readily conceded
that this casebook cann3t be the final word o'i the revolutions covered.
Subsequent events always have a way of leading to reinterpretation of
prior events. But any efforts of omission or commission are not delibec'ate, but truly errors-and not a result of intent to foster any particular
"slant." Little is to be gained in terms of increased undE .tanding of
revolutions iWjustification of any preconceived notions about the revoiutions were the intent under the guise of objective aralysis.
Beyond the resolve of objective analysis in the preparation of the summary accounts, sources were selected on the basis of their judged reliability. A balance was .ought among sources of knowr persuasion in order not to unwittinglv bias the casebook In bne direction or another. As a
final check, t-- stb ly draft was submitted to area specialists, who arc
identified in the Introduction. The experts reviewed the summaries fnr
accuracy of fAt and reasonableness of interpretations and their comments

ant) criticisms provideW the basis for final revisions. Although their contributions were substantial, final responsibility for the manuscript, both
wit' respect to substantive content and methodology. rests solely with the
Special Operations Research Office.
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INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE OF CASEBOOK
This casebook provides summary descriptive accourts of 23 revolutioxis*
that have occurred in seven geographic areas of the world, mostly since
World War II. Each 7evolutiorn is described in terms of the environment
in which it occurred the form of th- revolutionary movement itself, ant.
the results which were accomplished.
The casebook is designed:
(1) to present a comprehensive introduction to the subject of revolutions;
(2) to illustrate the types of political, military, cultural, social, and
economic conditions under which rzv,!utions have occurred;
:'h io-.ary
(3) to examine the general characteristics of pri,ot
movements and some operational problems experienced in waging, or countering revolutionary warfare.
ORGANIZATION OF CASEBOOK
The 23 summary accounts are grouped under the following seven sections according to the geographic area in which the revolution occurred:
Section

Section

Section
Section

Section

I: Southeast Asia
1. Vietnam (1946-1954)
2. Indonesia (1945-1949)
3. Malaya (1948-1957)
II: Latin America
1. Guatemala (1944)
2. Venezuela (1945)
3. Argentina (1943)
4. Bolivia (1952)
5. Cuba (1953-1959)
III: North Africa
1. Tunisia (1950-1954)
2. Algeria (1954-1962)
IV: Africa South-of tMe Sahara
1. French Cameroun (195G-1960)
2. Congo (1960)
V: Middle East
1. Iraq (1936)
2. Egypt (1952)
3. Iran (1953)
4. Iraq (1958)
5. Sudan (1958)

* For purposes of this Casebook, the torms insurgency and revolution are considered
synonymous.

Section VI: FarEast
1. Korea (1960)
2. China (1927-1949)
Section VTI: Europe
1. Germany (1933)
2. Spain (1936)
3. Hungary (1956)
4. Czechoslovakia (1948)
Each section is preceded by a separate Table of Contents covering all
the revolutions summarized in that saction. In addition, the individual
summary accounts are preceded by an overview of revolutionary developments in that geographic area as a whole.
STANDARD FORMAT OF SUMMARY ACCOUNTS
Each summary account of a revolution in the casebook follows a standard format. The purpose of using a ztandardized system was twofold:
(1) to insure that information considered importani.L wa. .'cluded; (2) to
facilitate comparisons among revolutions.
The major parts of each summary account are preceded by a SYNOPSIS
-,a very brief overview of the major events in the revolution. The synopsis is designed to provide the reader unacquainted with the revolution
with an introductory contextual frame of reference to which to relate the
more specific information in the separate parts of the summary account.
Part I of each summary is a short description of the Major Historical
Events leading up to, and culminating in, the revolution. This statement
acquaints the reader with the basic facts that form the background to
the discussion that follows.
Part I/ describes the Environment of the Rexoiution, examining Lhe
geographic, political, economic, and social setting in which the revolution
took place. Major conflicts and weaknesses of the stocietal system ý're
pointed out. In many cases these conflicts and weaknesses can be presumed
to have been "causes" of the revolution; in others it is only Possible to
state that the conflicts and weaknesses existed and that a revolution
ov: :rred.
Part III is concerned with the Form and Characteristies of the revolutionary struggle itself. It ýi-cusse. the actors in the revolution, the organization of the revolutionary forc. i, the goals of the revolution-both
the long range social and economic goals and the immediate vractiual
goals-the techniques adopted by the revolutionaries, and the countertechniques of the government to defeat the revolutiom.ry effort. Finally,
it deals with the i aanner in which the revolutionaries, if succe-sful, assumed the responsibility of government.
Part IV examines and summarizes the Effects of the Rejolution as
they have become apparent. A distinction is made between the immediate changes caused by the transfer of power and the long range politica!,
social, and economic changes that can be attributed to the revolution.
By defimtioii, each summary account neceasarily treats only major fac-
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tors and general categories of information. As a service to readers who
may be interested in examining particular aspects of the revolution in
more detail, a Recommended Reading List is included at the conclusion
of each summary.
ON THE DEFINITION OF REVOLUTION AND RELATED TERtiS
Revolution is a word that is often used but seldom explicitly defined.
It is frequently used interchangeably with such other terms as rebellion,
coup d'etat, insurgency, or insurrection. Thus, Webster's Dictionart,
the Enc•clopedia of the Soia! Sc.tal .s, and various writers on the suoject, do not agree on a common meaning of the word. Because of this
lack of agreement, the manner in which the term revolution is used in
any systematic study must be delineated.
Outside of the natural sciences, revolution usually is used to refer to
any sudden change with far-reaching consequences. Occasionally, revolutior. is used to indicate gradual changfi ttat bas suddenly been recognized as having had far-reaching consequences. The type of iange involved is usually indicated by such adjectives as cultural, scientific,
economic, industrial, or technological. Without such qualifying adjectives, the word revolution is most frequently applied to the concept of
political revolution and it will be so used in this study.
More precisely, revolution will be used in this study to mean the modijcation, or attempted modification, of an existing political order at least
pariiiMy by the unconstitutional or illegal use, or threat of use, of force.
Thus. in this study, the term encompasses both a delineation of the type
of effort involved and the achieved or strived-for effects. In this definition, two key words are "illegal" and "force."
The Term "Illegal." The use of the word "illegal" needs further clarification. The fact that the executive power of a government against
which the revolution is directed may have been used unconstitutionally
and that the revolution Ynay be an attempt to restore constitutional gov=roment are considered irrelevant for purposes of this study. The laws
and decrees w; promulgated or interpreted by the existing de facts executive i-..wcr of government are the sole criteria of "legality" In this
context. Whether these laws or decrees, or their interpretation, are contrarý. to irt,.s,'tional law, moral iw, or the law of the land before the
executiv" j.•-.er of government decided to change or set aside the constitution will not concern us.*
In addition, illegality, as used, has the important attribu-. that it applies only to persons subject to the laws of the state in which the revolution takes place. These persons may hold official nositions within the
*The Bolivian revolution of 1952 is a case in pount. Bolivia, at that time, was
.zIed by a military junta which had taken over th., ,overi'ment Illegally abrut a year
earlier. This takeover had occurred after an election, the results of which displeased
conservative elements, for the specific purpose of nullifying t•he results of the election. This was clearly an illegal act. Yet the revolution of 1952, carried out by the
party which was denied its rightful place in 1951, must nevertheless also tz con.
sidered illegal.

a

government or they may have no official connection at all. Thus the
term would cover foreign subjects operating within the territorial jurisdiction of the country, but would not apply to foreign armies during a
declared or de facto state of war.
If a government is overthrown, a region made indepene.en', -ýr a coumitry subjugated through the application of force by an outside power
with no, or only nominal, participation of indigenous personis, it would not
be considered a revolution. This qualification does not, however, exclude
the situation in which the subjects of a political entity engaged in a revolutionary effort may be supplied or otherwise strongly supported by all
outside power.
The Term "Force." An effort to effect political itiodification is considered a revolution only if the meais which it employs to alter the p,
litical status quo include the use of force or the thrmat, overt or implied,
to use force to achieve the objectives of the revolution (if the executive
pawer of the de farto government doe!! not grant such objectives on
peaceful demand). The revolutionary effort niay ,c',de any kind of
legal or illegal nonviolent action along with its use of force: overt and
covert propaganda effort, passive resistance or illegally aggressive agitation; corruption, or conspiracy. The use of force may include all or any
of many forms: unorganized violence through underground organizations;
overt armed action, whether at the level of guerrilla warfare, or that of
civil war between regular armed forces.
. While revolutions may differ in the kind, amount, and manner in which
force is used, its use in one of these forms, or the readiness to use it, is
considered a general characteristic of all revolutions. If the threat of
force does not suffice to achieve the objectives of the revolution and the
effort reaches the stage of the actual use of fcrce, such force may be
applied by revolutionary forces within the territorial jurisdiction of the
government to be overthrown or by revolutionary forces who are externally based and invade such territory.
Subcategories of Revolutionary Efforts. Some writers do not classify
a Ocoup d'etat" or a "rebellion" as a revolution. In this study both coup
d'etat and rebellion will be considered special subcategories of revolutions
that can be distinguished from revolutions per se. Most writers who exclude these events as types of revolutions do so on the basis of the
effects of the political action that modified the government. These writers will call a revolution only that effort which results in far-reaching
changes in the political and/or social institutions of tV-.-country, or that
effort which is preceded by important changes in thc social structure of
the country. The disadvantage of imposing this reaction lies in the difficulty of determining what constitutes "far-reaching changes."
Those who use this additional qualification to define revolution will consider a change in the personnel of government without corresponding
changes in the political or social institutions as a coap d'etat. For this
study a eoup d'etat will be defined as a revolution in which a change of
goerhment or governmental personnel is effected suddenly by holders of
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governmental power in defiance of the state's legal constitution or against
9he will of the chief executive. Usually, one of the characteristics of a
'oup d'etat is that public support for the coup itself is not sought U'ntil
after it has succeeded, or at least until after the coup has be*.i initiated.*
ju, cases where holders of government power are not the sole exec::'.-rs
of the revolutionary attempt, but seek the support of a political party or
other mass group, it is difficult to define such a revolution as a coup
Ei"tat. In Bolivia, for instance, a major organ ef the government, the
police department, conspired with a major political party. The revolution was a result of this conspiracy. In this Etudy, therefore, it woull
not be considered a coup d'etat, since the revolutie~i did not rely on governmental power alone. Also, in the case of Iraq in 1936 there was a
conspiracy between a political group and the army; however, the coup
itself was carried out entirely by the army and there was no mass action
to support the army in the application of force. For that reason, the
Iraqi coup of 1936 would be classified as a C3Vt, d'etat.
A rebellion is considered as a revolution in wnich the revoXu.cnary cffort aims at territorial autonomy, or independence, for a part or parts
of a pulitical entity, but in which no attempt is made to alter or over..
throw the central government itself. In this sense, a colonial uprising
for independence Is a rebellion, as were the actions of the Confederate
States in the American Civil War.
A postaccessional revolution is not usually discussed as a distinct type
of revolution. However, it is a concept that is very useful to denote a
revolution which is carried out by a revolutionary part or group after it
has succeeded in gaining governmental power by legal means and after
it has some or all of the law-enforcing agencies under its oontrol. The
revolution is thus carried out, in effect, by the governmem, but against the
established constitutional order. It differs from a coup d'etat in that the
"holders of government power" executing the revolution sre really the
dominant power of the government and the revolution has the outward
.appearance of legality. This type of revolution was successfully completed in Germany in 1933. After Hitler had become chancellor, and
after
, members of the Nazi Party had been placed into official positions, he systematically, through the illegal use of force, eliminated opposition within the government and trsnsformed a parliamentary democracy
into a totalitarian state. A similar revolution took place in Czechoslovakia
in 1948.
A counterrevoluticn may take any of the forms discussed- ;.bove. It is
essentially an attempt, through revolution, to restore a previkusly existing
condition. However, a pure counterrevolution exists in theory only. The
realities of the historical processes, invariably, make it impossible for a
c-'unterrevolution to restore the past completely. Just as there is no
revolution that has signified n complete break with the past-not even the
* A coup d'etat, in this sense, occurred in Iraq in 1988 and 1958, and in Egypt in
1952. In all three cases, the "holders of governmental powet" were members of tile

Armed Forces.

French or the Russian Revolutions--there is no counterrevolution which
has not incorporated some of the changes brought about by the revolution
or, at least, recognized the need to change some of the conditions which
were responsible for the first revolution.
An inurrection is not considered a type of revolution bi,. Is a teim
frequently used in connection with revolution. It will be usad in this study
to denote the initial stage of a revolution. "An insurrectioik may be
thought of as an incipient revolution still localized and limited to securing
modifications of governmental no)--,- or personnel and not as yet a serious
threat to the state ;, gover.,ner: i. nower." * Using this defir.ition, as
insurrection is an overt revolutio, ,y effort that may become a revolution
if it gathers momentum and receives wide public support. The action of
the French Army in Algeria in April 1961 was an insurrection, defy!i
the central authority of the government in Paris. It might have developed into a revolution if it had succeeded in uniting the Armed Forces
against President de Gaulle and hn forling his resignation as head of
state.
In this -tudy, the expression revolutionary warfare will be used to encompass all aspects of the revolutionary efforts to displace an existing
government ,y force as well as the efforts of the de facto government to
defend itself against such efforts. "Revolutionary warfare" will be examined in a general sense and will not be restricted to Communist methods,
although Communist techniques will be, of course, closely examined.
However, there Is no a priori assumption that "revolutionary warfare" is
peculiarly and exclusively a Communist phenomenon.
Thus, the term will not be used in the more specific sense evolved by
French writers. The term "revolutionary warfare," as it has been popularized by the French, is applied specifically to Cu~nmunist techniques and
methods of organization. According to the French theory, there is a
specific way in which such destructive techniques ans strikes, riots, mass
demonstrations, sabotage, guerrilla warfare, and, finally, open warfare
are used in accordance with a preconceived plan. These techniques are,
again according to the French, supplemented by "constructive" techniques
t
o win over the masses and include propaganda, training, agitation, and
the organization of "parallel hierarchies." Differences in the application
of "revolutionary warfare" ý'om country to country are explained as conscious adaptation to the special conditions which prevail in the area in
which "revolutionary warfare" is being fought.
MF"HODOLOGICAL NOTES AND ACKNOWLEDGvIENTS
From a research viewpoint, the casebook is one end-prduct of an initial effort in a longer range research task aimed at improving knowledge
of the nature of revolutions and revolutionary warfare. A major research
purpose of using a standardized format in preparing the summary accounts was to facilitate the development of hyp.theses regarding general
o Beyelopodia of the
W7o¢/a Sctiente.
millan Company, 1957), VIII, p. 117.
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relationships among factors, and patterns of factors, for later more intensive analytic study and evaluation. Shortly to be published--separately
-are detailed case rtudies in depth of four of the revoiutions summarized
in this casebook.*
The standardized format was developed on the basis of a revie of
prior general analyses of revolutions, consideration of the types o! operational questions to which revolutionary knowledge can be applied, and the
anticipated use of the casebook as a text or reference. Although a
straight chronological accor ,I may have been more readable, it Voald IAot
have allowed ready systematic comp-arisons among revolutions, a maic,
research consideration, as well as a practical consideration in terms of
using the casebook as a text or reference as a study tool.
The selection of revolutions for the summary accounts was done on a
country and area basis, as well as on the basis of coverage of a wide
range of different social, political, and environmental conditions under
which revolutions have taken place. For cinwtries which had more than
one revolution during the last 40 years, selection was guided by considerations of: (1) time of occurrence, (2) importance, (3) availability of
information. Thus, revolutions were selected which occurred as recently
as possible; which were judged important in terms of the political and
social changes which resulted; and on which there was sufficient information in published sources to permit an adequate description of the revolutionary processes.
The research approach used for the preparation of a summary account
jpr. wcre conwas essentially the same for each revolution. Area
sulted to identify the major secondary documentary sources (unclassified)
which covered aspects of the srbject revolution. Using the standardized
format as a guide, information was collected, synthesizea, and Runimarized
from the secondary sources. Gaps in coverage were filled in by further
search of secondary sources, use of primary sources when readily available, or through interviews with knowledgeable persons. After intensive
internal review and revision, draft copies of the summaries were submitted to area experts for final technical review for accuracy of fact and
soundn!.. of description and interpretation. When differences in interpretation could not be resolved on the basis of available evidence, both
interpretations were included and clearly identified as conflicting views,
unresolvable within the time and resources available.
The research on the casebook was completed between 1 April 1961 and.
.30July 1962, with varying cutoffs within those bounds for ,i;.erent summaries. Thus, caution must be exercised in terms of tue na.plications of
events after cutoff dates on earlier conclusions.
SORO wishes to acknowledge its indebtedness to the following cou.-.!tants who technically reviewed the sections of the casebook identified.
While much of what may be useful can be attributed to them, they are
in no way to be held responsible for any errors of com,aission or omissiou
which may appear in the casebook.
Guatemala (1944-U4); Cuba (195349); Vietnax.i

(1946-U ; Algeria (1954-62).

Southeast Asia
Dr. Bernard B. Fall
Professor-of Government
qoward University

Europe
Dr. Karl H. Cerny
Associate Professor of
Government
Georgetown University

Latin America
Dr. Harold:E. Davis
Professor of Latin American
Studies
The American University

Mr. Martin Blumenson
Senior Historian
Office of The Chief o~f
Military History

Middle East and North Africa
Dr. Abdul A. Said
Associate Professor of International Law
The American University

FarEast
Dr. Peter Hi Tang
Lecturer, Department of
Government
Georgetown University

Dr. Hisham B. Sharabi
Associate Professor of .Iistory
and Government
Georgetown University

Michael Lindsay
(Lord Lindsay of Birker)
Professor of Far Eastern
Studie
The American University

In addition, SORO wishes to express its appreciation to Mr. Slavko N.
Bjelajac, Office of the Director of Special Warfare, Depirtmentzof the
Army, for his patient guidance and counsel as Project Monitor.
Finally, it should be noted that Mr. Ralph V., Mavrogordato we- .,3soIated with the project for some time as-Acting ChAirman of the reaearch
team. He made a significant contribution to the organization of the case,
book and the development of the standardized format for the sumrary
accounts, as well as supervising preparation of many of the sunmaies
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SECTION I
SOUTHEAST ASIA
General Discussion of Area and Revolutionary Developments
The Revolution in Vietnam: 1946-1954
The Indonesian Rebellion: 1945-1949
The Revolution in Malaya: 1948-1957
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SOUTHEAST ASIA
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF AREA AND
REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENTS
GEOGRAPHICAL DEFINITION
extending south and
Southeast Asia is a term applied loosely to the
east of Communist China, including t•ze adjacent iFands. Prior to World
War II, it contained one independent state, Siam or Thailand; and five
colonial territories: Burma, Malaya, Indochina (Laos, Cambodia, and
Vietnam), the Philippine Islands, and the Netherlands East Indies or Indonesia. Since the end of the war, all the major colonial territories have
acquired their independence. With a population of nearly 180,00,000
people' forming loosely organized and relativp:y linderpopulated societies,
the area is divided into three eultural a"sas ac-ording to religious differences: Burma, Thailand, Laos, and Cambodia are predominantly Buddhist;
Malaya and Indonesia Muslim; and the Philippines principally Christian.
Vietnam, the exception, is Taoist-Confucianist. The Indonesian island of
Java, Lower Thailand, the Red River Delta in Vietnam, Lower Burma,
Central Luzon in the Philippines, and the Lower Mekong valley in Cambodia and Vietnam are densely populated, while the rest of the areas are
relatively underpopulated.
The richness of the resources in the area was discovered soon after the
era of exploration began. Scutheast Asia became a target for economic
expansion of the Western nations. Rice, rubber, petroleum, tin, and copra
production, developed by modern capitalism, "was grafted onto an indigenous, precapitalist economic social system"'2 characterized by primitive
torms of agriculture, mining, and other regional enterprises. The impact
#-*+he West eventually created antagonism that turned into a strong desire
to evict the foreigners and establish independent indigenous institutions.
The area became the site of revolutions, uprisings, demonstrations, and
general uairest which reached the peak after World War II and have not
yet subsided.

I.

'rea

BACKGROUND OF COLONIAL RULE
A. Political
In all areas of Southeast Asia, with the exception of Thails,,d iformerly
known as the Kingdom of Siam) the Western colonial powers had estab!._hed their rule by the end of the 19th century. Poetuguese and Spaniards first explored the South Asian seas, but English, French, Dutch, and
Spanish traders became the influential elements in the area. As the
competition for prime areas grew more intense, the zTvernments intervened in order to offer better protection for their economic interests.
France had established itself in Indochina; Great Britain in Bur.-m.a aud
Malaya; the Netherlands in Indonesia; and Spain in the Philippine Islands,

1.
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which were taken over by the United States following the SpanishAmerican War.
Reactions to Western expansion varied widely from one area to another.
There was some immediate resistance to French admini-trafion in Indochina. Some of theVames
he later violent military coimiTict between
the French and the Vietnamese go back to this time. The British introduced features of modernization in both Burma and Malaya. The governmental institutions established by the Briliqli in these two countries were,
according to one authority, "far more rationalized and moderrized th'.n
any other institutions within their' society."3 Burma was a quiet colonial
holding and a slow growth toward modernization took place. It achieved
independence much sooner than expected and without violence. Mala A.
although modernized in other ways, was the least advanced on the roan ,o
politicdil independence. This was partly due to its large transient Indian
and Chincse population and the establishment of protective policies toward
the Malays. Indonesia developed vcy .inerenly. T7- -,nclal developmernt
of Java was in sharp contrast to the retention of tribal culture and economics in New Guinea. U.S. policy was to attempt to prepare the Philippine Islands for political freedom in the shortest possible time. However,
the political maturity of the Philippines appears to be far ahead of its
economic and social conditions. Thailand never experienced colonial
status, but it, too, was strongly influenced by the West.
Some colonial powers, such as the United States, dominated the political
rather than the commercial aspects of the colonies. The administration
was humane and liberal, and it introduced democratic methods intended
to lead eventually to self-government. As a result, many authors and
commentators find much to commend in colonial rule. Thus, it is claimed
that British efficiency and justice in Malaya resulted in prosperity which
pushed the idea of Malayan independence into the background until the
disruption of World War II. The Dutch in Indonesia had an "Ethical
Policy," the French in Indochina a policy of "Assimilation," and the United
States in the Philippines also had a policy designed to benefit indigenous
society.
the colonial administrations at the central and intermediate levels were
Western type political institutions. The actual rulers in the colonies were
governors general or high commissioners, responsible to the Western governments. The nominal heads of institutions representing local inteiests
acted in advisory capacities only. But at the village ! vels. which includpd
the mass of the agricultural population, the traditi-ral methods of governing often remained. The higher administrative positions, where the
power and responsibility of ultimate decision rested, were filled by Westerners and a small number of indigenous people trained or experienced in
the operations of their own government institutions. Through this practice only a small number of indigenous administ-ative experts and politiral
leaders emerged. The old colonial political and social institutions are
still the basic structures around which most of the Southeant Asian countries are attempting to build modern states.
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B. Economic
Southeast Asia produced some raw materials and foodstuffs for home
consumption, and some raw materials and agricultural products for
export. The production of subsistence foodstuffs was carried out by t.
ditional and backward techniques. Export production, in contrast. was
on a large-scale production basis. The capital and managerial skills were
contributed by Europeans, Indians, and Chinese and the labor force by
the local population. The Western countries mude large c;,pital investments. This system created a dual economy in vhich most profits went
to the West and a "subsistence modified by the amount of welfare necessary and useful to the ongoing entrepreneurial system remained behind." 4
The colonial powers depended on the increased production of natural
resources and raw materials. Prewar Burma, Thailand, and Indochina
fed themselves and exported approximately 6 million tons of rice annually.
Malaya ah~d Indonesia accounted for 800,000 torq of exported rubber.
Malaya. Indonesia, and Thailand mined 90,00 metzl t'n-on.i Z.;
cou;centrates. Malaya alone produced 65,000 metinc tons of tin. Indonesia,
the Philippine Islands, and Malaya produced 1.6 million tons of copra for
coconut oil. Seventy•e•ght" percent of the world's rubber exports and 73
percent of copra exports came from Malaya in 1938. The colori,.s were
rich in raw materials and products, but had little industrial po, ier and
capital goods.5 Southeast Asia maintained its subsistence economy side
by side with the newer export economy.
The colonial areas of Southeast Asia were greatly affected by the Western economic depression of the late 1920's and 1930's. The effects of the
crisis were felt in Southeast Asia as early as 1928. The crisis revealed
economic shortcomings of the colonial system and tended to weaken the
image of the colonial powers.
C.

Education

.;%fore the First World War little education was offered the indigenous
population of Southeast Asia. Universities were established in Manila
and Hanoi' but there was no system of national education that reached
down to the people before World War II. Higher education was usually
offered in a Western language and !Aterary in character. Even where
there were two systems of education, one local and the other foreign,
the masses were left illiterate. Thus, in S5outiteasI Asia, there was a
large illiterate base, a small number of indigenous people wit.', an education in their own language, and an even smaller minority ed-cated in a
foreign language. Although some education was needed to keep pace
witih ,dustrialzation, the literar- character of .d.U..o". did not favor the
development of technical skills and retarded appreciation for scientific
development.
D. Ethnic Minorities
Chinese and Indians are the largest and most important minority groups
in Southeast Asia; there are numerous other minorities, such as the
17
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Arakanese, Karens, Shaus, Chins and Kachins, in Burma; the Malays in
southern Thailand; the Ambonese, Dutch, Eurasians, Arabs, and others,
in Indonesia; and aboriginal tribes throughout the area. The Chinese pose
by far the greatest problem, particularly in Malaya and Thailand.
E. Summary
For political, economic, and racial reasons European rule proved unacceptable to Southeast Asia after World War II. Its alien elements had
not been well digesf d by the Asian countries. Democracy was slowly,
and at times quite reluctantly, introduced into the area. For the population, Western rule often appeared as a slow erosion of everything that
was traditional while offering little to replace traditional values. The.
intelligentsia developed an inferiority feeling as the inevitable result ,
being ruled by a foreign power and this was "intensified by the tactless
•havior of some Europeans who were persuaded that their position was
due not to an accident of history 'ift to innate racial eperiority." 8
Viewed by today's standards, much of colonial rule seems highly objectionable; however, for the time in which colonialism flourished, a different
standard must be applied. It is also true that the colonial "exploitation"
of the people often differed little from previous "exploitation" by indigenous elites.
IlL

THE DEVELOPMENT OF INDEPENDENCE

A. The Interwar Period
The intensity of dissatisfaction with Western rule increased greatly
after the First World War. In the interwar period "four forces which
had grown up in Southeast Asia interacted on eadh other and developed in
the direction of the inevitable explosion." These forces were: a westernoriented intelligentsia becoming more and more antagonistic to the Western world; the masses made aware of their material poverty and stubbornly resisting Western control and guidance as the traditional structure
of their social environment faded; the Western powers competing with
. other In their economic expansion; and the anti-Western force of a
Western ideology, communism, attempting to provide its own solution te
these problems. Finally, a ifth force, Japanese imperialism, irrevocably
destroyed the entire Western structure, leaving a clear road for the other
three forces (the Western-oriented intelligentsia, the masses, and communism) to interact upon each other in Ai rent w.i.-s in -h c-untry
of the area.7
B. World War Ii
Japanese rule establish,.d after the iavasion in 1940 vnd 1941 gave the
national~st movements in the colonial areas an immense stimrilus and
"accelerated the development of indigenous administrative organs." 8a
Prior to the war, the colonial administrations had suppressed nationalism by imprisoning or exiling those leoders who threatened European r•-e.
The Japanese freed these leaders, who were soon able to find "status and
18
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power within their own societies." 9 The impetus toward independence
given by the Japanese occupation was no less effective for the fact that
the Japanese themselves were utilizing the Southeast Asian countries for
their own military and economic purposei much as the European powaus
had done.
With the possible exception of Malaya, the Southeast Asian countries
did not want the return and restoration of European order. The war had
given them a taste for self-administration and greatly strengthened their
desire for self-rule, especially in Indonesia, Burma, and Vietnam. The
political passions of the indigenous population entirely overshadowed the
existing economic needs. The Southeast Asian countries did not want to
reestablish trade with the Europeans on the prewar basis, although they
were desperately in need of economnc rocovery. Most indigenous politicians felt that economic objectives could be achieved only through political inderendence.10
When the Allied occupation forces arrived In southeast A," -fter thv
Japanese capitulation in 1945, they fouhd the area in better order than
expected. It was apparent that forceful methods would be required if
the Western powers were to reestablish their authority. The new republican governments in Vietnam and Indonesia organized military units, declared their independence, and challenged the authority of the French
and Dutch. Event-ually, they freed themselves of their prewar colonial
rulers by combining international pressure, subversion, and guerrilla and
open warfare.
IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION OF THE REVOLUTIONS IN
SOUTHEAST ASIA
One fundamental fact about Southeast Asia is that, following World War
II, it became the scene of revolutions which have not yet run their course.
The ideology, form, and intensity of the revolutions varied from one
0 .. ntry to another, but the basic motivation was the same: to dissolve the
old political order and establish a new government more desirable to the
revolutio,-ory leaders and the people. Iu the postwar period Western influence over the Asian countries sharply declined.
There were four factors involved in these revolutionary movements.
The first and most important was nationalism. It played a dual rol-e, as
an essential element for the attainment of independence and as a means
of unifying a country. The second was thc apparent con,.c-rn of the
revolutionary leaders for individual liberty and constitutio.ial governments. The third was the desire to establish a centralized economic
pla-.-'ng organization for -t-ate control of foreign trade and itdustial
de-.olopment The fcurth was the trend toward unitary control to prevent politicas disunity and to provide a central t.irection for economic
planning."
The desire for independence was universal in Southeast Asia, but the
methods of achieving it differed considerably from country to couniLry.
In Burma emancipation was accomplished by peaceful means. In May
19
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1945 Britain reaffirmed her intention to grant Burma full independence
within the Commonwealth after a short period of continued direct rule.
The Burmese demanded And received complete independence through negotiations conducted by Burmese Nationalists and pro-Burnese British
officials. Burma was not at rest, however; the country fac~u insurrections by the Karens and the Communists, both in 1949. Conditions had
improved by 1951, but some unrest continues to the present time.
In Indonesia nationalist troops met stronger Dutch columns in their
fight for independence, but independence was achieved in 1949 througE,
U.N. and U.S. intervention. In Vietnam, a coalition of Communists and
nationalists engaged the French Union Forces in 1946 in a jungle war
which brought defeat to the French and a Kore-on-type division of Vietna,
in 1954. The Malayans gained their independence in cooperation wit."
the British, but not without considerable difficulty. Shortly after the
war the British advocated the establishment of a Malayan Union. This
proposal was rejected by the Malay5. Later r. fgr--.ent uas reached
which resulted in the formation of a '.,alaypn Federation in 1957. The
Communist rebellion in Malaya was not responsible in any way for Malayan independence, but was a serious challenge for several years. The
United States fulfilled her promise by granting independence to the Philippines in 1946. In Thailand a "bloodless" military coup d'etat replaced
Marshal Pibul's rule in 1957, changing the form of government but little.
A 1947 military coup apparently had eliminated the possibility of a more
leftist political development.
In all these countries the threat of communism existed to some degree.
The revolution in VieLnam established a Communist People's Republic
north of the 17th Parallel. In Malaya British Security Forces had a
long, stubborn and costly struggle to stamp out armed Communist activity. In Indonesia and the Philippine Islands, the republican governments were also able to defeat a Communist attempt to gain control.
Peking-directed propaganda found the Thais, with the possible exception
of the Chinese minority, largely unresponsive to communistic appeals.
However, the Communist threat in all of these areas has not been eliminaLed. South Vietnam and Laos, in particular, are currently the scenes
of open revolutionary warfore.
A recent problem, anti-Communist rather than Communist in nature,
has plagued the Indonesian Government. This was the 1958 uprising
staged by the conservative "Covernment of the 11Pvo!L::rionary Indonesian
Republic (PRRI)," a revolutionary group that trio.' to overthrow the
government from bases in Celebes (Sulawesi) and central Sumatra. In
July of the same year the rational Indonesian Government forces were
reportedly entering the final stages of the struggle against the scattered
PRRI forces in northern Celebes. However, guerrillas are still active in
that area, although the effort of the PRRI fort- s was weakened by dissension in the leadership and by religious discord. Another problem
facing Indonesia today is the Darul Islam movement, which originated in
west Java during the Indonesian struggle against the Dutch in the late
20
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1940's, and becarne -- ,tirepublican in 1948. The movement is organized
along theocratic li', ý, advancing the "ideal Islamic state." Darul Islam
soon came under control of fortune hunting politicians and guerrilla bands.
The organization continues a terrorist campaign against the republican
government and there are indications that it recently increased in strel --.
In Laos a Communist challenge has become increasingly serious through
subversion and guerrilla warfare and appears to be close to accomplishing
its goals. The struggle against the Pathet Lao (Communist) has been
waged with U.S. military aid while Pathet Lao troops benefit by support
from the -N-rth Vietnamese (Con.iuhiidt) Government. Pro-Western
forces in Laos are in a precarious position and the country, at best, may
become "neutralist." The situation is still very much unsettled Ut the
time of this writing (October, 1961).
A revolutionary struggle is also taking place in South Vietnam. During
the past 7 years the Viet Cong (Communist) guerrilla force is reported to
have increased from 3,000 to 12,000. Unlika t!le Laotians. South Vietnamese troops, with considerable American military aid, are lignting a
determined battle against the Communists. However, the government's
procrastination in instituting urgently needed reforms is reported to be
exasperating senior army officers and playing into the hands of the Communistq. 1 2 Overt military operations have been on the increiase in 1961.
V. RESULTS AND OUTLOOK
The Southeast Asian countries have all achieved independence since
World War II. A few areas, such as the Dutch West Irian and the
Portuguese part of Timor, remain disputed and are still under European
control. Although comparatively unimportant as such, these areas tend
to keep alive the issue of "colonialism," which has been and still is a
rallying point for nationalists.
The real problems facing Southeast Asian countries are related to the
"Jonialism" of the past rather than to the present. Through the exposure of Southeast Asia to European rule and European influence, European institutions and standards have been inherited. The education,
economy, political institutions, and even the philosophy of Southeast Asian
nationalism are products of Western thought ajd practice. Ideas of
Western democracies are competing with Marxism and religious mysticism, while the great majority of the people still live in the traditional
village manner. As yet, no political force appears to he&e emerged
which has been able to amalgamate these diverse influences ;,.d create a
movement truly representative of the needs of the new nations. Moreover. "political parties, except where they have been hll-embracing social
movements, have not generally been the key units in the political processes
of the Southeast Asian countries. Except for the Communists, none of
the parties in the region has a strong organizational structure." 13 This
is true even for Indonesia. In Thailand, South Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia the political parties are almost like "public relations organizations"
of the "real political actors who control them.""
In Thailand and Indo21
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nesia the army plays an important role in political life; in South Vietnam
old established elite groups are the dominant political force. As a result
of these factors and trends, governments tend to be unstable.
The dominant political philosophy to which everyone in Southeast Asia
pays at least lip service is socialism. Western-oriented or .autral nationalists are competing with the Communists in their attempts to impose
their particular version of "socialism." In both cases the trend is toward
authoritarianism. The choice appears to be between an authoritarianism
of the right, as in Thailand and Sout-h- Iet,-,n,,am, or of the laft, as in
North Vietnam. "Only in the ihilippines can it be said that the authoritative institutional groups do not dominate the political process." 15
The following four factors appear to strengthen the authoritarian struce
ture of the non-Communist countries:
(1) The government tenus to be an interest group -.epresenting not
the broad mass of the people but a special urban minority.
(2) Politics, manipulated by an tnrban elite, pro',-dps prot-ction and
security to those who recognize the leaders and denies the masses a share
in political life.
(3) Special interest groups, such as trade unions, peasant a. sociations,
and student unions, either lack real power or have become tools of the
governments.
(4) The government controls the radio and news releases on which the
press has to depend.
In addition to the problem of developing a sense of national unity, and
political processes which would lend stability to such unity, there is a
considerable problem of minorities in several of the Southeast Asian
countries. By far the greatest and most troublqome minority group is
the Chinese, who are widely regarded "as an extension of China itself
and as a potential fifth column in the event of a Chin-.se advance into the
region." 16 However, their loyalties toward their countries of residence
as well as their political orientations differ widely.
The Chinese minority in Thailand has been used as a scapegoat and has
be-.n the butt of Thai discrii'onatory practices. Similar conditions prevail in Malaya and South Vietnam. British policy in Malaya bad always
favored the Malays while ',roating the Chinese as aliens, even though the
Chinese had been there for generations. The antagonisms between the
Malay, Chinese, and Indian communities had forced the British to dday
self-government in Malay'A. A modus vivendi has n-,w been reached between the three communities, and some sort of const.,ictive alliance does
exist. Possible new political alignments between Malaya and Indonesia
would probably weaken the Malayan entente since the position of the
Chinese element would be weakened.
Chinese commercial interests in Southeat Asia are still disproportionately large whatever nationality the Chinese inay claim. Tensions between
the Chinese and other races are probably aggravated because local governments do not offer them equality of citizenship and security of land
tenure, or give them a stake in the country in which they reside.
22
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The Indian minority in Southeast Asia is not feared as is the Chinese
mino'rity, but neither is it respected for the economic power it holds.
Indian "collaboration" with the Japanese during World War II and the
remittance of wealth accumulated by the Indian moneylenders to India
have been used to justify nationalization of Indian-owned land in Bur-.-,.
Former colonial powers tend to sympathize with other ethnic riinorities of Southeast Asia. They see the Karen separatist movement in
Burma and the Ambonese separatist movement in Indonesia as a result
of premature withdrawal of the Western powers. Often the minority
groups feel antagonistic toward the cthnic majorily. Thus, the Mois,
Thais, and other minority groups in Vietnam are known to dislike the
Vietnamese strongly. The important 3 of the minority groups is erhanced
by their control over vast la-d areas. In Victnam, for example, the
minorities control a much larger area than do the Vietnamese.
Three 'olonial rebellions are briefly described in the following section.
The rebellion in Vietnam was included to illustryte the qucces• of an irferior but well-adapted indigenous force against a superior but alien force
in a prolonged jungle war which culminated in the establishment of a
Communist state. The Indonesian rebellion was characterized by a combination o! guerrilla skill and foreign intervention. The Malayan Communist rebellion was chosen as an example of one of many attempts to
establish a Communist regime in Southeast Asia. The Communist effort
in Malaya failed and the events illustrate effective countermeasures taken
by the British Security Forces in combatting Communist guerrillas and
the creation of an environment which was not conducive to a successful
revolutionary effort.
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THE REVOLUTION IN VIETNAM: 1946-1954
SYNOPSIS
The revolution in Vietnam began in December 1946 after the Viet-n''h
Government and the French authorities failed to arrive at a mtw•tly
agreeable compromise concerning Vietnam's future political status The
rebellion began with guerrilla warfare, but later de-eloped into a combination of guerrilla warfare and rgular warfare. After 7 years of military, political, and psychological warfare the French found themselves in
an untenable positiop and withdrew their forces from Vietnam.
I.

BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING IN REV.LUjTION
By the end of the 19th century the French had established complete
control oer Vietnam. This control was p-,r;ndically challenged by sporadic demonstrations and uprisings which reached a pCk':
k '
crty
1930's. The French were able to suppress these outbreaks, and during
the period of the "Popular Front" before World War II, they initiated
some reforms designed to allow greater autonomy to the Vietnamese.
French rule in Vietnam wavered following the German attack on France
and the Japanese attack on Indochina in 1940. The Japanese Government
forced the representative of Vichy France to sign a "common defense"
accord in 1941, later supplemented by economic agreements.
A strong Vietnamese nationalist movement developed prior to and during World War II, with some encouragement from the Chinese Nationalists.
Spurred by the defeat of the French, a coalition of Vietnamese nationalist
groups, dominated by Communist leaders. declared Vieti.anm independent
in 1945. This Vietnamese organization, known as the Vietminh, was the
only anti-Japanese movement of consequence, and was therefore able to
fill the power vacuum existing between the time of the Japanese capitulat- -n in August 1945 and the Allied landings in September. While smaller
nationalist groups were wrangling over idealistic details, the Communistcontrolled 'Vietminh took over the country. Subsequent events represented the efforts of the Vietminh to solidify a Communist regime and
defend its position against the Frcnch and some of their Vietnamese
supporters.
The French returned soon after the war and attempted to reestablih
their sovereignty. As a restdt, they became involved in
rprolonged
struggle with the Vietnamese, who were trying to defend their newly proclaimed independence. The French forces were defeated in 1954 by the
us. cf propaganda, planncd uprIsings, gucrrilla warfare, and othcr unco..,,vntional warfare techniques. The French defeat at Dien Bien Phu,
in May 1954, symbolized France's untenable postion in Vietnam. At
an international conference in Geneva, convoked to se:'le the status of
all three former French possessions in Indochina, an agreement was
reached between the Mendes-Framne government in France and the Ho
Chi Minh government in Vietnam. The independence of Vietnam from
25
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the French Union was recognized, buit the country was divided into a
"~people~s democra..y," allied with the Commnunist bloc, and a pro-Western
autocratic republic. This division followed the pattern set in Korea ;n
July 1953 and was symnbolic of the struggle between East and West.
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VIETNAM
I

THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION*
A. Description of Country

1. Physical characteristics
Vietnam extends from the Chinese border to the Gulf of Siam or. ,:-e
eastern half of the Indochinese peninsula, covering an area slightly larger
than New Mexico. About 1,000 miles long, with a maximum width of
250 miles, Vietnam is predominantly mountainnus and heavily forested.
The climate is mostly tropical, particularly in the Mekong River Delta in
the south and the Red River Delta in -he north. The rainy season usually
lasts from April to September.
2. The people
According to official prewar figures, approximately 18 million people
live in Vietnam, which is not a densely populated country. With the
exception of Khmers, Thais, and other racial minorities, they all speak
Vietnamese. The racial minorities, composed lairely of tribti's occupying
the large, sparsely populated inland mcuntnan areas, have been very
antagonistic toward the Vietnamese.
The overwhelming majority of people lived and worked in rural areas
along the coast, where they cultivated rice fields. At the time of the
French rule, there were fairly good-sized segments of the French and
Chinese populace who were part of the merchant class and resided in the
large merchant centers. In addition, there was a sizable French administration whose personnel lived apart from the indigenous population in the
exclusive districts of the large cities. In the colonial period Vietnam was
divided into three provinces: Tonkin in the north, Annam in the center,
and Cochin China in the south. Tonkin and Annam were French protectorates, whereas Cochin China was a French colony. The city of Sa-gon
in Cochin China, one of the major cities in Vietnam, was the adminiitrative
center of French rule. Other cities of importance included Hu6, in
-taim, the seat of old Vietnamese dynasties; Hanoi, in Tonkin, the resident city of the French Governor; and Haiphong, also in Tonkin.
3. C'nununications
Most of Vietnam was accessible by some means of transportation
during the rebellion-particularly during periods of good weather. There
were a few asphalt-covered roads, most of them in the south radiating out
from Saigon. However, there was an important hard-surfaced allweather road. the Colonial Highway No. 1, extending from north to south
all along the coast, which connected major coestal cities. Stame metaled
all-weather roads ran in an east-west direction and connected the inland
cit' s and villages with tlh coastal cities; they also connected Laos and
C..mbodia with Vietnam. Most other roads were unsurfaced and became
treacherous during the monsoon season. A modern rail system, the
Trans-Indochinese Railway, covered the north-south distance from Saigon
to Hanoi and extended across the border into China. Another railw .y
SUr

ess other-wise indicated the environment described retfrs to the French colon -1

period
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from Haiphong to Kunming followed the Red River Valley and connected
4
north Vietnam with southwest China.
Air travel was the most effective means of transport. Most of the
airports were near the major cities along the coast; but there wa- several
airports inland-for example, at Dalat and at Ban Me Thuat in the southern Annam high plateaus. There were port facilities all along the coast of
Vietnam. The major ports were Saigon and Haiphong.
4. Natural resources
Rice, rubber, and fish were the most important resources The
mineral deposits were not of primary importance to the country's economy,
although the Hongay coal mines in the north have produced anthracite of
the highest quality. Iron, bauxite, m:;nganese, lead, zinc, tin, and phosphates also are mined in the north. The southern areas of Vietnam are
relatively poor in mineral resources.
B.

Socio-Economic Structure
1. Economic system
Rice-growing and fishing were the two major industries of Vietnam
during French rule. Rice and fish were also the mainstays of the Vietnamese diet. Because of the primitive methods used, large concentrations of labor were needed in rice-growing areas. In the primary ricegrowing paddies nf the Tonkinese (Red River) Delta, some six or seven
million people were concentrated in an area slightly under 6,000 square
miles.5 Rubber plantations were developed-by the French before, and
by the Japanese during, World War II.
The French introduced Western economic methods to a very primitive
country, and had developed a prosperous enterprise by 1939. Vietnam's
economy became an extension of Fiench mercantilistic policies: the French
bought Vietnamese raw materials at low prices, and sold the Vietnamese
French industrial commodities at high prices. Rice and rubber became
Vietnam's most profitable exports, enriching the wealthy landlords, most
of whom were French or Chinese.6 During the interwar period the Vietnmr~ese economy had five major characteristics. (1) Most of the capital
came from abroad. Prior to 1920 funds came largely from the state
budget, but following World War I the funds came from French private
investors, whose goals were immediate high returns. Only a small fracaon of the high profits were reinvested into the Vietnamese economy.
(2) The economic policy was geared to the cw-ploitat,.. of rice, rubber,
and some rare minerals for export. Vietnamese indu5.try produced goods
oi.'y for immediate consumption. Vietnamese economy bccame restrictive, tending toward a market for overpriced, tariff-protected products
of the metropolitan industries. (3) The fiscal policies of the French did
not work to the advantage of the Vietnamesa. All public works programs
were paid for by taxing the small incomes of the peasants while foreign
concerns were taxed little or not at all. Some French industries were
subsidized by public funds. (4) Public vworki programs benefited the
investor. (5) The Chinese middleman, the small Vietnamese landed
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class, and the French exporters benefited from rice production. Although there was an increase in the production of rice, the disproportionate increase in population resulted in a decline in individual rice consumption. 7 In the Northern Province almost all the land was owned and t'::. 1
by farmers, whereas in the South, most land, prior to World War II,
belonged to absentee landlords.
2. Class structure
The largest sector of the population was made up of poor peasants.
most of whom worked in the rico flelds. Sometimes they were con,
scripted by French authorities to work in mines or on public works,8 A
middle class emerged from the predominantly peasant class shortly after
the French had established their authority and continued to grow under
French rule. It was made up of merchants, officials, and intellectuals,
and had virtually no political or economic power. 9 Along with the military, t•hs middle class held an intermediate position on the Vietnamese

class scale. The privileged class comprised approximately ,o 1;,icent -f
the population and consisted of Europeans (mostly French), Chinese, and
very few Vietnamese. They were the administrators and businessmen.' 0
3. Literacy and education
The mass of the indigenous population was illiterate. Students who
completed secondary school had little opportunity to go on to higher
education. Instruction in the technical fields was almost entirely nonexistent, and, for the most part, an education at college or university
level was either a legal, medical, or liberal arts education.

Some Viet-

namese intellectuals obtained their education in foreign schools. French
was the official language. In most cases the educated Vietnamese found
themselves unable to take maximum advantage of their training."
Higher administrative positions were denied them and other opportunities
were limited.
4. Major religions and religious institutions
Most of the Vietnamese people had retained a certain amount of
Confucianism and Taoism. In mountain areas, animism was still prevalent. C:0-,,erted Catholics, although they held important positions under
French rule, often adhered to ancestor worship and certain magical practices retained from the older religiois.
In 1926 a group of Vietnamese officials established the Cao Dai religious sect, which amalgamated a number of faiths. Itq hierarchy of priesthood was headed by a pope, ard its adherents numbered into t. ., hundredm
of thousands. The Cao Dai sect a- I the less important Hoa Hao sect
were both strongly nationalistic.
V, Government and the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of government
The French administration was highly centralized and headed by a
governor general or high commissioner. Chief residents were resvonsible to him. Vietnamese policy was determined by the colonial official.
in Paris.'2 The Vietnamese played a very minor role in the government
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and the administration of their own country. Vietnam, along with Laos
and Cambodia, was represented in the Grand Council of Economics and
Financial Interests, of which half the members were French. Cochin
China had a Colonial Council which was partly French and partly Vietnamese. Tonkin and Annam, on the other han(, had separate c,,uncils for
Frenchmen and for the indigenous population. All these bodies were
concerned generally with local et-onomic affairs, and had advisory powers
only. Vietnamese members were either appointed by the government or
18
elected under a system of very restricted suffrage.
The status of Cochin China differed from Tonkin and Annam. Cochin
China was a colony while Tonkin and Annam were protectorates. The
highly centralized French administration in Vietnam was dependent
upon the Paris government, and its policy reflected the political fluct, tions and the changing patterns of that government. During the Japanese
-cupation, the French administration became dependent on Japanese
authcrities.
2. Description of political, process
Political groups and political parties were organized shortly after
the French had gained complete control over Vietnam. Most of them
represented opposition to French rule and were decla.ed illegal, except
during the time of the "Popular Front" governments in France between
1933 and 1939, when all political parties were allowed to function. Parties
such as the Constitutionalist Party, which was established in 1923 and
was the first legal political organization, were sterile in their limited power
and never gained wide popular support. The nationalist groups in Vietnam operated clandestinely most of the time.
Recognizing French rule as an imposition and as a sign of their own
weakness, the Vietnamese began to organize terror movements within
Vietnam and to issue propaganda from foreign bases. The terroristic
activities were easily suppressed by the French. The early groups were
Robin Hood type bands which had no political goal except to oppose the
existing regime. It was not until the late 1920's that the nationalist
groups began concentrating on organization and developing political
motives. The Cao Dai religious sect, for instam.e, was organized in Saigon
by several disgruntled Constitutionalist Party members in 1926, and in the
1930's it took on the characteristics of the protest movement. The group
maintained secret liaison with the Japanese in the late 1930'*.
The Vietnam Nationalist Party (VNQDD) was fovnded in 1927 by the
young nationalist teacher, Nguyen Thei Hoc, and beca-me the most important non-Communist nationalist organization in Vietnam. In its formative
years it was responsihle for snme of the most terroristic acts ever committed against the French authorities. At a 1930 uprising in Yen Bay,
the VNQDD exhausted its initial drive and was suppressed into near in..
activity by the French. The structure of t1he organization had been
modeled after the Kuomintang, and the party often looked to China for
China after the Yen
support- Most of the VNQDD leaders remained in
4
Bay incident to recuperate and rally their forcas.2
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Nguyen Ai Quo(, better known as Ho Chi Minh (and thus referred to
thrnlwhout this section) was instrumental in organizing the Indochinese

Communist Party. He had "little more than his mandate from Moscow
to guide him in his choice of means for building a communist movement
in Vietnam" wrote Milton Sacks."- Yet he succeeded so well that f -m
the early 1930's on, communism dominated Vietnamese natioaalism
through its internal disputes. Much of this time other nationalist; groups
vegetated in exile. In the later 1930's the Commanist Party joined the
"Popular Front" movement composed of all French and Vietnamese democratic ele-uents, to combat Japane-z imperialism.16 After the Germa,.Soviet Pact was signed in 1939, the party was declared illegal and its
leaders went into exile.
The outbreak of war limited French authority, as Japanese forces
merched in to occupy certain strategic areas of Vietnam in 1940. During
the war most leaders of the nationalist groups were in exile reorganizing
their ioices. The Communist element ol the nationalists, however, remained active at home and engaged in such activities as es~a•Ž.iing colls
in youth organizations. As a result of the war and the Japanese occupation, many Vietnamese intellectuals were able to assume new roles of
administrative lavels never before available to them. Other Vietnamese,
primarily under Communist leadership, were offering some token resistance to Japanese forces.
In 1943, the Chinese Government forcibly persuaded Ho Chi Minh, after
jailing him for 18 months, to reorganize the Vietnamese nationalist groups
on Chinese soil. A coalition of nationalist -al-led the Vietminh was
created under the auspices of the Kuomintang, and a provisional government of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam was established, made up of
leaders of the VNQDD. The revolutionary organization that fought
the French for 7 years had its origin in these developments.*
Under a wartime agreement Chinese forces were to occupy that portion
"orth of the 16th parallel on the defeat of the Japanese, and British
ior'ees were to move into the south. With British aid, the French authorities returned en force to reestablish French rule, and out of political
and mii"-_zy weakness the new republican government consentet; -o negotiations with representatives of the French Gowvrnment. In March of
1946 a temporary agreerment was reached between the two parties pending further discussion in Paris during the summer. Throughout the
summer of 1946, Ho Chi Minh represented his government at the Fontainebieau Conierence, during which a modus vivendi wa4 reclt-. i September. However, relations between the French and the Vietminh soon
deteriorated, as both charged breach of faith. On December 19, 1946,
Vietminh guerrilla units attacked French posts, initiating open warfare.
S. Legal procedure for changing government institutions
Prior To World War II Vietnam was under tie complete authority of
the French Government. Any legal changes within 'wae institutions had

"See below p.

34 and 35,
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to be initiated by the govwrnment in Paris. During World War NI, the
French administrator, Admiral Jean Decoux, had to be give;i full authority to act independently.
4. Relationship to foreign powers
Relationships with foreign powers and foreign policy w;., prerogattives of the French during the colonial period. During the war, Japan
became the dominant force in Indochina and greatly contributed to Vietnarnese nationalism and desire for independr-ace.
5. The role of military and police powers
Military and police power had been nnder French control unril 1940,
when it was shared with the Japanese occupation troops. During the
interwar period, force and coercion had been used successfully by the
French to suppress any form of deminstration or illegal activity. Vie'
namese served in the French Army and police forces, but a few of them
were not deve'ndable and sided with anti-French demonsl iaiors.
D. Weakness of the Socio-Economic-ILoliticai Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Rpgime
1. History of revolutions or governmental instabilities
On the whole, the Fre ich were able to govern the country effectively.
However, during pediods of unrest, military and police action were needed
to ensure French control. As early as March and April 1908, mass demonstrations were staged in Bienh Dinh to persuade the French authorities
to reduce high taxes. The demonstrators were fired on and many were
arrested and sent to prison at Poulo Condore. In June of the same year
an attempt was made to poison the French garrison in Hanoi. This
started a wave of repression against the nationalists.' 7
The only uprising of any coi equence during French ruln took piace at
Yen Bay in Tonkin during February of 1930. The rebellion was led primarily by the VNQDD and its success was short-lived. French planes
fired upon villages and the uprising was successfully pt down. The
leaders were either executed or imprisoned.
Snoradic and scattered mass demonstrations occurred bitween 1930
and 1932, particularly in northern Annam. where faraines and Communist
agitation led the peasant.s to p-.,test against local conditions.
2. Economic weaknesses
The major economic weakness of the French administration in Vietnam during the interwar period was its monocultural d.oendence on rice.
If rice prices dropped for any reason the Vietnamese were seriously
affected. Rice requisitions as taxes in kind Dlaced a burden on the
Vietnamese peasantry, especially at times of crop failures. The worldwide economic crisis of the late 1920's led to a serious depression in
Vietnam as early as 1928.
Other economic weaknesses of the French regime in Vietnam were
noticeable in industry. Some French industries. were subsidized entirely
by Vietnam taxes in order to create high returns for the investnrs, and a
tA.
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small elite group, mostly non-Vietnamese, benefited from the Vietnamese
economic growth.
3. Social tensions
Social tensions were largely the result of the disparitv in the standards of living between the masses and a small upper class. Incqu,..:ies
existed everywhere-for example, in the availability of medical facilities.
Although the French had made progress in medicine and in hospital construction, the indigenous poor were left with little medical aid. The same
conditions existed in education. Few Vietnannese students were able to
complete their education, and the ust majority remained illiterate. Lac:k
of opportunity to participate in shaping Vietnamese affairs caused resentment, particularly among the small e .u.cat.delite, and increased social
tensiors in Vietnam.
4. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknesses
The French were quite aware of the existing antagonisms. The
demors.rations and uprisings, at Yen Bay i.L pai'ticular, boldly announced
that the revolutionary movement in Vietnam had a head a,..j a body.
French reaction to the regime's weaknesses came first in the form of
suppression. In 1930 there were 699 executions without trial, and 3,000
arrests were made resulting in 83 death sentences and 546 life sentences.
From January to April of 1931, 1,500 more Vietnamese were arrested.18
In Paris during the middle 1930's the French recognized the need for
reforms to pacify the country. These reforms were limited and confined
to the economic and social spheres. A rise in the export of rice greatly
eased the economic crisis. The "Popular Front" movement ushered in a
great wave of hope and confidence. Bao Dai, of the Nguyen Dynasty,
returned to claim his throne. Although not significant in itself, Bao Dai's
return symbolized the change which was taking place. There seemed to
be greater unity among the nationalist groups, who were now more inclined toward negotiating directly with thc French rather than demanding
complete independence. The authorities relaxed their controls when they
allowed associations to form in Vietnam and political parties to function
in Cochin China. However, the events just before the outbreak of World
War K"2isrupted the trend toward liberalism, and once again political
freedoms were curtailed.
III.
A.

)ORM AND CHARACTERiSTICS OF REVOLUTION
Actors in the Revolution

1. The revolutionary leadership
The nationalist groups had the common goal of opposing the French
regime but varied in ideology, intensity of opposition, and size of revolu&i,.nary following. Most of the revolutionary- leaders, however, were
Marxist-Leninist in orientation. The most acti,7e and most deliberately
revolutionary leader in Vietnam was Ho Chi Minh kNguyen Ai Quoc).
The son of a Vietnamese mandarin, Ho received his high school education
in Ytidochi.,a. After World War I he went to France, where he made cin-
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tact with French Socialists. Later he studied in Moscow and in 1923
served his apprenticeship in China with Borodin, whose sole mission was
to reshape the Chinese Kuomintang with Communist support. Ho was a
very well-disciplined Communist, time and again proving his loyalty to
the party. He helped to organize the Indochinese Commur.nst Party 6uring its formative years in the late twenties. He organized soviets in
Vietnam, and instituted a revolutionary youth group in 1927. During the
war he played a major role in shaping the nationalist, and Communist
groups into a "front" known as the League for the Independence of Vietnam (Vietminh). His Marxist convictions have never prevent;ed him
from soberly evaluating his political alternatives.1'
Gen. Vo Nguyen Giap, the military leader of the revolution, was also
a professed Communist. He receivel a doctoral degree in history ii
Vietnam, continued his studies at the Chinese Communist stronghold oi
Yenan, and returned home well versed in Mao Tse-tung's theories on guerr1.iia warfare. Most of Giap's work consisted of organizing and establishing Communist ceills in Vietnam he sPent ri)cl +cine i:n French
prisons, where both his wife and sister-in-law died. In 1945 Giap was
raised to the rank of Commander-in-Chief of the Vietminh Armed Forces,
a position in which he proved himself a master tactician in paramilitary
activities.20

2. The revolutionary following
The nationalist groups in the twenties consisted primarily of intellectuals from the middle class with virtually no mass support. By the late
twenties, however, the VNQDD began to have a following among the
peasants. It was not until the 1930's that the nationalist movement
gained wide peasant support. By the time open hostilities began in 1946,
the country was united against French rule. Disuilty continued, however,
within the nationalist movement. Especially in the south, more conservative nationalist leaders remained active, while the north became a stronghold for the Communist-dominated Vietminh.
Organization of Revolutionary Effort
i. Internal organization
The revolutionary organization had its beginning in May 1941 on
Chinese soil. Initially. unde, Chinese Nationalist auspices, a coalition
bet-een various anti-French and anti-Wapanese Comniunist anid nonCommunist nationalist groups was formed that came to be called the
"League for the Independence of Vietnam," beetter kn:..-xn as the "Vietminh." By 1944, Ho Chi Minh had assumed leadert'.dip over the Victminh; he was assisted by Gen. Vo Nguyen Giap, who had organized
anti-Japanese guerrilla unit8 in northern Vietnam. Following the Japanese collapse, the Vietminh fought a three-cornered "diplomatic" battle
against the Chinese occupying northern Vietnam, the French, and against
other nationalist leaders. By August 1945 Ho CIJ Minh had bfecme the
leader of a "provisional government" which proclaimed its indernendence
on August 25, 1945, with the bles3ing of the former emperor Bao Dai,
B.
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who renounced his claim to the throne to promote unity and avoid civil
war. The Vietminh had succeeded in gaining control over the government apparatus with the appearance of legality. Ho Chi Minh and the
Communist Party wero in control.
The National Assembly of the newly proclaimed Democratic Renublic
of Vietnam approved Ho Chi Minh's position as Premier, Presidei.., and
Minister of Foreign Affairs. The Vietminh was controlled by Ccmmunists
and only three minor cabinet posts were allotted to non-Vietminh nationalists. The Indochirese Communist Party,
"hich
had necessarily established a highly knit organization, voluntarily dissolved itself in November
1945 and the political and military work of the party was turned over to
the Vietminh. Later the Vietminh was gradually absorbed in a "United
National Front." However, at no time did Ho Chi Minh and the Communist elements lose control. Just the opposite, the organizational
changes appear tx have been tactical moves to strengthen Ho Chi Minh's
contrnl, while, at the same time, avoiding the appearance that the new
government was anything but a nationali5't giour try'ng fn -stablish and
protect an independent democratic regime. "Interpretations may vary as
to whether the Viet Minh was 'really Communist' at that time. Nobody,
on the road to one-party
however, can fairly contest the fact that it was
21
rule," observed a leading expert on Vietnam.
Elections in January 1946 resulted in a new government which ineluded a number of non-Communist nationalists in important positions.
Gradually these were eased or forced out and before long the Communist
leaders were again in complete control. By 1949 the Vietminh had
broken with the West, and by February 1951 the Communist Party reappeared officially under the name of the "Vietnam Workers' Party."
When the French reaccupied the country the Democratic Republic at
first proclaimed its administration of Vietnam from the capital at Hanoi.
Open hostilities broke out between the Demneratie Repnbblic In( P're-.nh
troops in December 1946, and the entire government apparatrs was trans"_erred from Hanoi into deep caves in the Tuyen Quang-Bac Kan-Thai
Nguyen redoubt. The need to coordinate the fight against the French
resulted in a strong concentration of power in the hands of the executive.
On'varous administrative levels from small villages to larger units, the
Vietminh administered the areas l'ot directly under French rule through
"committees for resistance and administration." Theqe committoes were
composed of appointed and trusted political officials and tightly controlled
all political, economic, and social activities of the Vietnam'9-e population.
The cellular structure of government that was established '.ad the advantage of being decentralized and flexible, while at the same time allowing
decisions taken by the Central Committee to be rigidly enforcedl on a!!
levels down to the smallest village.
In addition to the regular governmentai machinery. o1hcr organizations
helped to maintain complete control over inuividuals. t fleseorgapizations,
celled "parallel inventories" by the French, ranged from male and female
youth groups, farmers' and trale unions to -,rqps as specialized as a
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flute players' association. These organizations were all effectively used
for purposes of indoctrination and propaganda. In some areas which
were administered by pro-French officials and under nominal French
control, the Vietminh was abie to set up a parallel administration ready
to take over the functions of government any time and oxe; ing coiqiderable control over the inhabitants. On the surface, many a village may
have appeared safe, but as soon as the military situation permitted it,
the secret Vietminh administration would emerge and assume open control.
Closely paralleling the political machinery was the military, which also
operated on various levels. T+ is estimated that the revolutionary army
consisted of 400,000 troops. The army was organized on a local, regional,
and national basis. There were (1) irregular local guerrilla units, compos-d of peasants and other "civilians" (2) regional military units, an'
(3) a hard core of well-disciplined and trained "requ!ar" troops not organized on a regional basis. All three types coordinated their net"iiier,
RdJ often the regional units and "rcmulor" units combined forces for
large-scale military action, assisted by local guerrilla uiu:s. The system
was flexible and efficient. Replacements for the regular "elite" forces
came from the regional units, and the regional units rpcruited their replacements from the local guerrilla groups. Close cooneration with
civilian administrative committees resulted in first rate intelligerce information and provided labor by thousands of civilians when needed as
supply carriers, or in other capacities. The final victory over the French
forces in 1954 was made possible only through the efficient mobilization
of every available body under the control of Ho Chi Minh and hiN
organization.
2. External organization
After the success of the Communist Chinese revolution, the Vietminh
Government received military aid from Communist Chins. The extent of
this aid is not precisely known, but it is safe to assume that it was a
decisive factor in the Communist victory. Molotov trucks, and larger
caliber weapons were sent from Moscow via Peking after 1950. Some
Vietnamese units found sanctuary behind the Chinese border, while artiller- received via China greatly increased the fighting power of Giap's
army.
C. Coals of the Revolution
Throughout the pre-World War II era, the main nationalistic objective
was to evict the French from Vietnam in order to estal!ish a Vietnamese
national government and a national economy. There were certain periods
when the Vietnamese nationalists were willinig to settle for political reforms, but for the most part, the main objective was never lost. There
was a rapproachement with the French Government during the antiJapanese "Popular Front" movement, but anti-imperialism (anti-French
as well as anti-Japanese) was ,gain intensified by the Communists after
the Nazi-Soviet Pact of 1939 ar.d particularly af'er the Vichv Government
came into bting in 1940. The destruction of French rule, the obst:'uction
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of the Japanese invasion, the realization of Vietnamese independence, and
later the alliance of Vietnam with the Sino-Soviet bloc were the main
aims of the Communist Party.
The specific goals at various times were adapted to the realities of the
political and military situation. Immediately after World War II, for 'stance, Vietminh appeared willing to accept independence within a French
union. When negotiations over this issue broke down-, the Vietminh aimed
for a complete victory over the French and the establishment of a United
Communist Vietnamese State.
D. Revolutionay Techniques and Government Countermeasures
1. Methods for weakening existinig authority and countermeasures
by government
a. Historical
The Vietminh's independence declaration of 1945 was formulated in
a fashion obviously intended to gain international recognition: it contained all the terminology of Western liberai philosophy. B3ut ' .eft the
Western nations unimpressed. The new Vietnamese Government was
then faced with three alternatives: a long-term resistance campaign until
final victory, a short war to obtain a better settlement, or full negotiations
with the French. Because of its weak position, both politically and militarily, the Vietnamese Government chose at first to negotiate.
An agreement was reached during the summer of 1946, but it fell far
short of the desired independence. In December 1946 Vietnamese guerrillas attacked several French garrisons to spark the revolution. The
Vietminh held that whatever agreements had been concluded were abrogated unilaterally by the French in November when the French interfered
with some commercial activity under Vietnamese jurisdiction. The
French, on the other hand, maintained that the Vietminh voided the agreements by its unprovoked attack on the French garrisons in December.
During this period and up to 1950, the Vietminh continued sporadic
,-erril!p attacks on French garrisons, while training units of a regular
army in the mountain areas of southwest China. Ho continued to denounce F: --nch claims that he was collaborating with the Communists and
was taking part in an international plot to overthrow democracy in Southeast Asia, all the while making effoy is to negotiate peace with France.
As the guerrillas attacked French garrisons, the Vietminh planned a
three-phase war strategy-a period of defense, a period of equilibrium of
forces, and a general counteroffensive. The
csta-,,,-e. ba..s
in the countryside of Vietnam which were entirely independent of each
other, and which engaged in agricultural pursuits whose surpluses bought
.i , for the guerrilla fighters.
Inthesmall villages, some gus, bazoouuas,
a .'.! other military items were being manufactured by the peaiants. At
the same time the Vietminh attempted to maintiin friendly diplomatic
relations with the Chinese Communist and Thai Governments.
Consisting of approximately 400,000 well-disciplined troops, and described by their Commander in Chief. General Giap, as "the "ilitrya-un,
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of the Vietminh government," the Vietminh Army units were responsible
for breaking the French line on the Chinese border in the 1950 offensive.
They captured the Thai country in 1953, and finaily crushed the French
forces at Dien Bien Phu in 1954. Unlike the French forces, some of the
Vietminh units were organized on a regional rather than a&i ;.-1;:xrtionai
basis. The supply problem was thub reduced. The chief weaknesses of
the Vietmlinh were the lack of heavy artillery, transport facilities, and
air support; however, their intelligence system was quite superior.
The French had a total force of about 500,000 troops, the secuyity of
operating from firm bases, anc cumplete mastery of air operations. Misled in their intelligence information and incapable of forming effective
defensive positions, the French, however, were at a fatal disadvantage.
In 1953 General Navarre took over the French forces in Vietnam an(
found the situation stagnant. He reorganized the units so as to increase
their mobility and began a series of offensives which were designed to
break up the Communist forces by 19ob. General Navarre involved his
troops in too many encounters in many different areas too often and was
never able to prepare himself for a large-scale operation at the proper
time. Failing to defeat Giap's troops on French territory, Navarre decided to take his troops into Giap's territory. At the first site chosen,
Dien Bien Phu, French paratroopers were dropped into the valley. This
maneuver was unsuccessful. The Vietminh went into the surrounding
bills and waited for reinforcements. Heavy artillery was positioned beyond the perimeter of the French stronghold. The barrage of artillery
fire combined with wave after wave of Vietminh units decreased the
perimeter of the French garrison. Most supplies that were airdropped to
the French units were captured by the Vietminh, and when the monsoon
weather curtailed French air activity, Dien Bien Phu was lost.
Operations continued in the Tonkin Delta, which had the appearance of
being a French stronghold. It was soon evident, however, that the Vietminh infitrated the area and neutralized the French forces. The last
French operation took place on June 30, 1954. Hostilities ended on July
21, 1954, when a cease-fre order arrived from Geneva.*
b. Functional
Within each phase of the Vieftwinh's total war strategy, tactics
which have ;-en developed and employed successfully by Communist organizations .,sewhere were applied. The final objective of the CommuniRt
strategy was to overthrov French authority and place Vietnam under the
complete control of the Vietminh. However, in the initi. phase
!m
only small
target areas were firmly established as Vietminh bases from which the
military units operated against French forces. Taking possession of areas
to convert into b3ses was a tactical step. The Communists made use of
propaganda techniques to win over the population-secretly if possibleand this greatly facilitated taking possession of areas. Appeals were
made to non-Communists and ethnic minorities, using the rallying symbol
* For a detailed study of the revolutionary nr~g

Viotmts,

Iz.lon see Bernurd Fa-l, The

Regime (New York: Institute of Pacific Affairs, 156).
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of "popular democratic nationalism," which combined ideology with technique. Propaganda was most effective on organized masses--such as the
politico-military organizations, or organizations of the family, of religion,
of trade unions-and organizations facilitated the use of "'psyche' "'ical
techniques' which are applied more easily to homogeneous categories of
human beings." 22
The object of the "psychological techniques" was to control the minds
of the masses by means of indoctrination. These techniques took many
forms: for example, whispered propaga ida, c.)nferences, assemblies a.:d
meetings, directed discussions led by specialists, rumors, pamphlets, radio,
and plays.
The "morale technique" of "self-criticisar" was most effective. "Selfcriticism" is a form of confession in which an individual verbally "expels
heretical ideas" before a group. This technique greatly aided in maintaining strift party discipline. Vietminh troons particularly employed this
technique; and the increased sessioins of "telf-eriticisni" C-i
f he nard

campaigns in northwest Vietnam in 1953 restored the morale of soldiers
and officers who might have been thinking of deseiting. The application
of the above techniques varied according to the composition of organizations or types of individuals.
A definite pattern was followed by the Communists in taking possession
of areas and establishing bases. Propagandists were the first to enter an
area, preferably deep in the jungle. These Communist agents then propagandized the inhabitants, showed them much respect, and developed
"sympathizers" among groups which showed no outward sign of hatred for
the French. "Propagandized" villages at times led the French to misinterpret the outward "calmness" of the Vietnamese.
Coolies from large plantations were induced to desert their work, and
were regrouped in the jungle villages where firearms appeared. Trials
were held for convicted murderers and traitors, which greatly impressed
"Ie people, es they were subjected to strict physical and moral control.
Thus, through terror, the Vietminh convinced the population that it had
a much stronger organization than did the French.
The Cummunist movement then had freedom of action within *,hebases,
and within these bases enemy agents were easily detected. AP resources
were at the disposal of the rebel groups, and their troops and depots were
safely concealed by the population. Then Vietminh troops went into
action, attacking and ambushing French troops.
The French were exasperated by the slight results of their own attacks.
When they entered enemy villages, they often found them deserted. The
pveasants had evacuated and taken refuge in the jungie, and barred their
trails with traps. Vietnamese guides became worthless, and it became
Lapossible for the French to use the element of surprise.
Not all of the Communist guerrilla units were base& on Vietminh-held
soil. Many of the units operating from French-held bases were involved
in minor skirmishes which ranged from urban terrorism and rice field
warfare to hill, mountain, and jungle warfare.
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equipped as the main force, these "second line" treops "screened" for
the main force offensives and infiltrated other important French-held
areas. Their ability to disperse and "blend into the landscape" made
these units very elusive and difficult to capture.
Attacks and ambushes were carefully prepared wekg, .;ometimes
months, in advance. The peasants volunteered or were coerced to act as
agents for the Vietminh, keeping their superiors informed on all French
military activities. Agents were thus innumerable, and the information
was transmitted to the Victminh military authorities.
Recruiting and training tei,,.dques employed by the Vietminh produced
light mobile units. The regular forces had an 8-month training program,
which included all forms of combat, handling of arms, mines and explosives, use of heavy weapons, assaults against fortified positions, lig"
combat, and intelligence handling. The regional and local forces were
trained in more "irregular" types of warfare. Many classes were held
and the troops were encouraged in thpir learning by being prornoted from
local to regional forces, or from regionsi! to regular troops.
Discipline was rigid. The troops were taught strict obedience and the
worship of materiel and arms. "Self-criticism," as described above, was
employed to enable them to understand better the reasons for defeat.
2. Methods for gaining support and countermeasures taken by
government
The propaganda techniques used to weaken existing authority contributed also, of course, to enlisting the active support of the populace for
the Vietminh. Still more effective was the conduct of the troops themselves, mingling with the population and helping peasants with the harvests and other chores.
In soliciting foreign support and aid, the Vietminh initially looked to
the West. However, the Communist success in China in 1949 prompted
Ho Chi Minh to break with the West and to openly declare his allegiance
to international communism. The new government in China supported
Ho's regime, and this support was followed by a recognition from the
Soviet Union. The Vietminh forces of General Giap received military aid
ii.,n Moscow via Peking, mostly in the form of Molotov trucks and large
caliber guns. This aid was a significant factor in the Vietminh victory.
The French also attempted to gain support from both the Viehnamese
population and foreign rowers. On March 9, 1949, an agreement was
reached between Bao Dai, the son of the last Nguyen emperor, and the
French Government in which Paris conceded limited iLu'endent status to
a Vietnamese National Government headed by Bao Dai himself. The
French were trying to swing Ho Chi Minh's popular support toward a
pro-French Vietnamese government. The United States recognized the
Bao Dai government on February 7, 1950. The French by this time had
persuided the United States Government that the Vietminh represented
a threat to Western interests iii Southeast Asia. The United States aided
the French cause in Vietnam, but by June 1950, United States aid was
being given directlyr t the Bao Dai governmeni., The United States effort
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in Vietnam had totaled almost one billion dollars by 1954.
Manner in Which Control of Government Was Transferred to
Revolutionaries
During the latter part of 1953, Chou En-lai, the Chinese Commu.., -t
Foreign Minister, acting in behalf of Ho Chi Minh, and Prime Minister
Nehru of India arranged for a conference to settle the French-Vietnamese
dispute. Ho Chi Minh had made public pronouncements to the effect that
he wished to negotiate. As a result a conference was called at Geneva to
settle the whole Indochina problem.
It was decided at the Genevu Cniference in i954 that Vietnam was
to be divided at the 17th parallel, the northern half under the regime of
Ho Chi Minh's Communist-oriented government, and the southern half
under a Western-oriented regime. Ngo Dinh Diem became its first President. The representatives to the Conference suggested that a general
election take place in 1956, to unify Vietnam wudpr one government. The
agreements that were reached were satisfactory oniy to the ni-_-.bers of
the Communist bloc. The French retained only certain protective rights
in South Vietnam. The agreements changed the Vietnamese political
boundaries, creating two independent legal entities-each approaching
the task of revising the political and social structure created by French
rule.
E.

IV.

THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION

A. Changes in the Personnel and Institutions of Government
The Vietminh Government in the north has established a Communistcontrolled state. This result fell somewhat shorc of Ho Chi Minh's
goal in 1945, when he took over control of the nationalist movement and
temporarily united all of Vietnam under the Vietminh. So-zth Vietnam
has established an autocratic pro-Western government which pays some
. service to Western concepts of democracy.
B. M:'.'r Policy Changes
The Ngo Dinh Diem regime in South Vietnam, protected under the
"Umbrella Clause" of the Southeset Asia Treaty Organization, has sought
and received massive U.S. assistan:c aguinst continued North Vietnamem
Communist efforts to unify the country under Vietminh control. Much of
this aid went into the creation of a well-equipped South h71.tnamese
Army, which has not been notably effective thus far in comoating Communist guerrillas.
1he People's Republic of Vietnam has become a permanent member of
tl.., Soviet bloc. Recently, in the dis, es between China and ihe Sowiet
Union, Ho Chi Minh seems to have sided with the Soviet Union. The historic threat of Chinese domination over Vietnam may well have entered
ipto the Vietminh's decision to rely more closely on the Soviet Union in
her "ideological" dispute with Communist China.
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C.

Long Range Social and Economic Effects

It is difficult to measure the long range social and economic effects,
since the country is still very much in its developing stages. In the
north a Communist state is following Communist economic and political
practices; but the regime is considerably more tolerant to-. -d middleclass elements than are Western Communist countries. Rer~ent developments seem to indicate that the Vietminh believes itself capable of progreasing directly to a socialist state without going through the capitalist
stages. The Five-Y?.ar Plan for the period 1961-65 places heavy emphasis
on the development of light -and some heavy-industry. The a.tempt of
the Vietminh to initiate collectivization of agriculture in 1956 met with
failure.2
In South Vietnam the government has been following a more consertive policy in its social and economic legislation. Most of the large landholdings are in the South and land reform remains one of the most
pressing problems. South Vietnamrn -failure to institute effective land
reforms is being exploited by Communist propaganca aiid agitation.
D. Other Effects
The problem of "reunification" is as far from a solution in Vietnam as
it is in Germany and Korea. However, the possibility that communism
may succeed in taking over South Vietnam from "within" is strong. The
Ngo Dinh Diem regime is under attack from Communist guerrillas and is
subjected to Communist subversion from within. South Vietnam has
resisted a general election in 1956 to unify the country, as the Geneva
agreements suggested. Ho Chi Minh, on the other hand, has been demanding that Vietnam prepare itself for the election. Ho Chi Minh seems
prepared to unify Vietnam by force. The Unitel States has declared that
it will actively support the maintenance of a "free" and independent South
Vietnam. The crisis continues.
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THE INDONESIAN REBELLION: 1945-1949
SYNOPSIS
In August 1945 the Republic of Indonesia declared itself an independent
entity, unilaterally severing its colonial relationship with the Netherlands
Government. However, the Dutch returned with armed units to reclaim
their prewar colony and launched two "police ac'ions" against the republican army, which were countered with resistance by Indonesia. Independ
ence was finally achieved, after many fruitless negotiations between the
Indonesian nationalists and the Dutch, through the intervention of the
United States and the United Nations. Tie Netherlands Government
transferred its authority over the Indonesian islands to the republican
government in December 1949.
I.

BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AN14
CULMINATING IN REVOLUTION
The Dutch merchan*- arrived in Indonesia in the 17th century to establish what was to be only an economic enterprise. Before long, the Dutch
Government assumed control over a number of the Indonesian islands.
Beginning in 1908, several indigenous socio-religious groups dedicated
themselves to bettering the lives of the Indonesian people and exposing
the social ane economic weaknesses of the Dutch regime. A multi-party
system developed after 1912 and political activity led to peasant uprisings
and demonstrations. A major Communist-led uprising occurred in 1927.
The Japanese invasion in 1942 united the nationalist movement into an
anti-imperialist and anticapitalist struggle against both the Japanese and
the Dutch.
During the war an anti-Japanese resistance movement developed Ihich
'I-,ned against the Dutch forces when they returned to claim their lost
colony. However, in the weeks between the Japanese capitulation and
the landing of British occupation forces, the Indonesians had established
a free and autonomous government and, in August 1945, had declared their
independence. The well-trained and well-armed Dutch forces that occupied the country a few weeks later proved superior to the Indonesian
insurgents.
Armed conflict and negotiations under United Nations auspices lasted
approximately 5 years. Several agreements were signed '-etween the
Indonesian Republican Government and the Netherlands which reflected
a willingness to compromise on the part of the Indenesians but caused
some disunity among the revolutionary groups. The Dutch had signed
tae agreements under international pressure and did not live up to all
their stipulations.
Toward the end of 1949 thp United States finally persuaded the Netherlands t o accept the U.N. recommendations of January 1949. Sovereignty
was transferred to the Republic of the United States of Indonesia.
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II.

TiHE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Description of C0 iniry

1. Physical ciAaracteristies
The Indonesian archipelago is in the Prea of Southeast Asia, northwest of Australia, and south of Indcclikna and the Philippines. It is
composed of approximately 3,000 islards, and extends 5.110 miles in an
east-west direction, and 1,999 miles from north to south. The total land
area is 1,482,395 square mile".-more than twice the size of Ala.-ka. Sumatra, Java, Borneo, and the Celebes (Sulawesi) are the largest islands.
The islands are masses of volcanic mountains and wide open plains.
Since they lie near the equator, the climate is tropical, but ranges frc
warm to hot and from dry to humid. The rainy season generally lasts
from November 'o January.
2. The people
Indonesia cxperienced waves of irnmigration from Siam, Burma, and
Malaya which brought many types of peoples, speaking many languages.
A new language called the bahasa Indonesia' was developed in 1933 and
taught in schools in order to bridge the difficulty ut
L.-tavL.
tween ethnic groups who spoke many tongues.
In 1940 there were 70 million people in Indonesia. By 1954 the number
had increased to over 80 million. Java, about the size of Illinois, was
the most densely populated of the islands, containing 75 percent of the
total population, and averaging 1,400 persons per square mile. Although
occupying only 7 percent of the total land area, Java contained 76 percent
of the cultivated land. Sumatra, the largest island, had in 1954 a population of only 12 million. Djakarta, the capital city, located on the northwest tip of Java, had a population of three million persons in 1954. Prior
to World War II, it had only one-half million people. As a result, many of
these people live in huts built of grass and mat& In 1954 there were
three million Chinese, Arabs, and Indians living in Indonesia 2
3. Communications
The islanders are dependent upon sea transport when traveling from
one island to another. Most of the ish.lnds have fair port facilities, and
major ports are located on the larger islands.
Prior to World War II, there were 43,500 miles of road good enough for
motorized traffic, 16,000 miles of it on the island of Java. Approximately 30 percent of these roads were asphalt. The Gre•. Post Road, which
extended the length of Java, was excellent, but most of the back roads
offered poor driving conditions, particularly during the rainy season. Inland trawel In all the islands in the postwar period was difficult. There
were 4,000 miles of railroad track on Java after the war, but delivery of
goods was still unreliable. Postal and telegrapt, services were available.
4. Natural resources
There are rich deposits of minerals in Indonesia, of which tin, bauxite,
nickel, and coal are the most important. Large oil deposits amo exist
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An important raw material is volcanic ash, valuable in the fertilization of
the land.
B. Socio-Economic Structure
1. Econemic system
Indonesia was part of the Netherlands colonial syslem. in which
Europe furnished the capital and Indonesia furnished the labor for developing export crops. A hierarchical order developcd which placed
Western elements on top, and some of the *taive aristocracy and 'Thinese
in the intermediary position of middlemeri. The middlemen in turn administered, or delegated to village headmen and their supervisors the
authority to administer the large estates or plantatiois formed by thk
villages. Following the pattern of cormyinunes or cooperatives, practically
all of the industries were on large estates and were European-owned. The
DiAtch developed a system by which a certain fixed percentage of locally
produced commodities were turned oxv-r to theO at f..'
ces.
Most of the peasants had to work a specified number of days during the
year for an indigenous or Chinese landlord, who gave them lit•le or no
compensation. The introduction of agrarian laws in 1879 did help the
peasants somewhat. Some of the small holders, however, became very
proficient in their profession and increased their production to such an
extent that by 1948 their exports equaled those of the estates, whereas
in 1935, they were only one-third those of the estates.
Rice was one of the major products; others included cinchona, cocoa,
rubber, tobac:- sugar, palm oil, coffee, and tea. In dollar trade, rubber
was the chief export followed by copra and, lately, tobacco and tea. Major
Indonesian imports are textiles, raw cotton, and Lon.
2. Class structure
The indigenous population had no middle class of its own to speak
of. Seventy-five percent of the working population were peasaics in
1939. The Chinese, who had settled early in indonesia, became the middlemen between the Dutch regime and the local peasants. They managed
the production of entire villages and were able to extract large sums from
the peasants in heavy bazaar fees, road tolls and customs, and the sale
of salt.3 Members of the indigenous aristocracy were at times able to
secure profitable positions, similar to thos. held by the Chinese, from the
Dutch Government.4 Agrarian laws had existed since 1875. but it was
nevertheless difficult for the peasant to better his stat,-. The increased
production of sugar cane after World War I reempha.=zed the need for
communal land ownership, and this, in turn, tended to retard the growth
of a strong and prosperous peasantry. However, on Java the system of
communes had never worked too well and by 1932, 83 percent of the land
was owned by the peasants. Nevertheless, the peasants continued to
work the land in a cooperative manner.
The communal system has played an important role in shaping Indonesian society. The village community tolerated uo economic difference. It
acted as a "leveler," regarding the individual as an integral part of the
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whole. This factor worked largely against the dcvelopment of agrarianbased Indonesian capitalism.
3. Literacy and education
At the outbreak of World War II, only 7 percent of all Indonesians
were literate., In 1941, the last year of Dutch domination, one out of _'
children attended school, but their attendance was seldom long enough
to allow them to become literate. Most of the prewar schools were run
by Christian missionaries.
1he reasons for such a high percenLage of illiteracy vary. Next in
importance to the lack of teachers was the fact ;hat Indonesia had no
national language under Dutch rule until bahasa Indonesia was developed
in the 1930's; therefore, the complexity of the various local dialects made
it necessary to teach in the Dutch language. Another reason for illiteracy
was the lack of schools for Indonesians. In 1740 secondary schools were
still largzly reserved for Europeans. In the same year, only 637 Indonesians attended college, but jobs were difficult tL find even for this smsil
group. Some Western-educated Indonesians found employmenL in the
civil service, but most educated Indonesians had difficulty attaining positions commensurate with their educational levels. This situation, too,
inhibited the development of an Indonesian middle class."
4. Major religions and religious institutions
Ninety percent of the Indonesians are nominally Muslim. The average Indonesian held very strong Islamic convictions, and most official acts
by Indonesian authorities reflected the Islamic faith. Even though the
population is overwhelmingly Muslim, Hindu, and Buddhist ideas have
modified traditional Islamic values. Approximately 4 percent of the
population were Christian. 7
C.

Government and the Ruling Elite

1. Description of form of government
The Dutch Governor General had the authority to administer ,thc
Netherlpi•s East Indies in the name of the Crown with the aid of a General Secretariat. A general advisory body, chosen by the Crown largely
from former civil servants, formed the Council of thle Indies, but the concurrence of the Council was rarely required.
The People's Council (Vo!ksraad) was established in 1918 by the Dutch
Government. It was a representative body of 60 members, :,ome elected
avid some appointed, half of them Indonesians. The Volk-,mad was a
legislative body, with very limited functions initially. In 1925 its powers
w~rc expanded, but the decisions made by the Council were always subject
tV. ,he veto of the Governor General. The Inuonesians maintained their
own ancient democratic form of government in the village, though it was
subject to Dutch control. Until the transfer of soverei:':nty at the end of
1949, the Dutch-controlled central government at Batavia remained subject to directives from The Hague. 8
Locally. village headmen, acting as agents of the government, served
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as rent collectors and performed certain police functions. Village councils
dealt only with the local problems of administration. Over 90 percent of
the high administrative posts were held by Europeans, while over 90 percent of the lower administrative levels were filled with Tndonesiqrs.
During the Japanese oecupation the country was under military rule;
however, considerably more administrative autonomy was granted the
Indonesians than had been allowed under the Dutch.
2. Description of political process
Indonesians wvere permitted only t&.ken participation in the adminLitration of their country through the People's Council. The Dutch discouraged political organizations and, in son.e instances, suppressed them
if they represented a threat to the security of the Dutch colonial admi
istration. Nevertheless, the people of Indonesia developed a pronounced
political consciousness and political organizations prospered. This process
was aided by the emergence of a small intellectual class, by the development of a vernacular press and radio, and by 4n %:;
n geographic
mobility. Nationalism developed despite language and regional differences and the fact that the Indonesian aristocracy tended to side with the
Dutch for personal gain. All political groups that developed in Indonesia
combined ideas of religion, nationalism, and Marxism.9 The main differences in the ideologies of the groups lay in the relative emphasis given
any of these three categories.
The first mass political party, the Association of Muslim Traders (Sarekat Islam), was established in 1912. It combined religious and political
aspects by devoting itself to the promotion of religious lind national unity
and the elimination of foreign control. Branches of the association led
to the formation of other parties.
In 1927, Sukarno organized the Indonesian Nationalist Party (PNI),
which became a purely nationalist mass party. It promoted cooperatives,
labor unions, and education. A Communist Party of the Indies (PKI) was
formed in 1920 and was the nrst group to advocate complete independence
for Indonesia. The PKI staed an uprising in 1927 following a series of
strikes; but it was successfully -3ut down. Because of its antireligious
character, the party found it diMcult to enlist mass support. In 1935,
Marxist study groups joineA together to fori, the Greater Indonesian
Party (PIR). Not being doctrinaire Marxists, the leaders of this party
were nationalists first and socialists second. Also important to the nationalist movement in Indonesia wis the Indonesian TTnion (PI). This
organization was formed hi Holland in 1922 by Ind.:-esiati students and
it became a training ground for many of the top nationalist leaders.
During the Japanese occupation all political parties disbanded. The
political life of the Indonesians did not, however, come to an abrupt end.
On the contrary, the Japanese saw nationalism as a "real and powerful
force,"10 ard realised that a modus t'ivendi hat to be reached with the
leaders. Irdonesian political activity continued at two levels. At the
first level it was legal and there was collaboration with the Japanese. At
the second level, however, political activity was underground and pro50
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moted anti-Japanese resistance. Both groups worked for the advancement of nationalism and independence.1i
Legal political activity in Indonesia during the Japanese occupation was
directed by the Center of People's Power (Poetera), formed in 194S with
the encouragement of Premier Tojo. The Poetera, whose authority was
limited by the Japanese to the islands of Java and Madura, was primarily a means of rallying Indonesian support behind the Japanese war
effort. The Poetera promised the Indonesian,- eventual self-government.
The military arm of the Poetera was the "Volunteer Army of Defenders
of the Fatherland" (Peta), described later under the section "Organization of Revolutionary Effort."
There were four outstanding political developments during the Japanese
occupation. The first was an increase in national consciousness and in the
desire for political independence. The second was the development and
the sprcading of an Indonesian language, which became a national symbol
or tI! the
exiqr•ix•
and, to some extent, offset the parochial teexde',ci•.r,
war. The third was an increase in the general self-confidence of the
Indonesians concerning their ability to govern. Many of the intellectuals
were able to hold administrative positions under the Japanese that had not
been available to them under the Dutch. The fourth was the advancement of those holding positions under the Dutch to better positions under
12
the Japanese.
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or changing government institutions
The Dutch administered Indonesia through the Governor General,
who was responsible to the Minister of Colonieq of the Netherlands. Legal
changes in government institutions had to be initiated by Dutch authorities.
4. Relationship to foreign powers
Under Dutch rule all foreign affairs relating to Indonesia were conducted by Dutch officials. During World War II, Poetera had contacts
with the occupation authorities, but its policy-making function was limited.
The British forces, stationed in Indonesia following the Japanese capitulation, p.eTnared for the return of the Netherlands authority particularly in
the Bandung and Surabaya areas.
5. The role of military and police powers
The Dutch Government or its agents possessed the sole power of
coercion in Indonesia before World War IL The army and the police
units were largely cfficered by Dutch and Eurasians, whilc the rank and
file were drawn primarily from Christian Indonesians. BotV, the army and
police units were used to suppDress na -ionalism and as a whole they were
kc'al to the Dutch. However, in Febitiary 1946 the Indonesian soldiers
of the KNIL (Royal Netherlands Indies Army) rebelled against the
Dutch. In most demonstrations and uprisings, before World War II, the
police were strong enough to restore order, but at ti-ies army units had
to be employed as well.
The Governor General was vested with broad police powers-to arrest
people without court authorization, to keep them uuder arrest, and to
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exile all Indonesians engaged in activities which were not "in the interests
of peace and order."13
D. Weaknesses of the Socio-Economic-Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or governmental instabilities
The earlier forms of peasant unrest were probably spontaneous protests against prevailing conditions and were not nationalistic in nature.
Nationalist leaders later channeled peasant dissatisfactions in a more nationalistic direction. As eariy as 1870 the peasants in Jaw; expressed
a strong desire to be left unmolested by government authorities. Later,
passive resistance !ed to serious disturbances, forcing the government to
use armed force. The leaders of such disturbances were generally sei.
14
into exile.
In 1925 Communist organizations planned a revolution that was to be
precipitated by a strike of the railway 'orklrqs end was !ote- 'o he developed into a general strike. Dis,,rder broke out prenlaLurely in Batavia
rather than in Sumatra as planned. The government reacted by outlawing the right of assembly and by combining army and police units in
severe repressive measures. Most of the Communist and labor leaders
were arrested; as a result, the revolution deteriorated into an uncoordinated series of actions. The failure of the rebellion of 1926-27 was followed by intraparty disputes and disrupted the Communist movement.'2. Economic weaknesses
The Dutch Government controlled the whole of Indonesian economic
life and possessed the greater part of the capital. But more than this, it
offered little opportunity for educated Indonesians to take an active role in
directing their own economy. Moreover, even if they were given an
opportunity to hold jobs previously reserved for Europeans, the Indojnesians ordinarily received a much lower rate of pay.
The peasant was handicapped by harsh fiscal policies, and his obligation to perform a cei tain amount of work for the large plantations or
estates earned him little or no compensation. Economic inequalities,
high taxes, and the duty to support and pay for civic functions and public
works all encouraged growth of the nationalist movement among the
6
pp "qnts.'
-. Social tensions
The social tensions increased with the failure of the system established by the regime to absorb the indigenous elite rreated by Western
education. The social discriminatory practices employed 'y the Europeans placed the Indonesians in an inferior position in their own society.
This attitude of superiority on the part of the Dutch continued to
strengthen nationalism until the end of their rule. The judicial administration and the penal legislation also discrim-iated against the Indonesians. Two sets of courts were provided, one for Europeans and one
for Indonesians. The latter were not set up according to W"estern standards. The Indonesian courts relied on their pecsonnel to perform both
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administrative and legal functio-as. They had the arbitrary power to hold
Indonesians under preventive detention.
Discriminatory practices also existed in* the field of education. Indonesian students were charged high tuition fees, and higher education was
made difficult because the government feared that too much ~du=:. :.on
was politically dangerous. Thus, the Dutch inhibited the grow•.h of an
educated indigenous elite.17 European-dominated and -oriented professional associations resisted the establishment of professional schools for
the indigenous populatio,1. Despite the many difficulties that Indonesians
encountered inl receiving a Weste•. cducation, a few leaders still be.~-,e
fited by their limited opportunities. They became acquainted with Western political concepts and turned this knowledge to good use in directing
the nationalist movement.1 8
4. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknesses
One of the early voices which translated parochial Indonesian grievances into integrated nationalism was tha,: of Islam. The government
became aWare of the great threat that Fap-lslamism replesented, and
introduced the Western system of education even at the elementary level
to counter this threat.
Two forces helped the development of nationalism in the 1920's: (1)
the modern political and social ideas then known to a few Indonesian
intellectuals ; and (2) the fact that in the period following World War I
the Dutch Government was faced with difficult internal problems. As a
result it sought to pacify its Indonesian colony by granting some concessions to Indonesiali demands. The People's Council was created in 1918
end its powers were expanded in 1925. However, these reforms only
increased the appetite of the nationalists, who now embarked on an even
more extreme nationalistic program. To protect their position, the Dutch
felt it necessary to ban nationalist literature, exile many of the nationalist
leaders, and revert to the use of armed force in repressing demonstrations
ond uprisings. The Communist rebellion of 1926-27 resulted in the arrest
of 13,000, the imprisonment of 4.500, and thc internment of an additional
1,300."g The Communists were never again able to make a strong comeback ag~.lnst Dutch rule.
!ll. FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION
Actors in the Revolution
I. The revolutionary leadersh-p
Most of the leaders of tne various revolutionary groups •vore islamic
leftwingers who, during the struggle for independence, expressed their
onposition to any form of autocratic rule. They revised Marxist doctrines
t.o adapt socialism to Indonlesian conditions. They believed t.•at in time
:,•donesia could become a socialist state, but that it first needed to develop
a capitalist class. They believed that Indonesia was capable of becoming
a democracy.
Achmed Sukarno was probably the most important !eader of the radical
nationalist movement. He was born in 1902, studie~l 2ngineering at the
A.
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University at Bandung, and received his doctorate from that institution.
In 1927 he founded the Indonesian Nationalist Party (PNI). He was
arrested in 1929 as a result of his political aeLivities and remained imprisoned until 1932. On his release le immediately resumed his work
for independence. Arrested a second time in 1933, he was se-., Into ex;le
to some remote region of Indonesia. In 1942 he was released by the
Japanese occupation forces. Suiarno cooperated with the Japanese occupation forces while continuing his work fcr independence. In 1945 he
became the first President of the Republic, and directed the fight for
independence until the creati-on of the Uuited States of Indonesi.-.
Sutan Sjahrir was born in 1909 and received his secondary education
in Bandung. He then studied law in Leiden, Holland, where he was active
in student groups. He returned in 1932 and assumed coleadership of
group working for independence. He was arrested in 1934 and also exiled
within Indonesia. In 1942, he contacted underground leaders and helped
to organize a resistarice movement. Ai Pirst he did not support Sukarno's
declaration of independence but later he became aware U! the mass support behind this declaration and joined the leadership of the government.
Mohammed Hatta was born in Sumatra in 1902, the son of a prominent
Muslim teacher. He attended school in Padang, where he was active in
youth groups. In 1921 he entered the Commercial College of Rotterdam,
and traveled in Europe. There he was arrested by Dutch officials in
1928, charged with inciting unrest, and released. He returned to Indonesia in 1932. He was arrested and exiled along with Sjahrir in 1934 for
organizing opposition to Dutch rule. Hatta returned in 1942 to help
Sukarno head the legal arm of the fight for independence which collaborated with the Japanese.
2. The revolutionary following
The popular response to the Indonesian declaration of independence
in 1945 "was tremendous."'2
It was particularly strong among the members of the youth organizations that had been established by the Japanese
in 1943. In all areas of Indonesia where fighting broke out, large seetions of the masses joined with the army. The older generation of profetaional people and a majority of the civil servants, plus a sprinkling of
the Indonesian commercial and industrial middle class, helped to organize
the new Indonesian National Party, which also amassed a large peasant
following. Some of the older prewar party leaders organized the Masjumi, and within one year it grew into the largest political party supported
by the large nonpolitical Muslim social organizati,.m!. The irregular
armed organizations, the old party leaders and civil servants, and the
larger sector of the peasant class all supporte.t Indonesian independence.
B.

Organization of Revolutionary Effort

1. Internal organization
The organization that later directed the evolutionasry effort against
the Netherlands Government was first developed under the auspices of
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Japanese occupation iorces and was composed of two branches: a political
organization and a military organizaticn.
An "Independence Preparatory Committee" was established in August
1945 to declare the independence of Indonesia and establish its first government. The Committee elected Sukarno President of Indonesia, wj-,
Hatta, Vice President; a Cabinet was formed. Within two weeks of its
first meeting, the Preparatory Committee was dissolved by Sukarno and
in its place a "Central Indonesian National Comnmittee" (KNIP) was organized. Initially the KNIP was composed of 135 outstanding nationalist
leaders; later its membership fluctuakd and at one point reached several
hundred. The functions of the KNIP were controlled by a "Working
Committee" headed by Sjahrir. At first the KNIP was primarily an
advisory body, but by November it enjoyed full legislative powers and the
cabinet became responsible to this body. Differences between the President, the Cabinet, and the Working Committee were supposed to be resolved by the KNIP as a whole.21 Sukarno remained President tbrougl'
out and controlled the reins of goverrm-ent even during periods of
dissension among the nationalist leaders.
The Preparatory Committee had divided Indonesia into eight provinces,
with an appointed governor and an administrative body for each. Shortly
after the KNIP was created, it appointed one member from each province
to establish provincial KNI's (Indonesian National Committees), which in
turn were to assist the governors in their administration. In addition to
these, many local and revolutionary committees had sprung up spontaneously at the instigation of local leaders. By the end of 1945 these committees had been brought under loorse control of the government." Thus
the pattern was established: the country and the revolution were supervised by a network of committees from the local KNI's up to the national
KNIP, in Its turn controlled by the Working Commitw.
The backbone of Indonesia's republican armed forces was a volunteer
fc -, called the "Volunteer Army of Defenders of the Fatherland" (Peta).
It had been organized under the Center of People's Power (Poetera) In
September 1943 and consisted of approximately 125,000 Japaaese-trained
and -armed troops.2 The regular army (TNI),* assisted by independent guerrilla bands under the command of local leaders, resisted the Allied
Forces in 1945.
The basic revolutionary force, however, was the People's Auxiliary Organization (TNI Masiarakat), established in A.•47 to supplement+. the effort.s of the regular army on a local basis. As autonomous ,-'.its of the
army, these small bands were controlled and supplied by the local KNI's.
They helped the local administrators to organize and traini the communities
to which they were assigned in setting up defenses against Dutch attacks.
At night they executed small raids against Dutch communication lines,
and were also involved in clashes with small Dutch patr'ls.
*The republican army had its official title changed at vaurous times and finally
became known as the Indonesian National Army (TNI).
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The Indonesian Air Force (AURI) was first organized as an arm of
the army. Air equipment consisted of outdated Japanese fighter, bomber,
reconnaissaace, and trainer planes captured after the Japanese capitulated.
In 1946 the air detachment was separated from the army. Shortages of
pilots, mechanics, equipment, and maintenance facilities force'i AURI to
play a minor role in the revolution.
The Indonesian Navy was confined in its sea activities. A few launches
and torpedo boats were used to blockade Dutch shipping and to supply
guerrilla units with guns and supplies. The navy was greatly reduced
during the revolution, and most of its members were transferred to the
army. As a land force, the navy established numerous arms and munitions caches in mountainous areas ii anticipation of greater Dutch milltary action.
In 1947 the coalition of the three major parties forming the republican
g•)vernment broke down, greatly weakening the central government. The
rejuvenated Communist Party atten'vJted to ta.k.e •-11--tagc f this disunity and overthrow the republican government. In September 1948 the
Communists gained control of the city of Madiun and its surrounding area
in Java. A struggle for power within the party and its inability to make
a w.ll-coordinated bid for power resulted in the failure of the insurrection. The plan for a popular uprising in all sections of the Republic was
not carried out. The republican army reoccupied Madiun after a few days,
forcing the Communists to take refuge in the hills, where they formed
24
guerrilla groups which were later rounded up by the republican army.
2. External organization
a. Organization of revolutionary groups outside of country
Indonesian student groups in Holland ware very active prior to
World War II in agitating for nationalist goals. Aside from the connection with student groups, there does not appear to have been any organizational connection with other countries.
b. Support of revolutionary catise by foreign powers
The German invasion of the Netherlands in 1940 severed the conz-c .tion with the Dutch colony in the East Indies. The Japanese attacked
Sumatra on February 14, 1942, and after giving battle for a few days
the Dutch Commander in Chief of the Allied Forces surrendered. The
Japanese gave some support to the Indonesian nationalist cause and Indonesians were permitted to take over higher administrative posts vacated
by the Dutch. By the time of the Japanese surren -r in August 1945,
Indonesia had a provisional government, a national ar.my, district administrations, a national flag, and a national antLhem.
However, it was nut until 1949 that the Indonesians received strong
support from a foreign power, this time the United States. The United
States had been helping the Dutch cause financially, and had remained
out of the Dutch-Indonesian dispute except in :ts official capacity in the
United Natoio,:s and in offering its good offices. In 1949 the United States
applied diplomatic pressure on the Netherlands Governmeit to relinquish
its hold on Indonesia and even frL-e Marshall aid funds. In 1947 Dutch
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military actions had provoked India, Australia, and some other countries
to censure the Netherlands Government. In the summer of that year
both India and Australia brought the matter before the United Nations.*
It was under the auspices of the United Nations that Indonesia finally received her independence.
C. Goals of the Revolution
1. Concrete political aims of revolutionary leaders
The concrete political aims of the revolutionary leaders varied somewhat; but an independent and unifiediRepublic of Indonesia based on
Islamic fundamentals and socio-democratic principles was generally accepted as the ultimate goal.
2. Social and economic goals of leadership and following
The nationalist leaders also wanted to eliminate foreign control over
the social and economic aspects of Indonesian life. Tbl nationalists felt
that the indigenous population had been given only a small share in its
own resources. A number of Muslim nationalist leaders wanted ieligious
as well as national unity, and aimed at establishing an Islamic state. The
Indonesians wanted to better their own conditions through an indigenouscontrollel economy and improved educational opportunities.
D. Revolutiontry Teehniques and Government Countermeasures
1. Methods for weakening existing authority and countermeasures
by government
When Allied Forces-first the British, later the Dutch-reoccupied
Indonesia in the fall of 1945, the new Republic of Indonesia found itself
in a weak position. The Dutch were not prepared to relinquish control
of their wealthiest colony, and they had powerful and well-equipped military forces at their disposal. Unable to challenge the Dutch ip frontal
combat, the Indonesians were compelled to rely chiefly on diplomatic skill,
re&-'sting to hit-and-run guerrilla tactics when the Dutch undertook what
they called "police actions."
The Indonesians, however, had a powerful ally in world opinion. The 4
years of co-iiict that ensued before they won recognition of their independence. witnessed a succession of negotiations. each entered into reluctantly
by the Dutch under pressure from outside; a succession of agreements,
each of which represented further concessions to Indonesian self-determination; a succession of breaches of these agreements leading to renewed
violence-the "police actions" mentioned above; and a renewai of international pressure for fresh negotiations.
The British learned the strength of the independence movement as soon
as they landed. Their troops became involved in house-to-house combat
witii nationalist troops in the port city of Surabaya, and both sides incurred losses before the British gained the upper hand. Realizing that
an attempt to reimpose Dutch authority would precipitate war, the British
* Nehru stated that "no European country has any business to Fat its army in Asia
against the people of Asia." 25
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prevailed upon Netherlands officials and nationalist leaders to enter into
negotiations concerning the future status of Indonesia. As a result of
these negotiations, the republican government was given limited authority
over the islands of Java, Sumatra, and Madura. The Dutch also made a
number of important commitments. They agreed to establi't. v. representative Indonesian Parliament composed largely of Indonenians, to abolish
racial discrimination, to recognize the new Indonesian language as coofficial with the Dutch, and to expand the school system.
Though these concessions were considerably short of self-governmept,
the TYn)d--P!ens were constrained to accept them. They remained unsatisfied, however, and sporadic disturbances continued. Members of Indonesian youth organizations engaged in terroristic activities which intcfered with the restoration of the Dutch economic system. The disordL.,'
became serious enough to be placed before the United Nations, which designated a Gc :d Offces Commission. It instituted negotiations which led
to the Linggajati Agreement of 194?. This esttbli.hei the tUTted States
of Indonesia, consisting of the RepubliE of Indonesia, whose authority over
Java and Sumatra was recognized by the Dutch, and a number of other
Indonesian states under Dutch authority.
The agreement also provided that differences between the Dutch and
the Indonesian state should be submitted to arbitration. Ignoring this
provision, the Dutch Cow.missioner General sent the republicon governmeat an ultimatum, with which it reluctantly complied. Further demands
followed, and the Indonesians rejected them. The Netherlands Government the- launched its first "police action," an all-out attack against the
Republic )n July 20, 1947.
The Dutch forces consisted of 109,000 well-srasoned troops, supported
by air and sea units. The attack was launched from seven main bridgeheads." Dutch propaganda organs just.ied the actiun as one designed
to establish peaceful conditions and liberalize the Indonesian Government.
The republican army entered the battle with the 200,000 troops, 150,000
.1fies, small arms, machine guns, homemade lAnd mines, and hand grenades, and 40 ex-Japanese planes with half as many pilots to man them. 27
Again the United Nations intervened, and in October negotiations between t0e Indonesians and the Dutch were opened. These resulted in
the Renville Agreement, signed in January 1948, which provided for the
transfer of sovereignty over Indonesia from the Netherlands to the Ur.ited
States of Indonesia after a stated interval.
There was a period of relative peace. But the Dutch continued to
plague the republican government with political and economic pressures.
In December 1948 the Dutch issued another ultimatum, and followed it
up with an air attack on the Djogga Airport, in direct vio.Ation of the
agreement. Many of the nationalist leaders were arrested.
The fighting went on ýor several months, whi's. the United Nations tried
in vain to intercede. Finally the United States was able to persuade the
Netherlands Government to reopen discussons with the Nationalist
leaders. The Room-Van Royen Agreement of May 7, 949--the third in
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the series-ordered the restoration of peace and provided for a conference
to take place in The Hague. This conference, held under the auspices of
the United Nations, granted the United States of Indonesia complete. indevendence.
During the various phases of the struggle, the Dutch employed various
combinations of military and civil authorities in the areas which they controlled. "Reviewing the structure and the actions of the [Dutch] central Government in the field of administration throughout the archipelago
in the years from 1945 to 1949 makes it evident that no long-term plP,
was worked out. The period was characterized rather by a series of
fluctuating experiments. Evidence soems to indicate that a process of
trial and error was continuously employed." P
During the period of British occupativn in 1945-46, the ')utch administration consisted of a military government of commanders who were recruited from the civil service of the centrsl government. These officers
for civil affairs were officially part of the Albied railitarý 7ý -,es. The
administrative hierarchy was the same as the oi.e that existed during
the interwar period, but its source of power now was derived from the
authority of the Allied Supreme Command. A state of siege declared by
the Dutch authorities in 1940 was still in effect in Indonesia during this

period.
During the Allied withdrawal the state of siege was lifted in some areas.
The administration was transferred gradually to civil administrators. Decrees issued by the military administration during the state of siege, however, remained in force. In some areas where the state of siege was
lifted and a civil administration was established, a military government
was reimposed when the threat of Nationalist interference was felt. In
this way the Dutch were able to end or at least limit the activity of
Republic supporters and their agents in those areas. When the danger
mussed, the military government was again replaced by the civilians. For
axamup" a state of siege was declared in the southwest area of Celebes
in December 1946 when serious disturbances instigated by nationalists
could n,- be put down by regular police action. A military administration
took command but did not disturb the normal acts of the civil administration unless the military commaid judged it necessary. When the situatior returned to what the military command interpreted as normal in
Janusa, 1948, the state of siege was lifi-d.
During the second police action, a number of strategic aret., were placed
rnder DTtch military control, with a stipulation that the divil administration be left undisturbed unless the military command felt it nccessary
to intervene and impose greater restrictions upon the Indonesians. On
;ha islands of Java and Sumatra, the administration established after
the first police action differed completely from tho.3e in all the other Dutchadministered areas in Indoaesia. This administration was replaced with
an entirely new one after "che second police action brought new areas of
Java and Sumatra under Dutch control. After the Roem-Van Royen
Agreement, calling for a cessation of hostilities, was signed, the type of
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Dutch administration that be 1 authority over most areas was not determined in advance but was worked out in practice.
Republican military forces did not engage in frontal combat except
in very rare in.itances. At the beginning of the first police a.wnn, the
republican unite witlhdrew from the flat country, suitable for mechanized
warfare, an.d retreated to the moantains and hills tc conduct guerrilla
warfare. Some of these mountain areas held large towns and pepulations where the guerrilla units were able to find supplies and refuge.
The guerrilla units conducted small hit and-run raids and amb'shes
against Dutch communications. During the period of relative truce between January and December 1948, most of the activity consisted of clashes
between small Dutch and Indonesian p.Atrols. The republican guerrillas
preferred night fighting. Heavy roads utilized as supply routes by Dutch
forces during the day were plagued continuouriy by Indonesian guerrillas
at hI.ght.
During the Dutch attacks in 1947 an• 1948, the •,d,,_, '•.,s attmpted
to transpirt accumulated export crops, iarm machinery, and other equipment from the attacked areas to safer .4reis in the hills and mountains.
All that could not be moved was destroyed by the army. However, the
Indonesians, in thei. scorched earth tactics, destroyed buildings and equipment rather ULan export crops, with the result that the Dutch were
able to capture large quantities of export produce.
2. Methods for gaining support and countermeasures taken by
goverrment
The Indonesian Republic crcited the Ministry of Information, which
became an official department -n the first republican cabinet in 1945.
News of republican government activity was passud down to the people
from this department through the radio and other news media. During
World War 11 the Japanese had built an extensive ridio network that
reached most of the Indonesian islands. The original purpose of the
ne&-7ork was to gain mass support for the Japanese occupation forces.
However, speeches made by nationalist leaders during the war were predomn-antly nationalistic and attracted Indonesians to the nationalist cause.
In the second police action, the Dutch destroyed the radio station in the
republican city of Djogjakarta .o prevent Sukar no and Hatta from speaking to the masses.
The Indonesian revolution succeeded almost entirely because o0 the
pressure applied by the United Nations and the Unite,' 9tates, and not
because of the actions of the revolutionary erganization or its Armed
Forces. When the Dutch attacked the Indonesians in the first police action in 1947, Prime Minister Nehru of India spoke strongly against Dutch
efforts to reestablish control over an Asian country. His government and
the government of Australia supported the Indonesian cause, and under
their auspices an Indonesian del,2gation headed by Prime Minister Sjahrir
wei sent to the United Natione. Sjahrir spoke before the Assembly and
strengthened the ease of Indonesia before the Uni,.ted Nations. The United
States offered its good offices, but the offer was refused by the Republic,
s0
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which preferred to use the United Nations organization instead. In April
1949 the United States persuaded the Netherlands Govetnrment to concede
to Indonesian demands and United Nations proposals.*
E.

Manner in Which Control of Government Was Transferred to
Revolutionaries

The United Nations guaranteed the transfer of sovereigi.ty by the
Netherlands to Indonesia. In May 1949 the United Nations Commission
for Indonesia proposed that the partip reconvene at The Hague to dra,.°,
up plans for the transfer. The Working Committee of the republican
Parliament reconvened in July and a majoricy agreed to support the
U.N. Commission proposal on the condition that Dutch troops be immediately withdrawn from the positions they occupied. Soon the Dutch
troops began to withdraw from some areas. From July to August the
Republic-held inter-Indonesian conference. bý-twcen delegations representing the Indonesian Republic and the various federal u nits •,,±-~ by
the Dutch. From August 23 to November 2 the Republic met with the
Netherlands officials at The Hague and a December 30 deadline was established for the transfer of sovereignty to the Republic of the United
States of Indonesia.
IV. EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION
A. ChangeR in the Personnel and Institutions of Government
The primary objective of the Indonesian revolution was achieved with
the transfer of sovereignty. The constitution that was drawn up changed
the structure of the United States of Indonesia that had been formally
established by the Linggajati Agrepment. It provided for a federation
of 19 states, of which the Republic of indonesia was the largest. Sukarno
was elected president. A unitarian movement was immediately initi-tled •r the Republic to unify all the states under one central government.
The movement was a d'rect reaction against the federal system established
by the tPiitch during the revolution and inherited by the Indonesians at
The Hague Conference. On May 19, 1950, all units of the federation
were combined in the Republic of Inronesia.
B. Major Policy Chianges
The greatest task facing Indonesia since its independenct, has been to
reorient its economy from the raw material export type to a Letter balanced one. The gcverr,,ment has made great strides toward solving its
i'ti.racy problem, but has been less successful in conjolidating its control
-,cr the lr.. area of the archipelago. The Republic iss also aced with
a Chinese minority problem which has been the subject of uneasy negotiations with the Peking Government. " Indonesia', foreign policy orientation has been one of neutrality in the cold war.
* For a mere detailed account of the revoiution, see G.orge
Nationalism and Rcvolu'ion in Indonesia

dcTurnan Kaihin,

(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1955).
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C.

Long Range Social and Economic Effects

Up to December 1957, the Indonesian leadens maintained the Dutch
economic system. In 1950 the leaders had been conservative and hesitant
to eliminate foreign economic influence. However, political r, .sure L-r
more socialism resulted in the nationalization of Dutch eqntermrises between
1957 and 1959. Indigenous middle-class elements had hoped that these
enterprises would be turned over to them, but in April 1959 an official
statement made it clear that the government would not support the claims
of private individuals to take over the Dutch firms. Since that t.me, e-onomic planning has brought about a closer working relationship between
private and state enterpi'ises. A land reform in October 1960 distributed
the land, formerly part of large estates, among the peasants.
A recently instituted 8-year plan concentrated on the basic needs of
the Indonesian people. It was hoped that during the years 1361-62,
Irdonesia would become self-oufficieiat -n food and textiles.
D. Other Effects
Diplomatic relations were severed between the Indonesian and the
Dutch Governments on August 17, 1960, as a retult of the West Irian
(West New Guinea) issue. The West Irian question was not solved at
The Hague Conference, or at other conferences which followed. The
Dutch have continued to occupy the area and have refused to leave, except under conditions that would prevent the area from becoming an integral part of Indonesia. A point has now been reached wherein a minor
incident could set off a serious reaction. A similar situation exists with
regard to the island of Timor, the western half of which has always been
held by ti e Portuguese.
The republican government is also faced with the problem created by
a schisu between nationalist and "Muslim political movements. Darul
Islam. a thencratic organization eager to establish an Islamic state, has
persistently engaged in terrorist acts against the government. The preponderance of Javanese in the legislative branch has caused some of the
oe :r islands, the Moluccas particularly, to be dissatisfied. As a result, a
separatist movement has developed in these islands.
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THE REVOLUTION IN MALAYA: 1948-1957
SYNOPSIS
In the summer of 1948 the Communists increased terrorism in Malaya
to such an extent that it constituted a rebellion against British rule and
against the form of independence that the British had proposed. The
British countered the Communist move with the "Emergency." Between
1948 and 1951, both the British Security Forces and the Malayan Conimunist Party (MCP) committed themselves to policies of guerrilla warfare
in which the MCP scored f'wer successes thar did the British. Eventually
the combination of British military superiority and the pacification measures instituted under the "Emergency" program turned back the threat
of the M.CP and drove their military forces which had not surrendered
farther into the jungle. However, the "Emereency" Witrot e.. intil 1.960.
I.

BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO
AND CULMINATING IN REVOLUTION

Simultaneously with the attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941, the Japanese
invaded the Malayan Peninsula. A wartime alliance between the British
High Command and the Malayan Communist Party organization was
formed in an effort to coordinate resistance against the Japanese occupation forces. The relationship was not without mutual distrust, however, and shortly after the war the British took steps to demobilize the
Communist guerrilla units, which posed a threat to the British administration. The demobilization program was not successiul.
After the war the British had devised a plan to create a Tnion of
Malaya in order to strengthen British centrel authority i:ver the area.
This plan was announced a; a fait accompli in the British Commons, but
was not acceptable to the Malay elite and old Malayan civil servants. A
federal system was instituted instead which discriminated heavily against
the Chiiz;e and the Indian communities. Violent riots broke out between
the Malay and Chinese communities and the Com-munist Party used them
to promote its own aim of overthrowing the British rule and establishing
a People's Democracy. In 1948, the Rrit~sh instituted the "Emergency,"
which became an all-out drive against the Communists. The rebellion
reached a peak in 1951 with the assassination of Sir Henr. Gurney, the
High Commissioner. He was replaced in January 1952 by Sir Gerald
Templer, the first military man to be appointed to that post. Between
,952 and 1953 there was an intensive drive to eliminate the Communist
uaerrilla forces and stop terroristic activities. Through an artful combination of political, psychological, and military mneasures, this drive was
quite successful. Terroristic activities were more an'. more reduced, but
even at the end of the "Emergency" in July 1960, some guerrillas were
still holding out. In August 1957 the situation was so well under control
that the British acceded to Malayan demands for independence and ad65
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mitted the Federation of Malaya into the Commonwealth as an independent
member.
THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION

II.
A.

Description of Country

1. Physical characteristics
Malaya is on the southernmost tip of a peninsula which projects from
Burma and Thailand into the South China Se.a. Located in the general
area of Southeast Asia, it hap- a common boundary with Thailand in the
north and is flanked by the Straits of Malacca on the west. !he Straits
of Johore on the south, and the China Sea on the east. Approximately
the size of New York State, its area covers 50,690 square miles which ir
four-fifths jungle and swamp. The north-south mountain range, whichn
reaches its highest point at 7,184 foot Mt. Gunong Tahan, is broken into
s.•all valleys which contain alluvial pllas between the mountains and •ie
lowlands.
The climate is tropical, with warm and moist air nasses. The yearly
rainfall varies from 50 inches in the dry l•c!!Wies to 259 inches in the
mountains. There is a northeast monsoon blowing across the China Sea
in December and January, and from May to October there is a southwest
monsoon.
2. The people
With the exception of such aboriginal peoples as the dwarf Negritos,
the Sakis, and the Jakuns, the Malayans are of many foreign strains,
including Chinese, Siamese, Hindus, and Arabs. The Malaya migrated
from Yannan between 2500 B.C. and 1500 B.C. and their culture reflects
a combination of Hindu etiquette and Muslim teaching.* According to
the 1947 census there were 2,398.186 Malays, who, with the aborigines,
made up 49.47 percent of the total population. The Chinese, excluding
those in Singapore, numbered 1,884,534. They accounted for 38.6 percent
of the population. The Indians were the third largest group, and the rest
of the population was divided among the Ceylonese, Siamew., Arabs, and
Je,.-'-. Indians and Ceylonesc numbered 600,000.1 In 1957 the population
of Malaya was 6,278,763, an increase of 25 percent over the 1947 figure.
The Malays still outnumbered the Chinese. If and when Singapore joins
the Malayan Federation, the Chinese will become the most numerous ethnic
group.
The figures show that there were approximately i0! inhabitants per
square mile in Malaya, but the population was concentrated in highly
developed economic areas. On the narrow band ,aiong the west coast, 72
percent of the population was settled in urbanized areas. In Kuala Limpur, the capital of Malaya, and, at that time the largest city, the population increased from 176,000 in 1947 to 475,000 in 1959. Georgetown, on the
* The term "Maliyan" is used to designate all peoples living on the Malay*n peninsula, including the Chinese and other minorities. The tn.rm "MWlay" is used only
to refer to the ethnic group of Malayan-speaidng inhabitants.
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8. Communications
The north-south direction of transportation movcriient is directly influqoced by the north-south mountain ranges. The 4est~-developed land
t~ransportation ne-tworks is in western Malaya. There were over 6,000
miles of roads in the Federation in 1951, including 4,000 miles of pavedsurface roads. The most important road was Route 1, which ran from
Johore Bahru to Alor Star and into Thailand on the west coast. The edat
coast had virtually no modern roads or railroads, but the east avi west
coasts were connected by two main roads. Inland transportation to the
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sea on the west coast was good. There were no secondary or local sys3
tems of improved roads.
4
The postwar Malayan Railway system, one of the best in Southeast Asia,
covered over 1,000 miles from Sirgapore to Bangkok in Thailand. The
major international airports were in Kuala Lumpur and Pcndug. There
were also airdromes at Ipoh, Taiping, Alor Star, Kota Bahr". Kelantan,
and Malacca, and numerous smaller landing strips throughout the country.
Singapore handled 70 percent of the shipping in Malaya. having 41 lines
connecting with every port of the world. Other seaports on the west
coast included Penang and ±2ort Swettenham. East coast port facilities
were negligible.
4. Natural resources
There were four basic natural resources in postwar Malaya: the araK,.,
land; the mineral deposits, which included tin, coal, iron, and bauxite; the
forests, including rubber plantations, and the fisheriesq. Tin, the chief
nonagricultural resource, was mined ihz the centr!! ranges ,L'. western
Malaya. Limited visible reservcs, depletion, and the hazards involved
in prospecting because -%fthe Communist guerrillas made the future of
the tin industry questionable. 5 Iron was iound in Trengganu, with some
visible deposits in Kelantan, Johore, Perak, and Penang. Coal was a low
quality type; the chief deposits were in northern Selangor. Bauxite was
mined in small quantities from one active mine in Telok Ramuma on
the southeast coast of Johore.
B. Socio-EconoLaic Structure
1. Economic system
The postwar economy of Maaaya consisted of "three clearly defined
systems": 1) a subsistence economy of rice, fish, and gardening "rooted
in poverty relieved only in a year of exceptional prosperity such as
1951"; 2) free trade mercantile economy in Penang and Singapore "made
profitable in the past by entrep6t trade and, since the turn of the century,
by the export of tin and rubber produced in the Federation"; and I) a
plantation and mining economy which produced one third of the world's
rubber and tin and which provided the "principal source of Malaya's
wealth," 6 and also provided a liveliheoo for 29 percent of the population.7
Prior to World War II, Europeans owned and controlled most of the
larger agricultural, industrial, commercial, and financial undertakings;
they "supplied the technical experts and top adminis.wrators for the large
enterprises." Since WbfId War II, however, The Ch nesi have made "increa,'ng inroads on the European position." 8
At the beginning of the century the Malay.n peasants had no interest
III growing rice beyond their own immediate iieeds. Malaya produced only
one-third of the rice it needed. Rice has continued to be imported from
Siam and Burma.
2. Class structure
Although politically and economically interdependent, the Malays,
Chinese, and Indians, who form the bulk of Malayan society, were separate
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societies. These three antagonistic groups did not mix socially with one
another ander British rule, and each was divided into its own rural and
urban components." The communal unit3 greatly complicate the description of the class structure, mainly because class concepts, in such a
case, must be determined within each communal group. For examr'".
under British rule, a strong middle class developed among the urbp.nized
Malays, whereas the rural Malays remained virtually classless. The Chinese and Indian communities, on the other hand, carried their pyramidal
structures in both urban and rural areas. This type of plural structure
has been the crux of the Malayan :n!itical difficulties, especially since
World War II.
The transient character of the Chinese and the Indian populations in
Malaya indicates that their main allegiance was to their country of origin.
The Chinese offer the better illustration. Their objective was to accumulate some wealth ais immigrants in Malaya and return to China to
retire and die. Loyalty to the Chinese Gove.nment, however, was di-ided.
Some Chinese supported the Kuomintang (Nationalist GOVL1.i. X", ft}d
others supported the Chinese Communist Party.
The meiubers of the Malay elite under British rule controlled the Federation. They were the rulers, aristocrats, and court officials who dominated the government and the intellectual circles, particularly on the
west coast. They were the authority over the Chinese and indiai business structures and labor forces. Malays were also agriculturists and
fishermen. The Chinese dominated the commercial pursuits, and also the
mining and agricultaral industries. The Indians concentrated more in
plantation agriculture and administration, and in transport industriesY.
3. Literacy and education
Sources indicate that 32 percent of all Malayans-niustly the urbanized population-were literate in 1947. Of the three main groups, the
Indians had the highest literacy rate, while the Malays had the lowest.
'P6a great stride in wiping out illiteracy has since been made in the rural
areas.
A number of school systems existed in Malaya, a fact which reflected
the ethnic differences and the communal disagreement in terms of language instruction. The,-e were English school- and three virtually exclusive types of vernacular schools. The English systems had both public
and private schools. The Malay schoo!s were first Koranic schools, but
secularization brought restrictions in religious instruction. The Chinese
were the most numerous ethnic element in English schools ,vilen their
system became integrated with the government system after 1920. Indian schools were more prevalent on the estates. The University of Malava was ea•taiished In 1949.
4. Major religions and religious institutions
The religious preferences of the people correspopded somewhat to
their ethnic origins. Islam, the official state religion, had a postwar membzrship of over 2.5 million, comprising over 90 percent of the Malays and
some Indians. The Sultans, who headed the states a.d religious instite69#
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tions, appointed Kadis to administer Muslim law governing the lives of
the Malays. The Chinese element of the population, in general, maintained the Confucian, Taoist, or Euddhist beliefs of their ancestors.
C. Government and the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of government
After World War II the establishment of the Union of Malay was
announced in the British House of Commons. This, in effect, gave the
Chinese population of Malaya greater political rights than the prewar sultanate system. The union rp1 n was rejected by the Malay elite and the
Malayan civil servants. Pressure exerted by the two groups precipitated
a December 1946 proposal to establish the Federation of Malaya; it was
accepted in London and implemented in 1948. All Malayan administr"
tive units, which included nine states and two settlements, comprised the
Federation. Authority to govern was given to Malay rulers--each to
d-evise a constitution for his state. T'Aere were no parliamentary governments established at the state levels. The High Conmrniioner. the rep.
resentative of British interests, was the supreme authority over the whole
Federation and was directly responsible to the Colonial Office at Whitehall. He had veto power over the legislature. The Federal Executive
Council was an appointed body forming the cabinet of the government
and helping the High Commissioner in an advisory capacity. The Federal
Legislature was presided over by the High Commissioner and consisted
of 3 ex-officio members, 11 ministers representing the 9 states and 2
settlements, 11 official members, and 50 unofficial members appointed to
represent all the segments of Malayan society." This in effect placed
the British in firm control of Malaya and also reaffirmed the status of
the old Malay rulers. The Chinese and the Inaians remained secondor no political rights.,
-ew
class citizens or aliens and haI
2. Description of political process
Apart from the small Malayan Communist Party, Malaya never had
a political organization with a history of opposition to the Rritish rule.
There were never any leaders of parties or groups who had served prison
t.- -is for illegal political activity. There was never a single leader who
rose and preached nationalism to the Malayan people.-1 2 Malaya was a
"placid country, apparently well content with British colonial rule." 1Prior to World War II, there was only one Malay organization which
extended throughout the Malayan peninsula. This organization, known
as the Malayan Union, was founded in 1926 and inciuci-d both modernists
and conservatives. Its main concern was to safeguard the Malays from
their cuicural and economic life.
Chinese encroachment and to improve the
inter-war pei iod exerted some
A Maia•yan Indian A~ociation during
pressure on the government to improve Indian working conditions, but
did not become involved in politics until shortly before World War I1.
The demand from groups a;d parties for greuter participation in government affairs began in 1945, when the idea for a centralized Malayan
State was first proposed. The Malays fell into two groups: th3 Kaum
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Muda, which advocated a democratic govcrnment in a unified peninsula;
and the Kaum Tua, which was more conservative and wanted a return
of authority to Malay rulers of the states. Until this time the Malays
had no real sense of unity and no desire for self-government. But when
a small middle class evolved among the Malays after World War 11 iL
provided the impetus toward self-government. As a result, rolitical
groups began to flourish all over Malaya.
The Malay Union of Johore very early opposed the existing authority.
Groups consisting of officials and state servanta were formed in almost
all the states. In March 1946, a conference of representatives of such
groups established the United Malay National Organization (UMNO).
The Malayan Chinese Association (MCA), ¢ouzded by Tan Cheng-lock,
was established, with the government's app, ival, to combat communism ir
the Chinese community. The Alliance Coawition of Communal Parties,
composed of elements from the three communities, emerged in 1950 as
a strnng political party. The first Malayan r!ec:o.o wasi held i. 195, n-d
six major parties were represented. Th-, Alliance won a large majority
of seats.
The only organized group eager for independence immediately following
World War II was the Malayan Communist Party (MCP). Established
in 1930, it had four periods of growth. First, up to 1937, it operated
illegally in Malaya and appealed mostly to the Chinese community. Seeond, during World War II, it became associated with anti-Japanese entiment and its underground resistance movement mrade it the champion of
the Allied cause. Third, the post-World War II period found the MCP
organizing front groups and dominating the trade unions; it conducted a
wave of fear and violent threats which precipitated racial riots between
the Chinese and the Malays. Fourth, the "Emergency" declared in 1948
by the Bribish oucials outlawed the MCP and its associated organizations,
forcing: them to return to a policy of open violence and guerrilla warfare '.
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or changing government, institutions
Until independence in 1957, the High Commissioner was the highest
authority in the postwar Malayan Govwrnment, and he in turn was responsible to his government in Grat Britain. Govwi)ment institutions
could legally be changed only with his approval.
4. Relationship to foreign powers
The Malayan Government until 1957 was under the dir-A.'tion of the
British Colonial Office and its foreign policies reflected Brit sh interests.
5. The role of military and police powers
Prior to World War II, the British were faced with some violent
d&_nonstrations and strikes. The communal riots and the Communistinspired strikes and demonstrations after the war necessitated the employment ol British army units to put the outbreaks d,-wn. The Federation Police Force, which had members from all coirmunities, was also
employed to maintain order.
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D. Weaknesses of the Socio-Economic-Politica! Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or governmental instabilities
Although there were apparent weaknesses in the British r-,.,! in Malaya prior to World War II, this rule was never plagued with a serious
rebellion. The Malay community appeared well satisfied with the status
quo; and although there was reason for dissatisfaction in the Indian and
Chinese communities, there was never an attempt to overthrow the British. The MCP, however, stiri. 1 up demons:trations and strikes Nuth before and after the war.
2. Economic weaknesses
Rubber and tin, industrialization and urbanization, war and economic
dislocation, brought changes to the Malayan society which the existing
social institutions could not deal with adequately. Communism flourished
in this atmosphere. It found strength amc'ng those who rejected the help
of others in meeting the problemsi of s-cial and economic changes. Because of industrialization and urbanization, a labor force developed in
Malaya during the 1930's. The British failed to grasp the significance
of this development and did not encourage the organization of labor. The
Communists took control by default and indoctrinated Malayan labor.1 5
Following the war, Malaya'*s near bankruptcy created difficult problems
for the British. The rubber and tin industries needed some sort of rehabilitation; food was scarce; living costs soared beyond means; and the
labor force became restless. These conditions furthered the development
of communism.
3. Social tensions
Aside from the social tensions created by the plural character of Malayan society and the political predominance of the Malay comemunity over
the Chinese and the Indian communities, the Chinese produced further
tensions, not by their disloyalty to Malaya, but rather by their extended
loyalty to the competing political groups in China. Malayan Chinese
loyalty to China was actively intensified after the Japanese invasion of
the Chinese Mainland in 1931, placing the British authorities in a precarious situation vis-a-vis British-Japanezse rlations. Furthermore, Chinese cadres of the MCP were indoctrinating the Malayan labor force and
instigating strikes and demonstrations in the 1930's. To cope with the
problem, the British instituted the "Banishment Ordinance" which allowed
for the deportation of Chinese activists to their hume>•,ni. Branded as
Communists in Malaya, they received a bad welcome from the Nationalist
Government in China.
Following the invasion of Malaya in December 1941, the Japanese occupation troops forced one-fourth of the Chinese population out of the
towns and cities and reestablished them in small villages on the fringes
of the jungles. The "squatter' population, as they became known, became the butt of the legal restrictions devised to discriminate against the
Chinese after the war. The Chinese saw themselves as second-class citi72
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zens under the postwar federal system, which to them represented an
injustice that they were committed to change.
4. Government recognition of and reaction Lo weaknesses
The British did not respond to the basic social problem that the 'hinese community in Malaya represented. Their reaction was to attempt
to suppress the MCP rather than to counter its appeal. In the early
1930's the Communist Party was declared illegal, rnd when the party set
in motion a wave of strikes in the middle thirties. the "Banishment Ordinance" was instituted. The British did, however, propose a plan pr.>viding for Chinese political participation in the form of a Malayan Union
after World War II, but this was rejected by the Malay community. As
a consequence, a large number of Chinese succumbed to the appeals of
the Communist Party.
After the war, the British authorities attempted to control Communist
activities--first, by demobilizing a warti1 ,.- gucrrilla army composed of
MCP members which had been trained and armed by tht; 31_-sh High
Command to fight the Japanese, and second, by passing certain legislation
to control MCP activities. The Federation of Trade Unions, which the
Communists forned, controlled the strikes and unrest, violence and intimidation. Outlawing the Federation and restricting the leadership of
the trade unions, the Government tried to undermine Communist influence
in labor activities.16 The Malayan Communist Party's efforts to overthrow British rule forced the British to declare an all-out drive -against
the party in June 1948.
III. FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION
A.

Actors in the Revolution

1. The revolutionary leadership
The revolutionary leaders in Malaya were not the type usually asoociated with nationalist movements. One leader dedicated himself to an
ideology best suited to enhance his ascendancy to power, while another,
a dedic,•.d Communist, received comparatively little popular support.
The outstanding, and certainly the monst inirignin.-, -'•aracter of the revolutionary leadership was Loi Tak. Supposedly of Annamite stock, Loi
Tak arrived in Singapore in 1934; where he came from and what he had
done previously is not recorded. He immediately made contacts with
Communist Party members, and his glib use of Marxist terr-ir-n-logy won
him the office of Secretary General in 1939. During the war, he collabOrated with the British authorities and helped the Allied cause. Several
flines during his career his prty loyalty iLwa questioned and his Icader!).p threatened. In 1947 he absconded with party funds and has never
been seen since.
Ch'en P'ing, also known as Wong 7o1an-wa and Chin V'eng, inherited the
party leadership vacated by Loi Tak. Ch'en P'ing-a Malayan Chinese-had both a Chinese and English education. He was introduced to communism while in school and became a member of the party in 1940. Dur73
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ing the war, he became Loi Tak's right-hand man. Ch'en P'ing was
awarded the Order of the British Empire for his military service against
tae Japanese during the watr and, like Loi Tak, he was a good organizer.
By 1954, he was known to have had a very large reward over his head.*
2. The revolutionary following
The MCP seems to have absorbed the ambitious and the restless, the
undisciplined and opportunistically inclined people. From these, it cre17
ated "a highly disciplined organization of professional revolutionaries.",
At first, the party recruits were mostly embittered and radical intellectuals, with a sprinkling of certain elements of the industrial working
force. The party became widely accepted because of its anti-Japanese
sentiments. After the war, the MCP found a fertile field for proselytizing among the Chinese. The Chinese community was no longer integrateL.
and coherent; it was caught up in change and the transition was beyond
th. traditional bounds. Chinese interests ran counter to political developments and communism profited by this situation. The revo!utionary
following was approximately 9,5 percent Chincse. AIlhough the party's
adherents numbered many thousands, at no time was its actual membership more than 3.000 strong.
B. Organization of Revolutionary Effort
1. Internal organization
The internal organization of the revolutionary effort consisted first
and 1, 'emost of the Malayan Communist Party. The Central Committee
of t! -' party, 10 to 13 members, was headed first by Loi Tak and later
by Ch'en P'ing. Ch'en P'ing, Yeung Kwo, and Can Lee formed the Politburo after 1948. Below the Central Committee, the regional bureaus followed, with State Committees, District Committecs, Branch Committees
and finally, the cells. Relations between the various levels of the party
hierarchy were maintained by having senior members of lower committees serve as members of the next highest committee.
The Malayan Races Liberation Army (MRLA) was the fighting unit
of the revolutionary organization. First known as the Malayan People's
Anti-Japanese Army (MPAJA), it was organized under the auspices of
the British Command shortly before the Japanese invasion to conduct
guerrilla attacks against the Japanese occupation forces. The British
attempted to disband the guerr;llas after the war, but the MRLA kept
its units fairly intact by falsifying the membership lists submitted to the
British, forming the "Old Comrades Associations," and i)icing large quantities of arms. The party created and controlled the guerrilla units down
to the platoon level through its Central Military C.ommittee. Coordination
from the MCF Executive Committee down to the smallest bandit units
proved to be an impossibility, !n most cases the regiments, the largest
units of the MRIA, had to be controlled by the -;tate districts, and later
* See Harry M'ller, Monace in Malaya (London: George G. H.nrrap & Ce., Ltd.,
1954), or Gene Z. Hanrahan, The Communist Struggle - Mataya (New York: Institute
of Pacific Relations, 1954) for more complete biographical sketches.
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6. .ng the insurrection, coordination between the companies proved impossible. There were approximately 5,000 MRLA guerrillas living in
jungle camps, each containing up to 600 troops. The camps were later
reduced to as few as three to five men.
The Min Yuen, a civilian mass organization set up to assist the guerr.;; .1
in the jungle, was the auxiliary unit of the MRLA. Its main duties
included furnishing the guerrillas with material suppli"s, functioning
as an intelligence and courier network, and effecting a closer liaisn
with the masses. Local Min Yver organizations ineluded regional committees, peasants' tnions, "Iliberation leagues," women's unions, and selfprotecting corps which also acted as part-time guerrillas.'8 The Branch
Committees of the MCP organized and controlled the Mir Yuen within
their districts.
It •s difficult to assass the membership of this organization. Many of
the Chinese villages established when the Japanese relocated some of the
Chinese population acted as supply depnts n-m'"ers ca'-""'g suppli.rs
to the guerrillas in the deeper jungles. Many of these Cnines .'Alagers
were volunteer members of the revolutionar- organization. But many
were also intimidated and many more refused to Lake part in the revolution. Some figures for the combined membership of the MRLA and the
Min IYen go as high as 500,000, but Ihese estimates appear to be far
too high.
2. External organization
The Communist uprising in the summer of 1948 has been attributed,
by some is urces, to an international conference held ia Calcutta in February 1•)48. This probability is based on circumstantiat evidence only and
"no docnientary evidence is likely to be found." 10
C.

Goals of the Revolution
1. Concrete poi,,•t
.cal aisf
revoiu•tinary leaders
The prewar gtuals of the revolutionary leaders were to infilVrate and
c;a.trol many political and economic organizations in order to disrupt the
Malayan economy. The goals of the revolution itself were ,-. "'iberate"
an area o; '.•alaya, g.fix contrnl, and declare that area indepe,:mni. The
periphery of the controlled area was to be wilened to irilude iarger
riections of Malaya. Captured documents show that the Comrnunista had
timed a declaration for two independence of a Communist Rcnublic of
Malaya for August s, 1948.2 As announce-l by the revolutior.n"
leaders,
their cbjetives were "national liberation," the establishment o. & "democratic government" based on universal suffrage, and unitfcation of all the
"oppreesed peoples of the Far EaSt..' 2
Their more irmmediat political
ne- inexnbers,
aims
after 1950 were the elction of all the Legi"la'"ivegre•,tzr equality of citizenship rights in all the Malayan communities, and
recognition of political parties in all discussions concernine a Malayan constitutior.22
2. Social and economic goals ef leadership and lollowing
Social and eronon-ic 3oais of the revolutionary leadership and its
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following concerned the expansion of the Malayan economy and greater
achievements toward social 1:rogress. This included adoption of an 8hour workday, a social security program, an educational system allowing
to use their own languages, and recognition of equal
the three communities
23
rights for women.
D. Revolutionary Techriques and Government Countermeasures
1. Methods for weakening existing authority and countermeasures
by government
The overall Com.munist otrategy for ;onducting the armed revolutionary struggle against the British in Malaya called for a protracted war
to be executed in three separate phases. In the first phase the MCP
planned to weaken the British forces and to preserve and expand its ov
forces. In the second phase the Communist guerrillas were to dri'.'- the
British from the hinterland and restrict them to such strategic
-...
as supply centers and cities. During this same phase the MCP planxto transform its activities from irregular warfare to wouite warfare. Tn
the final phase, the MCP planned to establish strong Communist base
from which to operate, and which would provide the necessary recruiLb
to expand these bases, and finally to oin the bases togethcr ;n order tc
control all of Malaya. 24
A general uprising to pave the way for an rebellion was instituted by
the MCP in June 1948 when communal riots, which had been occurring
since the announcement of the Union Plan in 1946, were at a peak. The
Communists capitalized on the chaotic situation and organized their own
violence as MRLA guerrilla units began the first phase of the revolution.
Small-scale raids, road ambushes, murder, robbery, sabot-age, terrorist action, skirmishes with the British Security Forces, and attacks on police
stations were the tactics employed by the small guerrilla :ands. Rubber
plantations were ruined as the Communists attempted to cripple the British economic .system; and terroristic Communist activities so frightened
some of the anti-Communist Chinese squatters that the MCP was able
to extract large sums of money from them in the form of "protection
25
p,.yoffs" to help finanne its war against the British.
Three factors limited Communist succes3 during the frst phase and
prevented the MCP from carrying iut the second phase as planned. First,
the MCP failed to gain mass support. Second, the MRLA was unable to
mobilize a major force and therefore had no alternative but. to continue
its small-scale raids against gcvernment supply line•. urd large estates.
Added to this secop' factor was the crude manner of providing, and the
unpredictability -f Aeceiv.lag supplipQ from the min Yuen, which gave the
MRLA units logistical problems. Third, British counte.suceessfully stymied MRLA attempts to establish "temporary basts" in the
jungle. Without secure base areas from which to operate, the guerrilla
units were forced to seek refuge deeper in the jungle. Thus food and
supply problems were complicated and the MCP communications sy3tim
was rendered ineffective.26
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British countermeasures were not restricted to a military campaign.
The entire responsibility for conducting counterguerrilla activities against
the Communists rested "fairly and squarely with the civil government.
The Armed Forces work [ed] in support of police, though all emergeney
activities [were] so interconnected that on occasions it [wa.sj a
little difficult to decide who [was] in support of whom." 27 This led
one noted expert on Asian politics to comment that the British were wag..
ing "socialized warfare" against the MCP.28 The "sociological" techniques included resettlement, detention, repatria-ion, and rehabilitation.
In order to control the activities of the Min Yuen and to reduce the
maneuverability of the MRLA, the government in 1950 instituted the
"Briggs Plan," which, in part, maile provisians to resettle close to onehalf a million Chinese squatters, who had been living close to the jungle,
in isew villages which could be controlled by the British.29 This resettlement jerved the dual purpose of fencing in potpntial Communist "sympathizers." and keeping out Min Yuen agents wno Yelicd .!!
n
"v_pathizers" for funds and supplies. As a requit, the main supply line of
the guerrillas was cut. At the same time, the government expended
considerable sums to further economic, social, and civic development in
these villages. Development was concentrated mainly on education,
health, agriculture, and public works.30
"Emergency Regulation 17," promulgated in 1948, made provisions for
the "detention" of anyone suspected of aiding and abetting those who were
taking part in Communist activities. Detention was a preventive measure and was notpuni•,,e. Under the same regulation, detained persons
were subject to repatriation, and these repatriated persons had to remain
outside the Federation. The alternative to repatriadion, was rehabilitation. Under this provision of "Emergency Regulation 17," detained persons were placed in "rehabilitation" centers for 8 months to a year, after
which they were to be released unconditionally.-3
Having concentrated and isolated the squatters, both physically and
psychologically, the British then isolated MCP units from the whole population. '"verything, including food, clothing, supplies, and equipment,
was denied them. Gen. Sir Gerald Templer, who commanded the activities of the "Emergency," described this as "securing the base." 32 The
forces mainly concerned with "securing the base" were: the Regular Police Force, the Home Guard, and the Special Constable.
The Regular Police Force was used primarily for the ma:.-tenance of
law and order; at the same time it P.ttempted to win the .onfidence of
the people. The Home Guard patrolled and guarded thnt perimeter of the
vii!ages and scattered huts. An Operation Section of the Home Guard
ws". sent out from the villages for 2 or more days to patrol remote areas.
The Special Constable aided the Regular Police F,_rce in a variety of task3
such a3 road and food checks, guarding "labor lines," a.,d furnishing personal bodyguards for estate owners.
Active operations to eliminate the MRLA in the jungle were conducted
by the army, RAF, and the navy. Stationed according to intelligence re-
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ports of the disposition and strength of the MRLA, the army was cosmopolitan in character and contained British, Fijians, and Malays, as
well as Chinese and Indian units. The RAF and the navy assisted in the
war against the MRLA in a variety of w,,ays such as bombir- strafing.
transport, reconnaissance, casualty evacuation, and movement of small
forces.eS Navy helicopter opermtions became indisapensable. These aircraft were able to land in the most inaccessible and hazardous jungle
areas. Troops, shinnying down ropes fmin the helicopters, landed in zones
deep in jungles from which operations were centered. The heicopterr
were also used to chase Communists and land troops to continue the
chase.34
The government Security Force Iscame more mobile in the jungle
With its superior militea, technology, the Security Force depended hlghiy
on the use of helicopters and air drops with which to maintain strong
i,;its for longer periods in the junyIl where Communists thought themselves safe. Deep jungle penetration biought the B-*-'•.! iii conn:•ct with
aboriginal tribes, which eventualiy were controlled by the Security Force,
who were then able to establish jungle supply depots. The Security
Force was greatly aided by an agreement made with the Thai Government in 1949 which allowed the Federation police to pursue Communist
guerrillas as far as 10 miles within the Thai frontier.
By 1951, terrorism had proved insufficient as a means for the Communist forces to achieve their aims. This became the turning point for
MCP tactics. Directives from the Central Committee of the MCP ordered
that terrorism should become more discreet, and party members should
concentrate more on the infiltration of specific legal organizations. This
also largely met with failure, and the party agaia reversed its directiwes,
in 1952, reverting t0 increased terrorism. The policy shifts of the Central Committee were not very rapidly carried out in. the different areas
of Malaya. This was due primarily to the inpmficient and very slow
system of communications which the party could operate while being
harassed by the British. The MCP in the meantime repeatedly requested
th_-t the Federation recognize its organization as a legal political party.
The government refused to give in to these requests, or to negotiate with
the MCP as an organized group, but in 1955 it offered an amnesty to all
persons who had individually taken arms against the government. All
persons who had given aid to the insurgents could surrender without being
prosecuted for their activities during the "Eynergenc_ ." 35 The amnesty
increased the number of Communist defectors, but failed to bring the
MRLA activities to an end. Terrorism continued in decreasing intensity
until and even beyond the end of the "Emergency" in July 1960. However, by August 1957, the situation was considered sufficiently secure that
Malaya could take its place as an independent member of the Commonwealth.
2. Methods for gaining support and countermeasures taken by government
The main technique used by the Communists to gain a following was
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to exploit the vulnerable position of the Malayan Chinese. It was among
this group that they were most successful.
Communist youth leagues were established by the MCP in the early
years to organize the radical element among the younger Chinese. Co"'bined with this was an all-out effort to spread propaganda among the
general public by the dktribution of ka6ilets. When the 11C? turned
its attention to the unorganized labor force, the British began to impose
restrictive measures upon the cadres: the "Banishment Ordinance" was
one such measure.
In 1945, the MCP was at its peak of popularity. Until 1948 it leaned
heavily on the Chinese community and the increasing labor force for
support. The party conducted its propaganda campaign with published
papers and pamphlets, but the distribution of printed matter was severely
reshicted by the Printing and Publishing Enactment of 1945. Two Chi.
nese newt'.apers were suppressed. By 1948, the beginning of the 'Emergency," MCP popular support had declined and che propag.:1,• theme,
had lost some of their flavor. During the "Emergency" the Min Yuen
"runners" kept Communist propaganda in circulation among the sympathizers. Much of the Communist propaganda was countered by the legal
anti-Communist Malayan Chinese Association.
Many Communists surrendered, but the surrender rate varied greatly
with the successes of communism vi other parts of the world, dropping
when Great Britain recognized Red China, when China was scoring victories in Korea, when the Vietminh was scoring victories in Vietnam,
and again when the British commander, General Templer, left Malaya.
By 1956, a date for which figures are available, the Communist casualties
for the "Emergency" were: 5,983 killed, 1,752 surrcndered, and 1,173
captured. Ninety percent of these casualties were Chinese."
IV. THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION
The Communist retreat during 1952 and 1953 allowed political activity
to assume greater importance. In 1953, the major political parties held
conferencea in which an Elections Committee was appointed to consider
recommendations made by the parties. In the fall of 1955, Malaya held
its first election, and on August 31, 1957, the Federation of Malaya became an independent member of the British Commonwealth. Singapore,
a city-state with a large Chinese population, also received its independence; Singapore und the Federation of Malaya became separ4,.. political
entities despite their common economic and cultural framewo.k.
The Communists claimed that independence had resulted from their
revolutionary efforts. They had lost the shooting war, however, and
m-r-h of their popular support. It is not likely that they could now count
on the civilian populace if they should attempt to overthrow the Federal
Government. From 1955 to 1957 the MCP depended p-ximarily upon its
ability to penetrate and infiltrate a still disorganized Chinese community.
Eighty-four percent of the electorate in the 1955 el,-tions was Malay,
heaviug large numbers of Malayan Chinese uncertain about committinL
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themselves to cooperation with the other racial groups. 37 By 1959,
however, the electorate on the whole increased, "and the proportion of
non-Malay electors also was considerably larger than in 1955." The Chinese electorate increased from i50,000 in 1955 to 7, 0,000 in "159 as R
result of citizenship regulations stipulated in the independert Malayan
constitution.3" This, in effect, made the MCP's prime target elusive.
On the other hand, pro-Communist elemenft have gained much influence
within the ranks of political and social organizations. Labor unions, pol:tical parties, and other organ'zcd., groups in the urban areas hai 3 been
affected by this influence and many have shifted to the left on the political
scale. In the 1955 elections the anti-Communist Alliance Coalition of Com3
munal Parties won 51 of the 52 seats; in 1959 it won only 74 of 104 seats."
Many seats were gained by the leftwing Labour Party, the Socialist Front,
and the People's Progressive Party. The rural vote, still representing
the bulk of the electorate, continues L(, support the Alliance.,
Though remaining predominant, the Malay vote hab, _,:*
ýi-ued to diminish slowly in importance. "The extent to which the Alliance can find a
real basis for Chinese and Indian support may therefore well determine
the outcome of Malaya's next Parliamentary election." 40
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LATIN AMERICA
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF AREA AND
REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENTS
I.

GEOGRAPHICAL DEFINITION

Latin America extends from the southern brder of Texas southwar'!
7,000 miles to Cape Horn. Its area is 2/2 times that of the continental
United States.1 The term "Latin America" embraces 20 sovereign nations of Central and South America and the Caribbean area. The countries range in size from Brazil, larger than the United States, to Haiti,
which is smaller than West Virginia. Brazil has 65.7 million inhabitants,
while Penama has only 1.1 million. Racial diversity is likewise great; in
Haiti the population is almost completely Neg'o; in Bolivia, &;• ',, Peru-,
Guatemala, and Paraguay the inhabitants are principally Indian or of Indian origin, and in the remaining republics they are primarily white.
II.
A.

BACKGROUND OF TWENTIETH CENTURY REVOLUTIONS
Geography

Geographical factors have had a great influence on Latin American
political life. The high, rugged, and barren Andes Mountains, steaming
jungles and forests, and great rivers served to intensify the clustering
of people into isolated. groups around some natural point of vantage.
These same fractioning features serve as barriers to transportation and
effective communication, further isolating these dispersed groups. This
isolation inevitably affects tne political life of these countries. No. only is
it hard for the inhabitants of remote areas to be well-informed on natonal Issues and events, but it is even more difficult for them to make
&ineir influence felt. A case in point is Bolivia, where the tin miners were
unable to aid the dictator Villarroel when he was overthrown in 1946.*
Because .1 their inability to make their voices heard, these rural inhabitants are ignored by residents of the large cities, a.nd in turn often lose
any interest in politics, thus making it easier for minorities within the
populous centers to manipulate or gain control over the government.
B. Economy
There are four important economic factors that influence domestic and
international politics in Latin Amrnrica. However, in rt area so large and
varied there are always major exceptions to any possible generalization.
1. Economists describe the area as being "underdeveloped," as measured by three distinguishing characteristics. First, in an "underdeveloped" economy industrialization is either nonexistent or in a primitive
stat- and land cultivation remains the primary means of economic suppoz- Second, living standards, expressed in per capita income, are lo*,ý
*

Refer to the Bolivian Revoh'tion, p. 153.
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in relation to those of "industrialized" countries. Third, and most significant, the area is in a state of rapid transition toward industrializatien
and urbanization.
But within this general structure there is obviously a wide :ange of
difference. Latin American countries range from the "Indian" countries
with extremely underdeveloped economies, such as Paraguay, Bolivia, Peru,
Guatemala, and Ecuador, through the typically underdeveloped economies
such as Costa Rica, to the industrialized and fairly well-developed coun.
tries of Argentina, Venezuela, and Uruguay. 2
2. Agriculture plays a disproportionately large role hi the economy
of these nations, although the produ'3tivity of the soil rangeb from th.
highly fruitful conditions in Argentina to the bare subsistence agriculturt
of Ecuador. Land is regarded as the most important source of wealth,
a'nd land ownership is considered a mark of prestige. In most of these
countries a very small percentage of t.he popuilation
' lhe bzik of the
arable land, and this group conbequendly plays a very important role in
government. The great majority of the agricultural workers continue
to live under conditions of sharecropping and peonage. It is, therefore,
relatively easy for a gifted demagogue to gain a following merely by
harping on the string of "agricultural reform"; to the poor this means
taking the land away from the rich and giving it to them.
3. Latia America is one of the world's major sources of raw materials, and especially of minerals. The political implications of this fact
lie mainly in the international field, but it also plays an important part
in domestic politics. In Bolivia, power was for a long time in the hands
of the "tin barons," and oil influences the polit.izs of Mexico and Venezuela. Other governments are likewise influenced by the possession of
valuable minerals. The peacetime demand for these raw matprials is
essential to Latin American economies, and in time of war the continent
is a leading supplier of strategic and critical materials.
4. Finally, foreign capital plays a large part in both the economy
and the politics of Latin Ai-nerica and is the basis of most charges of
"imperialism." British investment is concentrated in southern South
America and U.S. investment in the rest of LaLin America.
C. The Social System
The class system, established by the early colonizera, has become formalized and rigid with the passing of generations. -n general, it tawes
the form of a division into three groups, basedon social rather than ethnic
differences. The "whites" or creoles, making up an average of 15 to 30
percent of the population, are F,|rnpe~ n in cultural, his.eric, and linguistic
orientation; they constitute a species of rul-ing class, occupying the major
offices in the government, army, and church, tt•d owning a major portion of the country's land. In some countries a middle group, known as
mestizos or Cholos, is composed of Indians or persons of mixed blood who
have adopted European customs and language and a.tempt to emulate
the upper class. These constitute roughly a third of the total population
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of Latin America. The Indians who have maintained a traditional semiisolated existence in scattered villages make up the lower class. Where
Negroes exist in large numbers, as in the Caribbean island republics and
certain regions of Brazil, they tcnd to be associated with the lower c!•.,.
But this is not to say that all Latin American countries contain these three
groups in significant proportions. Argentina provides an example of a
virtually all-"white," non-Indian republic, whereaq Paraguay, Bolivia, Peru
and Ecuador are largely Indian and Haiti is largely Negro.*
Although possible, class mobility is a slow and difficult process, for
two reasons: (1) each class values its own way of life, and (2) the barriers to interclass mobility are still formidable. It is not easy for an Indian to learn to speak Spanish, let alone read or write it; it is difficult
for him to move to a big city, to buy a large landed estate, or to become
a priest. But once an Indian has made the transition, he is for all practical purposes considered to be a mestizo, ar'd a mnestiro ObhI to pe.ctrate the upper class is likewise considered to be a "white," despite iis
race.
The majority of the Latin American revolutions within the past two
decades were instigated by the "white" or ereole group. This group in
each country is the best educated, the wealthiest, and the one in closest
contact with politics. The tendency of revolutions carried out by this
group has been to change the leadership, but not to overhaul any of the
traditional institutions. There have been important exceptions, however,
as in Mexico and, recently Cuba.
The maldistribution of land and material comforts, and the rigid class
system protected by the traditional oligarehy of army, frovernment, and
church, have been in existence since the early days of the Spanish conquest. But only in fairly recent times have special pressuies begun
to manifest themselves in violent change-in Mexico beginning in 1910
a: ` later in Cuba, Bolivia, and elsewhere.
D. Colonial Background
It is commonly accepted that the seeds of present day Latin American
dictatorships are found in the history, of the Iberian and native American
autocracies, from the Incas to the Spanish monarchy. Two institutions
during the colonial era d-d much to cultivate authoritarian thought. One
was the church, which acted as an arm of the colonial govevirnment. It
introduced education and dominated it; through education it inr.planted the
belief that authority should not be challenged. The becond institution
wa, _government. Spain's absolute control over the colonies through vicecoys responsible only to the Spanish crown conditioned the peonle to dictacorship. The results of these influences are seen in the facts that: (1)
although Latin American constitutions are frequently a.apted from that
* It is important to remember that the basis of this social structure usually is not
races but classes. "The bases of differentiation among them are social rather thap
biological; an individual's learned behavicr, his way of life rather than his physical
characteristics, determine the group with which he is identified." 4
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of the United States, they usually strengthen the power of the executive
at the expense of the legislative and judicial branches,' and (2) when
independence movements appeared in the 19th century, many of the lenders believed that monarchy should remain the basic governrr._: :.al form.
III.

REVOLUTIONS OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

A. Revolutionary Trends
Latin America has experienced a succession of revolutions during the
20th century. Within these a definite trend is distinguishable--a gradual
broadening of the revolutionary base. Risking oversimplification, one
may distinguish between three types of revolutions: (1) The traditions'
coup d'etat, carried on within the ruling elite, is essentially restricted tw
the replacement of the president and his immediate aids, leaving the basic
political system intact. This type cf "onservative "revolution" completely
dominated Latin American political history until the 1TrY"can PI.volltion
of 1910 broadened the revolutionary base and introduced a more progressive element. The Mexican Revolution was carried out by a combination of elite governmental factions and opposition political groups, some
of whom had the support of the peasants. Dr. Getulio Vargas' "march of
Rio" in 1930 utilized the working classes.6 The Guatemalan Revolution
of 1944 and the Bolivian Revolution in 1.452 also attempted to consider
the needs of labor and found support from this group. (2) The second
type has a broader base and has resulted in some social cha-nge. (3)
The Cuban Revolution of Fidel Castro may rcpresent a third type of revolutionary movement-one with a very wide popular bass and expensive
social and economic changes. It was supported 1y a large proportion of
the citizenry of the island, and resulted in significant and sudden political,
economic, and social change. Although all three Itypes occur side by
side, the trend appears to be toward the mass movement, as popularized
by Fidel Castro, who made it clear to all of Latin America that the goods
of the rich could be expropriated to feed, clothe, and house the poor-at
d'L expense of the persou.aI and political liberty that frequently, under
authoritarian governments, had been more nominal than actual.
B. Influencing Factors
The frequency of Latin American revolutions may bc explained by
several factors. A prominent Peruvian lawyer ones said: "When you
Anglo-Saxons write a constitution, you do it as a prac L:zu, guide by which
you operate. We Latins write an ideal constitetion to which we may as.pire, but which is above and beyond us." 7 This disregard of constitutions
has fostered a widespread lack of resvect for law and order, from minor
traffic regulations to electoral laws. Lack of respect for law has been
enhanced by personal experience with frauduleri manipulation of electoral
results under dictatorial regimes. Thus the individual becomes highly
susceptible to the ambitious leader who argues that since it is impossible
to attain civic objectives under tlic law, one must bypass the 1ules and
regulations. One political analyst observed that:
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.. constitutional fragility in the area is aggravated by such divisive forces
among the whites as personalism and family rivalries, regionalism and other
conflicts of intra-class interests, sometimes translated into doctrinal and ideological terms. These conflicts are freqently sugeo•'rtly disruptive to give
the coup de grace to a weak and unworkable constitution. They are normally
followed by the promulgation of a new-and equally (ideal)--constitutionwith the political system, fundamentally unchanged, settling down to await
Its next revolution.$

The "gentlemen's agreement," whereby ousted government leaders are
assured asylum and exile in neighboring countries, protects them from
punishment for political misdeeds and provides a convenient place in which
to conspire and organize a counterrevolt.
World War II greatly influenced the occurrerne of revolutions. During
the early war years the demand for goods by the United States tended
to bring prosperity and, to some extent, stability to Latin America. Those
revolutiofiary attempts that did occur up to March 1944 were usually inotivated by the desire of internal pro-Axis or pro-A~ly factiong to better
their positions. The overthrow of Castilio in Argentina in 1943 was interpreted at first as a move toward the Allies, but the new Edministration
reaffirmed neutrality, with some concessions to each side.In the later war years and the early postwar period stability and prosperity faltered and unrest developed as shortages and inflation began to
appear. The United States, embarking on a program of mutual security,
supplied Latin American governments with surplus and other war materials; this tended to strengthen entrenched conservative and militaryoriented regimes. The little man, who suffered most from economic
fluctuation, sought more real freedom and better conditions through
leftist-oriented revolutionary movements: Democracy, eql'ality, and freedom were much-discussed concepts in the postwar world; although the
rural inhabitants of the Latin American countries were largely uumoved
b1 them, urban dwellers responded eagerly. Thus, three revolutions between May 1944 and July 1946 were strongly supported by large groups
in the capital cities. These were the ouster of Martinez in El Salvador
and Ubic. :i Guatemala,* and the assassination of Villarroel in Bolivia.
C. Actors
Latin American revolutions have traditionally been generated by politics
among the "whites," or upper class. Indians and mestizos have rarely
become involved in politics; when they did participate, it wazý usually to
join an action organized by the "whites."
The combatants were otten limited to rival military chieftains and their
close supporters. Sometimes interested members of the landed oligarchy
or a small group of professional men would becorme involved ini political
intrigues, but the general population was not affected. Because of the
control exercised by the top military officers over tiha manpower and
weapons of the armed forces under their command it was extremely difficult for anyone to maintain himself in a dictatorial position or to tAmge
* See

summary of the Guatemalan Revolution, p. 101.
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a revolution without at least the partial support-or the calculated neutrality-of the military leaders.
In recent decades, as pointed out, the base of the revolutionary movement has broadened and the middle class as well as labor -- d peasa.t
groups played an increasingly important role. Of outstandiing influence
are the often highly idealistic and Marxist-oriented university students
and their professors. Much of the early imnpetus to the movements which
overthrew Villarroel in Bolivia and Ubico in Guatemala was supplied by
students. Ev'on after the Latin American student leaves the uw-iversitý,
campus, he maintains the tradition of using political agitation and even
revolution to achieve his desired ends. Dissatisfied urban workers under
persuasive organizers have also swollen the revolutionary followings.
Within the last few years revolutionary movements have come to include also a significant proportion of the peasants and the very poor, who
are easily attracted by the promise of agrarian reform and better social
conditions. Fidel Castro's Marxist-oriernted socii•l r k`.i•ion iVas become
a symbol to many of the poor and underprivileged of Latin America. The
peasants played a role in the Mexican Revolution of 1910, and indirectly
in Bolivia in 1952.
D. Techniques
The internal coup d'etat, which has been the most frequent type of
revolution, is characterized by a narrow interiial organization; it is usually carried out purely within the government and involves only military,
government, and closely associated elements. Planned and executed by
a very small and closely organized group, aidd by loyal
n uit;_-ter, it
usually results merely in a change of dictators or"of the leadership clique.
Several significant techniques have been used with varying frequency in
the broader-based Latin American revolutions. Since the 1930's the general strike has been gaining importance. It usually rests on the action
of university students, often, but not always, acting in coalition with
organized labor. The general strike has been especially significant in
"•.-•ttral America, where it has been a major factor in the overthrow of
governments--•e.g., Martinez in El Salvador and Ubico in Guatemala.
Demonstrations also are k1kely to have some sort of organizational base.
They are typically instruments of organized opposition groups--political
parties, especially the active Communist minorities; the church, when it
finds itself opposed to government measures; tabor urA•nS; and universitgroups. But demonstrations have also been organized by the government
in pov.er to give the impression of popular suppornt.
Mob action and riots, more violent and less under organizational control,
are iiftequenL in Latin America. They signify a very serious malfunctioning of the political system. An example was the great violence accompanying the downfall of the Bolivian Goverr mnent in 1946, when President Vallarroel's body was hanged from a lamppost in La Paz.
Assassination of government officials is another manifestation of revolutionary violence in Latin America. Usually minor officials are the
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victims; the leader is given the traditional right of "asylum and exile."
However, there have been a number of recent exceptions: Gen. Anastasio
Somoza of Nicaragua was assassinated in 1956, Col. Carlos Castillo Armas
of Guatemala was killed a year later, and General Trujillo of the Dominican Republic was murdered in 1961.
IV. RESULTS AND OUTLOOK
As everywhere in underdeveloped areas, nationalism is a major element
of today's revolutionary movements in LT-tin America, but their social and
political impact varies widely. Some are extreme in their oiientation,
others are moderate in their social and political philosophy and advocate
gradual change. The standard components include an appeal to national
intesTity and demands for economic development and social justice. Most
nationalist movements also call for a broadening cf the popular base in
the political processes of the state.
The social welfare orientation is shared by three types of rnm.,,,ments:
(1) the Communist movements, (2) the national agi arian-populistic movements, and (3) a steadily growing movement aptly termed the "Jacobin
Left" by Robert Alexander.10 Each of these will be discussed in turn.
Communist parties--small, well-organized, and highly vocal-function
openly and legally in some Latin American countries; in the others-Brazil, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Paraguay,
and Peru-they maintain active underground organizations or ally themselves so closely with legal national parties that their aims sem .tobe
indistinguishable. The Communist tactics are to remain in the background, manipulating those in positions of leadership and creating confusion, rather than putting forth a positive program. Their interest lies
not in strengthening and bettering the lot of the people but in weakening
governments, thus creating conditions deemed favorable foi the eventual
::of communism.
The second type of nationalistic movement is comprised of those
agrarian-populistic parties supported by the elements of the democratic
left. These "Aprieta parties," as they are called, seek far-reaching
social and economic change, usually including agrarian reform and the integration of the poor into the country's political process. Unlike the
Communists, they have international ties only within Latin America. The
prototype ib the APRA of Peru; other Aprista parties are the Accidn
Democrdtica of Venezuela,* the National Liberation Party c, Costa Rica
and, in a different way, Mexico's PRI.
The third type of nationalistic movement is made up of the "Jacobin
eft.,"
This group regards the checks and balances and the individual freedoms af
the democratic system as obstacles to agrarian refozm. mass education and
"economic independence." It argues tlat the United States,. fearful of losing
a source of cheap raw materialr and foodstuffs, opposes industrializatior in
the hemisphere. It Insists that the enemies of the United States ar, the
See digcuqaion of Venezuela, p. 119.
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area's natural allies, and that only a dictatorial revolutionary regime can
move with the speed and decision necessary to bring about an effective aocial
revolution in Latin America.1 1

The Jacobin Left is not a new phenomenon. A decade ago President
Juan Per6n of Argentinin tried unsuccessfully to rally this gr•",n aromind
himself so that he could become a hemispheric leader. Todsy k,'.del Castro is trying to gain the support of this stes.dily growing group, which,
although not Communist, does not believe in political democracy and thus
is willing to work with the Communists in their struggle to gain control
of the nations of Latin America.
At its outset, Castro's revolution found great sympathy throughout Latin
America. He overthrew the dictatorship of Fulgencio Batista, and inspired hope for the future not only (,f Cuba, but of all Latin America
But it rapidly became apparent that the movement was controlled by
Communists, temporarily masquerading as advocates )f an agrarian-popuI'st revolution of the Mexican type. Castro's statement of December 19ýv1
thut he had always been a Marxist-Leninmst was un
xdnismion tha';,
;d
to gain mass support, he had cowfealed hiss Communist convictions.
The turn of events in Cuba has resulted in a bitter struggle throughout
Latin America between the Jacobin Left and the democnatic left. Although Castro came into power with the full support of the Latin American
democratic social revolutionary elements, he has since cut all ties with
these groups. In fact, he has gone even further. Whereas during the
early months of his regime he dispatched men, money, and arms to enable the exiles of Nicaragua, Panama, the Dominican Republic, and Paraguay to fight against their dictators, he has since concentrated his efforts on overturning regimes controlled by democratic social revolutionary
elements--for instance, President R6mulo Beta,•iourt's government in
Venezuela.
Despite the "cornmunizing" measures taken in Cuba, a large majority
of the Latin American public remain pro-Castro, each part of it for different reasons: the middle class because they do not want to be. considezed
antirevolutionary or pro-JUnited States; the labor un-ons out of sympathy
fL:z Castro's social reforms; the peasan.q because of zhe propaganda-built
agrarian reforms. Most governments, although knowing the facts, have
been reluctant to declare themselves anti-Castro because the parties they
represent are split into pro-Castro and anti-Cactro factions. However, at
the meeting of the Organization of American States in January 1962, 14
of 21 nations were persuaded to vote in favor of a resolution recommending the ouster of Cuba from that international body,
Instability and dissmtiaf-action with the existing social and economic
order h.e bhpen manifest#d with increpasinf frequency in Latin America.
Bolivia, Ecuador, and Colombia are being racked by demonstrations of
discontent, which threaten the existence of the present governments. It
is a subject of conjecture whether these overt indications of displeasure
have arisen as a direct result of Communist and Fidelist agitation or have
been merely stimulated by the social revolution in Cuba.
no
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All Latin American governments will have to come to grips with three
important developments and their ability to do so will probably greatly
affect the type of revolutions that will predominate in the Western hendisphere. (1) There is a broad trend to oust the landed aristocracy, which
has occupied a position of economic, political, social, and cultural donination, from its traditional place of authority. (2) There is a gpnc-ýdesire for greater economic development and, particularly, industviai.zation. (3) There is a continuing rise of nationalism, which 1ag received
impetus largely through the growth of the middle class with iK.iationalist
loyalties as distinct from the generlly international outlook of the arastocracy. 2
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THE GUATEMALAN REVOLUTION OF 1944
SYNOPSIS
In October 1944 Guatemala experienced the second phase of a r->,ution that overturned the traditional co..3ervatism that had kept the country in a semifeudal state ever since it won independence from Spain. In
the previous June, the 13-year-old dictatorship of Gen. Jorge Ubico had
been replaced b., an equally authoritarian government under Gen. Federico
Ponce Vaides. But the "forces cf mnlightentrent"-the young midr.,Je
class professionals, workers, and students-which had brought about Ubico's overthrow allied themselves with powerful military elements to remove Ponce also. On October 20, in a rapid armed attack, these elements
cempleted the task beg-n in June. The government was placed in the
hands of a junta, which initiated the writing of a new and more democratic constitution, and called a general AierLon. In December, Juan
Jos6 Ar6valo, a middle-class intellectual with a new ideolcgz.l outfook,
was elected President, and started Guatemala on the path of economic
and social reform. Gradually, however, it came more and more under
the influence 9f communism.
I. BRIEF WISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING IN REVOLUTION
At the beginning of the 1940's Guatemala's basic power structure was
similar to what it had been under Spanish colonial rule. The monarchdH.ected political system had given way to the military dictatorship of
caudiUos, who maintained an equally authoritarian government. The
wealthy Spanish landowner had moved over to share his elitist position
with the indistrious German coffee grower and representatives of the
United Fruit Company, a U.S. corporation. The army still served as the
personal protector of the executive in power, and the basis of the political
system.
The church, united by traditional bonds to conservative military men
and lc.' owners, held thousanda under its sway. The Indians, who still
constituted the majority of the population, maintained their traditionally
isolated low-level exist auce on suhsistence farms auud on the great coffee

fincaa.
Yet there was something new in the air, generated by the 20th century
ferment elsewhere, against which Guatemala could not ,'-Mpletely isolate itself. The growing and predominantly mestizo (I adino) middle
elass, consisting of intellectuals. white-collar workerz, professionals, students, and young army officers, were strongly impressed by the victories
of democracy over totalitarianism, of the Allies over the Axis powers,
of the people of neighboring El Salvador over their dictator, Herniivdez
Martinez, in 1944.
These victories--eapecially that of the people of El Salvador, whose situation under Martinez was not much different from that of the Guate4LU'
A4
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malans under Ubico-.served to crystallize dissatisfaction with Ubico's conservative policies and his unconstitutional and often violent methods of
maintaining himself in power. Ubico's rule had been based on conservative elements in the army and the ownership class. He used systematic
violence and blackmail to maintain himself in power. Y- distrusted
the labor movement and feared Indian uprisings. Demands trom students,
lawyers, and professors for more autonomy in the university, political
reforms, and salary increases brought on serious repercussions. On June
22 Ubico rejected these demands and suspended civil guarantees, avowedly
because of the activities of "Nazi-Fascist gnitators." This t".rned the
affair into a major politial caisis.
The Memorial de los 811, a petition prepared by young lawyers and
signed by 311 prominent citizens, was submitted to the government -1
June 24. It explained the reasons for the unrest and asked that constitutional rights be restored. That same day the National University students in Guatemala City held a peaceful demonstration of protest. That
nz:=,ignau on. They
evening, at a second gathering, they dei.anded Ubic
were brutally dispersed by the dietator's strong-arm men; 25 persons were
killed.
The !%ullowing day a procession of middle-class women and children,
dressed in mourning to protest the strong-arm methods used in dealing
with the students, was fired upon. The death of a young school teacher,
Maria Chinchilla, gave the revolution its needed martyr and symbol. Enraged citizens broke off negotiations for a peaceful settlement, which the
diplomatic corps had persuaded Ubico to undertake. Businessmen and
railway workers joined a protest strike; banks and businesses were closed.
Ublcu ca•led cut the troops and on June 27 placed the employees of the
railways and public utilities under military law. These measures did not
halt the strikes and violence. A deluge of petitions poured in from people and groups in all walks of life, demanding Ubico's resignation. These,
coupled with the prolonging of the general strike, finally persuaded Ubico,
and 0;, July 1 he turned authority over to a military triumvirate.
But the revolution did not accomplish the desired end of replacing a
tyrannical form of government with a constitutional democracy. General
Fi.erico Ponce Vaides forcibly "persuaded" the Legislative Assembly to
appoint him Provisional President and set out ,o pattern himself after

his prwalces~orrs.
THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION

II.
A.

Description of Country
1.. Physical characteiistics
Guatemala, the third largest country in Central America, with an
area of 42,364 square miles, is comparable in size to the state of Tennessee., It is located between Mexico on the nor'h, British Honduras on
the east, El Salvador and Honduras on the southeast, and the Pacific on
the northwest.
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which gives way near the Pacific to a series of mountain ranges which
rm•, spine-like, across the country from Mexico to Honduras. These highlands provide the cool elevated basins where most of +,he inhr.•ztanta live.
The coastal valleys and jungles are unpleasantly hot an•. rainy and conse<l;,ently are sparsely populated.
2. The people
Guatemala is the most populous country of Central America, with a
1940 census count of 3,284,269, or 68 persons to the sq:.:are ,nile.2 Most
of the people, however, live in the southern highlands; almost half the
country is very sparsely settled if at a!!. The majority of the inh•bitants (60 p•reent) are Indian; Guatemala has the largest proportion of
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Indian population of any Central American country. The second major
group is made up of mestizos, or Inidian-white breeds (35 percent)., There
is a very small minority of whites and just a few Negroes.3
The Indians are divided into several major groups. In tU: west arc
the Toltecs, to the east the Aztecs, and in the north the Maya-Quiches,
the largest group.4 Also worthy of note are the Cakchiquel, the Kekchi,
the Main and thn Tzutuhil.5 The overwhelming majority of Indians do
not speak Spanish; there are 21 distinct Indian dialects.0
Most of the Indians live in isolated communities in the highlan6.s, leaving the cities to the "white" man or the Ladino. Guatemala City, the
capital and the la-gest city in Central America, had a 1940 population of
163,826. It wtj followed by Quetzaltenango (33,538), Puerto Barrioa
a major port (15,784), and Zacapa (14,443).7
3. Communications
Transportation facilities in 191.4 were inadequate. Those that did
exist were centered on the producti e and densely 1,r,;.:;ated high.land
areas. Even there they were so limited and primitive as to slow down
economic progress seriously.
In the coastal lowland and jungle areas comprising 46 percent of the
country there were only cart roads and some river traffic. The only railroad was on the United Fruit Company plantation in Isabel. The population of Peten, the largest department, had to import food by plane,
riverboat, and pack mule.
Three railroads operated within the republic; the largest of these, the
International Railway of Central America, was controlled by U.S. interests.
The railroad system connected San Josd with Guatemala City and Puerto
Barrios. A branch led to El Salvador. Along the Pacific lowlands there
was a connection with the Mexican railroad system.8
Pan American Airways and Central American Airways connected the
department capitals and neighboring American countries. Puerto Barrios
on the Atlantic and San Jos6 and Champerico on the Pacific were the
major ports for ocean trade.
of all types totald less than 5,000 miles;' the Pan American
Highway and the Highway of the Pacific were the main arteries.
4. Natural resources
The Guate.Ln!an eonom- "z 19.14 was predominantly agricultural, as
it is today. Over 90 percent of the working population gained their
livelihood from the land. This percentage is probabi;- somewhat lower
today. Maize, coffee, bananas. chicle, and sugar are ,he most importanit
products. A large area devoced to pasturage contributes to the growth
of stockraising. Enough is produced to satisfy internal demands for meat,
and many hides and some frozen meat are exported.
Guatemala carries on a small number of extractive industries. Silver
is still found in some of the old mines, and smiall amounts of gold are
panned from mountain streams. Other mineral re,,ources include sulfur,
lead, zinc, tin, copper, chromite, manganese, and salt, but they are not
mined in significant quantities.
%oads
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B. Socio-Economic Structure
1. Economic system
The commercial life of Guatemala had been largely controlled b:. 'he
rimall ruling native aristocracy. Until World War I the great coffee
plantations were largely in the hands of Germans who had recently migrated to Guatemala. During the war, these properties were confiscated
by the state and the industry was nationalized. Foreign penetration from
another quarter, the United States, rpnlted in tHe development of anothevery important crop, the banana. The United Fruit Company, which
started in 1909, by 1944 virtually controlled the entire bar.ana growing
industry, which at that time was still relatively small.
Corn for local consumption utilized approximately 60 percent of Guatemrla's land. In 1941 the United States supplied 78.5 percent of the imports andi took 92 percent of the exports. Tcxtiles, petroleum products,
medicinew, and motor vehicles were thb major imports.10
Industry had not been very significant in the Guatemalan economy. It
was concentrated mainly on processing agricultural products and producing light consumer goods. Manufacturing enterprises represented little
capital outlay, operated on a small scale, and employed few workers.
2. Class structure
Since there was little in the way of mineral resources to attract the
Spaniards, those who did settle remained as kttifundistas, gaining their
wealth and position from the agrificultural produce of their large plantations, or as officials. They settled around Guatemala City and Antigua,
leaving the northwestern highlands to the Indians.
The bases of society changed little in the four centuries following the
Spanish conquest in 1529. Until after World War II Guatemala r3mained
an underdevelol
.,gricultural country in which a few large landowners,
allied with the officer corps of the army and backed by the representa.&.;es of foreign corporations and the hierarchy of the Catholic Church,
controlled a large population of illiterate Indians and Ladinos. Political
and ecou,ýntic power was concentrated in the hands of the producers of
the two -majorexport crops-coffee and bananas. This ruling elite, whichn
constituted slightly over 2 percent of the tfal number of landowners, held
title to more than 60 percent of- the cutiv ted land. while two-thirds of
the landowners held only 10 percent of the farmland. 11
Although Spanish culture had made some penetration, pa-.urilarly in
religion, speebh, and dress, the Indian villages continued an ancient pattern of life based largely on local traditions and on trubsistence agriculttire. The Indians had almost no comprehension of the profit motive and
Ii: 1z desire to accumulate land or goods. While they were poor by the
standards of the industrial countries, it was not an 'abysmal" poverty and
for the most part they accepted their lot.
In the social hierarchy, the Ladinos had greater status than the Indians. Broadly speaking, a Ladino is one who knows Spnn.ish and haz
adopted some of tlhe customs and habits of the white man. This term,
105
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therefore, refers primarily not to race but to culture-habits, customs,
and patterns of life. Any Indian may become a Ladino merely by moving
to the city and adopting as much of the "white" man's culture as he can,
by gaining some wealth, or by marrying a Ladino woman. 12
3. Literacy and education
About 80 percent of the adult inhabitants of Guatemala are illiterate' 3
despite the fact that education is compulsory for children from 7 to 14
years of age.*
'Teaching is an especially difficult problem because the teachcrs must
either be fluent- in the Indi-i dialects ),- be Indians able to bridge the
cultural gulf between the native and the Ladino. In addition the schools
are poorly equipped and inefficiently managed, but probably not more qo
than in many other parts of Latin America.
The National University in Guatemala City, with an enrollment of 855
and a faculty of 120, was and still is the only institution of higher learning.
it offered courses in Law, Social Sciences, Engineerini. Naturel Sciences,
Pharmacy, Medicine, and Economic Sciances.
4. Major religions and religious institutions
Although the population is predominantly Roman Catholic, all faiths
enjoy freedom of worship. The religion of the Indians is a mixture of
old Mayan beliefs and Catholicism, as it was taught during the colonial
period rather than as it is practiced today in Western Europe and the
United States.1 s The Indian is indifferent to much of what the official
church says, but he does recognize a certain orthodox sphere in which
the Catholic priest is competent to act. The Catholicism of the male
Ladino is a matter of social and political advantage rather than of religious conviction; the men attend church only on very special occasions.
The women tend to be more strongly attached to the church.
C.

Government and the Ruling Elite
Description of form of government
In theory the government of Guatemala in 1944 rested on a democratic constitution dating from 1879. Public powers were divided betr•en three popularly elected brarches; the executive had a 6-year term,
the legislature a staggered 4-year term and the judiciary a 4-year term.' 6
In practice, however, the government was completely dominated by a
strong executive supported by the military, the large landowners and
foreign interests. Any potentially dangerous opposition had a choice between self-imposed exile, asylum in a foreign emb .Asv, jail or death.
Congress met occasionally to "confirm" Ponce's lcgislation."T
2. Description of polltical procesa
a. Political parties and power groups supporting government
The pattern of Guatemalan politics had been set in the 19th century. It was characterized by the rule of strong men who were able to
maintain themselves in power for long perioas. The most significant
change in the 19th century was probably in the relationship between church
i.

*Another source sets the figure at only G7 percent in 1945.14
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and state. From 1871 to 1885 Guatemala was under control of Justo
Ruflno Barrios, a determined "liberal" in the sense that he tried to reduce
the political and social power of the Catholic church and succeeded in
doing so. The Liberal Party machine became firmly entrenched under his
rule and remained the dominant force in politics. The idea of cu,-vitutionalism was accepted, but the constitution never became more than a
symbol.
The shift from the Conservative to the Liberal period did not mark the
advent of democratic practices. The Conservatives had stood for lo..
calism, cultural isolation, and political gain through powerful established
institutions, especially the church and the army. The creed of the Liberals, with its stress on secularism, internationalism, and "Europeanism,"
had an economic basis in the large-scale commercial exploitation of coffee.
The great care demanded by the high-grade highland coffee led to labor
shortage.a and new problems.13
The tradition of the rule of a strong man ctntinued wit% Tbico, who
assumed the presidency in 1930. Ubico rigi.dly suppressed all opposition
and used secret police to guard against possible plots against his regime.
Following the revolution in El Salvador in May 1944 he became aware of
the growing restlessness of the middle group and declared a state of siege.
Yet popular dissatisfaction with his oppressive rule became so gkeat that
he was forced to resign. For the first time it appeared as if the traditional ruling groups, composed of conservative army officers, large landowners, and domestic and foreign commercial interests, were losing their
grip on the political reins of the country. The revolution ila June 1944
was only the first stage in the struggle for power between the t.raditional
ruling class and the emerging, progressive middle-clasq elements. Gen.
Federico Ponce Vaides succeeded to the Presidency, but "Ponce still took
orders from Ubico, who remained quietly in the background.."1
General Ponce followed in the footsteps of his predecessors, demanding
.d
1 gaining the support of the traditionally conservative-minded Liberal
Party elements. A large portion of the army which had forced the Legislative Msembly to name him Provisional Prosident became his personal
following. Large landowners and important church elements acknowledged his leadership, unwilling to satpport what they rcgarded as a Ladinodominated attempt to usurp their authority in the June movement. Ponce
attempted at first to gain the backing of the middle-class Ladino elements by permitting the organization of labor unions and por'tical parties
and granting concessions to workers, students, and teachers. lie discontinued this attempt, however, when these elements began to gain too
mueb popular support.
b. Character of opposition to government: and its policies
When Ponce lifted restrictions on the functioning of political parties, the revolutionary elements within the country, together with returned exiles, took ihunediate action; a number of uew political parties
sprang up. A small group of professionals and intellectuals organized
the Renovaci6n Nacional (RN, or National Renovation Party). The
10?
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Partido Social Democrdtica (PSD, or Social Democratic Party) was
formed by older professionals, many of whom had been in exile during
the Ubico regime; they tended to gather about Adrian Recinos, a wellknown conservative, prochurch, aristocratic scholar. But theirs was a
weak party, v.,ith little chance for popular support. The June ! volutiomi
had been carried out by the young, and they were not willing to cede
their potential power to older, more conservative leaders who had been
in exile or had remained quiet under Ubico's restrictions. These younger
elements formed the Frente Popnsar Libertador (FPL, or Popular-l-lberation Front), which attractea tire majority of the center- and leftistoriented and acknowledged Professor Juan Jos6 Ar~valo as its .standardbearer. A Communist Party was also organize 1, but its membership and
status at that time were so insignificant that it became lost among th
other revolutionary elements. Campaigning for the promised presidential election provided a raison d'9tre for these embryonic organizations,
and it soon became clear that ArLvalo hrd the strongest support among
those who were politically active, eqpec!.lly the hard-workirg Communist
min- .rity.
When Ponce announced in early August that• e wotAd run for President
on t•he old Liberal Party platform, the opposition speeded up its campaign.
An attempt to force the legislative assembly to amend the constitution,
so that Ponce could continue in office, evoked scathing criticism from the
opposition parties. After printing editorials critical of government policies, the publisher of the largest Guatemalan daily, El Imparcial, was
murdered. Overt opposition was once again outlawed.
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or changing government institutions
The pre-Ar~valo Constitution provided that changes in the fundamental law could be initiated by a two-thirds vote of 'he legislative assembly. The assembly then would be dissolved and the President would
call an election to choose a constitutional assembly. After this assembly
had acted on the proposed reforms new elections would be held to select
a new legislature."0
Difficult and complicated as this amendment procedure might appear,
Ubico and his predecessors used it repeatedly to broaden their powers
and to protect themselves from charges of unconstitutionality. Control
of the iegislative assembly by the dictator's personal followers made rhe
Process relatively simple.
4. Relationship to foreign powers
General Ponce maintained the close ties with the United States that
his vredecessors had developed. Large American enterprises, such as the
United Fruit Company, the Empresa Electrica, and the International Railway of Central America retained their monopolistic advantages and
were thus able to exert a :Arong influence over the nation's economy. The
bulk of Guatemalan exports continued to go to, apd the majority of imports to come from, the United States.
5. The role of military and police powers
4An
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Many of the more important army officers quickly threw Lheir support to General Ponce after the overthrow of Ubico. A3 members of the
old elite, they naturally tended to support the system that gave them their
power; therefore, they were highly instrumental in "persuading" the l',qislative assembly to appoint Ponce Provisional President. They rertainied,
on the whole, a loyal and obedient force, ready to crush any opposition
to the new dictator.
D. Weaknesses of the Socio-Economic-Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or governmental instabilities
The history of Guatemala since indepcndence had been marked by
the successive rise of caudiflos, each of whom held office as long as he was
able. Yet there had been few attempts at revolution, not because of the
personal appeal of the dictators, but bpcause Guatemalan society, so
accustomed to dictatorship, was unable to envision or unw,*!h.:. ,:- o irnmiement alternatives. The rural Indian m•ajoricy was completely disinterested in the politics of what for them was a meaningless concept"Guatemala." In addition, their geographical separation into small isolated groups and tho varied conditions under which they lived made any
resistance they might have offered local and unfocussed. More important,
perhaps, were the forceful and e-ffective suppression of all opposition,
the lack of articulate public opinion and the weakness of the middle class.21
Events during World War II ushered in important changes. The middle class revolted against an autocratically-managed society in which it
found no place, and thus the dictator Ubico was overthrown, even though
he was replaced for a short time by a man who atten pted to follow in
his footsteps.
2. Economic weaknesses
The basic econo.•ce structure was ore of r,,onoculture; depending
.Argely on the exportation of coffee and bananas, and the trade in both
these products was highly competitive, thus making the economy highly
vulnerable to fluctuations in world market prices. The country depended on trade for many of the basic articles of daily life.
Internally, the feudalistic-type !-ndholdings perpetuated the poverty
and economic exploitation of the Indian ittasses. Forced to live on subsistence farms, isolated because of inadequate roads, lacking educational
and sanitary facilities, the Indians constituted a rural proletaiuat so backward and underprivileged that they contributed little to 1::crcased productivity or industrial developmcnt.
The lower-middle-class laborer and the native businessman were also
discriminated against by the foreign monopolies that controlled the economy, and could do nothing to remedy the situation. Rigid censorship kept
the public from challenging governmental policy, and la;: wr was not allowed
to organize to enforce its demands for higher wages,
3. Social tensions
The majority of the Indian populatioii lived on isolated subsistence
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farms under conditions of poverty, ignorance, and lack of a. nitation.
Nevertheless, they were relatively content and kept to themselves, avoiding most Ladinos and the city.
Discontent existed mainly among the educated middle class and tbe
urban workers. There was no place for them in the semifeutlai society
that had prevailed since the time of the conquistadores. They did not
in fact have the rights which the constitution guararAeed them. Censorship was rigid. They were not allowed to organize. Wealthy foreigners joined with the traditional elite to control the country. It was no
wonder that there was antagonism between these two groups: ore unwilling to relinquish any power, the other demanding a greater share of it.
4. Government recognition of ane. reaction to weaknesses
When Ponce first took over in early July 1944, he revoked Ubico's
decree suspending civil rights. A free press sprang up. Refugees returiied. Labor was allowed to orgsnize and political parties to form.
Moit urban Guatemalans joined the labor "gailds," 1-i'1*h for !he -arst
time ensured them living wages. Specific concessions were granted to
students, professors, and workers--three elements that had been most
active in bringing about the downfall of Ubico's regime. The tight monopolies on sugar, meat, and tobacco were broken up.22 Pro-Nazi Foreign
Minister Carlos Salazar was forced to retire. German-owned coffee plantations were expropriated. But these measures were only temporary, and
soon gave way to severe measures to repress middle class discontant with
the continuing authoritarianism.
II. FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION
A. Actors in the Revolution
1. The revolutionary leadership
The leaders of the revolution were mostly younger army officers,
assisted by a few liberal-minded civilians. Fcur names stand out as
significant. Jacobo Arbenz Guzmin was a captain in the Guatemalan
army and a political officer of the Escuel& Politicnica, Guatemala's West
Pont. Dissatisfaction with the Ponce regime and an administrative
shakeup within the school caused him to rc3ign. He was essentially a
strong nationalist, bent on breaking the monopoly of foreign interests. To
accomplish this, he helped formulate a plan to remove Ponce from office
and replace him with a governing junta.*
Jorge Toriello was a local businessman, who represc-..ted the interests
of the middle-clus Ladinos. He too was a natioralist whose main interest
lay in implementing full civii liberties and sociaW and economic reformsfor labor, professionals, and the university.
Francisco Javier Arana was the third member of the "planning committee." An army tank commander who led the elite Guardia de Honor
(Honor Guard) corps of the capital, he was representative of the young
* Several years later, in November 1950, he was elect,.c President and it woo during
his regime that the Communiste reached the peak of their strength in Guatemala.
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army officers who had come up through the ranks. Unknown to the
civilian leaders and supporters of the movement, he had little knowledge
of, or interest in, their aims, and was concerned primarily with persona!
power and gain. He became the centra! figure among the three conp-;rators, both because of the military forces he commanded and because the
nonmilitary sector of the anti-Ponce movement had been much weakened
by the arrest, exiling, and forced asylum of civilian revolutionary leaders.
Juan Jos6 Ar6valo was a 40-year-old professor of middle-class background. He had become an Argentine citizen luring 15 years residenct,
in that country, where he had taken semivoluntary exile after a dispute
with Ubico cost him his position in the Department of Education. He
was better suited to appeal to the Ladinos than either a military person
or a member of the old aristocracy. With his civilian status, his social
position as a middle-class Ladino, his intellectual profession, and his comparativa youth, he- seemed to embody tb-e major characteristics of the
revwilutionary elements.
His ideas were decidedly radical in the traditionally conservative environment of Guatemala. Formulated under the imposing title, "spiritual
socialism," they affirmed the necessity of achieving "human dignity." On
a national scale this implied economic and social transformation. The
common man achieved "greater dignity when he was in good physical
health, literate, able to provide for himself and his family, when his
rights as a worker and as an individual were protected." 2 But Ar6valo
expressed no intention of transforming the economic and social systems.
He merely observed that the semifeudalist state would be "softened with
measures for the defense of the workers, land redistribution, the raising
of wages, better housing, and the socialization of cultare, of hospital
services, [and] the popularization of diversions." 24
2. The revolutionary following
Middle-class inhabitants of Guatemala City provided both the back-one and the support for the revolution of October 1944. These were
largely persons without special ties either to the old landowning aristocracy or t'i present military and political elite. They were a minority of
the Ladinos in the capital. University students and young professionals
seemed to have been those most in'zenced by the democratic victories of
the Allies and of the people of El Salvador; they became the most outspoken supporters of the revolution. Their ranks were swelled by older,
less active anti-Ulico forces, many of whom had been in ý-ile. These
were old enough to have witnessed and perhaps participated .n the Unionista movement that overthrew the despotic Estrada Cabrera in 1920 and
in the subsequent, relatively liberal, administration.
R. Organization of Revolutionary Effort
1. Internal organization
When it became evident that Ponce intended to follow in the footsteps of his predecessors, Capt. Arbenz Guzmwn went to El Salvador,
supposedly to visit his wife's family, but actually to attempt a revolution
_•11U
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from across the border. In the middle of September he was joined by
Jorge Toriello, the go-between for the civilian revolutionary leaders and
that part of the army loyal to Arbenz. They began to plan the coup.
When a third plotter joined the group it came as a surprise, f,)r no .'ne
had thought of Maj. Francisco Arana as a possible ally. His powerful
military aid was welcomed, for it was clear that the revolution would have
to be backed by force. Ponce's repression had caused the most important
civilian revolutionary leaders to seek asylum in embassies or go into hiding; even Ardvalo had to turn to the sympathetic Mexican Ambtssador
for political asylum. By October 15 the details of the shaky alliance between Arbenz, Arana, and Ar6valo had been settled. In company with
a small group of officers, Arbenz planned to attack quickly, before thl
conspiracy could be discovered.
No details of contacts between the conspiratorial group and civilian
party leaders have been found for this study. It seems from the events
that such contacts must have existed. There was also ý- w-,up of younger
officers recruited to serve the revolutionary cause who probably had advance knowledge of the plan to oust Ponce.
2. External organization
The coup was planned in El Salvador, largely because many of the
people of that country, having recently rid themselves of a dictator, were
sympathetic toward the efforts of the fuatemalans to do likewise.
Arbenz, Toriello, and Arana therefore hoped for aid from the new
Salvadorean Government. To what extent they succeeded has not been
ascertained.

SC. - Goals of the Revolution
1. Concrete political aims of revolutionary leaders
The goals of the revolution reflected the grievances of the middle
class that supported it. The young leaders of the revolution wanted civil
liberties; freedom of speech, press, and association were particularly
stressed, as they had long been prescribed. A parliamentary approach
to the solution of political problems was to replace the authoritarian
regime of General Ponce.
2. Social and economic goals of leadership and following
Social and economic goals included recognition of the rights of labor,
both organized and unorganized, rural and urban. Foreign interests had
long been sacrosanct, enjoyizig monopolistic privileges; I was now believed
time for native and governmental interests to take ovr r. The ownership
of too much land by too few people was to be remedied by an agrarian
reform. Educational facilities were to be extended to the more than half
of the population who had no schools; without education, it wa.s felt, little
could be done to improve the socio-economic-political situation.
Ar~valo himself characterized the revolution en being directed against
the following conditions:
1. A government headed by men who had themselves continually reelected.
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2. Officials who represented a social and eolitical i•h-ritVy uninterested
in, or even unaware o", the sufferings of the people.
3. Official indifference toward e::ploitation of resources by foreign or
Guatemalan capitalists with no thought except private profits.
4. The absence of freely functioning political parties and a free press.
and the lack of autonomy of the judicial and legislative departments.
5. The lack of popular organizations, including labor unions, to represent the interests of the people and to protest abuses.
6. The existence of boss rule by military or political officials who rep
resent-d miniature dictatorships.
7. General lack of respect among officials for the human personality.
8. The incapacity of the government tv inspire the people to use
their sovereignty "as though their country had not yet shed its colonial
clcthes to convert itself into a Republic." 25
P.

Revolutionary Techniques and Governenit Counterntea".'res
1. Methods for weakening existing authority and countermeasures
by government
When Ponce, contrary to public hope, announced that he would run
for President on the old Liberal Party ticket, legal opposition activities
speeded up. The enthusiastic reception given Ardvalo uporn his arrival in
the capital after Ubico's fall caused Ponce to initiate a campaign of severe
repression. A large number of young lawyerq ard the leaders of *be
FPL were arrested; leaders of the Ardvalo forces were again forced to
seek asylum in foreign embassies to avoid arrest or exile.
In etirly October, Ponce forced through the first of the constitutional
change: that were designed to allow him to contirue in office. The opposition leaders subsequently appear to-have decided that Ponce must be
overthrown to keep the country from entering into another long period
of dictatorial government. Meanwhile Pence a.tempted to rally support
.;y stirring tip racial conflict. He brought groups of Indians into Guatemala City, armed them and waited for disorder to break out. But violance di4 .ot break out and the Ladinos had no need to turn to him for
protection as he had hoped.
On October 16, Arfvalo, Jorge Garcia Granados, and Roberto Arzu
issued a Manifesto del Frente Uniilo de Pa'rtidosPoliticos y Aanciffwoies
Cfvicas, in which the newly organized political parties and association
of university students proclaimed a paro politico (political s',-.ke). This
document was mimeographed and distributed in the streeL. and among
the groups supporting the revolution. It had the effect of stopping work
in several sectors of the economy. Two days later, on Octobe:r 13, the
f :culty and students of the National University declared a strike.
The next night Guatemala City reverberated with rumors of an imminent coup d'etat. There were thre contradictory versions, however,
which served to confuse the secret police and keep them from taking effective action. The first stated that "Ponce had decided to take definite
action to strengthen his hold on the Presidency," the second that "War
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Minister Corado was going to take over the executive power to 'reste.re
order'," and the third that "the people were about to start a popular up.
rising to finish the work begun in June." 2 0
2. Methods for gaining support and countermeasure.. 'aken by
government
The middle-class revolutionary element primarily composed of Ladinos, had immediately taken advantage of the "privileges" grante.d them
after Ubico's resignation. But, as Ponce's measures became more avd
more repressive itr 2eptembpr and October, the revolutionary rars were
)
officers who had been influenced by the demoexpanded to admit )ung
cratic propaganda of the Allies while training in the United States and
Europe, and who saw little hope for a profitable future under Ponce'
regime. A small number of these officers were able to bring into the
active revolutionary camp all of their loyal subordinates. These men
proved a highly important factor in t.z• plin for ousting the new dictator.
E. Manner in Which Control o! Government Was Transferred to
RevolationarIes
The eventf of mid-October seem to indicate that the revolution had
been plannee by Arbenz and his fellow-conspirators to include both military and cihiian elements. The October 1G manifesto calling for a political strike was followed on October 18 by the strike in the National
University and by a multiplicity of rumors circulating through Guatemala
City con the night of the 19th. These set the stage for the coup which
overthrew the government on the 21st.
On the evening of October 20 a small group of rebel army officers
smuggled 70 students and workers into the strategic Guardia de Honor
Fortress in the capital. The officers of the fortress and prisoners held
there killed the commander and seized the for. Captured lend-lease
military equipment stored ý'.ere was distributed to civilian revolutionary
groups from the barracks of the Guardia de Honor. The rebels then blew
up the San Jos6 Fortress, destroying hundreds of dollars worth of explosives. Loyal artillery in the Matamoros Fortress fired into the barracks of
the Guardiade Honor but a counterbarrage reduced Matamoros to rubble.
Within 12 hours the provision-al government was overthrown; revolutionary elements laid siege to the National Palace and received the unconditional surrender of Ponce and his Cabinet, 800 to 1,000 casualties were
the result of the 12-hour fight. By October 22 peace "ad been restored,
and Ponce and his chief advisers were placed aboard .,. plane for Mexico.
IV.

THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION

A. Changes in the Personnel and Institutions of Government
Arana, Arbenz, and Toriello made up thE junta that was to act as the
interim government. But effeztive political power could come only from
cooperation lietween the military members of the junta and the citizens
of Guatemala City. Ardvalo's backers extended their support tc Arana
through the Frente Popular de Partidos, a loose conglomeration of Are114
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valista forces. In return, the students demanded immediate elections
for thV legislature to take advantage of the present enthusiasm of the
masses. The first decree of the junta dissolved the assembly and announced elections to be held on November 3, 4, and 5.
in what is considered to have been the freest election Guatemala ever
experienced Arvalo was elected President by an overwhelming majority.
He took office on March 15, 1945. Arbenz became Minister of War, Arana
was appointed Chief of the Armed Forces, and Toriello assumed the office
of Finance Minister. (He was ou3ted a year lkter when he attempted to
gain control of the government.)
Simultaneously with Ar~valo's assumption of the Presidency a new
constitution was promulgated. It was one of the most liberal and progressive political charters in Guatemalan history. It gave generous
guarantee for all the basic rights of labor and free institutions and
strongl:y emphasized the responsibility of the state for the economic and
soc'al welfare of the underprivileged.
B. Major Policy Changes
Ar~valo was labeled a "Communist" almost immediately, at least partly
because his government severed relations with Spain and established them
with the Soviet Union. Nationalism found a ready scapegoat for GuatPmalan backwardness in charges of foreign "imperialism" and dedicated
ittself to overthrowing it.*
Agrarian reform laws expropriated about 130 coffee fireas, most of them
belonging to persow3 of German descent, but nothing was done about the
large holdings of the United Fruit Company. That company had been protesting the new labor code and thus created a greax deal of antagonism
between American and government personnel. It was not until the rigime
of Arbenz that more radical agrarian reform measures were initid'ed.
C. Long Range Social and Economic Effects
Ar~valo's government passed a large amount of reform legislation,
aimed at the expansion of education, the protection of organized labor,
social welfare, industrialization, and agrarian reform. School teachers'
salaries were raised, more schools for the Indians were established, education was demilitarized, the univerzity was granted autonomy, 135 schools
were built, and a large number of books by the world's great authors
were published at low prices. A health and sanitatior campaign was initiated and 17 hospitals were built. A labor code was adopted end a social
security system put into effect.
* A Latin American writer, Germn.r, Arcienagas, in describi-ru the situation in early
at the end of Ar~valo's term, quotes a conversation between J.S. Ambassador
'.ivhard C. Patterson and Ar6valo. "Unofficially, Mr. President," Pa ttersow told
Ardvalo one day, "I want you to know that as far as I am concerned personally,
your government will never get a dime or a pair of shoes fro!- my government until
you cease the persecution of American business." In turn, Ar6valo said to reporter
!ifs

Samuel Guy Inman, "You do not have ai, ambassador of the United States here, but
a representative of the United Fruit." The Ambassador wwi declared peaona iaon
grata and recalled in early April of 1950.27
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Under the succeeding ArNnz regime, American-owned enterprises became the principal targets of Communist attacks. The Agrarian Law of
July 1, 1952, provided for the cultivation of unused lands by small farmers
so as to create a body of landholders whose varied crops woto,-l contribute
to the stability of the economy. Owners were to be gradually recompensed
and buyers were to repay the government in small installments. The
United Fruit Company was obviously the principal target of this law, for
it owned a great deal of land, much of which was held in reserve for
future development. Therefore 234,000 acres on the Pacific f-oast a;-,d
174,000 acres on the Atlantic coast were expropriated, leaving the company less than half that much; payment for the land was far less than
its true value.
D. Other Effects
Within the decade 1944 to 1954 that marked the gradual disintegration
of the former all-powerfal oligarchy, G'iatemala wit+Pesed the spread of
Communist influence until, in 1953, it had become the strongest outpost
of Communist political power outside the Iron Curtain. This "banana republic" suddenly found itself the center of a raging international controversy and an important battlefield in the cold war.
A shipment of Soviet bloc arms to Guatemala in June 1954 pro "oked
the U.S. Government, which saw its vital strategic interests in jeopardy,
to counter the move by sending armaments to Guatemala's neighb(rs.
Some of these arms quickly found their way into the hands of Col. Castillo
Armas, leader of a strong exiled anti-Arbenz faction. When this group
crossed the border from Honduras in 1954, the Guatemalan Army, which
had little love for the Arbenz regime, joined the "invaders" in ousting
Arbenz and the Communists.
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THE VENEZUELAN REVOLUTION OF 1945
SYNOPSIS
In October 1945, a coalition between a left-of-center political orgai7.ation and a dissatisfied group ol young army officers staged a weekend
revolution against a regime (under Presidents Eleazar Ldpez Contreras
and Islas Medina Angarita) that had ruled Venezuela since the death
of the dictator-President, Juan Vicente G6mcz, in 1935. Loyal troops
offered some resistance, but within 24 hours the revolutionary forces haf!
won control of the government buildings in Caracas, the President had
been forced to resign, and a provisional government had been set up.
I. BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING IN REVOLUTION
A rem-rkaVla period of Venezuelan history came to an end when Juan
Vieente G6mez died in 1935. G6mez had -iv,,:n his country- 27 yer.:w
of able though dictatorial rule. He held firmly onto the political reins,
thanks to a well-equipped army and an efficient spy network, despite
numerous attempts to unseat him. He made deals with foreign oil companies to develop Venezuela's petroleum industry, which became thi- country's greatest asset.,
The new order that succeeded the G6mez rule was led by Eleazar
L6pez Contreras, then the favorite of military and civilian groups who
had greatly resented the G6mez dictatorship. A new constitution, drawn
up in July 1936, showed some trerd toward democracy. Lopez rediced
presidential powers, evicted a number of strongly established G6mez
supporters, and announced a 3-year plan of public works. These meastires failed to gain the support of the young intellectuals, however, and
opposition mounted.
Lopez named T•!as Medina Angarita as his successor in 1940 and
.•:ough The prevailing system of indirect elections, managed
to secure
Medina's election. Like his predecessor, Medina governed with moderation and allowed considerable political opposition to develop. Democratic
Action (AD), the strongest opposition party, waged a strenuous campaign
against the government in the 1944 eongressional elections. Medina's candidates won, however, thus strengthening his chances of being able to
name the government's candidate for the coming presidential elections
with little opposition.
Demoucratic Actioun, £ruatrated in iRs aLtemipLs W, gain po)wer at the
polls, allied itself with a group of young officers who had their own grievances and rose in revolt against Medina in October i945.
I. THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Description of Country
1. Physical characteristics
Approximating the combined areas of Texas and Oregon, Venezuela
See page 121.
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is on the Caribbean coast of South America just above the Equator. It
is bordered by Colombia, Brazil, and British Guiana, and has four distinct
topographical areas: the Andes highlands along the coast, a lowland area
surrounding Lake Maracaibo, the extensive lowlands in the Orinoco River
valley, and more highlands south of the Orinoco, along the Colombian
border. The climate varies from tropical to temperate according to the
elevation.1
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of white, Negro, and Indian ancestry. The predominantly "white" group
constiLutes approximately 10 percent of the population, but has prcvided
most of the country's leadership. 2 Aboriginal tribes, such as the Molit6n,* still exiat, and a sprinkling of European immigrants is found in the
cities. Caracas is the largest city as well as the political center. Maik-acaibo is the second ranking city.
3. Communications
Except in the Andes highlands, where most of the railroads a~id high.
ways are found, Venezuela's communications system was not extensive in
1945. Railroads were built during the Jate 19th century with foreign
capital, and during the G6mez regime road building developed. Shipping
over the 10,000 miles of navigable waters was significant: oil, mostly in
crude form, was carried by tankers from the Lake Maracaibo region to
the oil refineries on the islands of Curacao and Aruba.
4. Natural resources
Oil is the most important of 'Venezuela's resturcps for irnt rnatiorn!
trade. In 1928 Venezuela was the second !argc.t producer and the biggest exporter of petroleum products in the world.3 Iron, the second
most important resource, is mined in large quantities. Gold, industrial
diamonds, asbestos, and a limited amount of coal are also found.
B. Socio-Economic Structure
1. Economic system
Venezuela traditionally had been a predominantly agricultural country.
However, the petroleum industry expanded so rapidly during and after
the G6mez dictatorship that by 1940, 90 percent of export revenues were
derived from petroleum products. As Venezuela lacked funds to develop
by
its oil industry, investment capital and technical skill w•.•e suppifed
4
foreign interests, which placed Venezuelan oil under foreign control.
Prior to 1945 the oil industry was a boon to the econop.y, since the
royalties from oil products made possible the liquidation of all domestic
a.4i foreign debts, and kept the treasury filled. On the other hand, the
oil industry created an unbalanced, one-commodity eccnomy, which neglected ag-.'ture** and the expainsion of heavy industry. Because of
this top-heavy economic structure, Venezuela was forced to import large
quantities of food and finished product,.
Wealth derived from eil production brought increased demands for
foods and services which stimulated the growth of small industries. Caracas
and Valencia became industrial centers whose factories were t '.gaged in
the making of beverages, processing of foods, and manufaetuming of textiles for domestic use. These sin l industries provided much of the
inereased employment opportunities. Agricultural production included
cof'_-k and cacao for export.

"*"Indian" peoples of the Andean region adjoining Colombia. See Stanley IFoss,
"They Want to Be Alone," in the Inter-American, IV, 5 (May 1945).
** Agricultural producticn foiled to keep pace with the increasing demands of the
large urban population that had developed from urbanizatio-'and the growth of papUlation in general.
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2. Class structure
Material wealth was concentrated in the 3 percent of the landholders
who owned 70 percent of the land,F and in the industriglists and oil tycoon3,
who lived in Caracas and profited from oil royalties. Oil prefite did not
trickle down to the masses to raise the general standard of living. The
oil industry paid wages well above the national level; bet these wages
were not high enough to compensate for the high cost of living. Most
of the people were poor. The well-paid managerial and technical staffs
were made up mostly of foreigners who lived in the large cities ov, in the
centers of oil production.
A developing middle class, composed of professionals and businessmen,
became quite significant after 1936. Presidents L6pez and Medina per
mitted more freedom of expression, thereby allowing the movement fo,
social reform to grow. The greater demand for foods and services genera-ted by the oil boom increased the importance of the small business
class. Both elements of the middle e.ass were rc-hatfvk:y well-to-do.
3. Literacy and education
Illiteracy was widespread; few persons had as much as 6 years of
elementary schooling. Students who attended colleges and universities
were generally sons and daughters of the landed aristocracy residing
close to the few educational centers. Literacy was a prerequisite for voting until the congressional elections of 1946.
4. Major religions and religious institutions
The majority of the people of Venezuela are Roman Catholics. There
was always some degree of union between church and state until the development of anticlericalism in the late 19th century. Because the church
supported the G6mez dictatorship, many of the 4htellectual liberals and
the urban lower class who despised the dictatorship became anticlerical.
Other religions are tolerated.
C. Government and the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of government
Prior to 1945 Venezuelan constitutions had always provided for the
election of presidents by Congress, and in practice the selection of the
Congress had always been a self-given function of the executive. This
system of indirect elections facilitated the establishment of "legal" dictatorships: by controlling the Congress, a President could become the
master of the nation by placing puppets of his choic.: -Wthe Presidency.
The 1936 Constitution, retaining the system of indirect elections provided for congressional selection of the Pretident for a single 5-year
term; he was not eligible for immediate reelection. Congress was composed of two houses; the Senate, whose members were selected by the
various state legislatures; and the Chamber of Deputies, whose members
were named by the councils of municipalities. These councils were elected
by local elite groups. Members of the Supreme Court were elected by
Congress. The pre-1945 regime was csscntially a military government
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under two generals: L6pez Contreras, from 1936 to 1940, and Medina
Angarita, from 1940 to 1945.6
2. Description of political process
a. Political parties and power groups supporting government
Venezuela had no real functioning political parties before 1936, icept for loosely organized bands of politicians. G6mez ruled with an
iron hand for almost 30 years and had left no room for opposition and
the development of party politics. When he dicd, therefore, he left an
enormous political vacuum for Congress to fill. Lacking the techniques
of party politics, Congress faltered. The Cabinet met hastily and chose
Ldpez to act as provisional President until Congress could choose a successor. Because of Ldpez' apparent popularity at the moment, Congress
had no alternative other than to select him for a full presidential term.
Ldpez, in effect, chose Medina to succeed him in 1940. His choice took
into acco'nt the support of army generals, landowners, and industrialists.
Medina, however, alienated conservative eleme,-ts by instituting liberal
policies and received some support from the left.
Several organized groups gave support to these two prerevolutionary
governments. The Bolivar Civic Groups, collectively known as the President's Party, were organized solely for the purpose of supporting President L6pez.' Medina, who lost the full support of the army during his
term of office, formed a group known as the Venezuelan Democratic Party
(Partido Democrdtico Venezolano). Its members were mostly public
employees who felt compelled to support the man who controlled their
political destinies. Medina also received the support of the Communists,
who were unable to muster enough strength to name a candidate of their
own in the 1945 elections."
Press support for the two prerevolutionary presidents came largely
from the conservative newspaper La Esfera, although the Commiunist newspaper, Lultimas Noticias, also supported Medina in 1945.
b. Character of opposition to governmpnt and its policies
Twenty-seven years of political suppression under G6mez had
brou.rht an increasing desire for wider participation in politics. The tactics of erushing opposition with a powerful army, a spy network, and
police action which characterized r(6mez's rule continued to be feared
by the masses even after his death. Anti-G6mez demonstrations were
broken up by the police, and some persons thought this action was Ldpez'
answer to those who dared raise their voices for civil libelties.9
The masses quieted after they received a taste of Lopf-" 1noderate
policies, however, but leftist organizations, including the Communists, agitate.i strikes in 1937 and 1938, "demanding constitu..ional reforms and
othe. measures leading to more freedom of opinion." 10 L.pez took
steps to reduce leftist influence by exiling agitators and instituting restrictive measures, but continued demands for a more widely-based form
of government kept the masses aware of their inferior role in their
country's politics.
Organized opposition after 1936 came largely from the Revolutionary
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Organization of Venezuela (Organizavidu Revolucionaria VenpzolaWa), a
left-oriented precursor of the Democratic Action. Organized by R6mulo
Betancourt and supported by labor leaders and intellectuals, it was soon
dissolved by L6pez, many of its leaders being forced into exile. Betancourt remained in Venezuela. however, and reorganized his Revuiutionary
Organization under the name of the National Democratic ?arty (Partido
Democrdtico Nacioiml), which included most of the original .nennhars
of the older group.* The party continually issued propaganda through a
column in the Caracas daily Ahora, an irregularly published periodica!.
and countless handbills. The party was highly critical of the national
petroleum policies of the regime and of its alleged corruption.
By 1940 politically conscious Venezuelans readied themselves for
real campaign against L6pez' choice for President, Mectna Angarita.
The National Democratic Party was reorganized under the name of
Democratic Action and chose R6mulo Gallegos to run against Medina.
Gallegos lost, but Democratic Action !oiitinued its T!;+;Pcal opi.C.oition in
preparation for the 1944 congressional Zlection. This 1944 Congress was
to select Medina's successor. However, in 1944 the majority of Medina's
candidates won seats in tne Congress, which meant that Medina's candidate for the Presidency was certain to be elected. Medina's choice was
the Venezuelan Ambassador to 0he United States, Diogenes Escalante, a
civilian regarded by all parties as highly capable. Moreover, Escalante
gained the full support of Democratic Action leaders after they met with
him in Washington.
Escalante returned from Washington to campaign but suffered a nervous
breakdown. The new candidate, chosen by Medina, Angel Biaggini, was
not acceptable to Democratic Action. Since AD felt that its own candidate would meet certain defeat because of the Medina-controlled majority
in Congress, AD approached the President and proposed that all parties
agree on a neutral candidate, with the understanding that he would serve
for one year. During that time, the proposal continued, a new Constitution providing for direct popular election of the President should be written. Medina rejected the proposal, and AD decided that revolution was
t,;L only way to institute popular elections."
LApez and his conservative supporters did not endorse the candidacy of Biaggini, but campaigned
for the election of L~pez.
Organized labor was still in too embryonic a state to offer much sapport or opposition. The Confederation of VenezuelE.k Workers claimed
400.,000 members, but it was only in the process of i•',riation in 1945.1'
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or changing government institutions
Constitutional changes could be initiated in either chamber of Congress or in sta-- legislative assemblies. Proposals for constitutional
changes needed the approval of the National Pongress and ratification
* -".".,,ourt's efforts to orgaiiza opposition to the government is covered best in
Stanely J Serxner, Acci6n Democrdtica of Veneziceae, Its Origins and Dcclopnient
(Gainesville: University of Florida Press, 1959).
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by an absolute majority of the state legislative assemblies.13
4. Relationship to foreign powers
Venezuela participated in a number of international gatherings of
political character from 1939 to 1945. It took part with other American
nations at Chapultepec in 1945 in establishing an inter-American syaem
which called for "continental solidarity" in case of attack by Axi" powers.
Although this was merely an arrangement for the duration of the war and
not a permanent alliance, it provided for reciprocal assistance and cooperation in the event of invasion. it was followed by the Rio de janeio
Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance (1i!4'1) to which Venezuela is also a party.
Venezuela had declared war on the Axis powers following the attack on
Pearl Harbor and in 1945 became a charter member of the United Nations. Abroad, the Medina government was regarded as dermocratic.
5. The role of military and police powers
Military rule had been a frequent occurrence in Venezuela. Many of
the rulers had been military dictators who use! tbh armed forees to establish thermselves. Regimes which lacked popular support had been kept
.'n pcr
by the army. Since the death of Gl6mez the regime had been
more dependent on army support and was notably weakened when that
support was withdrawn."
D. Weaknesses of the Socio-Economic-Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or governmental instabilities
Venezuela had had 52 revolutions of one kind or another in the century and a quarter since its independence."5 Thus the position of the
ruling groups was always precarious. Most of the successful revolutions, however had not brought about any radical changes in society or
even in the governmental system but merely substituted new rulers in
place of the old. No attempts had been made to overthrow L6pez by
Three; but ho had been faced with a wave of strikes, particularly in 1937.
2. Economic weaknesses
Venezuela's major economic weakness had been the one-commodity
character of its economic system. Th- lure of good wages in the citie.s
drew peasants away from the farms; agricultural production failed to
meet the deniands of the people and the government was forted to import
large quantities of food. Aside froin this, the economic situation was
adversely affected by World War II. The country was er.. irely dependent npon foreign. trade for the sale of its principal produe. and for the
manufactuied goods necessary to meet domestic needs. War conditions created a scarcity of goods and also made shipping uncertain. Costand prices rose znd the economy was caught in an inflationary spiral.
3. Social tensions
The traditional social order began to be transf-.rmed after World
War I. The development of the oil industry brought about radical modifications in the soeiai structure. The attraction of oil refining and other
industries in the urban ctnters prompe: peasants to leave the country-
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side, and created conditions and opportunities which stimulated the growth
of a middle class. A new social group, composed of the developing middle
class, was added to the elite landholders, the church hierarchy, the
insignificant professional and commercial class, and the grest masq of
illiterate agricultural workers. It was this new social group that demanded fundamental changes in the old order and precipitated a new
political movement.
The struggle between the old and the new social groups was duplicated
in the armed forces. The young men who entered military acad&-mies a,
cadets continued to come from the middle class as in the past; but the
new urban-oriented graduates of these academies, unlike the traditionally
urban-oriented officers, owed nio special allegiance to the landed elite cthe church hierarchy. As a result, they had little enthusiasm for pro
tecting the traditional order. The young officers thought of themselves
,iq membars of a new enlightened class of social and economic reformers
and often regarded their geiterals as unifag'i!.at".vtbihind lhe times.
4. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknesses
A number of social and economic policies were instituted by L6pez
and Medina to counter the weaknesses inherited from the G6mez regime
and the economic disorders brought on by the war. L6pez' 3-year plan
included the improvement of public health and education, improvement of
shipping facilities, encouragement of "desirable" immigration of farmers
from Europe, and increased importation of American-made products.1 8
He sponsored new labor legislation, but lost the npport of the more radical elements when he refused to endorse all .e demands of the union
leaders. Medina began his Presidency by taking the middle of the
political road, but as his term drew to a close, he turned to the left in an
attempt to attract the support of labor. Meanwhile, his moderate policies
had permitted considerable freedom of the press and allowed opposition
to organize even when his policies were under attaok. He set up a food
production office in collaboration with a U.S. mission, provided funds to
stimulate agriculture, stockraising, and industry, and granted cheap longterm credit for sound projects supported in part by Venezuelan capital.
His program also included an incomp tax and legislation to strengthen the
government's position vis-a-vts foreign oil companies."
These attempts to strengthen the country's economy had accomplished
little, however, by the time the revolution took place. L6pez, blaming
the industrial
unrest 1-,...
on
and alien t,:•.-•:ceu•eatvt.e
agit.S ors, took steps to
reduc
41.. ;" Communists
'rý

reducetheirinfluence by decreeing raeaures that .

.

he activities

of those who were prominent in the trade union movement. Transients
and tourists were restricted in the period of tine that they might remain
in the country, and many were required to obtain identity cards. On the
other band, by the support of labor toward the end of his term, and by
favoring the unions in management-labor dispu'es, Medina had incurred
the distrust of many business interests. His proposal for an income tax
alienated the landowning families. Workers were dissaLisfied because
increas.ed carnings did not keep pace with infla"*na.r....
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III.
A.

FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION
Actors in the Revolution

1. The revolutionary leadership
The leadership was a combination of Marxist-oriented, well-educated
professionals and businessmen of the middle class, and young, politicallyminded army officers. They had a common desire to block what threatened
to be the self-perpetuation of an undesirable regime, a common social philosophy, and a common ambition for power. Of the four leaders, two were.
civilians and two were army officers.
RIt6ulo Betancourt, who emerged from the revolution as Provisional
President, had had a long record of opposition to the government. He was
first arrested by G6mez police in 1928 for participating in a student demonstration, and continued his antigovernment activity both at home ant in
exile by iecturing and writing.
Betancourt was Marxist but not Communist in his puiitiw, il,:osop-y.
He became a member of a Communist Party while in exile, but only for a
brief period. His was not an international ideology, but rather a national
one: He believed in applying Marxist principles to Venezuelan conditions.
His ideology found an instrument in a revolutionary group which later
became the Democratic Action. His first public office was the post of
Councilman of the Federal District, which he won in the 1944 congressional elections.
The other civilian revolutionary leader was R6mulo Gallegos, one of
Venezuela's most highly respected men. A novelist, he also had been an
instructor in several Caracas schools. A number of leaders, including Betancourt, had been his students. in 1936 he had been appointed Minister
of Education under LUpez, but later resigned to protest a government
move against political dissenters. He had run against Medi.a in 1940 as
Democratic Action nominee for the Presidency.
The other two important revolutionaries were members of the armed
foices. Lt. Col. Carlos Delgado Chalbaud inherited his revolutionary ideas
from hij f ther, who was killed in a 1929 attempt to remove G6mez. Chalbaud was educated as an engineer, and did not enter the army until 2 years
prior to the revolution. He taught at a military academy, but had never
commanded in the field.1 8 Capt. Mario Rieardo Vargas, on the other hand,
had a relatively long service record and had been attached to the presidential staffs of bovh L6pez and Medina. Vargas also had a much closer
association with members of Democratic Action.
2. The revolutionary following
The 1945 revolution was a military coup d'etat and was staged by a
r :ii~ary organization in collaboration with leaders of Democratc Action.
The exact number of participants is not known. A reporter estimated the
number of conscripts to be 10,000, led by 900 officers. 2 However, some
officers were
,
troops remained loyal to Medina.-0 ny th, .ilitary
aware of the coup. Time magazine reported that the army did most of the
fighting.2 1
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B.

Organization ofirevh-dtiunary Effort
The revolutionary organizati-n was a semi-Socialist, semimilitarist coalition formed by the Democratic Action Party and a group of disgruntled
young army officers who belonged to the Patriotic Military Uni-'i (Ulkw6
Patri6ticaMilitar), This army group was a conspiratorial iique, drawn
from the junior and middle rank army leadership, similar to the Group of
United Officers in Argentina. The relationship between the party and the
leaders of the Uni6n is not clear,* althouigh Betancourt claims that his
party and the leaders of the Union planned the revolution jointly ,nd his
leadership was decided beforehand. 25
C.

Goals of the Revolution

1. Concrete political aims of revolutionary leaders
The political aims of the revolutionary leaders varied, especially as betI;aen the politicians and the military men. Both groups were dissatisfied
. T e Demo-•with the prerevolutionary regime, bu' for diifcreiAt
cratic Action was attempting to prevent the oid regi.ye from perpetuating
2
itself; it intended to keep the army subordinated to a civilian government. 6
The army, on the other hand, ,as dissatisfied with the little influence it
had had with President Medina. Officers felt that low army salaric. cuuld
be "ncreased if graft were eliminated from the budget. The army's aim
was to overthrow the Medina government and establish a new government
within which it could more successfully press its demands for higher salaries and better military equipment.27
2. Social and economic goals of leadership and following
Although the Democratic leaders considered themselves Socialists, the
solutions they advocated for Vener-,ela's social and ceonomic problems were
similar to measures of the New Deal administration in the United States.**
They intended to introduce legislation to bolster natioral production. The
national budget, they believed, could support such legislation if Venezuela
demanded a larger share of royalties from the oil companies. They also
aimed at establishing a productive public works program, and at placing
copi!ings on rents and pricer of certain items. Goals further included subsidies for certain food imports, and a peaceful rapprochement between capital and labor.28
D. Revolutionary Techniques and Government Countermeasures
1. Methods for weakening existing authority and z.untermeasures by
government
* One authority indicates that the two organizations conspired jointly from the
initial planning stage.22 A reporter writes, however, that the whole plot was a military
conspiracy, and that although Betancourt was in on the scheme, he was not a tactical
planner, but was merel) called upon to join with the army in order to give the revolution political substance." Anothr source maintains that Medino 24abdicated to the
young officers, and that the Presiderey was then handed to Betancourt.
*0 Betancourt, although a Socialist, aimed at a moderate reform program and promIed to respett exLting ..conomic interests.
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The revolt hegan on October 18, 1945. It seems to have been wellplanned. For more than a year some of the officers had spoken of a possible revolution.'-9
The uprising had originally been scheduled to take place at the end of
1945--possibly in December. However, President Medina got wind u. it
and began to arrest suspects. Tre plan was hastily changed and the date
was advanced to October 18.30
On that day Gen. Andr6nico Roias, Commajider of Caracas Military
District, went to the military center of Maracay to deal with a reported
conspiracy. The insurgents successfully isolated him, and Gen. N. Ardilla,
who commanded the forces at Maracay, was forced to surrender after a
30-minute tear gas skirmish and an exchange 3f fire between the insurgenis
and some police units.
At 4 p.m. on the same day, another group of army officers revolted at
the San %.arlosbarracks in Caracas and by 9 -'clnck had forced their way
into the strategic Escuela Militar (Military Acadery) and.
M-rarlres
Palace (Presidential Offices), and arrested Medina and a number of government officials, who were held as hostages. The fighting continued in
the streets of Caracas on October 19, and there was scattered shooting
throughout he city. Just before noon on that day, rebel planes from
Maracay dropped bombs on San iJarlos barracks and flew menacingly over
police headquarters. The police soon surrendered. By evening of the
19th, the insurgents had control of Caracas, the port of La Guaira, the
Maracay arsenal, the San Carlos barracks, and several interior towns.
Loyalist troops showed some resistance, but soon capitulated because they
lacked heavy weapons and aircraft.
The insurgents imposed a state of siege in Caracas i'Xich was in effect
for several days. Newspapers were censored, radio stations closed, and the
transport system paralyzed. The electric current was shut off in sectionot
where there was fighting, and commumications with the rest of the city
were cut off.
Some National Guard units and progev'ernment Communists showed the
stiffcst :-.position to the inqurgcrt.1, though for different reasons. Communist units broke into local barracks on the 20th. and confiscated guns and
uniforms. They set up a defense post on a six-story housing project and
eventually made an attack upon the rebels. They also attempted to recapture the Military Academ.-, where the hostages were reportedly held.
Loyalist cavalry units joineLl the Communists in the assa .. t, h1ut were
eventually defeated by rebel tanks, artillery, and air suppe7..
Other loyal troops were re.ortedly massing in the interior, but they
laeked heavy weapons and aircraft and surrendered one by one. Many
:-'y officers in the interior, suspicious of city revolutions, held out for a
short period. They soon joined the rebel units, however, as did the mi!itary garrisons around the Lake Maracaibo oilfields. It ,as reported on the
20th that the insurgents had consolidated their hold in eastern, southern,
and central Venezuela. By the 21st, although some generals in the western Andean states were still holding out in the hope of massing counter129
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revolutionary forces in that area, the west Andean states offered their
support. to Betancourt.
The gove-nnment of the Revolutionary Junta (Junta Revolucionaria de
Gobierno) became the de facto government on October 27, 1945. News
reports idicated 100 to 300 dead, and 300 to 1,000 wounded.3"
2. Methods for gaining support and countermeasures taken by
government
The insurgents appear to have used tN~o methods to call for the active
support of the people: radio broadcasting and dropping leaflets from airplanes. Revolutionary propseanda began. early during the figlthig, after
the insurgents captured five radio staticons. Auircd civilian volunteers
were called upon via radio on the night of October 18 to lend their support
to the revolution. However, the thousands of civilians who did answer tlcall only hindered the revolution: they wvere undisciplined and reportedly
roamed the streets and looted homes. Troops had to be sent from the
Maracay military center to restore order. A broadcast late on the 19th
declared that the revolution was over ainu announced Lho .arn.es of a sevenman junta. The broadcast called on th, civilhans to surrender their arms
to members of the armed forces.
Leaflets were dropped over several cities during the first several days.
The earlier ones urged the people to go on M1rike in support of the revolution. Later leaflets explained the aims of the revolution and asked the peopie to respect the revolutionary decrees.
Progovernment propaganda was issued mostly from the state of Tachira
in the western part of the country. A radio in San Crist6bal claimed on the
19th that although the insurgents had succeeded in paralyzing Caracas, proMedina forces had contro! of the rest of the country. The radio also announced that the loyalists were concentrating forces in four states to march
on Caracas. A later broadcast announced that Medina was taking over
the palace in Caracas with loyalist troops.
In Caracas, progovernment Communists captured a police radio mobile
3 2
unit and used it to broadcast pro-Medina propaganda.
E.

Manner in Which Control of Government Was Transferred to
Revolutionaries
Control of the government -.;as transferred to the revolutionary junta by
Dec'ee Number 1 of October 19, 1945, following the arrest of President
Medina and other government officials. Medina signied his resignation on
that day. He and his principal advisers were hurrietti.y sent into exile.
L61ez w•s also asked to leave the country.33
IV. THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Changes in the Personnel and Institutions of Government
Decree Number I also made provisions for or;,anizing the jiinta that
replaced the prerevolutionary government. The junta wi ini- tally composed of two ariny officers, 13 members of Democratic Action, and one
other civilian. Valmore Rodrfiqiez, who ccaplcd the office of Pruvisional
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President for a short time before the official consolidation of the junta, was
replaced by R6mulo Betancourt on (October 24. Chalbaud was appointed
Defense Minister.
B. Major Policy Changes
The junta immediately began a three-pronged drive: against older conservative army men who still snpported Contreras and Medina, against
obstacles to the development of democracy, and against economic instability. Defense Minister Chalbaud, in order to prevent a counterrevolution,
removed from the army, and thus from positions of influence, older of'!cers sympathetic to L6pez and Medina. To the displeasure of many
officers, the army was transformed from a group which traditionally de34
termined the tenure of Ihe President to a nonpolitical body.
The junta continued to rule by decree. It initiated a land reform inteided to divide large estates into small farms; started construction of
low-cost housing at government expense; developed a publicly subsidized
merchant marine. A heavy excess profit tax, lire•-dy .hi-•+' the, i-(.r,
eign oil companies, was enacted to enrich tCe public treasury. Ceiling
prices were fixed for foodstuffs.35 Rents were reduced, electric rates
were cut, and new arraagements for a "50-50 percent split" in oil royalties with foreign oil companies were negotiated to provide what Venezuelan officials considered a more equitable distribution of oil profits.
C. Long range Social and Economic Efiects
The new government, elected in December 1946 and headed by Gallegos,
was soon faced with military dissatisfaction. Within 2 months a series of
rebellions sprang up in various parts of Venezuela. They were suppressed,
but some reached serious proportions. The army, allied with leaders of
the Committee Organized for Independent Elections, demanded more voice
in the Cabinet, but the demand was refused. The government then declared a state of siege and suspended constitutional guarantees. On November 24, 1948. army tanks and trucks rumbled into Caracas, and the
army established a military junta, thus curtailing any long range social
and economic effects which the 1945 revolution might have produced.
The gov--ament had failed in its effort to make the army nonpolitical.
D. Other Effects
Afftr a brief democratic interh-de under Betancourt and Gailegos, a
three-man military junta ruled Venezuela until Marcos Pgrez Jim~nez, in
an attempt to gain personal control, purged the junta o1 his r.zs'ciates. He
decided to hold a presidential election in November 1952. When it became obvious that he was trailing behind the opposition in the first returns,
z Jim6nez imposed a tight censorship on election returns, announced
Yis victory, and established himself as the Provisional President. In early
1953 the Constituant Assembly named him President for a 5-year term.
Students, army officers, businessmen, and the church hierarc'-y turned
against him, and in January 1958 lie was forced to flee the country. A
short-term provisional government was installed and paved the way for
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the second democratic election, which chose R6mulo Betancourt as
President.
Betancourt faced three economic problems: two were traditional and
concerned the unbalanced economy, which favored the oil industry over ag.
ricultural production and expansion of other industries; the thir-1 was the
foreign debt which the graft and the unwise spending of the ,11nwreez government had rolled up.* Betancourt's government drew up p!ans to bolster
the national economy and promote the general welfare. Steps were taken
to diversify agriculture, increase agricultural production, to raise industrial production, particularly tl'at of iron ore, and to increase tourist trade.
By the fall of 1960, well over I million acres4 of land had been distributed,
and more distribution was being considered.86
Despite this favorable beginning, onposition rose against Betancourt.
Dissension within the government, which depended upon a coalition 3f the
Democratic Action, the Committee Organized for Independent Elections
(COPEI), and the Democratic Republican Union (URD), led to a reorganiLation of the Cabinet. The reorganizatiot. ex•ctlded T'PP m xeLs, thus
creating an important opposition group. in 1961 there were several leftist
demonstrations, involving many students, in favor of Castro. To counter
these demonstrations, Betancourt had to call on the army and temporarily suspend constitutional guarantees.37 However, some leaders of the
coalition parties, labor unions, and armed forces still support his program.
Betairnourt's success or failure will be strongly affected by outside forces
especially the attitude of the United States. In 1960, Venezuela sent a
delegate to the International Petroleum Accord in Baghdad, where five oilproducing countries formed the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries and agreed to maintain prices and avoid dumping oil on the
international market. In 1961, the United Stptes listed Venezuela as one
of the "bright spots" on the continent where the Alliance for Progress,
sponsored by the U.S. government, has a good chance for success. U.S.
aid is designed to advance the reform movement instituted by Betancourt.
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THE ARGENTINE REVOLUTION OF JUNE 1943
SYNOPSIS
On June 4, 1943, the Castillo government in Argentina was overthrown
by army revolutionary forces. The coup d'etat was executed in one day;
except for a brief exchange of fire between two military units, there was
little fighting.
I. BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING IN REVOLUTION
Spanish rule made a lasting impression or Argentina. "The land of the
Rfo de la Plata," as Argentina was known, was politically and economically
controlled from far-off Lima, and the interior cities were favored to the
disadvaitage of Buenos Aires. Diszriminatory practices isolated Buenos
Aires during most of the colonial period, and the zity did
b,-i.
-t
to p.',sper until the end of the 18th century. Izolation resulted in a fixed pattern
of disunity, characterized by distrust between the provinciatios,the people
of the provinces, and the porteflos, the people of the port city of Buenos
Aires. Power struggles between Buenos Aires and the rest of the country
have had much influence on the course of Argentine history.
From 1853 to 1943, except for a period of 14 years, Argentina was ruled
by a conservative oligarchy comprised of wealthy landowners, bankers, and
merchants. Oligarchic rule, according to the philosophy of this class, was
as "natural" as the medieval "divine right of kings." However, organized
opposition developed toward the end of the 19th century, so that in 1916,
the Radical Civic Union, a moderate party, was able to take over the government. The moderates ruled Argentina until 1930. In that year a
military coup d'etat wrested power frow the moderates and restored the
selfish and conservative group that had ruled prior to 1916.
For 13 years after the coup a bloc of generals and landowners ruled
Argentina, with the support of bankers, merchants, and the high clergy.
Gen. Jos4 F. Uriburu, leader of the coup, dissolved Congress, installed
himself as PresidenL, and turned public sentiment against himself by advocating the establishment of an ai'thoritarian Fascist state. Groups of
military officers and businessmen repudiated his plan, and within 6 months
he found it wise to announce an electioni for November 1931. Agustin P.
Justo, a conservative general, was elected, and over the next 6 years he
was b to rehablita,,•-te the couutry and pull it out of the d'qpths of the
world economic depression. He took an active part in international affairs. Dr. Roberto M. Ortiz, Justo's Finance Minister, was elected President in 1937 and continued his predecessor's policies. But Ortiz fell ill
mid the reins of government fell into the hands of his Vice President,
Ram6n S. Castillo. Castillo was a reactionary who h:ld pro-Axis sympathies and instituted isolationist policies.
As Argentina readied itself for the presidential elcttions in 1943, no politic-al party offcrcd an outstanding leader to run against Castillo's hand135
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picked candidate. Moreover, the opposition was aware that the elections
would be rigged in favor of the Conservatives. There was talk of revolution, but the Radicals quarrelled among themselves and could not organize
sufficient strength to overthrow the oligarchy. The army, hwever, had
organization and strength. Castillo's Minister of War. Gcen. Pedro P.
Ramirez, called together a few of his fellow officers and p'anned a coup.
Castillo got wind of the impending revolt, called an emergency Cabinet
meeting, and ordered that Ramirez be placed under arrest. However, the
revolutionary troops, led by army generals, marched against the g•cvernment on June 4, 1943, for the second time in 13 years. Public buildings
were surrounded and in less than 24 hours military rule was established
with a irinimum amount of bloodshed.
I1. THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Description of Country
1. Physical characteristics
Argentina has the most tiuiable and best watered land in Latin
America. One-third the size of the United States, it has a north-to-south
dimension of 2,300 miles, and a maximum east-to-west distance of 800
miles. It has vast areas of fertile plains, the pampas, and is situated in
a temperate zone, though termperatures are high in the north and low in
the south. It is bounded by the Atlantic Ocean, Uruguay, Brazil, Paraguay, Bolivia, and Chile.
2. The people
Argentines are primarily of Spanish and Italian extraction. They
claim to be 95 percent white, although, according to one source, there is
an intermixture of Indian and Negro blood, perhlps more than Argentine
nationalists want to admit.! A great tide of immigration in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries brought many Europeans to Argentina. Of 16
million Spanish-speaking people in 1947, well over half lived in urban
areas.2 Buenos Aires is the capital; other major cities are Rosario,
C6rdoba, La Plata, Tucumfn, and Mar del Plata.
3. Communications
Communications prior to 1943 included a highway system that provided transit through most cf the provinces, and British- and Frenchowned railroads. However, the highways were in great need of repair,
and the railroads were allowed to deteriorate during the war. Inland and
coastal waterways provided additional service for tranporting goods.
4. Natural resources
Argentina has not been a major producer or minerals, but tungsten
was produced in large quantities and some lead and zinc were mined in
the northwest. Oil has been produced since 1907 and has hicreased in
importance. Argentina also has large nat'iral gas reserves.
B.

Socio-Economic Structure
1. Economic system
While predominantly engaged in raising ana processing agricultural
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products, Argentina, nevertheless, was one of the most highly developed
in 190403. Agricuitur~u and livestock
countries in the Western ILi•-plere
products, wheat, meat, wool, corn, hides, and skins constituted most of the
exports, as traditionally they had done. The development of heavy industry had AJeen retarded by the lack of iron and coal. Most ind, .;ialgooas
had to'be imported.
British and "North American" capital investments exercised a major influence. Fifty percent of the owners of industrial establishments, which
included railroad transportation, meat packing, te.xtile mtnufacturir.g, production of tires, devolopmenL ol electric tower, assembling automobiles,
operation of subways and streetcars, maintenance of telephone systems,
and production of quebricho extract used in tanning leather, were foreigners. Foreign capital dominated virtually all economic activities e:.
cept agriculture.3
2. Class structure
Although the traditional social strnct,'re was not itrictly a p!ural one,
it was nevertheless characterized by sch'isms, first between the social elite
of Buenos Aires and the social elite of the provinces; and second, between
the small percentage of landowners and the rest of the population.
Landownership was the main base of power. The landowning class traditionally dominated Argentina socially, economically, and politically.
This group was exclusive and had ready access to higher education, a
privilege denied most Argentines. Often the landowners lived in Europe
and took no personal interest in administering their large estates so long
as those contmnued to make profits. Left under the command of land captains, the Argentine peons were underpaid, badly housed, and politically
unrepresented.
Large bankers, merchants, and industrialists in Buenos Aires constituted the urban social elite. They held themselves iij high esteem
and clung to the belief that they were the only civilized people ;n Argentina. Argentines living in the provinces were regarded az uncivilized.
A large middle class developed toward the latter part of the 19th century and rapidly grew in importance as well as in rumber. By 1940 the
miJdle class comprised nearly half the popuidon.'
As the concentration of land increased .auring the century prior to 1943,
large numbers of peasants migrated to the cities to seek employment. In
1869, 67 percent of t-he population was rural. By 1914 the percentage
had decreased to 42, and in 1943 over half the populqtion was urban.Argentina has always been able to feed its people ,,e. t.he poverty of
the peons has been less severe there than in mo.st Latin American states.
The Argentines were blessed with a comparativ,,ly high per capita income,
as well as high calorie consumption and high meat consumption because
of wheat and beef surpluses.
3. Litcracy and education
Unlike most Latin American states, Argentfna has a -"'eracy rate approximating levels in Western Europe. By 1930, 85 percent of the population were literate and that figure has continued to inereipse 6 The first
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of eight national universities, established in the provincial capital of C6rdoba, wos foundedIn 1i71n Th .... •,,n university, in .l-.... Aires,
was fornded in 1821. The national government administers all public educatior. Some schools are administered by the church.
4. Major religions and religious institutions
An overwhelming majority of Argentines traditionally have been Rloman Catholics. Although the church greatly influenced politics under
Spanish rule, there was a gradual separation of church and state under
the republic. However, Argentina retains "national patronage," a system under which bishops are appoints21 by the Pre-ident of the republic.
Attitudes toward the Church differed greatly between Buenos Aires and
the provinces. Catholics in Buenos Aires were only moderately religious
and attended church on occasion. Provincial Catholics, on the other hanl,
were known as devout churchgoers. Anticlericalism developed among the
liberals in the late 19th century and in some labor unions in the present
century,
C.

Government and the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of government
Constitutional government had existed in Argentina since 1853. The
Argentine Constitution provided for a chief executive elected for 6 years
and ineligible for immediate reelection. Authority was strongly centralized, with the intent of assuring national unity. Though there was some
provincial autonomy, the chief executive had the right to intervene, with
Congressional approval, in provincial affairs if he considered the national
government threatened by "internal disordtrs or foreign invasions." The
government in power employed this formidable weapon on many occasions
7
to intervene in local elections, in order to weaken the opposition.
Adhering to the doctrine of the separation of powers, the Cc~istitution
also provided for legislative and judicial branches. The Congress consisted
of n upper house, the Senate, and a lower house, the Chamber of Deputips. The chief federal court was designated the Supreme Court.
2. Description of political process
a. P'olitical parties and power groups supporting government
Politics traditionally had b1.. the monopoly of the upper social
class. In 1912, however, President Sfienz Pefia instituted election reforms
which guaranteed to all males over 18 a free and secret vote. Minorities
were to be represented, and voting was to be compulsory. Two major
factors continued to reduce the democratic flavor of Argent.n. poiitics in
the 90 years from 1853 to 1943: fraudulent manipulations of both national
and local elections from within the political circle, and frequent demonstrations and uprisings, which resulted in the deposition of presidents,
from without the political circle.
The Conservative Party, also known as the National D,,mocratic Party,
was organized in 1909, when it became evident that the ruling e:'ce was
dangerously threatened by opposing groups. Strongly supported by land,"
+ha mýrt continued to assert tahuat g.........
ould be controlled
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by a select minority of landowners and other wei...lhy economic groups.
Between 1916 and 1930 a moie moderate group representing middle-class
elements ruled, but a conservative coup in 1930 ended its political control.
tionary measures which removed the democratic facade: C.ongress was
dissolved, liberals were removed from public office, provincial elections
were cancelled, labor unions were suppressed, and newspapers were subjected to strict censorship.
In order to unite the reactionary forces against the democratic group-,
General Uriburu had formea tne Argentine Civic League. Organized on
the pattern of European Fascist organizations, the League intended to introduce Fascist and Nazi ideas to strengthen and perpetuate conservati"
rule. A system of corporate representation of economic groups in t,.government was proposed. However, public sentiment turned against
General Uriburu and he was persuaded to announce an election for November 1930.
Agustin P. Justo, elected in 1931, !,:came somewhat progressive while
holding office, and instituted reforms* which satisfied the landowners,
the business community, and the industrial workers. He also made
generous concessions to foreign capital. Justo led his party in guiding the Argentine economy in the direction of increased prosperity. He
allowed political opposition to exist, but electoral fauds were customary,
provincial governments were subjected to repeated interventions, and in
many cases political dissidents were barred from public employment.
Roberto M. Ot4!z, Justo's successor, continued the progressive trend. He
fought for free and secret elections, and advocated nonintervention in provincial affairs. Ortiz fell ill shortly after being elected iPn 1937 and was
replaced by Vice President Castillo, a pro-Axis reactionary who revertpd
to political repression, fraudulent elections, and provinciai intervention.
This situation continued as the nation prepared for the 1943 elections.
A state of siege called by President Castillo in 1941 kept the country in
constant tension, as he manipulated political strings in order to install
Rubustiano Patr6n Costas as his successor. Costas was extremely unpupular, and his nomination aroused angry opposition from Conservatives
and Radicals alike. However, no politicaii party offered a really able
leader to oppose him. The Radical Civic Union (UCR) opposition party
nominated General Ramirez, bat the party felt that it had little chance
of winning even with army support: UCR knew that the election, dominated by Castillo, would hb corrupt. There began to !;; z"1- o" revolut":-b Character of opposition to government and its policies
Opposing the Conservative Party was the 1tadicrl Civic Union
founded in 1892 and politically more to the center than its name indicates.
The UCR originally represen+ca the rising middle class, but very soon
extended its popular appeal to worker groups. It won a large number of
seats in the Buenos Aires elections of 1912, and in 191', it won control
of the national government. By 1930, however, it had beeme corrupt
See p. 143.
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and had alienated businessmen, the army, the press, and university
- students.
In its first quarter century, the UCR was able to maintain party unity.
After the 1916 victory, however, a faction led by Marcelo del Alvpar
and opposed to the policies of President Hipolito Irigoyen formed tue
Antipersonalist UCR. The Antirersonalist UCR swung slightly to the
right and was able to gain support from some conservatives. Presidents
Justo and Ortiz had been elected by a coalition of Antipersonalists and
Conservatives.* UCR, in an attempt to stre'gthen its support withir
military circles, named General Ramirez as its candidate for the 1V43
elections.
Other opposition parties were the Socialist Party and the Communist
Party, but neither carried much weight politically. The Socialist movement, although it was supported by some workers in Buenos Aires, was
more an "nteliectual movement than a popular one. The party immersed
itself in doctrinal questions, and kept breaking up into o:,17-tcr groip,.
The Ccmnunist Party had some suppoet frot-,, the labor movement, but
had very little influence. The state of siege was partly responsible for
preventing 1-b0r from organizing on a larger scale.
Newspapers flourished in Argentina prior to 1943, but were generally
suppressed whenever they became hostile to a regime. One of the most
important newspapers was La Naci6n, highly literary and very energetic.
La Prensa, an independent daily with an international reputation, had a
circulation of over 450,000 by 1943. La Van guardia, a Socialist newspaper, contfil-.0y opposed the government, and it was suppressed in 1931,
1942, and again in 1943.8
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or -hanging government institutions
The Argentine Constitution of 1853 provided for relatively easy
amendment, yet it was altered only two times after 1860. The infreS.,:ncy of constitutional changes may be due to the fact that presidents
took it upon themselves to interpret the fundamental law to fit their own
ends. Congressmen often objected to this practice, but the courts rarely

"interferea.
Article 21 of the 1853 Constitution stated that the necessity for constitutional amendment "must be declared by Congress by a vote of at least
two-thirds of the members present . . ." A national convention summoned by Congress and composed of representatives frc.,i ti'e provinces
would then cnside-r the art,,-ic-e recomm.end-el
revision ". ,.lg.e,.e
4. Relationship to foreign powers
Although there was a powertul pro-Fascist elemert in Argentina, the
rzvling group maintained an official policy of neutrality, and displayed open
sympathy for England and her allies. The isolationist policies of UCR
President Irigoyen were shelved in 1931 and, under .7usto, Argentina's
relations with other nations improved. Participation in the League of
Nations was revived. During World War II, Argentina continued its trade
* This coalition was called Concordancia.
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relations not only with Great Britain and the United States but with
Germany and Iwi~y. President Castillo, who had pro-Axis sympathies,
continued to advocate neutrality even after the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor, and was sharply criticized by U.S. officials.*
5. The role of military and police powers
The chief role of the irmy in the 20th century prior to 1930 was to
maintain internal order. The army had not participated in any international conflict since the Paraguayan war (1865-70), and it had not been
very active in politics for nearly 53 years. However, generai dissatisfaction mounted when the aging Radical leader, Irigoyen, failed to improve
the grave economic situation caused by the world crisis in the late 1920's,
and to prevent widespread corruption General Uriburu, acting in behal'
of the Conservatives, ousted Irigoyen and established a military govern.-.
ment. From 1930 on the military played a key role in politics by keeping
ir power traditionalist military and civilian presidents.
D. Weaknesses of Socio-Economic-Pe!itical Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or governmental instabilities
Argentina is not one of the countries notorious for frequent coups
and revolutions. Unlike most Latin American countries, it has had comparatively stable governments. However, since the establishment of constitutional government in 1853, internal disturbances had produced enough
pressure to bring about the resignation of two presidents. In 1880 opposition foxces made an unsuccessful attempt to overthrow the "conservative oligarchy;" and twice, in 1890 and again in 1893, determined but
weak rebellions were attempted. Both of the letter attempts were suppressed but they caused enough unrest to result in presidential resignations. No regime was overthrown until 1930.
The 1930 military coup which overthrew a UCR-controlled government
was comparatively peaceful. General Uriburu's revolutionary troops,
consisting of a few thousand soldiers and cadets of the Military Academy,
moved into Buenos Aires early on September 6 and demanded the President's resignation. There was little violence and little bloodshed. The
workers were disinterested- no strikes were called, n) demonstrations
were held, and no plants or shops were closed. Some fires were set, some
homes and shops were looted, there was a lot of miling about and shouting; but all this took place after the coup was over.
2. Economic weak..esses
The lack of a diversified economy was Argentina's greatest economic
weakness. The country lacked heavy industry and had to rely on imports
of manufactured goods to satisfy domestic needs. These imports were
paid for by exporting agricultural products. Thus the lack of economic
diversification caused undue dependence on the fluctuating demand and
prices of goods on the international market. The econon ecdepression of
* Surrounded by admirers of the Axis, Castillo allwA ed the Nazi press tr issuc its
propaganda while suppressing any expressi.-n of Allied sympathy.
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the late 1920's and 1930's nearly ruined Argentina, as beef, wool, and
hides were selling at extremely low prices. Export prices rose in the
Mate 1930's but the benefits were reduced by a rise in the cost of living.
3. Social tensions
Social tensions in the post-World War I period grew out of the
antagonism between two major social groups: conservatives, -w4h1attempted to maintain the traditional order, and a rew middle class that
attempted to change it. The conservatives were the large landowners,
some of them descendants of those who settled Argentina shortly afte!"
the "discovery." The new middle class was made up of Spanish and
Italian immigrants who came to Argentina in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, and developed from the increased industrialization (mostly food
processing) and urbanization of that era. The middle class opposed and
threatened to dislodge the traditional and conservative groups from their
dominn.rit, economic and social positions. I+ w-is partly successful between
1916 and 1930.
The military was called upon by both the conservatives and the liberals
to help protect their separate vested interests. The military took it upon
itself to play the role of moderator between the old agrarian and the new
industrial inter.sts, and reconcile the divergent social groups. The generals contended that "social peace" could be achieved only by integrating
the two groups and directing their antagonism against a "common
enemy": Jews and Communists. Antisemitism and anticommunism as a
major policy of the 1930's and 1940's resulted.10
The military itself was not free of internal differences, Representatives of the rising middle class appeared in the lower echelons and offered
a new ideollogy that conflicted with the ideology of the ol.l-.r generation of
officers. These younger officers did not support the "landed aristocracy,"
and neither did they favor an old-type military dictatorship supported by
the landowners and church hier'archy. Although they were as uncon• .-ened with democratic political institutions as were the older officers, they
were the "sponsors of fundamental change and reform, the underminers
of tradiii-nal institutions, and pr-:ponents of public-welfare measures." •
4. Government r'.eognition of and reaction to weaknesses
The four presidents who came to power after the 1930 coup did not
respond to the basic social, economic, and political problems of Argertina.
General discontent among the masses and the lower-middle class did not
concern them so long as these elements did not get out of '-nd. They
were conservatives and they felt it their duty to preserv:: the vested
interests of the upper classes.
Policies instituted after 1930 were primarily enacted to solve the econ.,fric ills caused by the worldwide economic crisis. General Uriburu,
on his part, removed thousands from thM public :)ayroll in order to cut
public expenses drastically and instituted a rather ru..,jless dictatorship.
President Justo, on the other hand, concentrated heavily on rehaoilitating
the economy. His economic policies, which included devaluation of the
currency, fixing of commodity prices, a quasi-governmental monopoly on
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grains, reduction in foreign imports, and increased foreign investments,
brought swift economic recovery. He also ena%:ted laws to protect the
rights of the industrial workers; agricultural laborers remained at the
mercy of the landowners. Ortiz's ill health prevented his effecting major
changes; and Castillo's reactionary policies undid much of JusiW'., progress.
A state of siege was declared to cope with political aid sociai unrest.
III. FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION
A. Actors in the Revolut,'n,
1. The revolutionary leadership
The instigators and organizers of the 1943 military coup d'etat werofficers of the armed forces with widely divergent political views. Soi,_
were extreme rightists and frowned on social and political experimentation. Others were moderate and expressed some desire for progressive
reforms. The four outstanding leaders )f the coup had been trained by
German military missions and -.- re highly influencea by Fascist organzations .in Italy and Germany.
Gen. Arturo Rawson, who was the senior officer at the strategic Campo
de Mayo military garrison in 1943, was a piofessional soldier. He served
in the army's general staff and held various regimental commands. His
father, Gen. Franklin Rawaon, led a small revolutionary force against one
of the governors of Buenos Aires years before his son became a revolutionary leader.
Gen. Pedro P. Ramirez had both a military and a political background
He had been sent to Germany and Italy on military assignments, and had
taken an active part in the 1930 coup d'etat. In 1931 be was the Military
and Air Attach6 in the Argentine Embassy in Rome. As a ranking
army chief, he held the Cabinet post of War Minister under President
Castillo. Although he had long been Conservative, he became associated
with the Radicals several months before the coup when they offered to
make him their presidential candidate.
Gen. Edelmiro Farrell also enjoyed an assignment in Fascist Italy duriii, his military career. He was more inclined than the other actors toward a military dictatorship, but he was overshadowed by Col. Juan
Domingo Per6n. General Ferrel! commanded the mounti•.. troops of the
Mendoza garrison in 1943.
Colonel Per6n emerged as the most important figure of the 1943 revolution. At 16 he was well along his way in military !ho, and his adult
life was basically military. He was military attache to Chile in 1936,
but had tc be withdrawn in 1938 because he was charged with espionage.
Sent to Italy as military attache, he vs highly influenced by Fascist
ideology. He was elevated to the rank of colonel in 1941.*
* Several sources indicate that Fer6n was the real "brains" beH:..'I the revolution.
One source states that Per6n presimably preferred to occupy a minor post after the
revolution and manipulate the political strings from behind the scenes while consolidating his power.12
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The revolutionary following
revolution was a military coup d'etat ex.ecut•d by a wliiitaiy
organization and supported by the middle-c!ass elements of the Radical
Party and a faction of the Conservatives. Approximately 8,000 soldiers
participated in the march against the capital. The revolutionary fel; ..ing included neither workers nor peasants. Only a small number of military officers knew of the coup.
B. Organization of Revoi-,tionary Effort
The organization of the revolution. -onsisted of a thieo-cornered arrangement between Conservatives, Radicals, and a group of young army
officers known as the United Officers Group (GOU). The divergent
groups were represented in a military committee in charge of the revolution. which was led by Generals Rawson and Ramirez. The committee
was formed shortly before the coup was executed. Each group had its
own reasons to overthrow the Castillo gov,.,rnmeut.
GOU, which emerged as the dominant group of the revoh'j',alcary o'rganization, sdems to have been founded in 1940 in a military garrison in
Mendoza. Although its founders are not definitely known, it has been
suspected that Per6n was one of its early leaders. He was stationed at
the garrison in 1940. GOU had a membership of approximately 60 percent of the 3,600 active officers on the army list. The group was organized to give political orientation to the army. It professed disgust
with civil administrations. It wanted military authoritarianism and strict
control over most phases of national life. GOU was patriotic, nationalistic, and antiforeign.1 3 The names of the GOU officers became known
only after the coup. General Farrell represented GOU on the revolutionary committee.
2.

SThe 194.

Goals of the Revolution
1. Concrete political aims of revolutionary leaders
The Conservative element of the revolutionary leaders represented
the landowners, and their primary objective was to prevent the industrialists, represented by the Castillo-Costas clique, from dominating the
political arena. Some were reported to have become strongly pro-Allied.
General Rawson, for instance, wishid to declare war on the Axis powers
and benefit from American lend-lease material. General Ramirez,
whom the Radicals thought they could influence, wanted to establish a
F-.scist state. He abandoned both the Consefvatives and the Radicals.
.en-..ral Farrell and Colonel Per6n, members of GOU, .iud an announced political program. On May 13, 1943, GOU circulated a proclamation stating the position of the group. The proclamation was quite
frank in its pro-Axis sympathies .,id its conception of Argentina's "manifest destiny." Under a military dictatorship, the GOU declared, Argentina could unify all the South American states under itV guardianship as
1
Germany was then "uniting Europe" under its leadership. 4
More specifically, tle GOU wanted to end the complacent alliance betvween the generals and the oligarchy. It felt that the army had been
C.
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neglected by civilian administrators; by taking control of the government
by force, it expected to obtain modern weapons and equipment, recruit
more men, and receive better pay. GOU appeared primarily interested
in power.
2. Social and economic goals of leadership and followingj
The older officers, Ramirez especially, envisaged a corporate-type
economic system in which the industrial and agrarian sectors could operate harmoniously, responding to the interests of the country and not
subject to foreign economic interests. Moreover, RamircL wanted to
industrialize the army by training its meribers to operate business enterprises. He also wanted to establish "social stability" by removing the
causes o: dIicord among the various social groups.
GOU also expressed a desire to bring the Argentine Armed Forces in.
more sympathetic relations with the rest of society. By establishing a
military dictatorship and winning public support, the group explained, the
army could carry out an a-maments jrogram for the contr-I of the
continent. GOU felt that control over radio, press, literature, education.
and religion was necessary. Only under these conditions, it argued, could
the army guarantee freedom. The sole mission of the people, it felt, was
to work for the state and obey its leaders.
D. Revolutionary Techniques and Government Countermeasures
Methods for weakening existing authority anJ countermeasures
by government
The revolution was swift and virtually bloodles.,. General Ramirez
has been given credit for plotting the coup, and it appears that the scheme
was only 3 or 4 days old when executed. The important c vents took place
within a 3-day period: tha 3rd, 4th, and 5th days of June 1,"43. Argentine
officials were aware of the revolutionary ferment. President Castillo had
discovered some time earlier that War Mlinister Ramirez was somehow
implicated and had demanded his resignation. Ramirez refused, and on
June 3 he in turn, along with a group of officers frc.m Campo de Mayo
n, I-tary garrison, demanded the resignation of the President. Castillo
also refused to resign and issued a manifesto ordering one General Rodolfo
Marquez to command the ' iorces of repression,"1 5 and Chief of Police
General Domingo Martinez to defend the city.
Two events occurred on June 4: the timely escape of the President and
his Cabinet, and the march of General Rawson's troo,.:, on Buenos Aires.
How much preparation was needed for Castillo and ,,is Cabinet to make
their escape is not claear. They all drove to tne port of Buenos Aires
early in the morning, lifting a drawbridge along the route, and boarded a
minesweeper. From there President Castillo wired the President of the
Supreme Court saying that the seat of th-ý government had been established on the ship.*
I.

* One author, describing the events of the revolution, writes that Castillo had hoped
to rally the support of the navy behind his government.16
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Meanwhile, 8,000 troops under the command of General Rawson began
their march on the capital. At the navy's Mechanical Training School
outside the city, they were challenged by "loyalist" troops. The exchange
of fire lasted 40 minutes and caused nearly 100 casualties. This figh~ng
appears to have resulted from a misunderstanding between the garrison
and school commands. Had the pchool commander been aware of Rawson's mission, there would have been no fighting in this revolution. After
a short explanation of the nature of the march, "'oyaihit' troops joined
the rebels and proceeded to the city.
Not until 10 a.m. did bustling Buenos Aires become aware of the revolution. The troops entered the city and some units immediately surrounded Casa Rosada, the President's mansion. The Central Police Barracks, the Banco de la Naci6n (National Bank), and other government
buildiings were occupied before noon. As the people milled about watchipg, leaflets stating that the revolution was a return to democracy were
distributed. By 1 p.m. the troops were conductinJg nr?,pphip..::,•.. •ratlo.,•.
Troops from other garrisons were reported marching toward the city.
Throughout the morning and part of the afternoon the State Radio
Station was broadcasting pro-Castillo bulletins. Junta men ordered the
station to cease counterrevolutionary broadcasting and announce the fall
of the Castillo regime. By 3 p.m. all stations were broadcasting General
Rawson's proclamation that the revolution was purely Argentine and devoid of foreign political inspiration. The General asked the people for
confidence and tranquility.
Civilians took no part in the revolution. During the day people went
about their business as usual, and when it became known that a revolution
was in progress some of the curious came downtown +o observe. The
crowds became somewhat rowdy, perhaps because the revoluticn was not
exciting enough for their taste, and cars and buses were overturned.

General Rawson came out on the balcony of Casa Rosada to make a speech
Pl • :20 p.m. The people applauded and shouted "Viva Democraria." All
began to calm down by 7 o'clock. On the next day Castillo resigned and
dissolved the Congress.*
2. Yethods for gaining support and countermeasures taken by
government
The revolution was well under way before any measures to rally the
support. of the people either to the government or to the revolutionists
were undertaken. Castillo managed to have the State Radi,, broadcast
his bulletins for a part of the day, but the bulletins arous-d cvriosity
rather than sympathy. If Castillo did attempt to gain the support of the
navy while he was on the minesweeper, he did not succeed. Admiral
Saba Sueyro, Commander of the Argentine Navy, was a member of the
re; outionary committee.
*

For further information on the revolutionary activities see Robert J. A"exander,

The Per6n Era (New Yor!:: Columbia University Press, 1951), pp. 12-14; bnd Austin
F. MacDonald, Latin American Politics and Government Niaw York: Thomas Y
Crowell Company, 1954), pp. 53-54.
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Neither did the army succeed in rallying the Argentine people behind
the revolution. Tpaflets. rndie, bro.deas.tf, aind public pneehes did, ;ti.
the public; but for the rmost part the Argentines and thete leaders remained aloof and maintained a "wait and see" attitude.
E.

lTianner in Which Control of Government Was Transfe'-red to
Revolutionaries
Control of the government was transferred in a simple ceremony on
June 5. Castillo had returned to Buenos Aires and met with the miixtary
commandant, Diego Mason, L. deliver his resignation and to dissolve the
Congress. The military junta was in control of the Argentine Government.
IV. THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION
A.

Changes in Personnel and Institutions of Government

The new govc~nment was a military dictatorship whose leaders were
:"'as
wa,, iYe hrst to
constantly involved in power struggkz. General
receive an official title. Gn the day Castillo resigned, Rawson appeared
again on the balcony of Casa Rosada and declared himself Provisional
President. Whether this was according to plan is not known. Ramirez
would have been a more likely choice. In any event, Rawson held his
post for no more than 28 hours. Ramirez emerged as the new President.
He held the position for 8 months. General Farrell, who was Ramirez's
Vice President, succeeded him; and Farrell in turn was followed by his
Vice President, Colonel Per6n.
Following the 1943 revolution, Per6n was appointed Under Secretary
of War, and began to consolidate power in the army. He became acting
War Minister under Farrell and was soon named permanent Minister. A
nonmilitary and non-Cabinet position of Director of National Department
of Labor was given him in 1943, and one month later he was raised to the
office of Minister of Labor and Welfare. From this vantage point he
proceeded to organize labor under his control. When he became Vice
President under Farrell, he had virtual control of the Argentine govern•ýnt.17 Per6n was officially elected President in 1946.
The Castillo cabinet was replaced by officers of the Argentine Armed
Forces. Of the new Cabine. members, only Two were civilians, both professed Naziphiles. As soon as Ramirez was elevated to the Presidency
he named an all-military Cabinet. High governmental posts were filed
with members of the Armed Forces. Provincial legislh.ures and city councils ceased to function.
B. Major Policy Changes
Those Argentines who were optimistic when the coup occurred were
soon disappointed. The military dictatorship issued a series of decrees
more oppressive than Castillo's undemocratic practices. Four months
&fter Ramirez's accession to the Presidency; protestih.g citisens published a democratic manifesto deploring their loss of civil liberties. This
precipitated a reign of ternor. Opposition politicians were locked in con148
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centration camps. Student opposition was suppressed. Organizations of
manfacturers and businesame r wer thretened. Seventy newvspapers
were closed or suspended for criticizing the regime."'
But the Ramirez regime also had its supporters. Rents were lowered,
minimum wages for farm laborers were established. salaries in thv
government service were increased, and utility charges were greatly reduced. This rallied thcusands of unorganized workers behind the dictatorship. The church hierarchy also supported Ramirez. Church and
state had been separate since 18-84. Under the new government, the
fundamentals of the Catholic faith had to be taught to every school child
regardless of the wishes of the child or its parents.
Foreign politics also took on a new look. The pro-Axis attitude which
the Argentine Government had maintained under its policy of neutrality
ended officially in January 1944, when the dictatorship severed diplomatic
recation-i ,-.'ith Germany and Japan. The United States and Great Britain
had hir n-pressured Argentina into a move ;he ,eginie wvc•, 'ot harc
mad'ý of its own accord. Pro-Axis groups were nevertheless very active
after the official break.19
C.

Long Range Social and Economic Effects

Juan Domingo Per6n was heard of only infrequently in the months immediately following the revolution. However, he had already begun building the organization which was to elevate him to power 3 years later. The
social and economic changes for which he became responsible gave the
1943 revolution lasting significance. During the years prior to the 1946
elections Per6n concentrated on effecting progressive changes within
three sectors of Argentine society upon which his adnministration was
to rest: the army, organized labor, and the church.
Per6n's official post in the War Ministry enabled him to consolidate
his power within the army. He became undisputed leader of the GOU
a.J soon members of the GOU were able to control the army. He was
able to promote army officers who supported him and give them choice
assignmec,"..
By decreeing higher wages for the noncommissioned officers and the common soldiers he won favor with all ranks.
Even more important than the aray in his rise to power was labor.
The cons '-uctive changes which he brought about in social security and
the development of labor unions made Argentina the most advanced Latin
American country in social insurance aad labor c-rganization. Social security institutes covering virtually all of Argentina's workers ;vere established. Extensive construction of low-cost housing was undertaken. Ten
dayz, .)f annual leave with pay was secured for many workers. An incr•',•e in real wages raised living standards. 20 Organized labor was
either persuaded or coerced into supporting Per6n; and the power which
he held over labor unions after he was elected made, these organizations virtual arms of the government.
The third source of Per6n's strength was the Catholic Church. The
Argentine Cardinal and several Archbishops endorsed Per6n's candidacy
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in 1946 by s•,ning a pastoral letter which was read in churches throughout Argentina. Per6n favored religious instruction in the schools; other
candidates opposed it. Although some of the lower clergy spoke out
against Per6n, there was no doubt that the weight of the . -:irch was
behind him.
The 1949 Constitution formalized Per6n's virtual dictatorship. The
constitutional prohibition against two successive terms was abolished,
permitting a President to remain in office indefinitely if he controlled the
election mechanisms. The P#.r.nista Party and the Labor Party became
the agencies of the army and organized labor, strongly supporting Per6n.
The traditional procedure for confirmation of federal judges was drastically changed. As interpreted, the new clause provided that all judges, evthose confirmed years earlier, had tc come up for confirmation. In effect,
this weedecd out all anti-Per6n judges.*
D. Other Effects
After the fall of Per6ii in 1955, Argentina was in the throes of an
economic crisis which threatened the stability of the nation. Although
many of these economic problems were resolved by the administration of
Arturo Frondizi between 1958 and 1962, political and social dislocations
continued to generate unrest.
The Frondizi administration's austerity program,* although unpopular,
appeared to have been working successfully toward stabilization and development in 1962. The inflationary trend precipitated by Per6n's economic policies had been curbed, foreign credit standing had been restored,
and price stability had been achieved. Meaningful wage increases had
given the Argenti.:e consumer higher purchasing po',er. However, there
21
were still many unr.esolved problems.
The Conservatives--landowners and industrialist,--still retained considenable social and economic power, -nd continued to be the benefactors
of Argentine prosperity. Presiden, Frondizi's preelection promises of
social and economic transformations gave way to a moderate economic
df -,elopment which only strengthened the existing social structure. Except for a few economic restrictions, little has been done to curb the increasing wealth of the upper classes.
That is why Frondizi has lost much of the mass support he had in 1958
when he was elected President. Like Per6n, Frondizi promised the
lower classes a long overdue agrarian reform; as undt.,- Per6n, the assault
on the Conservatives remained largely verbal. Ovex whelmingly popular
in 1958, Frondizi had become a minority President 3 years later. Social
changes restricting the power of the Conservatives could have relieved
the administration's precarious position and produced an identity of interest between the administration and tht, industrial workers. Opposi* The immediate effects of the revolution are found in Ray Josephs, A"'gentin.
Diary (New York: Random House, 1944), passim. The Per6n dictatorship is best de-

A-riheti in Robert J. Alexander, The Per6. E'a (N.' YcrkV: Cot.bia University Press,
1951), passim.
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tion from the Conservatives would have been negligible. The split among
the Conservativ•s, i.e., between the landIowners and btef barons, and the
financiers and industrialists, had weakened the Conservatives. 2
The Armed Forces, led by Gen. Pedro Arumburu, strongly suppo"ed
Frondizi, but by 1962 there were signs that this support was wavering.
Several military leaders have mnde attempts to unseat Frondi2i. The
fate of Argentina may rest on the government's ability to raise economic
production still further.
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THE BOLIVIAN REVOLUTION OF 1952
SYNOPSIS
In April 1952 the Movimiento Nacionalista Revolucionario (MNIP), a
progressive party, staged a revolution which, after a few days of heavy
fighting, wrested power from the military junta that had ruled Bolivia for
a year. The uprising brought to an end an era or political chaos during
which the small group that had dizziinated the country's political fnu
social structure tried desperately to stave off the growing demands of the
people for social progress.
I.

BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING IN REVOLUTION

Until rather recently, Bolivia was governed by a do,±,.'5igorv-hy
much as it had been governed by the Spaniards before independence.
The Spanish-speaking "elite" dominated the country, primarily through
the army. Most of the Indian population-over 50 percent of the total
population still spoke pure Indian dialects-lived completely withdrawn
from the rest of society. They worked the land ior estate owners and
managers and they mined tin for pitifully little compensation.
The seeds of the revolution can probably be traced back to the Chaco
War between Bolivia and Paraguay. From 1932 to 1935 the two countries had battled for the possession of an inhospitable area mostly on the
western slopes of the Andes in the belief that it contained rich oil deposits. The war left Bolivia exhausted and even pouwer than before.
Most of the Chaco was lost to Paraguay. One major effect of the war was
that it demonstrated to the Indians and mestizos who werp pressed into
service that their white masters were not as efficient and superior as they
.-ad appeared. Once uprooted from the land through service in the army,
the Indians developed a social consciousness they had not possessed before.
The r.-- olution was not, however, carried out by the peasant Indians,
who were the most suppressed element, despite the existence of a "grass
roots" agrarian movement, but by lower-middle-class groups, by workers
wvho had become a power in politics since the Chaco War, and by -nany
dissatisfied intellectuals. It was instigated and led by the MNR, which
had competed with the Bolivian Communist Party for the suo.port of dissatisfied elements.
An election in 1951 had shown the MNR to be the most popular party,
b'ii the outgoing President refused to allow the MNR to come to power.
I-2tead he turned the government over to a military junta, which ruled
Bolivia in authoritarian fashion. The years preceding the revolution had
been marked by extreme turmoil and political instaUlity, and by the
desperate attempts of the old ruling and elite groups to maintain the
status quo. After the MNR took over the government in April 1952, a
broad social revolution was initiated. Its success is still in the balance.
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II.

THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION

A. Description of Country
I. Physical characteristics
Bolivia has been called the American Tibet. Its area le- :oughly the
size of California and Texas combined. About two-fifths of the country
lies on Andean plateaus 12,000 to 14,000 feet above sea level. This area
contains about 80 percent of the population. Mountain peaks rise more
than 20,000 feet above sea level. The cldnute is cold, with little seasona1
variation, and the country 7 barren. Lower down on the Eastern Andean slopes are deep valleys, virgin forests, and prairies. Exploitation
of these areas for grain, meat, rubber, and other products is handicapped
by lack of iabor--only 20 percent of the population live in an area f ",
occupies 60 percent of Bolivia's territory-and lack of transportation
facilities.
2. The people
The inhospitable condition of the country is respolisib' e for its very
low population deunsity. Between 3 and 312 million people live in Bolivia;
of these, 54 percent are pure Indians, speaking Indian dialects, between 10
and 15 percent are white, mostly of Spanish descent, and the remainder
are mestizos. La Paz is the major city; its population is 321,000. Sucre
is the legal capital, but most government offices, including the Congress,
are in La Paz. Sucre, and Bolivia's second city, Cochabamba, are situated on the uastern slope of the Andes, where the climate is less severe.
3. Communications
Transportation is made difficult by the mountainous nature of the
country. The total road mileage in 1955 was 12,500 miles, but only a small
fraction of that was paved. Only recently, after the 1952 revolution, was
a major highway completed between Cochabamba and Santa Cruz, facilitating the agricultural development of the eastern lowlands. The railroad system is somewhat better developed and serves the mining industry. Bolivia is landlocked; it lost its access to the Pacific after the Chaco
War in 1936. Railroads connect the country with ports in Chile, where
-:!ivia has a free port, axid Peru, and another line from Santa Cruz leads
to Brazil and the Atlantic.
4. Natural resources
Bolivia has an abundance of natural resources, despite the poverty of
ics people. It has been called a "beggar on a throne of gold."' Tin is the
most important mineral resouree; sonie lead and si,-.-er are mined. Oil
deposits exist in the Chaco area but before 1952 they had not been exploited on a large scale. Indeed, comparativelyv little of the potential agricultural, forest, and mineral wealth had been developed. The major reasons for this were the lack of transportation, an inadequate supply of
labor, political instability, lack of technology, and insufficient capital.
B.

Socio-Economic Structure
1. Economic system
Before the revolution, most of the productive land was held under a
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system of the latifundian type. Large areas were owned by a few people,
often residing in the cities. The Indians who worked the 1a;-id were virtually serfs serving their landlords or the patrons udministering the~
e,!tqtes. More than 70 percent of the nation's labor iorce was employed
ir. agriculture, though tin mining constituted a much more important segmnent of the economy from the standpoint of foreign trade and the money
economy. Considerable foodstuffs had to be imported. Tin aceount~d for
almost two-thirds of the nation's exports. Before 1952, tin miniing was in
private hands and was controlled by a few foreAign ."'vned comparzies.
The mining- in~dustry was based on cheap labor. Company storcs supplied
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necessities to the miners at prices "calculated to keep them in perpetual
debt." - The prosperity of the mine owners and managers, government
revenues, and the state of the economy in general fluctuated with the
price paid for tin on the internptional market. World War TT brought
great demands for tin, and prices soared. After the war, lower prices
and reduced demand put 73olivia's economy into a precar.ious condition.
which was only temporarily relieved by the Korean War boom.
Industry did not play a major role in the economy. The growth of manufacturing had been handicapped by lack of manpower, lack of c',ai, and
inadequate transportation facilities. About 80 percent of industry still
operated at the small shop or artisan stage. Most industrial plants were
in La Paz or Cochabamba.
2. Class structure
One student of the revolutioh noioed: "Before 1952 Bolivian society
rnd its power structure were cast in the mold of the Spanish colonial
institutions which persist in many Lata, Americannblics."'
.In Bolivia this mold was particularly rigid. The upper crust was compoied of
the urban, Spanish element, comprising 10 to 15 percent of the population.
Before 1952, most laborers worked on latifundios, where they barely
eked out an existence after paying their duos to the landowners or managers of the estates. The situation of the tin miners was not much
better. Their pay ranged from 20 to 140 bolivianos per day; a kilo of
flour cost 28 bolivianos and a cotton shirt 300.- Despite the overall labor
available for economic development, there was often unemployment in
the mining industry when production was low because of lack of demand
on the international market.
-Wealth was concentrated in the hands of a few mining magnates and
estate owners. The middle class was small and without great influence.
The problem, however, was not so much that wealth was unevenly distributed as that there was little wealth to distribute. The net yearly
income per person in 1951 was $86.5 There was little social mobility,
although Indians did become mestizos. Whites and mestizos controlled
the country. The author of a standard book on Latin American polities
characterized the class structure as follows:
Some have great estates; a few hbve important financial interests in the
mines. Many more are the managers of the estates, or skilled workers, or
minor government officials. The indians are the laboring class. Most of them
are engaged in agriculture. if they do not have their ewn small plots of
ground, they work on the estates, where they are virtual', 'orfs. From sun
to sun they toil for the mere right to -xist. They receive almost no money
wages; their health and education are neglected. fet nothing could induce
them to move from the place they have known as home.6

3. Literacy and education
Seventy to 85 percent of the populatiwn are illiterate. Schools were
concentrated in the urban areas; the Indians remained illit.rate and without knowledge of Spanish. This fact rather than their race made them
"1izdans"; when they moved to a city and leatned Spanish they graduated
to the class of Cholos (mestizos).
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4. Major religions and religious institutions
Bolivia, like other South An' iean cniitrie., is Catholie, but religious
tolerance is practiced, and there aie a fairly large number of Protestants
and Protestant missions. However, all but 5 percent of the population -•
Catholic. Archbishops and bishops are appointed by the President, after
the Senate submits three names fcr eacli vacancy. Papal bulls and decrees were approved uy the President and the Senate before becoming
effective.
C.

Government and the Ruling Elite

1. Description of form of government
Bolivia is a republic. The pre-1952 constitution provided for a strong
executive. The President was elected by direct vote for a 6-year term.
If one candidate failed to get a majority, Congress decided from among
the candidates. The President appointed and dJisaissed the Cabinet and
had almost unlimited power of appointment and dismissal oi" a.! ,dmitiistrative officers. This power was not subject to approval by Parliament
except for high officers of the army, who had to be confirmed by the
Senate. Supreme Court judges, however, were appointed by the Chamber
of Deputies. The President also played an important role in the lawmaking process by initiating legislation. His veto could be overridden.
The legislature was divided into a Senate and a Chamber of Deputies.
Senators and Deputies were elected by direct vote, the former for 6
years, the latter for i years. Before 1952, there was a literacy requirement for suffrage and women could not vote.
2. Description of political process
Political reality diverged greatly from the constitutional framework.
"Dictators have succeeded one another with monotonous regularity. Many
have died violent deaths. Fourteen constitutions have b,:en adopted
without substantially changing the political pattern... Leaders were
rn;re important than principles. The Army dominated the nation."
Thus one authority summed up politics in Bolivia. Between 1941 and
1950, there: were no less than 25 revolutionary uprisings, ranging from
"abortive plots, through brief bloody strikes, to a bitter three weeks civil
war. Of these attempts, two resultea in the overthrow of the President."8
The political parties were a mixtvre of nationalism, socialism, authori
tarianism, and reformism. Between 1936 and 1943, political life was
dominated by the Raz6n de Pat ia or Reason of the F•,,h-r Land
(RADEPA), a political group of younger army officers, strongly influenced
by German and Italian Fascist ideas. This group, relying on secret maneuv,.ring, and aided by the conditions brought about by the Chaco War,
ne-er gained popular support, and the governments which it dominated
were unable to maintain effective public order. "The political vacuum
began to be filled in the early 1940's by the formatior of half a dozen
parties of varying tendencies, from the Nationalistic Revolutionary Movement (MNR), which was able to reach an understandiig with RADEPA,
to the Communist Stalinist Party (PIR). "ihe MNR, founded by intel157
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lectuals such as the university professor Victor Paz Estenssoro, was able
to combine the popular themes of revolution with a program of government which included, in the beginning, the RADEPA's ideas of a powerful centralized state headed by the military." 9
In 1943, the RAD5EPA and the MNR organized a re.Lýion which
succeeded in ousting a President who had been supported by more conservative army leaders. The RADEPA installed one of their own, Maj.
Gualberto Villarroel, as President while the MNR leader, Paz Estenssoro,
became Minister of Finanice. A Marxist, radical group (FIR) remained
in the opposition, together with more coriservative army officers. Villarroel's regime soon became one of Bolivia's most oppressi, e.
In 1946, a coalition of labor and student groups disposed of Villarrral
although mass violence and street mobs hanged him on a lamp post. '-,
MNR was discredited and Paz Estenssoro was forced to leave the country. Other MNR leaders went into exile or underground.
Outside of La Paz, especially among *he tin umirws. VI,•tl
ouste.r
was viewed with strong regret.q. The new coalition proved unable to
establish a stable government. The MNR continued to enjoy considerable support among the workers and middle class elements, and in elections in 1949 it showed surprising strength in electing congressmen.
In the presidential elections of May 1951 the MNR received, officially,
just under 50 percent of the vote. MNR claimed, however, that actually
it had polled 79 percent of the vote.10 The truth may well be somewhere
in between. The Constitution provided that if no candidate received an
absolute majority Congress should choose the President. MNR leaders
threatened to install Paz Estenssoro by force of arms should Congress
decide for someone else. Mamerto Urriolagoitia, the otgoing President,
unwilling to turn the reins of government over to the MNR, persuaded
a group of army officers to form a military junta. (Euring this time
many of the MNR leaders, including Paz Estenssoro, were still in exile.)
The military junta was a conservative group which had little public
support and much opposition. The two major opposition parties were the
MNR and the POR, a Trotskyite party. The PIR vacillated between
supporting the government and siding with the MNR. Opposition to the
military junta and support for the MNR came from labor groups, particularly the tin miners, from students and intellectuals, and from the
underprivileged agricultural population. The latter, h( ever, was no
strong political force despite its large numbers. There w: some support
for the MNR within the army but, judging from thf •rwt that after the
revolution MNR considered 80 percent of the officer ccops unreliable, this
support could not have exceeded 20 percent of the officers.
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or changing government institutions
An amendment to the Constitution could be enacted by Congress without the participation of the President. A twa-thirds rw-jority was required in each house, but the amendment did not becomer effective until
after the next congressional elections and a second reading in Congre-Rs
which a!so required a two-thirds majority.
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The constitutional provisions for amending the basic law and for changing administrations were unimportant, however, since Bolivia has had
a long tradition of revolution and violence in accomplishing political change.
Neither the governments in power nor the opposition had much faith in
orderly political or constitutional processes.
4. Relationship to foreign powers
Bolivia had no binding alliances that would have influe,. -1 iriternal
developments. Its economic dependence on the export of tin i, le foreign policy an important aspect of internal politics. An important test
of the ability of a government was p-ovided by the economic agreements
it concluded with other countries, especially the United States, relating to
the quantity and price of tin to be exported. Despite Bolivia's economic
dependence of the United States and other Western powers, antiforeign
and 2specially anti-"Yankee" propaganda slogans were constantly stressed
by the political opposition between 1946 and 1952.
5. The role of military and police powers
Robert Alexander, the author of a study on the revoiutiu., has de,.t....tut.d the
scribed the role of the military as follows: "The A..n
backbone of the regimes in power between 1946 and 1952, and was frequently used during this period-and before it-to discipline the turbulent
mine workers and coerce the peasants.""1 The officers came primarily
from the urban middle class, the men were mostly Indian conscripts who
had to serve for I year, The army, containing some 18,000 soldiers, was
poorly outfitted; it had some artillery but little other heavy equipment.
There was also a nadonal police force, the earabineros, which until 1952
did not play a significant role in politics.
D. Weaknesses of the Socio-Economic-Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or governmental instabilities
Bolivia has had few periods of political stability and they were al" .&ys succeeded by periods of violence. None of the revolutions or coups
d'etat before 1952 brought any significant changes in the social or political
structure.
2. Economic weaknesses
The greatest economic weakness was the dependence on the fluctuatimg international demand for tin. Inadequate roads and other transportation faeilities made it difficult to develop the agricuiural potential of
the country. Petroleum deposits did exist, but before 1952 only a small
amount of oil was obtained. The life and eccnorny of the ct.....y were
controlled by a small upper class for their own benefit, rather than the
cocntry's as a whole.
3. Social tensions
The Chaco War between Bolivia and Paraguay, which lasted ixrom
1932 to 1936, sharpened already existing social tensiops. As a rpeult of
the war, which Boliv.a lost, Indian peasants and mine worke- were
drafted into the army z.nd exposed to the inefficiency of the offier corps.
The white uper class thus lost some of it", previously unnuestioned
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supremacy. The Indian recruits also broadened their limitcd social horizon and some of them were attracted to the cities. where they climbed up
the social ladder and became Cholos. Social unrest also spread to the
countryside, though this process of fermentation was not completed un•til
after the revolution. The whole period between the Chaco WVa,.and the
national revolution in 1952 was one of unrest and political instability.
It aiffered from previous periods of unrest particularly in that it involved
Cholos and Indians.
4. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknesses
The military junta which governed between 1951 and 1952 tried to
aid the economy without altering the basic structure of society. To quote
Alexander again: "It obtained technical assistance from the United Nations, signed important agreements with neighboring countries, tried t•.
secure a good price for tin through skillful negotiations in Washington,
increased imports of foodstuffs to ease shortages and decreed a general
amnesty under which all exiles were gianted p-r.,;rm•.n to vturn to
Bolivia." 22 Not all exiles took advantage of the offer; Paz Estenssoro
remained in Montevideo. Aside from these positive steps, which did little
fashion.
to solve the basic social conflicts, the junta ruled in authoritariac
Its promise of early elections was not fulfilled. Political parties were
suppressed and free expression of ideas in the press was interfered with
by the authoritarian regime.
III. FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION
A. Actors in the Revolution
1. The revolutionary leadership
The most important figure in the Bolivian revwlution was the acknowledged leader of the MNR, Paz Estenssoro. He was a soft-spoken intellectual and former professor of economics. During the Villarroel regime
he had been Minister of France, but he was released from the Cabinet
because of his alleged Nazi sympathies. He himself denies having advocated collaboration with the Axis.13 After 1946 he was exiled and spent
t.T-- in Argentina and Muntevideo, but he continued to be the leader of
the party.
The second important figu•re in the MNR was Hernan Siles Zuaz, the
founder of the party (and later President of Bolivia from 1956 to 1961).
He is the son of a former President turned rebel. A lawyer and journalist
by profession, he had served as an MNR delegate to 7vngress. He was
the principal leader of the revolution in Bolivia at the time.
Juan Lechin, the leader of the tin miners' organization, also played a
major role. He, too, had been exiled several times, but had always returned. He had served in Congress and his main loyalty was toward the
mine workers. His political views leaned toward those of Trotsky; he
represented the left wing of the MNR.
The fourth leading figure was Gen. Antonio Seleme, tne head of the
;arabineros, who was instrumental in aligning the police force on the
side of the revolutionaries. His importance ceased when, on the second
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day of the revolution, he took refuge in the Chilean Embassy for fear the
revolution had failed.
2. The revolutionary following
Most of the popular support for the MNR came from workers and
the poorer middle classes. Its leadership was composed primarily of tellectuals and labor leaders. In the years before the revolutian the
MNR had succeeded in recruiting some Indians, particularly among the
miners. These Indians became the spokesmen for their people on a national level. The support for the MNR and its revolutionary ideas was
greater outside La Paz, especially in thi- tin mining areas. In the capita;
the old conservatives, the landed aristocracy, and the army had greater
influence.
B.

Organization of Revolutionary Effort

1. Internal organization
The status of the MNR alternated between -hat of a reular polifical
party and that of an outlawed party. Retw'ýen 1946 and i9o2 it was
severely persecuted. "At one time there were some 5,000 exiles belonging to the MNR and its allies in Argentina alone." 14 The party itself
must have been rather disorganized during this time, since many of its
leaders were in exile. "If an MNR leader succeeded in winning an election, the government usually managed to send him into exile or dispose of
him in some other manner.;' 16 For the ejections in 1951 Paz Estengsorn
w.s nominated as the party's candidate for President and Hernan Siles
for Vice President. During the campaign, the MNR received the support
of the Marxist parties, including the PIR, which by now had become the
official Communist Party.
Details of the conspiratorial organization which eng!nee'ed the revolution are not available in the source.q consulted. It appears tha' there was
a conspiracy between the leadership of the MNR, Genera. Scleme, head
"Vthe carabineros, and the leaders of the mining areas. Paz Estenssoro
remained in exile and the revolution in La Paz was led by Siles and Lechin.
2. External organization
Theie is some doubt as to how much support tha MNR received from
the Per6n machine in Argentina. Many of its leaders found exile in
Argentina; but Paz Estenssoro left that country for Uruguay because of
disputes with Per6n. According to one author, Per6n did not resume
his support of the MNR until after the 1952 revolution. Hnwever, some
MNR exiles were given jobs in the Argentine Government '.,4ween 1946
and 1952.16
C.

Goals of the Revolution

f'he goals of the revolution corresponded to the political and social program of the M.ANR. This program was first issued in 1942 and confirmed
in 1946. It recognized the imperative need for land refor-;, which
would give the peasants ownership of the land they tilled, and for better
conditionq for the worker.s. More speciijeally, the program called for the
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nationaliza'ion of the mines and the organization of strong labor unions,
In the ecoa•omic sphere t'f goals of the revolution were to free Bolivia's
economy from its extreme dependence on the international market for tin
and to place the means of production of tin in the hands of Boliviars. 17
To accomplish this, the petroleum industry was to be expandf.', .und transportation facilities improved. Political power was to pass into the hands
of the people at large, including illiterates and the underprivileged Indian
population. Another goal was to eliminate the dominant positirm of the
army in political life.
D.

Revolutionary Techniques and Government Countermeasures

The revolutionary struggle for the MNR lasted from the fall of Villarroel-in whose government the MNR had an important voice-in 19'
until the revolution of 1952. Almost immediately after the revolution of
1946, the miners began contemplating a cuunterrevolution to install a
government favoraLle to them. Tney had been unable to come to the
aid of the Villarroel government becauqe events in La kaz had moved so
fast that the fighting was over before they could intervene, but they never
accepted the new regime. The mine owners, in the meantime, encouraged by the politcal. ,h•ft, t.ied to det•roy the union. Tn 1947, one of the
large mining companies. Patino Mines, discharged all its employees and
rehired only those it considered "loyal."' 8 Early in 1949, there was a
strike of the mine workers and, as a result, the mine union was virtually
destroyed and its leaders were sent into exile. The union reorganized,
however, and further strikes and riots resulted.
In May 1949 the MNR was permitted to participate in elections for
Congress. The party made a good showing, but did not win a majority.
Encouraged by the results, the party plotted with the mineworkers and
some army officers. The plot was discovered, the MNR was again outlawad, and Lhe head of the mineworkers, Juan Lechin, was aga.in exiled.
In August 1949 another revolutionary uprising took place. The government responded by full-scale mobilization. Outside La Paz the revolutionaries were quite successful. For several days they held Cochabamba
a:; Santa Cruz. They captured the radio station in Santa Cruz an:l announced a new government headed by Paz Fstenssoro. Finally, however,
loyal government troops crusned the revolution. One observer described
the event as a "revolution planned on the idea of civil war, the people
the country against the army, the country against the capital."1 9 Several other uprisings followed in 1950; all were suppi e.z..l. In one of
these, students barricaded themselves in the university and battled government troops for 3 d&vs before they were subd ued."
The propaganda themes employed by the MNR and its political allies
included a strong appeal to nationalism. This took the form of denunciation of "Yankee imperialism," and of all foreign ownership of Bolivian
economic enterprises, particularly the large tin rining co"-panies. This
was coupled with demands for social justice for the underprivileged and
the removal of the small upper class from poiirtca! domination.
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Between 1946 and 1951, the MNR, unable to muster sufficient political
power to take over the government by legal means, made numerous attempts to overthrow it by force. All these attempts failed, but they
demonstrated the inability of existing regimes to rule the country in an
orderly maiiner Before tile elections in 1951 MNR decided to try -ice
more to gain power legally. Paz Estenssoro was nominated for President and Hernan Siles for Vice President. As noted previously, the
MNR received at least a plurality of votes, but the old political group
showed its unwillingness to relinquish its power and turned the government over to a military junta. Th- MNR's seizure of power came aft"r
it had been denied the fruits of the election. The party had become convinced that only a revolution could end the prevailing political anarchy.
The military junta attempted to suppress the revolutionary fervor of
the people by forbidding strikes and mass demonstrations which might
"be considered acts of sabotage or attempts against the security of the
nation." It also attempted to stifle criticlam., in the press. However, the
opposition was too strong to be silenced. 21
The details of tlh planning for the revolution are not described in the
sources used in this study. It seems to have been clear that the uprising
would rely heavily on the support of the workers and miners. Originally
the revolt had been scheduled for later in 1952, but the defection to the
conspirators of the chief of the carabineros, General Seleme, made it possible and probably necessary to act earlier. Now the MNR could count on
an organized armed force, the police, to support and partially arm the
workers and miners. Some arms, captured and hidden during previous
uprisings, were already available to the miners.
E. Manner in Which Control of Government Was Transferred to
Revolutionaries
On April 9 the armed revolt starte3 simultaneously in all major cities.
It was led in La Paz by Hernan Siles and Juan Lechin. The mining centers were quickly brouglht under control. Little has been learned about
the fighting outside the capital. In La Paz, however, loyal government
troops b:. ttled the workers and the police for 2 days and the issue seemed
to haxng in the balance;
On the second day it appeared as iZ the revolt were going to be suppressed.
f3nera! Selome took refuge in the Chilean Embaosy and when he left the
Embassy again G; tie following day, things having taken a turn for the better
from his point of view, he was told that he was no longer in charge, and that
the revolution was now completoly in the hands of the MNR.
Pro-government troops 1,,zt
their way from the military scb,.oi down be-

low the center of La Paz almost to the heart of the city. Besides the police
and armed workers, they were opposed by the Indian market women of La
Paz, reported to have played an important role during the fighting by going

up to the simple Indian soldiers who made up the regzmcnts garrisoning the
capita:, and seizing their guns from 'heir hands. The army troops were finally
turned ba-.k, and the victory of the rpvolt was sealed wher, batteries mounted
on the rhia f the plateau above La Paz were dismantled by cadet voxan~eers
of the Police Academy and when armed niners arrived fron. the camps nesr
Oruro.
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Thus, an armed uprising gave power once more to the MNR. Due to his
lack of faith in victory, General Aztonio Seleme, who might otherwise have
turned over full control of the movement to the civilians
become President,
22
of the MNR.

Thus the events are described by Alexander. On April 15, Paz "'tenssoro returned triumphantly, and was immediately sworn in as !.'President.
iV.
A.

THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION
Changes in the Personnel and Institutions of Government

Paz Estenssoro assumed the Presidency on llie basis of the MNR's claim
that it had wta a majority in the 1951 election, and Hernan Siles became
Vice President. Juan Lechin was appointed Secretary of Labor. The
new government asserted that it had assumed the role to which it had
been legally entitled since the elections of 1951. The basic institutions of
government remained the same and so did the Constitution. Democratic processes did not, however, flourish. The new rpirime weas -gain
authoritarian, probably out of necessity; -.•vertheless two elections have
been held at the scheduled time and both times the MNR has been victorious. Siles succeeded Estenssoro as President and Estenssoro was reelected in 1961. One of the important consequences of the revolution was
the officer
a complete reorganization of the army. Eighty percent.of
corps and most of the men were discharged and replaced by others considered loyal to the MNR. The military academies were closed and not
reopened until much later.
B. Major Policy Changes
Policy changes were many and far-reaching. The tin mines were nationalized, but the owners were permitted to continue operations. The
labor unions, which lad been greatly weakened during the revolutionary
struggle, were strengtbened. The literacy requiremenL for voting was
removed and women were given suffragre. Education was made available
to larger numbers of people, 23 including the Indians. The most basic and
important change occurred in 1953, when land reform eliminated the
latitu:,dian system and gave the land to the Indian peasants. The land
reform was the work of the pen sants themselves. They had begun to
organize after the Chaco War and wr're tking matte.rs into their own
hands after the revolution. The MNR was forced to act quickly to legalize
the actions of the peasants and to keep its prerevolutionary promises.
In its foreign policy the MNR has repulsed overtures by .rgentina for a
close alliance. Instead the regime has sought to cooperate with the
United States, though without antagonizing A-gentina. As a result,
Bolivia has received substantial economic aid from the United States.
C. Long Range Social and Economic Effects
The long range social and economic effects of tR :. revolution have been
a leveling of Bolivian society. The poor gained and the ok, upper class
all but disappeared. The Bolivian people, including the Indian peasants,
have become a political and social force that can no longer be disregarded.
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On the whole, the MNR has been successful in maintaining political stability, but unrest persists just below the surface. In the beginning there
were counterrevolutionary plots arid uprisings, but they were easily suppressed. More recently unrest among the workers, particularly the tin
miners, has again been evident. Nor could the economic problems ex;.,ing before 1952 be corrected overnight.* On the whole, the MNR has
followed a moderate economic course despite the major social changes
which it encouraged. This moderation has cost the party the support of
the more radical groups and also of the Commurnists. who at first had
thrown in their lot with the MNR. Recent uprisings (in June 1961) appear to have been Communist-inspired. Progress for the workers has
not been as rapid as many had hoped and social tension caused by poverty
and ignorance continues.
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THE CUBAN REVOLUTION: 1953-1959
SYNOPSIS
On July 26, 1953, Fidel Castro and 165 Cuban revolutionaries attacked
the Moncada Army Post with its garrison of 1,000 soldiers. The attack
failed, but marked the beginning of a revolutionary movement, named
after the day of the attack, "the 26th of July Movement." During the
ensuing years it constituted the major opposition to the authoritarian
regime of Gen. Fulgencio Batista. After a bitter struggle, which during
its final phases took the form of a civil war, Fidel Castro and his movement gained complete control over Cuba in January 1959. His success
was due to the widespread dissatisfaction with the dictatorship of Batista
and the ap.eal of his program, which concentrated on social reform and
freedom from oppression. After Castro became nstd of state, communism
gained the upper hand and, in late 1961, Castro finally admitted Lhat he
had always been a Marxist-Leninist and that he had always planned to
transform Cuba into a Communist state.
I.

BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING iN REVOLUTION

The rise of Fulgencio Batista in 1934 marked the end of an era for
Cuba.* Until that time Cuba had been less than fully independent. The
Platt Amendment, passed by the U.S. Congress in 1901 and incorporated
in the Cuban Constitution under pressure from Washington, granted the
United States the right "to intervene for the preservation if Cuban independence," and "for the maintenance of government adequate for the
protection of life, property and individual liberty." 1 It also gave the
United States the right to ratify Cuban treaties ,Vith other niations, and
to -:tablish military bases in Cuba. The amendment was replaced by
treaty in 1934.
The first phase of the Batista dictatorship lasted from 1933 until 1944.
Until 1940 ne had controlled Cuba through pupnet presidents; from 1940
and 1944 he a.sumed the Presidency himself. Under BatisLa the Cuban
economy made definite progress. Roads were improved, the educational
system was enlarged, and the press enjoyed considerable freedom. Yet
the Cuban people were little better off than they had been during the rule
of Spain and illiteracy remained widespread, especially in rur-' areas.
In 1944 Batista retired voluntarily and took up residence in Florida.
Under the succeeding presidents, Ram6n Grau San Martin and Carlos
Prin Socarras, there was a breakdown of police forces, courts, and public
administration. In March 1952 Batista returned to camp ign for the
Presidency, but in the midst of the campaign seized power again in a
revolution that lasted 2 hours and cost three lives. While his -arlier
regime had been relatively moderate, he now suspended the constitution
* See page 172 for the discussion of the 1933 revolution and the rise of Batista.
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of 1940 and established an absolute and ruthless dictatorshiPp.
Batista's return to power doshed the hopes of a young lawyer, Fidel
Castro, for election to Corgress. Ile asked the Supreme Court to declare
Batista's rule illegal, but that body failed to act and Fidel Castro determined co overthrow the dictator by force. On July 26, ",. 03,he led
a raid against the Moncada Army Barracks which ended in his arrest
and that of the few survivors. Pardoned in May 1955 in a general
amnesty for political prisoners, Castro went to Mexico, where he and other
members of the July 26th Movement began preparing for another revolution. The rebel fcrces were urained at a ranch outside Mexico City and
an underground organization in the United States obtained money and
weapons.
In December 1956 Castro landed in Cuba with 82 men, with disastro.
results. Most of them were killed, a few imprisoned, and only 12, includ.-g Castro, survived to take refuge in the mountains of the Sierra
Maestra. From here the revolution gralual!y sprpld ss Castro built up
his forces and won popular sympathy. Batista fought back with a reign
of terror but could not stem the growing opposition. In May 1958 Batista
launched a major attack against the rebel forces, estimated to be only
300 strong. The attack failed to eliminate Castro's forces; instead, his
support increased everywhere. In July 1958 an agreement bets' eeia
Castro, representing the July 26th Movement, and various other organizations united the opposition. Toward the end of 1958 Castro's forces were
strong enough to come down from the Sierra Maestra and capture the
city of Santa Clara. On New Year's Day 1959, Batista resigned and
fled the country.
II. THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Description of Country
I. Physical characteristics
Cuba, with its area of 44.217 square miles, including the Isle of Pines,
is about the size of Pennsylvania. The coastline is deeply indented and
Drovides many excellent harbors. About half of the island has semitropical flat or rolling terrain; the remainder is hilly and mountainous. The
mountains conjist of three interraittent clusters rather than one continuous chain. The highest and most rugged range is the Sierra Maestra, in
the easternmost providence of Oriente.
2. The people
Cuba, the most populous member of the Antilles ,a
a population of
6,627,003 or 150 persons per square mile.2 in 1953, 57 percent of the
inhabitants lived in cities and towns.3 There has been an increasing trend
toward urbanization and industrialization. The major city, and the seat
of economic and political power, is Havana. with a population of 785,455.4
Other large cities are Marianao, a subarb of Havana, Santiago de Cuba,
and Caniagu.y.
The pre-Colombian Indian population was virtually wiped out during
the early years of Spanish rule. According to the 1953 census almost
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three-quarters of the population were white ;5 the remainder were Negroes
and Mulattoes. Spanish is the official language.
3. Communications
No part of Cuba is far from at least one of her many excellpnt
harbors, all of them connected with the interior by roads. :"lroado, er
both. Cuba has an extensive net of railroads, over 5,000 miles of ailweather roads, and 3,200 miles of other roads. 6 Before 1959 Havana's
Jos6 Marti International Airport was a ciossroads for inter-American
air transport.7 Three other international airports were served by large
foreign airlines. Interregio.'! air transportation was maintaine. by several domestic companies.
4. Natural resources
Cuba is one of the richest nations in the Americas, with highly ferti
soil and large quantities of minerals. The economy is predominantly
agricultural; over 40 pcrcent 8 of the laboring population* are engaged
in working the land and more than oC pcrcent of the exports are derived
directly or indirectly from the soil. Sugar is by Icbr , : most important
crop; other products are tobacco, coffee, corn, winter vegetables, fruits,
and henequen. 9 Animal husbandry was second to sugar in value of
output. An estimated 68 percent1 0 of the total land area was occupied
by stock ranches.
Although the island has no coal and very little oil, mineral deposits
are found in abundance in the eastern mountains. The deposits of iron
and nickel are considered among the most important potential sources
in the world 11 Manganese, chrome, and copper are also found in large
quantities.
B.

Socio-Econoraic Structure
1. Economic system
Cuba's economic life centered largely around the big estates held
by sugar companies and the large ranches, many dating back to colonial
times. Over the years Cuba became the world's largest producer and
exporter of sugar. Sugar accounted for four-fifths of the annual export
v•lue, nearly one-third of the industrial income, through the manufacture
of rum, sugar, and industrial alcohol, and about one-half of the annual
agriculture income. It hlis been estimated that about two-thirds of
Cuba's total income is dependent either directly or indirectly upon the
sugar industry.1 2 Tobacco, the second main export crop, was grown on
small farms requiring intensive cultivation, largely by sharecroppers, responsible to large absenteef- ianiduwiier8 or iatfdndi•.A.
Mineral ore extraction industries made up an increasingly important
sector of the economy, and minerals represeited the third most valuable
export. The government owned all mineral rights; it was the sole purchasing and selling agent in the rich Oriente Province. However, some
mining enterprises were foreign owned.
* The labor requirements of sugar production, Cuba's largest indii.try, vary enormously from one season to another,
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About two-thirds of Cuba's foreign trade was with the United States.
These economic ties dated back to the early part of the 20th century, when
a reciprocity treaty was signed between the two countries. In exchange
for exports of sugar and sugar products, tobacco, and minerai3, Cuba
imported foodstuffs, fuels, capital goods, raw materials for indu•,u f,
motor vehicles, and consumer goods. In 1955, 73.4 percent of Cuban
3
imports came from the United States.'
2. Class structure
Cuba had one of the most highly-developed middle classes in LaItin
America. Its 1957 per capital income was $361, the fourth highest of the
20 Latin American republics. 14 From the mid-1940's a progressively
larger share of national income had gone to urban labor as a result of collective bargaining. Yet there were still large differences of income and
wealth. Agricultural laborers rarely owned land; and except for those
who were employed in other agricultural pursuits such as tobacco, cattle,
and food production, they worked only during tfe 3 to 4 months when
sugar was planted, worked, and harvested. Dvring the rest of aiw yearthe "dead time"--they worked for very small wages and lived off their
meager savings, or on credit. They were tied to company stores by increasingly large debts, sometimes stretching back to their parents and
even grandparents.
VW,
thin the cities life was dominated by the middle class. There was
social mobility from the lower-middle class to the upper-middle class,
which had traditionally aligned itself with aristocratic values. At the
peak of the social pyramid were the owners of large sugar plantations
and cattle ranches and the wealthy professionals. Social mobility depended largely on university education in one of the traditionally-esteemed
fields, such as law and medicine, and on the possession of money. Color
was not a strong deterrent against moving ahead.
3. Literacy and education
Education was theoretically compulsory and free; nevertheless, 42
percent of the population in rural areas and 11.6 percent in urban areas
were illiterate.15 Those who could afford to pay for education had a
tremendous advantage, because the government did not supply enough
tPeachers, schools, and equipment to carry out the law providing for free
education.
There were a number of universities, the largest of which was the
University of Havana. Some received governmental financial support,
h•t enjoyed administrative and educational independence. IV,;st students
became teachers, doctors, or lawyers; only a few became scientists or
engineers.
4. Major religions and religious institutions
Roman Catholicism was the principal religion. Church and state
were separate, and the church had less influence, especially among the
middle class, than in other Latin American countries.
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C.

and the Ruling Elite
I1.Government
Description of form of government

The Constitution of October 10, 1940, provided for a parliamentarycabinet system. Governmental power wr-s divided between three popularly elected branches; the President had a 4-year term, the iwo-house
legislature a sta, gered 4-year term, and the terms of members of the
judiciary varied. In practice, however, the government was almost completely and cont~nuously dominated by a strong executive. When
Batista became "Provisional President" in 1952 he suspended Crngre3s
and the Constitution. Lawmaking powers were placed in the hands of
Batista and his Cabinet., An 80-member Advisory Council was created to
make suggestions on legislation. Congress and the 1940 Constitutior
were reinstated in 1955, but political parties and their leaders had litthk
confidence that they could operate freely.
2. Description of political proc-ts
a. Political parties and power gruupS su;po
.-. ; - oveinnen'
When the dictatorship of Gerardo Machado was overthrown in 1933,
political power passed into the hands of army enlisted men under the
leadership of Sgt. Fi'lgencio Batista, who promptly set about building the
army into a political power instrument. Twc-thirds of the 600 career
officers were forced to retire; Batista proclaimed himself a colonel and
h-nded n•it commissionq fo qP.ropantq, onrOrals, private.1, and even to a
number of civilians. He increased the size of the army by one-third, to
16,000 men, raised the pay of officers and enlisted men, established a new
military academy, modernized military installations, and increased the
Armed Forces' share of the national budget from 15 percent to 22 percent. High-ranking officers were again placed ir. high civil service positions, where they quickly became involved in the customary graft.
Although at first he had suppressed the organized labor movement,
Batista allowed it to be rebuilt under government tutelage after 1934,
thus creating his second important body of support. Labor was instrumental in his election to the Presidency in 1940, after he resigned from
the army to run for office During his regime, civilians ostensibly occupied the top government positions, but real power was held by hi.q
former army colleagues. At the end of his constitutional term, in 1944,
Batista retired from political life, accepted the electoral defeat of his
hand-picked successor, and went to FMorida.
In 1952 he decided to return to Cuba; political "fe there was still
notoriously corrupt, violence was increasing, and the lirmed Forces were
becoming restless. When it became apparent that he would not be likely
to win the 1952 election legally, he executed a coup with the help of young
officers and established himself as a virtual dictator. During the following years, urban labor continued to back Batista, though the middle
classes were agitating for the restoration of c,,nstitutional government
and the peasants were dissatisfied with their 'lot. Batist.. kept support
of the army by rewarding faithful officers and weeding out thoze suspected
of opposition.l172
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b. Character of opposition to governmcnt and iAs policies
Anidt ^rom the 26th of July Movement, the opposition from 1952
tc 1958 took two forms: political parties and professional civic organizations working for a legal change of government; and clandestine gr: ns
offering underground resistance to Batista's extreme measures.
Political parties, which Batista had dissolved on taking power, began
to reorganize in 1953, when Batista announced that elections would be
held in the near future. There was much maneuvering, but no unified
opposition solidified. The electione were postponed several times. It.
1954, former President Grau San Martin, leader of the Autintico Party,
a coalition of progressives and conservatives that had defeated Batista's
candidate in 1944, announced his candidacy but withdrew on the eve of
the election, charging that it was rigged. The Autdnticos then turned
to former President Prio Socarras as leader, but their strength had receded. hI 1958 they supported the 26th of Jt-!y M•ovement.
Senator Eduardo Chibas, one of Grau's strongest suppo. t..i mi 19. 4,
had broken with him in 1947 to organize the Cuban People's Party
(Ortodoxo). He rallied most of the younger generation and a few older
groups. It was on this party's ticket that Fidel Castro ran for Congress
in 1952. The party preached a left-of-center ideology, with strong emphasis on nationalism and reform. It broke into three factions after the
1952 coup. By 1958 most of the party's members had come to support
Castro's movement.
The Popular Socialist (Communist) Party was established in 1925,
and concentrated mainly on infiltrating large organizations, particularly
the labor unions, where it exerted strong influence. The party worked
in cooperation with the Machado government in 1933 Lad with Batista
in 1938. It reaped its reward in 1940 when Batista named two Communist Party leaders to his cabinet as Ministers wvithout portfolio, in order
to tie labor unions to his government.
Batista and the Communists parted ways in 1954 and the party was
declared illegal. However, Batista considered the 26th of July Movement his ,-nain enemy, and the Communists continued to work quite operly and to exercise influence in the labor movement.
Deriding Castro as a "bourgeois romantic," the party did nothing at
first to further his movement. The Communist line changed in January
1958, and by the middle of the summer the party had established liaison
with Castro in the Sierra Maestra and was offering aid.
Professional civic organizations began to oppose Batista -hortly after
the coup.* Opposition was weak at the beginning, but gained momentuvn after the Moncada incident and especially after the November 1954
elpttions. As Batista resorted to more and more drastic mea....res in the
vain attempt to crush underground resistance and guerrilla activity in 195G
and 1957, the professionals began to demand his i:.signation. Some
Havana judges, for example, sent a letter to the Chamber: of Administra* For instanee, the magazine Bohemia, edited and pa.bliehed by Miguel Angul
Quevedo, censured Batista's overthrow of the constitutional government.
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tion of the Court of Appeals of Havana stating that the administration
of justice had been "mocked, ridiculed and abused."' 17 The document
was signed by 14 magistrateq. The Roman Catholic hierarchy issued a
document which, although carefully worded, virtually asked for Tiatista's
resignation. The Cuban Medical Association registered a protest i• 1957,
and early in 1958 a statement signed by the Joint Committee of Cuban
Institutions. representing 45 organizations, requested the "termination of
the regime and the abdication of those in Lhe executive and dissolution of
... 18
Congress.
The most important underground resistance group other than the Castro
movement was the Organizacidn Aut~ntico (OA) headed by Manuel
Antonio de Varona. The group was ý,mall, but well-financed by former
President Prio. OA had a revolutionary force, the Second National Front
of Escambray, in a mountain range east of Cienfuegos. An American,
Wi•-Iiam A. Morgan, was in charge of tr-.ini..' fresh recruits. The organization joined the 26th of July Movement in 1958.
A militant rebel organization oi university alumni and students, the
Directorio Revolucionario (DR), also conducted some underground activity. In March 1957 the group attempted to assassinate Batista in the
presidential palace. Faure chom6n, secretary-general of the DR, went
into exile, but returned in February 1958 with a small band of armed
guerrillas. They landed on the co,,st ,of Laos Villas province and made
their way into the same mountains that harbored the Second National
Front of Escambray. DR also joined forces with ihe 26th of July Movement in the summer of 1958.
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or changing government institutions
The 1940 Constitution provided that amendments could be initiated
by either the people or Congress. Under the popular procedure the signatures of at least 100,000 literate people were required on any proposal
for change. Congress then decided within a 30-day period whether to call
a spec.'tz! constitutional convention or submit the proposal to a plebiscite.
C.e-fourth of the members of either house could also initiate a proposal
for amendment. A vote of two-thirds of all the members of Congress in
joint session was required for approval, and the amendment had to be
ratified in the same manner in the next two regular legislative sessions.1'
Under the provisional constitution (1952-55), an amendment required a
two-thirds vote of the President's Cabinet, officially kno,'n as the Council
of Ministers. 20
4. Relationship to foreign powers
President Batista maintained close economic and military ties with
the United States. Large American enterprises played an important role
in the economic and political life of the island and trade was primarily
with the United States. A U.S. military mission and Ameri'lan arms and
ammunition strengthened Batista's attempts to maintain internal stability. In March 1958 American arms were cut off, but the military mission remained until the Castro takeover.
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Batista's relations with Gen. Rafael L. Trujillo, dictator of the Dominican Republic, had bWen less than harmonious before January 1957. The
dictators charged each other with harboring conspirators, and in severa!
cases the feud led to the recall of diplomats. Early in January 1957
Trujillo indicated to Batista that he was ready to come to an agreening t.
The two dictators negotiated a mutual friendship pact which assured
Batista of the Dominican Republic's noninterference in Cuban affairs. In
effect, the pact assured Batista that rcvolutionsry forces in his country
would not be supplied or reinforced by his eastern neighbor.'1
In April 1952, the Soviet Union broke diplomatic relations with Cuba
because the diplomatic immunity of two of its couriers had not been
honored.
5. The role of military and police powers
Batista relied heavily on an efficient secret police and well-equipped
Armed. rorces to maintain his power. He had taken over Machado's
secret pcdice system. As opposition mounted, 'he police uncovered and
put down several plots to overthrow Batista, d-otroyed underground alsenals, and rounded up suspects.
In both instances when Bati.ta seized power, in 1933 Ind 1952. he owed
hits success to the Armed Forces. In turn, they owed their wealth, positioui, and privileges to him. Under the command of a single family,
whose head was the man closest to Batista, Gen. Francisco Tabernilla
Dolz,* the Armed Forces were a strong and obedient lorce. They were
saperior in numbers and weapons to the opposition forces; but during the
last 2 years of Batista's regime many military conspiracies occurred and
Batista .,as forced to keep purging suspected elements. Gradually the
Armed - orces disintegrated and toward the end many soldiers joined
Castro.
D. Weaknesses of the Socio-Economic-Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or governmental instabilities
In the first quarter century of independence from Spain, governmental "stability" in Cuba was maintained entirely by U.S. intervention.
Three times--in 1906, 1912, and again in 1917-certain elements attempted
to take things in their own hands and settle political disputes by force of
arms. Each time the United Staies intervened to restore order. After
the 1906 episode, the United Stetes remained in control of Cuba for 2/
years.
From the late 1920's the men in power resorted to dictatorial tactics
t0 maintain their positions. President Machado snured out opposition by
.;uppressing freedom of speech, imprisoning and deporting hundreds of
people, closing down the national university, and declaring a state of siege.
A revolt broke out in 1931, but was suppresse. I, 1933 a crisis was
* One son, Carlo;, was commander of the air force; anothec son, Francisco, Jr., was
commander of a tank group; a brother-in-law, Brig. Gen. Alberto del Rio Chaviano,
was commander of Moncada and the theater of operations in Oriente Province.
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precipitated by a genera! strike; and an army revolt 21 days later led to
a change in government.
Batista dominated Cuba:n politics from 1933 to 1944, but the period
was not free from unrest. There were a number of riots, nniversity
demonstrations, and labor strikes. The same unrest prevailed under
Presidents Grau San Martin ard Prio Socarras. Batista. returned to
the political scene, and in March 1952 led a revolt that resulted in his
22
becoming the absolute dictator.
Between Casti:'s wisuccessfui attempt (in the Moncada Army Barracks
in 1953 and the Cuban invasion of 1956, several conspiracies were suppressed. In April 1956, for example, several military leaders and a
civilian group attempted to unseat Batista and establish a provisional
government. Only 25 days later a group of men emulating Castro .L.
tempted to capture the Gorcuria Army Fort at Matanzas. The leaders of
tlhose plots were either killed or imprisoned.
2. Economic weaknesses
Cuba's economy had several major weaknesses. As noted above
(Il-B-1) it was precariously dependent on the fluctuating world market
price of a single c-op, sugar. Though Cuba is one of the richest agricultural countries in the world, it had to import 30 percent of its food.
About 40 percent of the profits from raw sugar production went to
America -.-owned enterprises.
Most of the land was concentrated in the hands of a few families; the
majority of the peasants ow1,2d little or none. Agricultural laborers had
regular work only during the short sugar season.2 3 Governmernt policies
also retarded the economy as ". . . business profits were held down by the
continuous wage inflation, by injudicious laws which both hampered efficient management and added to operating costs and by a graft-ridden
24
government which preyed on business enterprises."'
3. Scecial tensions
In the early 19th (entury land was distributed widely in the form of
separate landholdings or in communal ranches. As suiar production increpsed toward the end of the 19th and the beginping. ' t'e 20th centuries,
sugar mill owners acquired land on an immense scale 13 assure themselves
of an adequate supply of sugý r cane, and the lad bme.ame L.,ncentrated in
the hands of a few. Small farmers were uprooted, a.id sugar production
came to dominate th. entire economy. From a country of small proprietorships and "family farms," Cub-t became a land &ý latifundia whose
rural population was predominantly composed of -.,rzers and wage
workers.
The sugar mill became the symbol of relative .%Peuri.y to ngricultural
laborers. Many small landowners who had sold their farms to the m;lls
remained in the area and rented company-owned land. Everi those who
kept their iand were dependent upon the sugar "ompanies, which owned
the transporiation system, to transport sugar ca..e to the ,nals. Renters
and owners alike became tied to the sugar mill; they depende on it for
ci t:2
•2 .ig sugar, and iec "
renting D-,u, r-D'Iig
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The need for agrarian reform was nointed out in the late 1940's by a
rural sociologist:
Political unrest., arising from the frustration of the desire of peasants to obtain possession of and necurity on the land, will be chronic in Cuba until -nore
positive action is taken in thi5 respect. Admittedly the problem is a difficui,.
one, with the existing rights of large landholders to consider; but it is rot a
question that can be continually postponed. It is likely that continued d.elay in
carrying out the law may result in serious political consequences.2 6

4. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknesses
After the overthrow of Machad' the new gvernment took a numbe"
of steps to allay dissatisfaction. A law passed in 1937 and other supplementary regulations set forth rights and obligations of producers, laborers, and sugar mills. Production quotas, tent controls, and minimum
wages were established. The common practice of importing laborers
from Haiti and Jamaica at harvest time was abolished. Many of the
provisions of this act were included in the 191M0 Constitution. Manifestat;,aq of displeasure continued, hcwever, but they we, e sipl; r• .- One of Batista's first acts after the 1952 coup was to suspend the 1940
Constitution and decree a provisional constitution that modified the old
one in many respects. He emphasized that these changres were G•,ly
temporary. Elections were held in 1954, Congress reconvened, atid the
1940 Constitution was reinstated. A campaign for a general amnesty of
all political prisoners and exiles was begun and in May 1955 Batista found
it wise to sign the amnesty bill Congress had passed.
Labor weathered the 1952 coup and preserved its streng-th as an institution that the government did not dare to eliminate. In the meantime
social protetion and insurance were provided by labor legislation, aisd
labor unions continued to make progress through coll.tive bargaining.
The living levels of the farmers, agricultural laborers, industrial workers, storekeepers, and others were higher, in comparative terms, than
those of people in most Latin American countries.
The sugar economy, despite its inherent instabilities, was bolstered and
further American investment was encouraged. No atterm•pt was made to
diversify the economy. Little was done to better the Wn•
of the peasant
laborers through the constrrction of houses, schools, or hospitals. Many
of the provisions of the comparativ.wy advanced Constitution of 1940 were
ignored. Any sign of discontent was quickly suppiessed by the military
or the police. But the severity of Batista's measures eventually lost him
even their support.
I.!.

FORM AND CHARA cTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION

A.

Actors in the Revolution
1. The revolutionary leadership
The revolution was instigated and cenductec, by sons -i.ddaughters
of the upper and middle classes. The leaders were all intellectualk They
had been graddated from universities or at least had attended a university, and had become, or aspired to become, professionils. They ineluded
lawyers, prof-spors, architects, engineers, and doctors. Until the revolu177
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tion few had combat records. Most of the leaders "gravitated" toward
socialism; but the degree of socialism differed Some were convinced
Marxists and others were collectivists of various other kinds.
Fidel Castro, often referred to by his associates as the "Maxnumiu
Leader," was born in 1926, the son of a relatively wealthy family. His
father, Angel Castro, had emigrated to Cuba from northwestern Spain,
and prospered in the sugar and lumber industries. Fidel attended
parochial schools in Oriente Province and was graduated in the upper
third of his class from a high school in Havana. In 1945 he eutmred the
Law School of the University of Havana. His studies were interrupted
in 1947 when he joined an expeditionary force that was training to invade
the Dominican Republic to overthrow Trujillo. The plot failed, and CastT
returned to the university, where he gained prominence in campus politics. He was arrested a number of times for participating in mass meetirgs and student demonstrations.
"One of the most controversial episodes of Cas-i'.
.arcer was his
participation in the Bogotazo, the riots of April 9, 1948, in BugotA,
Colombia, during the Ninth Conference of American States .
".
Castro headed a Cuban delegation Ihat was attending an anticoionial~siii
and anti-imperialist student congress in BogotA, and became involved in a
citywide riot triggered by the assassination of a Colombian Liberal. He
managed to slip out of the country and return to Havana.
Castro was graduated from Havana University in 1950 and became a
partner in a law firm. He found time for politics and in 1952 he was
running for Congress on the Ortodoxo Party ticket. After Batista's coup
d'etat canceled the elections, Castro became a full-time revolutionist with
tl0e sole purpose of overthrowing Batista. His dySnamic personality and
oratorical skill made him a natural revolutionary leader.
Maj. Ernesto "Che" Guevara, a declared Marxist, distinguished himself in the revolution as a guerrilla tactician and as the theoretician of the
26th of July Movement. The son of an architect and builder, he was born
in Argentina, studied medicine there, and participated in several conspiracies against Juan Per6n. Later he went to Guatemala, where he held
an inconspicuous army post in the pro-Communist government that was
overthrown in 1954. He me' Castro in Mexico in 1955. Trained there
as a guerrilla fighter, he came to Cuba with Castro's original landing party
in 1956. He is one of Castro's closest confidants.
Rail Castro, Fidel's younger brother, also attendeta parochial schools
and the UniV.....ity of Havana. He seems to have bet.n more closely affiliated with Communist organizations than was Fidel. In 1952-53 he was
a delegate to an International Congress on the Rights of Youth and visited
several Soviet-bloc countries. He participated in the Moncada attack and
continued to be one of his brother's closest cnifidants throughout the revolution.
2. The revolutionary following
The revolution was instigated, controlled, and developed by middleclass loaders; and most of those who were attracted to the revolutionary
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cause came from the middle class. Many of the recruits who railied
around the original band of young intellectuals in the mountains were
peasants, but even the "influx of the last 4 or 5 months failed to give
[the revolution] anything like a mass character., 29 The total nut, 7'er
of the revolutionary following in the mouLtains from beginning to end
was estimated at 3,000 men.30 There is no estimate of the number who
took part in the underground resistance movement. "The heaviest losses
were suffered by the . . . middle class urban resistance movement." 31
B.

Organization of Revolutionary Effort

1. Introduction
Fidel Castro's revoluti-nary movement began to develop long before
guerrilla bases were established in the Sierra Maestra in 1956-57. Soon
after Batista's coup d'etat in March 1952, Castro determined to dedicate
himself to the dictator's overthrow. After on- year of recruiting, training, and plotting, Castro's small revolutionary "army" executea Lhe attack
on Fort Moncada, Cuba's second largest military fortress. The revolutionaries planned to seize -rms, ammunition, tanks, and trucks from the 1,000
soldiers stationed there, then seize the radio stations and call upon the
people of Oriente Province to rise against Batista. The plot failed but
Fidel Castro's name had become known, and the 26th cf July Movement
was born.,z
Castro was sentenced to 15 years imprisonment, but was released in
the general amnesty of May 1955, after serving only 19 months. He
went to Mexico to start preparing for another attempt. There he met
other exiles of the 26th of July Movement. They enlisted the aid of Col.
Alberto Bayo, a former officer of the Spanish Air Force, who had fought
against Franco during the Spanish Civil War, and who had corsiderable
experience in guerrilla warfare. Bayo was placed in charge of secretly
"I-aining the growing volunteer corps on a ranch outside Mexico City.u
Weapons, ammunition, equipment, and a yacht were acquired on the
black market, with money raised partly by underground branches of the
26th of 7uly Movement in the United States, partly contributed by former
Cuban President Carlos Prio Socarras, a refugee in Florida. A mutual
friend, Teresa Casuso, had brought Castro and Prio together.3 ' On Novvember 25. 1956, Castro's expedition set sail for Cuba in the tiny, damaged,
under-stocked yacht, Granma.
The 82 members of the expedition landed safely a wee:, i.ter somewhat east of the intended beachhead. The Cranma foundered, and much
nf the food and supplies were lost. Word of the invPo4irn reached governinent officials quickly and aircraft and army patrols were sent to hunt
•own Castro and his small army. Only 12 of the original expedition
reached the Sierra Maestra.3 5 There they started to build up their guerrilla organization.
2. Internal organization
The military organization of the guerrilia units was flexible enough
to allow for variations according to the surroundings within which they
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operated. These surroundings were categorized as either "favorable
ground" or "unfavorable ground." Hills, mountains, and jungles were
thought of as favorable ground for guerrilla bases, if they were established at a "safe" distance from cnemy positions. Flat count-:-. unbrol:en
terrain, junctions, and suburban areas were considered unfavorable
ground.
The military organization was headed by a commander in chief, who
authorized the commanders of the different bases of action to govern their
respective territories.* Under the bas6 commanders were sev-ral "olumns of varying sizes, each headed by a column commander named by
the base commander. The column commander named the captains and
lieutenants under him. The first rank above the soldiers was that
lieutenant.
With few exceptions, the combat units on "favorable ground" numbý:red less than 150 troops. An ideal number, according to Che Guevara,
iS 100.37 These constituted the colLmn headed by ..
-miander.
The
colun wa. divided into pRAtoons of 30 to 40 men, each headed by a captain. The platoons were in turn divided into squads of 8 to 10 men each
led by a lieutenant.
Aside from combat duties, some squads and platoons were assigned
various auxiliary functions. For example, each base had an elected Commission of Internal Order, charged with maintaining camp discipline, promoting soliders for valor, and educating recruits. Special teams were
assigned to transport, watch, and advance guard and rearguas,,
duties.
An extra-combat utility platoon, referred to by the guerrillas as the "suicide platoon," was composed of guerrillas who had volunteered for this
duty.
The military organization for fighting on "unfavorable ground" differed
primarily in number-units did not exceed 15 men. Rapid mobility and
absolute secrecy were essential."" Until the middle of 1958 the number
of guerrilla units in action remained very small; according to one source
it did not exceed 300 even as late as May 1958.39 This did not reflect
lack of proper support; it was the result of careful screening of pntontial
recruits and of logistical problems. During the last few months the numerical size of the organiz.ation increased considerably as a deliberate
attempt was made to capture large areas and to set the stage for giving
Batista the coup de grace.
The need for internal civil organizations arose wL'n the rebel army
expanded its bases and incorporated a large number af Cuban civilians.
An administrative council was set up in each base to coordinate military
and civilian efforts. This co, neil took the executive, .egislative, and ju* Fidel Castro, presumably outlined strategic objectives after consulting with Che
Guevara, Rail Castro, and Camilo Cienfuegos. They dec;,.ed, in March 1958, to establiqh a base in northeaster. Oriente Province. Ra-Il Ca-tro •,-dthu march on April 1
and became the first commander to establish a new base-. Che Guevai;- tas given the
mission to establish another base in thf- provinep of Las Villas toward the end of
August 1953.38
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diciary functions, and was usually headed by someone with legal training.
The council organized the peasants and the workers, collected taxes and
donations, and set up a civil health administration and an accounting
department in charge of supplies. It institutionalized and regulated life
within the rebel bases by issuing penal codes, civil codes, and agrariz!.
reform laws.
Peasants and workers were organized to support guerrilla forces. Most
of the cultivated land and farm animals that could produce meat, milk,
butter, and cheese, were collectivized. Guerrilla agencies were set up to
distribute the food to the military and civilian populations, and to bartcr
with the peasants. Peasants were also used as supply carriers and their
buildirgs as storage depots for arms.
As military needs increased, the civil organization became more complex. Small industries were established to manufacture items for the
revolutionr,aty army. For example, boots and shoes were made from the
hides of slaughtered animals; and tobacco was ri.led into cigarettes and
cigars in small shops. Secret "bonds" were printed for the purpose of
exchanging goods outside the guerrilla bases.
Peasants, both men and women, were organized into an efficient postal ar. intelligence system which maintained direct contact with the enemy forces.
The 26th of July Movement's underground units fell directly under the
command of the base in the Sierra Maestra, and were interconnected by
an underground postal system. New bases were established in several
provinces after August 1958; and the underground units operating in a
particular province came under the jurisdiction of the base commander
in that province. The movement was composed of three major groups:
the Civic Resistance Movement, the National Labor Front, and the National Students Front, all organized in cells, For instance, the Civic
Resistance Movement had three sections: propaganda, fund-raising, and
•. pply, each designated by a letter of the alphabet and divided into cells
of approximately 10 ptrsRons. Each person was urged to enlist another
10 to fornr another cell. The chief of the propaganda section had 400
persons under him, of whom he knew only 12.40
Sabotage and terrorist groups al.:- fell under the eivil cr clandestine
branch of the revolutionary effort. An example was the "Triple A," in
Havana, which had an organization oi 18 saboteurs during 1957. At
meetings the organization was divided into groups of three -r four persons, and one leader and one bomb was assigned to each g^ ý-up. Each
41
group was assigned a specific target.
A political organization, the Cuban Civilian Revolu:.ionary Front, was
m.•.inhiiszed in the summer of 1958, when various parties and groups opposing Batista finally agreed on a compromise united front program on
lines laid down by Castro. Jos6 Mir6 Cardona was nared secretary general coordinator. The Communist Party was not invit•od to Rign thc ,agreement.
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3. External organization
The external organization of the revolutionary effort was pr'miarily
an underground network that reached out to several Latin Americvn countries as well as to several larg6 cities in the United States. A.ccording
to one source there were 62 centers of underground activi , throughout
'he Americas.42 Castro himself established centers in Miami, Tampa, and
Key West in 1956.
An agent was planted in the Cuban Embassy in
Washington to steal secret documents. Another was officially regi.i erod
with the State Department as a foreign agent; he was a lobbyist and
often protested shipments of war material to Batista. The mair funeti.ns
of the external organization were to obtain secret information from
and solicit funds and supplies from Castro symBatista sympathizers
8
pathizers.4
Several large ranches in Mexico were used as quasi-military training
bases for guerrilla fighters. Field exercises led by Colonel Bayo prepared the revolutionists for their i:'itia! attack on Cuba. The residences
of Cuban nationals in Mexico were often usCd a~ a8.•':-; . The Mexicantrained recruits were transpoi Led to Cuba by boat or plane.
C.

Goals of the Revolution

In discussing the revolutionary goals, a distinction mil.M. be made between those avowed during the revolutionary struggle and those later
admitted to by Castro and other Communist leaders.
1. Concrete political aims of revolutionary leaders
No coherent program for postrevolutionary reconstruction was presented by the revolutionaries. Castro's passionate but murky staternents
of political philosophy covered all the freedoms and liberties fouid in
the Magna Carta, the American Constitution, and the Cuban Constitution
of 1940, but coniained few specifics.' 4 The leaders' rnnounced goal was
to bring Batista's oppressive regime to an end and replaze it with a more
democratic form of government chosen by the people in free and honest
elections. They promised a government that would guarantee, under its
constitution, the rights of habeas corpus, trial by jury, and freedom -if
i;,ech, press, and assembly."5
2. Social and economic goals of leadership and following
The social and economic goals, as disclosed before 1959, were encompassed in the phrase "social justice." Large plantations were to b3 confiscated and apportioned among the landless peasants. By requiring all
companies and corporations to pay their "fa'r" shai d of taxes, the leaders expected to finance a comprehensive program of social and economic
reforms: education, medical car2, road construction, public works, ,ncinployment compensation. The revolutionaries were also interested in ridding Cuba of gambling, racketeering, prostitution, dope peddling, and
other vices.' 6 After the revolution had succeeded it became apparent
that Castro and some of the Communist leade.rs had othei goals. which
they had purposely concealed.
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Revolutionary Techniques and Government Countermeasures
1. Methods for we4kening existing authority and countermeasures
by government
When Castro and his "army" of 82 men landed in Cuba in 1956 fhey
expected to link up immediately with other guerrilla forces, stone tne
government garrison at Manzanillo anO seize supplies, weapons, -,nd ammunition, and make their way to a prearranged hideout in the Sierra
Maestra. There they would outfit the hundreds of volunteers expected
to pour in. Meanwhile sympathizers would create confusion in the citier
by bombings and shootings. In a snort time, Castro hoped, the cow..,fry
would rally to his cause and a general strike would complete the downfall
47
of Batista.
As has been no.ted, his plans misfired badly. His new strategy, after
he had begun to rebuild his shattered forces, was based on a two-front
attack en the Batista forces: guerrilla warfare in the mountains; and
..
th
propaganda, strikes, riots, sabotage, terrorim.,, and ,obv•".-s
ies. The basic area for armed fighti.g w.;. to be the countryside."'
However, Castro hoped that his guerrilla movement 49in the Sierra Maestra
would inspire revolutionary activity in the cities also.
For the firsl few weeks the 12 men who had survived the landing were
cont;-,uutusly on the move, dodging Batista's soldiers. Then recruits began to come in, sympathizers provided arms and supplies, and the guerrilla force grew rapidly.
A permanent base was established in a remote area of the Sierra Maestra. It shortly acquired the characteristics of a village. It had an administration which regulated the life of its inhabitants. It set up small
industries, schools, a hospital, a radio station, and a newspaper. It recruited and trained its small arny. Detachments were sent out to establish new bases.
The guerrillas had two main objectives: first, to expand their forces
"-'o a regular army; second, to inflict increasingly heavy losses on the
enemy.
Hit-and-run attacks on enemy columns werc usually conducted at night,
in areas at least one day's march fro..i the guerrilla camp. Guerrilla
units of four or five men would take up stations surrounding the enemy
column. One unit would open the attack; when the enemy countered,
that unit would retreat to strike from another point, while other units
did the same. In this way the guerrilla bands were able to :-dfict heavy
!e.!ses without engaging the enemy in a decisive bwin1e.
A special point was made of annihilating the advance guard of an enemy column. The growing awareness of the Batista forces that the advance guard's position was dangerous helped to demoralize Batista's army.
";,iolotov cocktails" were ideal weapons for encircl-nments. Their mission
completed, the guerrillas swiftly withdrew with the ca,:tured equipment.
Their intimate knowledge of the cctantryside gave them speed and maneuverability.
As the revolutionary movement grew and received iiiereasing support
D.
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from the people, the guerrilla bands became more adventurous. They
descended from the mountains, usually in groups of 10 to 20, to raid
Cuban villages where enemy detachments were stationed. In most cases
food, arms, and ammunition were captured and the guerrillas u.-ually
escaped before enciny reinforcements arrived. To cripple T., ista's 6cono
omy, the revolutionaries set fire to sugar plantations, doing enormous
damage.
Suburban guerrilla warfare and sabotage in the cities were secondfront diversionary tactics in the final stage of the revolution. The revolutionary force had by thon developed into a compact regular a.--my and
engaged the enemy on "defined fronts" in regular warfare. The number
of conquered zones increased, and city after city fell into rebel hands.
Batista's army had grown weak aiud demoralized from many defect; -s
and offered little resistance.
Demonstrations, strikes, riots, and revolts occurred sporadically
throughout the revolutionary perilo
Not all of these were planned by
the revolutionary high command and execuLed by m-, ivo!:i-ionary following. A parade of women demonstrators, organized by underground
leaders, set off a general strike in Santiago de Cuba July 31, 1957; it
was put down by the army and police. A nationwide strike scheduled
by the revolutionary leaders for April 1958, which was to paralyze the
-whole country and lead to the final overthrow of the Cubani government,
was not a complete success. The strike was total in some cities, but it
failed to reach national proportions.
Sabotage was employed by the revolutionists to destroy communications: telephone and telegraph lines, bridges, railroads, and p-ublic utilities. In a number of cases, cities were completely paralyzed.
The Cuban Government attempted to deal with the revolutionary movement by conducting a military offensive against the guerrilla forces in the
mountains, and by suppression, reprisals, and counter-propaganda in the
cities.
Batista announced in May 1958 that 12,000 troops were to be committed "to a spare nothing effort to put an end to Fidel Castrc," and his
r-volutionary movement in the Sierra Maestra. "It was the biggest
troop movement in Cuba's history, including the war for independence
from Spain." 50 The army intended to force the guerrillas into decisive
battle. The government troops were grouped into 13 combat teams of
about 900 men each, and had tanks, armored cars, trucks, and ha!f-trucks.
Air force bombers bombed and strafed the combat
eas as a prelude to
the grnund attack.51
The initial attack was unsuccessful. To avoid a head-on encounter,
the guerrillas retreated into their mountain redoubt. Batista's forces
were not prepared to cngage the enemy in mountain and juigle warfare;
they remained in the foothills, where the3 were continuously attacked by
guerrilla snipers and lost much of their small arras and equip.-ent.
The revolutionaries' diversionary tactics forced Batikta to leave hundreds of soldiers in tie cities to help the police maintain order. Terror-.
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ists, saboteurs, and young people only suspected of supporting the revolutionary movement were arrested. 52 Many members of the underground
were imprisoned.
Batista made effective use of restrictive measures to suppress and localize demonstrations. Communications facilities were closed down,
transport systems were halted, curfews were imposed. In a few cases
peasant families suspected of aiding the guerrillas were taken from their
land and resettled in nearby cities or towns. News of disturbances often
did not reach cities in other provinces until after order had been restored
For instance, the demonstrations in Santiago de Cuba and the revolt in
Cienfuegos were not made public until everything had quieted down,
Unable to locate and destroy the guerrillas' radio transmitter, the government began newscasts over the same frequency and had some success
in counteribg revolutionary propaganda. False propaganda leaflets also
sp-e.d, p-;usion among Castro's supporters.
2. Methods for gaining support and countermeinin,-• +4soken by
government
Revolutionary propaganda originated from two sources: the civic organizations in the cities, and the guerrilla bases in: the mountains. Leaflets, pamphlets, and newspapers, as well as word-of-mouth communication,
were utilized in distributing information in the cities. The guerrilla
army employed the same methods, and in addition set up its own radio
transmitter. The general content of the propaganda material included
news of guerrilla activitics and instructions to noncombatants on how to
conduct resistance.
A fundamental part of the guerrilla tactics was to treat the inhabitants
of guerrilla-occupied zones decently and reward them fer aiding the revolutionists. One of Castro's first acts on reaching the Sierra Macstra
was to arrest a landlord who had increased his holdings at the expense
of the peasants. "So we tried him and executed him," said Castro, "and
.ii the affection of the peasants." 53 Castro thus became the Robin
Hood of the Sierra Maestra.
Posing as social reformers, the guerrillas were able to convince the
peasants that this was a peasant revolution and that the peasants would
reap the benefits. Time and agair Castro denied that he was a Communist. He always talked in terms of "democracy" and "freedom." His
personal qualities alone won countless followers.
Castro had little trouble finding recruits. His movement ginerated enthu*siasm especially amonug young idealists. Following tl- December
1956 jftraslon, Batista announced that Castro was dead- and when word
spread that the new4 *as false, Castro "was obtaining recruits faster
than he could supply them with weapons." U
The initial pation to the revolution among peo-le generally, however.
was one of apathy. The hews of Castro's landing stirred little interest
in Havana at first. "It was considered merely a;jother harebrklned
scleme, like the suicidal attack or Moncada post in 1953." 5-1 However,
Catrý' sent emlsour!e. to meet ,,,h socret groups in +', ci•t.ie. and u"r'185
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support began to develop. Segments of the Roman Catholic aierarchy
lent their moral support. The Popular Socialist (Communist) Party,
which was well organized and had considerable influence in labor unions,
withheld its support until the last months of the revolution, however.
The agreement signed by the various opposition groups witl: .:astro on
July 20, 1958, resulted in the formation of the Civilian Revolutionary
Front, and was issued as a Manifesto to the Cuban people. it received
wide circulation by the underground organization in Cuba and the United
States. it was broadcast from Caracas and other radio stations inside
and outside of Cuba. The a~itement called for cooperation in tne common cause, continued cooperation after victory, the arming of the people,
and the cooperation of labor and business in a general strike to be called
to aid the military front when needed. The manifesto called on the sol"
iers to desert, and on everybody else to support the revolution. Above
all, it stressed the theme of unity.56
One of Castro's greatest assets was th. support of foreign correspondents. An interview with Herbert M-thews of The tv-'w York; Times,
published in February 1957 with photographs of Castro in the Sierra
Maestra, had tremendous impact, "not only in Cuba, but on the entire
hemisphere." 57 Other U.S. newspapers and news agencies followed
Matthews' example and gave Castro -wide and fzvorable publicity in the
United States. This publicity, more anti-Batista than pro-Castro, may
have contributed heavily to Castro's victory. As a result of it, pressure
was brought upon the State Department by some members of Congress
and by many citizens to withdraw military support from the Cuban Government. The United States stopped selling arms to Batista in March
1958 and persuaded other countries to do likewise. Revolutionary sympathizers continued to smuggle arms, men, and ammunition to the Castro
forces.5 8
One source, quoting the London Intellige•.n.e Digest, maintains that
Castro's revolution was also "lavishly financed from behind the iron curtain."'59 Rafil Castro, according to this source, "made several trips behind the iron curtain on fund-raising missions and to arrange supplies of
8
&A~s.
''6 This support is alleged to have come "frvm Russia. and
Chinese subsidies, channeled through secret groups in several Latin American countries ... "*s The exact nature and extent of such support
cannot be deduced from accounts published so far. Riporls from eyewitnesses have spoken of unidentified submarines, which were claimed to
have been Russian. landing sunplips.
The Batista government conducted an extensive propaganda campaign
to discredit Castro and his movement. Radi,)- and newspapers cariied
false reports that Castro had died during invasioti. Latt.r the government announced that the guerrilla bands were being succesk-fully rounded
up and that the revolution was over. Batista denounced Castro as a
* This source al3o states that Castro received "powerful support" from R6mulo
Betancourt, President of Venezuela. It goes on to aay '.bat Castro received $50 million
'he De,',,oeratle Actio, regi-,e of Venezuela.
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Communist and a tool of Russian conspiracy. He offered rewards ranging from $5,000 to $100,000 for information leading to the capture of the
revolutionary leaders.6 2
Batista made several attempts to arrest the rapid decline of hie p-f,"'larity in Cuba and the United States. In the United States his puolic
relations adviser emphasized the support of the State Department and
Pentagon officials. Photographs of Cuban officials with U.S. Government
and military officials were publicized.
In the spring of 1958 Batista proclaimed that the regular presidentiai
elections would be held in June of that year. The Cuban Government
promised to guarantee fiee and open elections, but the opposition was
understandably skeptical. The elections werc. postponed until November,
and Batista, ignoring his pledge, engineered the seating of his own candidate. This further alienated support both at home and in the United
States.*
Manner in Which Control of Government Was Transferred tw
Revolutionaries
Batista fled the country on January 1, 1959. He left Cuba in the hands
of a junta headed by the senior justice of the Supreme Court, who, becausc the Vice President and the leader of the Senate had resigned also,
was the constitutional successor. The junta was fated to govern only a
short time. In Santiago de Cuba, Fidel Castro named Manuel Urrutia, a
former judge, President of the Republic in conformity with a previous
agreement among opposition party leaders. Urrutia designated two of his
selected mipisters to negntiate with the junta. The junta agreed to evacuate the presidential palace upon the arrival of Urrutia. and control of
the government was transferred to the revolutionaries.
IV. THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION
E.

A. Changes in rersonnel and Institutions of Government
It is doubtful whether anyone, including Fidel Castro, knew exactly
what course to take after Batista fled the country. President Urrutia
and the Cabinet members, handpicked by Castro, were able and dedicated
Cubans of mixed political views who had been active during the revolution. Urrutia appointed Castro as head of the Armed Forces. However, several members of the new government were removed after a short
time. In February 1959 Castro hiim.elf took the office of Prime Minister,
and in July he forced Urrutia to resign, after the President hal raised the
* Nathaniel Weyl writes that the election was undermined by Castro and postponed
because Castro intimidated the liberal candidates who were try;Ig to fight Batista by

legal means and that he "was determined to prevent the elections at all costs." Castro's
in o-iL~ions were made public in a manifesto promulgated on March 17, 1958, and by
03
Law #2, which was promulgated approximately a week later. However, Jules Dubois
indicates that American Ambassador Earl T. Smith already kn.-w that the elections
"would be postponed to the month of October or November" on March 15, 1958, L days
before Castro's manifesto was made public.A It would seem more probable, iherefor,.
that the election was postponed to give the candidates and offlicals more time to makpreparations.
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issue of communism and placed him under house arrest. Most of the
original CaLinet members were forced out; many went into exile.
These shifts were a result of Castro's radical policies. Moderate politicians were eliminated from important governmental posts, and power
was increasingly conicentrated in the hands of three radical e-.tremists,
Fidel Castro, Che Guevara, and Radl Castro. Fidel Castro emerged as
the undisputed leader of the revolution and has continued to maintain a
dominant position.
Che Guevara was away on a trip to the Middle and Far East during
the summer of 1959, and may 3bservers thought he was on the way out.
However, after he returned in September he was named to all important
position in the industrialization department of the National Institute of
Agrarian Reform described below. Later he became President of tl
National Bank and tsar of the Cuban eco,.-omy, and was firmly entrenched
as second man in the hierarchy.
The third member of the ruling eiite is RaW1 Castro. He has been
credited with having done an excellent job in orgua,•ing the Armed
Forces of whieh he was given charge after October 1959. Politically,
he is the most radical of the three and is considered most likely to succeed his brother as head of the government. He has a strong personal
following in the Cuban Army, which may become a decisive factor in any
future power struggle.
B. Major Policy Changes
Castro established headquarters in the Havana-Hilton Hotel, and from
his suite poured out hundreds of decrees designed to place the new reg-me
in direct control of all aspects of Cuban society. Government measures
became increasingly excessive and irresponsible-excessive in expropriation of wealth, seizure of private commercial enterprises, arbitrary arrest,
trial by revolutionary tribunals, and elimination of moderate supporters
as -well as opponents; irresponsible in the many costly projects undertaken with little consideration for sound administrative practices, financing, and technical advice.
.Alaw for agrarian reform was publishee in May 1959 and the National
Institute for Agrarian Reform (INRA) was set up to administer it.
The general idea was to limit ths size of landholdings by expropriating
land from large laadholders, and to distribute a small acreege to ech
landless peasant. The law also provided for the establishment of cooperatives, whereby the peasants could share collectively-u-aaed farm equipment.
However, INRA set about nationalizing land, stock, and machinery on a
scale far beyond that authorized by the Iaw. On its own initiative INRA
expropriated cattle and machinery as well as land. Xithough the law
provided that landowners should be compensated with g, vernment bonds,
INRA gave no bonds and no receipts in exchange for the land, ..nd no hearings to those who tried to appeal. It has been estimated that by mid1960 INRA had possession of over one-half of ,,A's land area.
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The new government also undertook a crash program to raise livin_
standards by providing low-income housing, schools, health services, and
public recreation facilities. New construction projects erupted all over
Cuba. To finance these costly projects the go,ernment reorganized the
old National Lottery into the new National Institute for Ssvings and HcLting (INAV). The organization sold numbered bonds for prizes and financed INAV projects with the profits. However, profits were only
marginal and many projects were abandoned for lack of funds.
The government took steps immediately to eliminate political and rmilitary leaders of the old regime. Approximately 600 persons were executed
by revolutionary tribunals. Thousands of suspected counter-revolutionaries were imprisoned, scores lost their property, and many were driven
abroad. There was an unprecedented exodus, not only of rich and middleclass Cubans, but also of peasants. Three of the most important newspapers, P; ensa Libre, El Diario de la Marina, and El Villareno, were
suppressed when they showed signs of oppos~tionr. "adio a-1 televisio
communjcations came under fall control cf the ýovernment,
International policy was altered just as radically. There had always
been a close, if not alwaYs friendly, rckl.tionship between Cuba and the
United States. This relationship deteriorated rapid!y. Castro rnadp
an unofficial visit to the United States soon after his victory, apparently
to convince the North Americans that he was not a Communist and de.,ircd continued business ties with this country. Public opinion, as reflected by the press and the popular welcome, was still disposed to be
iriendly, although it had been shocked by the courts-martial and executions. American business interests received Castro's announcements with
skepticism, however. He returned home and took steps to strengthen
Cuba's economic ties with the Sino-Soviet bloc. Engineers, agronomists,
plant managers and technicians, and military supplies were impfrtcd from
the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, and Red China.
C.

Long Range Social and Economic Effects

Socialk•.'-1on on Communist Party lines is far advanced in Cuba. The
government has taken over not only most of the land, but almost all of
the large enterprises. In the proc..as Castro and his associates have
established a totalitarian system. The a'my has been disbanded and
replaced by a highly indoctrinated armed militia and youth groups. Opposition parties no longer exist. Labor unions have been .!.prived of
their freedom. to remove the danger of strikes and to make -'age freezes
possible. T. , role of the Catholic Church :s uncertain and it is questionable whether the masses would choose the church in preference to
:.•.ro if a choice were offered. On December 2, 1961, Castro told the
world that he was "a Marxist-Leninist and . . . Twould] be a MarxistLeninist until the last days of [his] life." "On July 2.", 1961 the fusion
between the Communist Party and the 26th of July Movement was Lompleted with the announced formation of the Pr ido de la Revoluci'l
Nocialtsta."'6
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Other radical changes have been made in the social structure, the judicial system, and the system of education. Now that the landowners have
been dispossessed, and the middle class, which helped Castro to power,
has been persecuted and alienated, the peasants and workers hold the
predominant position in the class scale. The Supreme Court vas purged
in December 1960 and its membership, faithful to Castro, reduced to less
than half. Lesser judges were also purged. Education has been remodeled. Textbooks have been rewritten to teach Castro's political,
social, and economic doctrines.
Some constructive social and economic reforms have been accomplished. More schools have been established, and a decided attempt has
been made to wipe out illiteracy. New and improved housing for t0poorer elements has been built. Public health measures and new hosl_
tals have wiped out sicknesses prevalent in the countryside. Vacation
end recreational facilities have been provided for the masses. It is likely
that these improvements are not all in '.-e naturD f a earefuily displayed
showcase but it is as yet difficult to zssess the true nature of progress.
Most of the underprivileged still look to Fidel Castro as their "Maximum
Leader" and as the "instrument of their delive-ance."'ci Many of them,
for the first time in their lives, feel that they have political power. Many
have benefited greatly, and many more are hopeful because they see new
homes, new schools, and the possibility of better opportunities in the
future.
D. Other Effects
Part of the Cuban middle class that supported Castro's revolution is
now plotting to overthrow the regime it helped t' establish. Many of its
members have fled to the United States, and joined with some proBatista elements to establish anti-Castro revolutionary organizations.
The most important are: the Revolutionary Movement of the People, led
by Manuel Ray, which also has an underground organization in Cuba; and
the Democratic Revolutionary Front, led by Dr. Manuel Antonio de Varona
v Loredo.
The two revolutionary organizations met in Miam" on March 21, 1961,
and set up a seven-man rev""utionary council with Castro's former Prime
Minister, Dr. Jos6 Mir6 Cardona, as President. All the members of the
council are exiles. The council became known as the Revolutionary
Council of Cuba.
The primary purpose of the Council was to provid', a political base for
a military organization of exiles formed a year earlier. The objective
was to gain a beachhead on Cuban soil, estabhsh a government-in-arms,
and request diplomatic recognition.
On April 17, 1961, the attempt was made and failed disastrously.
Twelve hundred exiles, armed with small arm,- and bazookas, landed at
Cochiros Bay, south of Matanzas Province, hoping to ignite rebellion and
mutiny among Castro's forces. The invasion was easily crushed by a
W,,,-,iuIu "iu
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militia. "v'aly prtibulers were taken,
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though some of the rebel forces escaped to the mountains of Escambray
to reinforce an anti-Castro guerrilla base there.
There are at least six main reasons for the failure. (D' Cochinos Bay
was a bad locati'n for the landing, since it is swampy and ,wift deploynent
was impossible. Castro's main force in Havana, only a few hours a-ay
by good roads, was able to move in on the invaders on short notice. (2)
Those who planned the invasion did not rely on well-known guerrilla
leaders but on the sons of the middle- and upper-class rich, including some
Batisti. men. (3) Thp planners did not forewarn the anti-Castro underground in Cuba. The plan was probably withheld from the undLrground
for security reasons, but at least one council member said afterward that
lack of information was the chief cause of the failure. (4) The in;'aders
lost communication with their own high command because the ship that
carried the transmitting equipment was sunk.IT (5) Although many
Cubaw. were disturbed by Castro's methods and his "betrayal" of the
revolution, it does not follow that they Tvere "ripe for r--lution."6'
(6) Finally, Castro seems to have beern well hiformed of all stages of the
invasion by an excellent intelligence system.8 9
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NORTH AFRICA
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF AREA AND
REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENTS
I.

DESCRIPTION OF AREA

The countries comprising North Africa, as d.lined in this study, are
Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, and Libya. The entire region, which the Arabs
refer to as the Maghreb (West), shares a common cultural heritage, although Tunisia and Morocco have distinct kiotorical traditions of their
own. Islam is the dominant religion, and Arabic is the language of
three-quarters of the population; the others speak Berber dialects or
Europem.- languages. French is the dominant European language, although Spanish is widely spoken in the west- n part of NrIo.•Afr:ca aai:d
Ialian in the eastern sector.
The economic, cultural, and political life of North Africa is concentrated
ii: the densely populated coastal strip which extends roughly 2,600 miles
from southwestern Morocco to northern Tunisia and reaches inland for
50 to 100 miles. Here the terrain is mountainous and the climate cimpzrable to that of Italy, Spain, and the south of France. This part ef
North Africa produces grain, citrus fruits, cork, olives, wines, ane other
agricultural products native to the Mediterranean basin. E-vond thbe
Atlas Mountains lies the Sahara Desert, where extensive deposits of iron
ore and petroleum have recently been disc,mered but are not yet being
fully exploited.
The population of North Africa, which is one of the world's n;ost rapidly growing, was estimated in 1958 to be around 26 millio%. Of ;hese,
10 million were in Morocco, 10 million in A!geria, 4 milli,'n in Tunisia,
million in Libya, and 1 million scattered throughout the Sahara Desert
regions. Around 11/2 million North Africans are of European descent,
and two-t9'irds of these live in Algeria. However, the ancestors of many
of these "European" Algerians settled ;n North Africa over a h.undred
years ago. They are a vital factor in the economy of the area, owning
the most proJuctive farms and most t f the leading business enterprises.
There are about half a million Jew., in i±orth Africa, many of whom identify more with the Arab population than with the European.'
The economy of North Africa ib based primarily on agricul ure. Apart
from mining and building industries, there has been Gnly limited industri!izatio..
Most of the best, f.raing laihds came under the control of
E:uropean settlers during the colonial period. Consequently, there is an
Arab-Berber peasantry and a European landowning elite in many rural
districts. Rapid urbanization and the introduction o F modern hygiene
have caused the Arab population in the cities to expand faster than the
irm.ted industrial development warranted. The result has been a decline
-eneralof
prosiii the living standard of most ur-an- Arabs in th" midst
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perity among the European residents. Around every large city have
sprung up shanty-towns, called Bidomvilles in French, where the Arab
urban proletariat live. These Arabs provide an abundant source of inefficient, by Western standards, but cheap labor for European business
enterprises. They also provide the main body of popular supr "-ttor the
nationalist and revolutionary movements led by the Western-edueaoed
=;01o- cfz r... +÷ae:ý'-a; .
'1: a -. ,
'-I.'is
"ri.
out of
North Africa's socio-economic structurh have been the most significant
factor in the development of Arab nationalism in the region during the
postwar period.
I1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
North Africa has experienced a succession of foreign invasions ar
colonizaltions: Phoenicii*.n, Roman, Arab, Turkish, and European. TlM.
modern period of North African history opened with the French occ'-•been
tion of Algeria in 1880. Turkish ccntrol over the area had Ion
nominal; in actual fact, the coasts oi Algeria were coiLa'-.!ed
mous Turkish administrators and an oligarchy of traders an•A• autonothe interior by tribal chieftains. Morocco, the most '0' Apirates, and
is.olated part of
North Africa, was governed by a native sultan and a
commercial
ro-.-'-imilr
were
Libya
id
a3
and tribal oligarchy. Tunlb,.
of the
Iarts
iminally
goverrv
practice
in
were
but
Turkish Empire
by local oligarchies.
rca
Tunisia was added to France's North
,, • and Spain
-M d
or oc as
co IantoOt
wo pr o t ee "protectorate,oempire
in 1881, and in 1912
France
.oc
.Mrc ntw
torates." In 1911, Italy "liberated" Li• .

,ya from Turkey, and that North
olon,. acordhig ta whether the EuroEuropean rule in -"
North Afric;-x•:4varied

African country became an Italian

i'

,

according to whethr th ar
pean power was France, Spa-)-`i"ý v
to the historical trdi--acc
' or Italy;
"tionsand institutions of
rule came about. slgo"AX e area; and according to the way Euaopean
~Am~dan',•, A.•?.'
for instance, was conquered militarily and was
adminitereddirectLA
tensive
minit~a'• by- France as a colonial possession. There were exard destruc,, eoperations, confiscation of land, European immigration,
", :."
on of religious and political institutions. In Tunisia and
Vern A, on the other hand, the impact of European control was less sear I- As protectorates, these countries preserved their traditional moi-ihs and the form, if not the substance, of indigenous administration.
are European settlement was much less extensive than in Algeria Und
as largely confhned to tb. cities, it the cwwe cf Mo-icr, a•,d "n a _w
er, ":eb..ricu1 ural "istr. ts ii. TunuAa.
; Tunisia, with a historical tradition of its cwn which looked back to
ancient Carthage and several illustrious periods of krab history, had the
adwvntage of a well-established tradition of receptiveness toward European culture. Morocco had a similarly strong historical tradition, which
Algeria lacked, but Morocco was not as homog-neous ethnically and culturally as either Tunisia or Algeria and was the most isolated and culturally rimitive of the French possessions in North Africa. While
French rule came to Tunisia by relatively peaceful means, in Morocco the
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French had to contend with a succession of Arab and Berber trial rebellions, the most important of which was the Rif War of 1921-27, originating in the northern Spanish sector. Morocco was not fully "pacified"
until 1934.
France's colonial policy-was, in th-.ry, to "civilize" the Arab-Berbtr
..
native population and assimilate them into French sociey' and. l..e

however, in practice, all non-1suropeans, whether educated in French ways
or not, were subjected to racial discrimination. This contradiction between theory and practice was a major irritant in Franco-Arab relations.
Spanish colonial pol:cy i the small portion of Nurth Africa that Spain
controlled (the northern sector of Morocco) was one of coexistence with
the Arabs rather than assimilation of them irto European civilization, as
both French and Italian colon.'al policy envisaged. To most North African
Arabs, Spain's colonial policies were the least objectionable form of European contiol. Italy, especially after the rise of Fascism in the 1920's,
pursued repressive colonial policies against the A.-ab population of Libya.
The Mussolini regime's theories of racial and cultural superiority and its
promotion of Italian migration te North Africa made Italian rule particularly objectionable to the Arabs.
The positive aspect of European colonialism consisted primarily of its
enormous material achievements, although it may also be said that Europe's most significant long range effect in the region has been the creation of a Western-educated Arab elite. The economy of the coastal areas,
especially around the larger cities of Casablanca, Rabat, Tangier, Oran,
Algiers, Tunis, and Tripoli, is compan.zble to that of Western Europe.
The negative side of European colonialism in North Africa, as elsewhere
in the colonial world, was its neglect of the human falctor. Economic
development and prosperity were largely limited to the politically dom•nant European minority, while the majority of the Arab population
existed at a standard of living greatly inferior to that enjoyed by EuroS-.ns in the area.
An Arab elite educated in modern European ways but prevented from
enjoying the fruits of European edvilization became a revolutionary element with which European colonial authorities found it difficult to deal.
From this educated elitc came the leadership of the Arab nationalist
movements which, in Morocco, Tunisia, and Algeria, have challenged
European authority since World War I1. Libya, which became an independent kingdom in 1951, gained its national independenc- more as a
r....t of the defeat off Fa=
Italy
•t in World War II than z.rough the
efforts of Libyan natinnalists.
I11.

REVOLUTIONS IN THE AREA

Since Wceld War II there have been three naionalist revolutions in
North Africa: the Tunisian and Mcroccan revolutionm, which ended in
1956, and the Algerian revolution, which began in 1954 and, in 1961, was
in Its seventh year. These Arab movements, all directed against French
rule, have takeii markedly different courses, although all three shared
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a similar revolutionary goal-national independence and socio-economic
reform. Such factors as the historical background, the institutional relationship with the French, the cultural development, and the personalities
of the nationalist leadership were among the determinants in the course
each of these revolutions ha,4 taken. All three revolutions started out
with relatively modcratc dcmands for local political autonomy, or at least
political equality with the resident European minority, and the removal
of social and economic discrimination against the Muslim population.
A. Tunisia
The distinguishing characteristic of the Tunisian revolution was the
fact that it was accomplished with a minimum of violence under the leadership of a broadly-based, comprehensive nationalist political party, it"
Neo-Dastour, which had been founded as early as the 1930's and was
under the firm control of a nationally recognized popular political leader,
Habib Bourguiba.*
Most of the Tunisian nationalist lei~ders come fromn tne Western-educated intellectual and semi-intellectual groups who comprise an emerging
middle class social element, many of whom are professional people.
Neither Communists nor military personnel played an important part in
the re.volution; the military did not participate because North African
Muslims were never allowed to servc in the French military service in
Tunisia. When their earlier, more moderate demands were rejected by
the French, the nationalists demanded complete political independenec.
Tunisian nationalists are mainly secularists and have tended since independence to pursue left-of-center economic policies.
The political objectives of the revolution were ultimately obtained by
peaceful mcans, although fellaghas, as the guerrilla-terrorists are called
in North Africa, were used to give emphasis to nationa'ist political demands. Headquarters were established by the Neo-De8tour in major capitals and cities throughout the world, in order to "internationalize" the revolution. Organizations for North African Muslim students in PariN have
performed an important recruitment function for the nationalists, and
h.'ýe provided an additional measure of foreign publicity. The prrctical
effect of international pressure on the fina! outcome of the revolution is
subject to wide disagreement; however, the Neo-Destior, like the Istiqlal
(Independence) Party in Moroeco and the FLN (Front de Libbr-tion, ationale) in Algeria, Ias devoted considerable effort to international
activity.
B. Morocco
The Istiqial, the nationalist political party founded in the 1940's, which
led the revolution, was never a comprehensive national movement, and
lacked a single leader of great national popularity like Bourguiba in
Tunisia. However, Morocco had a valuable nat..)nal symbol in the person
of its traditional ruler, the late Sultan Mohammed V. who was both the
• For a detailed discussion of the Tunisian revolutior 3ee the summary foil wing this
discussion.
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religious and political head of Moroccan society. The Sultan was converted to the nationalist cause during World War II, and when the French
deposed him in 1953 he became inseparably identified with Moroccan
nationalism.
More isolated from European cultural influences and less eth.icaiiy
homogeneous than Tunisia, Morocco's nationalist movement was not characterized by Tunisia's moderation in political orientation and high degree of centralization in political organization. The presence of a large
minority of Berber tribesmen, who had traditionmlly looked to the Frenck
fur Protectlui, uf Luiir inLerests against the urban-based Arab majority,
posed a special problem; Moroccan nationalists were required to devote
considerable time and effort to winning over the Berbers to the nationalist cause. Since there is no outstanding Islamic institution of higher
education in Morocco, as there is in Tunisia, Moroccans desiring religious
training 'have traditionally gone to Al Azh,ýr in Cairo, and this became a
means of injecting Egyptian political influences into LCPe M,.-can ,•tionalist movement. Generally speaking, Moroccan nationalism was more
anti-Western and more influenced by Egyptian ultranationalist attitudes
than was Tunisian nationalism.
The actors in the revolution were drawn from the same groups as-in
Tunisia, with the exception that traditionalist religious leaders played
a more active role in Morocco, and as a result the movement has tended
to be economically more conservative.
The techniques used in the Moroccan revolution were very similar -to
those used in Tunisia, and as in Tunisia, its objectives were finally at
tained peacefully. Before granting full independence to either protectorate, the French vacillated between periods of admrinisL•rative reform- aid
negotiation with the nationalists and periods of political repression4i~ndmilitary operations against the guerrilla bands. Eventually, betwen
1954 and 1956, France decided to settle the account by negotiation rather
;:an by military force. France was under great pressure at this..tiei
from events in Indochina and was faced with an outbreak of terrorist
and guerrilla activities in Algeria, which had hitherto been consideedrelatively "safe" from Arab nationalist activity, because of that area s
legal connections with France and the long presence of the FrenchainAlgeria. Algerian nationalists have perhaps rightly concluded that their
military operations against the French in 1954-56 won independence for
tbe Tunisians and Moroccans.
C.

Algeria
Arab nationalism developed more slowly in Algeria than in either of
tVe neighboring French protectorates, due to the fact that the influence
of France was felt more strongly there. Legally and administratively
a part of France and integrated into the economy of F. ance. Algeria had
over a million European settlers, many of them belonging to families that
had lived there for well over a century. Moreover, France had intetionally destroyed the few systems of Algerian na;.onalism that existed
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at the time of the French conquest. By imposing European standards of
education and culture on the educated Muslim population, the French had
made many Algerian Muslims think of themselves as French Muslims.
Ferhat Abbas, who was to serve as Prime Minister of the Algarian
"Provisional Government in Exile" from 1958 to August 19• •, expressed
the feeings of most educated Algerian Muslims when heiroe"te in 193%
that he had consulted both present and past history but had not found
"the Algerian nation" and so could not be:come a nationalist. The condition for Abbas' continued acceptance of French identification was, how
ever, "t~a politicl and ecoromic emanaipation of the natives"; without
that 1,. could not envisage a "lasting France in Algeria." • When the
contradiction between theory and practice in French colonial policy bIcame abundantly clear in the postwar period, Ferhat Abbas and the L.
able portion of the Muslim community which he represented turned to
nationalism as the last resort.
The distinguishing characteristics of the Algerian nationalist-movement
have thus been its late appearance and, prior to 1S54, its factionalism
and internal rivalries. There was neither a nationalist political leader of
Bourguiba's stature nor a traditional ruler and national symbol comparable to Sultan Mohammed V to give unity and centrality . the Algerian
movement. This situation was changed in the course of 1954, when a
group of young militants, who had been strongly influenced by the Nasserist revolution in E'ypt and by events in Tunisia and Morocco, where
guerrilla warfare was leading to neg tiations for independence, organized the Frcnt de Libiration Nationale, with headquarters in Cairo. By
1956, almost all leading Algerian nationalists had joined this militant
nationalist organization, and in September 1958 the FLN proclaimed the
formation of a "Provisional Government-.in-Exile" for Algeria.
The Algerian FLN is considerably different in social background from
both the Tunisian Neo-Destou. and the Moroccan lsiiqlak.
The Istiqdl'8
social base was the Muslim political-religious elite in Morocco. the NeoDestour's was the Tunisian bourgeoisie, but the FLN's social base has
been the Muslim lower-middle class. The Algerian nationalist organizat.', came into being as a resistance movement, organized by activists who
had despaired of political agitation. The F LN, while founded by intellectuals, combined in its leadership practical men of action, "people whose
experience of life [has] been ai nonconmnissioned officers in the French
Army durin.g the Second World War or in the fighting in Indochina, and
who are mainly mechanics, small farmers. and the 1,i .,,3 It was only
:-fter Yn3nths of guerrilla fighting that the FLN absorbed virtually e very
political arid intellectual leader in the Algeriar nationalist movement.
The present phase of the Algerian revolution started abruptly on the
night of November 1, 1954, when armed bands of guerrillas made concerted attacks on French gendarmerie posts throughout Algeria. The
resort to armed rebellion came after a decade of intense political agitation,
during which Algerian Muslims at first made moderate demrands, and later
insisted on complete independence.
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The FLN has conducted a vigorous military and diplomatic offensive
against the French since 1954. Its leaders abroad have procured arms
and war materiel for the combatants in Algeria and have maintained active liaison with the rebel leaders operating in the mountains and t'he
native quarters of Algerian cities. They have instituted some for,-... of
governmental control over rebel-held territory, ha ye ben ab!. to win
diplomatic recognition from some Afro-Asian countries, and h-.ve developed close military and diplomatic ties with the So-,let bloc and especially with China. The Algerian nationalists have also employed terroeistic methods in Paris to exert presbure on thle French Government and to
arouse foreign interest in their cause. In 1961, the French Government
agreed to negotiate ",'ith FLN representatives; however, these negotiations had made little headway toward a peaceful settlement of the
Algerian rebellion by the late summer of 1961.
IV.

RESULTS AND OUTLOOK

For the two North African countrieb in xvhich the nationalist revolution
has attained its political goal, the post-independence period has been
fraught with difficulties, many of which were foreshadowed during the
revolutionary period. As noted above, the nationalist movement embraced elements which were widely divergent in ideological views and in
socio-economic and cultural background. In the postrevolutionary period
these differences have come to the fore, especially it. Morocco, where
Blerber-Arab conflicts are a threat to national unity. Even in highly centralized and homogeneous Tunisia, the leadership of the Neo-Oestour has
had to deal with dissident "leftist" tendencies in the labor organization,
and more serious than that has been the continued preqsure on Bourguiba
exerted by former guerrilla terrorists for a militant, anti-French foreign
policy. Many of the feUagha bands in Morocco did not d;sband when
independence came in 1956 and these continue to operate in renmote mounain sections. Thus, the main domestic political problem in Tunisia and
Morocco in the post-independence period has been to devise ways of controlling the social forces stirred up during the revolutionary period.
The Algerian itevolution has greatly aggravated this problem of control
in Tunisia and Morocco. Tunisie ha( been especially subject to involvement in the Algerian conflict, since the Bourguiba government has been
compelled by popular sentiment to permit Algerian guerrillas to use
Tunisian territory as a base of operations against the Frerch. This has
aggravated Franco-Tunisian relations at a time w..en
......
de.perately
needs France's economic assistance. Tunisia's national interests conflict
with the interests of the Algerian nationalists at several points, most
notably over disputed territory in the oil-rich Sahara regions. However, Pan-Arabist popular sentiment acts as a constant and compelling
motivation for a more militantly anti-French and mo-e pro-Algerian foreign policy than Tunisia's leaders might otherwise adopt. The pacification of Algeria would probably ease many of Tunisia's domestic problems.
Recent events suggest that the hitherto politically inactive and pro207
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western kingdom of Libya may no longer be immune to revolutionary activity. A sparsely populated area and one which is economically less
developed and culturally more backward than its neighbors, Libya is currently experiencing an oil boom which is having a definite effect Pn its
political and social structure. Foreign technicians and a g:,.3p of native
Libyans connected with the oil econ3my!a.i ,n aircoridiv....cd luxury
apartment houses and villas in the midst of an urban proletariat living in
shanty-town conditions; moreover, civil servants are feeling the pinch ,f
inflation induced by the oil boom.
Libya is without a political party system and strongly under the influence of a traditional sectarian elite. During the past decade the major
portion of Libya's national budget has been derived from U.S. payme,,s
in exchange for the use of American-built air bases. 4 By the sumi_. r
of 1961, the kind of Pan-Arabist and anti-Western political agitation that
had long been current in the rest of the Arab world was beginning to be
stirred up in Libya by the Syrian-ba3d Ra'thist Pnrty.* Most of the
Libyan Ba'thists are Palestinian Arab refugees employed by the Libyan
Government as teachers and by the oil companies as technicians. Future
political conflicts in this country are likely to revolve around such questions as the use of oil revenues and the presence of foreign bases.
For 7 years the Algerian nationalists have waged a bitter guerrilla war
against the French Army, the European settlers, and Algerians whom the
FLN accused of collaborating with the French. Whatever peaceful settlement may eventually be arrived at must take into consideration such
problems as Algeria's economic dependence on France and on the disputed
Sahara region for the large-scale industrialization that the country's expanding population requires, and Algeria's considerable non-Muslim
minority population. Post-independence difficulties like those being experienced today in Morocco and Tunisia will still lie ahead of an independent
Algeria, although pacification of North Africa may contribute to the solution of these problems.
A fiial factor in the future of North Africa is the role which France
and the French will play. Or one hand, there are the metropolitan French
and the Government in Paris, which at times have been willing to meet
some of the political demands of the ,at*onalists. French people in
metropolitan France have generally not practiced racial discrimination
against the North African Muolims who have come among them, and many
humanitarian and liberal Frenchmen have actively supported the cause
-the
other hand. the French ,ettlers (colons) and
On
of the natiUo1naCli.
the French military hierarchy stationed in the area have been singularly
unable to deal with the demands of the Muslim population, whom they
generally regard as their social inferiors.
The colons and the French Army personnel, who have adopted the European settler attitudes, have been unable to vccept the changes imposed
by conditions in the postwar world in their personal relations with the

SSee pp. 3*29-330 in Middle East section.
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Muslim natives and in France's international position. Psychologically
thesp groups are Ill-prepared for the sudden decline in French power in
the area. There is a tendency to explain the rise of nationalis3m as the
work of the international Communist movement or even as the result of
Anglo-American intrigues against France. The French in North Africa
find it di,,Cult to recognize any fault- in the workings of thle Fie.ch
colonial system. Colon influence in French governing circles, directed
by the powerful French Algerian lobby in Paris, enjoyed a high degree of
success in checking the liberal tendencies of the Paris government durig.
the Fourth Republic (1945-58). Although the colons were unable to prevent the adoption of some liberal colonial policies and pronouncements,
they were often able to sabotage the application of these reforms.
In Mýay 1958, the French Army in Algeria, supported by the co!ons,
revolted against the government in Paris and threatened military action
against metropolitan France to install a government which would maintain French authority in Algeria. As a result., General d'k C-qulle c.-,e
to power and the Fifth French Republic ws established. The ultraconservatives were disappointed by de Gaulle's liberal colonial policies,
and the same army-colon revolutionary coalition that had helped him to
power made repeated attempts to overthrow him in 1960 and 1961.
The intransigent attitude of the colons and parts of the French Army
in Algeria greatly contributes to revolutionary unrest. If the conservative French desires are even partly satisfied, the anti-French rebellion is
bound to continue. If, on the other hand, the demands of the Algerian
nationalists were to be met, the French Army itself, supported by the
colons., might revolt against the government. It Is difficult to see how
the area could become pacified in the near future, no riatter what solutions are attempted.
NOTES
1. Nevill Barbour (ed.), A Survey of North Wcs!. Afrzea (The Maghrib) (London;
Oxford University Press, 1959), pp. 1-6.
2. Lornm. ;7ahn, North Africa: Natio.ufiism to Nationhood (Washington: Public Affairs Press, 1960), pp. 139-140.
3. Barbour, Survey of North West Africr p. 59.
4. Roger Owen, "Libyan Note-Book," Africa South in Exile ILondon), V, 3, pp. 100-106.
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THE TUNISIAN REVOLUTION: 1950-1954
SYNOPSIS
The Tunisian revolution was a nationalist revolution directed against
the French, who were occupying Tunisia as a French protectorate. The
Neo-De8tour Party took the initiative in the nationalist movement from
the time of its formation in 1934. Through a combination of intensive
domestic and foreign propaganda, undqrground Pnd guerrilla operationm,
and a willingness to negotiate with liberal French governments, the party
won important constitutional concessions in the years between 1950 and
1956. On March 20, 1956, the French Government ended its protectorate
and granted Tunisia complete political independence. The impetus for
the Tunisian revolution came primarily from middle-cla3s elements. It
received its mass support through the dylran ic leadership of Habib
Bourguiba. The revolution was accomplished with a niilfa,.r of violence and stands in sharp contrast to France's other colonial revolutions.
I.

BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING IN REVOLUTION

The French presence in Tunisia began in 1881 when the Bey of Tunis,
under pressure from his European creditors, signed the Treaty of Bardo
and thereby transformed the Beylic (Kingdom) of Tunisia into a protectorate of France. Similar arrangements were established between Britain and Egypt in 1882 and France and Morocco in 1912. These "protectorates," established during the last of the 19th century and the beginning
of the present century, were little different from the "colonies" that
European powers had established in Africca, Asia, and America in earlier
centuries. The one significant difference is that a protectorate maintains
its traditional ruler. The French governed the country in the name of
.he Bey, who retained the form if not the substance of national sovereignty, and the institutional machinery for a Tunisian national state remained .'tact. But for all practical purposes, Tunisia, along with Algeria--a colony-and Morocco-another protectorate--became virtually a
colonial possession of France. Fiench, Italian, Corsiuan, Maltese, and
other southern European settlers migrated to Tunisia.
The first stirrings of nationalist discontent occuried before World War
1, especially among the younger generation. Their organiz-aion, known
as "Young Tunisia," conspired actively with the Ottoman i!urkish Empire, of which Tunisia had once been a part, in an attempt to drive out
tha French. These aspirations were doomed to failure. The call for nat-ý-_al self-determination associated with President Wilson brought forth
a second wave of nationalist agitation. In 1920 the Destuar Party was
formed to press the French for administrative reforras if not complete
independence. In 1934 the Neo-Destour Party was formed out of the less
aggressive parent organization. The defeat of France by Germany in
1940, and the liberal policy that the Germans cormpelled the Vichy regime
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to follow, gave Tunisian nationalists their first real opportunity. In the
postwar period the French were not able to pacify tre country completely
and return it to its prewar status as a docile -irotectorate. The events
which preceded the peaceful transfer of authority from the French :dinistiy of Foreign Affairs to the Bey's Prime Minister in Ma,.A- 1956 included 6 years of violence by the Ttnisians and repression by the French,
followed by negotiations and reforms carried out in an atmosphaer heavy
with threats of renewed violence and iiternational relercu3sions.
1I.
A.

THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION
Description of Country

1. Physical characteristics
Located midway between Gibraltar and Suez on the northern extrem,ity of Africa, Tunisia is equivalent in size to the state of Louisiana.
The northern quarter of this territory, together with a narrow coastal
strip down the eastern side of the country, ccm,-7,rNes "iuactioning
Tunisia," in which the overwhelming majority of the population live and
where the economic life of the country is concentrated. The southern
two-fifths of Tunisia lies wholly within the Sahara Desert.
2. People
In 19-56 the population of Tunisia was officially estimated at 3.8 million. The Tunisians are predominantly Arab-Berber in racial composition
and cultural identification. Approximately 90 percent of the population
is Arab or Berber Muslim; 8 percent is European and 2 percent is Jewish.
Arabic is the language of the Tunisian population and French is that of
the European sector of society. Tunisia's population is concentrated in
the northern quarter, especially in the vicinity nf Tunis, and along the
eastern coastline. Tunis and its suburbs had a population of almost a
million inhabitants by 1956. At that time, other towns, such as Bizerte,
Sfax, Sousse, Kairouan, and Ferryville, had less than 75.000 inhabitants.'
3. Communications
Lines of communication generally run from the Algerian border
through the economically developed northern part of the country and
continue down the eastern coastline to the Libyan frontier. Tunis is linked
by rail and highway with Lihya and Algeria; the railroad runs south from
Tunis only as far as Gabes and transit beyond that point is by highway.
The country has four major ports: Bizerte and Tunis on the north cast
and Sousse and Sfax on the east. Internal communi: ntions radiate from
these seaports. Tunis, the nodal point of internal c, -,wunication, is tne
site of the country's only airfield of international importance.2
4. Natural resources
Tuni.sia's agricultural endowments have been relatively meager in
modern times. Lack of water is the country's overriding problem and this
limits Tunisiai, agriculture to the northern and -,astern edges of the country. Only about 12 percent of the land area is cultivated. Considerable
mineral wealth in phosphates, iron, lead, and zinc exists, but there is no
coal, oil, or hydroelPetric potential -ithin the cuuntry:.
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B.

Socio-Economic Structure
1. Economic system
Tunisia is primarily an agricultural country. Under Fr •i~ch rule it
was self-sufficient in foodstuffs and 60 percent of its exports were ag: icultural products. Large-scale European-owned farms, loat. : for the
most part on the best land, produced yields several times higher than
those of Tunisian peasant farms. There is very little industry, and 80
percent of this is concentrated in and arrinnd Tunis. Before independence almost all modern industry was European .owned and the French
Government played a -iignificaiL role in its 4levelopment. Tunismu; plants
are mostly light industries engaged in processing agricultural and minera!
products. Before 1956, the cotntry dcrived 35 percenL of i.t exports
from minerals. The French, who completely dominated the economy o.
the country, "engaged in considerable economic exploitation. Tax structures were favorable to them, and much of the best land was taken by
Firench colonists. The country was dvelvped primarily as a market for
French industry and as a source of raw n-tterials." 4
2. Class structure
As a French coloiiy in every respect except for its formal status
as a "protectorate," Tunisia had a social structure exhibiting the usual
divisions of a colonial society: the European residents (250,000 in 1956)
6 toriu
apart from-and we!'
ranging from upper- to lower-fclass elemenits,•v•
above--"native" society. The French colons and the higher French civil
servants and professional people were the real social, economic and pn.
litical elite. A European middle- and lower-class group, composed of
government clerks, shopkeepers, and skilled workers, stood immediately
beJow the European upper classes. They were e~nspicuously better off
economically than were the vast majority of Tunisians, whom they regarded as their social inferiors, and they identified completely with the
local French upper class. More than half of the civil vervants in the
protectorate were French. 5 Europeans jealously guarded their social
status a1ainst any encroachments by Tunisians.
Tunisian indigenous society was composed of a traditional elite which
over'apped with the upper-middle class; a strong lower-middle class, centered in Tunis; a rural village element; and a nomadic Bedouin element,
in the southern desert areas. While the Tunisians found it impossible
to achieve social equality with the dominant European element, Fren'h
rule created a middle class which had not previously existed. The uppermiddclP-elnq Timisisn hie•nfiate by tha op,^r•t•1ty to gm: tc French schools
either in Tunisia or in Paris and tended to becom,• Westernized. The leadership of the Neco-Destour w.,as composed largely of suh, people. Unfori .
rry with it the
'
....
tunately, education and noliThe Tunisian
right to hold b
found some
of
the Neo-De
sisted of
shopkeele
sponsori
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found some of its most important support and following. Historically,
the Tunisians, and particularly the Tunisian-educated elite, have been
more inclined to identify with the West and to adopt Western standards
than other Arab groups such as the Egyptians or Iraqis. The political
leaders do not identify 'with the Arab movement.6
3. Literacy and education
According to U.N. figures, Tunisia's literacy rate in 1951 was between
10 percent and 20 percent. Male urban dwellers were the most literate
group in the population. Tunisia's educational system was a combination
of French secular schools, Arabic religious schools, and a number c
French and Arabic mixed institutions which offered instruction in both
languages and in both secular and religious subjects. Al Zaitouna Mosque
in Tunis was the leading Islamic theologica! institution in North Africa.
In 1945 a Tunis branch of the University of Paris was established.1
4. Major religions and religious institutions
The overwhelming majority of nativw Tanitians were adherents to
s5'am. Tunisian Muslims are noted for their religious Lec;:a;nce a•zd
moderation. There was never any organized religious fanaticism, as in
Algeria, Egypt, and Iran. Although many of the Westernized elite paid
only lip service to islam, the religious sensitivities of the people were still
real, and Islamic traditions contributed to the development of Tunisian
nationalism. 8 The 250,000 European residents were noininally Christians
and 2 percent of the population was Jewish.
C.

Government and the Ruling Elite

I. Description of form of government
Tunisia, as a French protectorate, was governed in theory by its
traditional ruler, the Bey of Tunis, but ini practica by the French Resident
General, who was responsible to -.he Foreign MinistrY in Paris. Prior to
the reforms of 1951, the Resident General acted as Prime Minister of
",- Bey's Franco-Tunisisn Cabinet of Ministers, and from 1951 to 1954
iie retained veto power over all ministerial action. During the terminal
stage of the protectorate (1954-56), the Resident General was replaced
by a Hign Commissioner, who represented and coordinated French administrative policies but was without powers -)f lirect participation in
the government of the country.
Apart from the French presence, the Tunisian state before 956 was an
absolute monarchy. There was no constitution and, in th%4mry, the Bey
.
to
-"-point
ministera of his own cl~oosing and .o enact any
had full power
law. In practice, however, all important ministerial administrative posts
in the Beylical government were held by French perLonnel; a few minor
posts were given to "reliable" members of the Tunisian traditional elite.
Gperating under a system of parallel administration, the Bey and the traditional administrative hierarchy retained the semblance of power while
the Resident General and French supervisors at all levels governed
Tunisia. The Bey's district governors, called Caids, served as windowdressing for the local French ControUeursCiviles.
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In such a governmental setup, there could be no quetion of e:z-cutive
responsibility to the legislature (which did not exist as an institution) or
to the judiciary, which was a mixture of Muslim Sharia court3 and
French civil courts. The indcpendence of the judiciary was V.gneralll below the standards of metropolitan France. The Resident General was -esponsible only to the French Go"ernment in Paris, and his tenure of office
depended on it. He was more likely to be influenced by the French settlers whom he met socially than by the Tunisians. There was no goveriixenL insti' ution for the articulation of Tunisian interests. Tie Granq
Gounseii, comps- .d of both French and Tunisians, drawn from the "reliable" native elite, had only budgetary powers, and the municipal councils
pe) ritted towards the end of the protectorate were effectively dominate '
by French settler interests, The tenure of office of the Bey, who -...
technically a hereditary ruler, depended ultimately on the will of the
wrench authorities.9
2. Description of political proce.s
a. Political parties and power groups supporting government
Political activity in Tunisia centered around the question of the
continuation of French rule. Nationalist political agitation began before
World War T and gained momentum during the 1930's. In the period
after World War JI nationalism vas a fully grown mass movement receiving its impetus and direction primarily from middle-class elements.
Opposing the nationalist movement and supporting the French protectorate were a few members of the elite who benefited from the piesence of
the French. These were joined by the quarter-million European residents,
who feared for their personal status in a Muslim-dominated independent
Tunisia in which they would be an a.ien winorify instead of a privileged
elite. The few Muslim supporters of French rule were not organized
as a political group, but the French colcin were represented by a wellorganized and articulate pressure group, in the local brunch of the Rassemblement du Peuple Franfais (RPF). The Tunisian branch of the RPF
was controlled principally by a very articulate group of French civil servants and supported by powerful financial and agricultural interests. The
organization sought to perpetuate France's economic and political dominance. It advocated equal p-litical representation of French and Tunisian
inhabitant. ia a country where 90 percent of the population was Tunisian;
it was the first to demand that repressive measures be taken against the
Tunisian population in tini.s of disorder, and in gen',-l the RPF represented the ultracolonialist position. "Its militancy ,ud privileged position in the political, economic, and social life of the country ... led it to
practically advocate secession from the French Union when it [found]
itself at variance with the expressed policy of the mother country." V,
b. Character of opposition to government and its policies
The nationalist movement found its orgar:zational expression in the
Neo-Destour Party led by Habib Bourguiba. The old Destour Party, the
parent organization from which the Neo-Desiour group broke away in
1934, also opposed French rule but being "less aggressive and catering
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to the needs of fewer individuals, it did not have much influence on
polivical events in the country." 11 In 1951, the o!d Destouists attempted to recapture the lead in the nationalist movement by accusing
the Neo-Destourists of collaboration with the French; there was no §vidence of any success in this endeavor. The small Communist Party, composed almost entirely of a few thousand Europeans, opposed French ru:
as a matter of course in keeping with the dictates of the international
Communist Party line concerning nationalist revolutions. However, Communist relations with the Neo-Desiourists were never friendly; the Communists accused the Neo-Destourist•s of collaborating with the Frenchn because of their policy of moderation and gradualism. The Communists
were never a mass party and they had eve:n less influence than the old
Destouristsin the final success of the Tunisian revolution.
Since the middle 1930's, the Neo-Destour Party had been the most active
natiorali.-t political organization in Tunisin
Although its leadership and
support were primarily raiddlc class, the Nec-Debtour ma'nti!n:-! Fffecth.d,liaison with the mass of the Tunisian popoulation through an intricate Syster of local branches ,f the national party structure in all geographic
areas and among all social classes. For examile, the Union Gdnfral des
Travailleurs Tunisfens (UGTT), the largest labor union, was an affiliate
of the Neo-Destour, and through it the nationalists werc able to enlist the
active support of Tunisian urban and mine workers. The Union G~n~ral
de l'Agriculture Tunisienne (UGAT) gained the Neo-Destour the support
of peasants and small landowners. The Tunisian Chamber of Commerce,
composed exciusively of non-French merchants, and the Feminist Movement added additional support to the Neo-Desrour nationalists.' 2
In sum, the Neo-Destour Party M,13 a compreheusish , broadly based
nationalist political organization which consistently took the lep" in the
Tunisian nationalist movement from its inception 'in 1934 until the 4chievement of national independence in 1956.
in addition to the party organ, Mission, founded during World War 1I
by the able theoretician and Deputy Secretary General of the Neo-Destour,
Hedi Nolura, there was a wide ranze of French and Arabic language lourna' ../hich were sympathetic to the nationalist cause and were willing to
join the Neo-Dcstourists in expresc.ng guarded critiuism of the French
authorities.13 The Neo-Destour Party was illegal most of the time before 1956, and its leader, Habib Bourguiba, was in exile, but the organization continued and flourished as an underground movement. The party
was able to operate openly only for brief periods: in 1937-44, during the
left-oriented French government of Leon Blum and the Popular Front; in
the ,w',,inter of 1942-43 when the Germans occupied ' unisia; in 1951-52
diiring the "Goverm ient of Negotiations"* headed by Tunisian Prime
Minister Chenik; and in the final stage o1 French rule, 1954-5G.
* The "Government of Negotiations" was "formed within the framewcrk of the
protectorate treaties to negotiate . . institutional
modifications which would leai
4
Tunisia by stages to internal auiuonony."i
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Legal procedure for amending constitution or changing government institutions
There was no Tunisian constitution and in theory the Beylical system
of government was an absclute rionarchy. In practice, Tuni:,'s goverilmental institutions could be changed by administrative decrees handed
down by the French Governmenc in Paris to the French Resident General.
4. Relationship to foreign powers
Tunisia was entirely dependent on France from the 1880's until the
end of the French protectorate in 195C. French hegemony w;.s interrupted briefly in 1942-43 when the country was occupied by the Germans.
5. The role of military and police powers
Tunisia's military and police powers were in the hands of the Frent&
One of the constant complaints of the Tunisian Nationalists concerned the
presence of French army units in Tunisia and the maintenance of a French
g•ndarmeie whose members were primarily French. French military
l,),A.tst
political agi:,nd police forces were frequently usca to repress ziaý
tation, especially during the 19b,2-54 ppriod of crisis in Franco-Tunisian
relations. In the 1954-5. terminal period of the protectorate, the French
agreed to a gradual transfer of internal security forces. Some of the
French gendarmerie, which by this time contained a higher percentage of
Tunisians, were turned over to Tunisian control.
D. Weaknesses of the Socio-Economic-Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or governmental instabiiities
During the 60 years of French rule in Tunisia prior to 1940 there
had been a few isolated cases of tribal warfare directed against the French.
and during World War I and in the 1930's there had been scattered instances of terrorism, but these were never a serious threat to French
authority. France's military defeat in 1939-40 severely, impaired both
her moral authority and her administrative control over the country. The
Vichy regime was never free to handle Franco-Tunisian relations without
reference to Germany and Italian policies in the area. The VIchy French
General was unable to prevent the formation of a predominantly
Tunisian cabinet under the pronatiopalist Bey, Sidi Mohammed al Moncef,
who came to the throne in 1942. During the 6 months of German occupation (1942-43) the "Moncefist experiment" flourished and when the
Allies abruptly ended this brief respite from direct French rule it left
memories which were not to be quickly forgotten."' TX,,• liberal and popular Moncef Bey was deposed by the Free French in 1943, on the grounds
that he was an Axis collaborator, but the Tuni•ians felt that it was done
because of his pronationalist leanings. The French had made a serious
tactical error. This action not only alienated a large segment of the
Tunisian public, but made a mockery of the treaty on which French rule
was based, since the treaty vas theoretically designed to "protect" the
Bey.
2. Economic
weaknesses
3.

IEa-ident

Tunisia experienced the economic difficulties usual in an underdevel218
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oped area which has suddenly come into contact with modern economic
activities. For example, European-controlled enterprises mushroomed,
while indigenous economic institutions stagnated.Y
As an added difficulty, the country experienced extensive European immigration. The , flux of European settlers displaced native farmers from the best farm
lands in the northern quarter of the country; mechanization of large-scale
agricultural enterprises sent large numbers of farm laborers into the cities
in search of work and the excitement associated with urban living. Finaiiy, the economic boom resulting f:'om the wartime activities of, first,
the occupying Germans and then the American, British, and Free French
forces brought additional Tunisians into the cities. There was not enough
industrial and commercial activity after the war to absorb more than -.
small portion of these people; moreover, European workers had more skill
and social influence than the Tunisian natives. The result was the creation of a iarge poverty-stricken urban prolecaL. at. consisting of many unemployed or itarginally employed unskilled workers. The pro-,Lf. oi unemployment, ironically, was intensified by imrrovements in health and
sanitation, which lowered the death rate, particularly the infant and child
mortality rate, and by the 1950's had increased the proportion of young
people in the population. There also developed a greatly expanded urban
middle class, composed of such groups as skilled workers, professional and
commercial people, students and intellectuals, who were to a large degree
Westernized in values and social habits, but for whom there was little
room for advancement in the French-dominated economy.
S. Social tensions
In such an economic situation, social tensions between the Tunisian
natives and the resident Europeans were bound- to develop. In many
ways Tunisian society had benefited from French rule. Westerp education
had been introduced, though it was limited to a small minority; medical
z.1 sanitation facilities had been established; light industry enlarged the
economic base; and harbor and communication facilities were expanded.
However, the French failed to integrate the Tunisians socially and economically with those Europeans of comparable socio-economic standing,
despite the feeling of many Frenchmen that assimilation of Muslim and
French society and culture was desirable. In restaurants, schools, and
many public places Tunisians were either segregated or totally excluded
from facilities enjoyed by Europeans. It was customary among the
French to address all Tunisians, regardless of their social st-a.,% not as
vous, but lu-a familiarity normally ref, - -ed for children, animals, or
intimate friends, but in this case, used
denote social inferiority. In
general, the European's attitude towar , Tunisian assumed a masterscejvant relationship, whether or not such a relationship existed in iact,
and was in many respects comparable to the social attitudes of whites
toward nonwhites in certain parts of Lhe United States. The attitudes of
cultural superiority, snobbery, and often contempt manifested by many
Europeans in their day-to-day contacts with the Tunisians proved to b,.
a major social irritant, especially among educated Tunisians."7
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4. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknesses
By the 1930's the French were aware of an organized nationalist
movement among the Twiisians. Their reaction vacillated over the next
20 years from repreasdve police measures to liberal reforms in the governmental structure of the protectorate. The initial reaction i1 LU34 was to
impose stringent controls over the nationalist activities of the Neo-Destour Party and to send Bourguiba and other leaders to concentration
camps in the Sahara. The Blum Government of 1936-37 brought a brief
respite from police repression of political activities, as did the Vichy Go' ernent from 1940 to 194&. In 1951 the French Government initiated
major governmental reforms; a predominantly Tunisian cabinet was permitted and French influence, although still decisive, was now exercis.l
more indirectly. When the Tunisians pressed for the elimination of ev..
this indirect influence, the French returnea to repressive police action for
a period of 2 ycars. The reform in 1951 did not have a lasting effect and
French attitudes stiffened again, largely as a result t-f the Frncch colon
attitude. Senator Colonna, repr,:senti:.g the French in Tunisia and ,)ne of
the heads of the "North Africa Lobby,', sent the following communication
to the French Government in Octoic-r 1951:
The Tunisians cannot be much trusted and they are incapable of either administering or governing their country . . . in our own interest and it. the interest of France; for once Tunisia is free, she will, whatever her promises,
join the other camp-maybe the Arab League, or the U.S.A. or the U.S.S.R.

(sic!)",
The reforms in 1954 gave Tunisia internal autonomy and introduced the
terminal stage of the French protectorate. A government was formed
that truly represented Tunisian interests and was not a "puppet" government t.s previous ones had been. It was with +his government that the
final negotiations for complete independence were conducted. The French
hao been unsuccessful in luring either the native traditional elite or the
Jewish population away from the nationalist cause; the Bey was responsive to, if not enthusiastic about, the nationalist demands of the NeoDestour, and there were several Jewish leaders in the nationalist movement. The French were not able to correct the major weaknesses, partly
because they were the direct result of their policy and partly because the
political situation and the attitudes of the colons did not permit any steps
to alleviate them.
III. FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION
A. Actors in the Revolution
1. The revolutionary leadership
The leader of che Neo-Destour Party and the dominant personality in
the Tunisian revolution was Habib Bourguiba. Born in 1903 of middleclass parents (the son of a former Tunisian Army officer), Bourguiba
studied first in Tunis and then at the Universi ,y of Paris. When he returned to Tunis in 1927 he reafliliated with the Destour nationalist organization. He became a member of its executive committee and of the
cdit^rial saff of itnewspaper, L Vvix du Tunisien. He soon concluded
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that this party, with its narrow social base and its platonic protestations
of anticolonialism, was dying, both from iack of contact with the people
and from lack of courage. Forming a group of .oung militants within the
conservative Destour organization, Bourguiba and his followers in ,'?.2
started a newspaper significantly called L'Action Tunisienne. They urged
the Destour to become a mass organization holding frequent open congresses instead of meeting in the exclusive social clubs of Tunis.19
Bourguiba's faction formed the Neo-Destour organization in March
1934; Dr. Mohammed Materi, an o,.er member cf the group, was made
President and Bourguiba became Secretary General. Arrested and exiled
to the Sahara in September 1934, Bourguiba returned in 1936 wearing the
halo of martyrdom, and, having kept in close touch with the organization,
was elected President of the Neo-Destour. He has remained in control of
the party organization, despite long absences from the country, spent
either hi prisons or in traveling abroad to negotiate with the French ord
to present to the world Tunisia's case for independence. During the
ascendancy of Axis power, Bourguiba steered the party clear of any proFascist alignment, although he spent sorei time in Rome and was actively
courted by the Mussolini Government.
Bourguiba combined in his personality both the rational traits of a
Western statesnan and the emotirnal appeal of an Arab nationalist leader.
Concerning his attitude toward France, a sympathetic French student of
North Africa wrote in 1960:
Bourguiba, probably more thant any other North African, symbolizes the
omotional attachment to France which hiq famous political formula "I do not
hate France-only colonialism" only begins to describe. In Paris he learned to
speak French better than his native Arabic ....
He zio acquired a
French wife ....

Finally, he developed that feeling which, admittedly

or not, has colored his every action vis-a-vis 20
the French: a deshe to be
respected by them and to be accepted as an equal.

P•-.rguiba's blending of French and Muslim cultures in his personal lfe
was in keeping with the Tunisian tradition of cultural accommodation and
assimilation. His colleagues in the nationalist movement shared a similar
background of Franco-Tunisian culture and society, and this fact was the
major determinant in the political and ideological course that Tunisian
nationalism took.
Tunisian nationalism was fortunate in having available a large body of
capable secondary leaders. There was Bahi Ladgham, Tuni,'ar,-educated
and 10 years y
tan Bourguiba, an economist and heani oi the Tunisian Chamber of Commerce, a charter member of the NI.o-L "stourand as
socb arrested many times, and in 1951 political advisor to the Chenik
"Government of Negotiations." There was Salah ben Youssef, 5 yeasl
B&,arguiba's junior, also a charter member of the movement, arrested
and exiled along with Bourguiba in 1934, Secretary Goieral of the NeoDestour during Bourguiba's Presidency, Minister of Interior in the Chenik
Cabinet in 1951-52, and after 1954 leader of a dissident ultranationalist
faction which opposed Bourguiba as a collaborator. The.r.•.
.s Mongi
Slim, member of one of Tunis' leading families, educated in France in math221
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ematics and law, active in the Npo-Destour after 1936, in charge of party
activities during the 1952-54 period oý French repression and police actions,' and Minister of Interior in the ben Ammar Cabinet (1954-56)
which carried on final negotiations for inlependence. Tbere -ere ra.tY
other leading participants in the nationalist organization whose biographies read similarly: they were born of middle-class parents during the
World War I period, were educated in Freiich schools (often in Paris),
joined the nationalist movement before the Second World War, and shared
the arrests and deportatioiie which were the fate of Neo-Desto?.rists before 1954.
The political and ideological orientation of the Neo-Destour leaders can
be described as moderate nationalism. Tunisian nationalism was notab different from Arab nationalism in general in that the Tunisians appeared
to be moderates who were willing to move toward independence gradually
and through negotiations rather .Lhan y violence and terrorism. The
only opposition to Bourguiba's moderate nationah,.i
;-ith.n th,; Neo
Destour organization developed during the terminal period of the protectorate (1954-56), when Salah bey Youssef led a group of ultranationalist
dissidents. Under the influence of militant, ultranationalist propaganda
emanating from the Nasser regime in Cairo, and inspired by personal antagonism to Bourguiba. the "Youssefists" attacked Bourguiba for "collaborating" with the French by negotiating for independene , instead of using
guerrilla tactics. When ben Youssef proved intractable, he was drummed
out of the party and the dissident faction completely collapsed when independence came in 1956.
The goals and aspirations of the Tunisian nationalist leaders were similar to those of nationalists elsewhere. They asp;red above all to achieve
national independence. Secondly, they wanted to improve the standard
of living, and this they expected to accomplish through large-scale industrialization, irrigation projects, and land reform-measures which they
felt the French had been blocking. National independence, the nationalist leaders believed, would open the way for the Tunisian middle classes
play the dominant role in the economy and society that the French
colons were then playing. Tunisian nationalist leaders were more seclilar
and Westernized and nmuch iess trauition-oriented than is usual in colonial
societies and their aims reflected this fact.
2. The revolutionary following
The Neo-Destour Party was a mass party whi. ;- attracted support
ranging from the traditional elite around the Bev awd the wealthy commnercial bourgeoisie to the unemployed and unskilled illiterate urban
masses and Vie peasants in thc villages. The bulk of the party'- membership came from the lower-middle class, which was economically and
socially on the rise. The Neo-Destour organization brought people with
many kinds of social and religious backgrouncA together in social intercourse to work for the common cause of independence. The broad base
of the Neo-Destour and its lack of identification with other Arab movements are shown by the fact that there were 7ews among the rank and
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file in its leadership. In 1949, the party had around a half million official
members; there were 200,000 members of labor unions, chambers of commerce and other organizations which were affiliated with the Neo-Destour.
Through its grassroots organization, on the village and city district levels,
and through its control of the labor unions and peasant unions and .. .
local chambers of commerce, the Neo-Destour could boast the support of
virtually the entire Tunisian nation. In the country's first national election on March 25, 1956, in which 85 percent of the eligible voters2 participated, the nationalist party obtained 95 percent of the total vote. 2
B. Organization of Revolutionary Effort
1. Internal organization
The Neo-Destour began its operations in 1934 by fomenting popular
agitations in an attempt to secure internal autonomy-the first step toward independence. The attempt failed beca-qe the Neo-Destour, at this
early stage, was still essentially a cadre-typc paity. Rcco,-'Z iun of .'.h"
weakness led to the reorganization of 0he party along mass-type party
lines. In September 1934, the top Neo-Destour leaders were banished to
the Sahara, but were able to maintain contact with the party.
On the highest level, a Centratl Committee was established as the policy
forming body of the party. A PoliLical Bureau was created as the executive branch, with commissions to super-vise the implementation of party
directives at the lower levels. The basic units of the party,-,t-he oe were incorporated into regional federations. The cells were charged with
the responsibility of recruiting members, creating new cells, and implementing party directives. Special attention was given to the creation
of auxiliary or parallel organizations which would enablec the Neo-Destour
to increase and maintain party control over all phases of social stratification. These auxiliary or parallel organizations blossomed aitef World
War II into the General Union of Tunisian Workers (UGTT), th, General
Jnion of Tunisian Agriculture (UGAT), the Tunisian Association of
Chambers of Conunerce, and the Feminist Movement. When the French
outlawed the party in 1938, 1943) and 1952 it went underground bat its
organization remained intact. it was able to function perfectly in 194243, under the German occupation, -nd in 1951-52 and 1954-56, when its
activities were sanctioned by the French Resident General.
In 1952, a Special Commission within the Political Bureau of the NeoDestcarwas charged with the conduct of war. Two agencies were created
by this special commission:
-A military organization, based in Tripoli, had the task of training
cadies and ... lists, and giving technical and tactical instructions to
.ýOers of guerrilla bands.
-A civil organization, based in Tunis, was charged with the responsibility of recruiting, supplying, financing, and other v pects of liaison.
The feUagha band- (guerrillas) were reorganized in 1952 into two main
groups-Urban and Rural. The Urban group formed part of the Neu,
Destour Party cells and auxiliary or purallel organization. In all c
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feilagha leaders took their orders from the special commission within the
Political Bureau, and their ranks, at the regional level, were constantly
increased by volunteers recruited by the fedtrat;ons or by the cells. By
November 1954, their number had reached 2,500.*
2. External organization
Tunisian nationalists often set up headquarters in foreign cities, from
which they directed nationalist activities at home and conducted their
diplomatic offensive against the French: Bourguiba was in Cairo from 1945
to 1949, and in 1952 Ladgham established the Tunisian Informnation Office
in New York. Foreign gove, n.i-ents atteripted several times to use the
Tunisian nationalist organization for their own national interests, as when
the Axis powers tried to win Bourguiba's support; the Arab nations, led
by the Nasser regime in Egypt, consistently tried to dominate the lea'
ership of the Neo-Destour. Only in the case of Salah ben Youssef were
the Arabs successful in influencing the course of Neo-Destour politics.
Bourguiba became completely disiliusionc.d with the Pan-Arabist movement during the 4 years he spent in Criro. The Soviet uloc never supported the Neo-Destour, which the Conmnunists considered too conservative, except by voting against Frqnce whenever the Tunisian question
came up in the United Nations.
Foreign diplomatic support of the Tunisian revolution was a particularly important factor during the final stages of French rule. Bourguiba's world tour in 1951, the establishment of Tunisian Information
Offices in several major foreign capitals in 1951-52, and the appeal to the
United Nations from the Tunisian "Government of Negotiations" in January 1952 were significant steps which won support for Tunisian nationalism in the United Nations. In 1952, the Afro-Asian bloc supported a
resolution to place the Tunisian question on the agenda of the Security
Council; however, this body voted down the proposal. In favor of the
proposal were Pakistan, Nationalist China, the Sovikt Union, Chile, and
Brazil; only the British and French voted no, but the United States, the
Netherlands, Greece, and Turkey abstained arp thereby prevented passage of the proposal. The reason given by the L-ited States delegation
iu-- its abstention was that a discussion of the Tunisian question .iý the
world organization would jeopardize the progress of negotiations between
the French authorities anri the Tunisian nationalists. Critics of the
United States position argued that U.N. action would have forced the
French to make greater concessions to the Tunisian negotiators. In metropoliton France there was a growing body of French ,'-port for the nationalists, and as early as May 1950, the French Socialist Party had come
out in support of Tunisian independence.
C. Goals of the Revolution
1. Concrete political aims of revolutionary leaders
* This description of the organiLation of the fellaghis, and their relationship to the
Neo-Destour, is based on the analysis of French off.cers. This analyst= has not been

subs~utanatel e!*sewhcre.22
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The primary political goal of the NMo-Destour leaders was always the
achievement of national independence. However, for tactical reasons,
the nationalist organization limited its demands at first to greater Tunisian participation in the protectorate government and the civil servi-e.
By 1945, however, the entire nationalist leadership was openly demanding
internal autonomy, with a constitutional and parliamentary monarchy tied
to France in the realm of foreign affairs and by economic, cultural, and
military relations. In 1946 the same nationalist leaders called for complete independence. The clearest statement of the Neo-Destour's con
crete political aims was contained in Bourguiba's program announced in
1950. Its most important provisions called for: the transfer of the Resident General's executive and legislative power. to a Tunisian rrime Minister and Cabinet selected by a nationally elected National Assembly; Tunisian control of the civil and administrative services; the suppression of
the F-enc;h gendarmerie; the transfer of l
athority from French inacl
spectors to the Bey's Caids (governors); and the election f-f -unicipai
bodies, with French interests represented in all areas where there were
French minorities. The nationalist leaders were careful to declare their
loyalty to the Bey as the constitutional head of state; however, as events
were to prove, this loyalty was more a matter of strategy and tactics
than of deep conviction.
2. Social and economic goals of leadership and following
The Neo-Destour's social and economic goals were not radical for a
nationalist movement in an economically underdeveloped and socially
backward country. Nevertheless, Tunisian nationalists intended that the
government they planned to set up play an active part in the economy of
the country. At a party congress held in Sfax in 195c, the Neo-Destour
leaders agreed on a comprehensive program which called for the develop_ment of light industry and power sources to cope with unemployment, the
nationalization of land belonging to religious orders, the modernization
I peasant agriculture, and the establishment of village cooperative
stores. Nothing was said about the large-scale agricultural enterprises
controlled by Europeans, probably because the Tunisian leaders realized
that French colon influence in the government in Paris could jeopardize
progress towards national indeperdence. Also, Tuniisia's economy depended heavily on the high output of these European farms, which additionally could serve as models of efficiency for their Tunisian neighbors.
D. Revolutionary Techniques anu Governmia "
"e
1. Methods for weakening existing authority and countermeasures
by government
The Neo-Destour approached the French with demands for total independence, but on a gradual basis. Bourguiba's policy is best outlined
as follows:
Ours is a weak and tiny country, concluded Bourguiba and his friends. If
we demand immediate, total independence, we won't get it-or anything else.
But if we have a step-by-step program, seeking first a decent voice for Tu-
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pjete Inatpcndence, we will liuve a basis for nego:iations with France, anid
perhaps be able to gain some concrete concessions in. 7.1-c ?neantimne.23
Tunisian nationalists Wa recourse to both legal and illegal techniqu"e
in the course of their successful revolution. A salient charaeferistic was
this alternation of legal and illegal methods, corresponding 'r, Lhe -.-Icillation of France's Tunisian policy from liberal to repressive. Legal techniques were available to the nationalists only during the brief life of the
Blum governmet.- (1936-38), the period of the Vichy government (1940,
42"), and the German Occupation (1W4)-43), Tuaijis~ai 'Cotvz.ilIJOU1 *or
N4egotiations- in 1951-52, and again in 1354-56. At these tiirie~s, th~e AVeoDestour openly issued mnanifestoes, published regular organs of party
propaganda, an,! held public congres-zes at which Nco-Dei'totirist speakc--attacked French domination.
Another important legal technique was participation by individual IWODcstourW8t in the Tunisian "government" of Prime Minister Chenik
during the German occupation and l~t'Ler in 'h " ,
-verinte
~ Negtiatfrns" headed by Prime Ministe~i Cheitik and Lien Ammar. The decisfion
of the Ncl-Destour to permit. andl even openly encourage, the participation
of active members of the Neo-Dcstour organization in these pseudonationalist "G3overnments of Negotiations" represented a major break
with the traditions of radical Arab nationalism. By being members of'
thcae "govern ments," composed largely of Tunisians whose nationalism
was minimal, Neo-Dcstour nationalists were able to prevent, their becomIng French vuppet, organizations and often were able to exercise a decisive
Influence over the other Tunisian ministers, who might otherwise have
been amenable to French influence. The most important legal method ol'
weakening French rule came about as a result ý%f Nco-Dci?1 ur influence
over the ben Ammar government. This was the national election of a
legislative assemrnbly, Tunisia's first, which the ben Ammar Cabinet ar.nounced was to be held In March 1956. The French wvere reasonably
assured that &tfl.er March 25, 1956, there wotild be a legally constituted,
Neo-Destour-dominated national assembly ranged agalnrt them.
More In keeping with the traditions of Arab nationalism wert "he
various Illegal revolutionary techniques which the Neo-Destour employed.
It circulitted its. anti-French, manifestort and propaganda organs clandestinely when the French returned to police repression, and it organizefd
masn protest demon.Arations, riots, strikes, and sabotage ngainst the telegraph system and othor poiblic 'works. For exanpipl. on April 10, 1939.
Bourguiba called a mass rally to protest the banning of the Nco-Deursnur
Party, and 10,000 Tunisians turned out to take part In the demonstration. The French gendarrierie shot 200 of hie demonstrators avid arrested 3,000 Neou-DeatouriM0it, i-weludivig Ilourguilba, who was%sent to primon
for the second time.
In the postwar period, this Yco-Desf our undc-ground began large~csle
terrorist an(1 gerrilla activities against the Frcnch. Known ao fr41aghas.
the Neo-Dcutoair temrrist.. made a significant "ontribution te the atmko.phere of tenaffsii anrd civil discord that ptcvailcd in Tuniskia *ri.'r 1~
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The fellagha bands suspended operations during France's liberal Tunisian
policy of 1950-52, but when French repression returned in the 1952-54
period, the fcllaghas returned.
The fellaghas achieved immediate notable success. Organized into
small bands, which operated in the familiarity of their mourtmni:: --- ls
regions, they quickly proved themselves a match for the superiorly
equipped French forces. The rigid security which prevailed among
these bands denied the French forces of another advantage. Ordinary
recruits seldom knew the names of their leaders, and could thus provide
their captors with little, if any, infitnaation. These disadvantages wer.,
further complicated by the ambiguity of the relationship of the fellag.%as
to the Neo-Destour.
The Neo-Destour never claimed any official connection with the 1e61ghas,
trying to explain that they had been spontaneously formed by people 'who had
been oppressed. But Taieb Mehiri, Director of the Neo-Destour Policy Comirztte3, was completely in favor of them. Party headquarters in each city
began busily to enroll new recruits, and to •roi:e them with the prober

-

=

contacts.
After their reorganization in 1952, the urban bands of the fellaeiw2
were held back. Though thoroughly trahied and ready to attack whenever ordered, they were to be used only after the rural bands had captured the countryside. This plan was adopted in order to make the
French spread their forces throughout Tunisia, away from the big cities,
where the Neo-Destour was busy recruiting, financing, and training. If
the feflaghas could have secured the countryside and forced the French
back to the big cities, then the story of DVen Bien Phu might have been
repeated all over.
When the Mendes-France government adopted a liberal Tunisian policy
in the summer of 1954, the Neo-Destour joined the second Tunisian
"Government of Negotiations" and fellagha operations werc ao longer
countenanced by the leadership of the nationalist organization. How"ever, pro-Nasser ultraniationalists led by Salah ben Youssef continued
terrorist activities against both the French and the Tunisian regime, which
the Yo'issefists considered "collaborationist," until the achieverj-ont of
complete independence in 1956.
French countermeasures included police and military operations against
mass demonstrations and terrorist activities, arrests, and deportations of
Neo-Destourist activists, censorship of the press, and other repressive
measures, as well as a variety of administrative "reforms" designed to
appease nationalistic aspirations. Significant counternieas ,e- were also
taken by European colons acting unofficially but receiving varying degrees
of tacit support from the local French authorities. For exaople, a group
of extreme colorns calling themselves the Main Rouge (Red 14and) began
"to employ threats and even physical terror, through such mneans as
exploding bombs near meeting places of suspected nationralists, in order to
snuff out Tunisian resistance." 25 French civil servants ofteh sabotaged
the working of their administrative departments by not following orders
26
from their Tunisian superiors.
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2. Methods for gaining support and cnunternwsurps tIal.i by"
government

The success of the Tunisian revolution depended to a large extent on
the nationaaIist organization's u." of words, both written and spoken. The
Neo-Destourists early realized "th'at the strength of the color.I-, regi..rezted less on its rifles than on the resignation of the Tunis;An people." 2'
For this resason, the Nco-Dcstour sent its intellectuals into the vslqages to
teach the peasants first to read and then to think politically. "0mn,!e peopie becamc accua.romed to atten.!ing the Party's 'schools,' it was not too
difficult to explain to them the political facts of their lives, to f.;terest
them in doing something about the situation, and to get them to attend
regular meetings wherc they could discuss plans of ac'tion."'* The
agitation against French domination attracted broad support among thD
peoples, and the frequent arrests and deportations of Neo-Destour activists had the effect of making martyrs of these nationalists.
.,is a comprehensive nationalist or:&niition. the Neo-Deslotur Party
coaild draw on a wide range of popular support. Li, :atii . 14. among
business and professional people, the Tinislan Cha..ber o! Commerep.
provided considerable financial asistance. With thbi the Neo-Destouri•rs
were able to carry on social work among the poor, and this operation
added greatly to thb popularity of the organization. Through its connections with the labor unions, particularly the UGTT. the Nen-Deusour had
the support of the working clasm and could call nationwide strikes to
support its political demands.'
The support of Tunisia's traditional ruler, the Bey of Tunis, was of
decisive importance. The first Bey to be active in the nationglist movement was Sidi Mohammed al Moncef Bey, who came to the throne during
thoe Vichy regime. Under his rule, the first predom:nantly Tunisian Cabinet was formed-without prior consultation with the 'Frnch Resident
Genernl--and when the Allied military forces retur,-ed the French to
their former position of power in Tunisia. the Bey was quickly exiled.
He was a popular hero and a focal point of nationalist sentiment until his
death in 1947. The next Bey, Sidi Lamine Pasha, was not .,nthusiastic
abý'7 Tunisian nationalism; however, on several crucial occasions, he was
pressured into voicing the demands of the Nv,-DeuIrhr. Since the Frtc.l,
presence in Tunisia was ostensibly to "protect" the Bey, they could Ill
afford to ignore deimands oriffinating with the Bey. When the Bey hes4tated early In 1966 to ask the French to revoke the Treaty of Bardo
(which guaranteed both the Beylical monarchy rind the ;'r-nch presence).
the Nco-Deslour threatened to denounce the Bay pubticly as a French
puppet. realizing that he could be easily overthrnn.n If it could be pronet1
thnt he was working contrary to the nationalists. The aged sovereign
sirn~,d the document prepared by the Ven-Destfour. Th;s served as an
important legal device in the hands of the N.'o-Deslour-a request Ny the
sovereign, whom the treaty war designed to prnto:.i, demanding that this
arrangement be ended.
The countermeasures employed by the Freneh to undermine the 'one.
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tic and international support enjoyed by the Neo-Destour organization
included, in addition to the combination of repressive measures and liberal
reforms discussed in the above section, some of the following techniques:
1) a "smear campaign" against Bourguiba before World War II which
alleged that he was an Italian agent; 2) a similar campaign agarr:'" the
Neo-Destour movement after the war charging it with having colhborated
with the Axis powers; 3) appointments to the United Nations and the
conferring of high honors on Tunisians who were regarded by their countrymen as French puppets; 4) subsidization of Arab-language newspapers
in opposition to the Neo-Destour; qad 5) an elaborate propaganda capaign, aimed especially at foreign supporters of Tunisian nationalism,
which attempted to show that "Bourguiba and his party were simultaneously Fascists, Nazi collaborators, and Communist sympathizers." 30 The
various organs of the European settlers were more vitriolic than the
official French press in their attacks on the Neo-Destcmr. According to
some observers, the Youssefist oppositiorn ti. Bourguiba's more moderate
nationalists received secret financial suppoi t from ultruoný",- ,;ve E:uropean settlers.
...Anxious to pursue here the pclitiq;,e du pire, or policy of encouraging
the worst possible opponeints in order to discredit the opposition as a whole,
many French were willing to back ben Youssef in the possibility that he
would indeed replace Bourguiba the moderate. They hoped that he would
then denounce Tunisia's official agreements with France and create such
chaos and trouble that French troops would have to intervene and put Tunisia
back into the old colonial status.4,

E. Manner in Which Control of Government Was Transferred to
Revolutionaries
The Neo-Destour revolutionaries gained full control of the Tunisiai;
Government in March 1956. They came to power legally -ne constitutionally, but the constitutional framework which permitted the Nationalist
' arty te achieve political power was the direct result of a combination of
negotiations for legal political change, threats, and periods of violence
which the Neo-Destaur had employed to undermine French rule during
the 22 ,,-ars of the party's existence. Although France granted Tunisia
its independence unilaterally, in a step-by-step process lasting from 1951
to 1956, it was the Neo-Destour organization which was really responsible
for these emancipating moves.
The liberal government of Mendes-France granted Tunisia home rule
in 1954. In the Tunisian. Government set up under Prime ._,.
r T..har
ben Ammar, the Neo-Destour was represented by Mongi Slim (Minister
of Interior) and Bahi Ladgham who, though not 'nn officihl member of
the ben Ammar government, was in charge of the negotiations with the
Trench. Armed with the Bey's repudiation of French "protection" early
in 1956 and the forthcoming election of a Tunisian national assembly on
March 25th, Ladgham was able to threaten France wcth the prospect of a
unilateral declaratirn of Tunisian independence by this national assembly,
wnich all agreed would be controlled by the Neo-PDstour. Under tiese
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conditions the French agreed on March 20th to an official protocol granting Tunisian independence. In the elections held a few days later the
Neo-Destour roceived a resounding majority of 95 percent. Bourguiba
became the Bey'a Prime Minister, with Foreign Affairs and Defense Portfolios as well, and Ladgham became Vice Premier.
IV. THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Changes in the Personnel and Institut!ons of Government
The most striking institutional change occurred a year after the NeeDestour came to power. 0i; July 25, 1957, the constitutiona-! monarchy
was replaced by a republican form of government. Prime Minister Bourguiba became President of the Tunisian Republic. The Bey was deposed
"with a minimum of excitement or celebration."82 He had never been
popular figure; his private misgivings about the nationalist cause were
generally known and this deprived his few, though significant, acts in
behaif of Tunisian independence or any positive effect of his popularity.
The nationalists regarded the Beylical institution as a uselil legaJ weapon
in the fight for independence, and after independence had been won they
maintained the institution temporarily because ' ,me people felt that
[the Bey's] continued presence added a note of stability, or continuity,
that was necessary during tne early period of organizing the government." 83 For example, some nationalis-s, such as Mongi alim, Tunisia's
firs: ambassador to the United States and the United Nations, felt that
the United States would be alarmed if the monarchy were overthrown.
Others felt that the Bey and the large Beylical family were a luxury the
national budget could ill afford, and when the Bey's oldest son became
involved in a police scandal the regime felt justified in declaring Tunisia
a republic.
B. Major Policy Changes
Tunisian foreign policy was decidedly pro-Western, and until 1958, the
Bourguiba government maintained close relations with France. After the
bombardment of the Tunisian border village of Sakiet Sidi Youssef in
February 1958, by French military units in pursuit of Algerian rebel
forces who were using Tunisian territory as a base of operations, . elations
between Tunis and Paris worsened. The bases of contention were the
continued presence of French military forces at the naval station and air
base near Bizerte, which the French occupied under treaty arrangements
agreed to in 1956, and the continued dominance of th., Tunisian economy
by French agricultural and industrial interests. The .lgerian conflict continually poisoned the atmosphere of Franco-Tunisian relations, and in the
summer of 1961, Tunisia launched a military attack on the French military base at Bizerte and against French outposts in disputed territory in
the Sahara.
Tunisia has consistently opposed Nasser's Par.-Arabist policies, and has
appeared anxious to identify itself more closely with the emerging states
of Black Africa and the Arab states of North Africa than with the Arab
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states of the Middle East. Tunisia was admitted to t-e Arab League in
October 1958, but boycotted the meetings until February 1961, when it
attended the meetings of the .krab League in the wake of worsening
Franeo-Tunisian relations. In the Unitc~l Nations, the Tunisian delegation has participated actively in the Afro-Asian bloc and the Arsub -ioc,
but always as an influence fur moderation and pro-Western policies.34
C. Long Range Social and Economic Effects
In: social and economic matters the Tunisian revolutionaries proceedcd
in the same moderate but effective anner characteristic of their politkal
revolution and their postrevolutionary foreign policy. One recent observer wrote: "The very manner of obtaining independence without undue
bloodshed and through tortuous negotiatioit was the predecessor of postindependence Bourguibist diplomacy which has since been extended to the
whole field of Tunisian domestic and foreign relations . . . . Constant
presiur-a, but with tactical retreats and ltea-lvauces, perbuasion, and nonviolence are its trademarks."' There was no nationalization u £aroupean
property after 1956, although thousands of Europeans left the country
as a matter of personal choice, and Tunisians stood ready to buy out the
holdings of the departing co!or-. To accomplish its program of light
industrialization and improvement of native agriculture, the Tunisian
Government actively attempted to attract foreign capital, from both
French and other foreign sources. But in so doing, the Tunisians did not
wish to have undue foreign influence over their economy. The NeoDestour moved further toward secularizing Tunisian society than the
French had ever dared to go. The government nationalized the land of
the religious foundations and abolished the Muslim Shcaz'
judicial system.
Tunisia became the first Muslim country to prohibit polygamy. Many of
the reforms and changes that had been goals of the Neo-Destour remain
to- be carried out.
D. Other Effects
The other significant aspect of the Tunisian revolution was iRs effective
institutionalization in the postrevolutionary period of the political torces
which bxought about the revolution. A recent student of Tunisia de.scribed it as "a homogeneous, nationalist, and republican state, with strong
tendencies toward secularization, and governed by a single party with
highly effective mechanisms for influencing and controlling opinion, and
led by a man with equally effective methods of mass appea, charm and
Persuasion."'- On the role of Bourguiba and the Neo-Deslour in postrevolutionary Tui.isia, another observer wrote:
Bourguiba's strength is based not only on his charismadc personality, but
on his gift for organization. His party has covered the whole country with a
neLwork of a thousand cells ....
No other Arab leader besides Bourguibu has at his disposal buch a nmudern
",capillary" organization and power machine. But it all sta',,is and falls with
the leader.7

It is, therefore, important to note that the recent challenge tBurguiba's pro-Western orientation, and continued large-scale unemployment
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in Tunisia, seem to have led to a slight decrease in his personal prestige,
both within the Neo-Destour acid among the people in general.
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THE ALGERIAN REVOL4UTION. 1954-1962
SYNOPSIS
During the night of October 31 and the early hours of November 1,
1954, bomb explosions and attacks on French military posts were reported throughout Algeria, while the Voice of the Arabs from Radio Cairo
announced that the Algerian war of independence had been launched by
the Algerian Front of National LiLetation (FLN). In more than 792
years of bitter and bloody fighting, with casualties estimated at over
1,000,000, the FLN developed from a small band of 2,000-3,000 militant
nationalists to a revolutionary force of about 130,000. The vast majority
of the Algerian people had rallied to its cause, and opposing nationalist
leaders had joined its ranks. It was able to create what the French
claimed did not exist: a separate and distinci A'qerian entity. On March
18, 1962, the French Government of General Charles de Gaulit iormaily
accepted this political fact, despite a favoralke military stalemate, and
recognized the right of the Algerian people to self-determination. On
July 1, 1962, Algeria became an indegendeiiL nation.
I.

BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING IN REVOLUTION

In 1830 a French military expedition began the limited occupation of
the coastal zone of what is today the country of Algeria. Fierce resistance by the indigenous population delayed French expansion, and by 1837
only B6ne, Oran, Mostaganem, Arsew, Bougle, and Conszntine had fallen.
In 1840 the policy of limited expansion was abandoned when it became
.Lpparent that the safety of these cities depended on the pacification of
the interior. In 1857 Algeria was finally subjugated. Pac"ificaton, how,er, was not achieved until 1881, and much of the unrest of this neriod
resulted from the influx of settlers and the process of colonization. Friction betw'en settlers and the i'.digenous population over land nghts
caused uprisings in 1871, 1872, and 1881. By the beginning of the 20th
century, however, the settlers had acquired all of Algeria's most fertile
lands.
The indecision of French policy also produced friction. Paris wavered
between two alternatives: outright annexation or the possibi':1y of granting Algeria some degree of autonomy. The ordinances of 1.'b3 and 1834
proclaimed Algeria an "exten.i.n" of France. This implied that French
law, without major modifications, would be applied. French citizenship,
ho.wever, was not extended to the Arabs and Berbers of Algeria at this
time. They continued to be subject to special polce and military regulations. In 1871 a Governor General was appointed, but Paris maintained
its control over Algerian affairs until 1896, when the Governor General
assumed major responsibility for administration, with the excepthin of
education amd justice. In 18980 a weau•di of seli-determination was
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granted: Algerians were given a direct vote in the financial, fiscal, and
economic affairs of the country through the establishment of the D61gations Financi~res. The indigenous population, nowever, benefited very
little. Denunciation of the new policy by some 500,000 settlers, who by
now had become the entrenched political, economic, and social es, forced
the French Government to limit Muslim participation.
Indigenous political ferment began at the end of World War I. A small
number of French-educated Muslims and former Muslim officers of the
F rench Army demanded political equality. The disparity between the
rights of a French citizen and those of a French subject became their
focal issue. Returning Muslim soldiers and factory workers, on the other
hand, focused their attention on economic disparity. The demand for
political and economic equality influenced the development of three majo.
movements within the Muslim community during the interwar period.
The first movement, the Fiddration des tius Musudmans d'Algqrie,
was composed of French-educated inte!lectuals. Tt ý.m-lht total assimilation into France and political equolity w:thin Algeria. It never developed
mass support, but such members as Ferhat Abbas and Dr. Ben Djelloul
achieved influencing stature.
The second movement, the tioile Norde Africaine (ENA), under the
leadership of Messali Ahmed ben Hadj, sought complete independence
from France while advocating Islamic-proletarian economic and social
reforms. It developed more of a popular base than the movement of
the intellectuals.
Alongside the ENA there developed a religious organization, the Association of Ulemas. This third movement was made up of orthodox Muslims who were offended by French controls over their religion. They
shared three points in common with the ENA: independence from France,
opposition to Fiench culture, and making Arabic the ofaclal language of
Algeria.
Pressure from these movements met with resistance from the settlers.
The acceptance of any program, or even part of any program, sponsored
by any of the three movements would have upset the special siatus of the
European community. Response in Paris was divided. The Conservatives and the business lobbies opposed any concession to the Muslim -onimunity, while the Liberals and the Left supported Muslim demands for
equality within the French political system. With the adveiit of the
Popular Front Government of Leon Blum in 1936, a rteorm proposal (the
Blum-Violette Plan) was introuuceud in the French N.'-0onal Assembly to
extend French citizenship to some 25,000 Muslims. But the resignation
of all the French mayors of Algeria prevei.ted the bill from being
implemented.
Under the Vichy Regime, which came to power after the fall of France
in 1940, the Muslim community lost many of tb,- small benefits which it
had acquired over a period of years. The sectlers were given a free
hand. Muslim leaders, were jailed, and all of the nationalist movements
were banned aind nm~h~ar peomecue-0 After th.m Afi4dv lovndi-g in No-
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vember 1942, attempts by the free French to enlist the support of the
Muslim community in the war were met by the Algerian Manifesto. In
this Manifesto the nationalist leaders dcmanded self-determination and
agrarian reforms (to solve the crisis in the rural areas where unemployment and food shortage were rampant) as a precondition to their fuil
participation in the war. These demands were brushed aside with vague
promises. In 1944 Ferhat Abbas organized the Amis du Maanifeste A'.girien to press for soeial reform within the French political framework,
while the Parti du Peuple Alggrien (PPA), the newly reconstituted ENA,
advocated direct action in the countryside as the only way of achieving
improvements. On May 8, 1945, "Liberation Day," the settlers reacted
swiftly to nationalist pressure and attempted reforms by the French Government. Provoked by Muslim extremists and fearing that the violence
which had hitherto marked the celebration was the signal for an uprising,
the European community resorted to massive repression. Police, citizens' militia, and army invaded the Muslim 2ect~ons of the Tnfjor cit'es
and at the end of the blood bath an estimate of more than 4,000 Muslims
had perished. The PPA, a prime suspect, was hit hardest by the authorities. Its activity as a whole was paralyzed and its organization in the
Constantine Department, the immediate area of the uprising, was all but
dismantled. In the latter part of 1946 the PPA was reconstituted as a
legal party, Mouvement Pour Le Triomphe des Libert~s Dimocratiques
(MTLD). Ferhat Abbas, on the other hand, recreated his party as the
Union Dgmocratique du, Manifeste Alg~rien (UDMA).
At the MTLD's first congress, held in March 1947, a disagreement arose
between the moderate and radical wings of the party. The former advocated abandonment of direct action in favor of cautious reform more in
line with the UDMA, while the latter favored the creation of paramilitary
organizations and direct action. The congress voted in favor of a policy
of political activity only, and postponed the consideration of croating a
p--q.military organization. In 1948, after the passage of the Algerian
btatute of 1947 and the rigged elections of April 1948, a number of militants proceeded to create, with the support of Messali Hadj, an armed organIzation--Organization Secrete (OS)-within the organizational structure of the party. Its discovery by the authorities, in March 1950, split
the party, and the crisis which it precipitated paralyzed party activity.
When it became apparent that the unity of the party could not be restored,
nine members of the OS created the Comite. RNvolutionraire Pour
L'UnitM et L'Action (CRUA) in July 1954.
The considerations that motivated the creation of the OS were based
or,- (1) fear that political action alone would immoLilize the party in
legalism, when armed rc3istance in Morocco and Tunisia was beginning to
pr.vc effective; (2) belief that the time for resistance was at hand; (3)
the failure of legal methods and the belief that aimed resistance alone
could dramatize the political problems sufficiently; and (4) the vulnerable
position in which the party had placed itself by seeking the legal approval
of an authority which denounced it as illegitimate, thus causing it to Iosu
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among the masses the benefits which only an intransigent attitude could
procure.
In the latter part of October 1954 the members of the CRUA met for
the last time and set November 1 as the date for the uprising. On the
morning of that day they adopted a new name: Front d. Uibiration
Nationale. The revolution was on.
II. THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Description of Country
1. Physical characteristics
Stretching some 650 miles along the coastline of North Africa, between Morocco to the west and Tunisia and Libya to the east, Algeri:
occupies an approximate area of 850,000 square miles-four times th,
size of France and one-fourth that of the United States-of which more
than 700,000 square miles form part of the Sahara Desert. Two mountain ranges, the Maritime or Tellian iAtias and tb÷ ••rar, Atla:s. which
include the almost inaccessible Kabyle and Aures Mountains respectiveiy
and which run parallel to the Mediterranean Sea from east to west and
divide the country into four broad ecological areas: the Coastal Zone, the
Maritime Atlas and the Tell, the Steppe and the Sahafan Atlas, and the
Sahara Desert. Algeria has no major rivers, and the topographical conditions of the coastal zone have deprived the country of natural harbors,
although large manmade harbors have been developed in the gulfs that
dot the Algerian seacoast.'
2. The people
The official census of 1954 placed the total population of Algeria at
9,528,670 inhabitants, of which 1,042,426 were Ruropeans and 8,486,244
were Muslims of Arab-Berber stock. 2 The European inhabitants included about 450,000 of French stock; 140,000-150,000 Jews of North
African, Spanish, and Italian origin; 325,000 of Spanish ancestry; 100,000
of Italian descent; 50,000 of Maltese lineage; and a still smaller minority
from Corsica. Of the Europeans, however, 89 percent were born ,n
Alreria.3
French is the predominant language of the Europeans, although a small
percentage speak Arabic or Berber as a second laiiguage. Arabic is the
predominant language of the majority of the Muslim inhabitants; however, most of the Muslim city dwellers have achieved varying degrees of
fluency in French. Berber is still spoken by a small -iinority.
The overall population density of Algeria was 11.2 per square mile in
1954. However, because of favorable climatic and topographical coliditions in the first three ecological areas, population density has tended to
vary from 138 in the Coastal Zone, where most of the important cities
are located, to .8 in the Sahara Desert. Twenty-two percent of the popu.Ation lived in the major cities of Algiers (the capital), B6ne, Oran,
Philippeville, Maison-Carree, Blida, Biskra, Sidi-bel-Abbes, Mostaganem,
S~tif, and Tlemcen. The trend towards urbanization showed a markd
increase over the 1948 census, but it should be noted that whereas 80
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percent of the European community was urbanized, only 18 percent of the
Muslims were city dwellers.
3. Communications
In 1954 Algeria possessed 50,0nO miles of roads, 2,700 miles of railroads, no inland waterways, four major ports, and a large number of airports of varying importance. The network of roads, of which 27,000 miles
were considered to be first-class routes (national highways and departmental roads), consisted of three west-east highways: "a roasWai route
from Nemours to LACalle; a northern transversal from Ujda to the
T;n.isian Frontier, and a southern transversal from Beguent to Tebessa"4
--- running parallel to the Mediterranean Sea; and three north-south bighways: a western transversal from Arzew to Colomb-Bechar; a central
transversal from Algiers to Djelfa and southward, and an eastern transversal from B1ne to Hassi Messaoud The better roads, as a whole,
tended to be concentrated in the densely populated areas, while mogt of
the interior was serviced by becui-iu. and rp'actically Impa.sable roadb.
oa•
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The railroad network, of which more than half was normal ga-.1ges
paralleled the northern transversal and all three north-south transversals, with trunk lines to service important centers located in the vi-:.inity.
The ports of Algiers, Oran, B1ne, and Philippeville han",'-1 most of
Algeria's shipping, whi6ch in 3960 amnounted to 22.5 million tans. With the
discovery of oil at Hassi 'M"essaoud and gas at R'Mel Hassi, the respective
terminal ports of Bougie and Arzew are being enlarged to facilitate the
storage and shipment of these carbure.,ts. Maritime traffic between Al.
geria and France, however, accounts for most of the tonnage sl'ipped.
Three of Algeria's airports--Algiers-Maison Blanche, B6ne-Les Salines, and Oran-La Senia-receive international flights, while 20 regional
airports handle most of the domestic air traffic between some of Algeris largest' cities. Military airports servier outlying cities as well as military
outpoets.
4. Natural resources
Algeria is not richly endowed i~hh uatuai
j-eces. Adcquatc
deposits of high-grade iron ore ntear the Tunisian border, rock phosphate
in the Constantine region, and medium to low grade coal in the ColombBechar area constitute her major mineral resources. Lead, zinc, antimony, copper, tungsten, barium sulphate, iron pyrites, and salt are also
found, but in minor quantities and poorer in quality. The absence of
major rivers as sources of electricity deprives Algeria of cheap sources
of industrial power, but the recent discovery of oil and gas deposits in the
Sahara may yet compensate for this deficiency. 6
B, Socio-Economic Structure
1. Economic system*
The economy of Algeria is primarily and predominantly agricultural. In 1954, 32 million acres of land were considered to be arable,
although on!y 17.5 million a,-res were actually fit for modern-type cultivation due to irrigation problems. Of the last, 5-7 million acres of the
most fertile land belonged to some 22,000 European settlers-an average
holding of 250 acres per settler-while 6,300,000 Muslim peasants, practrilag subsistence-type farming, lived on the rest Df the land, broken up
into 600,000 holdings of about 10-121/; acres each. Thus, the agricultural
output, which accounted in exports for over one-third of the national
income, could support only twu-thirds of the population.7
With the exception of a small steel-producing plh'it, Algeria had no
heavy industry. The light industry which existed w', reiated mostly to
food processing and was owned in its entirety by European settlers or
French (metropolitan) concerns with branche;, in Algeria. The French
Government, with monopoly control over the match, alcohol, and tobacco
industries, owned the railroads, air services, electricity and gas, telephone
and telegraph systems, and the Oran Coal Col ipany. The government
"Prior to the French occupation, Algeria was an underdeveloped country. The
modern economic aspects of the Algerian economy of today we-a almust entirely developed by Frenchmen with financial aid from France.
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bas, however, been a prime factor in the further development of industry
oy providing the necessary financial support. But this support has, in
turn, given the government further controls over industrial development.
*

.

. The granting of these benefits . . . gives the government a say in the

overall direction of industrial deveiopment through the selection for fin-"nct.aid of the industries most suitable for integration with the French natow.l
economy."

Algeria's principal imports include foodstuffs, mcial manufactures, electrical apparatus, automobiles, machinery, and wood. Her major exports
include wine, iron ore. c.trus fruits, vegetables, cork, vegetable oils, potý.toes, and esparto grass.,
2. Class structure
Although Algeria became legally and administratively a part of
France, her social structure continued to reflect the stereotype divisions
and lack of cohesion of a colonial society: Algerians of European origin
standhi,g apart from, and well above, the hr,"l'gei 1cus Algerian population.
The upper and middle classes of Algeria were predomiznu.zA• Lurolpean
in composition. Nearly 7,500 Gros Colons (large landowners and big
businessmen), high administrators, and civil servants constituted the
effective sociai, economic, and political elite of the country, while more
than 700,000 clerks, teacher,, shopkeepers, and skilled laborers formed
the middle class. Only about 7,500 Europeans, mainly unskilled agricultural laborers, could be classified as lower class. The Algerian indigenous
population, on the other hand, could be classified as lower class, with the
exception of a small number of weal thy landowners and a relatively larger
lower-middle class.
The 50,000 wealthy Muslims, sometimes referred to as Beni Oui Ouis
(yes men)* had practically no influence. They were tompletely servile
to the dicta of the Frexich administration and were not accepted in either
Gros Colons or Muslim circles. The traditional Muslim midiie class, eliminated during the 19th century, began to reconstitute itself in the early part
.. era income, however, places it at a
uf the 20th century. Its, .••present
level lower than that of the European middle class; hence it is in fact a
lower-•n•Idle class. In effeo.s to beLter its social standing, the indigenous
society ran into the opposition of the European settlers who sought vigorously to maintain their advantageous social status.
3. Literacy and education
In 1954 more than 90 percent of all Algerians were illiterate. According to the 1948 census, most of the Europeans were litet .e. but only
9 percent of the Muslim mnale population and 2.1 percent of the females
could read or write.
Ihe educational system combined French secular schools, Arabic
"*/Idrasas (religious schools) and Lycges Fran'o-Musulmuns (mixed
institutions which offered instruction in Arabic and French). The Uldiversity of Algiers was the only insti-tution of higher lb=arning.
*

The word Beni Oui Oii is actually half-French, half-Ai 'aic:, Be'ni is the Arabic

for peonle or folks, while oui is French for yes-hence, yes men.
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4. Major religions and religious institutions
All of the indigenous population of Algeria professed the Islamic faith,
and the vast majority belonged to the Sunni (orthodox) sect. The Europeans belonged to the Roman Catholic or Judaic faiths, and , -nstitutpd
the tivo major religious minoritiese Although most of the Aireioan Muslims ignored the basic tenets of their religion and adulterater
it with local
pagan beliefs, Islam was instrumental in creating Algerian nationalism
by introducing the interchangeable concepts of Pan-Islamic and PanArabic solidarity.
C.

Government and the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of government
a. General
The 1947 Organic Statute attempted to strike a balance between
the interests of France in Algeria and the demands of the Algerians. It
recognized the special political status ef thr country, and at the same time
sought to integrate it with metropolitan France.
Algerians received some measure of self-determination with the creation
of an Algerian assembly composed of two colleges-one elected by Europeans and certain special categories of Muslims, and the other elected by
the indigenous population. Also, the presence of Algerian deputies in
the French National Assembly along with other representatives in the
French Council of the Republic and the Assembly of the French Union
proportedly guaranteed Algeran interests at the national level. French
interests, on the other hand, were safeguarded by the Paris appointment
of a French Governor General, endowed with extensive executive powers,
to head the French Administration in Algeria.
b. Responsibility of executive to legislature and judiciary
The Governor General, appointed "by decree of the Cabinet upon
the nomination of the Minister of the Interior" as "'the general administrative head of the government and representative of the French"' 0 interests in Algeria was solely responsible to the French Government. His
authority extended over all aspects of defense, security, and civil service
aý_t.*'ities, except for justice and education, which came under the control
of the respective Ministries in Paris. The Governor General was also
responsible for the implemencation of all legislation enacted by the Algerian Assembly. However, by invoking Articles 39 and/or 45 of the
Statute, he could veto any decision which he judged to be detrimental to
French interests or beyond the competence of the As-unibly.1The powers of the Assembly were limited. Articles j-12 of the Statute
expressly excluded deliberation of "all laws guaranteeing constitutional
liberties, all laws of property, marriage, and personal status ....
treaties made by France with foreign powers, and in general all laws
applying to military and civilian departmenits or posts. .... "12 In the
financial field, however, all legirlation proposed b: the Assembly's Finance
and General Commissions, the budget, and all fiscal modifcations and new
governmental expenditures, were eontingent on the approval of the
Assembly.
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c. Legal procedure for changing executive and legislature
The term of office of a Governor General was indefinite, but tenure
depended on the adoption, by success.ive French Governments, of the
Algerian policy which led to his appointment, for only the French Cabi.
c
net could effect his recall. The Algerian Assembly was elected fen
period of 6 years, with half of the members of each college coming up for
reelection every 3 years. It met in three annual sessions of not more than
%'weeks. The Governor General, however, was empowered to cancel its
sessions, and the French Government could dissolve the Assembly by
decree.
2. Description of political process
a. Political parties and power groups itupporting government
Most of the Frenchmen of Algeria belonged to the political parties
of metropolitan France, and the vast -najority of them belonged to the
parties of the Center or the Right. such as the Parti R6publicain Ind&pendent (R.I), Mouvement Rpublicain Pop~dai.,e (M.R P.), Parti R'
publicain Radical et Radical Socialiste (R.R.S.), and the Parti Socialiste,
Section Fran~aise de l'International Ouvrier (S.F.I.O.). Support of the
Governor General, or the lack of it, was therefore reflected in the voting
record of these parties in the French National Assembly, and the appointment or removal of a Governor General depended, to a great extent, on
the approval of these French Algerians. Thus, in 1947, the settlers in
collusion with Finance Minister Rens Mayer, depu:ty from Constantine,
and a member of the R.R.S., were able to effect the removal of reformminded Governor General Yves Chitaigneau, and secure the appointment
in his stead of Socialist Marcel-Edmond Naegelen-a man well-liked by
the settlers for his antinationalist tendencies."
b. Character of opposition to government and its policies
Opposition to the Administration and to France came from three
main sources: (1) the Movement for the Triumph of Democratic Libe _.es (MTLD) ; (2) the Democratic Union for the Algerian Manifesto
(UDMA); and (3) the Association of Ulemas.**
i. Opposition parties and other major groups
Thle MTLD was founded in the latter part of 1946 by Messali
For further information on the affiliation of French Algerians see Charles-Henri
Favrod, ha RdvWeition Aigirienne (Paris: Tibraiie Plon, 1959), p. 106.
** The policies of the Aigeriun and French Communist Parties were, at best, ambiguous and contradictory. In the late twenties and early thir.ties th,. Communists
supported the claims of the Algerian nationalists.

In

193G, with the : dient of the

Popular Front Government of Leon Blum, the Communists, in an about-face, supported the assimilationist Blum-Violette proposal. The French 'b¢ernment whien ordered the repressions in the wake of the 1945 Constantine uprising included two
Cc-r•-'unists: Maurice Thorez and Charles Tillon. It was the latter who, as Air ?.4inister, ordered the aerial bombing of native villages. The Algerian Communist Party,
on the other hand, denounced the uprising as Fascist-inspired, OTd its members participated actively in its sappression. At the outbreak of the rcvoluion in 1954, the
Communists once more denounced the nationalists. Less than 2 years later, the Algerian Communists sought to join the FLN, while the French Communist P.qrty supported the FLN in the French National Assembly.
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Ahmed Ben Hadj--former member of the French Communist Party and
"father" of Algerian nationaliam-to replace the outlawed Algerian People's Party (PPA) and its predecessor, the North African Star (ENA).*
The structural organization of the MTLD was patterned along Commnlist
lines. Cells formed the basic unit. These were then grouped i,,w a Fawdj
(group), the lowest territorial designation. Other territorial designations
included the Fara's (section), Kasma (locality), Djiha (region), and
Willaya (province)."
LeOership of the party resided in a Central Committee and a Political Bureau; the commissions named by the former deall
directly with leaders at the iocall level through the Kasma, where officials
for Local Organization (ROL), Propaganda and Information (RPI), Local
Assemblies (ARL), Trade Union Affairs, and Finances were to be foun(I
A General Assembly, which met on an ad hoc basis and represented t..
different sections, was convened whenever it was deemed necessary to
define and approve the policy of the MTLD.13
The type of following which the MTLDTM attracted 'avo- it its proletarian
and revolutionary character. Membership consisted mostly of poor and
disgruntled Algerian workers-some of whom had emigrated to France in
search of work-who were always ready to resort to violence and direct
action. This brought about severe repressions in the form of arrest,
incarceration, and banishment-which, by necessity, imposed on the MTLD
a cloak of clandestineness and secrecy. By 1954 its membership was
estimated at over 14,000.
The MTLD program demanded: (1) the election by universal suffrage,
without racial or religious distinction, of a sovereign Algerian constituent
assembly; (2) the evacuation of Algeria by French troops; (3) the return of expropriated land; (4) Arabization of all secondary education; and
(5) abandonment of French control over the Muslim religion and religious
institutions.
Although this platform represented a more cautious and prudent approach to practical Algerian politics than that of the MTLD's predecessor,
the PPA, it was by far the most radical of all the postwar opposition platforms, for it demanded in essence full self-determination and proletarian1
Is:.xmic social reforms. '
In 1946 also, Ferhat Abbas, a pharmacist from Fetif and an intellectual
in his own right, founded the UDMA. In 1921 bh had founded the Young
Algeria Movement and in 1044 he had joined in creating the Friends of
the Algerian Manifesto, The UDMA was a cadre tyrc party, with little
mass support. Its memlwrsbin was chiefy d..w.n f rl.,n ench-ed-ucate
*

The ENA movement was founded in France in 1926 by Hadj Abdei Kader, a mem-

ber of the Central Committee of the French Communist Party, as an adjunct to that
party. In 1U27 Messali Hadj assumed the leadership of the movwment And his Communist background left a deep imprint on the structural organization of the ENA.
It is not, therefore, su.-prising that the PPA and the MTT D should have had atructural
organizations patterned along Communist lines.
** The territorial or1anization of the MTLD extended to and divided France into
the seven Provinces of Marseille, Lyon-Saint-Etienne, Western France, Paris and sub.
urbq, Lille-North, and Ardennes and Strasboerg-East.
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Muslim intellectuals and from the professional class. In general, the
UDY A program sought federation of a free Algeria with France. Ferhat
Abbas stated his position- in the following terms:
Neither assimilation, nor a new master, nor separatism. A young people
undertaking its social and democratic education, realizing its scientific aid iL,dustrial development, carrying out its moral and intellectual renewal, associated with a great liberal nation; a young democracy in birth guided by the
great French democracy: such is the image and the clearest expression of
our movement for Algerian renovation.'-

The.Association of Ulemas was founded in the 1930's by Sheik Abde"
Hamid ben Badis, a graduate of the islamic Zeitouna University in Tunis.
The objective of the Association was religious--the revival of Islam in
Algeria through a modernization of its practices-but it took on political
overtones when the teachings of Ben Badis and two of his principal assistants, Sheiks El Okbi and Ibrahimi, came into conflict with the assimilationist efforts of the French administration. These teachings, based on
the W¢ahabi reform movement of Saudi Arabia and the ec-..ines of the
19th century Egyptian reformist Mohammed Abdo, tended to generate
nationalist feelings by stressing the unity of the Islamic world, brought
about by a common religion, language, and history, and the impossibility
of unity between Algeria and non-Muslim France. Ben Badis violently
attacked the Blum-Violette proposal by stating that:
The Algerian people is not France, and does not wish to be France, and even
if it wished, it could not be, for it is a people very far from France by its language, its customs, its origin and its religion.17

ii. Degree and type of criticism in pre-q.q qnd other news media
Broadcasting in general, and the 12 radio stations of Algeria in
particular, were controlled by the French Ministry of Information, and
therefore unavailable to the opposition parties. However, printed matter
and word-of-mouth communication were used extensively, especially by
the MTLD. The MTLD published two French-language newspapers7'41Aglrie Libre and La Nation Alg6rienne, one Arabic-language newspaper, Sawt EI-Ahrar (Voice of Free Men), and numerous pamphlets and
tracts. The efficacy of this media, however, was seriously limited by
(1) the wgin rate of illiteracy among workers, and (2) the frequent banning and censuring of the newspapers for their revolutionary tones. The
use of word-of-mouth communication, in the form of weekly meetings in
cafes, banquet halls, and suburban city halls, conferences, national congresses, and rallies proved more effective. The French cr,':!d retaliate
only by frequently imprisoning the principal leaders of thai party. The
UDMA published one newspaper: La R1publique Aly,.rienne. Its tone

SIn the 1930's Ferhat Abbas had supported direct assimilation of Algeria with
F. -:._e. He declared that he was French and that there was no foundation for Algerian nationalism since a historical Algerian fatherland ha6 never existed. "We are,"
he concluded, "children of a new world, born of the French spirit -,,id French efforts."' 1
The defeat of France in 1940, the anti-French repressions which the Vichy Government
initiated, and the Atlantic Charter influenced the adoption of this new position teward
France.
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was generally moderate, and only occasionally was it censured or banned.
Ferhat Abbas contributed articles and speeches.
mii. Other overt opposition
The Associhtiou of Ulemas used their Madrassas to oppose
French assimilation and integration plans. By stressing the ..:'abic language as the mother-tongue of all Algerians and Islam as a uniting and
distinct religion, the Ulemas maintained the elements of a traditional
society. By further providing for the free education of their promising
students in Middle Eastern universities, the Ulemas sought to imbue
future Algerian leaders with Pan-Arabic -ind Pan-Islamic spir.t.
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or changing government institutions
The Algerian Assembly was not empowered to anmend the 19,'
Statute or make changes in government institutions. These were the
responsibility of the French National Assembly, in which Algeria was
represented by 30 Deputies.
4. Relationship to foreign power:
Because Algeria was legally and administratively part of France, all
treaties and agreements entered into by France with foreign powers were
binding on Algeria. Thus, Algeria was integrated into NATO and formed
part of its southern flank.
5. The role of military and police powers
Because of its special status, Algeria formed part of the 10th Military Region of the French defense establishment, and the Algerian police
formed an "integral part of the French police" 18 system. The commanding general of the 10th Military Region and the director of the Algerian
police were answerable to the Governor General, but were directly responsible to the Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces and the Minister of
the Interior respectively. The role of the military a r.d che police overlapped in many instances, and at times the country came "alternatively
under military and civilian control as the situation . . . fluctuated between comparative quiet and downright disorder and rebellion."' 8
Prior to the 1954 revolution, the task of the military consisted of
defending Algeria from external invasion, quelling internal revolta and
uprisings, and administerina the southerli remote areas, including the
Sahara. In the small cities and towns of these areas, the police force.
though not a part of the arnmy, nonetheless took its orders from the
nrmy. To deal ----th th-e outlyir-g nrpcs ..... noraic tribes the a.-r..y.
cr=e-a•t,,e the M'khazn•••,a (camel corps) as an intcgral poicc" force. After
1954, however, the role of the army was expanded to include the enforcement of law in conjunction with the police.
The Algerian police system came under the direction of the Sfretg
Gdngrale (Public Security), and was headed by a Dircteur de Sfiretg.
Its mission was the enforcement of law in the c*ties. The police force in
these cities was headed by a Commissaire Central (chief of police) and
included a "Criminal and investigation Department, Narcotics and Vic3
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Squads, Traffic Police, Information contingent, Antisubversive detail and
the Harbor Police." The Direction de !a Surveillance du Territoire (secret police) formed the other part of the SgretN G~nfrale. Its members
were recruited from police ranks and the Armed Forces, and its mission
was to "keep watch on subversive activities aid conduct county,
espionage." 20
The Gendarmerie (constabulary) assumed the function of the police in
rural areas. However, the Gendarmerie differed from the police in that
it formed part of the army administration and took its orders from the
Director of Public Security only in times of peace. During crises, the
Gendarmerie, composed mainly of "ex-soldiers or serving soldiers who
have exceeded their minimum required term with the colors," would be
placed on a war footing and have its command unified with that of the
army.21
D.

Weaknesses of the Socio.Economic-Politiral Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime

1. History of revolutions or governmental instabilities
Revolts, resistance, and uprising3 have plagued Algeria from the
inception of French rule in 1830, and the resulting inflix of European
settlers. Insurrection in the east and west of Algeria, headed by Ahma
Bey of Constantine and the Emir Abdel Kader respectively, greeted the
fall of Algiers. It became widespread when Kabyle and Aures tribesmen
joined, and Lhis full, scale insurrection was not subdued until 1850. In
1864 an insuirrection which was to last for 7 years broke out in the southern Oran region, and was followed in 1871 by another in the Kabyle
Mountains. The uprising of 1881 was the last of the 12th century. In
the early 1900's resistance to French presence took the form of largescale emigration of native Algerians to the Middle East. Tn the 1920's
and 1930's, resistance turned to political agitation, generally sporadic,
d.organized, and lacking in focus. A number of indigenous parties and
movements were created, ranging in their demands from full independence to erl:.a. status with the European inhabitants of the country. *rhe
abortive uprising of May 1945 climaxed more than 25 years of political
agitation, and the severity with whe.h this incipient uprising was suppressed widened the gulf between the indigenous population and the
French administration and France. However, many of the causes of the
1954-62 revolution can be traced to the immobti8me ý,systen t ,c opposition to progress) of French rule, and the continued attachmer t of France
to its traditional colonial policy, best described by Charles-Andre Julien
22
as Lhc "Politics of Lost Occasions."
Ti Algeria the political weaknesses included a low degree of political
integration, discontinuities in political communication, and uneven "reach"
of political power. The Organic Statute, which purp:.rted to give the
Algerian Muslims some measure of self-determination, was never fully
applied. Meaningful application was circumvented by fraudulent elections, frequent suspensions, and disparity in representation, whereby nine
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million natives equalled one million Europeans. The outcome of the 1945
uprising had estranged the Muslims. The urgent passage of the Statute
was, in itself, an attempt to redress the situation. But the establishment
of two colleges perpetrated the estrangement, wheieas tlie creation of a
single house elected on the basis of universal suffrage withou'.i ,1thnic and
religious distinction would have led to greater political integration. The
fraudulent election of Beni Oui Ouis, who obviously did not represent the
Muslim masses, prevented the emergence and understanding of Muslim
aspirations, and placed the attainment of political power beyond the reach
of the true Muslim politica, elite. Thw, the Muslim masse3 were not
fully represented in the Algerian Assembly and had, in reality, no voice in
the administration of their country.
2. Economic weaknesses
Algeria suffered from low productivity, large-scale unemployment
.nd under-employment among the Muslims, and a tremendous population
growth. It produced only enough foof'stuffs lo feed two-thirds of its
population. This was due, in pert, tc the scarcity of tertile land and to
the failure of the administration to integrate the Muslim farmers fully
into the modern economic system. Increases in agricultural productivity
did not keep step with the tremendous population growth-estimated in
1954 at more than 250,000 births per year, and the majority of the Muslim farmers, using archaic tools and outdated methods, worked plots of
land too small and too poor to yield even minimum basic food require.ments. Thus a great majority of them were fct'ced to 3eek imployment
as agricultural laborers on the large European combines or as industrial
laborers in Algeria or France. These, however, pi, ved to be partial
solutions only: employment on combines was sea..nal, giving rise to
under-employment, while the combined industries of Algeria -r d France
could absorb only 600.000 Algerians. In 1954 uner. ployment was estimated at 500,000, but the figure exceeded 2,000,000 when t.ie under23
employed of both sexes was added.
3. Social tensions
Social tensions in Algeria arose from two main factii s: (1) tne
superiority complex of the settler and his contempt for the A4.uslirn; and
(2) the settlers' fear of the future rev-enge cf the Muslim. The settlers
have "remained, through atavism, that whics, their fathers were at the
beginning of their settlement in Africa, pioneers, men of action and isoIn 1892 Jules Flerry, the French Prime Min.e-,,r, delated men. ..1
scribed the settler in the following terms:
.Heis not wanting in vi'ues; he has all those of the hard worker and
patriot; but he does not possess what one might call the virtue of the conqueror, that equity of spirit and of heart, and that feeling for the right of
the weak . . . It is hare to make the European colo, understand that other
ard that the native is not a
rights exist besides his own, in an Arab coun'try,
2
race to be enslaved and indentrred at his whim. 5

The settlers derived their sense of racial superiority trom the fact that
they were able to achieve, in the span of a few years, what the indigenous
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population had been unable to achieve in centuries: a modernized country.*
This ability to develop Algeria gave them economic, political, and social
prueminence-a special status which they have sought to preserve at all
costs. They were, therefore, interested in preserving the status quo, and
effectively blocked major legislation which tended to improve the lo: "f
the Muslims and thus upset the status quo. The propaganda aspect of
nationalistic agitation selected the settlers as a prime target. Reports
received by Governor General Naegelen from French administrators and
prefects, late in 1948, revealed that natioi.,alist slogans-the suitcase or
the coffin; the French will be throvr i Into the sea; we will divide th;,
lands of the Colons, every one of us getting his share-had not only
created a feeling of insecurity, but had engendered a civil war psychosis
among the Europeans which manifested itself in tendencies to leave Algeria for France, or to arm and fortify their communities. 26
4. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknesse.a
The French Governments initiated nuihierius legislative programs
which attempted to remove these inherent weaknesses, with ;urticuiar
emphasis on the economic aspects. To increase agricultural productivity,
the system of large plantations was extended to cover more than 50
percent of the arable land. Modern agricultural equipment and cultivation techniques were utilized, and increased irrigational and land reclamation projects were introduced to expand the amount of acreage under
cultivation. To better the economic conditions of the indigenous population, wages of agricultural laborer, were increased, and new employment
outlets were creates in tbe urban centers to handle surplus labor from
the rural areas. Unemployment compcnsation was also introduced. However, these programs were offset, in the main, by a galloping population
growth, exhaustion of the available arable land through intensive cultivation, and
the fact that the fertile areas remained in the handr of the
27
settlers.

Tn the political field practically all of the programs met witn dismal
failure. in 1865 Napoleon III began a policy of ra•ttachement (assimilation) * by granting all Muslims and European Algerians French citizenship. In 1892 it became apparent that this policy had failed. The
Muslim population became French subjects, but not citizens; ". . . they
retained their personal status, had no political rights, and continued to be
subject to special police regulations.' 2'' In 1898 the French Government
created the flnWgatior. Finaneigres in an attempt to give the indigenous
Algerians a voice in the financial, fiscal, and economic pc-*.-y-making.
Settler denunciation forced the government to limit Muslim participation
to a handpicked one-third of the total number of delegates. Under the
Algerian Charter of 1919 the French Premier Georges Clemenceau at* Modernization in Algeria is limited to a few urban canters. The great bulk of
the country is still underdeveloped.
** The policy of rattachement aimed at making Algeria equal to any of the provinces
of France. This implied the application of the French Administrative system in %l!its
aspects and without modification, to Algeria.
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tempted to give the Muslim full voting rights. It was defeated by a
coalition of rightist deputies and settler lobbyists, and a watered-down
version of the charter gave the Musiim the right to elect the members
of the Financial Delegations only. In 1936 the implementation of the
assirzilationist Bluin-Violette proposal, which would havp ,;.ven some
25,000 Muslims French citizenship, was blocked by the resignation of all
the European mayors of Algeria. The MTLD wern a sizable victory in the
municipal elections of Algiers in October 1947. Fearful of a similar victory in the January 1948 national elections--the first rational election tc
be held, by virtue of the 0rganic Statute, for the puipose ut electing
delegates to the Algerian Assembly-the administration postponed the
election until April, and then proceeded to manipulate the returns so ns
to ensure the overwhelming election of its handpicked candidates. F. "
voting rights and representation were, therefore, continually denied the
indigenous population, and this denial prevented a lessening of social
tensions, which were intertwined with political weakness. Political
dominance of the settlers represented one way of maintainng their special
social status.
III. FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION
A. Actors in the Revolution
1. The revolutionary leadership
The initial leaderohip of the revolution was composed of Husscin Ait
Ah-ned, Mohammed Ben Bella, Mohammed Larbi Ben MHidi, Mohammed Bo:adaif, Mustapha Ben Boulaid, Rabat Bitat, Mourad Didouche,
Mohammed Khider, and Belkacem Krim. This group was essentially
drawn from the lower-middle and lower classes, Rnd did not Include intellectuals or politicians of statute. They were a•l in their late twenties or
early thirties, had been militants in the PPA and MTLD, and a number
of them had gained experience in warfare while serving in the Freneh
Army (Ben Bella. Boudaif, and Krim had risen to the rank of sergeant,
and bad served in various European campaigns). Apart from the various positions of importance which they had held in the DiTLD or its
c-.-. ert paramilitary brauch, the Organization Secrete (OS), Rhider was
the only one of the group to hold the official position of deputy from
Algiers to the French National Assembly. During the course of the
revolution new members weie tW be added to the revolutionary leadership,
many of whom, such as Ferhat Abbas and Ahmed 'ranci.;, came from
other political parties.
Politically, this group believed in a one-party system as the best way of
achieving unity of action and purpose. They :avored democratic centralization and collective leadership within the party, and rejected the idea of
a single party ruler or charismatic leader. The unity of the party was to
be "sought at the base rather than the higher echelons of leadership."
However, "unity was not required before seizing initiative; on the con.
trary, action wight be the best way to bring all patriotic Algerians together." 29 Ideologically they adopted some of 'Mao Tse-Tunges theories
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on revolutionary warfare- -a revolution of the broad masses of the nation
was the only way in whibh"a nation might be regenerated--and expressed
their belief in land redistribution, state direction, and nationalization of
public atilities.
2. The revolutionary following
The revolution was launched by 2,000-3,000 ex-members of tile
MTLD and the OS, and with practically no popular support. By 1962
the ranks of the revolutionaries had swelled to an effective force of some
40,000-60,000 regulars.* and the FLN enjoyed tremendous popular sc-port among the Muslims. Political parties suth as the UDMA and L,.e
Association of Ulemas, which had disassociated themselves frum the
revolutionary movement in 1954, voluntarily disbanded, and urged their
members to join the FLN as individuals. The population, which had
been apathetic at the begiining, enthusiastically supported the FLN
directiLs to strike and demonstrate.
B. Orgahization of Revolutionary Effort
1. Internal organization
The OS, the precursor of the FLN, was founded in 1947 by Ait Ahmed,
in conjunction with Ben Bella, Krim, Oumrane, Boudaif, Boulaid, Ben
M'Hidi, Ben Tobbal, Bitat, and Zirout. At this stage it was headed by a
national chief (Ait Ahmed: 1947-1949; Ben Bella: 1949-1950), who
was assisted by three regional chiefs, entrusted with the task of directing
and supervising the Organization in their respective areas. These men,
in cooperation with Mohammed Khider of the MTLD Central Committee
and OS liaison with that party, had the responsibility of defining and
expanding the structural organization of the OS. Territorially, the Administrative Departments of Algiers, Constantine, and Oran formed the
three main regions of the OS. The region of Algiers was sublfi ided into
three zones, while the regions of Constantine and Oran were allocated onily
.ao. These zones were equally subdivided into sections or localities,
sections into groups, and groups into half-groups. The half-groups, composed of two men and a leader, formed the basic unit of the OS paramilitary force, which by 1950 totaled 1,800 men organized mainly as infa.try. This force, moreover, included materiel: .transmission, pyrotechnics, and medical-support sections.s"
In 1950 the French authorities dircovered and crippled the OS. Ben
'Bella. Ben Boulaid and Zirout were arrested. Ait Ahmed fled to Cairo
and was subscqurt1. Lle..d
f
by rhia.r and Ben Bella, ai
the latter
had escaped from jail. Most of the other leaders took to the hills, where
they were rejoined by Ben Boulaid and Zirout, who ,-ad also succeeded in
"s-,capingfrom custody. In July 1954 these men reconstituted the OS as

* The FLN put the number at over 130,000. Though ex,,ggerated, 104s Itui.ele±
could have included the auxiliary and irregular fighters and the members of the ti.rrorist groups in the urban centers.
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the Revolutionary Committee for Unity and Action (CRUA) * with modification! in territorial organization and leadership. The territorial organization of the MTLD was adopted and a system of collective leadership
introduced. Ben Bella, Khider, Boudaif. and Ait Ahmed for-ned t'ie
External Deiegatiort, or politicai leadership, with headquarters in Cairo,
Egypt. Ben Boulaid, Mourad Didouche, Bitat, M'Hidi, and Krim, in the
'wiflayaa of the Aures, Constantine, Algiers, Oran, and the Kabyle respectively, formed the Internal Regional Delegation, or military leadership,
and were jointly responsible for the future conduct of the revolutio',i. In
the latter part of October 1954, the internal delegation of wilbtya chiefs
met for the last time in Algiers and set the date for the revolution:
November 1954. With the outbreak of the revolution, the CRUA changed
its name to FLN.
In August 1956 important military and political modifications resulted
frun the FLN Soutmmam Valley Congrnas, which was held at the request
of the Internal Delegation. The rebel forces were
'i".esirn-ated
-or
as
the Army of National Liberation (ALN). and a regular command structure was established. Six theaters of operations, or willayas, were created, commanded by colonels and corresponding to the territorial divisions
of the CRUA. The willayas were then divided into zones, regions, and
sectors, "in which operated battalions of 350 men, companies of 110 men,
5
sections of 35 men, and groups of 11 men." '
A five-man general staff, the Committee for Coordination and Execution
(CCE), composed of Ramdane Abane, Krim, Zirout, nenyoussef ben
Khedda, and ben M'Hidi headed this military structure. A year later
the CCE membership was enlarged to include members of the External
Delegation, and the Committee was given broad ex.eutive powers.
The creation of the National Council for the Algerian Revolution
(CNRA) represented the major political decision reached at Soummam.
Membership consisted of 17 full members and 17 associates who represented all of the factions within the FLN, and included the nine members
" T•Ae Central Committee of the MTLD, under the chairmanship of Hussein Lahouel,
had dissolved the OS in 1950, and had publicly renounced the use of direct action. To
underscore this decision the Central Committee concluded an alliance with the Algerian Front, composed of the UDMA, the Algerian Communist Party, and the Association of Ulemas. Sensing a threat ir the action of the Central Co'nmittee to his
absolute leadership, Messali Hadj chose to take an opposite stand. Over the protest
of the Central Committee, Messali H.dj launched a personai toum •.f Algeria which resuited in demonstrations and clashes. Deported to France in 1952 foi subversive
activity, Messali Hadj then proceeded to convene at Horno. Belgium on July 15, 1954,
an MTLD congress which voted him full powers and ex. luded the Central Committee.
The latter retaliated by convening another congress in Algiers, on August 13, 1954,
which invested it uith full powers and declared the unique leadership of Messali
Hadj to be outmoded. When it became clear that tl'e partisanship between Messalists
and Centralists had immobilized the activities of the MT*,D, Mohammed Boudaif attempted to effect a reconciliation between Messali Hadj and the Central Committee.
Messali Hadj remained adamant in his demands for full powerb and a vote of absolute
confidence. Disgusted with both factions, Boudaif called a meeting of old OS aeraiberz
in Bernp, Switzerland in July 1954, from which the CRUA resulted.
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of the old CRUA, three leaders from the Internal Delegation-Zirout,
Abane, and Oumranc-and three eaders from the External Delegation
-Ferhat Abbas, Benyoussef ben Khedda, and Mohammed Yazid. Originally, it was given authority over the CCE, but the inclusion of a number
of CCE members in its ranks, as part of the ge.ieral expansion 'A its
membership in 1957. tended to diminish its powers.
On September 19. 1958, the FLN created the Provisional Government of
the Algerian Republic (GPRA), which included the Cabinet posts of
Premier, several Vice-Premiers, and the Ministries of the Armed Forces,
Interior, Communications and Liaisoi, Arms anO Supplies, Finance, North
African Affairs, Foreign Affairs, Information, Social Affairs, and Cultural
Affairs. Decisions reached by the
GPRA were binding on all members
32
of the FLN in and out of Algeria.
2. External organization
The External Delegation was entrusted with the task of supporting
the revolutionary movement in all its aspectF TLocated in r.airo, it established bases of operations in Libya, Tunisia, Pnd Morocco for tne purpose
of supplying and training rebel fighters, and sent roving representatives
to "friendly" states to secure financial, military, and diplomatic aid. The
cause of Algerian nationalism had initially been espoused by the Arab
League as far back as 1948. Algerian patiopalists received financial aid
and military training in Egypt, Syria_, anJ Iraq, prior to and during the
revolution. Libya, Tunisia, and Morocco pr-,,•oed the FLN with safe bases
and acted as sponsors for the Front on the international scene and in the
United Nations, while attempting to mediate FLN-French differences.
Yugoslavian aid in military and medical equipment, along with the financial
help of Communist China and some of the "neutral" African nations began
in 1957. The United States allowed the establishment of an Algerian
Office of Information on its territory, granted GPRA represent4tiles visas
to attend the debates on Algeria in the United Nations, and, in 1961,
"1,rdertook the medical rehabilitation of a number of ALN soldiers.
C.

Goals of the Revolution
1. Concrete politicai aims of revolutionary leaders
The main political goal of the revolution itself was naii.,nal independence and the "restoration of the sovereign, democratic and social Algerian
state within the framework of Islamic principles." The internal objectives of the political program of the FLN called for: (1) "Political reorganization by restoring the national revolutio;,ary mov,-ient to its
rightful course and by wiping out every vestige of corruption . . .
and (2) The rallying and organization of all the souid forces of the Algerian people in orde." to liquidate the colonial system." The external
objectives called for: (1) "The internationalization of the Algerian problem; (2) The fulfillment of North African unity within the natural ArabMuslim framework; and (3) Within the framework of the United Nations,
the affirmation of active sympathy with regard to ali nations supporting
[the] liberation movement.'', 3
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The political aims of the FLN leadership, however, were: (1) To gain
the support of the Algerian masses and that of influential Algerian leaders; (2) create a cleavage between the Algerians and the French, thus
establishing the concept of an Algerian nation as a separate and distinct
entity; (3) to become the only interlocuteur valable (contrac,._g party)
for the Algerian nation; and (4) to force France to recognize the separateness of the Algerian nation-hence the emphasis on sovereignty rather
than independence in the political program.
2. Social and economic goals of leadership and following
During the revolution the FLN leadership refrained from committing itself on economic or social goals. Emphasis wasg placed on the political aspect, with the understan, 'g that economic and social programs
would be initiated at the succes. ul conclusion of the revolution. Froi
personal statements m2ade by different FLN leaders, however, it becqmne apparent that no accord could be reached between them. Demands
within the FLN ranged from proletarl-a socialism to ultraconiservatism
in both the economic and social fields.
D. Revolutionary Techniques and Government Countermeasures
1. Methods for weakening existing authority and countermeasures
by government
a. Objectives
The primary objective of the FLN was to keep the uprising alive,
and develop it from mere rebellion to full-,-g'.e civil war. The uprising,
launched by a small number of ill-equipped and isolated Algerians, scattered in small bands over the Algerian expanse, :'-elded to the FLN very
little materially. However, it signalled a decisive turn of events in
Franco-Algerian relations by bringing the Algerian nationalist movement
out of its paralysis. If the uprising could be kept alive, it would ultimately leave the Algerian nationalists with two choices; side with France,
or actively support the FLN. Attacks, therefore, of the November 1
t•y. were not continued. With the element of surprise gone, such attacks
against an alerted French Army and other security units, stationed in and
around the urban Algerian centers, would nave resulted in the annihila.
tion of the ALN, and the FLN movement with it. The task of the ALN,
in that stage, was to fall back on the practically ii.accessible rural areas,
where French influence was virtually nonexistent, et ge',e in guerrilla warfare to give effective demonstrations of its cuntinusd exlstence. organize
and develop its structures, and recruit the local pnpuation in the cause of
the FLN.
b. Illegal techniques
i. Guerrilla warfare
ALN strategy appears to have draw! on-and reversed-the
tache de i'huile (grease spot) strategy of Marshal Lyautey of France.
Lyautey had succeeded in pacifying Morocco in 1925 by massi.g his troops
4
in settled areas and then spreading "in widening Lircles a French peace."'
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The ALN, on the other hand, planted a few rebels in remote villages outside the French peace. The task of these rebels was to win over and
indoctrinate the villagers, thus enabling the ALN to acquire recruits,
food, and hiding places. From these ir.itial "grease spots" the penP.+-ation would move, in widening circles, to neighboring areas, eventually
reaching the settled outposts under French control. Here the French
hold on the Muslim population would be broken (1) by rebel guerrilla and
terrorist action (direct attacks on French troops; assassinations; bomb
throwing; strikes; boycott of French goods, settlers, and Francoph;"
Muslims; and economic sabotage) which would force the French administration to evacuate the area; or (2) as a result of the severity of French
repression which generally followed such attacks and which tended to cast
the population with the rebel camp. In the urban centers and c"ies,
which were mainly inhabited by settlers and which were strongly defended oy French forces, terrorism a!one was used.3 5 Terrorism
aimed at Francophil Muslims, rural Muslim ioliticians,
i .'...
an atmosphere of anxiety favorable to the EiN. It silenced the Francophil Mus!ims, drove a wedge between settlers and Algerians, and forced
the French administration to adopt sterner security measures, which
meant that mcz ticoops were tied down defending the cities and maintaining order.
Tu the early stages of the revolution, guerrilla action was generally uncoordinated. Small units of less than 10 men, armed mostly with shotguns and obsolete rifles, engaged isolated patrols only for the purpose of
seizing their weapons. By 1956, when the ranks of the ALN had swelled
and armaments had become more readily available, these guerrilla units
were organized into sections of 35 men and light com.-inies of 80 men.
In 1957 and early 1958 coordinated manjor engagements at the battalion
level were reported in the Collo Peninsula, El Milia, and Kabvhe, Ouarsenis,
and the northers section of the Department of Oran. In the second half
.-r 1958, however, when these major engagements proved too costly to the
ALN, the large units, heavy and vulnerable, were broken up and reorganized ;--to light, self-sufficient, and highly mobile commando umis.
Hit-and-run tactics "against the shifting fringe of French strength,". 8
by units seldo , larger than a company, characterized ALN action. Daylight and fair weather combat in which the overall superiority of the
French forces could be brought to bear, were avoided. Guerrilla ambushes, attacks on French units, convoys, and outposts, and nets of sabo.age took place, in most instances, at night and during bad weather; and
in almost every engagement they were able to achieve surprise due to
thy help of the civilian population.
In every operation the Algerians enjoy a basic advantage: their seemin-ly
omnipresent civiliaa3 7 auxiliary, who serve as 'human ra.dar,' scouts, intelligence
agents, and guides.

These guerrilla units acted on the population through persuasion and
the use of terror. Their main targets were the recalcitrant rural communities that refused to submit. In these communities the local leader255
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ship, generally French-appointed and therefore presumed to be hostile.
was eliminated by assassination, and the population was then forced to
pay taxes, provide recruits and supplies, and participate in acts of terrorism and sabotage. Once comnpromnsed, these communities had no I]ternative but to make common cause with the FLN, thus pioviding the
ALN units with safe bases of operations and the necessary lookouts and
informants. However, these units ingratiated themselves with the local
population, thereby gaining their continued confidence, by providing them
with an efficient administration which settled their feuds, gave ti•em pre.
tection from neighboring raiuers, and, in many cases, established elementary schools and medical clinics."'
ii. Terrorism
Terrorism took the form of intimidation, assassination, and hidiscriminate bombing. Francophil Muslims and rival nationalist leaders
were at first warned by letters, bearing ALN letterhead and crest, to
or ceaske political
desist from cooperatin, with the French adrritistra'>.'t
activity not in conformity with FLN directives. Those who persisted
were assassinated, and the order of execution, bearing ALN letterhead
and crest, was left attached to the victim. This method, in effect, silenced
opposition to the FLN and weakened the position of the French administration by depriving it of the support of some of the Muslim population
and leaders. At the same time, it added to the prestige of the FLN
among the masses because it tended to prove the effectiveness of the
organization.
Indiscriminate bombing-lobbing of hand grenades into crowds, and the
placing of delayed-action bombs in streetcars, cafes, stadiums, etc.-was
aimed at the European population. It created -n atmosphere of anxiety
and suspicion which deepened the cleavage between the two main communities and made cooperation almost impossible. It also brought about
violent measures of repression, which further antagonized the Muslim
population and necessitated the stationing of more troops in the cities,
Lhus reijeving some of the pressure put on the ALN forces in the rural
areas.
iii. Propaganda
Propaganda was given special consideration by the FLN in and
out of Algeria. Political officers were attached at all levels of command
in the ALN to indoctrinate the soldiers and the public. Special broadcasts, beamed from Tunis, Cairo, and Damascus, and tE,- ,.onstant distribu.
tion of leaflets, tracts, and the weekly FLN news ,aper El Moujahid
(The Fighter) constituted some of the other techniq._,es. Propaganda
appeals differed. To the educated Muslim the FLN attempted to explain
the causes of the revolution with historical, economic, social, and political
references. To the masses the FLN represented the revolution as a holy
war in defense of Islam and -he Arab heritag-e. In France the FLN
relied on sympathetic journalists and writers Lo write books and pamphlets supporting its cause. It made use of such existentialist writers as
Jean-Paul Sartre and a number of church groups who were horrified at
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the repressionary measures of the French Army. The main target of
FLN propaganda were the French liberals. Propaganda appeals attempted to convince them that the war in Algeria was an unjust war and
that the FLN action in Algeria arose from the same principles and asnirations that had led to the French Revolution.
The FLN opened offices of information in the major capitals of the
world. Through them propaganda literature was made available to the
public, while the staffs of these offices made every attempt to establish
contacts with the press and important officials, ard took every opportunity
to expound the FLN cause in public speeches and debates. It was hoped
that these influential groups would be able to exert pressure on their
respective governments either to support tha FLN directly or persu'nde
France to negotiate.
2. Methods for gaining support and countermeasures taken by government
a. Counterinsurgency
The Algerian revolution caught France totally by surprise. The
quiet years that had followed tbh May 1945 uprising had lulled the French
administration into a false sense of security. Accordingly, the extent of
the new revolt and the number of troops required to quell it were grossly
underestimated. The French administration was convinced that it was
facing another tribal uprising which could be crushed in a matter of a
few months. When it became apparent that this was indeed a revolution,
the French Army found itself unprepared. It lacked units in France
suitable for this kind of warfare. The veterans of the war in Indochina
had not yet returned, and the units that had been initially sent to Algeria
were unable to cope with the situation. They were NATO-type divisions,
created for a European war. Heavy and massive, equipped to fight a
frontal war, they proved to be unadaptable to the. geo.•g-rahic ,r'.iditionn Of
-ombat in Algeria, and ineffectual against the extremely flexible techniques
of guerrilla warfare.3
In February 1955 Jacques Soustelle, the newly
appointed Governor General, described the military situation in these
terms:
...the resistance to terrorist aggression disposed of very feeble means, regular troops were few and poorly tr.,ned for the purposc' little or no extra
means; practically no helicopters, few light aircraft, almost no radio equipment... 40

During the first 15 months of the revolution, the French Army resorted
,•%
in.
.qevPral hattalions were ,..i.sily massed
to encircle and search a given area where guerrilla action had taken place,
while the Gendarmerie arrested all known nationalists, regardless of political affiliation, and disarmed all of the clans and tribes, leaving the pro• rench defenseless and at the mercy of the ALN. These classical
methods of fighting a tribal uprising yielded almost nothing, and served
to alienate more and more Muslims.
In April 1956 the French Army adopted new countermeasures. The
pacification of Algeria was to be achieved by api,!y'ng quadr.!!eqe tactics
.- "a grid operation garrisoning in strength all major cities and, in dimint. small-sn ce,
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ishing force, all towns, villages, and farms of Algeria. 41 Accordingly,
French effectives were increased to 400,000 men; supersonic jet fighters
were replaced with slower ground-support planes and helicopters; the
Tunisian and Moroccan borders were thoroughly fenced off to cut the
supply lines of the ALN; and areas of heavy ALN concenti,'.,,on were
declared security zones. The inhabitants of these security zones were
moved to resettlement camps; all villages and hamlets were burned; and
only French troops were allowed in the security zones, with orders to shoot
anything that moved. The tracking down of ALN units was then left to
small and mobile handpicked units, generally paratroopers, w;hvse total
number never exceeded 50,000 men-a number roughly equal to the
effectives of the ALN. The telling effect of these tactics soon prompter1
the FLN to step up terrorism in the cities, :n an obvious attempt
relieve the pressure on ALN units, and in an effort to break French
42
attempts to pacify the population.
b. Antiterrorist techniques
The "Battle of Algiers" represents the best example of antiterrorist
techniques. In January 1957 a census of the inhabitants of Algiers was
taken, and new identity cards were issued which gave name, address,
occupation, and place of business. Shortly thereafter, a regiment of the
10th Paratroop Division sealed off the Casbah-the Muslim sector of the
city-and checkpoints were estabiished at the gates and at all strategic
intersections within, with telecommunications between checkpoints. All
persons wishing to leave the Casbah had to clear these checkpoints, while
paratroop units conducted, at random, ratissages (raking operations), in
which "homes were cordoned off and searched for suspicious persons,
literature, and arms stores." The paratroopers then proceeded to establish a network of iiots (small islands). "Under this system. one person
in each family group was designated as iesponsible for the
iereabouts
of all other members of the family. The responsible family man on every
floor in every building was in turn responsible to a floor chief. Each
floor chief was responsible to a building chief; all building men to a
block leader, and so forth, until there was a chain of command stretching
duwn from French headquarters to the bosom of every family. With
this system in operation, the French command could lay hands on any
Moslem in the Casbah within a matter of minutes." By September 1957
Algiers was completely under French control, and this system was appl;ed
to all major citie.a until terrorism had come tr a hal+.4s
c. Civic action
It was not until 1958, when the psychological advantage had passed
to the FLN, that the French Army was able to stalemate the military
situation and proceed to gain the support of the Muslim populatioi through
civic action.
In order to win over the population, the French Army began a largescale reform movement in the rural areas. it created the Specialized
Administrativc Sections (SAS) and the Centre. d'Intruction•d I,-- Gue're
Psychologique in Paris, which was followed by the formation of 3ureaux
Psychologiques in Algeria.
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The task of the Specialized Administrative Sections was to bring the
French administration into the remote rural areas with the quadrillage
system, "engaging in all sorts of rehabilitation and construction projects." 4 •
French Arabic-speaking officers were specially trained in Algerian affairs
and then sent to SAS installations. There they built schools, super.-. Ad
the educational system, provided the population with medical and dental
services, initiated work projects to provide employment for the inhabitants, and arbitrated local complaints. Another important aspect of SAS
officers' duty was the raising of self-defense (Harka) units. These
units, recruited from the population, wvere designed to give their respective
installation protection, but they occasionally participated in large antiguerrilla operations. In pacified areas SAS installations came under
civilian authority, but in borderline zones military control prevailed. As
a whole, the effectivezness of these installations depended on the continued
presence of French authority. When this authority was withdrawn, many
returned to the FLN camp.
The Psychological Bureaus were designed tn support military and SAS
operations. Three Loudspeaker and Leaflet companies were stationed in
Algeria, and were responsible for loudspeaker appeals and leaflets that
extolled the greatness of France, France's respect for Algerian Muslim
institutions, and France's genuine desire to create a new integrated
Algeria.
E. Manner in Which Control of Government was Transferred to
Revolutionaries
On March 18. 1962, after protracted negotiations, an agreement was
concluded between the French Government and the FLN at Evian-lesBaines, France. Both parties agreed to order a ceas-e-1re on March 19,
and France recognized the right of the Algerian people to self-determination. By virtue of this agreement, a transitional period was to follow
the immediate conclusion of the treaty, at the termination of which a
.. dional referendum was to be held to determine the future of Algeria.
Until self-determination was realized, a provisional government and a
court of Public law were to be set up to administer and maintain law and
order. A High Commissioner was to represent France and was to be responsible for the defense of the colintry and the maintenance of law and
order in the last resort. Also included in the terms were provisions for a
general amnesty, guarantees for individual rights and liberties, and
causes coneerning futte euoperaticn be-.wr••i-,e an- Algeria, anl
setluement" of litigations and military questions.
IV.

THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Changes in Personnel, Governmental Institutions, Policy, and
Long Range Social and Economic Effects
On July 1, 1962, the national referendum was held "n Algeria and the
overwhelming ,ajority of the population voted for independence. Shortly
thereafter, members of the GPRA began to return to Algeria. As of
July 15, however, the internal situation remains unclear. A split in the
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ranks of the FLN has paralyzed all aspect- of governmental activity.
Only civil order continues to be maintained. No new governmental institutions have been created, and no major changes in personnel and
policy have occurred. In the absence of well-developed a-sociat:onql
groups, the role of force might very well become paramount in determining future political developments. Outside of the Armed Forces. one can
hardly detect the existence of significant institutional groupings. This
state of flux makes it extremely difficult to assess, in any way, the long
range social and economic effects of the revolution.
B. Other Effects
On May 13, 1958, the French Army of Algeria, long embittered by tbn
ineffectiveness of the French Government, staged a virtual coup d'e'
which toppled the Fourth Republic. De Gaulle was returned to power on
the assumption that he would keep Algeria French. When, however, the
new President of the Fifth Republie g.,ve indicationq that he was considering independence for Algeria, the army generals wno had been instrumental in putting de Gaulle in office felt that they had been betraved
once more.* On April 22, 1961, elements of the army of Algeria, led
by Generals Raoul Salan, Maurice Challe, Edmond Jouhaud and Andre
Zeller, and a number of colonels, attempted another coup. "Their plan
was to seize Algiers, to rally the armed forces in the name of army unity
and French Algeria, and then to seize Paris, driving De Gaulle from
5
,ffice.''4
Algiers was seized, but the coup fizzled when the navy, the air
force, and draftee units failed to support the generals. Challe and Zeller
surrendered to the authorities, but the rest went into hiding, and subsequently created the terrorist Secret Army Organization (OAS). The
aim of the OAS was to keep Algeria French despite de Gaulle by starting
a counterrevolution. This, however, was never accomrlished because the
OAS failed to establish a foothold outside the large Algerian cities. Terrorism in the Algerian cities and in France was used instead. Assassinations and bombings became daily occurrences. After the conclusion of
the Evian Agreement, the OAS stepped up its terrorist campaign, sing' : tg out the Muslim ropulation, in an attempt to provoke communal 3trife
and the intervention of the French Army on the side of the settlers. With
the apprehension of Jouhaud and Salan, the movement lost much of its
impetus, and final secret agreements with the FLN put an end to OAS
activity.
It is noteworthy that the Algerian revolution est,'-. hed the French
Army as a political factor. In France the OAS had !he s8mpathy of a
large number of French officers, including Mar•l:al Aip!jonse Juin. Many
officers, most of them veterans of the war in Indochina, defected and
joined the OAS. And although the navy, air force, and the vast majority
The French Army has blamed the polif; iars in ge-eral, ar d the French democratic system in particular, for the fall of 2rance in 1.40, their defeat in Indochina,
and the loss of Morceco and Tunisia. After acceptii~g defeat it Dienbienphu, the
French Army looked upon AlgeriL al the battlefield or. which it could vindicate its

honor.
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of the army did not support the generals in April 1962, they showed no
willingness to crush the insurgent movement by force. The army had
become so suspect that the defense of Paris against a possible invasion
from Algiers was entrusted to Gendarmerie and Garde Mobile units.
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AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF AREA AND
REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENTS
I. BACKGROUND
A. Definition of Area
As defined in this study, Africa south of the Sahara refers to that part
of Africa lying between Dakar on the west coast, the Gulf of Aden on
the east, and the Cape of Good Hope at the southern extremity of the
continent. Although much of the territory of the Sudan lies within this
area, Lhat country, for historical reasons, i. not, here considered part of
sub-Saharan Africa. The island of Madagascar, officially kn%,vi,, :nce !960
as the Malagasy Republic, is included becau: e of its historical association with Africa. Sub-Saharan Africa is generally referred to in French
sources as Afrique Noire (Black Africa), because its most distinguishing
characteristic is its predominantly Negroid population. Although there
are wide ethnic, cultural, and even racial variations among Black Africans-and there are several million "Africans" ef pure European or Asian
descent who are permanently resident in south, central, and east Africa
-the dominant characteristic of the area has, in recent decades, come to
be its conscious identification with the Negroid elements.
B. Geography
In size, sub-Saharan Africa is comparable to the United Statei west of
the Mississippi. The climate throughout most of the area is tropical and
rainy with very little seasonal variation. Around the Cape of Good
Hope, however, it resembles that of the Mediterranean countries, and a
temperate climate not very different from that of the United Status prevails in hiie rest of the Union ot South Africa. Southern Rhodesia, and
Kenya, tholugh located at the Equator, also have a moderate climate owing
to their high elevation. In west Africa and the Congo basin of central
Africa dense tropical rain forests alternating with swamps, and savannahs
situated on a plateau, punctuated by an occasional mountain range, are
the prevailing geographical pattprn. There is an arid de,-,rt region in
sout..hwest Africa, between Angola, Southern Rhodesia, and South Africa.
The terrain of south and east Africa is more mounwinous than the rest
(a sub-Saharan Africa. Here are located the great peaks Mount Kenya
.r~d Kilimanjaro and a series of large lakes. One of these is the source of
the Nile. The Nile, the Congo, the Niger, and the Zambezi Rivers have
all been of great cummercial and historical significance in the development
of Africa south of the Sahara. Climate, terrain, and disease-carrying
insects, such as the tsetse fly, render large portions .of Africa's territery
undesirable for human habitation.
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C. People
Sub-Saharan Africa's more than 140 million inhabitants' pre.ent a
greater racial and ethnic diversity than one finds in any other rgioD of
the world of comparable size. Over 3 million are of Europ-,, descen:,
and almost as many are of Asian descent, largely from the western part
of India. The Black African majority are usually classified as belonging
to three major linguistic groups: the Nilo-Hamitic branch, centered in
northeast Africa_; the 'Sudanic branch, centered in west Africa; and the
Bantu branch, centered in sou,'.h and east Africa. These ethnic groups are
further subdivided into hundreds of tribes and clans, which, through
lack of communication for hundreds of years, have developed separate
languages and social customs. Only the Bantu tribes retain a degree
linguistic and cultural unity roughly comparable to that of the IndcEuropean "tribes" of Europe. In countries such as Kenya, Congo, and
Cameroun. the three branches overlap and in some instances have intermingled. In the Congo basin and in the deserts of soutnrwbt Africa, there
are pygmy tribes and Bushman-Hottentjt tribes, generally believed to be
the earliest inhabitants of Africa, which are culturally more primitive
than the Bantu tribes in the area.2
Sub-Saharan Africa has not experienced population pressures ovw~r wide
areas comparable to those confronting most of Asia in recent decades.
Nevertheless, where European settlement has been particularly heavy,
as in Kenya and parts of South Africa, or where very large-scale economic
activity has taken place, overcrowding has resulted. Rapid urbanization
has been one of the most striking demographic characteristics of Africa
since World War Ii. The population of the Belgian Congo, for instance,
was approximately one-third urbanized at the time of independence in
1960. In most cases, tribal diversity has been maintained in, urban areas,
and residential segregation along tribal as well as eacial lines has been
the general rule. Political and social groupings have lkewise followed
tribal lines.
+. Religion

Africa south of the Sznhar.-- has no connnon religion, and this is another
source of the region's cultural diversity. Both Islam and Christianity
have penetrated the region, coming from opposite directions and meeting
in many places. In western Africa, the northern tr-: in the "upcountry" are traditionally Muslim, while the southern tribe, along the Poast are
often Christian. In eastern Africa, the coastal tribes have been widely
converted to Islam by the ,rab settlers, while many of the "upcountry"
tribes have been converted to Christianity, Christian converts, Catholic
and Protestant, are found in large numbers wherever European influence
has been strongly felt. Black Africa's first Ch-istians were the Ethiopians, who were converted early in the Christian era and have maintained
their Coptic Orthodox Church ever since, although completely surrounded
by the Muslims since the rise of Islam in the seventh century. The vast
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majority of Africans are pagan animists, conforming to traditional tribal
religious practices and belief patterns.
E. Socio-Economics
While millions of Black Africans continue to practice subsistence a.-,
culture or to lead seminomadic lives in the hinterlands, Africa south of
the Sahara is dotted with enclaves of modern agricultural and industrial
activity. Large-scale tropical plantations produce cocoa, coffee, peanuts,
palm oil, bananas, cotton, and a variety of exotic spices and seasonings,
and modern mining enterprises yield bqrge quantities of copper. uranium.
,iamonds, gold, manganese, and bauxite. South Africa, the most highly
industrialized country, is responsible for over 20 percent of the entire
continent's gross product, although its populaion is only 6 percent of the
continent's population. 8 South Africa's 3 million or so European residents
derive most of the benefit. The standard of living among the European
population of South Africa, the Rhodesias, ard IKenya is comparable to
that of the United States. The division of wealth has varied ,c'm •rab.y
from territory to territory. One generalization which can be made is
that in tropical Africa, where Europeans did not settle permanently in
large numbers, and where an African middle class has developed, the
division of the wealth has not followed racial lines to the same extent as
in southern and eastern Africa. The coastal cities of wvest Africa, such
as Dakar, Conakry, Freetown, Monrovia. Abidjan, Lagos, and Douala,
have a more highly developed indigenous middle class than any other part
of sub-Saharan Africa. The mining cities which have mushroomed in the
former Belgian Congo, the Rhodesias, and South Africa during the postwar period display considerably less social stability and are characterized
by their large urban proletariat of partially detribalizUd, semieducated
African laborers.4
I.

WESTERN IMPACT ON THE AREA
che impact of the West on Africa south of the Sahara has varied from
one territory to another as a consequence of such factors as the duration
and intens!'y of European influer:te, the number of Europeans permanently nettled in the area, and the nature of the indigenous African culture.
A.

Colonial Rule

Althcugh European contacts with Black Africa began as early as the
154h century, the colonial period did not really begin until the lest of the
19th century. By comparison with north Africa and Asia, i-ost of subSaharan Africa has experienced a relatively recent and brief encounter
with European colonialism. Only the coastal settlements have had contirtuous co.,tacts with Europe for more than a century, and many part.i of
the interior were not touched by European influence until the beginning
of the present century.
The Portuguese, Dutch, British, and other European traders who frequented the west coast of Africa after 1500 came primarily in search of
slaves, spices, ivory, and gold. They were rot coloniai administrators or
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permanent settlers, and their political influence was confined to the immediate vicinity of the forts and trading posts they built along the coast.
The social effects of their coming, however, were disastrous for the indigenous culture, which was one of the most highly developed in Afrika
south of the Sahara. Slavery, which had long been practicea in west
Africa, was internationalized, and a large-scale slave trade soon developed
with the newly discovered Americas. Deprived of millions of their ablest
inhabitants, west Africa and the Congo regions were weakened materially
and socially at a time when European technoleogy and material power were
already far superior to those ot sub-Saharan Africa. The slave trade
also paved the way for colonial rule; one of the justifications for European
intervention in the 19th century was the suppression of the slave trade.
In 1885, at the Congress of Berlin, the European powers agreed amon,
themselves on the partitioning of Africa~s remaining -unclaimed" terri.
tcry. Du'ing the last quarter of the 19th century, in what has been referred to as the "scramble for Africa." European celonial rub. was extended to the remotest hinterlar,nds of the "Dark Continent." Portugal
and Spain retained their original footholos, but Britain, France, Germany,
and Belgium were the major European colonial powers.
After World War I, Germany's west African colonies, Togoland and
Kamerun, were partitioned between France and Britain. German South
West Africa was awarded to South Africa, then a part of the British
Empire, and German East Africa bccame Tanganyika, administered. by
the British, and Ruanda-Urundi, administered by the Belgians. Although
in practice they were treated like colonies of the administering European
power, the former German colonies were technically not colonial territories but League of Nations mandate territorie.s. After World War II
they became U.N. trusteeship territories.
In the period between World Wars I and II, British, F:ench, Belgian,
and Italian colonial administrators, business interests, missionaries, and
others sought actively to consolidate their countries' political, economic,
and cultural influences in Africa. At this time all of sub-Saharan Africa
waq under colonial administration except Liberia and Ethiopia;the former
existed in a semicolonial state of economic and diplomatic dependence on
the United States. Liberia, founded in the 1830's by emancipated American Negro slaves, was heavily dependent on American business interests,
such as Firestone Rubber and certain shipping lines. Ethiopia had reiained its independence partly because of its physir'l isolation, partly
because this ancient Christian country enjoyed the .,z:omic and diplomatic support of the British, who were the dominant European power in
east Africa and Egypt. In 1935 Ethiopia was iin.aded by Mussolini's army
and until its liberation by the British in 1941 was administered as a part
of Italy's short-lived African empire. Ethiopia's brief experience with
European colonialism is illustrative of the positive content of colonialism
throughout sub-Saharan Africa; the Italians built schools, roads, and other
public facilities which very likely would nct have been built by the
Ethiopians.
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B. European Settlement
European influences have naturally been felt most strongly in those
parts of Africa where there have been large concentrations of Europeans permanently resident over a long time. In tropical Africa, Eu..
peans did not settle permanently, primarily because of the climate, but
in many parts of south and east Africa, where the climate is generally
temperate, Europeans settled in large numbers. They first came in
the 17th century, when Dutch and French Protestants landed in the Capetown region of South Africa, South Africa was a Dutch colony until the
19th century, when as a result of the Napoleonic Wars the British occupied the country. During the 19th century, English settlers came to
South Africa in large numbers, and thus began the intense rivalry
between the two European peoples which culminated in the Boer War at
the end of the century. The descendents of the Dutch settlers are called
"Afrikaners" and speak a language derived f.,,m 17th century Dutch.
In the 1880's English and Afrikaner settlers pushed norLiV..2 C frora
South Africa into the Rhode,,ias. South of the Zz'mbezi River, in Southern
Rhodesia, there is a large concentration of European settlers which dates
from this time. The only other large concentration of European settlers
in sub-Saharan Africa is in the British crown colony of Kenya, which was
settled during the early decades of this century, primarily by the British.
Southern Rhodesia's European population is around 200,000 in a total of
almost 3 million, while Kenya has 60,000 Europeans in a population of
over 6 million.
In all three areas of permanent European settlement, the indigenous
African population and the large Indian minority have been subjected to
political, social, and economic discrimination. The non-Europeans have
not shared in the high standard of living enjoyed by the European minority, nor, except in Kenya, have they shared in the political rights which
tba European elite have gradually won from the Britsh. Africans in
tiise areas, and especially in South Africa, are more influenced by European ways than in other parts of Black Africa; however, most Africans
in South _'Crica regard European culture as an alien and hostile culture
imposed on them by white Europeans, and there is little of the conscious
identification with Europe that one finds, for instance, in the former
French protectorate of Tunisia.
C. Interdction of European and African Cultures
The impact of European colonialism and settlement on the indigenous
peoples of sub-Saharan Africa has been -conditioned to a large extent by
the aiature of the African culture in each area. For instance, west African
tri•.c• were more advanced culturally than the Bantu tribes of south and
east Africa. West Africans had long been in conta,.t with thp Arab world
and many tribes had been converted to Islam. Sever.Al Negro-Muslim
empires had risen and fallen during Furope's Middle Ages, and some
coastal tribes had developed a complex system of tropical agriculture.
with a plantation economy based on slave labor and an elite ruling and
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leisure class which patronized the arts. West African artists worked in
bronze and indigenous hard woods. While these political and societal
relationships were upset by the arrival of the European slave traders after
1500, the west African was better prepared than the Bantu and other
African groups for the cultural impact of Europe. Some of the traditional elite maintained their identity throghout the colonial period and
have been active in the contemporary nationalist movement.
The more isolated Bantu tribes were culturally less advanced when
Europeans began settling in their areas in large numbers. Most, of the
Bantu were seminomadic peoples who had developed a pastoral economy
based on cattle. Their encounter with Europeans in South Africa, Rhodesia, and Kenya resulted in a break~lown in their tribal cultures and, i-most instances, in the destruction of their traditional elite. In the 19t..
century, the European aettlers carried on a series of small wars with the
Zulus, the major Bantu people of South Africa. Comparable in many respects to the frontier wars with the Ame.ican Tndinfl
d:lring this period,
these military encounters led to the d&Aruction of the Zulus' traditional
cultural patterns and left a heritage of considerable bitterness.
One Bantu group which has displayed remarkable ability to adapt to
European hegemony and preserve its traditional culture and tribal elite
under colonial rule is the Baganda tribe in the British protectorate of
Uganda. A highly developed group of settled agriculturists, the Baganda
have maintained their "parliamentary" system of government and hereditary monarchy with a dynasty dating back for many centuries. The
Baganda beaefited from the fact that few Europeans settled in their area
of east Africa, although it is one of the most fertile regions of the
continent. One of the positive contributions of European colonialism has
been the development of Makerere University in Uganda.
The European impact has varied widely among the various tribal groups
For instance, the coastal tribes of west Africa, which have had the longest
and most intensive contacts with Europe, have become the most Westerneducated and technically proficient element in sub-Saharan Africa, while
the tribes farther inland have lagged behind in education and technical
know-how. In many cases, the tribes which have become most Westernized were small tribes whicl traditionally had been inferior to others in
the area. Thus, traditional power relationships have been reversed by
the process of Westernization. This disparate spread of European influences explains much of the recent intertribal con•ii-t in Black Africa.
The Ashanti in Ghana, the Fulani in Nigeria and Camieroun, the Lulua
in the Congo, and the Masai in Kenya are all examples of traditionally
dominant tribes which have been placed at a political disadvantage by
the Westernization of other tribes in the area. The Kikuyu in Kenya
and the Baluba in the Congo became Westernized through their association with European settlers, and these tribes ha-e been the most active in
the nationalist movement. The tradition-oriented Masai and Lulua, on
the other hand, have looked to the British and Belgian authorities respectively for protection of their tribal interests.5
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Another important effect of European colonialism was the purtitioning
of tribal areas between two or more European powers. The Ewe, a west
African coastal tribe, was partitioned into the German colony of Togoland, the French colony of Dahomey, and the British colony of Gold Coast,
and the Hausa and Fulani tribes of the west African "upcoUa-ry"
were divided by colonial borders separating French and British Africa.
Colonial boundaries in west Africa generally ran inland from coastal settlements, while ethnic boundaries te-nded to ru-i parallel to the coast.
Another example of tribal partition occurred around the mouth of the
Congo River, where the historically pcwerful Bakongo tribe live in Poemruguese Angola, French Equatorial Africa, and the former Belgian Congo.
The Somali tribesmen in east Africa are scattered through Ethiopia,
Kenya, and their newly independent homeland of Somalia. These examples of conflict between political and ethnic boundaries have already
been the source of considerable political unrest, and they promise to be a
continuing irritant.6
HI. REVOLUTIONS IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA
Although active nationalist movements have developed in Africa south
of the Sahara since World War II, there have been no colonial revolutions
on the order of those in north Africa and Asia. Instead, nationalism has
assumed a variety of forms, ranging from the violence of Mau Mau terrorists in Kenya to negotiated transfers of sovereignty from European
colonial administrations to African nationalist political cadres. Since
Ghana obtained its independence by peaceful means in 1957, there have
been nimerous similar instances of nonviolent decolonialization.
As defined in this study of revolutions, some examplicz of revolutionary
activity in sub-Saharan Africa have been the political riots in the French
Ivory Coast in 1948-50, the Mau Mau revolt in Kenya in 1952-53, thf,
guerrilla war i.n French Cameroun in 1955-60, the Angolan revolt begun in
'?60, the military coup d'etat in the Cungo in September 1960, and the
abortive coup d'etat in Ethiopia in December 1960 against its own indigenous government.
Revoluiionary activity by African nationalists in Kenya, the Ivory
Coast, and Cameroun has displayed• a number of common characteristics,
such as violent tactics, a tribal-based organization, and Western-educated
leadership. It is definitely known that there was considerable Communist
influence in both the RP'?amb!ement Dsmocratique Africain. (RDA) organization, which was responsible for the riots in Ivory Cast, and the
Camerounian nationalist organization, the Union des Populations Cam&'ounaises (UPC). However, despite the claims al E"uropean settlers
in Kenya, no connection betv een the Mau Mau organization and the Conarnunist movement has ever been proved to exist.
French Communists who had infiltrated the RDA lea.'ership at the time
of its formation in 1946 urged the African leaders to adopt a militant
nationalist line. By organizing mass meetings and distributing slogans
and propaganda leaflets attacking European "exploitation" and demand275
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ing equal rights for the African in all spheres of life, the RDA built up a
membership of several hundred thousand in the first 2 years. Although
it was an interterritorial and comprehensive nationalist party with local
branches throughout French Africa, the RDA's mass support was based
primarily in the Ivory Coast. In 1948-49, the RDA instig&,z 1 a wave of
violence in the form of political strikes, boycotts, and rii,s at political
rallies. The French authorities vigorously suppressed these disturbances
and were supported by conservative elements of the African population.
in February 1950 African "moderates" called on France to send in troops
to suppress the RDA as a "foreign party," and in Octohe, 1950 the
RDA's African leadership broke completely with the French Communists..
The UPC in Cameroun retained its connections with the Communists and
left the RDA in 1951. The revolutionary activities of the UPC are r ,marized in another Dart of this section.*
The Mau Mau revolt troke out in 1952. when a secret organization
araong the Kikuyu, Kenya's most westernized African tribe, began a campaign of organized terror, directed at first against Ailrcans emnpioyed by
the British colonial administration, and later against European settlers.
Like the UPC in French Cameroun, the Mau Mau was tribal-based, and
at least some of its leaders were Western-educated. The leaders made
extensive use of tribal superstitions and ritual oaths to maintain the loyalty of their followers and to exert psychological pressure on Africans
who sided with the Europeans. Little is known definitely about "he
instigators and organizers of the Mau Mau, although European sett-lers
have alleged that its leader was Jomo Kenyatta, a leading Kikuyu intellectual and nationalist politician who, in his 50's, was head of the Kenya
African Union, a welfare and political organization for urbanized Africans.
Kenyatta was tried and convicted of complicity in the "Mau Mau" movement, largely on the basis of such circumstantial evidence as his earlier
writing and the fact that he had been to Moscow in the 1930's.8
Little information is available on the revolt which has been brewing in
the Portuguese colony of Angola since the end of 1960. However, it is
known that a guerrilia organization has been conducting paramilitary
.perations against Portuguese settlers and Africans whom the nationalists
accuse of collaborating with the Portuguese authorities. The leader of
the guerrilla bands, which probably number in the thousands, is said to
be Roberto Holden, a Protestant mission-educated African nationalist
leader of the illegal Unido das Populacoes de Angola (UPA). The Angolan rebels are believed to be receiving .on.iiderxb,f. •.ter!isi And nplitical support from nationalist groups based in the iormer Belgian Congo,
which borders Angola on a lengthy and poorly guarded frontier. Portuguese authorities have reacted by sending additional troops and war
materiel and by intensifying an already rigid censorship and other repressive police measures in the colony.?
Of the two military coups d'etat which occurred in sub-Saharan Africa
in 1960, the one which overthrew the Luniumba regime in the newly
* See pp. 291

if.
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independent and politically unstable former Belgian Congo has been summarized in a later part of this section.* The abortive coup which took
place in tte ancient kingdom of Ethiopia on December 14, 1960, has been
characterized as "a palace revolution organized by some of the Emperor's
most trusted officials rather than by Ethiopia's considerable bo,' of
'angry young men'."' 0 The leaders were two brothers, one the commander of the Imperial Guard and the other a provincial governor. Taking advantage of Emperor Haile Selassie's tempoiary absence from the
country, the rebels tooK control of the palace and the Addis Ababa radio
station and announced that Haile 2.!lnsie had been deposed in favor of
his son, Crown Prince Asfaw Wossmen. Although the rebels prociaimed
an end to "3,000 years of tyranny and oppression," the coup was totally
lacking in popular support, and Haile Selassie returned a few days later,
after loyal elements, particularly in the Ethiopian Army, had regained
control of the situation. The two leaders of the coup were hanged publicly, and other officers of the Imperial Guard who were actively involved
have been tried and punished. The Crown Prince has been ab•,olved of
any complicity. The significance of the short-:ived revolution was that it
demonstrated the vulnerability of Ethiopia's Westernizing oligarchy to
the type of political unrest which has been sweeping the rest of Africa
and the Middle East.
IV. PROSPECTS AND OUTLOOK
The examples of revolutionary activity cited above and those discussed
in the following paits of this section suggest the pattern of revolutionary
activity which may be expected to develop in Black Africa in the coming
decade. With the end of European colonial rule, revolutionary activity
will be directed against the indigenous African regimes which take the
place of colonial administrations, and in those parts of south and east
Africa in which European settlers dominate the political scene, a protracted campaign of guerrilla warfare and terrorist operations by an
African nationalist underground organization may develop. The postindependence military coup in Congo, the unsuccessful palace revc!t in
Ethiopia, .,nd the continued guerrilla war against the newly independent
government of Cameroun illustrate the formg of revolutionary activity
with which the emerging nations of Africa can expect to have to deal.
The Mau Mau activity in Kenya and the Angolan revolt are significant
portents for South Africa, Southern Rhodesia, and Kenya.
A. Independent African Territories
The two oldest independent states in Black Africa, Ethiopia and Liberia,
a ,r particularly vulnerable to revolution because of their conservative
p:.,Itical structures and narrowly based ruling elite. Ethiopia's form of
government is an autocracy embodied in the pers n of the emperor and
political participation is strictly limited to a small group. In an attempt
to modernize his tradition-oriented and economically underdeveloped
* See pp. 301 ff.
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country, Emperor Haile Selassie has sent a number of young Ethiopians
from the Amharic oligarchy abroad to study. Oi retui ning to Ethiopia
these Western-educated cadres represent a possible source of danger to
the traditional elite, which includes the hierarchy of the Coptic Church,
the palace functionaries, and the emperor himself. Frequent , 'ministrative transfers about the country are thought to be one of the emperor's
ways of preventing the formation of centers of opposition to his regime.
Liberia's Government is patterned after that of the United States, but
in practice the political process is almost exclusively in the hands of a
few thousand English-speakLig and coastal-dwelling descendant, of the
American Negro slaves who founded the country. The interior is inhabited by tribal peoples who long have been treated as colonial subjects
by the coastal population. The development of nationalism in west Afri?
has forced the ruling elite, headed by President William Tubman, to
devote more attention to the political and social integration of the tribal
interior with the Westernized coastai elements. In September 1961 the
Liberian Government was faced with widespread striie.z ,•nd demonstrations, which government sources attributed to Communist influences among
the tribesmen in the interior.
The states of sub-Saharan Africa which have recently emerged from
what was British, French, Belgian, and Italian Africa are particularly
vulnerable to revolutionary activity. In the first place, these countries
lack national unity. Secondly, they are confronted with what has aptly
been called "the revolution of rising expectations." Moreover, as time
passes, a "generational cleavage" will develop between the younger generatior and the generation which came to power at the time of independence.
Finally, many of the political elite came to Dower virtually without a
struggle and through very little effort of their own; consequently, they
lack the organizational support, the political experience, and the emotional appeal among the masses that a prolonged nationalist struggle confers
on its leaders. The Congo's political elite, for example, which came to
power precipitately, has demonstrated extreme instability in the postindependence period.
jill these states face severe economic difficulties; all of them are
underdeveloped and heavily dependent cn a few key agricultural exports
for the revenue to pay for the technical equipment and manufactured
goods they must import in order to modernize their economies. They
face inflation in the midst of poverty, which seems to be the price of the
rapid economic deielopment to which Black Africa's ellitical leaders are
irrevocably committed. An already narrow range of economic alternatives is further limited by political and psyd.ological factois. For instance, economic logic would dictate the retention of financial and commercial ties with the West; however, for psychological reasons, many of
these links with the former colonial powers have been broken. The
political elite of these countries must find ways of satisfying the social
and economic aspirations of the masses if they are to remain in power.
National independence has invariably widened the scope of popular
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participation in the political process; consequently, the "revolution of rising expectation;" is likely to result in political revolution.
Unfortunately, the new states of Africa are peculiarly locking in the
kind of national unity which older states can usually invok3 for political
stability in times of crisis. Tribal boundaries seldom correspond te 'le
frontiers inherited from the colonial period, yet tribal ties are usually
the strongest loyalties. Rival political factions may identify with rival
tribal groups and thereby gain the advantage of a definite geographic
base of operations. Also, in a society where even the urban population is
less conscious of belonging to socio-ec-nomic groups (i.e., in Marxist termi.
nology "lacks class consciousness") than of belonging to different tribal
groups, politics naturally tend to be less ideological and national-based
and more personal and tribdl-based.
The advantages of a geographic base of political support range from the
conventional advantages typified in our country by the "Solid South" to
the availability of such a territorial base fr gue.irilla operations against
the central government. For example, in Cameroun the ,- Th.•ienary
movement has been centered in the Bamileke tr'bal district, and in Kenya
the Mau Mau movement was exclusively based on the Kikuyu tribe
and centered in their rural districts and urban quarters. In the Congo
rival political factions have taken geographic positions which have attracted both tribal popular support and international diplomatic support.
Thus, the Lumumba faction is based in Stanleyville and Orientale Province,
has wide support among local tribes, End has received diplomatic backing
from ;',inea, Ghana, and the Soviet h!np. Tshombe is based in the rich
min' . province of Kataiga and is supported by the Baluba and other
local tribes and by the European settlers. The central government under
President Kasavubu is based in L.opoldviile among the Bakongo tribe
ani has the diplomatic support of the United Nations and the Western bloc.
B. European-Dominated Areas
Colonial revolutions on the order of those in French North Africa may
be expected in the coming decade throughout the European-dominated
areas ot .wuuth and east Africa. They may be violent, as in Algeria, or
they may be accomplished with a minimum oi violence, as in Tunisia. It
is difficult to imagine, however, that the political, economic, and social
domhkation of the European minority over the non-European majority can
ethnic
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continue without changes in the
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proportions of
Vepower
n .... relationships
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groups. These, -n turn, may take onthe p
tion. The situation in the more important of these areas is briefly disctssed next.
In Kenya, such changes have been going on since 1960, when the emerge.ncy proclaimed during the Mau Mau revolt was officially ended and
African politics returned to legal channels. In 1S61, the British colonial
authorities permitted a nationally-eected legislative assembly with an
African majority; howvever, the African majority was not so large as it
would have been under the formula of "one man, one vote," which is the
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unanimous demand of African politicians. A delicate balance prevails
in Kenya between conservative European settlers; a muoderate European
element organized as the New Kenya Group and lcd by Michael Blundell;
the Indian minority, which is larger than the European but considerably
smaller than the African population; and the African nationo.'its, whc
are divided chiefly into the Kenya African Nationalist Union (KANU),
led by Tom Mboya and supported by Kikuyu and Luo tribesmen, and the
Kenya African Democratic Union (KADU), led by Ronald Ngala ani
supported by the Masai and several minor tribes. The British Government has played the role of "honest broker" and intermediary L.et'-en
these factions in the interest of achieving a peaceful transition fron, a
Eurepean-dominated society to a multiracial one. Since 1958 there have
been reports of a clandestine movement organized as a successor to the
Mau Mau, known as the Kiama Kia Muingi (KKM); its relationship, if
any, to African nationalist political organizations is not known."
Southern Rhodesia, a self-governing Jlwinion in the British Commonwealth, is another area dominated by European settlers. .Along with Cie
British protectorates of Northern Rho esia and Nyasaland, Southern
Rhodesia is part of the Central African Federation. Although the three
territories are economically conmplementary, African nationalists in Nyasaland and the Rhodesias have been unanimously opposed to the federation,
because its practical effect has been to extecid the strong European settler
influences of Southern Rhodesia over the other two territories. Since
1960 there has been increased political unrest and violence between African nationalists and white authorities in the Federation. African nationalists in Nyasaland, led by Dr. Hastings Banda and the Malawi
Congress Party, have been most successful in obtaining political concessions, and this cauntry seems to be taking the course of other British
Afr.can territorfes toward wiventual independence. African nationalists in
Northern Rhodesia have had more difficulty, siice this territory is th3
center of large-scale copper mining and borde,.. on the politically unsettled Katanga Province of the Congo. Son l -- i Rhodesia may either
follow the multiracial pattern which seems tn be emerging in Kenyan
poulics, or the dominant whites may turn to S& th A .rica's racial policies.
In any event, Southern Rhodesia is higidy vu!nerable to the type of nationalist revoiuion which has developed in Angola.
Since the Sharpesville riots in April 1W80 rnd .he police repressions
which ensued, South Africa's vulnerability to ovierrilla warfare and terh ennme evident.
a
Tndisn ntio ,._ts
rorist a4ti;+,tr IA by African and
South Afxican authorities have reacted to non-Eu•p•ean opposition by
increased police repression and surveillance. The official doctrine of
apartheid (se~parateness), which calls for saparate economic, social, and
poli.ical development for each ethnic group in South Af:ica, has been
further implemented by introducing segregation along racial and even
tribal linei- ;n institutions of higher education. The development of the
"Bantuetan3," as they are called, is regarded by critics of apartheid as
economically unfeasible and certain to lead to eventual p,litical fragmen280
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tation of the country along tribai lines. Although both English-speaking
and Afrikaner-speaking whites are o erwhelmingly opposed to altering
the dominan4, role of the European in South African society, the Afrikaner
element is particularly unprepared to accept changes in the power relationships among the European and non-European elements of the pcr.
lation. Afrikaner resentment against criticism of apartheid by other
members of the British Commonwealth led in 1961 to the withdrawal of
South Africa from the Commonwealth and the proclamation of a republic. Independent Black African states have added stimulus to the growing opposition of world opinion to 6outh Africa's racial policies. At
present there is no independent Black African territory on the borders of
South Africa, but an independent Angola, for example, would provide a
base of operations for South African non-European guerrilla bands.
Portuguese Angola on the west coast of southern Africa and M,:-....
bique on the east coast both have sizable European minorities. Therc
are around 200,000 Europeans permanent!,, - sident in Anvola, and
around 60,000 in Mozambique; Angola hns a total population of about 4.5
million and Mozambique of 6.2 million. Illegal African nationalist organizations are active in both countries, and the Portuguese have had to resort
to large-scale military operations against guerrilla bands in northern
Angola. A projonged struggle similar to the Algerian conflict might be
expected in Angola if Portugal were militarily ar.d economically prepared
ior it. The Government of Portugal is a dictaiorship, headed since the
1930's by Dr. Antonio de Oliveira Salazar, and the Salazar regime has
recently lost some support in Portugal and among Portuguese settlers in
Africa. Portuguese settlers have traditionally been more ready than
other Europeans to accept Africans on equal terms, and for this reason
the chances of arriving at a workable multiracial system would seem to
be much better in Portuguese Africa than in the other Europeandominated territories of south and east Africa.
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THE REVOLUTION IN FRENCH CAMEROUN:
1956-1960
SYNOPSIS
In 1955, the Union des Populations Camnrounaises (UPC), a miiitant
nationalist political organization in French Cameroun, was outlawed for
its part in the nationalist agitation and violent anti-European demonstrations and riots which occurred in May of that year. The UPC's openl'y
admitted connection with the French Communist Party was cited as a reason for banning it. Leaders of the UPC either went underground or into
exile, and from 1956 to 1960 they conducted an intense campaign of terror
and guerrilla warfare against both the French colonial administration
and the African leadership to which the French were gradually transferring governmental authority. That tbh UPC revolutionaries were not
suczessful was largely due to France's deci,'ion to relinquiir -f-*ntrol )v- r
the country voluntarily, leaving behijid an indigenous administration
strong enough to contain the revolution by a combination of military force
and political concessions. After French rule came to an end early in 1960
there were sporadic outbreaks of violence led by UPC factions still
operating in one tribal area; however, a major part of the UPC had returned to constitutional politics and was functioning as a legal opposition
party which solved the demands of the southern tribes and opposed continued reliance on French military support.
I. BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING IN REVOLUTION
At the end of World War I, Germany's West African colony of Kamerun
was divided into British and French zones, which were administered by
..±ose powers as mandate territories under the League of Nations. In
practice, these territories became colonial possessions, Britih Cameroons
being intograted into the British colony of Nigeria and French Cameroun
being integrated into French Equatorial Africa.
French Cameroun, comprising a-out Lour-fiths of the former German
colony, was more highly developed economically and culturally and more
politically conscious than other parts of French Equatorial Africa. The
maemory of their past association with German, British, D"t..,, Portuguese, and other European traders, missionaries, and adverrurers stimulated an awareness of the outside world among the tribal peoples of the
i*.Athern part of the territory that was not shared by the more isolated
pcples of the northern interior regions.
After World War II a nationalist movement developed in this southern
region, and Camerounian trade union leaders and inte!'ectuals established
ties vith the nationalist leadership of other African territories and with
French leftists, who were then the only Europeav toliitical group sympathetic to African nationalism. The most celebrated expression of thi3
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nationalism was the Bamako conference held i- French West Africa in
1946. From this meeting of African nationalists and European leftists,
many of whom were Communists, came the Reassemblement D~zocratique Africaine (RDA), a comprehensive interterritorial nat; -"'alist or.
ganization with-local affiliates in every French African colonial territory.
The Camerounian UPC was such an affiliate until 1951, when it broke with
the RDA over the expulsion of Commiunist nmembers an.d influence from
the RDA.
II. THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION
A.

Description of Country

1. Physical characteristics
Located on the west coast of Africa, just north of the Equator, the
territory which prior to 1960 was knu- i, as French Cameroun was bounded
on the west by the Atlantic Ocean, the British co"cii% territcrits of
Nigeria and the British Cameroons, on the north by Lake Chad, and on the
east and south by French Equatorial Africa and the small Spanish colony
of Rio Muni. Its triangular-shaped territory is somewhat larger than
the state of California. The terrain is characterized in the southern and
coastal regions by lowlands and a gradually rising plateau, which gives
way in the northern and inland regions to mountain ranges up to 8,000
feet in elevation. The climate in the southern and central parts of Cameroun is tropical, and the annual rainfall is weli over 100 inches; there
are dense forests with heavy tropical undergrowth. Farther inland and
in the northern region, generally known as the "savannahs," rainfall is
considerably lighter, and the characteristic vegetation is tall grasses and
small trees. There are four river systems, emptying into the Atlantic, of
which the largest is the Sanaga River."
2. The people
The population of French Cameroun was estimated in 1951 to be just
over 3 million; of these, only about 12,000 were Europeans. Population
dý- =ity was greatest in the coastal region around Douala, Camerun's
leading seaport and commercial center. Dnuala had a population in the
1950's of almost 100,000, ox whom about 5,00 were Europeans. The
administrative capital, farther inland, is Yaounde, a city numbering
around 30,000 in 1951, of whom some 3,000 were Europe-an. The native
population is divided into more than 200 separate tribeý" gpeaking Ps many
separate languages and dialects. The majority of ihe Camerounians
speak languages belonging to the Bantu family" for instance, the important Douala, Basa, and Bamileke tribes in the southern region are Bantu.
The Bamileke, numbering a half million, are the leading tribe in the
southern regions and their language is often referred to as "Bantoid"
because it varies so markedly from other Bantu dialects. The nore iern
tribes speak lnnguages related to the Sudanic family; for instnce, the
important Hausa and the Fulani tribes, whose lNi.ismen are inu:!d 1hroughout West Africa, are Sudanic. There are also a few thousand pygmies
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in C.-merouia, but these people have not taken an activ; . na t in the sociopol!'dca life of the cotontry.::
B. Commiunications
Although primitive by European and American standards. French
Camncroun's communication facilities were not, inferior hy Wpst Afriaan
,standitrds. T-.ansp(,rtat~on and commlunication facilities were most higbly devcloped in the coastal regiun betwfeen Dt~uala ýtnd Yaounde. The
German-built railay syitem in tht) Douala areit, designed~ to serve Eu285
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ropean banana plantations, was extended by the French to Yaounde in
the interior. In 1956 there were 323 miles of railway. The French constructed over 6,000 miles bf roads, of Which 343 were paved. Internal
river transport was negligible; however, the harbor facilities at Doinala
were well equipped for external water transport. Theire *we: arge airports at Douald and Yaounde, and a number of smaller fields (22) throughout the country.8
4. Natural resources
Other than fertile soil and tropical climate, the country's only important natural resources are its e.ctensive bauxite deposits, in the coastal
region along the Sanaga River, and large but unexploited iron deposits on
4
the coast near Kribi.
B. Soci-Economic Structure
1. Economic system
The economy of French 'ameirun sas based nrimarily on agriculture. The country was self-sufficient La foodstuffs. The leading agricultural export crops were conoa, coffee, and bananas, followed by timber,
tobacco, rubber, and peanuts. Most of the banana production came from
European-owned plantatioits in the Douala area. Industry was limited,
although at Edea, on the Sanaga River, there was a modern aluminum
plant, with a capacity of 45,000 tons per year, and at Eseka there was a
large modern sawnmill. Electricit Jfor the Edea aluminuIii pla.-L was provided by a large hydroelectric dam and power plant on the Sanaga. There
were also such small industries as a brewery, a cigarette factory, a
small factory producing aluminum pots, soap factories, and palm and
peanut oil mills. 5
After World War II, the Came-,-ounian economy became heavily dependent on French public and private financial assistarwe. The costs of
industr.alization and modernization of agriculture could not be Moet by the
country's agricuiLural and mineral export.i, which before World War II
had netted a surplus of exports over imports. During the period from
19A17 to 1959 French financial assistance to Cameroun amoutted to about
77 billion francs ($1 equals 247 francs, Colonies Frangaihes Afriques).
2. Class structure
There was a small European elite, composed of plantation owrers
and French administrators. Of greater social siviificance was the na 4-i-e
traditional elite, composed uf Uiibal ch-eftains an.d thý-- families, many of
whom had profited by European rule by becoming ptiid civil servants :f
the French colonial administration or by engaging in agricultural and commercial enterprises. European settlement in West Africa never reached
the proportions attained in Algeria, South Africa, and Kenya, due to tfhe
severity of the climate and the prevalence of trovical diseasae.
As a
resu!t, the native traditional elite was not de.,royed as a social group.
although individual members were often replaced by others more accepta1le to the European authorities. RD'her. the West Africai tribal elite
survived under colonial rule as an economic arnd social, Jf not political,
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elite. Tribal chiefs became, in many cases, the leading planters and
merchants of their areas, particularly in the coastal region.i.
European influence led t0 the creation of a Western-educated and
oriented middle class, antagonistic toward both the foreign colonial administration and the native tribal structure. In French Cameroun :=s
emerging middle class was composed )f si.sll traders, small frxmers,
professional people, skilled industrial workers, minor civil servants, and
students and intellectuals. Th`3 middle class -,as, tx varying degrees,
detribalized and Westernized in t'-rms of education, cultural pattern, and
political consciousness. The mass oi the population remained in a tribai
or semi-tribal state and was not politically conscious, although detribalization and recruitment into the emerging middle class was proceeding
rapidly in the southern coastal region, where economic activity was
concentrated.
The snio-economic structure was characterized by an unequal distribution of wealth which greatly favore,' the Furoieair and friu
nous traditional elite groups. Although "Africanizaiion" of the administra.
tion and economy had proceeded further in French Cameroun than in other
territories of French Equatorial Africa, the emerging Camerounian
middle class found their upward social mobility impeded by the indigenous
traditional elite, who, together with the Europeans, dominated the commanding heights of the country's socio-economic and political structure.
3. Literacy and education
French Cameroun had a higher level of literacy and education than
most parts of French Africa. Education was the largest single item in
the territory's budget during the terminal period of French rule. In the
southern coastal section nearly every child of school ,!e was attending
either a mission or government primary school; in the northern part of
the country, however, the number of children in school was negligible.
In the south the literacy rate was high by African standards--about S0
percent of the population below the age of 40. There were over 1,000
Camerounians studying abroad, mostly in France, in institutions of higher
educatic-1 6
4. Major religions and religious institutions
In 1956 it was estimated that there were 500,300 Protestants and
622,500 Catholics in French Cameroun, concentrated primarily in the
southern coastal regions, and 600,000 Muslims, living for the most part in
the northern interior. The remainder of the population, abo;- 1½ million,
adhered to various primitive tribal religions and were classi.•.ed as pagans
or animists. Protestant (British Baptist) missionaries were active along
the coast of Cameroun as early as the 1840's, and after 1890 Catholic
-=sions were established in the southern region. The dominant Fulani
and Hausa ti ibes of the north have traditionally been adherents of Islam,
although the subject tribes in the north have generally not been converted
to Islam. The dominant tribes and most outstanding public figures in the
country have been fGr the most part, either Muslim or Christian, despite
the relative numerical inferiority of these world religions.7
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C.

Government and the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of government
French Cameroun was governed directly by France as a colonial
territory from 1916 to 1957 and indirectly as a semicolonial territory with
local autonomy from 1957 to 1960. In 1957, France permitt- !he Camerounian National Assembly, an elected legislative body established in
1946, to select a prime minister and cabinet. During the terminal stage
of French rule, Cameroun had a parlianmntary system of government
paaerned after the French Government. This Camerounian "government" was responsible to Pa-i.,ient and had charge of a large share of
the country's domestic affairs, although France retained control of foreign affairs and, through the French High Commissioner and colonial
administration, continued to exert a decisive influence over the affairs
the country.
The fully independent Camerounian Government which was set up early
in 1960 is likewise patterned on the V'r'nch governmental sy.-em. The
Camerounian constitution adopted February 21, 1961, provides fTr a nationally elected legislative body and P.-esident. The President appoints
the Prime Minister and Cabinet, who are then responsible to the legislature. The judiciary is independent of the executive and the legislature.
2. Description of political process
French Camerounian politics have been guided more by personalities
and ethnic identifications than by ideological, economic, ot social issues.
This is typical of sub-Saharan African politics. However, French Cameroun is unique among the countries of Fro.lch Africa in not having developed at least superficial and formal ties with poiitical groupings elsewhere in French Africa. By 1959, there were 84 legally constituted
political parties, all of which advocated complete independence ,nnd the
reunification of the British Cameroons with CamerounrThe first Camerounian Government, under Prime Minister M'Bida (May,
1957-February, 1958) and the succeeding government oa Prime Minister
Ahidjo, which effected the transition to full independence in 1960, were
little more than personal coalitions of legislators loyal to the Prime Minist,-. Most of Prime Minister Ahidjo's supporters were organized in'to the
Union Camgrounaise (UC), but the Ahidjo government also drew support
from an unorganized and unstable bloc of independents and tribal-based
politicians.
Opposition to the government, under bothlM'ida and Ahidjo, cane primatly from the .....
,,,
.- pidati•,Ccn, uunTte:o'UnC). The UPC
has been described as the only real political party in the country. Although it too was tribally and regionally b:':ed, its leader,3 evidenced
defiuitc ideological and social motivations.
The UPC was outlawed by the French authorities in July 1955, and for
the next three years it operated illegally as a terrorist organization. Between the fall of 1958 and the spring of 1960 the UPC passed gradually
from terrorism to legal political opposition te the now f-!my independent
government of Prime Minister Ahidjo. Another source of oppusition to
2S8
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the Ahidjo regime after 1958 was former Prime Minister M'Bida, who
went into voluntary exile in Guinea and opposed the government on the
grounds that it refused to hold new elections before the country became
fully independent.
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or changir.g ., -,ernment institutions
Prior to 1960 Cameroun's governmental institutions were creations of
the French Government in Paris and as such could be changed only
through the regular workings of th, French political system. During the
terminal stage of French rule (1•7-6O) Camcroun was governed in accordance with the French Loi-Cadre of June 23, 1956; although this
document served the usual functions of a constitution, no amending procedure was provided.
The 1960 Constitution recognized the amendment and revision initiative
as belonging, concurrently, to the President of the Republic, the Council
bf Ministers, and the National As:membly.
Every revision and amendment proMosal bad to be endorsee ny at least
one-third of the members of the National Assembly before being considered. To become law, the proposal had to be ratified by at least a
t-,'-thirds maiority of Vhe members of the National Assembly. If it
failed to receive the required two-thirds maiority. but received a maiority
of the voles in the National Assembly, it was then submitted to a national
referendum.
Amendments and revisions intended to alter the republican form of
government, Cameroun's territorial integrity, or the democratie principles
that govern the iebublic could not be considered.
4. Relationship to foreign powers
French Cameroun was entirely dependent on France with respect to
the political, military, and economic control of its territory. Uven after
Camerouin became fully independent on January 1. 1960. France retained
close economic and financial ties with the country, and French African
military for-ces were called unon to help the small Camerounian militia
restore order during the early months of independence.
Cart,. .,ounians have been very conscious of their German affiliation prior
to World War I. There were many German planters and merchants in
the country during the interwar period, and many Camerounians received
a German education, some of them in Germany. Particularly in the
southern region, ties with the British Cameroonq remainedi Aosc throughout the period of French colonial rule. Consequently, 'iAwerounians
tended to be more aware than other French AfricaRp of non .French foreign influences.
5. The -file .f military and police powers
buring Frenct z ule there was a police force (gend.armerie) of not
more;
2.000 officers and men. The men and ,-ome of the officers
were African, bit the senior police officials were French. In addition
to this local force, the French had access to French African iroopq from
neighboring colonial territories of French Equatorial Africa. Several
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thousand of these African troops from neighboring Cuad were called in
during the 1956-60 military campaigns against the UPC guerrillas; the
Ahidjo regime likewise made use of two battalions of these French African troops, since the Camerounian Army proved insufficient to deal with
remnants of the UPC guerrilla bands still holding out in Lxiniiloke district after inuependence.
D. Weaknesses of the ;Mlo-Economic-Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or governmental instabilities
There were no serious tribal uprisings and no breakdown in French
colonial authority prior to the outbreak of violence in 19165-58. After *he
military defeat of the German colonial authorities in 1916 the French , .cupation proceeded without serious incident. In 1940 the French general
in command of the colony declared his allegiance to General de Gaulle
and the Free French Forces. No mriitnry e.q.Tontn tcoj; place in
Cameroun during World War II.
2. Economic weaknesses
In common with other countries in tropical Africa, French Cameroun
has been increasingly dependent on foreign technical and economic assistance for its industrialization and modernization programs. For this reason, Cameroun has had to maintain a close political relationship with
France. The distribution of wealth within the country has posed a
serious problem and has exacerbated social tensions.
3. Social tensions
A major source of social tension is the traditional antagonism between the Muslim-dominated non-Bantu t.rib'b
of the north and the
Christian and pagan Bantu tribes living along the coast in the south. The
coastal peoples, through their long association with the Europeans, have
become the most literate and politically conscious group in Cameroun.
This part of the country is more developed economically and, in general,
is more advanced culturally than the northern interior regions. The
north has long been dominated by the historically powerful Fulani tribal
eiite. The French left this group in local control, ruling "indirectly"
through them. The masseq of northern Cameroun were not politically
conscious enough to become actively involved in the nationalist movement, which originated and was based primarily in the southern coustal
region. The conservative Fulani clite tended to saie with the French
authorities.
In the southern and western regions, there are social tensions within
and among the various Bantu and Bantoid trioal communities. The most
serious social situation is in the overpopulated Bamileke tribal area on
the western border, where the*UPC has been able to exploit social and
economic grievances "directed not against the government but -'gain- a
traditional authoritarian system within the tribe which concentrates
wealth, power, and eligible women in the hands of the chi-fs."O The
Bamileke district is the only area in the south which is still ruled by
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powerful hereditary chiefs, and "some of their administration is by all
accounts harsh and corrupt."10 Attempts to democratize local government have been halfhearted and unsuccessful, partly because the dangers
of the situation were not fully realized, but part~y because the Bamileke
themselves have been ambivalent as to the changes they would I: - to
effect. For example, most of the Bamileke are attached to the. inastitution of chieftainship, but they oppose chiefs who abuse their authority.
Thus the essential problem among the Bamileke nas been that of a disintegrating tribal structure. "'Land hunger and an autocratic and sometimes corrupt administration have dhackled an ,mergetic people and plioduced a simmering discontent which needed very little to spark it into
explosion.""1
4. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknesses
The French certainly recognized the north-south conflict in Cameroun,
and th. charge has often been made that they intentionally did nothing
to discourage this regional antagonism in the lrope that it would delav the
spread of Camerounian nationalism from +he southern coaszul stevion.
Camerounian nationa-.3.3ts, on the other hand. attempted to draw progressive young northerners into the nationalist movement. The intratribal
social antagc-iisms of :be south and west. if recognized at all, were
approached by both the Fiench authorities and the Camerounian nationalists as problems to be solved primarily by industrialization and
economic development. Political solutions were advanced only reluctantly,
as in 1957-60, and there was frequent resort to military force and police
action, both by the French and the Camerounian authorities. Ahidjo
made a serious effort in the spring of 1960 to attract mass political support
from the Bamileke tribal areas by organizing a "People's Front for Peace
and Unity" composed of deputies from those areas. The Front was given
three ministries in the government.
IIl. FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION
A. Actors in the Revolution
1. The revolutionary leadership
The leading actors in the UPC-directed re'volution were Ruban Um
Nyobe and Dr. F4lix-Roland Moumie. The UPC's first leader when it
was still a legal political party, Rubun Um Nyobe, was an African trade
uzuou owlueial, who allegedly had received paramilitary trailling and political indoctrination in Prague at a Communist center for Al-c£'-Asian trade
unionists. In 1952, he went to the United Nations to make certain nationalist dema ds on the French administration before that world body.
After the UPC was banned in 1955, Ruben Um Nyobe, who had become
Secretary-General of the revolutionary organization when Dr. Moumie
became President. bid out in the jungles of Sanatra-Maritime District.
From there he directed guerrilla operations against the French and
Camerounian authorities from July 12. 1956 untii September 1958. when
2
he was killed by a French military patrol.Y
The scn of a Bassa witch
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doctor and educated by Protestant missionaries, Ruben Um Nyobe combined traditional tribal rituals with modern guerrilla warfare tactics. He
was probably not a doctrinaire Communist, but he was a militant nationalist and was willing to utilize Communist3 material and moral support
to the fullest in the fight for independence.?
The most widely known leader of the UPC was Dr. F'lix-Roland
Moumie, who served as President and leader-in-exile of the organdzation
from the time it was banned in 1955 until his death in 1960. Born in
1926, Moumie became a Marxist as a young medical student in France.
When he returned to Cameroun he came under the influence o" Ruben
Umn Nyobe and the nationalist movement. Along with several other
leaders of the UPC, Mournie fled across the border into British Cameroons
in 1955. Later he headed the UPC-,n-exile organization, first in Cair,
and later in Conakry, Guinea. Moumie became the leading international
spokesman for the UPC, writing ii, leftwing international journals and
appearing at Afro-Asian conferences and in Soviet bloc capitals. He
maintained that he was a Marxist and a nationalis, , bu
,it a Comlunidt;
his reliance on Soviet support and material assistance was probably dictated by political expediency rather than by ideological conviction. He
died in a Geneva hosn)ital, in October 1960, of thallium poisoning, administered, according to Moumie, by a French ultraconservative terrorist
organization known as the "Red Hand.'*14
2. The revolutionary following
The UPC had wide mass support both in the urban centers of Douala
and Yaounde, among the newly emerging African midd!e class and the
large African proletariat, and in the rural districts of Sanaga-Maritime
and Bamileke. The Basa and Bamileke tribes indigenous to these districts
were well represented in the urban areas, and this provided a link between
rural and urban branches of the UPC organization. French authorities
estimated in 1958 that as much as 80 percent of the pcpulation in SanagaMaritime and Bamileke districts supported the UPC."' In these rural
areas all elements of the population except those close!y identified with the
French, such as the Bamileke tribal hierarchy, supported the nationalist
or-e-nization. From these elements were drawn the several thousand
combat personnel whom the UPC organized into guerrilla bands.
B. Organization of Revolutionary Effort
1. Internal organization
The UPC was first organized in 1947 as an affiliate it' the Rssembicment Dimocratique Africain (RDA), an interterritorii nationalist poliical organization with branches througihout French Africa. The Camerounian branch left the RDA in 1951 in protest against the nationalist
organization's decision to break its links with the French Communist
Party.** The UPC remained a militant but legal nationalist political
party until the spring of 1955, when it converncd .. ma.s meeting of trade
*

See p. 227 in tOe North Africa section.
See General Discussion, p. 276.
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unions affiliated with the French Communist Trade Union Federation,
the Union Dimocratique des Fenmes KaInruvaises (UDFK), the
Jeunesse Dgmocratique du KaWnru. (JDK). and the UPC. The militant nationalist speeches and propaganda that emanated from this mass
rally, held on April 22, 1955, set off a wave of anti-French dcmontsinr•n.ns
and violence tc life and property. French countermeasures caused several thousand aeuths. Finally, in July 1955, the French outlawed the
UPC and its affiliated feminist and youth organizations, the UDFK and
the JDK.
From 1955 to 1958, the UPC existed as an illegal underground orgal.i-ation. Based in the districts of Bamileke and Sanaga-Maritime, guerrilla
banfA, carried on sabotage, terrorist, and paramilitary operations against
both the French and the Camerounian officials whom the nationalist militaits accused of collaborating with the French. In September 1958, in
response to the Ahidjo government's offer of amnesty, Mayi Matip, one of
Ruben Um Nyobe's lieutenants in the Sana;Za-TOaritime Diqtriet, retui-nd
to constitutional politics. Since 1958 Matip'i wing of the 'UPC has o...rated as a legal opposition party. A militant wing of the UPC remained
loyal to Mournie, however, and guerrilla operations continued in the
Bamileke district. Since Moumie's death this wing has reportedly split
into two or more guerrilla bands, led by Ernest Ouandi and Abel Kingue,
both former lieutenants of Ruben Urn Nyobe.1 4
These splits within the UPC reflect the impact which the environment
of the revolution had on its lpadership. First of all, there were always
conflicts between the exiled leadership abroad and the guerrilla leaders in
the jungles at home. Secondly, the countermeastAres of the government,
which combined military repression with liberal offer-. of amnesly, the
rapid progress of the country toward complete independence, and the
deatF of the most capable guerrilla leader, Ruben Um Nyobe, contributed
to the disintengration of the UPC organization in 1958-60.
2. External organization
After goiag underground in 1955, the UPC depended heavily on foreign bases of operation and foreign moral and material support. After
remaining for a few months in British Cameroons, the UPC shifted its
headquarters-in-exile to Cairo. There Mounie amid his staff were in contact with both Egyptian and Soviet representatives, and the UPC received wide acclaim in both the Nassurist and the Soviet press. Accord.ng to French reports, UPC guerrillas have received Czech trms and war
materiel, as well as propaganda material published in th.• Soviet bloc.
When French Guinea became independent in October 1952, Moumie
moved UPC headquarters to Conakry in order to be closer to Cameroun.
C. Goals of the Revolution
1. Concrete political aims of revolutionary aderIn 1952, the demands of the UPOC leaders1Ap intluded: the reunification of British Cameroons with French Cameroun; the estabii2hmert 'f
an elected legislative assembly for the revnified territory; the establmih293
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ment of a governing council with an African majority in the proportion of
five to four; and the fixing of a date for full independence. The UPC's
major political demand, which precipitated the nationalist riots in the
spring of 1955, was a call for U.N.-supervised elections to a coiqtituent
assembly by December of that year. The agitation, in Wu,'i. led to the
outlawing of the UPC. When the UPC began guerrilla warCare in 1956
the leadership announced four minimal demands: reunification, an elected
constituent assembly, amnesty for the guerrillas, and freedom of expression. When the French finally held elections in Dpcember 1956, the
UPC called for a boycott of these elections, claiming that they would be
rigged. Refusing to accept the results of the elections, the leaders of all
factions of the UPC-Moumie, Matip, and the guerrilla leaders-demanded
that the United Nations hold "free elections" in the country prior
the granting of complete independence on January 1, 1960.17 The United
Nations refused to hold new elections, and the UPC refused to recognize
tihe legitimacy of the Ahidjo regint.
2. Social and economic goals of leadership and toliowing
Although Moumie frequently expressed the desire to found a "socialist state""' patterned after those of the Soviet bloc, once the French
had been expelled, the UPC was much too concerned with merely winning
independence to prepare a detailed program of social and economic reform.
The UPC's following probably expected land reform, rapid Africanization
of the civil service, and a higher standard of living after the political
objectives had been won.
D. Revolutionary Techniques and Government Countermeasures
1. Methods for weakening existing authority and countermeasures
by government
In the period when the UPC was a legal political party it organized
mass demonstrations and disLributed inflammatory nationalist propaganda
protesting French rule and articulati.lg its political demands. This phase
of operations reached a crescendo in April and May 1955, when the UPC's
nationalist agitation set off large-scale riots in Douala and Yaounde in
which a number of Europeans, as well as many Africans, lost their lives.
Tl.,: French reacted with severe police repression in the African quarters
of these cities, and on July 13, 1955, the UPc was outlawed. Thereafter,
the UPC operated as a clandestine organization and distributed propaganda advocating its political demands, such as the holding of natioaal
elections to an All-Cameroun Constituent Assembly by the cad of the
-0-n.

19

"Thenext phase of UPC operations began in 19-36, when guerrilla warfare
broke out in two provinces: Sanaga-Maritine, between Douala and
Yaounde, and Bamileke, on the-western border of the country adjoining
British Cameroons. The UPC leaders, some of whom were abroad while
others stayed on in the country, were apparently in complete control of
the paramilitary operations, w.hich continued during the next few years.
The UPC guerrillas, to whom the French conceded the name "Maquis,"*
* Name given to the French guerrillas during World War II.
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sabotaged transportation and communication lines, burned plantations,
and attacked villages believed friendly to the French, often killing unpopular tribal chieftains in the Bamileke areas. The heavy concentration
of Bamileke tribesmen in Douala and Yaounde prcvided the UPC w.•*h
urban bases for terrorist operations in these cities. 20
The UPC's gucrrilla operations slackened off considerably toward the
end of 1958. This was due, first of all, to the loss of their capable underground leader, Ruben Umr Nyobe, on September 13, 1958, and, secondly,
to the effective combination of countermeasures adopted by the French
and Camerounian political authorities in 1958. In February 1958, the first
African Prime Minister of Cameroun, Andr&-Marie M'Bida, was succeeded by Prime Minister Ahmadou Ahidjo, who adopted a markedly different policy to-aids the UPC and the entire nationalist movement.
Apparently with French approval, Ahidjo came out strongly for complete
independence and reunification with British Ca'neroons; thus stealing the
UPC's thunder. Moreover, Ahidjo offered annesty to all memir
r
: of tue
UPC who "returned to legality"; for those wbo continued to resist he
threatened vigorous military countermeasures. After Ruben Um Nyobe's
death in September, Mayi Matip, one of his trusted lieutenants, returned
to constitutional politics and guerrilla activities virtually ceased in the
Sa:naga-Maritime District, leaving only the Bamileke area still unpacified.
Matip's followers, calling themselves at first the Force de Rgconciliation (as the UPC label was then still illegal in Cameroun) have functioned
ever since as a legal )pposition party. In 1948-49, Ahidjo called in additional military forces from Chad and other French African territories
and undertook a determined military campaign against the terrorisis and
guerrillas, of the various UPC factions. By December i959, over 2,000
guerrillas had laid down their arms and accepted amnesty, and the French
were sufficiently confident of the situation to withdraw m.nst of their
troops. 21 Two or more guerrilla bands continued to operate in the BamiL•e district after 1960. These are apparently under the command of two
of Moumie's lieutenants, Ernest Orandie and Abel Kingoe. The strength
of these B.-aileke guerrillas has been estimated to be around 2,000.2
2. Methods for gaining support and countermeasures taken by
government
The UPC rapidly gained a mass following, especially in the southern
coastal region, during its legal phase from 1947 to 1955. It was the first
pofitical organization in French Cameroun to espouse nationah:- demands
which, although in retrospect they appear moderate, werm considered
quite revolutionary at the time. The UPC also draw sui.port from labor,
•rou:,.and women's organizations affiliated with it. When the UPC went
urlerground in 1955 it retained most of its mass following and, ag an
illegal guerrilla organization, it may have attracted certain subversive and
outlaw elements.
During this phase the nationalist organization actively enlisttd the
support of dissatisfied elements among the Bamileke and Basa tribes.
both in the cities and in their tribal areas. Ruben Um Nyobe, himself a
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Basa and personally familiar with tribal rituals and stuperstitutions,*
made extensive use of traditional tribal beliefs to insure the loyalty and
security necessary to the functioning of a modern guerrilla organization.
For instance, UPC guerrillas were, according to some sources, -- !uirel to
take an oath of secrecy, known among the Basa as the "Turtle Oath," and
had direct communion with certain
were told that Ruben Um Nyobe
23
animistic spirits of tribal lore.
When the French permitted the Ahidjo government to promise complete independence by 1960, the UPC sought to attract support by moming
out for immediate independence and new elections. The northern-based
Ahidjo regime was widely unpopular among southerners, and the UPC
was able to attract considerable mass support in the south by thess
demands. Also, the UPC in-exile was able to claim the support of Ahidjo's
parliamentary opposition, when former Prime Minister M'Bida joined
Moumie in Conakry and also demande! nev elections before indepenidence.
In the United Nations the UPC had the support of t: I- soviet bluc and
an Afro-Asian bloc of new statEs led 1)y Guinea. The Western states
and the more conservative Afro-Asian delegations, however, upheld the
Ahidjo regime's refusal to hold elections until after independence. UPC
influence on Guinea, Ghana, and Liberia led these countries to withhold
diplomatic recognition of the Ahidjo government for several months.
Since independence the Ahidjo regime has taken effective measures to
counteract the UPC's appeal to nationalist and southern sentiment. These
measures are discussed in Part IV as institutional effects of the revolution.
E. Manner in Which Control of Government Was Transferred to
Revolutionaries
Although UPC's revolutionary goals were achieved in substance by the
accession to full sovereignty of the Ahidjo government on January 1,
1960, the revolutionaries did not themselves come to power, and in that
sense the 5-year-old revolution against both the French and the Camerounian authorities was not successful.
IV. THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Changes in the Personrnl and Institutions of Government
The UPC-led nationalist revolution resulted in the establishment of a
sovereign state, patterned after the French political system. In February
1960, in order to accommodate the demands of antig: 7ernmnent political
forces and provide a wider base of popular support, the Ahidjo regime
replaced the French Loi-Cadre of June 23, 1956. with a Camerounian Constitution, under which Ahidjo became President and Charles Assale Prime
Minister of a national coalition Cabinet. A southerner and a supporter
of Ahidjo, Assale has been described .-- a "middle-of-the-road uncontroversial figure iwho] gives Ahidji, who e support is almost entirely in the
North, a useful foothold in the South of the country." 24 In April 1960
*

See pp. 291-292 of this summary.
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new elections were held, in which Matip's legal faction of the UPC was
permitted to participate freely. It won 22 seats in a rational legislature
of 100 and Matip was offered a Cabinet post. He refused on the grounds
that one ministerial post did not constitute adequate recognition of the
25
UPC's political strength.
B. Major Policy Changes
Owing to the Ahidjo regime's close ties with France and its vigorous
suppression of the UPC, which enjoyed wide popularity among radical
elements in several of the newly irdependent African states. the new,
republic of Cameroun at first had thc reputation of being a French puppet.
It was not until after th,3 Ahidjo regime had legalized the UPC that
Cameroun entered into diplomatic relations with all of its West African
neighbors. Since that time, C-cmeroun has pursued a moderate and generally pro-Western foreign policy. It is significant that as late as the
summer of 1961 the Soviet bloc had not sent aty diplomatic repersentftives to Yaounde, apparently expressing
the blec's continued contempt fR.r
26
the Camerounian Government.
C. Long Range Social and Economic Effects
It is too early to discern any long range socio-economic effects of independence. The e.untry has continued to receive French capital and
technical assistance, and the economy is gradually being industrialized
and modernized. There has been no serious attempt to solve the problems of overpopulation in the Bamileke District, other than to provide
additional economic opportunities for those who migrate to urban areas.
Urban problems will probably be among the most serious social weaknesses facing the country in the next few decades.
D. Other Effects
The immediate problem facing the Ahidjo-Assale regime concerns the
r .itinued tribal unrest in the Bamileke District. An encouraging factor
has been the formation of the Front Populaire pour L'Unit4 et la Paix
(FPUP), rn•mposed of 18 members of Parliament from Bamileke and otber
southern constituencies, which cuts across party lines and seeks to articulate Bamileke and other tribal d&mands by constitutional processes.
The FPUP, working closely with many members of the Matip faction of
the UPC, stands for the removal of all foreign troops and the formation
of a strong national army; the surrender of rebel bands and •-.eir accepta•.ce of the government's offer of amnesty; and participaltion in the
national coalition government of Prime Minister Assale. The FPUP was
given. three ministerial posts in this government. 27 After October 1,
19;1 the southern part of British Csmeroons will be reunified with Cameroun as a federal region with a certain degree of local autonomy tc
Pecnmmodate the historical differences that separate this formerly Britishadministered territory from the former French Cameroun. The Political
effect will be to increase greatly the political strength of the southern
region relative to the north of the country.
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SYNOPSIS
On September 15, 1960, the Congolese Army Chief of Staff, disseiisfied
with the political disintegration of the Congo, staged a bloodless coup
d'etat against the regime of Premier Patrice Lumuruba with the help of
some elements of the national army stationed in the capital city of Leopoldville. Congolese troops seized control of zhe country's only radi.
broadcasting station and surrounded the Parliament building, preventing
all members of Parliament from entering. The President of Lhe Republic
was not affected by the coup. The Prime Minister was placed under
house arrest, but was ab!e to escape. There was no resistance, and the
action was completed in less than 24 hours.
I.

BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING IN REVOLUTION
The relative stability which had prevailed in the Congo during more
than 70 years of Belgian rule gave way, in January 1959. to a wave of
civil unrest. On January 5, 1959, 30,000 unemployed Congolese, led by
some of the political elite, rioted in the capital city of L6opoldville. Although these riots were precipitated by economic conditions, they soon
took political overtones, when the Congolese political parties united in
their demands for economic and social reform, and eventual independence.
This pattern of violence was to mark the last one-and-a-half years of the
Belgian administration.
Faced with mounting internal and external presur.Ls, resulting from
the inability of the Belgian administration to cope with the agitations of
the Congolese elite, and the increasing criticisms of indeperdent African
states and cther countries, King Baudouin of Belgium expressed, on Janu;."y 13, 1959, his resolution to lead the Congo to independence. In October 1959 the Belgian Government indicated its desire to grant the Congo
some m1--ure of independence in 1960. It called for the election of Congolese political party representatives in December 1959. These delegates
would then represent the Congo 4,L subsequent talks with the Belgian
Government.
At the Brussels Round Table Conference on January-February 1960,
the Connnle.qe dele.ates presented a nnanimwvis demand f,, immediate
and total independence. An agreement was concluded prov:ding for national elections in April and May 1960 to choose a legislature, the format;Co of a Congolese Cabinet by June 10, 1960, and independence on June
&", 1960.
It is too early to assess fully the motives of the Belgian Government
in precipitately granting the Congo full independence. Fear of the consequences of not acceding to Congolese demands undoubtedly contributed
to the decision. There was great pressure everywhere against the eontinuation of "colonialism" in any form and the Belgians were unwilling
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to faca the bloodshed and high cost of a war which vould make them very
unpopular in international circles and which would still not allow them to
maintain a secure hold on their possessions. Belgian business too may
have felt that there was a better chance foi salvaging some of Pý intercsts
by granting independence and thereby gaining sortie good widi ftrot ceitain Congolese leaders.
In the elections, none of the political partiep achieved a plurality. Thus,
the Congolese Government which was formed on June 24, 1960, was,
essentially, a coalition of the Congo's two major politcai groupirs: the
federalists, represented by the Association of the Bakongo (ABAKO)
party, and its allies, ana led by Joseph Kasavubu; and the centralists,
.eme•,
(MNC) party and it'
represented by the National Congolcs, M.
allies, and led by Patrice Lumumba.
On July 8, 1960, elements of the Congolese National Army in Leopoidville mutinied against their wh.te off-cers, and took to mob violence.
The mutiny spread throughout the Congo "l iesb -.a!: .•,ree lays. On
July 11, Belgian paratroopers occupi' Lopoldville and other major Congolese cities. On that same day, Katariga Province proclaimed its independence; Kasai Province followed suit in August. On July 12, 1960,
Patrice Lumumba called on the United Nations to eject the Belgian raratroopers, and to help resLo.e order.
In the weeks that followed the arrival of U.N. troops, Lumumba's followers made repeated attempts to reimpose the Government's rule on
Katanga and Kasai. These attempts precipitated a power struggle within the central government, betwecn the centralists and federalists, culminating in a reciprocal dismissal by Joseph Kasavubu and Patrice Lumumba
of one another. The legislature refused to accc.t either dismissal, and
the jostling for power continued until the coup detat of September 15,
r.
1960.
On that date, the Chief of Staff of the Congolese National Army, Col.
Joseph Mobutu, announced that the army was taking over the government.
He placed Premier Lumumba under house arrest, dismissed the Cabinet
a:,,.' suspended Parliament, and set up a caretaker regiLle, to be known
later as the C.ouncil of Commissioners-General. No attempt was nitade to
unseat the President of the Republic, Joseph Kasavubu; and it appeared
that Colonel Mobutu had thrown his support to the federalists. Little
is known about the prior planning of the coup; spontaneity seems to have
beet) its major characteriatic.
II. THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTfON
A. Description of Country
1. Physical characteristics
The Republic of the Congo is in central Afr'ca, and is crossed by the
Equator in its north central region. It has an area of 905,380 square
miles, one-third of the size of the United States, and is divided into six
provinces: LAopoldville, Equateur, Orientale, Kivu, Katanga, and Kasai.
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Built around the basin of the Congo River and its tributaries, the Republic of Lue Congo has a low-lying central plateau surrounded by higher
land, with mountain ranges in the east and southeast. Half of the land
area is covered with equatorial forests, and the rest is mainly scrub and
savannah. Hot and humid weather prevails in the lower westerpn-~'d
central r'egions, with heavy rainfall. The higher regions in the east and
southeast have a temperate climate.
2. The people
As of December 31, 1958, the population of the Congo .1tepublic
amounted to 13,658,185 Congolese, aund 118,003 non-Congolese, 85 pere~ra
of who.'i were Belgiars. The population density was approximately 13
persons per square mile. One-fourth of the total pooulation are urbanized, and live in and around Lkopoldviile-the capital.-Bukavu, Elisabetnville, Jadotville. Matadi, Stanleyville, and Luluabourg. The Cong>-_
lese are basically of the Bantu family, rtoughly divided into more tk~an
70 ethnic groups, and subdivided into hundred., of tribes and clans. (Jf
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the more than 400 languages and dialects spoken, the principal ones are
Swahili in the east and south, Tshiluba in Kasai, Kikongo in the Lower
Congo, and Lingala along the Congo River.
3. Communications
The main outlets to the sea are the ports of Banana, Buma, and
Matadi, all situated on the estuary of the Congo Rivei. The Congo and
its tributaries provid-. the Congo Republic also with its main channels of
internal communication. Although they constitute a widespread system
of communication, the many waterfalls and cataracts make frequent transshipments necessary.
Of the 87,412 miles of roads, only 20,890 miles are main roads, covered
predominantly with sand, gravel, or lhterite. Most of the hard-surfaced
roads are in and around the major cities. As of 1957, there were 3,18miles of railways. Some of these connect with the railways cf Angola
ani Northern Rhodesia.*
4. Natural resources
The Congo Republic is blessed with inmuanae mineral deposits, a rich
topsoil suitable for agriculture, and timber-producing forests.
The most important mineral products are copper (in Upper Katanga
Province), diamonds, tin, gold, and uranium. Others include cadmium,
coal, cobalt, germanium, lead, manganese, niobium, palladium, silver, tantalum, tungsten, wolfram, and zinc. In the agricultural field, the Congo
Republic produces cocoa, coffee, copal, copra, rice, rubber, and sugar
cane.'
B. Socio-Econemic Structure
1. Economic system
The economy of the Congo Republic, prior to June 30, 1960, was
based primarily on -mining and agriculture.* Copper and dia.mond mining
formed the industrial basis of the country, and local industries were being
established to supplement the processing of mineral products. Agriculture is practiced throughout the Congo, and is geared to local requirements, although a few cash crops are raised for export.
Lairing the Belgian administration, the economy of the Congo wa. expanded through a combination of private and government-owned enterprises. Mining enterprises were largely private concerns, while utilities
were, as a rule. governmentowned.
The main products for domestic consumption include textiles, cement,
shoes, metal drums, soap, cigarctutcs, becr, vegetable Zii, and cott._i...d,
oil. The Congo, however, is not self-sufficient in any of tlhese consumergoods industries, and imports foodstuffs as wel! as vehicles and transportation equipment, machinery, fuels, lubricants, clothing and footwear, iron
For further information see The WVorldinark Encyclopwdia of the N.nno,.e (New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1960), 204-205.
"* The civil unrest which erupted after June 30, 1965;, and still persists, makes it
difficult to describe the economy. If Katanga became independent, then the wh.le
economic structure of the Congo Republic would be draitically altered. Much of the
economui wealth is concentrated there.
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and steel products, pharmaceuticals, and chemicals. 2 Its chief exports
are copper, diamonds, and uranium. Copper exports in 1960 represented
7.4 percent of the total world production, and diamond exports 15-18
percent of the total world value of diamond production. The Congo is , .e
of the world's leading producers of uranium; h(,wever, the volume of production is not made public.
2. Class structure
The Congolese can be divided into two main groups: tribal and urbanized. The tribal group, comprising cbcnt three-fourths of the population.
lives in rural areas, under primitive conditions, and provides the country
with cheap unskilled labor. The urbanized group is beginning to form the
nucleus of a modeni society. It now incluaes a large lower class composed of semi-skilled labor, a small middle class of bureaucrats, shopkeepers, clerks, and army noncoms, and an even smaller upper class of
professionals. Prior to 1960, the Belgiaii a,'ministrators and business
people comprised the Congo's social-economic and political ei.lw, .;ith an
average per capita income of $2,973, compared to that of $44 for the
Congolese. The present Congolese elite, or Rvolu& (those who have
progressed), who replaced the departing Belgians, is composed of a small
n.n,ber of high school and college graduates, the skilled craftsmen of the
middle class, and the army noncoms some of whom are now officers.
These tz£oluis are, for the most part, missionary-trained, and form, as
a whole, an emancipated westernized middle class.
The growth of Congolese urban society in the past decade seems to
indicate great social mobility. This is due mainly to the policies of the
Belgian administration and the mining eifterprises. The colonial administration discouraged the ntas, immigration of
nationats, and reheatiian
cruited Belgians onhy for the upper echeil., if its civil service. The
faining enterprises, on the other hand, limittd their hiring o. nonCongolese to technicians. The Congolese wer:- encouraged to mcive to the
.ities by offers of higher pay, houses, aad plots of lana. They were then
trained to fill the requirements of the Belgiar- admnaistration and the
mining en.:arprises for semiskilled and skilled labor.3
8. Literacy and education
Prior to 1957, there were separate schools for Belgian nationals and
for the Congolese, with a total enrollment of 1,533,314. The majority of
the schools for the Congolese were, however, inferior to those for Belg-'ans. This, more than anything else, contributcd to the e• "•a~ely l,.
level of literacy. In 1958, the school syatem was revised, and better
schools and higher education were provided for promisirg C.ongolese. The
tiv., universities, the Belgian Congo and Ruanda-Lrundi Government Univ. roity and Lovanium University, had, in 1958, a total enrollment. of 194
Congolese.O
4. Major religions and religious institutions
Catholicism, Protestantism, and Islam are the three main religions
of the Congo Republic. In 1958, there were 4,546,160 Catholics, 825,625
Protestants, and 115,500 Muslims. Catholic and Protestant missionaries
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began work in the Congo in the latter part of the 19th century. They
took the initiative in establishing schools, medical clinics, hospitals, and
welfare centers.
Today, however, there is no established church. The Republic is secular, but the influence of the Catholic Church is especially iLrong since
most of the Congolese elite are mission-trained, and most of the political
parties trace their origin back to mission school associations. The
Conscience Africaine, a Catholic-sponscred newspaper, was the first to
advocate nationalism. Some of tl•a civil unrest which erupted after Jun-e
30, 1960, was aimed at these missionaries because of the apparent cooperation between the Belgian Administration and the missions. However,
this has now ended, and the missionaries have been encouraged to resur'l
their educational work.
C. Government and the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of go-crmnaent
The provisional constitution which was adopted at the Brussels Round
Table Conference of January-Februar, 1960 and is still in effect set up
the basic structure of the Congolese Government. Central and provisional institutions were to be defined by June 30, 1960.
The prcvisional constitution provided for a legislature of two houses,
with identical legislative competence--a Senate of 84 members and a
House of Representatives of 137. The members of the Senate were
chosen by provisional assemblies on the bas-is of 14 for each province,
including at least three tribal chiefs. Members of the House of Representatives were elected by universal male suffrage on the basis of one
representative for every 100,000 inhabitants.
The executive branch of the government was composed of ths Council of
Ministers, headed by a Prime Minister, and was responsible to the Parliament in all policy matters. The first Prime Minister, Patrice Lumumba,
was appointed by King Baudouin of Belgium.
The President of the Republic, Joseph Kasavubu, was elected by a joint
session of the two houses of Parliament. His functions are meant to be
mainly honorary, and include the convening of Parliament.
The Cabinet assumed all powers relating to foreign affairs, army and
national police, national finance, currency, customs, taxation, education,
transportation, communication, postal services, national security, and settlement of legislative-judiciary conflicts.
The Parliament convened as a constitutent assemb.lr to draw up a new
constitution which would define the central and provincial institutions,
the relationship between executive-legislative and judiciary, the legal
means of amending the constitution, and establish a judiciary and judicial
system. However, because of disagreemert between federalists and centralists, it adjourned without achieving its purpoz e.
2. Description of political process
In the May 1960 general elections, thrte major political parties
emerged, headed by Patrice Lumumba, Joseph Kasavubu, and Albert
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Kolondji. None of them, however, achieved the majority which would
enable them to form a government. These elections clearly indicated the
need for a coalition government.
To prepare for independence and preserve the unity of the Congo, all
the political parties represented in the Congolese Parliament joine"; to
elect a coalition government, with Lumumba as Prime Minister and Rasavubu as head of state. This coalition was maintained until September 5,
1960.
On that day, President Kasavubu dismissed Premier Lumumba, and
nominated Joseph Ileo instead. L.,Auumba rec-procated by dismissing
Kasavubu as President. The Parliament refused to consider these dismissals, and reinstated both men, but the coalition had, in effect, ceased
to exist. The political parties polarized into two major groupings--the
ceptralists, supporting the government, and the federalists, making up
the opposition.
The centralists were composed of the fol!ov,:ng parties: the Nat-nral
Congolese Movement (MNC) headed by Lumu-mba, with support throughout the Congo; the African National Unity ?arty (PUNA) headed by
Jean Bolikango, with strength in the provinces of Equateur and L6opoldville; and National Progress Party (PNP) headed by Paul Bolya, and
centered in the provinces of Equateur and L-opoldville; the Balubas of
the BaKatanga (BALUBAKAT) headed by Jason Sendwe, and composed
of a cartel of three tribally-bazed parties in Katanga Province; and the
People's Party (PP), a Marxist party led by Alphonse Nguvulu. These
parties, as a whole, supported the theory of a strong centralized state,
which would rise above tribal loyalties.
The federalist opposition comprised two parties; the Association of the
Bakongo (ABAKO), headed by Kasavubu, and centered in Ldopoldville
Province; and the Confederation of the Association of the Tribes of
(CONAKAT), headed by Moise Tshombn., and located in Katanga
I,-ovince. The federalists were also supported by prominent Congolese
poiiticians, such as Joseph Ileo, President of the Senate, Thomas Kanza,
and Justin Bomboka. These parties and politicians advocated a federal
5
state composed of the five provinces, along tribal lines.
The opposition parties were handicapped becuusc news media were
virtually closed to them. Some of the parties, both pro-government and
opposition, issued newssheets, but these, as a whole, were not effective
because of the high rate of illiteracy, and because di-stribu',I.n failed to
extend beyond the major cities. Radio broadcasting wa., centralized
under the control of the government. Most of the political leaders relied
on word-of-mouth as a means of rallying their supporters.
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or changing goverf.ment institutions
The provisional Constitution of 1960 contained on!,, one clause relating to its amendment. This dealt with secession. Secession by any province, or of part of the national territory, could be achieved legally only if
it received a two-thirds majority in Parliament. Legal procedures for

IIatanga
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amending the Constitution were to be included in a new constitution, to
be enacted at a later date.
4. Rela',onship to foreign powers
At the Brussels Round Table Conference of 1960, agreements were
concluded between the Belgian Government and the Congolese leaders
concerning the future relations of their respective countriez. It was
decided that, on June 30, 1960, the Belgian civil servants in the Congo
would come under the authority of the Congo Government. Similarly, the
judicial system of the Belgia- Administration was to continue to function
until such time as the Congo Parliament enacted a new system. General
treaties of friendship, assistance, and cooperation were provided for; and
a Belgian technical mission was to t e sent to the Congo after June 3('
t960 However, the mass exodus of Belgian personnel from the Congo k.
the wake of the July 8-11 riots, and the arrival of Belgian paratroopers
on July 11, 1960, made the ratificatio.n q.nd implementation of these agreements impossible.
The Lumumba government then sought economic and technical assistance from neutral nations, and accepted the proffered help of the Communist bloc. The Western bloc, with the exception of Belgium, refused
to take unilateral action vis-a-vis the Congo outside the United Nations.
Katanga Province seceded on July 11, 1960, and declared its independence.
Since then it has strengthened its ties with Northern Rhodesia, and the
Union Miniare du Haut-Katanga (Mining Union of Upper Katanga) has
provided Tshombe, the secessionist leader, with technical personnel, Belgian officers for his army, and weapons. The independence of Katanga
Province has not, however, been recognized by any state.
5. The role of military and police powert
The Force Publique (Home Guard) was established by the Belgian:
in 1891 to defend the frontiers of the Congo agal.-"t tribal raids and to
maintain internal order, prevent tribal wars, and put down rebellious
tribes. Composed of volunteers, it was "a native army, almost entirely
illiterate, poorly paid, and officered entirely by Europeans."" Mutinies
1,ee not uncommon.
On June 30, 1960, the Congolese Government changed the name of this
25,000-man force to "National Army." It maintained the above-mentioned
purposes for its new army, and kept the white officers. On July 8, 1960,
the central government, in an effort to pacify the mutiny, dismissed the
r%Pcer n rep! ced them with-wahite
Congolese non,-ins. who were promoted to officer rank.
Because of the unruliness of the Force Publiq.e the Belgian Administration set up the gendarmerie (constabulary) during World War Ii as a
parallel organization. Smaller in number, more effective And manage.
able, the gendarnerie was given the task of maintaining the internal
security in and around the major cities. whiLs the Force Publique was
relegated to the barracks and to the maintenance of order in remote
rural areas. The Congolese central govern.ment maintained this force,
and used it effectively to quell the mutinous Force Publique in July 1960.
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The gendarmerie is recruited from the elite of the Force Publique, and
its units represent the most reliable force at the disposal of the central
government.
D. Weaknesses of the Socio.Economic-Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or governmental instabilities
Lumumba's government, which took over on June 30, 1960. inherited
grave political, social, and econom-ic problems. These became increasingly acute, because of the governmej.tWo lack of trained administrative
personnel to replace the Belgians and because of its inherent weakness.
The July 8-11 mutiny left the Lumumba government without an administration, and without an effective law-enforcing agency. The Belgian civil servants, who were supposed to train the Congolese had fled
or were ;n the process of fleeing, and could not be replaced immediately.
The national army lost its effectiveness when it mutinied against the
central government, and subsequently broke tp into factions oi varying
allegiances.
The Lumumba government was, essentially, a coalition government.
The centralist-federalist compromise which had brought him to power
limited the efficacy of his government. The effective powers which would
have enabled him to meet the immediate problems were denied him by
the federalists, because they would have enabled him to establish the
strong central government which he advocated. Nor could he circumvent
this parliamentary oppon.ition and appeal directly to the masses, because
his policies also struck at the tribal structure of the Congolese society.
The. masses, per se, were politically unconscious and inarticulate. They
were still in a tribal state of organization, and gave their allegiance to
their tribal leaders. These tribal leaders opposed a atrong central government because it threatened to relegate them -to inferior status.
2. Economic weaknesses
The Lumumba government faced two immediate economic problems
which it could not solve. It had come to power with practically no liquid
assets in the Central Bank, and in a protrac'.td state of chaos the subsistence-type agriculture of the Congo could not saipport the masses.
The 1959-60 uprisings had resulted in a flight of capital which the Central Bank has not checked, and the w•ithholdinz of private internatio..a
,:.pit4L investments.7 The Lumumba government found itself in t.he
umenviable position of not being able to pay its employees a..d its army.
thereby losing control over both.
With nn visible means of paying for its importi of foodstuffs, the
gnvernment found itself equally unable to supplement the food requiremients of some of its tribes, thereby losing their support.
3. Social tensions
To establish the stability required for instituting reforms, the Belgian Administration had adopted two social measures: the creation of a
Congolese middle class of tvolu&s, and the formation of tribal associa309
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tions in the rural areas which would carry over when tribesmen moved to
the urban centers. it was hoped that both groups would become the
allies of the Belgian Administration. Both these measures, however,
failed.8
The Svoluhs soon found themselves the subjects of Belit-. paterfialism. They were encouraged to rise above tribal loyalties, and, at the
same time, they were denied real power or significant roles. The segregationist attitudes of the Belgian nationals further enraged them, and,
in their frustration, they turned against the Belgian Administration.9
The formatioh of tribal atsuciations tended to disrupt the anmagamation
of the Congolese into a homogeneous society. It reemphasized the tribal
structure of the Congolese society, resulting in the rekindling of tribal
jealousies, enmities, and wars. 10
With independence, the 9volujs, who had risen above tribal loyalties,
found themselves shunned and suspected by the tribes, and unable to
lead.
The large number of tribesmen whn had recently inoved to the cities in

search of food swelled the ranks of the unemployed, adding to the uneasiness of the situation.
4. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknesses
Patrice Lumumba recognized the weaknesses of his regime. By
calling for the intervention of the United Nations, he had hoped to eject
the Belgians, maintain security, retrain and reorganize the national army,
train a civil service, and restore the authority of the central government
over Kasai and Katanga Provinces. His followers succeeded in retaking
Kasai, but the campaign destroyed his coalition government. In dealing
with Katanga, he had hoped that the United Nations would either compel
it to submit to the central government, -r allow him to reconquer it while

upholding him as Premier in spite of the h'eakup of his coalition government. The United Nations refused to accede to his demands, and suggested negotiatinn with Tshombe. He refused to negotiate on the grounds
that negotiations could only lead to a federal solution, and that a federal
solution would strengthen the hand of the federalists."
Instead, he turned against the United Nations, accepted the cvonomic
and techn.cal aid offered by the Comnianist bloc, and threatened to ask
12
for the direct inLervention of the Soviet Un'on.
IIT.

FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION
A. Actors in the Revolution

1. The revolutionary leadership
The leader of the coup d'etat was Col. Joseph Mobutu, Chief of Staff
of the Congolese National Army. He had first enlisted in the Force Publique in 1949, and had been disebarged 7 yearn later as a sergeant major.
In L*opoldviJle, he took up writing and journalism, eventually becoming
editor of L'Avenir, and, later on, editor in chief of .he MNC's newspaper,
Actualitis Africaines.
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In January 1960, he attended the Brussels Round Table Conference as
a delegate of the MNC. He was appointed State Secretary for Defense
by Lumumba after the Congo had been granted its independence. Shortly after the mutiny of the national army, on July 8, 1960, he was
appointed Chief of Staff with the rank of colonel.
Colonel Mobutu began his political career as a centralist, closely associated with Lumumba's MNC. In the 1959-60 events, he remained in
the background, and was a relatively unknown figure in Congolese politics.
He seems to have enjoyed the complete confidence of Lumumba, and the
split appears to have been the result ol Mobutu's own personal conflicts.
He is a devout Catholic, is anti-Communist (he ejected all the Communist
diplomats and technicians), and is not anti-European. He seems to have
no political ambitions, as is attested by the fact that he immediately
appointed a Council of Commissioners, and promptly stepped down as
strong man when President Kasavubu named a provisionfd government
in February 1961 composed of members of the suepend-0 P',1rliarnel."
2. The revolutionary following
The military coup d'etat was carried out with the support of that
part of the national army stationed in Lopoldville. The population, as
a whole, was apathetic. The federalists, however, who were not displaced by this military exercise of power tended to back Mobutu.
B. Organization of Revolutionary Effort
1. Internal organization
The military coup d'etat seems to have resulted from a spontaneous
agreement between Colonel Mobutu and the officers of the elements of the
national army stationed in Lopoldville in the afternoon .•f September 14,
3960.
2. External organization
There is no evidence that Colonel Mobutu had the support of foreign
c-,ntries. However, in the days preceding the coup d'etat, he visited
tne Anmerican Embassy frequently,14 a fact which leaves the door open
to speculation. Implied support was granted by the United Nations after
the coup d'Anat, when the U.N. command in the Congo uccepted the cooperation of Colonel Mobutu in discharging its mission.
C. Goals of the Revolution
In removing Lumumba, Colonel Mobutu appears to have b.c ;; prompted
by a desire to end the Kasavubu-Lumumba power struggle which was
furthering the constitutional disintegration of the Congo."' The restoration of Kasai Province by Lumumba had resulted in the massacre of a
large number of Baluba tribe-smen. This campaign had destioyed naHiana? unitv and weakened the effectiveness of the government. Subse"quent attempts by Ghanaian troops of the U.N. comm8,id to disarm the
national army, and Communist machinations in the Congo, were interpreted by Colonel Mobutu as direct interference by Ghana and the Communist bloc in the internal affairs of the Congo in support of a Lumumba
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dictatorship. The continued absence of an effective government, in such
a situation, would have played into the hands of Lumumba and his
16
supporters.
D. Revolutionary Techniques and Government Countermeasures
The Lumumba-Kasavubu power struggle had resulted in a chaotic stalemate. The protracted state of chaos was indicative of their :espective
weaknesses. Both leaders lacked the support of the masses. and neither
had control over all the elements of the national army. It wc-ild have
been impossible for either man to gain the upper hand without outside
assistance. Therefore when Colonel Mobutu seized control of the government, the Lumumba regime had already been critically -wveakened. T, .
elements of the nationai army stationed in L.opoldville proved to be
stronger than either the centralists or the federalistb, and were thus able
v) dominate.
E. Manner in Which Control of Government Was Transferred
to Revolutionaries
On September 15, 1960, elements of the national army in LMopoldville, loyal to Colonel Mobutu, seized control of Radio Congo, the government radio. Colonel Mobutu then broadcast an announcement that the
national army was taking over until January 1961, but that his action did
not constitute a coup d'etat. Parliament, however, was to be suspended
until further notice. Nothing was said about the fates and luture roles
of Lumumba and Kasavubu. When some members of Parliament refused
to obey Colonel Mobutu's orders, soldiers surrounded the Parliament building and barred entry to everyone.
Lumumba reacted first by trying to discredit Colonel Mobutu on Radio
Congo. However, U.N. troops, who had iaken over control of Radio Congo
from Mobutu's forces, refused him entrance. Lumumbr then proceeded
to Camp Leopold in an effort to, sway the rebellious soldiers. He was
immediately seized and placed under house arrest by the soldiers. These
;'-,:iers were Baluba tribesmen, and bore a grudge against Lumurnba for
the Kasai campaign which had resulted in the death of a large number
of their fellow tribesmen. Subsequently, Lumumba escaped to the protection of the U.N. troops and the Ghanaian emba..ssy.
IV. THE EFFE;TS OF THE REVI OLrUTIO
A. Changes in the Personnel and Institutions of Government
The military coup d'etat by Colonel Mobutu did not change any of the
governmental institutions. Parliament was suspended, but it was not dissolved. The replacement of the Lumumba Cabinet and the dismissal of
the Premier proved to be thE only changes in personnel. A Council of
Commissionerz-General was appointed by Mobutu. It v-as a nonpolitical
cabinet composed of university professors, graduates, and students. Their
task was to restore effective government.
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B. Major Policy Changes
Colonel Mobutu's internal and foreign policies reflected major changes.
His internal policy was one of moderation aimed au restoring national
unity through negotiations, and the reconciliation of the political riva1 .. "
This is borne out by the fact that Colonel Mobutu made very limited
attempts to extend his control beyond the provinces of Lopoldville and
Equateur, to the Lumumbist stronghold of Orientale, Nor did he, initially,
attempt to incarcerate Luniumba or any of his followers. He finally imprisoned Lumumba when the latter in'rigued to regain his former status.
The foreign policy of Colonel Mobutu aimed at isolating the Congo from
foreign interference until the internal situation could be normalized. He
immediately ordered the Communist bloc dipiomats and technicians out
of the Congo, and threatened to demand the withdrawal of Ghanaian and
Guiniean ýruops of the U.N. command on the grounds that they wera interfering in the affairs of the Congo. He resunie.. eouperation with the U.N.
command, in the hope that the United Nations would prevwnt ti.c outbreak of violence, and thereby provide the ConLeo with internal stability
which would be conducive to negotiations.
C. Long Range Social and Economic Effects
It would be impossible, at this moment, to assess the long range economic and social effects of Colonel Mobutu's coup d'etat. The economic
and social situation of the Congo was in a state of flux when he took over,
and no efforts were made, during his tenure, to change it. Colonel Mobutu
concentrated on the political situation, and left the immediate and long
range economic and social problems to the United Nations.
D. Other Effects
When Lumumba was removed, his second in command in the Cabinet,
itntoine Gizenga, retired to the Province of Orientale and declared his
C.'. met to be the legal Cabinet of the Congo Republic. He was recognized
as the legal Premier of the Congo by the Communist bloc, a number of
neutrals and a number of independent African states.
The coup d'etat failed to reconcile the secessionist provinces of Katanga
and Orientale with the Congolese central gover,,ment. On February 9,
1961, President Kasavubu announced the end of the military regime of
Colonel Mobutu. President Kasavubu stated that Colonel Mobutu had
restored public order, and Colonel Mobutu said he had accomplished his
political role, and would henceforth devote his time to the natio:ia! army.18
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THE MIDDLE EAST
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF AREA AND
REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENTS
.

DESCRIPTION OF AREA
A. Geography

The Middle East, as defined in this discussion, extends from Egypt in
northeastern Africa to Iran in southwestern Asia and from Turkey on the
fringe of southern Europe to the Sudan in East Africa. The countries
included in this region are: Egypt, the Sudan, Syria, Jordan, Lebanon,
Iraq, Iran, Turkey, Afghanistan, Yemen, Saudi Arabi-a, and Israel. There
are also several semiautonomous oil sheikhdnm., prominent among which
is Kuwait. It extends over portions of two cctizinents--_Africe ;', 1- -Ua- and its common denominator is the predominance of the Islamic religion
and the Arabic language and culture; there is also a similarity in the
economic, social, and political patterns in the political divisions of the region. The so-caled "Northern Tier" of the Middle East, comprising
Turkey, Iran, and Afghanistan, share the Islamic religion and a considerable body of social and cultural influences derived from the Arabs, but
these countries have preserved their non-Arabic languages and historical
traditions. The Arabian peninsula, the so-called "Fertile Crescent" (comprising Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, and Iraq), and the two Nile Valley countries, Egypt and the Sudan, represent the Arab core of the Middle East.
Geographically, the Middle East includes the state of I.;rael. However,
politically and culturally her problems are unique and do not fall into the
general pattern as do those of the Muslim states. For this reason, Israel
has not been included in this discussion, except insofar as her existence
-. ;l the events of the Palestine War have contributed to the revolutiona. y
ferment of the area.
B. Socio-Economic Factors
The Middle East, although it contains more than half the world's petroleum deposits, is not otherwise heavily endowed with either mineral
resources or arable land. It serves as a communications hub between
Europe, Africa, Southeast Asia, and the Soviet bloc Walt• Laqueur,
an authority on the Middle East, citing the findings of a U N. research
unit, summed up the socio-economic situation in the region in 1955 as
cba;acterized by:
a iapdly growing population, which in some countries is pressing hl.vily
on the means of subsistence; . . . high mortality, widespread disease, and low
litera&-y rates; a paucity of mineral resources [other than ] oil; a marked concentration on agriculture; a marked shoitage of capital.'

As a result, the countries depend on foreign sources for investment. Technological development is primitive, productivity and r.ational output are
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low, and wealth and income are unequally distributed. In the 1950's over
100 million people were living in the Middle East as here defined. A
small number for so vast a territory, the population was actually quite
dense in the few parts of the region which were arable through natural
or manmade irrigation.
C. Religion
The role that Islam has played in the political, social, and cultural life
of the Middle East is obviously of great importance. There are many
different points of view and op-hiions on thr specific nature of Islaw,,'s role.
Abdul Aziz Said, a Middle Eastern scholar, considers Islam an important
factor in the authoritarian tradition of Muslim states, in the reluctance
of the Muslim to take any interest or any active role in his government
and in his indifference to corruption and mismanagement.
Doctrinaire Islam conceives of man as being cre.ted solely for the service
of God, and . . . this has produced i., t!a Moslem mind the implication that
social welfare is not the concern of the govcrnnient.

the state is alien to traditional Mozimin p,)li;caI theory.2

'

.

*,'rn

conveeat of

The attempts of reformers to bring Islamic doctrine int,., line vntln mo,dern political, economic, and social theory, he believes, have becn hampered
by ignorance both of Western civilization and of their own heritage and a
characteristic incapacity for self-criticism.
II. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS
A. The Inapaci ot the West
The modern period in the political life of the Middle East began in the
early 19th century when the Ottoman (Turkish) Empire, which had
exercised control over the Arab world for several hundredl years, began
to disintegrate. Simultaneously, the leading states Pf Western Europe,
then in the midst of a technological revolution and an unprecedented outpouring of energy, began to extend their cultural, economic, and finally
their political influence in the area. Europeafi manufactured goods competed with the products of native handicraft; Western education weakened Islamic traditions and values; and British, French, and Russian political control replaced Turkish and Persiai- politipal hegemony in the Middle
East. In the 19th century the Arab world experienced non-Islamic rule
for the first time in its modern history, for while political ascendency bad
long since passed from Arab to Turkish hands, the Turks were not considered alien in the sense that European "Unbeliever,.* were alien. The
psychological shock caused by the decline of the Muslim power in the
contest with the Christian West, and the theological implications of this
decline for the Muslim Believer, were to have a definite impact on Middle
Eastern attitudes in the 20th century. "Power belongs to God, and to
His Apostle, and to the Believers," the Koran had promised. Yet here
were European "Unbelievers" who clearly had access to greater power
than the Muslim "Faithful." This undeniable fact threatened to undermine the Muslim's traditional conceptualization of the universe. Asians,
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Africans, and Latin Americans were psychologically and culturally better
prepared for their encounter with the West than were the Muslins of
the Middie East.
By the end of the 19th century, England had outdistanced both her
French and Russian rivals in the area to become the dominant Wee' rn
power in the Middle East; however, France continued to exert strong
cultural influences throughout the Middle East, especially in Lebanon and
Syria, and in Egypt, where nationalistic Egyptians frequently sent their
children to French schools as a means of counteracting British influence.
British strength in the Middle East was consolidated between the time o.f
the occupation of Egypt in 1882 and the conclusion of World War I in
1918, and during the period between World War I and World War II, the
British continued to control the area through an interlocking system of
economic and commercial ties. military bases, and influence over the native ruling elite. During the interwar period France controlled Lebanon
and Syria through having been given a Leaffue 3f Nations Mandate over
these countries. France ruled her mandate terxitci ,-i.-;.:c':,- as coiklnial possessions; as a result, there was considerable nationalist agitai;ion
and violence during the interwar period, particularly in Syria.
Critics of imperialism have observed that the European presence
strengthened the hand of certain landowning elements of Middle Eastern
society, at the expense of both the mass of the population who were landless and the traditional ruling elite. The introduction of the Western
concept of private property and the establishment of parliamentary institutions--both tcp priorities in British colonial policy-had the effect
of creating a native landed aristocracy who were more closely tied to the
European authorities than to their traditional rulers,3 and were armed
with legal and political rights incommensurate with Lhose of the peasant
population dependent upon them for their livelihood. Most critics agree
that the Middle East's encounter with European imperialisUL was too late
and too brief for the area to have derived the oenefits generally assorated with colonialism. As Bernard-Lewis of the Un-versity of London has
expressed it:
There ;s a case to be made for and against imperial rule as a stage in political
evolution.... But there is little that can be said in defense of the halfbearted, pussy-footing imperialism encorintercd by mobt of the neoples of the
Middle East--an impceralism of interferenee without responaibility, which
would neither create nor permit sta1:e and orderly government. 4

A pr•0-British expert of the area has stressed, on the other hand, the
-.~lndf'"Mdb'vs"
He
credits the English with bringing security, domest.-I,. and exszrral; investment capital and technical skill to irrigate the desert and exploit its petioleum resources; administrative competence and integrity; schools,
* uirts, commerce. "For the dominant groups," he sums up, "--landowners, tribal leaders, merchants, religious leaders-the presen,2e of England was usually of positive advantage, and rarely harnrul."
World War II shattered the delicate machinery of British control in the
area. It is true that, as Hourani writes, "England had enough strength

'pusi....I-ý.......I __
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to beat bark the enemy from outsido, and enotgh support to be able to
use the resources and commun;cations" 6 of that area in spite of a rising
tide of nationalist sentiment.
As a result, however, England made enemies, particularly in Egypt and
Iraq, who could cause more trouble in the postwar period t.- .n the :hattered might of the British Empire could contain. Bridsh occupation
of Vichy France's outposts, in the French mandates of Lebanon and Syria,
eliminated the last vestiges of French control in the Middle East and
brought nationalists to power in those ýwo countries.
The dominant fact in the international relations of the Middle East in
the postwar period has been the decline in British influence and the rise
of Arab nationalism as a major international force. British impotence
was dramatically demonstrated to tlhe Arabs, whose cause the British ' d
undertaken to champion before the world organization, when Great Britain suffered defeat in 1948 before the United Nations on the Palestine
question, at the handa of a temporary American-Russian coalition. No
iate. There
fab
longer could England pose as the Afinal arbiter of ti•,z
were also social and political forces wnich made cooperation with England
les.,i advantageous and which gave power to people who could obstruct
"the pro-British policies of the indigenous elite.
Egypt took the lead in the post-World War II revolt against Western
domination of the Arab-Islamic world. The emerging social and political
forces which, in the case of Egypt, were successful in removing British
influences from their country early in the postwar period were not so successful in such countries as Jordan and Iraq. Here England retained her
acquired prest!ge and many of the symbols of imperial power. "The
rulers of Jordan and Iraq would still ask British advice on major matters,
and still give special weight to her wishes, even when she had lost the
means Co enforce them . . . Thus, Enigland remained for 10 years the
strongest power in the Middle East, but by default and on borrowed
strength." I Thc. partial and uneven withdrawal of British influence from
the area had the serious effect of creating antagonisms between ultranationalist regimes born of postwar conditions, such as the Nasser regime
in Egypt, and the older pro-Western nationalist regimes, such as the Nuri
as-Said regime in Iraq. To) often in the postwar period British influence in the area was suffic:2nt only to antagonize people rather than to
guide the course of e reiits.
B. The Impact of Israel
The defeat of the Arab states in Palestine in 1948 at the hand of Jewish
irregular forces, the establishment of the state of Israel in 1948, and
the Anglo-Franco-Israeli expedition against Egypt in October 1956, have
had disruptive and constructive repercussions that still reverberate in
the Arab states of the Middle East. The intensity of these repercussions,
however, has varied from cour.try to country.
The immediate effect of the Palestinian War of 1948 was marked by a
wave of revolutionary ferment in the Arab world, and contribute! to suc326

cessive coups d'etat (1949-41) in Syria, the coup d'etat in Egypt in 1952,
and led directly to the assassination of King Abduilah of Jordan in 1951.
The Palestinian War, moreover, led to three major and related developments: it strengthened Arab nationalism, it contributed to the further
decline of Western influence, and it changed the political outlook o. =z.c
Arab states, away from the West and toward closer relations w'th the
Communist bloc.
Arab nationalism generated a political force in the Middle East which
transcended political boundaries, and which forced the Arab governments
into closer relationships and a comrauuity of action. Nationalism generated a hatred for Israel and the West, and impatience with the evolutionary methods which characterize Western civilization, advocating revolutionary socialism as a means of solving the socio-economic problems of
the Arab world.
The Arabs blamed the West for their defeat, and held the West responsible for the establishment of the state of tsr-rel. England, especially
becauseý of the Balfour Declaration, was made to bear the brunt of Arab
wrath-a factor which hastened her complete withdrawal from Iraq and
Egypt. Arab hatred for the West precipitated the eventual removal of
most Arab politicians traditionally associated with the West. This factor
contributed to the political reorientation of the Arabs, in that it removed
the vital link between democratic evolution and the political development
of the Arab states.
The Arab defeat in Palestine, and the consequent hatred and fear of
Israel which followed, culminated in the adoption of two major goals:
social and economic reform, and military armament, with the latter taking
precedence.
In order to preserve thc ztatus quo and prevent the resurgence oi vielence in the Middle East, the West had placed an embargo on arms shipmenis to either the Arab states or Israel. Since Israel could manufacture
-st of its military req-tuirements, and the Arabs could not, the Arabs
turned to other sources for military requirements. Early in 1956, Egypt
announced an arms deal with the Soviet Union, and promptly proceeded
to build up its armies. The Anglo-Franco-Israeli attack on Egypt in October 1956 crystallized this hatred and fear of Israel; and similar arms
deals were concluded in 1957 between the Soviet Union Lnd Syria, and in
1958 between the Soviet Union and Iraq. Communist bloc economic and
technical pacts followed in ll three countries.
C. Political Developments
The political environment in which the events described in this section
o4-1|;rred has been likened to "a vast cloud of popular political feeling
compounded of national self-assertion, religious solidarity, social idealism,
and a consciousness of weakness and dependence." ' The major ideological force in the Middle East today is nationalism, and every Middle
Eastern political leader professes to be an ardent and sincere nationalist.
Some, whose nationalism is expressed in antiforeign terms, may be re-
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ferred to as ultranationalists. Iran's Mosaddegh, Egypt's Nasser, and
Iraq's Kassem have rivaled one another at; various t•ies as Lie leading
exponent of militant ultranationalism in the area.
Laqueur, a Middle East scholar previously quoted, concludes that this
new nationalism must be faced and should be studied and , iderstoud.
Its most autstanding features, he writes, are chauvinism and xenophobia.
"The fact that xenophobia appears now as anti-Westernism, not antiEasternism, has of course to be explained by . . . the circumstance that
the West has been 'in' for many years and the Soviet bloc has been 'out*
. V"11Laqueur explains 4he xenophobic element, which is so promi*
nent in Arab nationalism, more on the basis of the impact of foreign rule
of the Arab nations than on the basis of Islam's alleged antiforeign bias.
Xenophobia seems to be less pronounced in the non-Arab countries
Turkey, Iran, and Afghanistan. which have never experienced long periods of alien rule.
The emphasis on religious solidarity and social and economic reforms,
invariably associated with Middle Eastern nationahsit., appears to be
closely related to the political aspirations of the elite. Political unification of the Islamic community has been a historic ideal in the Middle East,
espcc.i1y among the Arabs. The foreign policy implications of PanIslamisrm, like Pan-Arabism, for a nationalist leader such as Nasser are
obvious.
The Western-educated and secular-oriented new Middle Eastern elite
who head the nationalist movements find in Islam one of the most effective
means of communicating with the broad masses of their people. Koranic
invectives are poured out against the Unbelievers, whom the nationalists
identify as the foreign imperialists and their pro-Western "stooges."
But the influence of Islamic customs and social attitudes works both ways,
so that the nationalist elite is constantly obliged to acccm-noate Its secularizing policies and attitudes with the traditions adhered to by the broad
masses of the "Faithful."
To the urban middle class, the nationalist elite appeals less through
religious than through nationalistic symbols, such as progress. PFblic
w•:'ks projects, such as steel mills, hydroelectric dams, and ir:..Liiun
systems, serve the dual function of raising the living standard and the
national confidence of the middle class, who throughout the Middle East
is sensitive to limited industrialization of the area. National pride in technological and material achievements is aij important ingredient in the
nationalism of the middle-clan Middle Easterner.
Arab nationalism has been confronted with an organizational dilemma:
whether to organize into national units within borders inherited from the
colonial past or to organize into one Pan-Arabic union embracing the entire
Arab world. "By what may seem a paradox," remarks Hourani, "the
area of Arab unity is itself a cause of disunity." 10 Not only does each
state think of itself as the logical nucleus are-und which the rest should
coalesce, but the concepts of union differ widely in different sections. In
northern Africa, including Egypt, the existing states have a long history
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and a strong sense of national identity. In most of Asia, however, nationalisrn is a relatively new concept,and the sense of a single Arab identity is much stronger. Pan-Arabist agitation was a factor in the Syrian
Coups of 1949, the Iraqi Coup of 1958, and the Sudanese Coup of 1958.
All revolutions in the Middle East have been carried out by elite gre..:ps
or by those close to the elite. The underlying cause of the Middle. East's
elitist revolutionary tradition, and indeed the cause of elitism itself, has
been sought in a variety of historical, cultural, social, and economic fac..
tors. Throughout the history of the region governments have usually
been alien, hostile, and divorced frum the mass of the governed. The
people have traditionally regarded their government as the tax collector,
conqueror, and the dispenser of privileges to its favorites; they havc had
little experience with the positive side of government. Recently, howevei', there
been" ...
bave
it.•e aspects of government nn the Middle
East; but the benefits resulting have not been distributed equally and
consequently have served in some states such ss, Iraq* to increase rathcr
than reduce existing social tensions.
Already backed by historical precedent and substantially aided by religious attitudes, elitism in Middle Eastern political activity received strong
support in the 20th century from the cultural. economic, and political
impact of the West on the area. The rapid progress of Westernization,
secularization, and urbanization which resulted from this contact created
a fragmented and antagonistic society in an area which was already socially malintegrated. Since the rnling elite was most affected by contact
with the West, the traditional alienation and hostility between the rulers
and the ruled was greatly intensified. As the traditional hold of Islam
over the mass of the population weakened, the legit,'mrcy of the traditional elite was undermined and their place was taken by Westerneducated nationalists who attempted to reconcile their policies of modernization with the traditional structure of Islamic society. The nearest
,;proach to A common ideology between this new nationalist elite and the
mn-ssez was their common antagonism toward European domination.
The nearest thing in the Middle East to a mass political party occurred
in Egypt in the 1920's, when the nationalists formed the Wafd Party
which enjoyed real mass support for maiiy years; however, this bold
experiment came to an end in the 1940's when collaboration with the
British, and failure to incorporate "new blood" into the party from the
risin.- urban lower-middle class, contributed to its downfall. tt was replaced by the rule of an elitia military-socialist junta. The :4jih (Arab
Resurrection) Party. with a nationalistic-socialistic bent, and the ultranationalist and fundamentalist politico-religious Ikhwzan at-Mu=limim (Muslim Brotherhood) are also examples of parties whose ideology appealed
to the masses. The brotherhood was doomed to failure, however, by its
inabilit... to come to terms with the realities of life in tbis type of modernized society which the overwhelming majority of Middle Easterners have
See Discussion of the Iraqi Coup of 1958, p. 393.
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come to desire. The Ba'thists still remain a significant political force in
Syria and, to a lesser extent, in Jordan.
III. REVOLUTIONS AND THE EMERGENCE OF
NATION STATES
A. Kemalist Revolutions
The genesis of the modern revolutionary tradition in the Arab world
occurred in non-Arab Turkey in 1922, when Kemal Ataturk, an officer in
the Turkish Army, led a revolution against the Ottoman Sultan. An enlightened dictator, Kemal introduced drastic reforms into the country's
social, economic, political, and aRd.iitzLative struzture designed to transform Turkey into a modern, secular, and "Westernized" state. The influence of the Kemalist approach to the social and economic problems o:
the region was keenly felat throughoui the Middle East; "K.;malist" revoiut-ons occurred in two other countries of the Northern Tier-in Iran in
1923 and in Afghanistan in 1928-29. ThE Arab countries were r-ntrolled
by the British and French, who amniinistered the former provinces of the
Ottoman Turkish Empire either as protectorates or as mandates under
the League of Nations. Consequently, the Kemalist type of revolution was
confined by historical conditions to the independent non-Arab states of
the Northern Tier and to the decade of the 1920's. The spirit of the
Kemalist revolution, however, was not so narrowly confined, as events
were to prove in later years.
B. Military-Socialist Revoiutions
A highly significant revolution occurred in Iraq in 1936, when some
of Iraq's Turkish- and British-trained army officers, influenced by events
in Turkey and Iran, allied with the left-of-center political opposition to
stage a successful coup against the only independent Arab government il
the Middle East at that time. The Iraqi Coup of 1936 represents a
bridge between the Kemalist revolutions of the 1920's and the Nasser type
of revolutionary situation that has prevailed in the postwar period
throughout the Arab world.*
"ibuswas established a pattern of revolutionary coalitions, referred to
by some students as "military socialism," which has been present in most
of the revolutionary situations which have occurred in the Middle East
since World War II. Military-socialist revolutions occurred in Syria in
1949 and 1951, in Egypt in 1952, in Iiaq in 1958, and in Turkey in 1959.
Like the Kemalists, these revolutionaries looked to ch.::ges in the socioeconomic structures of their countries and to better exploitatton of their
natural resources and production capacities, Di this respect, the underlying motivation for reform and modernization in the Middle East has
remained unchanged since the Turkish Empire first began sending its
army officers to Western military schools ia ,the last cen~ary. Today's
Middle Eastern revolutionary elites have merely broadened the base of
,ee the summary of the Iraqi Coup of 1936, p. 330, for details of this r-volution.
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this policy to include and involve the emerging masses in the process of
modernization. Military-socialist revolutions often contain an extreme
anti-Western theme that was not a dominant characteristic of the Kemalist
revolution of the 1920's.
C. Post-Independence Revolutions
The Iraqi Coup of 1936 is also an early example of a revolution directed
against the independent government set up after the withdrawal of direct
foreign control. An important factor "prompting the rash of Near Eastern military coups in the last two deckdes has been the feeling of frustra
tion caused by the inefficiency, weakness, disorganization and corruption
of civilian regimes-a feeling accentuated by the high hopes which were
earlier attached to independence as a universal panacea." 11 The Syrian
coups in 1949, the Egyptian coup in 1952, and the Iraqi, Sudanese, and
Pakistani coups in 1958 all occurred within 2 to 10 years after the withdrawal of foreign troops from the country. The Syrian and Egyptian
coups, and the near-revolutionary situations which developed ,. Labano.n
in 1952 and 1958, may also be described in tirms of their relationship to
the feeling of general frustration that pervaded the Arab countries following their unsuccessful military encounter with Israel in 1948-49.
The Iranian Coup of 1953 is the only important counterrevolution in the
Middle East in recent decades. The Iranian revolutionaries restored the
deliately balanced oligarchical system composed of the Shah, the military
elite, and the parliamentary clique of politician-landlords which had been
upset by a dissident elite politician, Mosaddegh. That a countercoup of
this nature was possible was probably due to the fact that Iran was,
and to some extent remains today, more tradition-oriented, less urbanized,
and less anti-Western (partly as a result of its historicai enmity Lowards
Russia) than the Arab countries in the area.*
The five revolutions summarized here are representative of the more
than 20 military coups d'etat which have taken piace in the area since
"L;20. In selecting specific revolutions for inclusion, such factors as availability of research material, distinctiveness of revolutionary type, and estimation -,f military-strategic interest were taken into consideration.
These revolutions as a group are analyzed below in terms of c.irtain functio-ial aspects: the actors, motivations, and techniques of revolution.
IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION OF REVOLUTIONS IN THE
MIDDLE EAST
A. Actors in the Revolution
Fcllowing the tradition of Kemal Ataturk, military men have been the
pri.,ne mover's in every in.qtance of revolutionary activity in the Middle
Ea.t. Indeed, there ip no lack of historical precedent for the intervention of the military in the political affairs of the regiox.. The Mamlukes
and the Janissaries before them are historical examples of a military
• See the summary of the Iranian Coup of 1953, p. 375, for furtner details.
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elite who came to dominate their politica, overk'rtkm. The reform attemptP
initiated by Middle Eastern rulers in Lhe last century were often prompted
by military defeats and hence began with the army. "The officer corps
thus came to have early and privileged access to social and political iVeas
and organizational techniques taken over from Europe." 12 (_;-;:..equentiy,
the military elite became the earliest spokesmen for cons~tutionalism.
social and economic reforms, and nationalism. The prominent role pilayed
by military leaders in the political life of the area has been explained in
terms of socio-economic factor. and political cbkilrcteris4icl p m~ilirg in
Middle Eastern couintries.
A~k many fpf thc Wcstern countries, where
the officer corps has traditionally been identified with the tipper classes,
the Middle Eastern army officer is likely to come from more humble wicI 1
origins. and his political and cultural identification is often with tiw ri-i;.,
urban middle classes rather than with the frotditional tipper classes. The
upper cla.s has been largely discredited in the eyes of today's politically
conseiotm Middle Easterners, being rc,7arcled, at best., 9-q n traditionbound and nonprogressgive grown, and, att worst, as a puppet atubservicnt
to foreign interests. Since the 1040'1 many high school fpaechersq. lawyers, doctors, and other professional people, becoming disillusioned with
their role in society as civilians, have Joined the army." To this grroup,
opposition to European rule and patriotimm provided tin avenue to social
advancement."4 When European rtile ended and indigenotir rule was
set up, this important avenue was closed, The only way to reopen it was
through r.,volutionary activity directed ngainst the native rulingr elite.
Hence, an additional cause for military Intervention in the political v.'oen-t.
The political situation in Middle Eastern countries has ofteni been ciiz.:
acterized by a vacuum in real leadership And th" Absen-ce2 of a mi,%taining
link between the ruling elite and the mass of the politically coimclouis
rpOu!R~Ol'
Confronted with the realities of adminii!.ering the eoon
ICRlly undeý rd- -.
,loped and culturally ill-prcpAred polit~ical units which they

have come to control, many Middle Lastern political leaders rapidly became discredited in the eyes of the general public, which expected much
more than It rec'eived fronm national independence. Middle Eastern poh-iticai leaders have lacked the polit~cal party xtructure which in the Western world provides a ncccasnnr link betiv~ii the man in the street and the
politician In the government Decauso of this, militasry leaders often felt
compelled to intervene in the :lelitfestl proc'ess. Their political notions
Renerall!y werc rather vague. 'They usually called ti-,wsrelves "liberals,"
"reforr~iera," or "socialists." Most military lvttder,. were sincerely interested, at least at; first, In creating an ecflcen.t governmental 'itructure
to incrense the nation's material strength Andl political prestige in the
world. At the samn time, they !wtrove for a more equritble itiuiy
of the economic products among the poptilsittlor. Lacking the proepr trainIng and batckground, a "military-become-polltlcill elite Ainds it difflkcult
to direct itst energies andl implement its good intentions. Wheni all Attempt
was made to iransform the public And prlvrate sectors of ýto.1ety into
Military camps. while riving lip service to cli ilian vamlues tnd attitudes.
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there were obvious conflicts. The resolution of these conflicts has usually
come through another military coup d'etat by a different sort of military
leader.
Relations between the civilian politicians and the military person, el
who collaborate to carry out a revolution have varied in each c,.* try.
In Egypt there was apparently no collaboration between the two groups
before the event and very little after the coup; in other countries the
political opposition knew of the coup prior to the event and was asked to
play a role of varying cooperation in the postrevolutionary regime. In
the Iraqi Coup of 1936 the militfn!.7 group stayod in the background afer
the counp and maintained a civilian opposition politician as their "front
man"; however, in the Iraqi Coup of 1958, as in the Sudanese Coup of
1958, the military leader of the revolution assumed the premiership and
headed a government composed of both friendly politicians and military
personnel. In the case of Iran, in 1953, the military leader, General
Zahedi, was also a politician; nevertheless, his government was composed
of more military figures than civilian.
B. Motivations: Political and Ideological Orieatation and Goals
While there have been some significant variations from the general pattern of revolutionary motivation in the Middle East, there have been more
similarities than dissimilarities in the revolutionary goals and political
orientation of the revolutionary actors in the region. Such things as complete national independence-whether from a European power or from
some other Arab country-social and economic reforms along Western
lines, and a secularized Islamic community are regularly included among
the principal revolutionary goals of Middle Eastern revnlutionary movemerits.
These revolutionary goals appeared in their most extreme form in tie
Egvptian Coup of 1952 and in the Iraqi Coup of 1958; they had been
vaguely present in the first Iraqi Coup of 1936, but they were ,ot so well
articulated then as in 1958. The Egyptian and Iraqi revolutionaries
identified the Alawi (King Farouk's) and Hashemite dynasties and their
politici& mninions with British influence in the area, and in the interest of
establishing what they considered the complete independence of their
countries from foreign domination the revolutionary actors overthrew
these native ruling elites. As a foreign policy corollary to national inde+he Egytin a.... thc Iraqi postrevolution-ry regimes
penidenee, bh
adopted anti-Western "neutralist" foreign policies asnd est.".l,.!ihed diploinatic ties with the Soviet bloc. At the same time social and economic
reforms were initiated, and a large portion of the fo'nier privileged class,
especially the largest landowners in the country, were subjected to severe
•olitical and economic sanctions. A number of Islamic institutions were
either abolished or nationalized, although the revolutionary regimes
scrupulously avoided any open clashes with the religious authorities and
constantly sought to identify the new regime publicly with Islamic
traditions.
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The leaders of the Iranian and Sudanese revolutions made certain
departures from the general pattern of revolutionary motivation in the
region. The Iranian mi!itary coup was led by conservatives against
Mosaddegh's radicalism. In the Sudan, too, the leaders were less motivated by demands for social and economic reform than by Sauanese nationalism and secularism.
C. Techniques of Revolution
The range of revolutionary techniques employed in the Middle East has
naturally depended upon such factors as the time period of thE. .volution,
the number and type of participants in the revolution and their control of
the armed forces of the country, and the extent of foreign support of the
revolution. Thcre navo^- has bcen a successful revolutionary movem2.
in the Middle East which was organized on a mass basis and existed over
long period of time, with propaganda directed at the general public and
a protracted campaign against the reirin in power. Jnstead, there have
been narrowly based and clandestinely organized conspiratorial groups,
invariably drawn from among the military elite and usually J:,cluding
elements of the political opposition, who conspire over a short period of
time to overthrow the government in power, Of the five military coups
summarizcd in this section, only the Egyptian revolution was the work of
a revolutionary organizatioi that had been in existence for more than 5
years; the other revolutionary organizations were temporary and ad hoc,
existing for the sole purpose of overturning an objectionable government.
Under such conditions, the only propaganda activities engaged in by the
revolutionaries have been the -distribution of leaflets and radio brodcasts at the time of the coup. The Egyptian revolutionary organization
carried on a vigorous rpropaganda campaign prior to the coup, but the
circulation of this uropaganda was limited to members of -he military and
selected members Of the political elite. Foreign support of Middle Eastern revolutions has usually been in the form of radio broadcasts and
printed material smuggled into the country. Other foreign support has
been of a clandestine nature which is difficult to ascertain and descriLe.
.s

V. RESULTS AND OUTLOOK
A. Highlights of the 1950's
In the past decade revolutionury activity was centered in Syria, Egypt,
and Iraq. The process began in Syria in March 19"9. when, beginning
with Col. Husni al-Zaim and followed by Col. Sami 4 1-11innawi and later
Col. Adib Shishakli, a series of three military ct ups during the course of
that year swept from power the older generation of nationalist politicians
who had led the nationalist movement against the French in the 1930's
and had guided independent Syria since 1945. Pan-Arabist agitation for
the Greater Syria scheme (incorporating Leinon, Jordan, and Iraq)
and inter-Arab rivalries, combined with frustrations growing out of the
Palestine War, produced a breakdown in the 'Syrin political system and
brought to power in December 1949, a regime of younger, more nationalis-
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tic and leftist-oriented politicians and airny officers. The new regime
lacked personal dynamism and popular appeal, and it remained for the
Egyptian Coup of 1952 to produce an Arab leader who could project himself beyond the confines of his own country to capture the imagination of
Arab nationalists and exert an influence throughout the Arab world ý.,--d
Middle East.
The Egyptian revolution has been compared to th- French Revolution
for its far-reaching impact on the Middle East's political development.
At the `':ne of the revolution, Egypt was alrendy the most politically
,&ie
advanced and highly industrialized of the Arab countries and
cult:,-•fl leader of the Arab world in the Middle East. By 1955 Colonel
Nasser had attained something like a Napoleonic aura in the Arab v'rld;
he had identified himself with the most progressive features of the reniotic, he had wrested control of the revolutionary movement away from
the oldeir and more conservative General Naguib, and he had obtained
Sov'et aiyns--a feat which, to the Arab's, draoat~cally prn0c-'•.-.io-! FgyPt'3
irdependence from the Western powers.
The period between the nationalization of the Suez Canal in 1956 and
the annexation of Syria in 1958 represents the highwater mark of what
came to be known as "Nasserism." The military encounter with British,
French, and Israeli forces in the fall of 1956 cost Nasser a considerable
amount of his newly purchased Soviet military hardware, but the diplomatic support he gained from the United States-Soviet alliance in the
United Nations bolstered Egyptian prestige in the face of military defeat. Early in 1958 pro-Nasser elements in Syria, particularly the
Ba'thists, agreed to merge that country with Egypt to form the United
Arab Republic, and it appeared to be only a matter of time before Nasserist elements in Jordain, Lebanon, and Iraq would follow suit, bringing
about an Egyptian dominated Arab union extending from the Niie to the
Euphrates. But the Iraqi Coup of July 14, 1958, brought to the sccne of
_-rab politics Nasser's first revolutionary rival, Col. Abdul Kerim Kassem, and, instead of following Syria into Nasser's realm, Iraq emerged
as the fn.:rl point of opposition to Egyptian "imperialism" in the region.
Colonel Kasem has challenged Naserism on its own terms-ultranatihralism and sociai reforms. Pre;:-nU-tay bitterness between Cairo and
Baghdad is nevertheless remarkably similar to the antagonism that formerly prevailed between the Nasser regime and Nuri as-Said's "Itudalistic"
regime and stands as a reminder of the practical difflcuftiez involved in
the Pan-Arabist idea. Mitigating strongly against the de'tunds of the
Pan-Arabist ideal is the fact that Iraq is a wealthy oil-producing area,
w;huie the rest of the Fertile Crescent and certainly Egypt are "have-not"
c--u-ntries. Nasser's anti-Communist police measures have caustd the
Commi.unist organization throughout the Middle East to rally behind Iraq's
Kassem. Kassem depended heavily on the Communist-, against Nasserist
elements during the first year of his regime, but in recent years he has
become more wary of Communist "support."
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B. Prospects for the 1960's
The revolutionary movements led by Nasser and Kassem represent the
most significant development in the Middle East. The moderate revolutions which have taken place in Iran, the Sudan, Turkey, and elsewhez e in
the region are no guarantee that these countries are permaner., iy immnme
to revolutionary activity. Even such politically unsophisticated and rather
backward areas as Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Kuwait, and other "oil sheikhdoms" of the Arabian desert will very likely become involved in the
revolutionary ferment going on in the Fertile Crescent.
Particularly subject to revoiutionary activity are such countries as
Lebanon, Jordan, and Iran. Jordan has an unstable government and a
heterogeneous population of traditionalist Bedouin tribesmen and urbai
ized, pro-Nasser refugees from Palestine. Iran has not solved the soci,.
rnd economic problems which were already pressing ones before the
Mosaddegh era a decade ago; the Shah holds his throne by counterbalancing rural-traditicnalist, military, and u:ban ii~d..•q
elleiatts. Pnd
the conditions for steering this tDrtuous course are becoming increasingly
difficult. In the summer of 1961 pro-Mosaddegh rallies were being held
both in Teheran and by Iranian student groups in England and the United
States, and conservatives in Iran were looking to the ultra-nationalist and
even the extreme left for support against the present reformist, proWestern regime.
Finally, Egypt, Syria, and Iraq are by no means free frem continued
revolutionary ferment. Nasser has already earned the active opposition
of the Communist organization, and it may be only a matter of time before
Kassem too will become a prime target of Communist intrigue. The importance of the Communists in the Middle East i.- not dependent on their
numerical strength but on their organizational strength. In spite of the
intraparty factions and dissention which plague Arab Communists, they
are generally admitted to possess the best political organization in the
region. The Communists may provide the organizational framework within which the various opponents of Nasser and Kassem will operate. The
non-Communist opposition includes rightwing elements, religious traditionahbts, such as the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt; tribal elements who
resent the urban-based revolutionary regimes ; national minorities, such
as the Kurds in Iraq and the various sects in Syria; and, most important
of all, the new social forces which the Nasser and Kassem revolutionary
mnvements have introduced into the political arena. WXhen the social and
economic aspirations of the people are not met in the v:ays they have been
led to expect, there is likely to be another outbrust of bitterness and frustration which may turn against the revolutionary regimes.
On 28 September 1961, elements of the United Arab Republic's First
Army (Syrian in composition) in the Syrian Province rebelled against
the government of President Gamal Abdul Na.--er in conjunction with
Syrian politicians. With the apparent support of the people, the rebels
declared their independence from the U.A.R., thas breaking up the union
of Syria and Egypt which had come into being in 1958. The economic
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reforms of July 1961 (see seetion on Egytian revolution), and the resignation of Abdul-Hamid al-Sarraj, Vice President in eharge of Internal
Security and the last Syrian In the U.A.R. Cabinet, seem to have been
the inm.Aiate causes which precipitated the rebellion.
The Syrian Rebellion of September 28, 1961, appears to have beeu
carried out primarily by rightwing elements in the local government and
in the armed forces, in coalition with other Syrian political elements,
alienated by Nasser's drastic social and economic policies. The successful
introduction of these social and economic policies preconditioned a centralized union, rather than a loose association of equal and semi-independent states: Egypt and Syria. The successful implementation of these
policies demanded the subserviency of Syria':: higher economic standard
to that of Egypt. Both measures necessitated the elimination of Syria's
bourgeoisie which had previously played a dominant role in determining
the economic and political future of Syria. As a result, the role of Syria
in tke affairs of the U.A.R. was slowly, but assuredly, mi:2-'i Syriar,
politicians were dropped from successive U.A.R. Cabinets and replaced
with Egyptian officials, until the greater majorty became Egyptian; and
Syria's economy reflected the change in the purchasing power of the
Syrian pound in relation to that of the dollar. At the time this account
is being written (October 1961) the new Syrian leaders are urging the
Egyptians to eliminate Nasser and establish a new government. It is too
early to predict the precise effects of the Syrian coup, but it will almost
certainly result in continuing unrest and possible new revolutions in the
Middle East.
In conclusion, it seems safe to assume that eliisim in political activity
-- and especially in the making of political revolution-will continue in
the Middle East, until there has emerged an iategrated national society in
each of the Middle Eastern countries. Such a society would fil st have
to come to terms with both its Islamic heritage and the Western content
,. its national life and would have to arrive at a generally accepted political consensus of goals and values. Political leaders may then be able to
attract nn- i support and participation in a revolutionary movement on a
scale comparable to that in othur parts of the world. In Tunisia, for
imtance, also Arabie and Islamic, - genuine mass movement has functioned successfully. That country, since it achieved independence in 1956,
has not been subject to elitist coups d'etat.
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THE IRAQI COUP OF 1936
SYNOPSIS
In October 1936 a coalition between army officers, dissatisfied with
corruption and incompetence in high places, and a political group of leftof-center intellectuals, staged an almost bloodless coup d'etat against
the authoritarian government that had ruled Iraq. A popular general
ordered the ai.ny to march on Bagh,'ad and issurd an ultimatum to the
King demanding the dimi-nissal of the existing grvernment and thV
i
'na tion of a newCgovernment ennposed of the political groap that was an
accomplice to the coup. There was no resistance, and in less than 24
hours the King acceded to the demands.
1. BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADiNGTiP TO AND
CULMINATING IN REVOLUTION
In October of 1936, a coalition between army officers dissatisfied with
corruption and incompetence in high places and a political group of leftof-center, liberal intellectuals, called the Ahali group, staged an almost
bloodless coup d'etat against the authoritarian government which had
ruled Iraq for the past 19 months. The army wanted to set up a Kernalist
dictatorship, based on nationalism and social and economic progress. The
Ahali group also wanted to effect socio-economic reforms, but based on
democratic, parliamentary proceduxes. Lacking the opportunity to replace the authoritarr!an regime in power by parliamentary methods, this
political group agr-ed to cooperate with the army off•e•r in their goal
of overturning the government.
Utilizing the temporary absence of the loyal chief of staff, Bakr Sidqi,
a popular general, ordered the army to march on Baghdad and issued an
r"'mnatum ts, thc King demanding the dismissal of the existing governmeL and the formation of a new government under the Ahcli politician,
Hikmat Suleiman. There was no resistance, and in less than 24 hours the
Kiag accepted the formation of a government by the revolutionary coal!t•,% group.
The coup is an early example of a coalition between a leftist political
group and the army; in this sense it resembled the Syrian coups of 194951 and other Socialist-military revolutionary liaisons in the Viddle East
•nce 1945. Despite its avowed alnmi and intentions, the new loverament
was no less authoritarian than the one It replsced. T'Pe social aud politi!al content of the revolutionary goals was not realized.
1. i'HE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Descriptior. of (Country
1. Physical characteristi-c
Situated in the Middle East between the Arabian desert and the
Iranian mountains. Iraq shaies extensive common berders with Iran to the
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east, Saudi Arabia to the south, and Syria to the west. None of those are
"natural" frontiers but are the results of diplomatic compromise fol!owing the fall of the Ottoman Empire at the end of the First World War.
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2. The people
Iraq's first official census, taken in 1947 and of dubious reliability,
showed a sedentary population of more than four and a half million persons, to which must be added at least a quarter million nomads. 4 In
1930's, the population must have been around four million. Iraq has not
experienced any serious population pressures, for with five times as much
arable land as Egypt, Iraq has only a quarter of Egypt's population.'
The areas of greatest population density are iliong the Tigris and Euphrates and in the nortlern mountain valleys. &A*,tleast two-thirds of its.
population live in rural villages; Baghdad, Iraq's capital and largest
metropolitan center, had in 1956 less than one million inhabitar.-1
The people of Iraq are not split along racial lines, but rather along those
of religion, language, and cultural tradition. Eighty percent of the population are Arabic in language and cultural identification; the overwhelming majority of these are Muslim. The iazýgest--and traditionally the
most difficult to assimilate--minority community in Iraq are t-.t Kurds.
Comprising around 17 peicent of the total population, the Kurds are concentrated in the northern and northeastern highlands along the Turkish
and Iranian borders where they lead for the most part an agriculturalpastoral existence, their mountain warrior days now only a part of their
traditional lore. The homeland of the Kurds lies within the borders of
Iran, Iraq, Turkey, and the U.S.S.R. Kurdish nationalism has been a
threat to Iraq national unity, held in check both by the disposition of the
Great Powers and by the absence of any articulate and unified pattern of
loyalty to a Kurdish nation. Lesser minorities are the Assyrians, and the
Yezidis, a much despised Muslim sect called "Devil Worshippers," who,
along with Arab Christians and Kurds, are concentrated in Mosul province and speak a Kurdish dialect.
3. Communications
Iraq's communication routes and the centers they served were not
.ary different in the 1930's from the caravan routes and bazaar cities of
the past thousand years. Basra, located within 100 miles of the Persian
Gulf on t'.., Shatt al-Arab, formed by the confluence of the Tigris and
E;'phrates, served as Iraq's only seaport and as fhe center of the date
industry; Mosul in the north, connected by rail and highway with Syria,
served as a point of entry from the Mediterranean ports and as a center
of the wool industry. Baghdad was connected by rail with Basra, Kirkuk,
and other parts of central Iraq, but not until 1939 were rail f.c.-nections
with the Mediterranean coast established. Highways and river transport were important supplements to rail connections during this period.
iatr-national civil airports wefe established iu Basra and Baghdad in the
ez :iy 1930's. In general, however, internal transport and communication
facilities remained in an underdeveloped state.
4. Natural resources
Iraq's natural resources include extensive oil deposits and fertile
alluvial soil, together with the all-important Tigris-ERphrates River sys.
tern. However, "with the exception always of its phenomenal richness in
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., and its agrieultural potential, Iraq is a country sadly depetroleum
ficient in natural wealth." Iraq's poverty in the 1930's contrasted sharply with the country's past prosperity and the area's natural potential.
Mesopotamian agriculture depen.ds on irrigation and elaborate manipulp.tion of the river system for its success; however, the cans. ..-d-dike
system that had made Baghdad a major city in the medieval world was
never restored after its destruction by the Mongols in the 18th century..

B. Socio-Economic Structure
1. Economic system
By the 1930's, British and Iraqi efforts to improve the state of agriculture were taking effect in a general way, but the material bcncIt off
their activities--building bridges, irrigatior projects, railroads, and highways. fighting locusts and pests-went only indirectly to the peasants,
for the tribal sheikhs and landlords received the direct benefits. In
1980, five-sixths of the arable land in Yraq was either s1'•+fe property or
collective tribal property; after 1912, tha Government began in earnest
the distribution of land among the sheikhs.8 Thus, the tribal sbeikhlandlord class emerged as a powerful social and economic group.
Oil has-beon Iraq's leading-export since the 1930's, when the petroleum
industry became the country's first modenj industry. Mnjor diccoveries
were made in 1923 near the Iranian frontier and in 1927 in the vicinity
of Kirkuk by European and American oil companies to which the Iraqi
Government had entrusted the development of its oil resources. The
extraction of petroleum does not require a large labor force, conseave-'
ly no real working class had developed in Iraq as a significant social
before 1936. In 1928429, the first modern trade n-_ions were
among such occupational groups as taxi drivers, barbers, ap,'
When they allegedly engaged actively in politics in 1931.
closed these unions, and until 1943, no trade union aW'
wide scale was permitted.'
2. Class structure
Iraqi social structure before the Sec'
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.958, Iraq was officially a constitutional
constitution was formulated in the 1921-24
.adate which was never formally suspended. In
inated their mandate in exchange for a treaty which
.itain miftary concessions. When this treaty became
.tober 1932 Iraq had achieved full independence. The Iraqi
.on provided for a limited monarchy with a King to function as
if state and a cabinet-type executive to serve as head of the gov.Ament, a bicameral national legislature, and an independent juJicial
system. King Faisal I of the Hashemite dynasty came to the throne in
1921, as a result of British influence and the support of the leading families
of the country, in response to a popular plebiscite. Faisal was succeeded
..
on his death in 1933 by his son, Gham. I, who was the rullng morirch in
1936.
The Iraqi Crown performed the usual duties of a constitutional monarch, and, in addition to these ceremonial duties, had powers of decree
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when Parliament was not in session and the power f9 cu:ifirm orpower to confirm or reject
legislation within 15 days to 3 months. The Crown prorogued ai Crown prorogued and dissolved Parliament on the recommendation of the Prime Minister. le Prime Minister. In practice, only Faisal I had sufficient personal prestige to exercise ftstige to exercise fully the
constitutional powers of the Crown. A .,iajor w,:ealcr3ss in the Cr weakness in the Crc'.'n's
position, in relation to the government, was its inability to dismiss ainability to dismiss a Prime
Minister who refused to be responsible to the will of Parliamente will of Parliament. The
parliamentary government was circumscribed purposely by constitpurposely by constitutional
provisions calculated to give the final word to the executive I to the executive branch.
This tgs considered necessary to safeguard lorcign interests and tocign interests and to enable
the King to fulfill foreign obligations of Iraq.
The Prime Minister and his six or more rninisters, all meml nirnisters, all members of
Parliament, were in theory responsible to the COn -ber of DeputieChamber of Deputies both
individually and collectively. In actual practice, however, 'he Prinie, however, the Prime Minister and his coterie dominated Parliamernt and exercised undue itd exercised undue influence
in the judiciai and administrative systems. The Constitutifn pro-ite Constitution provided for
a Senate. one-fourth the size of the tower house, appointed by the 3e, appointed by the Crown
on the recommendation of the government. Senators were usually mators were usually former
holders of high political office.18 Consequently, the Senate tendery, the Senate tended to be
more independent and critical of the government than was the Clent than was the Chamber
of Deputies, but the Senate was without power to censor the goverv to censor the government.
The Chamber of Deputies was, until 1952, elected indirectly, and ,cted indirectly, and it was
to this body alone that the government was constitutionally respoonatitutionally responsible.
In practice, however, governments werc able to dominate Parlianto dominate Parliament by
frequent diss ,outions and manipulation of elections to such an exteilons to such an extent that
a vote of 1o confidence was never passed in the history of the the history of the Iraqi
Constitution.
2. Description of political process
a. Political parties and power groups suppc,'ting governmejuppeting government
The real power group in Iraq was the landlord class. Closelyndlord class. Closely allied
to this group and to a large extent overlapping it, were the bureag it, .ere the bureaucrats
and wealthy middle class, who sought respecta-udity and economic a~ility and economic advantage alike in abscntee commercial fanming. Debate over such tL.)ebate over such things as
the fine points of British-Iraqi relations, carried on-in a highly emid on in a highly emotional
and nationalietic tenor, kept Iraqi political leaders at a safe distancirs at a safe distance frcm
the economic and social issues around them. The eight Iraqi g The eight Iraqi governments that were in power from 1932 (the beginving of full indepentning of full independence)
to the Coup of 1936 rose and fell in response to the shif1;,ig persora the shifti g personal alliances and cliques within a small cidrle of professional office holdez's, sional o'ce holders, devoid
of any substantive political content or any real popular support anl popular support and participation. In the 1932 U6 period, the lives of the first seven Caf the first seven Cabinets
ranged from 2 weeks to 6 months and the last Cabinet, headed by; Cabinet, headed by Yasin
al-Hashimi, lasted for an unprecedented 19-month period. Conshonth period. Considering
that there were only five different Prime Ministers in this period, aners in this period, and that
such Cabinet posts as Foreign Minister were held by the same Iheld by the same person
through all eight governments, there was in actuality less instabilittuality less instability than
one might think. Nuri as-Said, the veneiable Iraqi political leadt Iraqi political leader and
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perennial member of the Cabinet, made a classic comment on the Iraqi
political situation: "With a small pack of cards, you must shuffle them
often."14
b. Character of opposition to government and its policies
A basic cause of Iraq's governmental instability has been, on the
one hand, the acute competition among its politicians and, on the other, the
n.bsence of strong political parties. In the 1920's there had been three
main parties with the same objective-termination of the British Mandate
and full independence. In 1930, winer the government concluded the
Anglo-Iraqi Treaty, whereby iraq would obtain full independence in 1932
in return for becoming a British Ally in time of war, rival politicians
organized the )klW'al-Watani Party (National Brotherhood Party) out of
old political groups to oppose tir !rcaty with Britain on the grounds that
it compromised Iraqi national aspirations. In defense of the treaty. the
Ahd Party was formed, taking its name from a pre-1920 nationalist
group, After ratification of the treaty and termination uf tl,: Vandale
in 1932, its raison d'6t1re disappeared and the Ahd was dissolved.
The 1kha survived as a political party until 1934-35. However, 1kha
politicians had completely compromised the ultranationalist principles on
which their party was founded when for 7 months in 1933 they participated in the government under the conditions of the treaty. The party
finally dissolved itself in 1935. After that there were no organized political parties through which the intense personal rivalries of the politicians
and the latent feelings of social discontent among the masses might
have been channeled and accommodated.
In the absence of political parties as such, the Ahali group performed
the function of a political opposition party during the Yasmn-Rashid regime
(March 1935-October 1936). Formed in 1931-32 by enthusiaqtic young
Iraqis imbued with liberal ideas, the group was eharacterized at first by
if- vouthful membership-mostly recent graduates of British and American colleges and the Baghdad Law School-and by its democratic ideological orientation, ranging from advocacy of the principles of the French
Revolutiosi over to those of modern socialism. The Aiwli newspaper,
the group's org . from which it took its name, was first publishe"d in
January 1932, and became at once the most prominent daily raper. in
Iraq. In 1934, the group adopted socialism as its first article of faith, but
for practical reasons they preferlnd to call their ideology S1za'biyalh (Popuhsm). Sha'biyah called for sweeping social reforms to be ,arried out
by the state, through a parliamentary system of governmemit based on
functional representation. It advocated a kind of col'sctivism, but did
not admit the existence of a class struggle in society or revolutionary
pr.ocedures in social change. Also, in contrast to orthodox Marxism,
Ska'biyaah recognized the family and religion. TLie At"- manifesto i.. pudiated nationalism but recognized patriotism.1 5
Opposition from Arab nationalist elements and conservative politicians
in the government forced the closing of the group's Baghdad Club, P.
social circle for the propagation of She'biyah, and compelled further tac345
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tical retreats from the principles of socialism. In 1934-36, with the
addition to the group of a number of the more liberal elder politicians,
who had for various reasons broken with the regime in power, definite
i:te (ive
plans were made to work towards achieving power. An ex,
mittee was set up and secret meetings were instituted. "But Sha'biyah
was no longer preached . . . . , and only the demand for reforms, in a
general way had become [the Ahali group's] chief slogan." 16
Within the group, however, there was a ieftwing who cherished more
radical ideas; of these, only Abd al-Qadir was a Communist, and the rest
were Populists. There was also a split between the leftwing which wanted
to make the group into a mass political party and others who opposed this
type of organization. The politicians, who had come to dominate V1
group, had little faith in legal channels in the pseudo-parliamentary system they knew so well. Copsequently, the idea of a publicly organniZed
political party lost oit, and the Ahall, group continued as a conspiratorial
clique.
The main form of overt opposition to the regime carried on by the
Ahali group was through their press, until government censorship silenced
that formi completely in April 1936. The group petitioned the King
several times in May 1936, in protest over the government's ruthless
suppression of tribal disorders and curtailment of civil liberties, and these
petitions were published in Syrian and Lebanese newspapers and smuggled into Baghdad for distribution.
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or changing government institutions
The Iraqi Constitution of 1925 could be ameneed by a two-thirds vote
in both houses of the legislature, provided that the Chamber of Deputlemq
should have been dissolved after its approval of thL amaendment at.d a
newly-elected Chamber returned for a second and final vote on thc -imendment. Before 1936 this procedure was only used once, iA .3:25 From
1936 to 1941, the normal functioning of this Constitution '-as in•trr-pted
by the intervention of the military in the selection of the executive.
4. Relationship to foreign powers
The bedrock of Iraqi foreign poli,.Ty wa, the Angl,-Iraqi Treaty of
1930 which bound Iraq to have "full and frank constitudon" with Britain
.
i L ue. of war, ai.d t perin foreign policy matters, to be Britain's 1'y
This
mit British use of transportation a•"' communicatic • .ý.ring vw..
"alliance was regarded as the jua-.antee of h•.qi .ýU-ulelnle by tho
moderates and as just the opposite by the ultranationalists. British commercial interests were much in -vude.r.E, m.d thiq may have been the
cause of some anti-British sentiment. Fhrt :'eal dfi-:.;ulty in Anglo-Iraqi
relations, however, .rose out of the fr1_-.o.• '; felt by ?an-Arabists over
Britain's failure to support a united *A,_'abu, -te. British support of
e,.nce to give up ManJewish immigration into Palestine avd F.
date control over Syria and Lebanon caused Pan.Arabists to look to the
Fascist bloc for support of their cause. Iraqi nationalists werc torn between the attractions of Pan-Arabism--a kind of horliontal and cultural
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their discontent was expressed only indirectly--throuah tribal revolts led
by feudal sheikhs ostensibly for religious reasons, and through. the malaise
of the middle classes. The educated classes in the urban areas, and
especially the younger generation, were to various degrees "'scontcnted
with Iraq's general lag behind the economic and cultural level of Europe
and Turkey, The example of the Kemalist reforms in Turkey- stood in
sharp contrast to the inept and ineffective policies of Iraq's pseudoparliamentary government, and this terded to alienate the younger generation from the perliamentary system of government.
2. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknesses
The weakneumses recognized by the Yasin-Rashid regime included the
distaffection of certain political figur,-s, such as Hikmat Suleiman, and f a
perennial discontent of certain Shi'i and minority tribes. General discontent among the masses, even among the literate and politically con-ciuus segments of the population. tas not of critical imo.rtasnce to the
l.•ice.
The Yasin
i -Jngas it controlled the army and Lhe
governmeht,
Cabinet included two Shi'is, a Kurd, and a few elder politicians not connected with IkIa. By these moves, the Prime Minister believed he had
constructed a strong government in the classic Iraqi manner of reconciling all factions in a vast personl coalition. He held hopes of a reconciliation with his old colleague Hi.mat Suleiman, who had refused the pnst of
Finance Minister when he was passed over for Interior Minister, until
the very day of the coup. As for the tribal sheikhs in the middle Euphrates area who continued to riot as they had done under previous governments, Yasln was in a position through his control of the a&-rmy to put
them down with dispatch and efficiency. The gradual alienation of key
persons in the military hierarchy from the government was completely
unlunown to the Prime Minister. When in the spring of 1936, the Ahali
press began criticizing the government, the regime reacted by suppressing
these organs and arresting and deporting certain suspe-3ted Communists.
Sensing their loss of popular support, the Yasin government stepped up
Pan-Arabist propaganda both at home and abroad, including cultural and
J.'lomatic exchanges among Iraq, Egypt, and Syria."7 In addition, all
political parties were abolished by Yasin, closing the door for parliamentary change and leaving fG,,ceful change as the only alternative.
II.

FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION

A. Actors in the Revolution
1. The revolutionary leadership
The leadership of the coup was provided by Hikmat Suleiman of the
Ahali political opposition group and Gen. Bakr Sidqi, a national hero and
a favorite among the younger officers as a result of his leadership of the
army against the Assyrians in 1933 and in subscqucnt tribal disorders.
Hikmat brokp with the regime when he was refused the I iterior Ministry
on account of his ties with the Ahali movement, which to natioralists and
conservatives like Yasin al-Hashim! and Rashid Ali was nothing less than
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communism under another name. In point of fact, Hikmat was rot even a
Socialist but declared himself a Kemal-type "reformist," which brought
him into agreement with enough of the Ahali ideology (in the le~s radical
form it had assumed by 1935) to permit his joining the movement. 'Te
was an admirer of Mustapha Kemal and his brother had participated in
the Young Turks revolution of 1908.
Hikmat's counterpart in the army, Gen. Bakr Sidqi, shared his Kemalist
sentiments, although Bakr's chief concern was a military dictatorship
which would carry out these "emalist reforms. Both Hikmat and Bakr
enjoyed wide popularity among the younger generation; both called themselves Kemalists, and both of them were politically ambitious and opportunistic. Bakr's political ambitions were nit, however, known to the
Prime Minister, who tr1s--d ,,m co,,.:e. .- , as attested by the fact that
Bakr was made Acting Chief of 6tari a few wreeks before the coup. The
real goal of ILkinat Suleiman and Bakr Sidqi. the instigators and or.gan"Zers of the revolution, was nothing more than personal agr=:0'zemcnt:
Hikmal.t wanted to be Prime Minister aad Bakr wanted to be Chief of
Staff, and the al-Hashimi brothers stood in their way.
2. The revolutionary following
The October coup enjoyed considerable popular support among both
the younger army officers and the urban intellectuals of the Ahali movement. This mass support was, however, not organized, and its effect on
the revolution was passive rather than active. There was no active participation in the coup, except by the rank and file of the Armed Forces
who merely obeyed the military orders of their officers.
B. Organization of Revolutionary Effort
There were two dissimilar opposition groups ranged against the YasinRashid regime: the Ahali political opposition group and the army officers"
group. The only contact between these two centers of opposition was a
r .•ndestine personal relationship between the Ahali politician, Hikmat
Suleiman, and Gen. Bakr Sidqi of the Iraqi Army. There were no joint
meetings nad no overlapping of personnel between the two groups. In
the authoritarian environment of 1936 Iraq, no overt opposition to the
government through the press and public communications media was
feasible; consequently, opposition must have taken the form of secret
"dcell" meetings. Overt opposition was possible only through the Syrian
and foreign presses, which might be smuggled into the couni, y and distributed clandestinely; however, such operations were incidental to the
success of the revolution. In fact, there was a minimum of organizational
strc.ure and activity, as is to be expected in the case of a coup d'etat.
Týe nucleus of the revolutionary organization we . nothing more than a
personal conspiracy between Bakr Sidqi and Hikmat Suleiman. In the
summer of 1936, these two leaders decided to seize the first .opportunity
for a military coup and, in the meantime, to prepare their folk.wers for
the roles they were to play ii the revolution. When Chief of Staff Tahl
al-Hashimi left for a visit to Turkey in late October, leaving Bakr Sidqi
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in charge of the army, the latter decided that the opportunity had arrived.
He first confided in Gen. Abd al-Latif Nuri, probably promising him the
post of Defense Minister in the revolutionary Cabinet. He then contacted
a number of other officers in whom he had confidence and secured their
cooperation. With the army firmly behind him, Bakr inoiýI;..d Hikmat
of the impending coup and asked the Ahali group to draw up a petition
to the King calling fnr the dismissal of the Yasin Cabinet and the installation of another wovernment under tbw Icmdershir, f Hikmat Euleiman.
Hikmat informed the Ahali leaders that the array had resolved to stage
a coup and wanted them to iorm a new government. After seine hesitation, the Ahali leaders drew up a proclamation to the King. which was
then signed by General Bakr as "Chief of the National Reform Force."
and given to Hikmat to deliver to the King on the day of the coup. B" -contactad Gen. Abd al-Latif Nuri on
the 23rd and the coup took place on
the^ 2h ,-.,,, net.hr th,, the an t "nre rznninzation of the revolutionary
effort appears to have transpired in less than a week. T he A.•.Ii leaders
were informed of the conspiracy in wh'ch they were to figure so prominently only a few days before the coup.
C. Goals of the Revolution
The concrete politireal aims of the instigators and organizers of the
revolution, and of many of their followers, went no further than the attainment of high positions in the revolutionary government. Beyor.n, the
immediate goal of governmental seizure, the leaders of the coup ascribed
only to the vague slogan of "reforms," which presuma;.:y would involve a
rise in living standards amnong the masses, enlarged opporL-.nities for the
urbaniz-d middle class, and less corruption in high places. No specific
system of government or institutional changes wcre pro,--sed for the
implementation of these reforms, but it was generally assumed that the
role of the military hierarchy in the revolutionary government would be
more active than in previous governmentr. On this question, there was an
area of major disagreement betrotn the Ahali group and the militarry
h'Prarchy. Pan-Arabism did not figure prominently in the avowed aspirations of the revolution; the Ahtdi leaders were primarily concerned with
domestic reforms and Gen. Bakr Sidqi was more interested in a military
dictatorship in !rR'! than in Pan-Arabist foreign ventures. The revolutionary follo' ` in both the army and the Ahali movement were more
susceptible t the appeals of Pan-Arabism than was 'he leadership of the
revolution.
D. Revolutionary Techniques and Governmeut Countermeasures
The seizure of the machinery of government was achieved iu a virtually bloodlessicoup d'etat in the space of a few hours, after only a week's
prior planning for the operation. The goverri'nent was taken completely
by surprise. On the morning of the 29th at 7:30, B:.kr's Second Division
started the march on Bqghdad. At 8:30, five planes flew over the city
dropping copies of the Proclamation, which called on the King "to dismiss
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the Cabinet and form a new one composed of sincere men under the leadership of Hikmat Suleiman." This was the only specific example of the
use of propaganda as a method of weakening the existing government's
authority. A more significant communication, which gained the revolutionaries the support of the Crown, was a telegram from the two rebeli -_
generals which hszared the King of the army's loyalty to him personally.
A letter from the generals, delivered by Hikmat Suleiman to Zuhur Palace
just after 8:30, gave the King urtil 11:30 a.m. to form a new government.
The King, the Cabinet, and the British Ambassador (who remained
neutral in the criss,.) net at once. I asin wante,4 to resist, but the King
refused to authorize any government action to counter the coup. Apparently, King Ghnzi was ro+ an accomplice to the coup, although when
it came he felt no compulsion to risk civil war for the 'sake of YasinRashid government,* with which he had often had personal clashes. The
King's qualitied support together ",w.th the British Ambassadnr'e pe-aive
happort of the coup, was of decisive importance. Yasin's wily alteL,." ,e
was to resign, which he did at that time, awl the King then called on
Hikmat to form a new government.
At this point, the crisis might have been concluded without the use of
violence, but Hikrnat refused to form his government until the King had
drawn up a formal request in writing; also, the Minister of Defense in
the Yasin government, Ja'far al-Askari, insisted on going out to meet the
army personally to persuade it not to enter the city, since the Yasin government had "voluntarily resig.-ed." This action was the only coantermeasure taken by the legitimate government during the coup and this was
more personal than governmental. Ja'far's action reflected the general
willingness on the part of the King, the Brtish, and moderate elements
of society to accept the Hil•kmat government, but without open intervention of the military. Ja'far was nonpartisan, despite his being in the
deposed Cabinet, and had great prestige in army circles as one of its
" :unders. Ba.Ar feared he would turn the army against the coup and so
had the Minister assassinated en route. This was a political error on the
part of 'Rpkr, for not only was it unnecessary for the success of the coup,
but it alienated friends and relatives of a renowned popular figure in
Iraqi political and social circles. The only othcr violence occurred at the
expiration of the 8-hour ultimatum, when four bombs were dropped over
public buildings in Baghdad, injuring about seven persons.
H. Manner in Which Control of Government was Transferrel to
Revolutionaries
At 5:00 p.m., the army entered Baghdad, with Bak:- at the head of his
v.ctorious National Reform Force, amidst the enthusiastic applause of
the populace. Proceeding to the Ministry of the Interior, General Bakr
met with Hikmat and the Ahali politicians to form the new Cabinet. The
Cabinet formed the next morning included Hikmat as Prime Minister and
* There have been unconfirmed reports that the King wai an accomplice to the

coup and knew about it in advance.?'
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Bakr Sidql as the Chief of Staff. Nuri as-Said and Ja'far al-Askari would
undoubtediy have been inl the Cabinet, but for Bakr's assassiriation of the
latter, a relative and friend of Nuri as-Said. Thus, an important segment of Iraq's social and political elite were implacably alienated vt the
outset of the revolut~onary regime.
TV. THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION
The vugiae slogan of "National Reformn' under which the unlikely coalition of libera! intellectuals, frustratcud profe.:sional politicians, and3 authori
Tarian mi'itary leaders had nifted for tb - seizure of governmental power
in October, was not to be translated intc political results in the months
that followed. The .4hali land reform prograin alienated the trib.al lar'dlords and was "ever put intc effect. Under pressure from both tr:
leaders and the .-iilitary, Hikmat Suleiman dissolved the Akali and exiled
som~e of its leaders. Ger. Bakr Sidqi became increasingly unpopular b-ecause of the, ruthlessnes;s with witich hp' crosheci tribal eiisortte-s and the
ar~:oance w;1% which he injected the army into goviernmental affairs.
In Augast 1937 a band of diss-dent officers assassinated him. and over-*
threw the gwernment. As the historians Longrigg and Stoakes note:
"Although t'ie govtrnmeiit had adduced the despotism of its predemugor
rýs justificAtion for -its own coup d'etat, it had itself respected civil liberties
no more, had intervened no leas~ in elections and administrative appoirntmeynts, and had quelled tribal unrest with equal severity.""' Its only
accoplihn~ets ere the lavtiching of ,some irrigation and commiunications projects, and the conclui3ion of a treaty of alliance with Sauei Arabia,
a mutual defense pat. t with Persia, Turkey, and Afghanistan, anat a.) agreement with Persia settliijg an encient waterways dispute.
In summnary, ýieyon,71 -hangts in governmental per~nornnel, there were no
significani. changes either in foreign :olicy i~rieirtatkon-the negotiation
leading up to the treat-kes, mentioned aWiove had been initiaAe under previuns governments--rn in domestic soc~o-economic rolicies. The only
immediate effert of the October coup wxas in the area of pelitical procedures: the arnay had discovereO its p-,wek. P'rom Augant 1931 to April
.L:41 there %eý six chwages ol goveriii-ent; in each case, the army
was either Onrectiy ot indizeceth- respoiislIbse for the chl agei. "The old
pattarn of p,'rsonal rivairlt!3 and int-igue was restored, with thne difference, that the army, having once tasted pova 3r, constantly interfered with
prolitical developmetits."21'
In 11941. tile rmunder pre-Ccrmman ini~uerices, vou~tlaze .nn1broiied in
military iostilities with British forces, 'The defeat of the Iraqi Arnly
by the British dealt a serious blow 1L.ihe arnmy's min)rale, and since ltý1,
it has not been the prime mover inl 7raqi pol'tics tliat it was from i$946
to 1941."1

The pooitive effects of the October 179.9E6 Cot- ' in Iraqi nolitics may be
sumrnled up as follows: (1) The army ente-redI into a new role in whict
its leatfers regarded thernselves ai the rup-eme uiriiters of tlae polbi cal
fate of the nation; (2) Iraq conclu~ded interiatunal treaties with iLq Arab
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and non-Arab neighbors for the first time sinc!e achieving full independence
in 1~2.
egaive ffecs o the coup -ware: (1) the completle irilure of
the revolutionary government, either by dictatorial or parliamentary
methods, to effect any noticeable economic and social ieforn-i, and (2)
the failure of the Ahali group to become a permanent organized poliiii. -1
force in i-'raqi politics.
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THE EGYPTIAN SOUP OF 1952
SYNOPSIS
The Egyptian Coup of 1.952 was in the Middle Eastern tradition -' the
Turkish revolution of Kemal Ataturk. It represented a Socialist -imlitary
liaison and was characterized by a strong emphasis on nationalism, social
and political reform, and economic development. Unlike similar military
coups in the area following the defeat of the Arab siaies in the Palestine
War of 1948-49, the Egyptian coiln d'etat resulted in important. chanf';s
in the economic and social structure. To a far greater extent than other
military juntas, the Society of Free Officers, who engineered the coup
d'etat, have been able to institutionalize their political control over Egypt.
I. BRIEF HTIST01,Y OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING IN fhEVOLjTIOON
In July of 1952 a secretly organized group of junior ofhcers in the
Egyptian Army seized control of the army, overthrew the government,
and ordered thE abdication and exile of King Farouk. The conspiratorial group, called the Society of Free Officers, had been in existence
since World War II, but had been reorganized after the Palestine War for
the specific purpose of intervening in the political processes of the country. The group acted alone and without active collaboration with other
political and subversive groups; however, much of the work of the opposition was done by political elements operating parallel to but not in liaison
with the Free Officers' organization. The political and ideological orientation of the revolutionary group was ultranationalist and left-of-center.
The revolutionists' avowed aims included the elimination of foreign influences from Egypt and a social and economic revolution directed primarily against the landowning class.
The military phase of the revolution was accomplished with speed and
efficiency; the entire operation was carried out in a few hours during the
night of July 22-23 with almost no bloodshed and in complete secrecy.
A popuwar independent politician was elected on the 23d to replace the
Prime Minister and the King was expelled on the 26th leaving the military
junta, called the Revolutionary Command Council, in full power. General
Naguib, not himself an active member of the conspiratorial group but
!,umir-afheti"
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President of the Free Officers Society and one of its charter members.
If. THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION
A.

Description of Country

1. Pyi-i

htqfrQe

Egypt is situated in the northeastern corner of Africa and in the
Middle Eastern desert belt. It is about the size of Texas and New
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Mexico combined, and it., desert areas are similar in climate and appearance to desert regions of those states. The country owes its very
existence to the Nile River, which flows out of Cenitral and East Africa
and into the Mediterranean by way of Egypt. The 3 percent of Egypt's
territory which is habitable today is located along the Nile in - narroystrip, in the Nile Delta (155 miles wide at its Mediterranean base and 100
miles long), and in isolated cases along the Mediterranean Uttoial. The
Nile's seasonal flood occurs between July and December, when water for
irrigation and fertile alluvial soil is brought down from the Nile's African
headwaters.
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.2. The people
Modern Egyptians are not racially different from the population of
ancient Pharaonic and early Christian Egypt. "The bulk of the population, with some Negroid admixture in the southern part of the Nile Valley,
are of the same brunet-white physical type which is found from northern
India to Gibraltar and on both sides of the Medit-erranean."' There has
been no racial problem in Egypt and no language problem; the official
language (spoken by 99 percent of the people) bas been Arabic. Indig356

enous minorities include the Copts, an Arabic-speaking Christian community of two to thrce million, a cultural relic from Egypt's pre-Islamnc
days; several hundred thousand dark-skinned Nubians, and some nomadic
Bedouins.
Egypt's population density is one of the highest in the world. A population of over 20 million is confined tc less than 14,030 square miles of
inhabitable territory in the Nile Valley and Delta and the Canal Zone.
Egypt has one of the world's highest birth and death rates. Since 1939,
the death rate hau been declining, while the birih rate has remained high.
Consequently, by 1947, the country's population had outgrown its income.
In recent years, Egypt has experienced rapid urbanization; in 1947, 19
percent of the population were living in cities of more than 100,000. Major urban areas include: Cairo, the capital, with over two million; Alexandria, chief seaport, with one million; Port Said, Suez, Tanta, Mahalla
al-Kubr.n, Al Mansura (located in the Delta and Canal Zone) and Assiut
(230 miles south of Cairo), each with 100,.0U or more 1•Tbtanl.
3. Communications
Through the Mediterranean seaport of Alexandria and the Suez Canal
ports of Port Said on the Mediterranean side and Suez on the Red Sea
side, Egypt has excellent facilities for communication with the outside
world by water. By land the situation is less favorable: the extensive
rail and highway connections built by the British to the east remain
blocked by the political impasse of the Arab-Israeli conflict; the railroad
south along the Nile stops at Aswan, and is linked through a desert road
with the Egyptian and Sudanese rail systems; connectiolns with Libya are
via coastal highway. The best communication is in the Nile Valley, and
the Delia, and the Canal Zone, where rail mileage aprroaches European
-tandards. Since 1945, Cairo has become a major center of international
air traffic.
Natural resources
The Nile is Egypt's most important natural resource. Besides fertilizing and irrigating the soil of the Valley and Delta. the river serves as
an artc-- of internal communication. Little hydroelectric power is derived from the Nile, however. There is little mineral wealth in the
country. Oil exists in limited qu~atities in the Sinai and Suez regions,
but there .s no coal in the country, a factor which has impeded the
exploitation of the iron deposits known to exist around Aswan.
B. Smcio-Economic Structure
1. Economic system
Egypt is predominantly an agricultural country; its industrial 1.bor
ý'rce is only about one million. The major cash crop is cotton which
makes up 85-90 percent of experts. The country imports wheat and
other foodstnffs. Egy.ptian industry is concentrated i., Cairo and Alexandria, where it is centralized in a few large plants. These large enterprises, owned before the revolution by Egyptian and European capitalists,
exist alongside of a plethora of small-scale, inefficient firms which stay in
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business as a result of a system of fixed prices and protective tariffs.
Textile manufacturing is the ieading industry, followed by food processing,
cotton ginning, cement manufacturing, and petroleum refining. Egypt is
more highly industrialized than the other Arab countries i,, fhe Middl'.
East.
2. Class structure
The social elite of pre-1952 Egypt were the large landholders.
Through a mutually reinforcing combination of economic affluence and
political power, a group of about 10,000 landlords owned 37 pl-rcent cx
the arsble land in Egypt. Social status traditionally depended less on
occupation than on wealth in land. This group, composed largely of nonEgyptian (Turkish and Albanian) Pa;shas and Beys, scorned Egyptian aI
Arabic culture and affected a great interest in all things French or otherwise European; they were conspicuous for their lavish spending and display of wealth and were closely associated with King Farouk and the
royal court.
The next most important social class in terms of the distribution of
wealth, and, more importantly, political consciousness was the middle class.
This group included professional people, journalists, businessmen, industrialists, intellectuals, and the clergy in its upper echelons, and in a lower
echelon-the growing urban lower-middle-class element--minor civil servants, small businessmen, skilled workers, elementary schoolteachers, etc.
That this group was not culturally and socially homogeneous is obvious,
and the Egyptian middle class did not take an active part in the political
life of the country before 1952. The lower-middle-class element was
closest to the rural peasant in manners and attitudes; this element bas
aisc bccn. the aiowi nationalistic and anti-Wester.-.
The overwhelming majority of Egyptians (about 70 percent) were and
still are rural peasants, called fellahin. This group lived in rural isolation and extreme poverty. Rents and interest rates were exorbitant and
wages low.2 An urban proletariat, numerically small and composed of
unskilled workers, domestic servants, and petty traders, stood between the
fellah in the village and the lower-middle-class element of the city. Both
the urban proletariat and, even to a larger extent, the rural proletariat
were but vaguely conscious cf the events carried out in their name during
revolution of July 23, 1952.
Social mobility in prerevolutionary Egypt was noticeable only in the
,,pper echelons of the middle class. The army ai.,. the clergy were
avenues of social advancement open to more humble individuals, but the
landowners' dominance of the political scene prsxluded a high degree of
social mobility in these directions. Nevertheless, a certain degree of
mobility was inherent in the process of urbanization and industrialization
which prerevolutionary Egypt was undergoing.
3. Literacy and education
Despite Egypt's great concern with the problem of illiteracy since
1925, as late as 1956 about 75 percent of the popolation was illiterate.
This was largely due to the extreme poverty of the mass of the population
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and t•h. difficult"y off the Arabic language. The spoken, or colioquial language was almost never written or used in mass communications media
before the 1952. revolution. In addition to the government's secular public schools, the traditional religious schools-the village kuttabs awv., Ai
Azhar in Cairo--continued to exist. Al Azhar, the world cente.r of Islamic
learning, offered courses in the humanities and sciences as we)l as religious and Arabic studies and awarded degrees in law and theology.
4. Major religions and religious institutions
Over 90 percent of the Egyi..tians were adherents to Islam: the
ancient Coptic Christian Church claimed most of the rest, but the Coptic
C•hurch had no political significance and seemed to be dying out. The
Egyptian Government, both before the revolution and after, has maintained the mosques and appointed and paid the imams who preach in them,
as well as other officials of the Islamic hierarchy. The imams and the
ulema (teachers) and Sheikh (rector) of Ai Azhar University had n-t
been opponents of the government in power, although some tensions existed between the secularist politicians and the traditional religious leaders.
Government and the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of government
a. General
The Constitution of 1923 under which the Egyptian Government
operated before 1952 reflected in its contradictory provisions the irreconciliable conflict between Western democratic ideals and the authoritarian
traditions of Egypt's governmental structure. Although the Constitution
stated that all power resided in the people, the Crown was given, in addition to extensive executive authority, legislative power cojointly with the
Senate and Chamber of Deputies. Moreover, the King hal a strong
suspensory veto. He could prorogue and adjourn Pa-liament for as long
"- a month, during which time he had powers of decree. Cabinet ministers
in theory were collectively responsible to Parliament, but in fact they
were only responsible to the King. The Senate was selected partially by
royal app.uintment on the advice of the Prime Minister and partially by
the body itself. The Chamber was elected through an indirect ballot on
the basis of universal suffrage for a term of 5 years.
b. Responsibility of executive to legislature and judiciary
In theory, Cabinet ministers were responsible to Parliament for
their actions and policies, but they were also appointed by aný rcsponsible
to the King. In actual practice, the executive braneh of the Egyptian
Government was not responsible to the legislative; moreover, it intervened
arnitrarily in the working of the judiciary and local administration. The
F1--ime Minister was in fact the creature of the King. "Elections were
usually controlled; and the reasons for the frequent rise and fall of
cabinets had i.ttle connection with tneir relative strergh in parliament." 3
King Farouk was influenced in his selection of Prime Ministers only by
pressures from the landlords and the conservative religious leaders; periodically, as in 1942, British influence determined the choice.
C.
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2.

Description of political process
a. Political parties and power groups supporting government
Prerevolutionary Egyptian political processes must be described in
terms of an interplay of three forces: the British, the King, and the
-- Wafdist politifians. In almost every election between 1925 ;iid 1950 a
Wafdist majority was returned to Parliament; more often then not, however, the King formed a government composed either of non-Wafd members or Wafdists amenable to royal influence. If a government. became
anti-British, the British intervened in behalf of its opponents in Parliament. Although elected by a wide majority in 1950, the Wafd Party was
no longer representative of and responsive to the realities of the social
situation. Its previous success was primarily due to general disconte-'t
with the non-Wafdist bloc previously in power which had been respL.
sible for Egypt's part in the Palestine War (1948-49). Originally a
broý.dly based, nationalist political movement, the Wafd Party became
completely discredited in the postwar pcziod. Thi; -,vas due tc its history
of accomnodation, compromise, and finally de facto alliance with the
British; moreover, in the postwar period new social classes had emerged
with which the Wafd, as a bourgeoisie-oriented group, had little in common. Rustow observes that "the Wafd movement gradually was converted from a comprehensive-n.tionalist movement 4into a party machine
for the pursuit of patronage, nepotism, and graft."
b. Character of opposition to government and its policies
The only real competition to the Wafd came from the Muslim
Brotherhood (al-lkhwan al-Muslimin). Founded in 1928-29 by Hassan
al-Banna, a schoolteacher in the Canal Zone city of Ismailia, the movement began as a religious lay organization and &+ first enjoyed the support
of the ulema in C,.iro. Its xenophobic, anti-Western, antimodern, fundamentalist. brand of religion soon alienated modern-thinking Muslims, but
among the semiliterate and illiterate masses, recent recruits to the city
from fellahin villages, the Brotherhood flourished. It served their social
needs in a strange environment and provided an outlet for their economic
vnd political frustrations. A fundamentalist seet, the Brotherhood was
more negative than positive in its ideology; its positive content consisted
only of the vague slogan: "Back to Islam as preached by Mohammed"
and called for the establishment of a theocratic state and denounced
Western influence. After 1945, the Brotherhood had attracted a Lumber of edu cated but bitterly anti.Western Egyptians 5 Hassan al-Banna
then had around a half million followers and, "start'rig a prolonged campaign of terrorism against all those whom he accused of collaboration
with the British,"6 he definitely aimed at aciieving political power. In
1948-49 there occurred a series of terrorist acts in which the Prime Minister and other officials, as well as Hassan al-Banna, were assassinated
and the Brotherhood was outlawed. It contin:-ed as a subversive organ;zation with wide support.
The other leading subversive political group in prerevolutionary Egypt
was the Communist movement. Egyptian communism-developing from
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Marxist study groups during World War II-has been particul-arly beset
by factionalism. At the time of the revolution, the !e.ding faction was
called the Democratic Movement of Natiern. Liberation (li `,X .., French
and HADITU in Arabic). There were around 7,000 Com•munists in
Egypt at this time, and they were better organized than either the W1-:%
Party or the Muslim Brotherhood, though by Communist standards party
discipline was weak and factionalism a serious threat to the group's unity
of action. Never a mass party, the Communists were subjected to frequent arrests and imprisonment by both Waldst and non-Wa idid governments.7
The revolutionary organization which overthrew the government of
Prime Minister al-Hilaly during the night of July 22-23, 11952. included
none of the above but was a secret organization in the Egyptian Army,
officiAlly called the "'Society of Free Officers" (Zubat al-Ahrar). Political
opposition grmups, such as the Wafdists, the Muslim Brotherhood, and the
Egyptian Communist factions, took no active part in the events surrounding the seizure of power, but they did give their passive suppoi~t to thc
revolutionaries. There was an especially close collaboration between
individual members of the Free Officers' movement and the Muslim
Brotherhood. Both movements were ultranationalistic and both favored
some type of radical social reform; however, the fundamentalist ideology
of the Brotherhood ruled out any real merger of the two movements.
The various manifestations of overt political opposition to the government
(which for the last 6 months meant Wafdist opposition) had no connection with the Free Officers' movement. In December 1951. the Free
Officers, according to one of the revolutionaries, Dad mrade their iast
effort to collaborate with this political party and were rebuffed.
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or changing government institutions
Accordingr to the 1923 Constitution, a two-thirds majority in each
1. .se of the legislature was necessary for a revision of the constitution.
subject to approval by the Crown. As in most Middle Eastern political
systems, constitutional forms did not significantly affect the actual functioning of the Egyptian political organi.sm.
4. Relationship to foreign powers
Foreign relations have long been inextricably involved in Egyptian
domestic affairs. As a strategic outpost of the British Empire, Egypt
ha, been closely associated with Great Britain since 1882. After 1922,
Egypt became nominally independent, but British economic hieiests and
military forces in the country, confined only after 1947 to the Canal Zone,
gave little substance to this fact. In the post-Wor61 War II period,
relations with Britain worsened and in October 1951, the Wa'f, gover.ment abrogated the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of 1936 which permitted
British occupation of the Sudan and the Canal Zone. The nationalistic
agitation accompanying this act and the British refusal to withdraw from
the canal and the Sudan set off a series of terrorist and guerrilla aetivities
in the Canal Zone and led to anti-Western demorstrationzs and riots ii,
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Cairo and Alexandria which directly affected the course of domestic
politics.
The most significant factor in Egyptian foreign relations after troubles
with Great Britain was the question of Pan-Arabism in general and relAtions with Israel in particular. Pan-Arabism came to the political scene
in Egypt later than in the Fertile Crescent, but after 1945 both -arliament
and Palace showed an interest in asserting Eygptian leadership of an
Arab bloc. The menacing appearance of Israel, together with a sense of
declining Western influence in the area and perhaps a desire to divert
attention from pressing social problems within Egypt, led Waidist politi"ciansto adopt a vigorous Pan-Arabist foreign policy. The Wafdists bitterly attacked the government for its alleged mishandling of the Palestinian conflict in 1948-49. Intra-Arab rivalry, especially that betweeJordan and Egypt, was a source of considerable embarrassment to plponents of Pan-Arabism. As a result of the deterioration of relations
With 1ifitain and being angered with the United States for its support of
Israel and Britain, Egypt assumed a. posurm of "poi,:-v' n-t-r.,,ity" during the Korean conflict. Egypt refitsed to join either NATO or the
Baghdad Pact, which would have satisfied British demands for defense of
the Suez Canal. Overtures to the Soviet bloc were also initiated during
the prerevolutionary regime.
5. The role of military and police powers
After independence, Laqueur remarks, the police became a personal
agency of the King and one of the most effective instruments of repression. It was strengthened, the administration was centralized, and the
force took on a paramilitary character. This mrde the transfer of authority to the Revolutionary Command Council relatively easy.8
D. Weaknesses of the Socio-Economii--Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutiens or governmental instabilities
On January 26, 1952, a major riot occurred in Cairo during which
mobs burned approximately 700 commercial, social, and cultural estab'-ments, mostly foreign-owned or associated with foreigners. Twentysix persons were killed and many wounded. The Wafdist government
failed to use the police to check the disturbances, and King Farouk seized
this opportunity to dismiss the Wafdist government. During the next 6
months there was continual mob violence and a procession of Palaceappointed anti-Waffdist Prime Ministers who had to ... either a hostile
Wafdist Parliament or, after its dissolution ih March, Ldangerous political
vacuum. King Farouk's open intervention in the selection of the government was especially obnoxious to enlightened Egyptians. A descendant
of an alien and unpopular dynasty, Farouk I became unpopular in his own
right on account of his personal excesses and his arbitrary political activities. By 1952 the prestige of the dynasty of Mi ohammed All had reached
its nadir, so that the continued existence of the monarchy constituted a
major weakness in the governmental structure.
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2. Economic weaknesses and social tensions
The Census of 1947 revealed for the first time that Eirypt's population had outrun its income-and this income was dependent on the vulnerable cotton economy. The fellahin masses and the urban proletariat were
subsisting at a standard of living just above famine conditions buf not
high enough to protect the mass of the population from the effeecs of
undernourishment and poor health." Inflation was a major problem in
postwar Egypt; while the cost of living incre,•-'ud 400 percf-t, wages for
urban workers rose only about 100 percent hit the 1945-5b "riod.?(
3. Government recognition of and reactioni to weaknesses
In addition to the usual suppression of subversive political activities
by its police and military power, the Wafdist government, in power from
1950 to January 1952, instituted certain pasitive reforms. Outstanding
Egyptian intellectuals were appointed to head the newly created Ministries
of Social Affairs and Education. The establishment of Rural Sccial Centers in the 'iiiages was the most significant resvlt of these reforms: however, far from solving the agrarian problem, these Cen t :r-• probably
stimulated in the young Egyptian social worker cadres (who were specifically selected for their fellahin social origins) a strong desire for a
more revolutionary approach to the problems of the fellahin. 11 There
were also certain reforms in labor legislation; labor unions had been allowed to form as early as 1942 by a previous Wafd regime, apparently
in an attempt to control the industrial workers through a governmentsupervised union structure. Aware of growing discontent among the
junior army officers, the government attempted to stem this dissatisfaction by a wave of promotions, according to one of the lending revolutionaries."- Finally, thee was a halfhearted attempt to ally middle-class
criticism of corruption in government by the appoiptmret as Prime Minister in March 1952 of Ahmed Naguib al-Hilaly, popular former Minister of
Education, who claimed "he would carry on a comprehensive 'purification'
campaign."13
III.

FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION

A. Actors in the Revolution
1. The revolutionary leadership
The instigators, organizers, end leaders of the Free Officers' movement came from a group of junior officers in the Egyptian Army, most
of whom were below the rank of colonel. In social origins, fi.ost of them
were of middle or low-middle-class backgrounds. Their generation had
come to maturity in the anti-British atmosphere of the late 1930's and had
seen the Allies fight for their lives in World War II. British interferences
I, Egyptian politics during the war and the continued presence of British
troops and civilians in large numbers in Egypt after the war had wounded
their national pride, and the frustration caused by Ar;4.o defeats in Palestine in 1949 had left its mark on their personalities. These young officers,
most of them around 30 years of age, were Egyp•ian nationalists in
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ideological orientation; more socialistic than were the Kemal-type nai.. 1.sws of t cnt+^.r--r
.
eriod, they were nevertheless following in the
Middle Eastern pattern of "military socialism" first cstablished by Kemal
Ataturk in Turkey in the 1920's. Their complex of goals and aspirations
was based on a desire for what Nasser called "an Egypt free anO ,4rong.' 4
To implement this simple desire they looked to the elimination of remaining British and Western influences in Egypt and, at the same time, to
the elimination of "feudal" landlord economic interests.
Tue leading figure in the Egyptian revcolution and de facto head of the
Free Officers' group w;as Carr-l. Abdul Nasser. He was born it, upper
Egypt in 1918, "the son of a good middle-class family."' 5 He studied in
Cairo from the age of 8, and in 1937 he entered the Military College.
In 1939, as a young graduate. he served in the Egyptian Army with HakirAmer, Anwar al-Sadat, and others of the conspiratorial group, with whom
he shared a similar social background and similar views on politics. Nasser has been de.cribed as a passionaie nationalist, but one who was, at
the same time, methodical and intelligent and possessed of an aftLiacti ,e
personality. He was later an instructor at the Military College in Cairo,
along with most of the other Free Officers, and he served in the Palestinian Campaign of 1948-49.
The president of the military junta which ruled Egypt, after the revolution, was Mohammed Naguib. His participation in the prerevolutionary
developments was limited, but he played an important role immediately
after the coup. Naguib was born in Khartoum in 1901, the son of a
graduate of the Egyptian Military Academy and an officer in the AngloEgyptian military forces in the Sudan. Naguib's large family of nine
brothers and sisters all became professional or middle-class pe.ople, and
he rose to the rank of major general in the Egyptian Army. Naguib
attended Gordon College in the Sudan and later the -ni!itary academy
t-here; in his relations with the Egyptan military hierarchy, Naguib was
often frustrated, and he frankly admits that this bitteriiess contributed
to his participation in the Free Officers' movement.18
2. The revolutionary following
As a secret conspiratorial group within a specific element of society,
the following of the Free Officers' movement was necessarily limited to
those officers whom the leadership of the movement came in contact with
and felt they could take into their confidence. Not essentially different
in social origins and political orientation from the leaders of the movement, the following numbered more than a thousand
¶947,
1.
before the
reorganization that followed the Palestine War Mlembership in the organization was limited to military personnel- however, the movement
enjoyed considerable sympathetic support in civilian quarters.
B. Organization of Revolutionary Effort
1. Internal organization
The revolutionary organization, later known as thp "Free Officers'
Movement," had its origin in a group of officers who began te discuss
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politics together in 1938. One of these officers was Gamal Abdul Nasser.
By early 1939 a secret revolutionary bociety was formied within the army
dedicated to the task of freeing Egypt from British influence. From
this small nucleus the organization expanded. Each member formed a
new cell around him and the society gained adherents, primarily :.•..hin
the army, but also among civilians. "Soon there was a militant organization covering the entire country. Members used secret signs and passwords. Military rank was observed inside the society as it was in the
Army."' 7
By 1942 the society was organ..cd into sect ions, each of which was
composed of several cells. Control over the organization was exercised by
a Central Committee. During the war the society established informal
liaison with the Muslim Brotherhood, also a secret revolutionary organization that operated with a much wider popular base. Liaison was also
established with the German Army in Egypt and plans were made to utilize the opportunity of British weakness in 1 4? to stage an uprising within
the arm-' in collaboration with the German forces. However, tne events
of World War II-the German threat to Egypt and the Suez Canalincreased the influence of the British Army and the vigilance of its intelligence system in Egypt. The attempts at collaboration with the Germans
came to naught and resulted in the arrest of many members of the society
who were also known to be favoring a German victory over British forces.
Toward the end of 1944 and the beginning of 1945, a reorganization of
t.e society occurred. A military group under the leadership of Nasser
was established along with a parallel civilian group under the leadership of
Aniwar al-Sadat. A Supreme Committee coordinated the activity of the
two groups, which, otherwise, were kept completely apart. It was, however, the military which was the decisive factor in the revolutionary or-ganizationand 1;ttle is known about the function or organizatian of the
civilian or "popular" group, as it was called."'
By 1945, a definite organization had been established, which issued
clandestine circulars and had an inchoate revolutionary administrative
system. Anwar al-Sadat, one of the leaders, attributes to Gamal Abdul
Nasser Uie institution of this system, which consisted of five subcommittees: (1) Economic Affairs, which c.llected and administered revenues of
the group (derived in part from contributions from tfii members amounting to up to 2 months' salary and spent ior arms and dependenta' allowP-wes); (2) Combat Personnel, which recruited, indoctrinated, aid assigned new members to the appropriate cell (only NassEl ",nd Abdul
Hakim Amer knew the exact number and names of all the members);
(3) Security, the elite committee which "supervis.d recruits, making
sure of the orthodoxy of their revolutionary belief"' 9 and dealt with all
tatters relating to secrecy; (4) Terrorist, described by al-Sadat as
"largely theoretical," since the group did not generally approve of terror
as a tactic; and finally (5) the Cormmittee of Propaganda, which issued
circulars and operated through word-of-mouth communication. The
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leaders constituted the Supreme Committee and also served on ~he five
sulnommittc-es.
During th.3 Palestiie War, nmny of thv officers 3n the se%ýret sociezy
were killed and activities had to be curtailed to fight the war Howwver,
also as a res,,dt of the war, the political clituate had becopme such that
army officers were mu.,-h nitre r~idy than in the past to support. P.revolutionary organization. In 135(;, another reme anizatior± took place "to prepare fey direct action." 20 The o'ganization now came to be cailed the
"Society

of Free Officers" and the vcr-tical1 structure was tightanvd. Th'.

Fren Officers' prourp control was delegatpd to :w Executive. Committee
eo~mposed of 9 or 10 menibeys; mopi. of theze had been members of the
nld Superior Committee, and later ti"~y wero to constitute the Revolutioi
ary Command Coun~cil. Ndaser, at the age of 29 and wirIth the rank o,
major, was elected presi,'ent uf the Executive Commiittee in 1950; rei'c.~
n 1i41, he was president at the time of the coull, according to
raht Nass" 'Vas
al-Sadat,. Nagulb clainns in his autolbogLaphy, liel'
secretary geneyal and that he wa lprcesident. According to his account
Naguib. was uriabib to piz~y as active a part in the planning of the coup lii
ator.t of grovernment surveillance of his activities. 2'
After 1949, 'the propaganda circula~s issued by the group became a real
force in Egyptian pohitics and the n~ame of tne group became widely
known. The cell-typa (if ozganization was usO. A cell -sas composed
of five members, each of whom formedi a fresh cell whose memubers
romained unlcnown to the other members of the parent cells, iLhereby limiting for security --.rposes, the individual's knowledge of the whole argsrai.
zatir-n1. 22 Members were required to make nionthly payments into a
savings acco-ant, to build up an emergency fimUid. The officer in~ cha. 'ge-of
the section (which before the teorganizi~tion had Lo7;.sisted of 20 cells) had
pewer to t-xpd: or admit new memoers, though subject to review from the
Executive Commil-tee. As a clar.destine conspimrtor'al grup, the membership of whic was known onily to the leadership and not tc. the ranA
arid file members, the Fzee Officers' urgnilzat` on was not democratically
coistrolled. Real powf r reoide- in the Execu~tive Clommittee, and in this
group Nasser played the dominant Yolc.
2. External, organizati-ni
Although inuch of its cerganizatlon -ook place hin Palestine, the movement hhd no foreign ctonnections excpe.t briefly diuring World War 11.
C. Goals of the Revolution
1. Concrete political aims, of revoluuionary, leaders
The immediate aim of the revolutionists was the overtlifow of the
monarchy and the establishment of a deznocratir parliamentary republican system of government. The Free Officers confidently-and, as it
turned out, naively.-believed that with Farouk out of thle picture there
would come forthn on the Egyptian political s'cee a new type of political
leadership, one revitalized and "purified" (a recurrer.t word in the language of the times), which would carry out the Free Officers' goals and
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aspirations for an Egypt free. from the twin evils of foreign domination and
feudal-capiialist oligarchy. Nasser himself wrote later! tbat the officers
had supposed that their role would be no more than that of a "commando
vanguard," and that as soon as Farouk was overthrown, a united nation
would be ready to take up "the sacred advance towards the gr.at -- ,ectie." 'The reality, he found, was quite different.
The military junta, called the R~evolutionary Command Council, apparently intended to relinquish their power to civil authorities as soon as
they could find a body of political leaders whom they could trust to administer and execute the social aii-l economic reforms the Free Offi.crs
dsemed nceessary to Egypt's regeneration. Their initial choice was Ali
Mfaher, an independent politician popular with the masses for his recent
jrice reductions (he was Prime Minister ir, February 1952) and known to
the F'ree Officers both for his liberal inclinations and for his having been
depoped by the British in 1942.
2. Social and economic goals of lemierspi'n. and following
The social content of the revolutionary goals of the nijilLary junta
reflected the middle-class origins of the leading participants in the movement. Lenczowski notes that the revolutionists claimed to be "animated
oy L.•e unselfish desire to see Egypt emancipated from imperialism and
feudalism and served by an honest government that would ensure social
justice, economic progress, and dignity to all citizens."124 The feudalistic
and capitalistic oligarchy astsociated with King Farouk bore the brunt of
the social criticism. Tangible social and economic goals of the Free
Officers' movement included, first of all, agrarian reform, and then industrialization, tax reform, and wage-price ad.ustments.
D. Revolutionary Techniques and Government Countermeasures
1. Methods for weakening existing authority and countermeasures
by govornment
The Free Officers group carried on a vigorous anti-Gavernment propaganda campaign through the mails "not only to military men but also to a
large n•mber of civilians known for their free and progressive tendencies
and their opposition to corruption."2 5 These pamphlets served to publicize the group ana- to galvanize pt:'lic attention around the specific goals
and aspirations of the opposition group within the army. During the
war at least some of the members conspired with German forces in North
Africa, but thesg attempts proved fruitless, as they were irncovered by
British intelligence agents. After the war, the group becar'e well known
as a secret organization in opposition to the regime, tut the individuals who
el-longed to the movement were almost never Icund out. Other than
"this, the Free Officers' organization carried on no overt activity against
the government. It engaged in no terrorist or guerrilla activity, although
it did apparently encourage the attacks on the Brit-sh in the 1951-52
period, especially in the Canal Zone. Operating parallel to the Free Officers' movement in c pcpsition to the government were such major terrorst
groups as Hussein's "Socialists" and the Muslim Brotherhood; also, the
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Communist organization and the Wafd (in opposition to the government
after January 1952) carried .n an active campaign, both legally and
illegally, to discredit the government. In such an atmosphere of terror
and intrigue against an alre3dy crumbling governmental system, the Free
Officers had only to conspire among themselves and decide on , timing
of the revolutionary act. They exercised effective control over the army,
although the High Command and Chief of Staff were loyal to the government. Their greatest asset lay in the .,Pcrecy which surrounded their
organization. Many of the leaders were trusted by the regime ,'nd enjoyed the confidence of high government ifficials.
2. Methods for gaining support and countermeasures taken by
government
During the earlier phases of the organization, the members reliec
almost completely on word-of-mouth means of influenoing fellow officers or
civilians. It was decided that each member should go into the streets,
cafes, mosques, and other public plac-kio meet pp.fl- pnd tal!r politics.
But there was never an attempt to rival the more popular opposition
movements such as the terroristic Muslim Brotherhood, with which
some liaison was established. The tactic adopted seems to have been to
l-t th.e. or...izaaions spread discontent with the status quo among the
masses and thereby prepare the people for revolutionary developments.
The real power lay in the army, and the Free Officers group did not
contemplate a violent revolution with mass support. If they could gain
control over the army they could successfully dispose of the government.
The propaganda circulars and manifestos that were issued were cesigned
to gain support for the ideas of the Free Officers. They were not meant
as appeals for action.
The only attempt to collaborate with an existing political group occurred
in December 1951, when the ieftwing of the Wafd was contacted and informed that the Free Officers would support the Wafdist government
then in power in its dispute with Farouk. Had the Waidist politicians
agreed to this, the Free Officers had planned to act in January 1952,
when Farouk dismissed the •afdist government. The King would have
been expelled by the military junta and the Wofdist government might
have remained under a republican systcm of government.
E. Manner in Which Control of Government was Transferred to
Revolutionaries
The original plan was to stage a coup in March 1952- chis was changed
when a key figure hesitated to go through with his part in the move.
Action was postponed until the night of July 22-23. The immediate
cause of the revolution was the King's decision, on the 15th of July, to
dissolve the Military Club's executive committee on which the Free Officers
held a majority. In the Club's annual election, General Naguib. openly
supported by the secret organization of Free Officers against the King's
choice, had been elected President. This allied Naguib with the movement, although he was not an active conspirator and did not know more
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than five members of the garoup before th- coup, an' i,erred
ill
.
of strength which enabled the Free Officers to demons,rate publicly their
opposition to Farouk. After July 15, the Free Officers believed that the
government was about to arrest Naguib and that their own safety vv• hi
jeopardy. A Cabinet crisis on the day before the coup had no infltience
on the course of events. The die had been cast between the 16th and
20th of July.
The chief conspirators were all in Cairo and they had the support of key
figures in the provinces. With the +.nnps under their command. the Frc-.
Officers marched on the General Headquarters, seized the High Conimand meeting there in emergency session, and then took possession of
government buildings, telephone exchanges, i-adio staLions, and other strategic points throughout the country. Notes were sent to foreign envoys,
especially the British, to warn them against interfering in what was "o
purely internal affair"; armored and infant_,- units were stationed along
thE road to Suez as an additional precaution. The coup -N tc ;m,nlplished
swiftly and almost bloodlessly, while most of Cairo slept and the streets
were silent, as one of the participants recal!s.26
.t"
T-I e
orning, Geneeal Naguib, who had remained at home during the coup, wa.s informed
that he was to be Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces; Nasser, in
control of the Revolutionary Command Council, was the real power in the
revolutionary regime about to be set up. The leaders of the coup described three distinct stages in their revolutionary process: seizure of the
army, which they achieved around midnight; overthrow of the government, which they achieved during the morning o1 the 23d; and expulsi-n•
of the King, which was not accomplished until the 26th. Before his abdication, Farouk served to provide a tirge of legality to ýhe revolutionary
regime, in that Ali Maher, the choice of the military junta for Prime
Minister, had beer1 ,"duly invested by the King as Prime Minister.
§.

THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Changes in the Personnel andi Institutions of Government
A seLl ., of drastic changes in both the personalities and the institutions of Egyptian Government resulted from the 1952 coup. Most significant among these were: the removal of King Farouk and members of
al-Hilaly's government, along wilh numerous palace and government
appointees; the abolition of the 1923 Constitution in December 1952; the
abolition of political parties in January 1953; and in 1955-'-, the aboli..
tion of the Sharia and non-Muslim religious courts. Purges Look place in
the armed forces and in government-controlled economic enterprises, as
-weli as in local administration of the government. The dominant power
E.%oap in Egypt since the July coup has been the Revolutionary Command
Council, composed of around 10 former members of the Free Officers'
movement, who at the outset administered the revoluti.wary regime's program collectively. In 1954-56 an intragroup power struggle took place
in which Colonel Nasser, the younger and more radical member, supplant-d
the elder and more conservative figurehead, General Naguib. The Egyp369
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tian Constitution of 1956, and that of the Egyptiau-Syrian union in 1958,
reflected the dominant political role of the military junta and the mass
organization that they br.,
into being. Nasser was elected President,
first of Egypt and later of ..ie larger political union, the Th. ited Arab
Republic. 27
B. Major Policy Changes
Revolutionary Egypt has undertaken a vigorous foreign policy, which
is not so different in genera! orientation from that of pre-1952 Egypt as
it is different with respect to the intensity and degree of its application.
The revolutionary regime early distinguished itself for its ultranationalist and anti-Western stands; it aspired to--and to a large extent achiev
-the goal of leadership of the Arab world; beyond this, Nasser looked to
the Islamic community throughout the world and to sub-Sahara Africa as
a., outlet for Egyptian energies. 29 The regime became closely aligned
economically with the Soviet bloc in its first few years, aau there 1-hs been
a large degree of foreign policy alignment with the bloc, especially on
matteis involving the colonial powers vis-a-vis Afro-Asian and Latin
American states. The regime emerged successfully from its nationalization of the Suez Canal and the ensuing military encounter with the British,
French, and Israelis.
C. Long Range Social and Economic Effects
The most significant impact the coup of 1952 had on Egyptian society
and economic relationships was its attack on the landlord-Pasha class.
This group was effectively removed from power, and the social elements
immediately below came to the fore. The poorest of the peasants have
not benefited from the much-publicized agrarian reform of September 8,
1952, as have the "middle" and "upper" peasantry. Less publicized but
of more immediate benefit to more people have been the improvements
in
.ocial services which the regime has been able to achieve. 29 In general,
the lower-middle and middle-class elements have benefited from the
,p•!',ies of the revolutionary government; there is today considerably more
social mobility than was the case before 1952 in Egypt.
The effect of the revolution on religious institutions is also interesting to
note. One authority notes that Nasser maintains the tradition of Friday
worship but that this appears to be political expedierce rather than an
erpression of genuine piety. "Realizing that the mas, zZ the population
has little understanding of . . . politics, Egypt'.: leaders are seeking support for government policy from the pulpit b,, appeals couched in the
language of the Islamic faith."3 0 In June 1961, the revolutionary government nationalized Al Azhar University, the leadingz religious academic
institution in the Islamic world.
On the ninth anniversary of the revolution (July 1961) sweepiwg economic and political reforms were introduced which transformed Egypt
into a Socialist state and served to concentrate all effective politics; power
within the United Arab Republic in the hands of a centralized government.
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All banks and insurance companies were nationalized; all major companies
and business firms were taken over by the state; maximum landholding
was limited to 100 instead of 200 acres; and wax•uini individual income
was limited to 15,000 Egyptian pounds (about $40,000) a year. On !.political plane, separation between federal and regional governments in
the United Arab Republic was eliminated and a new central government
with 37 executive ministers (of whom 16 were Syrian) was established,
and Cairo was made the official seat of government, though a provision
was made to have it convene for 4 months every yeaLr in Damascus, S:ra.
D. Other Effects
In addition to the drastic changes in governmental personnel and insTitutional structure, the vigorous participation in foreign affairs, and the
effective beginnings of a social revolution which the coup of 1952 brought
short, the Egyptian revolution contained a cLari-1znatic quality that distinguishes it from the ephemeral military coups and ruling
':"a
that
have long been associated with the Middle East. The flavor of this revolutionary charisma or mystique is readily discernible in the writing and
speeches of Nasscr, al-Sadat, and other leaders of the movement. Its
appeal is strong throughout the Middie East and Islamic community, so
that the Egyptian revolution is not solely a domestic development. John
Badeau, a Middle East specialist and the current U.S. Ambassador to the
United Arab Republic, has likened it to the French Revolution, which also
"had its self-seeking leaders, its power cliques, its political nationalism,
but [wbich] let loose forces that finally changed the pattern of socia!
life in most of Europe."'" He believes the Egyptian revolution is doing
the same in the MiUdl East.
In view oi the recent events during which Syria severed her connection with Nasser and the U.A.R., this statement seems to attribute more
f--e to the Egyptian revolution than is warranted. The Syrian rebellion
was basically a conservative move to save that country from the radical
reforms which Nasser is attempting to introduce.
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THE IRANIAN COUP OF 1953
The Iranian coup af August 1953 was counterrevolutionary and conservat~vc in political orientation. The Shah had dismissed Prime Minister
Mosaddegh and appointed General Zahedi in his place several days before
the coup d'etst took place. Mosaddcgh had ref-usc-, 1 io give up the reins
of government and turned against tb0 Shah who fld the country. Gener.o.!
Zahedi, the legal head of the government, went into hiding, and Mosaddegh
attempted to stay in power with the support of the Communist-front
Tudeh Party, ultranationalist groups. and the police and army. The
Iranian Army, however, remained loyal to the monarchy, turned against
Mosaddegh and staged a coup to return political conditions to pre-Mosaddegh not-naicy. Although left-of-ernter pc!it"-a! support was also present
in the anti-Mosadd.gh coalition, it was esbeatfiiiy a ttmf,-1'..,ve and
pro-Western counterrevolution.

1. BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING IN REVOLUTION
In August of 1953 the government of Prime Minister Mohammed Mosaddegh was overthrown by units of the Iranian Army loyal to the Shah and
Gen. Fazlullah Zahedi. Mosaddegh had come to power legally in 1951, but
during the summer of 1953 he set up a personal dictatorship based primarily on the support of the lower-middle class and uncrnployed ele:r.ents
of Teheran, organized and directed by members of the Communist-front
Tudeh Party and certain ultranationalist groups. The Shah, Iran's constitutional monarch, dismissed Mosaddegh and appointed General Zahedi
.":'me Minister in his place on the 13th of August. Mosaddegh defied
the Shah, and the monarch fled the country. General Zahedi went into
hiding, and the Tudeh organized a series of riots and street demonstrations in support of Mosaddegh and in denunciation of the monarchy,,
these lasted until the 18th, when the regime became alarmed over their
excesses and called out thit army. Elements of the army and the civilian
population speedily quelled the anti--royalist demonstrations and then
turned on the Mosaddegh regime. Little is known abot' the prior
pianning and organization of the coup, and the element of alp.marent spontaneity was a significant characteristic of this coup d'etat.
The arrest of Mosaddcgh on the 20th of August marked the end of the
n~s.t nationalistic and anti-Western government Iran had ever experienced.
The two-and-a-half-year period of Mosaddegh's rule has often been de.
scribed as one of internal disorder and political demngoguery, and, in
foreign relations, a period of isolation and hostility growing out of Iran's
sudden nationalization of foreign oil company holdings in 1951 and the
ensuing Anglo-Iranian oil dispute.
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11. THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Description of Country
1. Physical characteristics
Astrategic land bridge between India, Central Asia, an,: '~eMediteirranean world, Iran borders the U.S.S.R. on the north, Afghanistan and
Pakistan on the east, and Iraq and Turkey on the west. In area, the
country is slightly smaller than Mexico and about one-fifth the size of the
United States. The terrain is mostly that of a mountainous plateau, from
'R000 to 5,000 feet above salevel. Only about one-tenth of tae land is
arable; two-tenths is in forest and grazing lands, and the remaining
seven-tenths is in mountains and deserts.,
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2. The people
The population of Iran, according to U-.NT. estimarte.,
slightly above 20 million. Most of these people live in only
the country, populat*,on (tensity being highest in the valleys
western Elburz Mountains and in the Caspian lowlands.
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density of population in inhabited areas was approximately 106 penor.,
per square mile. Teheran, the capital of Iran, had a population of over
600,000 in 1950 and was a rapidly growing urban center; there were seven
smaller cities of 100,000 to 200,000 inhabitints. About two million Iranians were nomodic or semisettled; around three million lived in cities ol
more than 20,000 and could be considered urban dwellers. Iran's birth
rate is high (about 45 per thousand) ; however, there has been no official
2
concern over population increases.
The dominant ethnic group in Iran is the Persian, who together with
closely related subgroups make up more than two-third. of the population.
Persian language, culture, and historical traditions give the Iranian national impge its characteristic stamp.
Around the rim of the central plateau, which is the historicE.l homeland of the Persians, live numerous tribal and nomadic peoples. In the
western Zagros Mountains live the Kurds, Bakhtiari, and Lurs, semisettled, seminomadic pastoral tribes, who are clc.tly related :. +16e Persians and tend to identify with them. Iraniar Kurds, numbering around
one million, have assimilated better than the Kurds in Iraq and Turkey.
Turkic and Dravidian peoples live along the northern frontier, a most
important group being the 2 million Azerbaijani on the border of Soviet
Azerbaijan, who have a culture of their own despite strong historical
ties with the Persians. Finally, there are several hundred thousand
Arabs living along the Persian Gulf, who neither identify with the Persian national image nor consider themselves an oppressed minority. Despite its heterogeneous population, Iran has remained relatively stable
through the prestige and energy of the Persian core of Iranian society.
Due to the interplay of power politics it has preservd itz territor-al integrity despite Soviet-inspired separatist movements. 3
3. Communications
Persian caravan routes fell into disuse and ill-repair after the 16th
c..wury when navigation supplanted overland routes. Reza Shah, founder
of the present dynasty, initiated an ambitious railrnad plan to link Teheran
with all p's
of the country. By the 1950's rail connections had been
established with the Caspian Seaport of Bandar Shar in the north and
the Persian Gulf ports of Bandar S;hahpur and Khorramshahr in the
south. Reza Shah's efforts and those of the British and Russian Armies
during the Second World War produced an extensive system of highways connecting all major points in the country. There -were !i number
of small ports on the Caspian, but for political reasons these )orts were
not so important in external communication as the ports on the Persian
Gulf which also served the petroleum industry. Large international air
ter: :nals were located at Teheran and Abadan on the Persian Gulf.
Smaller airdromes, suitable for internal air traffic, were located in all
larger cities of the country. In 1953 Iran's communicat' n with the out------side world was better developed than its internal communization-a
situation not at all uncommon in underdeveloped areas..'
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4. Natural resources
Except for oil and natural gas deposits, for which it ranked as the
world's fourth largest ol producing country, Iran had little mineral or
agricultural wealth. Recent geological surveys have rcported a wide
range of mineral wealth in the northern mountains, but tlhis resources
had not been exploited to any significant extent. Mountainous terrain
and scanty rainfall throughout most of the country precluded the exploitation of its otherwise fertile soil.5
B. Socio-Economic Structure
I. Economic system
In 1953 Iran was an underdeveloped country with only one mai r
industry-petroleum and natural gas. Petroleum products were t.m:
country's major export and chief source of foreign capital. In 1951, the
T
ra-ian Government nationalized the industry, and British technicians left
the country, causing output to de&lint •rasticaly. Tle state already
owned most of Iran's modern industrial enterprises, since Reza Shah
initiated an industrialization campaign in the 1920's. In 1946, a 7-year
economic plan was begun which was financed entirely by oil revenues. In
addition to modern and semitnodern state-owned industrial plants producing textiles, cement and bricks, ceramics and pottery, there were numerous small handicraft shops, which turned out the traditional Persian rugs
and handwoven goods. These tradiLional industries employed more than
half of the country's very small industrial labor force.
Primarily an agricultural economy, about four-fifths of Iran's population
were peasat.q, Thley were, for the most part, landless tenants or at beqt
owners of small, poor tracts of land, and they pioduced a variety of crops
for subsistence and limited domestic distribution. Iran was not a significant exporter of any agricultural products, but ti.re was no food shortage within Iran.
2. Class structure
As an economically underdeveloped agrarian society, Iran had the
spme general type of tradition-oriented social structure found elsewhere
in the Middle East, although for historical reasons Persian class structure
exhibited greater rigidity and internal stability. At the apex of t.he
social pyramid was the small but powerful urban elite, whose members
owned unost of the land and water resources of the country and the paramount means of production. Through a mutually einforcing combination of land ownership and high governmental or rtiigious position, this
group, variously estimated to comprise from 200 to 1,000 families, completely dominated Iranian society. There was a greater sense of historical
continuity and perhaps more consciousness of noblesse oblige among these
landlords than in the case of their Arab counterparts; a great number of
the present elite came into power in the 1920-o with Reza Shah and the
Pahlavi dynasty.7
Of considerable social significance were the urban groups immediately
below the landed gentry. Traditionally, this
group, called the "Bazaar
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group," was made up of merchants, artisain. and craftsmen, and members
of the lower clergy. In modern Iran, however, this class has given rise
to three new classes: the moderately well-to-do modern industrialist type,
"the nouveau riche, who asscciate with each other in Western-style cluhs,
but who remain highly visible as social climbers and are largely avoided
by the older elite"; 8 the semiliterate skilled industrial workers, few in
number but subject to Western-and Communist-influences and increasingly conscious of their rights and special interests; and the educated
white-collar workers, many of them rivil servants, who are probably most
symbolic of the gradual differentiation of the new middle groups from the
bazaar. These groaps tended to emulate the elite, and adopted W.rst.,rn
habits.9 These middle groups had little group consciousness or cohesion,
and they presented a conceried front only in their resistance to foreign
domination anC xural conservatism. They also represented the strongest
force for progressive social actioa.
The uiban proletariat often played a part in zi
".:ernrjiti..,
mostly by providing the participants for the street demonstrations which
bazaar agente would, for a price, organize and train to march through the
streets or riot, in support of or in opposition to, almost any issue.?0
3. Literacy and education
The level of general education and literacy was low among the vast
majority of the population of Iran; only the traditional elite and upper
strata of the new middle classes were well educated. Literacy estimates
for the Teheran areas ranged up to 20 percent among adult males. Women and rural inhabitants were the least literate elements of the population.
There was a mclern University of Teheran and university colleges of
Isfahan, Meshed, Shiraz, and Tabriz. The University oi Teherni had a
student body of around five thousand, 5 percent of whom were women, and
most of these came from the rising middle class. "Politics [was] the
Y'- blood of the students. Most [took] jobs in government when they
igraduated]. Nepotism and family connections [played] an important role in getting some of them into and through the school as well as
placing them in positions."',
4. Major religions and religious irstitutiene
"Nline out of ten Iranians were members of the Shi'i sect of Islam.
For a thousand years influential Persians have favored this sect and for
four and a half centuries it has been the state religion and bulwark of
Pe.rsian nationalism.!'"
Shisin is the Persian national varir-,t of Islam.
The only Sunni Muslims in Iran were the Kurds, some ol the Turkic
groups, and the Arabs. The Baha'i, a deviationist group from Islam, has
bcen the cause of some serious civil disturbances in rezent yeais.
Fundamentalist and antiforeign politico-religious organizations have
played a major role in Iranian politics. During the Mosaddegh era, the
most importatt of these was the Fezd4yan Islam (Davotees of Islam),
associated with the Sni'i religious leader and politician, Ayatolah Sayyid
Abd al-Kasim Kashani. The motto of t:his Muslim action group bespolre
its militant anti-Western orientation: "Death to all who follow Western
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customs." 13 Members of this group figured prominently in political assassinations and threats and acts of violence during times of political crisis.
In 1951 mernb2rs of Fedayan Islain assassinated General Razmara, the
Shah's military strong man and Prime Minister ;, the orgaiization was
banned by the government in 1955 after another attempted a~ssaination.
During the first part of Mosaddegh's rule, the Fedayan Isicm. under the
influence of Kashani, was one of Mosaddegh's chief sources of support.
Later, when Kashani broke with Mosaddegh, the Fedayan !slanz threatened Mosaddegh's life and made an attempt on the life of his Foreign
Minister, Fatemi.
C. Government and the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of government
a. General
Since 1906, when enlightened elements of the Teheran "bazaar
l:e'!ining. Rn-'onbourgeoisie," supported by the Britis'i, force• ! the
hacked Qajar dynasty to accept a Western constitution, Iran has been in
'heory a constitutional parliamentary monarchy. Patterned after the
French Constitution of 1875, the Constitution vested executive power in
the Shah, a Prime Minister, and a Cabinet responsible to Parliament;
legislative power in a Parliament (Majlis) of two houses, called the Senat
and the Shora; and judicial power in an independent judiciary system.
The powers of the Shah included the usual Crown prerogatives such as
command of the armed forces, power to convene and dissolve parliament,
to appoint and dismiss Cabinet ministers, to introduce legislation and
issuf iecrees, to declare war and make peace, and absolute veto power
over legislation; moreover, the ruling Pahlavi dynasty has taken these
constitutional poweir very seriously, especially those relating to the armed
forces. The lower house, elected for a term of 2 years, was composed of
136 members (prior to 1956). between the ages of 30 and 70, most of
whom were elected on a geographical basis. Since the representative
was not required to reside in his electoral district, about a third of the
members lived in Teheran; these were usually absentee landlords, however, who did-not necessarily represent urban interests but their own
conservative, rural-traditionalist interests. Although called for in the
1906-07 Constitution, the upper house did not become operative until 1950.
The Shah appointed half of the GO member Senat, the other half being
elected on the basis of universal male suffrage; half of -he Senators came
from Teheran and half from the 10 provinces (ostanp:.1"
b. IResponsibilitv of executive to legislature and judiciary.
The Iranian executive was not responsible in the Western European
sense to the legislative and judicial branches of government, both of which
it often dominated and manipulated to its own ends; however, there has
developed under the present Shah what one w.iter calls "an informal
political equilibrium ... between the executive and legislative branches." 11
The Majuis and the Senate on the one side, the Shah on the other, respected the "invisible and indeed elastic boundary" that protected the
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prmtogatives of the other. When Mosaddegh and part of the legislature
attempted to overthrow the Shah, the rest of the legislative branch and
the army can'e to his defense and the balance was reestablished.
c. Legal procedure for changing executive and legislature
Only the Shah had the constitutional power to select the rnii e
Minister, and in practice he also selected the other miiisters of the cabinet; however, this was not done without reference to the political climate
of the Majlis, to which the government must look for support of its progrt.,n. Legally; the Prime Minister and his ginvern.mAent Pi... ,i--!
izs
pleasure cf the Shah, until there was a vote of no confidence in the lwer
house of the Majlis, or until they resigned of their own accord. According to a constitutional amendment paosed in 1949, the Maflis could be
dissolved by the Shah and new elections held within 3 months.
2. Description of political process
a. Political parties and power groups supporting government
The Mosaddegh regime had, at the cut•et, thb pol.ti-.v! •..•'Tort oaf a
loose coalition called the National Front, organized around the personality
of its founder and leader, Dr. Mohammed Mosaddegh. Su..ch persnnal
political groupings have frequently occurred in Iranian politics, which like
that of many underdeveloped societies is characterized by an embryonic
political party system in which personalities are more important than
issues. Political parties were first permitted in 1941, and, with the enception of the well-organized Communist-front, the Tudeh Party, the political parties which were then formed were invariably organized around
prominent members of the ruling elite who were already in the Maflis.
Their party programs were expressed in nationalistic platitudes and were
indistinguishable from one a-%other.
A strong deterrent to the development of issues, and consequently of
political parties in the Western sense, was the fact that the government
controlled the elections in the urban areas, and in the villages the local
A.dlord, himself tusually a candidate, controlled the vote f,. t1,17peasants.
The dominant power group was the landowning elite, who uont,'-lled the
MaIlis; the urban greups attempted sporadically in the i940's to challenge the domination of -1:e ruling elite but ended by coalescing with it in
Mosaddegh's National Front impha.;zing nationalism over divisive social
issues,
At the peak of his power. Mosaddegh's political suppcftevs included
ultranationalist elements, s'lch as the Iran Party and the Fev,"yan Islam,
most of the students and intellectuals, the socialists, the Tkud, Party, the
bazaar merchants, and some nationalistic landowners. Mosaddegh's identi•i,.tion with the nationalization of the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company gave
h'cr Che widu~t po,jpukar support. "Although his National Front Partfy had
a delegation of only 8 out of 136 in Parliament when he became leader
of the government, his following and influence was videspread in all
classes."•6
So great was Mosadrlegh'3 popular support fro,m cxtraparliamentary
forces that he was able to dominate both the Majils and the Shah long
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after his parliamentary support had collapsed. This personal coalition
held together no long as Mosaddegh aimed at relatively simple and negative objectives, such as the expulsion of tha British, but when economic
chaos resuiLed from the disruption of the oil industry and when Mosaddegh became too dictatorial even by Iranian s~andards,
support
started to decline.
In January 1953 Kashani turned against Mosaddegh, and in July a bloc
of his erstwhile allies in the Maflis resigned in protest, so that the body
no longer had a quorum. In August 1953, Mesaddegh held a referendum
on the question of dissolving ' he Mafls, a power constitutionally held only
by the Shah. Winning the referendum, as everyone expected, the Prime
Minister dissolved Parliament and ruled the country in defiance of the
Shah's order dismissing him. Only the Tudeh Party and exit-.. - r
tionalists then remained in Mosaddegh's camp.
Mosaddegh is a member of the landowning elite and was educated in the
West. He was elected to the MajuLs i 1941, after Reza Shah's abdicq..
tion, and in 1946 forged a number (f splinter groups into a so-cat, *
"National Front" in opposition to Qavam. A superb orator, he played
upon the latent and inflammable nationalism and xenophobia to build up
a following. The Anglo-Iranian oil dispute gave him. his great opportunity. As chairman of the Majlis oil committee, he drafted the Oil Nationalization Law of 1951. In a politically immature country, as one
author notes, eloquence and the appearance of sincerity can quickly raise
a man to a position of power. "To all of Iran he was a Messianic protagonist of the forces of good engaged in a self-sacrificing struggle with
the forces of evil."17
b. Character of opposition to government and its policies
Mosaddegh's National Front coalition began to disintegrate in January of 1953, when Mullah Kashani and another !eading figure in the
National Front went over to the opposition and other defections followed.
The cauge of these defections were varied and included such factors as
persenality clashes over appointments and retirement of personnel, Mosaddegh's loss of charismatic appeal among the elite if not among the masses,
aij, ironically enough, the growing suspicion that Mosaddegh had become too moderate in his dealings with tle British over the oil crisis.
The most important organized opposition group was the Toiler's Party.
formed in 1950 by Dr. Bagha-, a former supporter of Musaddegh nnd
member of the National Front. The party was natinnalistic and )eft-ofcenter in the sp.;ct-uan of Iranian politics; it was loya: to the Constitution
and the institution of the Shah, however, and had wide support among the
oil workers. The Toiler's Party left the Mosaidegh government in 3953
when he violated constitutional procedures. The Baghai group also disapproved of his increasing reliance on the Tudeh Party and objected to
Mmsadctegh's retention of certain Iranian officials suspected of being rroBritish.
The decisive factor in the opposition. however, wao the army. Initially,
it supported Mo03ddegh wholeheartedly for his nationalistic posLure, but
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the officer elite turned against him when he attempted to wrest control
of tho arm..y from the Shah and retired s;everal generals. When the issue
between the Shah and Mosaddegh came to a bead during the summer of
1953. the army went over to the opposition, which now included all conservative elements of Iranian society. 18
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or changing government institutions.
The Constitution of 1906 permitted constitutional amendments by a
two-thirds vote in a specially elected constituent assembly; the Iraijan
Constitution was written in such general terms, however, that most of its
subsequent constitutional development has come about through regular
acts of Parliament. Moreover, the Shahs have not felt bound by its provisions and have often ignored it, as when Reza Shah selected a foreign
princess and Sunni Muslim to be the fitst wife of his sen and heir, although
this was spocifically contrary to the provisions of the Constitutional
Amendment of 1925 which sanctioned the Pah!av: dynasty's overthrow of
the Qajar ruling family.
4. Relationship to foreign powers
Iran was never a colonial dependency of any foreign power; however,
t was divided into Russian and British spheres of influence in the 19th
.entury, and the current conflict between its northern neighbor, Soviet
Russia, and the Western powers has directly influenced Iranian domestic
politics since the Second World War. Relations with Iran's Muslim and
Arab neighbors have been reasonably friendly despite minor border disputes. These relations were governed in 1953 by the Sa'adabad Treaty of
1937 between Turkey, Afghanistan, Iraq, and Iran.
Relations with Britain were traditionally close and reo.nably friendly
until the oil crisis developed in 1950-51, when failure to obtain economic
aid from the United States for the 7-Year Economic Development Plan
initiated in 1946 spurred Iran to ask for more favorable terms. The
" :anians pointed to the more generous terms given by American oil companies in Saudi Arabia and Latin America. In the ensuing quarrel,
which w-.r takcn before the World Court and the Security Council of the
Uuited Nations, Iran nationalized the holdings of the Anglo-Iranian Oil
Company in March 1951. British tzhnicilaa loft the country in October
1951, -:hen negotiations ovet compensations broke down, and in October
1952 Mosaddegh's government broke off diplomatic relations with London. British influence in the world oil market prevented Iran from selling
oil abroad.1'
The United States continued to lend Iran limited aid under the technicai assistance pregrams already in existence, lest tiie country collapse
c'.1pleeely and slip into the Soviet orbit. At tne same time, the United
States was i-nwilling to ally itself with Mosaddegh by buying the country's
oil or granting aid in any large-scale amounts. U.S. .-lhcies toward the
Mosaddegh regime, appearing inconsistent to some observers, reflected
the American dilemma over support of an uncommatted but strategically
situated country against a reliable and important European ally. The
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Middle East historian Sidney Nettleton Fisher sees evidence that the
change uf adnhinistrations In 1953 brought a charnge in U.S. policy.,
hi
the spring of 1953, he contends, "Secretary of State Dulles changed the
American tune and helped to pull out the rug from under Mosaddegh."'- 0
In support of this thesis he notes that on his swing througni, he Midd1e
East that spring Dulles omitted Teheran from his itinerary, on the plea
of insufficient time, although he visited every other capital in the area.
The following month President Eisenhower informed Mosaddegh that Iran
could expect no further aid until the dispute with Britain was settled.
and shortly afterward Seernt.nry Dullea openly accused Mosa,'degh of
tolerating and apparently cooperating with Tudeh.
5. The role of military and police powers
The Iranian Army has been a decisive force in the political life of t'
country since Reza Shah, a military man, came to power in the 1920's.
Those who were progressive young junior officers in those days were by
tne 1950's conservative retired people who had rimerged with the traditional elite.2i The younger officers were attracted at irsL to Mosaddegh
on account of his vigorous nationalistic leadership, but when he attempted
to wrest control of the army from the Shah, they were divided in their
loyalty. The police, composed of the provincial gendarmerie and the
municipal division, were under the control of the Minister of the Interior
and were more subject to the influence of the government of the day.
D. Weaknesses of the Socio-Economic-Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or governmental instabilities
Tran had not experienced any revolutions or coups d'etat in its recent
history. On the other hand, pre-Mosaddegh gov7ernments had not beeparticularly stable. In the past, political instability had been counteracted by the institution of the Shah and order had been maintained by his
military strong men in times of crisis.
The equilibrium of Iranian politics was upset when Mosaddegh was
appointed Prime Minister in May 1951. His rule was characterized by
':.4ence and civil discord, In 1952, rosoaddeg-5h, demanded and obtained
power to rule by decree for a period of 6 months. When he asked for a
year's extension of this power.in January 1953, opposition developed in
the ranks of his own National Front, and the Moqaddegh coalition began
to crumble, although he obtained his immediate goal of dictatorial powers.
Conflict over government appointments and retireme-'-. also undermined
Musaddegh's regime.
Toward the end of his regime, Mosaddegh was himself engaged in a
revolution. His refusal to relinquish his power and recognize General
Zahedi as the new Prime Minister and His attempt to abolish the institution of the Shah were, in effect, revolutionary acts against the de jure
governiient.. The greaiesi weakness o. . AX03ad3-g-I-..-t aI.
the reason for his fall lay in his overestimation of his )wn power. He
defied the institution of the Shah and Iranian political traditioni., relying
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on extraparliamentary support from the masses. At the time of crisis
this support proved insufficient to sustain him in power. Mosaddegh's
main line of communication with the urban masses who were his chief
supporters lay through the organization of the Communist-front Tiideh
Party; however, while the Tudeh had supported Mosaddegh on tll• -ationalization question, they were not reliable on other issues. Monaddegh
found himself in the position of many other Middle Eastern extreme nationalists: definitely not a Communist himself, he nevertheless was dependent on the Communist organization for marshalling the support if the
urban masses, since there was no non-Communist mass political party
upon which he could base his regime when he lost the confidence of the
narrow clique of politicians and officers who supported him initially.*
2. Economic weaknesses
Iran had no pressing food shortage, and the country never experienced
anything comparable to Egypt's economie troubles. By the summer of
1953, however, the stark reality of an oi"iCess, cned t"lir÷f.'
c-a-hk•
economy posed a serious threat to domestic stability. Iranian currency
declined in value as the demand for foreign currency drove the exchange
rate from around 50 rials to the U.S. dollar to around 120 in the summer
of 1953.23 Lcnczewski writes: "Fed for a year and a half on patriotic
slogans, the populace could not live forever in a frenzy of enthusiasm
while basic goods became scarce and the gap between prices and incomes
inereased." 2' The urban groups, rather than the largely self-sufficient
peasantq, -,ere the ones most directly affected by this economic crisis.
"The army was short on supplies; and the wealthy landowners who governed the country soon discovered that loss of the royalty revenues on
which their corrupt governmental practices battened. V..ýs forcinpg them to
change their ways." 23
3. Social tensions
Social tensions between rural-traditionalists and urban elements were
a contributing factor in the downfall of the Mosaddegh regime. The
more conservative bazaar businessmen and the landowning elite had become al..ined during the summer of 1953 over the state of the economy
and the growing influence of the Titdeh among the urban masses. While
ýhe conservative elements lacked, at this time, the power required to
oppose Mosaddegh outright, they were nevertheless significant as a poi entlal base of political support for whatever effective opposition to the
regime would later emerge. Like the Shah and Mossadegh'.-ropponents in
the Majijs, the conservatives were intimidated by mob vi.lence and the
police power of the regime, but when the army turned aigainst Mosaddegh,
these elements rallied around it. A large part of the "bazaar bourgeoisie"
:ntinued to support Mosaddegh, however, after his overthrow. 26
* There is considerable disagreenient on the nature and exL-.it of Mosaddegh's det=t...r.i%" on the T-,d..
Chnrleq Issawi. a wei!-known En',ptia zn dt
. t91 Middle
East who is not considered anti-Western, has described Mos-d~lcgh as one "who passionately fought the British but refused to make much use of Soviet support or of
that of the Tudch party." "'
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4. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknesses
Mosaddegh turned to the urban mases of Teheran when he saw his
Parliamentary support slipping away. He resorted more vigorously than
before to his powers and skills as a political orator. The August referendum was supposed to be a further demonstration to the wor!d ;:. I to hic
domestic opponents that the masses of the people were behind him.
His fellow politicians were well aware, however, of the corruption of Iranian electoral practices. This referendum was conducted in such an obviously controlled fashion that it was discredited even in a country where
elections were customarily rig,-Cd. Finally, when he became alarme.A' over
the excesses of the Tudeh-led street demonstrations, Mosaddegh called in
the army to support the police in putting down the demonstrations against
the Shah. He trusted in his cha-ismatic personal qualities as the champion of Iranian nationalism to ins.irr the army's loyalty tr. him, but wa.q
disappointed.
I1. FORM AND CHARACTERITICS OF REVOLUTION
A.

Actors in the Revolution

1. The revolutionary leadership
The personnel of the leadership instigating and organizing the coup
d'etat which overthrew Prime Minister Mosaddegh on August 18-19,
1953, is no. generally known. The key figure in the movement was Gen.
Fazlullah Zahedi, whom the Shah had appointed Prime Minister in place of
Mosaddegh on August 13. Zahedi, an Iranian officer and politician, had
been in the Senate in 1950. He became Minister of Interior in 1951 before
Mosaddegh came to power and had remained in the government during the
early months of Mosaddegb's 1remiership. -An July 1953, Zahedi left the
Parliament Building where he had been taking sanctuary for 10 weeks
He was by this time an acknowlunder a guarantee of personal 2safety.
7
edged opponent of Mosaddegh.
The political and ideologisal orientation of those who combined to overthrow Mosaddegh may be regarded primarily as traditionalist and conservative. The;r gvý! was to restore the constitutional balance between the
Shah, the Mailis, and the ar.v, which Mosaddegh had upset. The leftof-center Baghai group, Mullah Kashani's religious followers, and the few
c'nser-%•tive bazaar business people and the landowners were opponents
of Mosaddegh's regime who supported the countercoup
2. The revolutionary following
Those who supported the Zahedi coup, either by turning physically
on the antiroyalist demonstrators in the streets tr by giving their ktyalty
and moral support to the Zahedi regime after the arrest of Mossddegh
on the 20th of August, included the leaders discussed above as political
opponents of the Mosaddegh government and the conservative and moderate e!enireus ot the general punlic. The peesants wpre largely untouched by the events of the revolution. Large segments of the urban
proletariat, such as the oil workers who supported the Baghai politicians,
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were loyal to the Shah and resented the Tudeh. as the agent of a for'eign
and traditionally hostile power.
B. Organization of Revolutionar'y Ettiftf
As indicated above, nothing is known of the precise nature of "le
organization thiat must have preceded the outbreak of hostilitiei between
the army and the Mosadidegh authorities. It is known, however, that
there was a secret conspiratorial clique among a gro'ip of anti-Mosaddegah
officers associated with General Zahedi and loyal to the Shah. Liaison
with political and social groups shs ring their ~oyalty to the Shah ane'
opposition to the Prime Minister may have existed, but nothing definite is
known. There were no ostensible ties with foreign powers, Pithough the
Zahedi group could not have been unaware of the regime's widespread
unpopularity in the Western world.*
C. Goals of the Revolution
'sueL'.i
There is no evidence that the revoititionarv qrcrai had an",
and economic goals which they hoped to achieve by their action against
Mosaddegh, other than a general desire to return to a state of normalc-y
To achieve this aim, they intended to remove Mosaddegli and his aisooth ntttf
ortr
oiini gvrmnad
of thes Srmhah.
otei
tto
ciathes frmSheia
oiinihoermnadt.eur
D. Revolutionary Techniqurs and Government Countermeasures
The revolutionary events surrounding the Iranian Coup of August 1820, 1q5 are unlike the evensts in most revolutionary situations in that to
a large extent the techniques customarily associated with the revolutionaries were in this instance being used by the government in power In
a sense, the Mosaddegh government was itself engaged in a revolution.
The Shah had dismissed Mosaddegh. and appointed General Ztiheci in his
place, as the Constitution empowered him to do, so that after Aingust 1
0-' Mosaddegh government was a de facto regime and the Zaliedi government the de jure government. In such a situation, the ?Josaddegh
regime made use of street demonstrations, riots, and acts of terrorism
directed _.,4ainst the opponents of the regime. The de jfruIto govnrmnentI
also used the usual police methods to silence prilitilal opposition. When
'Ihere hatve been p,-rsi,;tent reports, neither denied nok confirired, that the U.S.
Central Inte~ligence Agency was instrui'ental in the organization ard planning of the
Zahedi coup d'etat. The Middle East historian Sydney Nettloton Fiý -,r mentioned
that Allen Dulles, b-e head of the CIA, met with Princess Ashraf, the Shhi's sister,
In Switzerland durhizi the Mosaddegh crisis in 1993,28 and ne'c-s"' n Richard NIarkness discussed the role of tilt: CIA in the Mosaddegh overt;ruow in an aritcle in
thset turday -Evening Post. According to Hlarkness' accoilnt, Allen Dlulles, Princess
A.1traf, and Le~oy Hienderson (U.S. An-bassador to Iran) met in Switzerland, o2týnsibly on vacations but actually to plan the overthrow of Mosad legh. Brig. Gen
.1. Normon Schwarzkopf, an Ainicicar. police official who had be---.ta!c In iC4"-8
!:=7:i.1, 'Wit Shah in reorganizing the Iranian gendarmnerie and became a close friend
of Zahedi, retuhied to Iran in Augpht of 1953 supposedly "fust to see old friends
again." Aczording to Hlarkness, Sd'warzlopf was inivolved in the detailed plannincT
of Vhe opi-rations. 2 0
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these techniquos appeared to be getting beyond control-and possibi)
because they were causing an unfavorable reaction to his regime abroad
-Mosaddegh turned to the classic countermeasure available to the government in power: he sent the army against the street demonstrators, who
ironically represented his strongest support in the country,'
This military action, which started as a countermeasure of the government in power, was transformed-to some extent spon~taneously and to
some extent in response to prior planning-into a revolutionary technique used by the revolutionists against the government in power. T1is
turn of events occurred d||ring the day in which the army moived against
the Tudeh-led mass demonstrations in the streets of Teheran. Once the
anti-Shah demonstrators had been dispersed, the officers and rank and
file persons who took part in this operation continued the assault ag. ,st
the Mosaddegh government and delivered the reins of power into the
hands of the de jure Prime Minister, General Zahedi, who was in hiding.
E. Manner in Which Control or Governmert Was Transferred to
Revolutionaries
After 2 days of antimonarchist demonstrations, culmihating in a tank
battle that lasted for several hours, the army got the upper hand. According to the historian Lenczowski,s3 the identity of the officers who
defied Mosaddegh and his Foreign Minister, Hussein Fatemi, who had
been active in the demonstrations, is not certain, and it is not known to
what extent they were in communietati"o!n with General Zahedi in his hiding
place. It appears clear, however, that he did not direct the actual fighting. Public opinion, meanwhile, had turned against the antirnyvalists, and
when the rioters were dispersed on August 19, Zahedi emerged from
hiding and assumed the office to which the Shna', had called him earlier.
IV. THE EFFEVIrS OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Changes in the Personnel and Institutions of Government
There were no changes in governmental institutions, this having been
essentially a revolution to restore constitutional government to the
cý'-'ntry. The most importart change connected with the coup was the
removal from power of Mosaddegh and h,' body of ultranationalist associates. They were given varying prison sentences and his foreign minister, Hussein Fatemi, was condemned to death. Mosaddegh himself was
sentenced to a prison term of 3 years.
R. Majcr Policy Changes
In foreign policy, the Zahedi govwrnnent rn.ved qiiickly to normalize
relations with Britain, entered into negotiations with the Anglo-Iranian
* At thi., tinue, U.S. Ambassador LeRoy Henderno't conferred with the Prime MiniMter and warned him that the United States was undee,.ed whether it should continue
to recognize his governnment or not, in view of his clo-e dependence on the Communist
elements in the ountry. 1"his may have contributec' to his decision to use the army
against the antiroyalist demonstrators.
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Oil Company, obtained considerable financial aid from the United States,
and won several concessions from the Soviet Union. In the winter of
1953-54, an international consortium was set up to process and distribute
Iranian oil. Iran agreed to pay compensation to the Anglo-Iranian Oil
Company for its property seized in 1951, and the consortium agre,-1 to
return to the Iranian Government half of its profits.
C. Long Range Social and Economic Effects
No immediate change in social and economic: relationships within the
country could be perceived, although the return of normal relations with
the outside world and the return of oil revenues had a positive effect on the
national economy.
D. Other Effects
After the Zahedi coup, Iranian politics resumed their pre-Mosaddegh
pattern. G-.neral Zahedi's military dictatorship, like General Razmara's
regime before Mosaddegh. was not ounvressiv1,,__y tradition~d Tranian standards, although civilian elements in the eities -,ere less than fuliy satisfied
with the enlarged influence of the army in the government. In the spring
of 1955, after having concentrated on the restoration of internal order
and security (Communist activities were sharply curtailed, as were, incidentally, the activities of the Shah's political opponents who wi;• not
Communists), Zahedi resigned and was replaced without incident by a
more reform-minded political leader, the venerable Iranian statesman and
clo-se advisor to the Shah, Hussein Aia.
By 1960, Iranian politics showed signs of increasing unrest. Student
demonstrations in Teheran and by Iranian students in London demanded
the return of Mosaddegh; politicians from the Mosaddeh era began to be
heard from; and there was a general breakdown in relations between the
Shah, who dominates the government and is interested in economic and
social reforms in order to stave off revolution, and the landowning elite,
.ho dominate the Majlis and oppose the Shah's reforms. In 1961, Mosaddegh, who best personifies the tradition of militant opposition, remained an
important rallying point for all shades of opposition to the Shah and the
status quo in Iran, and it seemed highly possible that ultraconservative
members of the elite might join forcem either with leftist, nationalist and
middle class opponents of the Shah under the leadership of a Mosaddeghtype politieian, or with the army under a military strong man to ovErthrow
the liberal reformist and pro-Western government installed by the Shah
in May of 1961.31
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SYNOPSIS

THE IRAQI COUP OF 1958

On the morning of July 14, 1958, Brig. Gen. Abdul Kerim Kasscm ',..* a
coup d'etat against the pseudo-parliamentary monprchy of Iraq. Afer a
day of mob violence and limited military action, in which the royal family
and the pro-Western "strong man" of Iraq, Nuri as-Said, were killed, a republic was proclaimed under the leadership of a military and civilian
junta. The immediate cause of i,.e revolution was the government's
decision to move Iraqi troops under Kassem's command into the allied
Kingdom of Jordan to protect that country from pro-Nasser elements
within its borders.
I. BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING IN REVOLUTION
The !ong range cause of the revolution was the general discoitent viih
the prerevolutionary regime's pro-Western, anti-Nasser foreign policy, its
repressive internal policy, and its failure to identify with the rising
middle-class elements and the urban masses. The groups allied againqt
the old regime incl",'ed rightwing ultranationalists, leftwing intellectuals,
military personnel, pro-Nasser Pan-Arabists, and the Communists. The
group which emerged n. the day of the revolution and comprised the
cabinet of the new government was made up of the leaders of all the
above groups except the Communists. The Communists were informed
of the coup just prior to the event, and their assistance in organizing mobs
and street demonstrations was used by the revolutionary clique; however,
no actual Communists were included in the governing junta set up after
the coup.
The revolutionary goals included a strong emphasis on a neutralist
":reign policy with close ties with Nasser and the Soviet bloc, and a
general program of wider social and economic reforms than the prerevolutionary regime had pursued, including agrarian and fiscal reforms, antiinflationary measures, and increased social welfare activities relative to
economic development. Political party activity, which had been in abeysnre in Iraq since 1954, was restored and a variety of political groups
sprang up in the wake of the revolution No eentralized mass Ynowment in support of the revolutionary regime was organized., as was the
ease in Egypt.
TI. THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE IREVOLUTION
A. Description of Country
There were no significant differences in the physical characteristics,
racial and linguistic structure, population density and urbanization, communications, and the natural resources of Iraq between the time of the
1936 revolution and the one in 1958. Iraq was -1till underpopulated in
158, with a total populatior of around six million. (S8,e map on p. 3AG.)
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B. Socio-Economic Structure
Much of the socio-economic structure of Iraq in 1958 was still what it
had been in 1936 (see preceding discussion on the Iraqi Coup of 1936).
There were, however, ignificant changes within the ruling elite as well as
among the lower classes. The position of the tribal chief. wN.s somewhat weakened. The older generation of tribal chiefs or lorge landholders had become closely identified with the 1920 rebellion against the
British and with the subsequent achievement of independencu. For this
reason, many of them had been almost national heroes. The 19,58 generation did not command the same respect. Moreover, many of the
tribal chiefs had begun to move to the cities together with their families,
thus becoming absentee landlords. This trend to the city had begun
before World War II, but accelerated during and after the war.
Another important change took place as a result of the government's
economic development plan in the eme' irence of small but important
privately-owned Industry. Tens of tbous.,ncds c.f rurA' v"•rcrs migcated
to the cities. They received higher pay, hut their expenses too were much
higher. Separated from the traditional social controls they had experienced while they were working the land, they became easy recruits for
various opposition movements. The government concentrated on long
range economic programs, but did not meet the problems created by this
new social group.
The middle classes too experienced important changes. Between 1936
and 1958 the number of educated people increased tremendously. There
were not enough jobs for intellectuals, especially not in the traditional
government service. Thus intellectuals also became easy recruits for
opposition groups. In addition, many of the c1,7Hl servants had become
demoralized because they had changed from a fairly well paid satisfied
group to an underpaid dissatisfied group. This trend started during the
war and continued. Bribery and competition became even more accepted
than they bad been previously.
Another noticeable difference between Iraqi society in the1930's and
trN' of the 1950's is the fact that after World War II, and especially as a
result of the Palestinian conflict in 1948-49, the Jewish and foreign minorities were allowed to emigratz and lost some of their erstwhile positions of
dominance in the commercial sector of the Iraqi economy, their places
being taken by both Sunnis and Iraqi Shi'is. Thus, the socio-economaic
position of this long-suppressed element in Iraq's soci'-W has been on the
rise in the postwar period.
C. Government and the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of government
Until July 14, 1958, Iraq's fo.rmn of government was that established
by the 1925 Constitution, a constitutional parli.'nentary monarchy. See
the summary referred to above for a discussion of the form and working
of this government system.
A major change in the Iraqi Constitution uccurred in 1943, when an
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amendment was passed empowering the Crown to dismiss the government.
It had been found that in practice the Prime Minister was not responsible
to the Chamber of Deputies; hence, this amendment to provide for the
removal of an unpopular and irresponsible Prime Minister and Cabinet.

Although never used by the Crown, this royal prerogative existed -q- a

shadowy threat.' Another significant constitutional development toox
place in 1952, when the indirect electoral system was replaced by diret4
elections.2 The Crown was not as popular in 1958 as it had been during the 1930's. Indeed, the relationship of the Hashemite dynasty to the
people of Iraq was never comparable to that between modern European
monarchs and their subjects. The 23-year-old King, Feisal II, was not
an unpopular figure, but nrither was he a national hero among the masses,
and his upcle, Crown Prince Abdul Illah, wa.- the object of considerable
hatred. Abdul Illah served as Regent during Feisal's minority from 1939
to 1953, and it was thought that he continued to exert influence over the
King and thu government after Feisal came of arp in 1953. The Regent
had called on the British to support him against the anti-Brit• -.:.ime of
Rashid Ali in 1941, and Iraqi nationalists have never forgiven Abdul Illah
for this. Consequently, the Crown was discredited in the eyes of most
Iraqis and offered no hope of becoming a popular national institution.
2. Description of political process
The working of the polit'Cl . ...
.. ... iiditioned by the social
sit,-ation in the country. As in the 1930's, the dominant interest group
in postwar Iraq was the landlord class. Closely allied to this group and to
a large extent overlapping it, were the government bureancrats and
wealthy middle class, who sought respectability and economic advantagz
alike in absentee commercial farming. The changes in government that
occurred during this period were more often the result of shifting personal
alliances and cliques within a narrow circle of professional officeholders
than the result of a real political disagreement. Popular suprort of the
government and participation in the governing process was limited to the
ra:ng elite, said to include around four hundred wealthy landlord families.
In such circumstances, political parties in the usual sense could not be
expected ½,- function, although from 1946 until 1954 the organization of
political parties was permitted by the government. Throughout the postwar period, Nuri as-Said, a venerable statesman and astute politician, and
an enlightened conservative and friend of the Western bloc, governed the
country either directly as Prime Minister or indirectly through his influence over the members of the government.
a. Political parties and power groups s,.porting government
The "Government" Party was organized in 1949 by Nuri as-Said
and. was called the Constitutional Union !?arty (Ittihad al-Dostur). Into
th.. grouping were gathered the dominant conservative landowning elements, especially the tribal sheiklhs of the Middle Euphrates provinces.
In 1954, when the ruling elite felt thenmselves threatened oy the rising tide
of popular discontent •xpressed as Nasserism and ct-..unism, Nuri decided to abolish all political party organizations, his ,)wn "Government"
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Party included. The group continued as an informal organization held
together by the personality of Nuri as-Said.
b. Character of opposition to government and its policies
In !9.54, a cuciali year in Iraq's political history, opposition to the
government was composed of the following groups: (1) a "lcyai- opposition, made up of the Socialist Nation Party, headed by q conservative
Shi'i dissident from Nuri's group, and the loosely organized United Popular
Front, led by a respected elder politician; (2) a militant opposition, which
included the Istiqlal (Independence) Party, an ultranationalist gro'up, and
the National Democratic Party, a leftist group containing a number of
former members of the Ahali movement; and finally, (3) the Communist
Party, a subversive organization. After 1954, the Istiqlal group and the
National Democratic Party wenL underground along with the Communis',
movement, and an active collaboration among these three groups ensued. 3
In 1956 they were joined by the Ba'th Party, a Pan-Arabist "Socialist"
movement based in Syria but with brinchas throngh-iof +TIP renrtie Crescent. Ra'th.elements in Iraq opposed both the Nuri regime and the Communists and favored union with Syria and Egypt under Nasser. 4 These
subversive opposition forces drew popular support from middle-class
urban intellectuals and semi-intellectuals who objected to the authoritarianism and nepotism of the Nuri regime, as well as the regime's proWestern foreign policy; from the urban and rural proletariat's economic
discontent In the face of inflationary pressures caused by oil wealth and
industrialization programs of the government's Development Board; and
from the Shi'is and Kurds' traditional resentment of the Baghdad government. Criticism of the regime in the press and other domestic news
media was severely limited, and the electoral -.ystem was thoroughly
rigged by the government so that the opposition forces turned increasingly
to covert means of opposing the regime.
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or changing government institutions
There had been no change in amending procedures under the Iraqi
Corstitution of 1925. (See preceding discussion on the Coup of 1936, p.
339.)
4. Relationship to fore'gn powers
The Conservative clique who ruled Iraq in the postwar period feared
the military might of the Soviet Union, assisted as it was both by geography and by the presence of an organized Communist ,.,iderground within
the country; thus, the clique looked to the Wester. bloc, along with
Turkey and Iran, for its defense. The Baghdad Pact of 1955 replaced
the Anglo-Iraqi treaty of 1930, which had met with the opposition of invclv.ing Iraq's non-Arab, but Islamic neighbors, Turkey and Iran as ostensible equals with Britain and Iraq. The fallacy of this equality was
pointedly revealed in 1956 when Britain proceede& to attack Egypt without
prior consultation with Iraq and other Baghdad Pact partners. Ultranationalists, Pan-Arabists, and pro-Nasser elements in Iraq and throughout the Middle East attacked the Nari regime after 1956 with renewed
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vigor as an accomplice and stooge of Western imperialism. The identification of the Iraqi Government with the Western bloc and the acrimonious attack on Nuri as-Said personally which the propaganda organs of the
Egyptian, Syrian, and Saudi Arabian Governments assisted by the Soviet
bloc, conducted in the 1956-58 period contributed significantly to •:
atmosphere of violence in which the July 14 coup took place.
Iraqi attitudes toward Egypt-and vice versa-reflected the traditional
hostility between the Mesopotamian and Egyptian centers of civilization
and power. However, in recent times, it has been primarily a struggle for
leadership of the Arab world and Arao nationalism. Iraq lost face when
Egypt attracted Syria away from its sphere of influence. The Arab Union
between Iraq and its "poor relation," Jordan, effected in the last months
of the Nuri regime, was an effort to offset the prestige gained by Nasser
through the merger oi Egypt and Syria.
Relations Letween Iraq and the West had never undcrgone the difficulties experienced in Egypt's relations with the "Vest. This was largely
due to the fact that the British had only a small contingent at fiabaninah
Airfield and not the sizeable force they had maintained in Egypt. Thp
continued dependence of Iraq's oil economy on Western European markets also contrasted with the declining Egyptian cotton trade with Western
Enrope. 5 The participation of France and Israel in the British attack
against Egypt made the position of pro-Western Iraqis extremely difficult.
5. The role of military and police powers
In the 1950's as in the 1930's, the life of the regime in power depended ultimately on the army and police. On the surface both of these
forces appeared to be loyal to the ruling elite uani the day of the coup.
They had long been used to suppress the political foes of the regime, and
the army was being used to strengthen the Jordanian regime at the time
of the revolt.0
ID. Weaknesses of the Socio-Economic-Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. Hiotory of revolutions or governmental instabilities
After the chaotic period before the Second World War (1936-41),
when Iraq experienced a series of noven military coups d'etat, there was
a long period of what appeared on the surface to be political stability in
the country. Nuri as-Said held together a personal coalition of the leading Iraqi families and politicians that lasted from 194.1 down to July 14,
1958. There were frequent riot. and demonstrations, espe,.aliy during
the Palestinian trouble, and in 1952 after the Egypti.an revolution, and
agsa.n in 1956 during the Suez crisis, but the government kept these in
cf.-k by its use of police and military power. The period of 1952-54
was of crucial importance to the political development of Iraq; after
some tentative "reforms from above" a return to repvessive policies owcurred in 1954. After that, subversive activity against the regime
flourished. In the absence of institutional criteria for qualification to
political office, nepotism and personal favor became the deciding fawors.
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This led to intense jealousies even among the most favored political appointees. Serious frictions in the inner circle around Nuri arose often
on personal grounds and contributed to the weakening oi his authority.
Others objected vehemently to the repeated appointment of -rtain individuals to cabinet posts on the basis of purely personal favor.
2. Economic weaknesses
Iraq had a comparatively sound economy. With no population pressures and plenty of fertile soil, Iraq had a ready supply of capital. Its
oil revenues were sufficient tn finance both the current needs of tý.-e state
and the government's long range program of agricultural and industrial
development. The economic weakness of the system must be sought in
the distribution of this national weahh. The government's Developmen
Board, "a well-considered and systematic utilization of 70 percent ot
1raq's oil revenues for development of the national economy,"- functicned
competently and led to sume improv,2'nent in the real wages of urban
workers despite inflationary pressures. The govecivi,'t achieved s8b.
stantial improvements in public health and education among the rural
peasants. But these achievements were not able to overcome the traditional alienation of government from the masses, and the mercantile and
entrepreneurial middle class in the cities, who reaped the immediate
economic benefits of the government's Development Board activities, were
outside the ruling elite and so felt no identification with the regime.8
Nuri's solution to the problem of land tenure, worse in the 1950's than in
the 1930's, vws to change and enlarge the area of arable land by irrigation projects. This was a slow process, but it satisfied the landown.ing
elite on whom Nuri depended for his political support. It definitely did
not satisfy the rising middle claws nor the majority of the peasants.'
3. Social tensions
Social tensions present in the 1930's were greatly intensified by
1950. Differences between Iraqi social conditions in 1958 and in 1936
were more a matter of degree than of substance. Yet the increased social
tensions had.an important bearing on the 1958 revolution. Iraqi society
i-. 958 was torn by all those social antagonisms it had inherited from the
past-the Sunni-Shi'i rivalry, Arab-Kurd hostility, and urban-rural antagonism. To these were added the social , ifticts engendered by urbanization and economic development; an urban proletariat, hard pressed by
economic conditions (housing and living costs were inf*_ted) -Ad t:umiy
uprooted from a rural background; a lower-mid._e. class of semiintellectuals who suffered the economic and social plight of the working
class but with the difference that they were politically conscious and
articulate (especially in ultranationalistic groups); and an upper-middle
class of wealthy contractors, merchants, entrepreneurs (who shared in
the economy but not the governing of the country), and intellectuals, and,
finally, at almost all social levwis, the younger gtneration of Iraqis. The
social group of the ruling elite was largely closed to these elements., being
based on kinship and possession of land and influence in the regime.10
The ruling elite, itself, was torn by personal jealousies and opportunistic

tactics. Even some of the old politicians whose interests rested on the
maintenance of the regime indulged occasionally in bitter attacks on Nuri
as-Said either to ingratiate themnelves with the opposition or to force
Nun to make concessions to their personal demands.
4. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknesses
The Nuri regime certainly recognized the fact that it lacked popul.ar
support, either among the masses or the middle-class elements, but it
depended first upon the use of force and second on its manipulation of key
figures within the ruling elite--the tribal-based landowning families--and
finally on its gradual development of the national economy which would
mollify both the middle class and the working class by providing improved working conditions and even great wealth to some among the
middle class. Nuri looked to Western economics, not to Western politics,
to secure his power in Iraq. One observer of the prerevolutionary regime's
methods c•f conLrol writes:
...It bound tribal chiefs, business men, and rAig:our leaders ,oll-tively
with ties of economic interests and social pr-stige.... The army was purged

and wooed, mob action anticipated by police techniques .....
of rtate ... expanded with the injection of oil revenues."

The apparatus

Meanwhile a facade of political democracy was maintained through rigged
elections, and labor and agrarian arrest was countered with palliatives
rather than with genuine reform.
Shortly before the revolution Nuri embarked on an extensive purging
of the administration. Hundreds of officials were dismissed from their
jobs by the decision of a special committee, including a large number of
police commim-ioners and officers. Although most of them probably deserved the treatment, personal feelings and predilections played a role in
the treatment of some. Moreover, some other officials, equally deserving
of dismissal, were not touched because they were protected by dominant
political influence. This disparity created a large body of disgruntled pers"-s who were eager for vengeance. The feeling of grievance was enhanced because of the social stigma attached to the losa of a government
position. Hence a large number of this group joined the mob which applauded ie revolution at the outset.
I11.

FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION
A.

Actors in the Revolution
1. The revolutionary leadership
The leadership of the revolution was provided by an infoimal organization of army officers and opposition political leaders. It included: Brig.
Gei*. Abdul Kerim Kassem, Commander of the 19th Brigade in the Iraqi
A:'•y; Col. Abd al-Salam Arif, Commander of the 20th Brigade; Mohammed Mahdi Kubba, head of the subversive ultranationalist and rightist
Istiqla2 (Independence) Party, the scion of a prominei.t Shi'i family in
Baghdad; Gen. Nijih al-Rubai, conservative conspirator whom Nuri
as-Said had "exiled" by appointing him Ambassador to Saudi Ar, bia:
Khalid Naqshababandi, a Kurd and former governor of the northern i -ov399
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ince of Erbil; and an indeterminate number of other leaders of the uinderground elements involved in the coup. There was no definite agreement
among these leaders as t6 the political and ideological orientation of the
revolutionary movement, other than that it stood for the ove-"4 row of tAe
Nuri regime and the Hashemite monarchy and the estalhhshment of a
regime composed of themselves and oriented awva-y from the Western bloc,
which would pursue a vigorous program of social and economic reforms.
Opposition to the Status quo was sufficient as the group's raison d'etre
and this alone served as its poiitical and ideological touchstone. The gouls
and aspirations, never announced prior to their coming to power, included
the usual nationalistic and neutralist slogans on foreign relations and the
usual reformist and "socialistic" slegans on domestic matters.
2. The revolutionary following
The revolutionary following included the members of the Istiqial, the
Ra'th, the Communist, and the Nationni Democratic Parties; the latter
group apparently had not possessed acvance ,ot
of tne ccup but
welcomed it. The National Democrats, heirs to the Ahali group of the
1930's* and the only non-Communist leftist party, supplied several cabinet
members in the revolutionary regime. The lstiqialists were rightwing
ultranationalists, in the fkha tradition of the 1930's, and they attracted the
support of enthusiastic students and professional people. The Ba'th
attracted support from pro-Nasser elements; it was militantly antiCommunist. No estimate of the number of people in these groups is
available, although according to a leading student of communism in the
Middle East, the Communists claimed to have as many as 17,000 in
1950.12 The revolution also enjoyed wide popular unorganized support,
for the prerevolutionary regime was genuinely urnpopular with the masses
and the middle class, as well as support from the majority of the army
officers and from some ol the Kurdish tribesmen.
B. Organization of Revolutionary Effort
1. Internal organization
a. Type of organization
The conspiratorial group was an informal organization among the
army officers and the leadeis of the political opposition groups. General
Kassem has said that he first got the id.a ol forming an officers' groun to
stage the coup d'etat from Syrian officers whom he met in Jordan at the
time of Suez. He organized the group a few mont n.• before the coup.
Colonel Arif apparently formed a separate officers' group, but the two
collaborated in the July coup.13 The political opposition groups with
which Kassem and Arif conspired**" the 18tiqlalists, Ba'thists, and Coin* See discussion of the Iraqi 1936 Coup, p. 339.

"* Although the presence of a conspiracy between Ks.sem's military clique and the

opposition lstiqlat and Ba'th parties prior to the revolution, on July 14, 1968, cannot
be documented hi, this study, the formation of a cabinet on that sanic day, comprised
of members of the above parties, indicates strorogly the presence of some form of
understanding between the military and the civilian groups.
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munists-were all three subversive organizations by virtue of the 1954
decree forbidding political party activity in the country.
b. Rela-ionship between leadership and following
In a conspiracy such as this, the number of persons actively ",volved before the outbreak of the revolution-and therefore qualifying as
members of the leadership-must have been limited to few more than
those named above. The rank and file members of the political groups
and the other officers in the armed forces provided the following and
became engaged in the revolution during the morning of the 14th ane
thereafter. The leadership, and certainly the following, of this revolutionary coalition movement was not homogeneous as to final social and
economic goals, and especially were they div;ded on foreign policy. The
Ba'thists, and Colonel Arif, as was later disclosed, favored Iraq's annexaLon to or federation with Nasser's United Arab Republic. The Communi.itz, aware of Nasser's anti-Communist and dictatorial regime, were
stout defenders of Iraqi independence. The Isttqidsts werý- :-Iosed to
Nuri's pro-Western regime, but they were not interested in socialistic
ref orms.1 4 Some Kurds were hesitant about joining the revolution, although they did not like the old regime's union with Arab Jordan.' 5
2. External organization
The only revolutionary group actually organized outside the country
was the Ba'th, a Pan-Arabist and pro-Nasser mevement based in Syria
with branches in Lebanon, Jordan, and Iraq. The Communist organization was indigenous to Iraq, but, like its rival, the Syrian Ba'th, it had
substantial support from outside the country. The Nuri regime was the
object of violent propaganda attacks emanating from both the Soviet bloc
and its Arab neighbors (Saudi Arabio, Egypt, and Syria). Press and
radio were used in the attack on the regime, the att-cks becoming espc-cially vehement after 1956. According to one source, one effect of the
Nasser-Ba'th and Communist propaganda attacks on Nuri was to strength..n his government in the eyes of Iraqi nationalists who were opposed to
Nasser.'0 Going beyond mere propaganda, the Egyptian and Syrian
military t.tachbs in Baghdad in 1955-56 conspired with Iraqi Army
officers to arrange a pro-Nasser coup d'etat; in 1956, after the Suez
crisis, Nasser secured the formal alliance of Rashid Ali al-Gailani, an
important Iraqi politician in exile in Saudi Arabia since his unsuccessful
anti-British coup in 1941; thereafter Egyptian liaison with Rashid Ali's
Ietiqlalist friends in Iraq improved. King Saud of Saudi A :abia hired
Gen. Najib al-Rubai to assassinate Nuri in 1957 and the Syriais attempted
to apply economic pressure in 1956 by sabotaging the Iraq Petroleum
Comipany's main pipeline.17 These propaganda, terroiist, and conspirat.-r.al activities by foreign powers were not the decisive factors in the
July coup but they did contribute to the violent emotionalism that accompanied the revolution.
C. Goals of the Revolution
The leadership on the day of the revolution agreed on the following
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concrete political aims: (1) the overthrow of the Hashemite Mona-rchy
and the Nuri regime and that clique of politicians, (2) the establishmen+
of a republican form of government in which they would hold th6 key
positions, and (3) the realignment of foreign policies along -outraliqt lines
and away from the pro-Western orientation of the prerevolutionary regime. In addition, the leadership and their followers locked to the revolution for the attainment of the following social and economic goals: (1)
a rise in industrial and agrarian preductivity, together with fairer distribution of the social product; (2) an expanision of education .d, med-.*al,
and housing facilities; and (3) agrarian and fiscal reforms. The rightist
elements of the revolutionary coalition, the Istiqkalists, were less interested
in these longrange goals than they were in the immediate political aim of
the movement.
D. Revolutionary Techniques and Government Countermeasures
In the months immediately preceding tVe coup ,
here wai a r.ot"ceable increase in antigovernment propaganda and Istiqtalist activities.
Since 1956, such activity had been normai in Iraq, but events in Lebanon
and Jordan following Nasser's annexation of Syria made the situation in
the Fertile Crescent more ten.p than at any time since Suez. When Egypt
and Syria formed the United Arab Republic (U.A.R.) in February 1958,
6,000 Iraqis descended on the post office in Baghdad to send N!asscr congratulatory messages and when the authorities refused them, the mob
delivered them to the Egyptian Ambassador in person.@S In April, Nuri
attempted to strengthen his regime by joining with the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan to form the Arab Federation and to act as a counterweight
to Nasser's U.A.R. In June, Nuri urged the West to send troops to Lebanon and Jordan to prevent their being carried by the Ba'thists into the
U.A.R. Hashim Jawad, Iraq's U.N. representative, dealt a blow to the
prestige of the government when he voted against his instructions and
with the Nasser bloc on the question of Cypriot Greek self-determination.
Against all signs of political opposition t3 this government, Nuri used the
,usual, tried and true methods-police arrests and censorship-while he
called upon the West to intervene in the area militarily. These final actions did not serve to endzar the Prime Minister to Iraqi nationalists.
Trusting the army to the end, Nuri ordered General Kassem, Colonel
Arif, and another commander to take their brigades (the 19th, 20th, and
8th) to Jordan to shore up that Kingdom's defense.. When these troops,
supposedly on the way to Jordan, reached Baghdad before dawn on July
14th, they surrounded the King's Palace, the home of Nuri as-Said, and
the radio station. The King and royal family were assassinated at once,
probably to prevent their escaping and becoming a rallying point for opposition to the coup, as lhd happened in 1941.19
Nuri as-Said escaped but was hunted down ,-ad assassinated on the 16th.
Other members of the old regime disappeared from public life. The
British Embassy was sacked and partially burned, and violene continued
throughout the day. Apparently, the revolutionary leadership intended
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violence to be directed only against the royal family and possibly against
Nuri as-Said; however, the mobs, organized and directed by the Communists, went further than originally intended.
The coup had apparently been plalmed snme months earlier, and the
first opportunity to carry out these plans came on July 14. Tbs L ovement of Iraq troops to Jordan was rumored to mean that the Nu ri regime
planned to attack the U.A.R. in support of the Western power.'. This may
have contributed to the fact that none of the troops opposed the coup.
The 12,000 Iraqi troops already in Jordan re-tuo.ed on ý,he 15th, not to
restoi s the old reg.me and nionarehy, as report,.d by the Jordanian radio,
but t(, support the Wassem regime. The Communists were undoubtedly
informed of the impending event a short time before, for early on the 14th
"they were busy organizing crowds, painting slogans, distributing leaflets
and interpreting the revolution in their own terms."20 Though not
among the leaders who actually instigated and organized the coup, the
Communists were apparently used by the revclutionarv grou-p to organize
the urban masses in support of the revolution.
E. Manner in Which Control of Government Was Transferred to
Revolutionaries
The transfer of power was accomplished by violence. There was no
attempt to maintain the appearance of a legal and orderly transition from
the Hashemite Monarchy to the revolutionary republic. The Baghdad
radio simply announced during the morning of the 14th that the Monarchy
and government had been overthrown and a republic established by a military and civilian junta. Free elections and thd restoration of constitutional government were promised.

IV. THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Changes in the Personnel and Institutions of Government
In place of the Crown, the revolutionary group set up a thrfe-man
Council of Sovereignty, composed of Gen. Najib al-Rubai, Mohammed
Mahdi Kubba, and Khalid Naqsb'tbabandi, and representatives of the
three major national and religious subgroups of the country (Sunni. Shi'i,
and Kurd). Real power was vested in the Council of Ministers, where
General Kassem became Prime Minister, Minister of Defense. Rnd Interior,
and Commander in Chief of the Army, with Colonel Arif sxond in command as Deputy Prime Minister. Other Cabinet posiz went to members
of the Istiqial, Ba'th, and National Democratic Parties; the Communists,
ihough active in organizing street demonstrations and mob violence in
,support of the revolution, were not offered an official place in the revolutionary government. Institutional changes that folIo-0ed in the wake of
the coup included the withdrawal of Iraq from the Arab Federation with
Jordan, the abolition of tribal judicial systems, and the coordination of
the Development Board under closer Cabinet control.
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Changes
B. Major Policy
Foreign policy under the new regime differed fcom that of the old
regime in that it was no longer pro-Western and at least temporarily not
anti-Nasser. One of the surprises of the revolution, however, --'as r pe
moderation and the "embarrassingly proper" 2' attitude towards Iraq's
prerevolutionary commitments to the West which characteriked thv Kissem regime in its first few days. Later, the Baghdad Fact was declared
ineffective though not immediately renounced. Good relations with all
nations, including the Western states, based on mutual interest arno not
on any form of dependence, was the avowed policy-indicated in an interview by Kassem on July 22-of the new Government. Jordan was assured
of Iraq's military assistance in the eveut of attack from Israel, although
Nuri's federal union between Jordan and Iraq, established a iew months
earlier, was dissolved. Diplomatic relations with Rted China, the U.S.S.R.,
and other Soviet bloc states were entered into, although not with East
tins with tht.
fl
Germany out of deference to the Bonn Goveiiimnt.
U.A.R. remained cordial for the first few months, although in August
Kassem was observing that any union with the U.A.R. would necessarily
be slow.22 In the winter of 1958-59, the old antagonism between Egypt
and Iraq returned and the air waves were once more full of bitter denunciations. The Communists in Iraq took the lead in denouncing Nasser, his
iz'thist sympathizers, and Colonel Arif; Arif and Ba'th had disw.preared
from the revolutionary coalition by the end of the year.
C. Long Range Social and Economic Effects
In the early days of the revolutionary regime, rents were reduced by
10 to 20 percent, and in September limitations oi, land tenure were enacted. These were not as drastic as the Egyptian litaitations, but Iraq
has more land relative to population; in any event, eitensiva lands had
come into the possession of the new regime through confiscation of royal
and royalist holdings and this was available for distribution to the landless f~lahim. Social services have been extended (including a system of
rn!,z•iage loians) and less money was spent on long range development
schemes than before the revolution. Early in tle new regime assurance
was given to the Iraq Petroleum Company that nationalizations were not
intended, despite goadings from both Nasser and the Communists. Negotiations have gone or, but no serious threat of nationalization has yet
arisen,
D. Other Effects
The Kassem regime, unlike the Nasser-Naguib government, has made
no attempt to institutionalize into a progovernment pariy, and thereby
control, the revolutionary enthusiasm created by the revolution. This
may be due to Kassem's distrust of political pai,.y activity, or to the inability of the civilian politicians who make up the majority of the new
regime's Cabinet to agree on permanent political goals. The result has
been only a loosely organized National Liberation Front, i.ývolving the
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leaders of the various parties but not the mass following. In the first
year of the new regime, this decentralization of the revolutionary movement, and the freedom of political organization under the regime, was
exploited by IstiqIahists and Ba'thist8, and also by the Communists who
gained control over mobs of peasants and urban workers and thieat4.-..-d
the government. The Ba'th was put down first and later the (stiqlal,
and by the first anniversary of the coup the Communists, at least for tile
time being, had retired from the field. In 1960, after a year of self..
imposed dissolution, the National Democratic Party returned as an organized group in support ofF the !Lassem regime.23
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THE SUDAN COUP OF 1958
SYNOPSIS
On 17 November 1958, a military junta composed of senior officers
l,5
headed by the Commander in Chief of the Army, Gen. Ibrahim Abboud,
overthrew the Sudan's parliamentary government of Prime Minister Abdullah Khalil. It was a nonviolent revolution, in which the members of
the prerevolutionary regime rather willingly acauiesced, out of a-desire
to head off a more radical solution itj he social, economic, and political
impasse in which the country found itself. It was a conservative move
designed to prevent a radical, Nasser-type revolution; it was directed
against a British-modeled parliamentary system of government which had
brokren down under the social tensions and economic difficulties confronting the country. The Sudanese revolution has been called a "sham"
revolution by some Western observers, and by s,.wme Sudanese dissatisfied
with the-military regime's conservative orientation; however, Uic coup is
important as a specific type of conservative leartion to a revolutionary
situation.
I. BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING IN REVOLUTIGN
Between the 1820's and the 1880's the Sudan, then little more than a
vague geographic concept, was administered by the Egyptians. When, in
1882, the British Empire engulfed Egypt, the Sudan passed under British
control, although to accommodate Egyptian claims to the country the area
was administered as a "condominium" and was called tb.. Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan. Egyptian cultural influences remained strong in the Sudan; however, opposing these influences was a strong sentiment of locai Sudanese
patriotism, which found expression in the various mystical sects of the
IýIamic religion which flourished throughout the area. It was an account
of a violent Sudanese uprising against the Egyptians, led by one of these
religious -nystics, called the Mahdi, that the British came into the Sudan
in the 1880's. After violently suppressing the Mahdist rebellioL -the
British supported the followers of the Malimc, whose Ansar sect has
ever since been regarded as pro-British, against its rival sects which tended
more towards assimilation with Egypt. The history of the Sudan has thus
revolved around the rivalry of religious sects identified with British and
Egyptian influences.
The British, who dominated the condominium, advanca.d the interests of
the Sudanese natives at the expense of Egyptian interests. Britain
s-.nt some of its best talent in colonial administration to the Sudan, and it
has generally been acknowledged that the Sudan was one of the bestadministered colonial territories in the British Empie. Against these
positive features in the Sudan's colonial background there are such negative factors as the striking lack cf cultural homogeneity and the zenerai
socio-economic primitiveness on the part of most of its population. The
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Sudan emerged in 1952-53 from the old Anglo-Egyptian condominium as a
semisovereign state with local autonomy, and in 1956 it gained full sovereignty and complete independence from both Britain and Egypt. There
was little national consciousness tuj provide the necessary subst.-ce to the
form of political independence. Ironically, the relative ease with which
independence had been achieved, and the well-administered paternalistic
system which the country had lived under, may have been contributing
factors to the difficulties which the Sudan encountered in its postindependence period. For instance, there was in the Sudan, unlike mos' newly
independent states, no nationalist political organization and no nationallyknown leader of the independence movement.
II. THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Description of Country
1. Physical characteristics
Situated in northeastern AlLlea, 1he Sudan i. L ;, ., e bebween the
Middle East and Africa. It is tne world's ninth largest country in area
and is nearly one-third the size of the continental United States. The
most important geographical feature in the Sudan is the Nile River, which
flows through the Sudan for more than two thousand miles of its course;
the life of the country is concentrated along the banks of the Nile's two
branches. To the north and west are sparsely populated desert areas;
in the south are dense forests and tropical swamplands typical of central
Africa, and along the Red Sea cocst is a rugged mountainous region.
2. The people
According to the official census of 1950, the population of the Sudan
was then above 10 million. Around half of the population were Arabicspeaking Muslims who lived in the northern and central regions of the
country. Ethnically akin to the Egy..cians and racially a mixture of
Mediterranean and Negroid types, these Arabic-speaking Sudanese are
still the dominant group in the Sudan. Moving from north to south in
the Sudan the population becomes more Negroid and less Mediterranean.
T'• remaining half of the population are seminomadic tribesmen living
either in the southern region or in the mountains along the Red Sea.
Racially akin to the Negroid iribes of central Africa, the southern tribes
are in various stages of primitive social development and speak hundreds
of separate dialects. Their participation in Sudanese developments has
been minimal.
The capital city of Khartoum, situated at the conxijence of the White
and Blue Niles, is the political, cultural, and comnmercial hub of the Sudan.
In 1956 over a quarter million Sudanese were living in the urban complex
of Khartoum, Khartoum North, and Omdurman, the populous suburb on
the west bank of the Nile. The vast majority of the population were
either living in rural villages or in a serninomaric state.'
3. Communications
In 1958 the Sudan ha,-i almost three thousand miles of railroad, located for the most part along the Nile and the Blue Nile; this line is
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4. Natural resources
The Sudan's foremost natural resource is the country's fertile soil
along the valley of the Nile and its branches and tributarie5. No important mineral deposits have been found E.nd the country is w-d'ithout a fuel
supply adequate for the needs of modern industry. Sudan's waterways
reveal very little hydroelectric potential, although they have considerable
potential for irrigation purposes and have already been put to good use in
that connection.4
B. Socio-Economic Structure
1. Economic system
The Sudanese econoray is based almost entirely on cotton. Cotto'
in 1958, accounted for about 70 percent of the country's foreign exchange
ear-ings and supplied the government with more than half its revenues.
A State Department survey on the Sudiai, reported in 1958:
Owing largely to its administrative heritage irom the

tho
th.eiiniii,
Sudanese Government dominates the economy. It is the largest employer of
labor in the country. It owns and operates some of the principal enterprises
such as the railroads, commynnications systems, and other public utilities ...
about half the output [of cotton] is produced by Government-controlled coop-

.eratives, and the Government markets about 75% of the crop. The Sudan is
self-sufficient in most basic food-stuffs. 5

Industrial development in the Sudan has been extremely limited and consists principally of industries processing agricultural -products-cotton
weaving, tanneries, soap manufacture, and vegetable oil presses.
The most striking economic enterprise in the Sudan is the g-v:ernmentcontrolled agricultural cooperative located in the triangle of land between
the White and Blue Niles. The project was started around the beginning
of the century as a joint enterprise among the British Government, two
private British firms, and native tenant farmers. In 1950, the private
firms were replaced by an official Sudanese Board and, In 1956, the British administration by the Sudanese Government. The government provided land and specified its most economic and efficient uses. The Board
4 uministered the project and promoted sociAl .qruiron among the tenant
farmers. All grain and fodder grown according to the government's spe
cifications belonged exclusively to tl e tenant farmer. The Sudan derived
around 40 percent of its total export revenue from this project.6
2. Class structure
The Sudan represents a prime example of a pooirly integrated society,
characterized by differences between the Arab Musi~ms in the north and
the Negroid pagans of the southern region, conflicts between the Islsmic
sects within the Arab core, and clan loyalties within these religious sects.
The Negroid tribesmen of the southern region live in a partopiy of separate societies, and even members of the dominant Arab core of the population are often more consciows of status within their local clans and religious sects than on the national Sudanese level. Thus, the country's social
elite consists of both the various tribal and sectarian elite and the new
Westernized administrative elite who held positions in the government
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and the army. There is no large landowning elite in the Sudan as had
generally been the case in the Arab world. Small landowners arc numerous, and the tenants on the government-confrolled lands of the Gezira
project enjoy "the highest standard of living of any peasant grou:- li
Africa or Asia." 7 There were also the beginnings of an urban proletariat, especially around Khartoum.
Social mobility in modern Sudan haI been associated with the rapid
development of the country's cotton-dominated agricultural economy
of th("
under the British after World War T and with the "Sudanization"
civil service and the army after 1924, when the British dismissed large
numbers of Egyptian military and civil administrators. SudanizaPtion at
the expense of the Egyptians continued down to the 1950's, after which
time many positions held by the British were made available to quali.ed
Sudanes. applicants. Thus, for a variety of reasons, a relatively high
8
degree ot social mobility prevailed throughout the British colonial period.
Apparently, this condition continued into the periud under , ni153eration
in this study.
3. Literacy and education
It has been estimated that a mere 6 percent of the entire population
were literate at the time of the revolution;' however, literacy standards
were higher in the Khartoum province, where, according to the 1956 cen10
The
sus, half of the male population claimed tD hove ittended school.
independent Sudanese Government embarked on an ambitious program
to expand greatly the educational facilities established under the British.
In 1957 the government nationalized British and American missionevy
schools in the southern region in a move designed more to strengthen national unity than to discriminate againit the Christian religious training
provided by these institutions."- The Sudan's leading institution of
higher education is the University of Khartoum, developed "n 1956 from
the old Gordon Memorial College. The educated, elite cadres are almost
.Al graduates of this institution, which is held in high esteem by both the
government and the opposition. The first Sudanese political party was
fittingly 7tumed'the "Graduates Congress."
4. Major religions and religious institutions
!slam is the dominant religion in the Sudan, although the three
million Negroid tribesmen of the southern provinces are predominantly
pagan. There are only a few Christians and Muslims in the entire southe-n region.'2 The Islamic community is divided into mai..- rival factions or sects. The two leading sects, each with a following of more than
three million, are the Ansar sect and the Khatmiya sec.
C. Government and the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of government
The government before the coup d'etat operatei under a transitional constitution adupted in 1956. This instrument provided for a parliamentary system of government, with a prime minister and cabinet responsible to the popularly elected lower house of the national legislature.
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There was a Supreme Commission, composed of five persons selected by
Parliament, which served as nominal head of state, with supreme command of the armed forces and many of the constitutional functions of the
British Crown. The Supreme Commission was also responmz. 't for the
conduct of national elections, and it appointed 20 of the 50. members of the
upper house. Legislation required the approval of both legislative
bodies. The Prime Minister's Cabinet consisted of from 10 to 15 miniters and of these at least 2 were required by the constitution to be from
the souther'a region. The jl!dipiary comprised two divisions, the Avil and
the Sharia court systems, and was, according to the Sudanese Constitution, a separate and third branch of government. The legal procedure for
changing the executive and legislative branches followed closely t0
British pactern.' 3
2. Description of political process
a. Political parties and powe;- grcups supporting government
The prerevolutionary government of Prime ivlimt.•i Abduliah Khalil
was a coalition government headed by the dominant Umma Party, which
had won 63 of the 173 seats in the national legislature in the February
1958 elections, and participated in by the minority People's Democratic
Party (PDP), and an unstable bloc of Southern Liberals representing the
non-Muslim southern constituencies. The term "liberal" in this case carries no ideological significance. The distinguishing characteristic of the
Sudanese Southern Liberals is their advocacy of a decentralized federal
system of government which would allow the non-Muslim southern region
greater political autonomy. The Umma Party, founded in 19• 5 to carnpaign for complete Sudanese independence without any links with Egypt,
was associated with the nationalistic Ansar sect and its venerable religious leader, Sayed Abe-al-Rahman al-Mahdi. Because of the Umma's
emphasis on political gradualism and its pro-British rather than proEgyptian foreign policy orientation, the Umma Party appeared conservative in the Sudanese political spectrum.
The People's Democratic Party (PDP) was formed in July 1956 by
Ž-_--znents of the rival Khatmiya sect who broke away from the National
Unionist Party (NUP). The Khatmiyas, more urbanized than the Ansars
and heavily concentrated in the east of the Sudan, were pro-Egyptian;
they opposed the Ansars both on religious grounds and out of traditional
rivalry. They favored a multiple, commission-type, instead of El single,
head of state, since they feared that the position mig.: be captured by the
leader of the numerically superior Ansar sect. The I-DP, led by Ali Abdul
Rahman, also favored closer ties with Egypt and a "neutralist," antiWestern foreign policy. The unifying bond between the Urma and the
PDP, both political manifestations of traditionally antagonistic religious
sects, was their common fear of the sccular-oriented and urban-based National Unionist Party. The Southern Liberal Wloc was loosely organized
and was never a dependable supporter of the Khalil regime; they
favored a federal system in which the soutth-rn region would erjoy separate and equal political status with the Muslim north.
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b. Character of opposition to government awl, its polh-Aes
Opposition to the Khalil government came from three general
sources: dissident elements of the PDP within the governing coalition;
the parliamentary opposition politicians of the National Unionist T'..rty
(NUP) ; and extraparliamentary subversive elements such as the Nasserists and the Communists. Of these three general areas of discontent. only the first-the PDP pl..yed a "decisi
v
i
in the November
coup. The Khatmiya-dominated PDP feared a coalition between the
Ansar-dominated Umma and the varliamentary opposition group. tie
urban-based and secular-oriented NUP. Such a coalition was indeed being
considered in some quarters of the Umma governing party as a rmeans of
broadeni.ff fh- base of the regime in the iice of rising opposition from
urban, secular-minded elements among whom the Communists and Nasserists were increar1g!y ao- _-, -' ........ of 1958. This was the year of
Iraq's Nasserist revolution and Western inte" ention in the. Lebano"crisis;
public opinion throughout the Middle East was running strouwiy it, favor of
Nasserism and violently against identification with ihe Wt.tern powers.
The other two sources of opposition which, taking advantage of prevailing popular discontent, might have joined forces to stage a Nasserist
revolution, were the NUP and the Communists. The Communist Party
was officially banned; however, it had always operated more through front
organizations--particularly through the Sudan Workers' Trade Union
Federation-than through a regular political party structure. Nasserist
influence was strongest in the NUP, and it remains unclear why this
group, the only real political opposition group in the country, acquiesced in
the conservative revolution staged by the PDP and elements of the Umma.
Apparently, the NUP decided its influence would be greater in a military
regime than it had been in a parliamentary regime; at least one of the
army officers prominent in the coup represented NUP political sentiments.
The NUP may have believed that eubsequent military coups would in.,ase their influence over the regime.
Sudan had inherited from its colonial days a relatively ftee and articulate pres- In the months preceding the November coup the Sudanese
press accurately mirrored the sharp decline in the regime's popularity.
The independent Khartoum daily ai-Ayam expressed the general tenor of
public opinion among politically conscious Sudanese when it wrote, a few
days before the coup: "Nobody will be sorry to see the present government go. It has been the worst government the Sudan h-. ever witnessed. It has given the country instability, misrule, disunity, and economic disaster . . . But what is the alternative? . . . Some people
am- in favor of q coalition between Umnu and NUP, others support' a
cc-..lition of PDP, NUP, and Southern Liberals. But none of these will
give the Sudan the stability it aspires for. ... ."
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or changing government institutions
The Sudan's transitional constitution contained no amending prov.sions, since a special committee was in the process of drafting a perma413
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rennt organ of governmentt for the Sudan. The activities -f this constitutional committee were suspended, along with the parliamentary system of
government, by the milita.y junta which came to power in November 1958.
4. Relationship to foreign powers
The Khalil government of the Sudan was pro-Western in foreign
policy orientation, although the Sudan was not formally aligned with any
Western power by treaty obligations or political ties of any kind. The
Sudan was a member of the Arab League, and thc Khalil government
gave lip service to the neutralist slogans currently popular in the Middle
East. In June 1958, the regime agreed to accept a U.S. loan of $30 million, but only after a long and acrimonious debate in which Khalil was
accused by members of his own coalition of delivering the Sudan back
into the hands of the colonialists. Radio Cario repeated these accusations and even went so far as to compare Khalil to Iraq's pro-Western
YNuri as-Said, the most hated man in fhe Arab nationalists' vocabulary.
Opponents of the Khalil government lookecL t• Egypt :,.s t.•• leading exponent of the type of vociferous anti-Western foreign policy orientation which
was noticeably absent from the Sudanese Government's foreign policy.
Relations between the Khaiil government and Egypt grew worme during
the events of 1958. Sudanese and Egyptian national interests conflicted
over dibLibu~ion of the waters of the Nile, marketing of cotton and liiestock, and disputed territories along the Red Sea; however, the Egyptian
High Dam at Aswan, as Cairo announced in October 1958, would back
water over parts of the Sudan. Egypt has traditionally looked upon the
Sudan as an extension of Upper Egypt and has regarded Sudanese nationalism as a British creation.1 5
5. The role of military and police powers
The Sudanese Army evolved from the Sudan Defense Force, a colonial constabulary which the British organized in 1925 from purely Sudanese units of the Egyptian Army evacuated that year from the condominium as a result of political conflicts between the British and the Egyptians. Prior to the November coup, the Sudanese Army was regarded as
a t',oroughly nonpolitical force, though it was generally recognized that
the ties of individual officers and men under their command to one of the
two dominant religious sects zould bring the army into a political contest
involving sectarian interests. A contributing factor in the army's intervention in the political affairs of the country was the high degree of
public pride in the army and the high morale among Sudanese military
men. In February of 1958 the army had demonstrat':d its usefulness to
the country, when Sudanese troops were dispatched to the disputed Halaib
area on the Eygptian border., It has also been noted that the Sudanese
troops, who fought well with the British during World War Ii, have
never been on a losing side.1 6 The police were not involved in politics
and played no significant role aside from normal :,olice duties.
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D. Weaknesses of the Soeio-Economic-Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or governmental instabilitieF
A brief but violent mutiny occurred in 1955, on the eve of the
Sudan's complete independence, when noncommissioned officerti of ý,-e
Latuka tribe rebelled against their Northern Muslim officers. The mutiny quickly spread to other southern Negroid cont'ngents of the army,
which at that time was organized along tribal lies and was under north.
ern Muslim officers. After the government had put down the mutiny,
the army was reorganized on a nationally integrated basis and some southerners were commissioned as officers; however, antagonisms and distrusts
continued to separate northern and southerp Sudanese.
During the summer and fall of 1958 Sudanese political parties became
increasingly irresponsible. The parliamentary opposition group, led by
ex-PrerJ.er Ismal al-Azhari as leader of the Nationalist Unionist Party
(NUP), disagreed with the government on virtally every isue, making
constructive legislation an impossibility. "'e are the opposition," declared Al-Azhari,
"and the Opposition must oppose everything the government does."1' 7 Members cf the PDP, itself a participant in the governing
coalition, joined Lhe NUP in opposing almost every government measure.
Opposition to Khalil's government centered primarily around his identification withl the West. Paralyzed by a three-way split between the uncompromising farces of the Umma, the PDP, and the NUP, the parliamentary system had broken down completely and become publicly discredited
by November of 1958.
2. Euouomic weaknesses
The Sudan was experiencing severe economic diffl-ulties by the fall
of 1958. As a result of the overpricing of Sudanese cotton during the
Suez Crisis of 1956, at a time when the U.S. Department of Agriculture
was making available on the world market large quantities of American
.)tton, much of Sudan's cotton crop for the years 1956-58 remained unsold. Egypt's unofficial boycott of Sudanese livestock further aggravated
the econocmic crisis facing the Sudan. Sudanese gold and foreign currency reserves had shrunk from $178 million in 1956 to $80 million in
May of 1958. This shortage of resorves compelled the Khalil government
to seek foreign loans.' 8
3. Social tensions
In the face of economic difficulties which were beginn" ,g to be felt
by the urban population and with the ruling political elite biteriy divided
among itself, the Sudan's social tensions had developed to the point where
a violent Nasserist revolution might have occurred. There was growing
•-ntsgonism between urban-middle and lower-middle-class elements and the
rural-based traditional elite who monopolized Sudanese politics. The
election to Parliament of 45 members of the urban-hsed and secularly
oriented National Unionist Party demonstrated the emerging political
strength of the detribalized nonsectarian urban populavtion of the country.
But the NUP still did not have enough parliamentary strength vis-a-vis
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the sectarian bloc to exercise an influence in the political affairs of the
country commensurate with the political aspirations of the urban population, which was becoming increasingly alienated from the governing
sectarian bloc. The Sudanese lnhnbr fmn-p waQ more pnlii-,11,, co,,ci.-.
and better organized than that of most other Middle Eas,,r, -ountrie.;
both Comnmunist and Nasserist influences were repoited to be widespread
among the Sudanese working class.' 9 Added to the social tensions in
the cities were the traditional hostilities between Arab Muslimus of the
north and Negroid tribes in the s....th, an, ,th•e antagonisms between Ansar
and Khatmiya Islamic sects.
4. Government recognition of the reaction to weaknesses
The Khalil government was under no illusions as to the impact of the
Sudan's economic difficulties and social tensions on the country's politic
system. One of the advantages of a relatively free press is, as British
experience has shown, that the government is better able to assess its
public support. The ruling political alit- realized that the parliamentary
system did not command sufficient respect among poidically conscious
Sudanese to survive a continuation of the type of political stalemate and
interparty feuding whicn had gone on since the election in the spring of
1958. They also realized that the most likely outcome In such a situation
was a radical, Nasserist revolution, led by some popular junior officer in the
army and supported by the detribalized and nonsectarian urban elements
of the population.
Correctly or not, the Sudan's ruling elite considered the social and political situation in the country to be ripe for revolution. To the ruling group,
it was only a matter of choice between a radical revolution, wlich would
cost most of them their lives and political fortunes, and a mild revolution,
which would permit the ruling elite to continue its former influence over
the government under a different guise and would incorpolate some of the
revolutionary demands of the discontented urban elements. Thus, there
were in reality two revolutionary sources in the Sudan: one characterized
as radical and Nasserist which never developed into an overt revolutionary movement, and the other, a conservative revolution designed to ward
oii the radical revolution before it occurred by replacing a vulnerable
parliamentary regime with a strong military regime, which would neutralize revolutionary ferment and preserve the status qao.
The leaders of the two rival raligious sects and their political arms, the
Umma and the PDP, reacted by staging a sham revolution against their
own creation, the Khalil government. nne knowleigible observer of
Sudanese politics hac written, "When confrontild with the alternative of
cooperating in a military truce or continuing zhe roller coaster ride toward an unknown and possibly radical end, both the 'ins' and the 'outs'
acquiesced in the plan to aet parliamentary government aside in the interests of establishing order and insulating the country against a nonSudanese solution of its coming-of-age probl-naS." 20
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III.

FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION

A.

Actors in the Revolution
'I.

ThSrelluinaL
...

eade.rship
•..•

it has been generally concluded that the behind-[he-scenes i:t;,,.
tors and organizers of the Sudanese coup were the two politico-reiiglous
leaders who headed the Ansar and Khatmiya Islanmic sectsq (Sayed Abe-al-Rahm'n al-Mahdi and Sayd Ali Mirghani) and certain Umma and PDP
political leaders associated with these sects. Their political and ideological orientation was conservative and teaditionalist, and their revolutionary
goal was to anticipate and ward off a iadical social upheaval in the country. The overt leaders of the revolution were Gen. Ibrahim Abboud, Commander in Chief of the Sudanese Army, Mai. Gen. Ahmad Abd al-Wahab,
Depty Chief of Staff of the Army, Gen. Hassan Beshir Nasr, and other
gencrais of the Sudanese Army High Command.
The key figure in the coup, General Abbcud, wn.q a member of ti'e
Khatmiya sect and, though not active politically, was inclinect toward
the PDP. Born in 1900 in Suakin, a small town on the Red Sea, Abboud
studied engineering at the Gordon Memorial College and was graduated
from what later became the Sudanese Military College in Khartoum. During World War II, he served with distinction in Vie Ethiopian-Eritrean
a;nd Libyan campaigns; after the war he rose rapidly to become a full general and Commander in Chief of the Sudan's Army by 1956. In 1955,
Abboud headed an arms-purchasing mission to Britain and, in 1957, toured
Europe and Asia on a similar mission. General Abboud has been described as having a "pleasant, gregarious manner, but also a reputation for
toughness in a military situation that had made him a rpqpected but not a
beloved general."2 1 The New York Times assessed Abboud's political
philosophy soon after the November coup as "likely to be west of neutral
and right of center."22
3ther members of what has sometimes been called "the revolutionary
triumvirate" were Generals Wahab and Nasr. Wahab, born in 1915 and
graduated from the Sudanese Military College in 1936 at the top of his
class, had an impressive army career, serving in World War II campaigns
and taking charge of the suppressiro. of a mutiny in the southern region
in 1955. Wahab was a son-in-law of Prime Minister Khalil, a member of
the Arnsar sect, and was associated, though not actively, with the Umma
party. General Nasr, reportedly sympathetic to the NITP, waF the triumvirate's most outspoken advocate of closer relations with Egyp'. Thus, the
personnel of the military junta which served as the wert leadership of
th? revolution represented the three contending factions in the country,
b'it with the greater emphasis on conservative and traditionalist interests.22
2. The revolutionary following
There was never a mass revolutionary following either before or
after the coup d'etat. The population remained passive throughout the
transfer of power. It may be assumed that those whose interests were
closely identified with the conservative, traditionalist leaders responsibie
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for the coup were its most enthusiastic supporters; however, there were
the coup.
no public manifestation. either supporin
B. Organization of Revolutionary Effort
1. Internal organization
The smooth conduct of the revolutionary effort bespoke efliective prior
planning; the organization of the revolution was accomplished through informal meetings among the participants prior to November 17. Nothing
is generally known of the details of these. con..•.,--"ria-meetings.
2. External organization
There has never been any suggestion of foreign involvement in the
November coup d'etat. Foreign influences were very defiritely present
in the general revolutionary environrment in which the November coup
occurred. In the months preceding the coup the Egyptian radio dePounced the Khalil regime as a "Western stooge" and a "traitor to Arab
ntioualism." in October the leader r-f the PDP had met in Cairo with
r.who wthe leader of the NUP, former Prime _"Iis... Isna, ....
then returning from a visit to the re'cludonary regime in Baghdad. Th1is
meeting between the two most pro-Egyptian Sudanese political groups
was viewed with considerable alarm among the Umma politicians and
hastened their decision to replace the24 PDP with the NUP as the junior
partner in their governing coalition.
C. Goals of the Revolution
1. Concrete political aims of revolutionary leaders
The primary political aim of the revolution was the suspension of
political activity and the parliamentary system of government and their
replacement by a nonpolitical, military-dominated junta.
2. Social and economic goals of leadership and following
There was no significant socio-economic content in the revolutionary
goals of the Sudanese military junta, despite General Abboud's vague
references to national prosperity and welfare in his first proclamation to
the nation. Abboud declared: "In changing the prevailing state of affairs,
we are not after personal gain nor are we motivated by any hatred or
of stability, prosmalice towards anyone. Our aim is the establishment
22
perity, and welfare of this c-'.untry and its people."
He listed as faults of the previous regime, which the army intended to
correct, such things as "bitter political strife, instability, failure to saeguard independence, and misuse of the national resou,'es."' 2 Essentially the goals were conservative and aimed at the v.eservation of the
status quo.
D. Revolutionary Techniques and Government Countermeasures
1. Methods for weakening existing authority and countermeanures%
by government
Since this was a coup staged by one part of the ruling elite against
another part of itself, there were ,no government counterme.-sures, and
the only revolutionary technique employed was the use of the army to
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make what was actually a sham revolution appear to be a genuine use of
force to overthrow the legal governur::nt.
2. Methods for gaining support and countermeasures taken by gover rnuent
There were no appeals for mass support, and the principals an....
the ruling political elite were in basic agreement concerning the mlitary
coup. The nature and extent of Prime Minister Khalil's participation in
the planning of the revolution is not clear, lie rnr.,t
have had advance
notice of the specific details of the coup, for example; hoevefr, h. had
recently expressed a desire to retire from the political scene, and it
appears likely that the instigators of tue revolution informed KhaliI that
provision would be made for his retirement with a pension after the military came to power. If such was the case, this constituted the revolution's only technique to gain support.
E. MIanner in Which Control of Government Was Transferred to
Revolutionaries
On November 17. 1958, in a swift and bloodless action before dawn, the
army took control of all public buildings and communication centers in
Khartoum. General Abboud broadcast a proclamation to the nation announcing that a military junta headed by himself had seized control of the
Government, suspending the Constitution" d•kaolving Parliament, and dismissing the Khalil government. The parliamentary system came to an
end without a shot being fired; there were no street demonstrations.
IV. THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Changes in the Personnel and Institutions of Government
The 13-man military junta formed itself into a Supreme Military
Council, headed by Abboud as president of the council, which governed
the country through a Council of Ministers, headed by Abboud as Prime
..inister and composed of sepior officers in the junta and in Sudanese
political parties. The only member of the Khalil cabinet who remained in
the govc,:-nent after the revolution was the Minister of Education and
Justice, Ziyadeh 'Uthman Arbab, who held the same post in the postrevolationary Council of Ministers. H:. was an active Uinma politician and
member of Parliament.2 7 While parliamentary politicians were removed
from the reins of government and were replaced largely by the military,
civil servants and nonpolitical administrators continued to r' n the country as before.
B. Major Policy Changes
The revolutionary regime continued Sudan's "west of neutral" policy
orientation; however, it had to withdraw from the exposed and too openly
pro-Western position taken up by the previous regime. In April 1959, at
the Accra conference in Ghana, the military regime's Foreign Minister
enunciated the broad outlines of the Sudan's foreign policy: neutrality in
the East-West conflict of interests; nonalignment with any of the Arab
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blocs; support of African independence movements; avoidance of military
pacts except for defense of the Sudan against overt aggression; and acceptance of foreign economic assistance
which does noi compromise Sudaneqe independence and snvereri1Mty. 28 The mnilitArv VP•ime accept•
e a
longstanding Soviet offer to barter timber, cement, and ligh: -iachinery
for Sudanese cotton and other agricultural goods, valued at about $7
lion in 1959 and about $8 million in 1960.29
Sudan's relations with Egypt improvwd considerably after the military
coup. Genera, Abboud was no more pro-Egyptian than Primne MinisLer
Khalil had been; however, wi[ls Khalil had needed the dispute with Egypt
to maintain his shaky political coalition, Abboud was free to negotiate with
Cairo without worrying about parliamentary support. Nasser enjoyed
similar freedom. In the year following the coup most of the major d:
agreements with Egypt were settled through negotiations.
C. Long Range Social and Economic Effects
While the Sudanese revolution chaniged the faces ci ýcenhoiders heom
civilian politicians to army generals, it did not challenge the basic internal
or external policies of the previous regime, and it did not, at leact directly,
change the Political and social fabric of the coumpry, which had been described as one "in which family and sectarian loyaltie-s tend to carry more
weight thai, party, ideologiral or national cens-ide rations."'30 It is likely,
however, that the longrun effect of the military coup will be to weaken the
power of traditionalists and conzetovatives. Military personnel in the
Middle East have invariably been less tradition-oriented and socially
conservative than the political leaders of the region.
D. Other Effects
A significant result of the Sudanese coup d'etat has been tb- military's
increasingly strong hold over the reins of political power in L..C country.
Having come to power more or less at the behest of two of the three
rival political factions, the military reliime has been reluctant to "return
to the barracks" and restore parliamentary government as the puliticians
intended them to do after a time. The Abboud regime put down four
attempted coups during 1959, led by dissident Army officers, most of them
Junior officers, wh accused fhe regime of being too similar to the previous
Khalil rmgime; the Supreme Military Council dealt with these distur..
bances by reorganizing itself to exclude General Wahab, Khalil's UnrnaAnsar son-in-law, and to include some of the dissident officers.
By 1961, there was increasing opposition from "ihe ousted political
leaders, who now were demanding a return to parliamentary government.
In June 1961, a railway workers' strike coincided with the politicians'
appeal for the reconvening of Parliament. The Abboud regime replied by
arresting the Sudan's only two ex-Premiers, NUP leader Ismail al-Azhari
and Ummet leader Abdullah Khalil, on July 11. The only remaining center of opposition to the regime is Sayed Abe-al-Rahman al-Mahdi,
politico-religious leader of the Ansar sect, whom the Abboud governmerit has not dared to arrest for fear of the effect this would have on the
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many Ansar adherents in the army. "The crucial political question still
unanswered," Sudan expert Helen Kitchen writes, "'.4 whether the many
Ansars in the army would remain loyal if the regime were to come into
open conflict with Mahdi."-'
Having once experienced the wider participation in government 'Iat
the parliamentary system permitted, politically conscious Sudanese are
not likely to remain content with their present military dictatorship, even
though it may provide more efficient and more sccially progressive government than did the previous regime. The military regime has recently taken steps to accommodate these pnlitical aspirations with the goals %,f
the regime by establishing institutions of local government on a limited
scale.
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FAR EAST
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF AREA AND
REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENTS
I. GEOGRAPHICAL DEFINITION
Generally speaking, the Far East is the east central portion of the Asian
continent. As used here, the Far East consists of: Mainland China, ineluding Manchuria, Inner Mongolia, and Sinkiang; Tibet; Outer Mongolia
(Mongolian People's Republic) ; Formosa (Taiwan) ; Hong Kong and Macao
the Korean peninsula; and Japan. Close to cne billion people occupy the
coastal areas and alluvial plains on the Far East. China, the largest
country, claims control over 650 million of these people, and its population
continues to grow at approximately 15 million a. year. Japan's population
has also multiplied rapidly, but it has a very lirnited land ,m.: tq absorb
the growth: here there are over 93 million people occupying an area
smaller than California. Birth control has recently been effectively advocated by the government.
Much of the Far East is composed of vast mountain ranges and barren
desert plains, such as the Himalayas, the Greater Khingans, the Altais,
and the Gobi and Takla Makan deserts. The climate varies from north
to south and from mountains to plains. Tropical monsoons in South China
result in much rainfall and moderate temperatures. North China and
Manchuria lh.ve less rainfall and a greater temperature range.
II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
A. China
From the second half of the 17th century until the second decade of the
: •.h, China was ruled by the Manchus. who established the Ch'ing dynasty.
Under Manchu rule, China experienced almost 150 years of peace and
economic prosperity. By the beginning of the 19th century, however, the
Ch'ing dynasty had lost its vigor and China showed signs of decay in every
field. One important factor in the growing economic difficulties was a
phenomenal increase in population. Toward the end of the 17th cenLary
there were about 100 million Chinese; by the middle of the 19th century
the population exceeded 400 million. Landholdings decreas,! in size to
an average of less than half an acre per capita and unemployluent became
widespread.
Simultaneously with the decline of the Ch'ing dynascy, Western powers
e.,:--anded their influence. The Chinese, at first, rejected Western overtures for trade and economic concessions because they considered the foreigners uninvited guests and ignorant barbarians. Furopeans, on the
other hand, regarded the Chinese as backward and decadent. The Western powers, particularly Great Britain, were able to impose economic
treaties and obtain concessions from the Chinese by virtua of their superior
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technology and military strength. A major war broke out in 1839 between Great Britain and China after the Chinese Government imposed
severe restrictions on the opium trade conducted by Great Britain. The
Chinese were defeated and forced to acquiesce to British demands. "The
patterr by which foreign powers kept China subjugated ha. been Btct:
each time the Chinese stirred to resist foreign pressure, their inevitable
defeat by overwhelming military force was used by the foreigners to
demand more concessions."' The "treaty ports" along the coast became
more and more d&minated by the West and Chira ceas.. to lIe completely sovereign.
In addition, the countries on the fringe of China which had acknowledged
Chinese suzerainty were taken over by European powers. Russia advanced into Mongolia, Manchuria, and Turkestan; France, after a shewar with China, established her rule in Indochina; Great Britain took
over Buirma; and Japan took possessien of Korea and Taiwan, also defeating China in war.
China was impoverished from within and humiliated fiom without: the
Manchu government was impotent to solve her problems. Unrest, riots,
banditry, and rebellion were the natural consequence. In 191i, the Ch-ing
dynasty was overthrown and replaced by a republic, and China entered
into a transitional stage when factional power struggles and revolutionary
efforts went side by side to formulate a new political pattern. Thus,
2,000 years of m6narchial rule came to an end. After the establishment
00uter Mongolia became "independent" through Russian
of the Revpub-ih,
manipulations. Although Chinese suzerainty was still recognized by Russia and Outer Mongolia, the latter became, in effect, a Russian pro ectorate
during the remainder of the tsarist period. Similarly, Tibet became a
British protectorate, while China, nominally, retained her suzerain status.
B. Japan
The history of Japan during the same period is in sharp contrast.
While China desperately but unsuccessfully clung to her old ways, Japan
decided to adopt Western methods and Western technology. Within a
short time Japan became the leading Asian nation and a contender for
world power. Having defeated China in_ 1895, Japan challenged Russia in
Manchuria in the beginning of the 20th century. War ensued in 1904-5.
and Japan emerged victorious. Her gain in prestige was enormous and
far outweighed the territorial concessions she secured. As a result of
World War I, Japan was able to consolidate her positit;. further by taking
over Germany's former spheres of influence, ever Chinese protests, despite the fact that China too had declared wai on Germany.
In the postwar period, Japan expanded into Manchuria, where she
established the puppet state of Manchukuo in 1932. After several lesser
"incidents," a full-scale war with China began in 1937 and did not end
until 1945. Japan succeeded in occupying the entire coastal area and
taking over 95 percent of Chinese industries. Meanwhile, Japan had challenged the Western powers also, and had made clear her intention to evict
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them from China. The outbreak of World War II prevented Japan from
defeating and occupying China completely, but her conquests in Indochina,
the Philippines, Burma, and Indonesia effectively isolated China from her
Western allies.
Two Western powers have retained a precarious hold on port cities in
southeast China; Great Britain in the Crown Colony of Hong Kong and
Portugal in Macao. Both places were occupied by Japan during World
War iI, but were returned to British and Portuguese authorities after the
War.
III. REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOP1rENT9
A. China
According to the "theory of the Heavenly Mandate," a Chinese ruler
may be faced with a rebellious force which co'id end his rule if 'he Ails
to follow the heavenly patent drawn for him by the Chir-ee deity. 1by
the same token, the failure of an attempt to end his rule by a rebellious
force is proof that his rule is approved by heaven. Thus, China's long
history of rebellions, some successful but most unsuccessful, is justified
by this "unwritten Chinese constitution." "*
According to one scholar of Ciiinese history, China's traditional rebellions fall into two classes: "great peasant uprisings, often associated with
religious movements, and the insurrections of powerful generals . . .,,s
Most of the peasant uprisings were defeated,** but "In each case the
weakened dynasty a few years later succumbed to some military ad-,cnturer who had rizen either in the ranks of rebellion or in the armies raised
4
to suppress the rebels."
There was widespread revolutionary ferment in China throughout the
Manchu rule. The factors contributing to it were many. The Manchus
were foreigners who ruled over a large and populous country. They found
in Neo-Confucianism a philosophy which preached the "right of the
superior to rule and the duty of the subjects to obey and be content..."v
Civil se;:''ce examinations favored the Manchus and official appointments
discriminated against the men from southern China. Intellectual life became stagnant. Thus, unemployment and discontent were not confined to
peasants and poorer people. "Men of ability, finding the way to government service blocked, became, in resentment, the leaders of the popular
movement against the dynasty." 6 An ideological justificatic.-t for a revolutionary spirit was found in the older for'n of Confucianism. T',e three
main causes of the unrest that prevailed in the 19th century and the
One study concludes that the "basic justification for ihe ruler's power mpnifests
itself only through the acceptance of a ruler by his people; if the people kill ox depose
him it is clear that he has lost heaven's support." 3
** Some peasant uprisings were successful. The most striking examples are those
which led to the establishment of the Han dynasty in the third century B.C. and the
Ming dy"-sty in the 14th century A.D.
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revolution that overthrew the dynasty in 1911 appear to have been: (1)
widespread unemployment and poverty, caused by a tremendous increase
in the population and unrelieved by governmental measures; (2) the dissatisfaction of many scholars and intellectuals with Manchu rule; and (3)
resentment and hatred of the Westerners who had humiliate-d China and
did not recognize the right of China to be master in its ow;n house.
The disintegration of the Ch'ing Empire was accompanied b, insurrections which, beginning early in the 19th century, broke out from Taiwan
to Turkestan. Secret societies gained ground, and "embattled farmer-,
driven by social inequities co take up arms, formed organizations animated by nationalism and religious ideologies. By the middle of the
century, anti-Manchu insurrections reached a fioodtide . ... ,,
Only one rebellion, the Taiping Rebellion between 1850 and 1864, reac,. I
really large proportions. It was based on an ill-assorted blend of misunderstood Christianity and native Chinese beliefs. The revolutionary
force was composed of thousands of Clinese peasants and srpported by
Protestant missionaries. Its rhort-lived success was due to the social
reforms which the revolutionaries instituted; these gave way to widespread terror as the leaders lost their reforming zeal. The revolutionary
leadership had n3 unified command and the revolt was crushed mainly by
the Han-Chinese forces of the Hunnanese army and the Huai Valley army,
with some support from British and American officers.
Two other rebellions in the same period resulted from discriminatory
practices against Chinese Muslims in western China. The Yunnan uprising lasted for 18 years, from 1855 to 1873; its defeat is attributed to
the large Muslim faction which sold its services to the Manchus. The
Sinkiang revolt beginning in 1862 was successful in establishing a Muslim
state and conquering areas in Kansu, Shensi, and Hopei provinces. It
was defeated by a strong Chinese Army which drove the Muslim tribes
out of China proper and regained all of Sinkiang except 1ii Province. a
large portion of which was returned to China by Russian occupation
troops in 1881.*
The Boxer Movement, concentrated in northern China, led to the Boxer
i'ebellion of 1899-1901 ;** it was an expression of popular hostility toward
the Western powers and the Christian religion. The movement was
strengthened by resentment over foreign demands for more economic
• However, the defeat of the Muslims in Sinkiang did not '.ý-g an end to Muslim
unrest in China. A similar revolt took place in 1932 when .eusiim elements in Sinkiang again nearly succeeded in breaking away from. China. Fearing that Muslim
irs'apPndence in Sinkiang would have serious repercussions in Soviet Central Asia,
Soviet troops supr-r.'sed the revolt and established a Soviet protectorate but left
the administration in Chinese hands. This state of affairs laated until 1942, wheln
Soviet troops were withdrawn and China reestablished her authority.r
** The Boxer Movement was not really revolution-ry. Its vioien.2e was directed
against foreigners rather than ngainst the regime. Boxer 1ostility to aggressive
foreign powers was encouraged by the antiforeign Manchu clique, at court, which
hoped to use them as auxiliaries to expel all fo.eigoers froui China. The Boxer Rebellion is an example of the unrest that prevailed during this time.
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conceqsinns and the military and moral defevt China •iuf(ered at the hands
of the Japanese in 1895.

Secret societies were organized and supported

by reactionary Chinese officials. These engaged in widespread terrorisL4
acts against Chinese Christians and foreigners alike. The British intervencd by sending naval dctachments against the Boxers. In ret.'=n.
the Chinese attacked the foreign legafions in Peking, and the Empre.,4
Dowager declared w-r on all foreigners in China. An Allied expeditionary
force brought Boxerism to an end.
By the beginning of the 20th ceatur.,. more and more Chinete had carnc
to the conclusion that the only hope of improv.r.g conditions lay if. autright revolution and elimination of the Ch'ing dynasty. The leader of the
revolutionary movement was Sun Yat-sen, who later organized the Kuom.
intang, China's first political party. The revolutionaries were ga-l'
aid,_-I by the unrest that prevailed throughout the country. The nationalitt Xtom!nt-ng had succeeded in infiltrating the army and in obtaining
strong support in south and central China ar..! prirth'surly•atriong C:'n
overseas who had absorbed Western fleas. A general uprising, 'Ld by,
the military, was touched off by a rather insignificant bombing incidert
in i911 and dealt the Ch'ing dynasty its coup de grace. During the flnL*
days of the dynasty, the government called on Yuan Shih-k'ai to negotiate
with the revolutionaries, who had net up a republican government with
Sun Yat-sen as President. As a result of these negotiatinnv, the Ch'ing
dynasty abdicated, and, to mahatain national unity, Sun resigned the Pmtidency in favor of Yuan. Yuan's own ambitions made him a virtual dictator thereafter until his death In 1916.
The overthrow of the dynasty did not lead to the establishment of
orderly government. Monarchists attempted to reestablish the Manchu
dynasty, constitutionsIsxtx wanted to create a constitutional empire, republicans tried to set up parliamentary governmcnt, and self-sty!cd war lords
struggled to retain centrol over their own little empires in the various
"--"vinces.
This again was in accord with tradition: in Lim past, fallen dynasties had
not been replaced immediately by new dynasties. In another particular
history rapeated itself. The founders of enduring regimes had been careful to relieve some of the peasant distress end !o eilist the backing of the
scholar class. The Manchus fell because they had alienated the scholars
and the peasants. Nationallat ruia %as to fall eventually for the same
reason.'
During World War I and immediately afterward, Weste,-z. ideas continued to penetrate China. With them came some Indtustrialization, European liberalism, and Marxism. Sun Yat-sen again b'came the dominant
personality, ilis idea was to rebuild China with Western help, but the
',,ertern powers seemed Interested only in keeping their colonial advanLuges and regaining their ecrn,,mic concessions. Sun th"ereupon turni-J to
Russia. The new Sviet Uriun, having just experienced a revolution and
a €ivil war, was unable to help materially. but wps able und willing to
treat the Chihtes as equals and to send them adL4erA. Thus, tom.
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munisa began to develop in China shortly after World War I while the
nationai Levolutlior. -=a still ir, progress. A bitter struggle began between
the Communist-oriented forces and the other Nationalist fcrces which
kept China in a constant state of turmoil until the victory of the Communists on the mainland in 1949.*
B. Other Areas
1. Tibet
Attention has been drawn to Tibet again recently by incriased ittsistance among the local hierarchy and some sections of the population
to Chinese domination. Armed uprisings were reported throughout 1956,
1957, and 1958, but all were suppres:-ed by the Chinese Communists. T a
Chinese retreated temporarily in 1957 after a number of reversals, b),L
returned 6 months later in an attemptc to establish absolute control. The
effcl.usive provoked a general Tibetan uprising in March 1959. Red C.,inese military superiority quickly cusi.-ed the rebr..'
Tibetans. An
estimated 10,000 rebels withdrew to the remote valleys and mountains in
east and southeast Tibet.
The revolutionary force in the mountains has split into several factions.
The Khambas, a Tibetan ethnic mountain tribe, are not interested in political intrigues to the same extent as the Tibetans, and only demand some
representation in a new government should the Chinese Communists be
defeated.10 The Khambas themselves are split into two major groups,
a fact which undoubtedly weakens their position.
2. Korea
The principle of self-determination popularized during World War I
aroliaed enthusiasm for democracy in Korea anr atimulated a serious revolt against Japanese domination in 1919. Nonviolent mass demonstrations throughout Korea caught the Japanese by surprise. They were
quelled by rather brutal police methods, but some'concessions to selfrule resulted. A "Provisional Government of Korea" was established in
Shanghai; it appealed unsuccessfully to the powers at the Paris Peace
Conference.
Japanese authority over Korea was terminated by the Second World War.
In accordance with Allied -greements, northern Korea was occupied by
Russian troops and southern Korea by American troops pending the estabfishment of a national government. 'I"he division was perpetuated, however, by inability to agree on the makeup of that j.gvernwent, and the
38th parallel became the fronter between rival regi.•es. In South Korea
a pro-Western government was headed by S.'mgzan Rhee; in North
Korea a Communist regime established itself under the tutelage of Communist China. In 1950 North Korea forces struck soathward in an attempt to take over the entire country; driven back by U.N. troops-chiefly
American-they were reinforced by powerful '.hinese armies. The truce
signed in 1953 left the border much the same as before.
*

For details of the Chinese Communist Revolution see p. 463.
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in 1960 a revolution toppled the Rhee government and replaced it
with a new government which brought power to different people of the
same tradItlonal ruling elite.* A military coup d'etat followed in May
1961; The m'iitary junta which hus ruled since the coup is definitely
rigihtwing and while governing by decree, has promised to restore d'%noeratic government sometime in the future.
3. Japan
Japan's expansionist program in the 20th century increased greatly the
importance of a military elite which was taking an active part in the
political process. In February !936 a militury Fascist organization
formed by a group of young officers joined with other extremist elements
in the army in an attempt to overthrow the government and abolish the
party system. Before dawn on February 26, groups of 30 soldiers each
quiefly moved into Tokyo public buildings, assassinated political dignitaries
and took c-cr the buildngr. The next day, the government declared martial law and brought in troops of unimpeachable loyalty to wippre. the
rebellion. Three days later the insurgents eapitulated. The coup d'etat
technically had failed. However, the army's prestige, rather than de..
creasing, increased to a point where extremist military leaders became
dominant in Japan. A militaxy totalitarianism was established and
brought Japan into war against the Western Allies in 1941.
IV. RESULTS AND OUTLOOK
The outlook for political stability in the Far East and Southeast Asia
will depend largely on developments within Cou.xuznihst China anU its
attitude toward the rest of the world. Moreover, the situation will continue to be affected by the conflicts between the Nationafists and the Communists. The Nationalists are threatening to renew the civil war by
invading the mainland, simultaneously with a hoped-for internal revolution against the Communists, while the Communists have announced their
intention of incorporating Taiwan into the Chinese People's Republic.
Each of the adversaries is being reztrained by its major ally: the Communiste by the Soviet Union and the Nationalists by the United States.
Because of the Communist-Nationalist rivalry and the impact of this
rivalry on other countries, ConMnUIist China and the Nationalists on Taiwan will be discussed rather fully in the following secticn. Should Red
China succeed in eliminating the Nationalists, other Far East countries
would have great difficulty in withstanding the internal and external
Communist pressure.
A. China
1. International policies
a. As a bloc country
The "monolithic structure" of the Communist world has been threatened by recent ideological differences between China and the Soviet Union.
*

See summary of Korean Coup of 1960 p. 445.
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The differences arise mainly from the varying interpretations of the revolutionary rules laid down by Marx and Lenin. China's special problems
have prompted Communist leaders to promote a more "Trotskyite" concept
of "permanent revolution" and to interpret it as constituting a mandate to
work actively for the "liberation movements" in Afro-Asiat- wuntries.
China believes that Communist countries should not only furnish the ideas
behind revolutions, but should instigate revolutions and furnish the arms
and supplies with which to conduct them. The Soviet Union is equally
interested in promoting national liberation movements, but advccates a
"gradualist" strategy of r%.,iution and holds to the belief that communism will inevitably triumph without risking the high cost of a thermonuclear war. Contradictions between the Scviet Union and Communist
China as of 1961 are probably more in the nature of ai intraparty docti.
nal dispute than an international power struggle. The gradualist strategy
appcars to have bee.n adopted in some areas," and in these, the Soviet
Union may maintain its leading poqitio'* as at! eyxporter of revolutionary ideology.
Sino-Soviet differences on revolutionary ideology may continue for a
long time; but mutual recognition that China and the Soviet Union can
differ only so far without harming bloc relations may tend to preserve
their close ties. There are four factors which tend to preserve the alliances: (1) both countries share a belief in the historical inevitability of
their success; (2) they share similar aspirations and enemies; (3) they are
striving to reconstruct their societies along similor patterns; and (4) they
share similar operational concepts and organizational devices."'
b. As a model for revolution
Communist China has presented itself with some success to AfroAsian and Latin American countries as a model for revolution. Although
the basic social, political, and economic systems of the undeveloped areas
do not necessarily duplicate conditions that previously existed in China,
the Chinese Communists are exerting a strong influence on many of these
countries.
c. As an Asian country
Communist China's status as an important power became evident
dtring the J.N. negotiations to stop the Koreaa War. Small Asian countries canno'; afford to ignore Communist China's position as a power in
Asia. To some Asian countries China appears not only as a Communist
state but also as a leader of Asian progress. Since .f,54, China has announced its intention of following a "good neighbor" roiicy and has persuaded some countries of its sincerity. This is shown, for example, by
India's response to some of China's actions. .Chinese conque-st of Tibet
was accepted by India; and during, the Tibetan revolution in 1959, India
was determined not to intervene in the "internal affairs" of China, although
in Peking have made continvd accusations that India
Communist officials
13
was intervening.
China concluded boundary trealies and treaties of friendship with
Burma. and Nepal to implement the theme of peaceful coexistence. Pe436

king hoped that these friendly gestures would convince India of its sincerity in seeking a settlement of all differences. However, Chinese claims
to border areas between China and India and Chinese occupation of some
of the territory have, in 1960-61, given rise to heated disputes between
the two governments. China's attitude toward other Asian cozut'. ies
varies considerably. China fears Japan's alliance with the United States
and has constantly pressed the Japanese Government to take a neutralist
position and increase its trade with China. The Japanese leftist oppos,1tivii to the alliance, which has caused disturbances in Japan, is strongly
supported by China. China has friendship and mutual assistance agreements with the government in North Korea and the Ho Chih Minh government in North Vietnam which are identical with treaties signed with the
Soviet Union. There appears to be a tendency on the part of North Vietnam, however, to side with the Soviet Union in the "intraparty struggle."
Ilia existence of a rival Chinese government on Taiwan (Formosa)
presents Red China with a problem that has heen difficulit in resolve. The
main issue is that the Nationalist Govo.rnment on Taiwan and the Communist regime on the mainland both claim to be the legal government in
China, and both agree that the offshore islands, as well as Taiwan, are an
integral part of China. Taiwan's position has been strongly supported by
the United States and a dwindling number of other nations. A number
of newly emerging African nations have sided with neutralist and Communist bloc countries and have attacked Nationalist China's right to continued membership in the United Nations and a seat on the Security
Council. Mao Tse-tung's ultimate goal is to seize the offshore islands, thePescadores chain, and Taiwan.14
The Nationalist Government on Taiwan bases its hone of returning to
power on the mainland on the belief that the Chinese people will eventually rise against the Communist regime in Peking and, with the help of
Chiang Kai-shek's forces, will overthrow the so-called "People's Republic"
"--d reestablish nationalist rule. Such a general uprising, to be successful, would require support by the peasants, leadership from the intellectuals, and massive defections of Communint military forces to the Nationalist cause. The question therefore arises whether Communist domestic policies are likely to alienate these three classes to such an extent that
they would attempt to overthrow the regime.
The peasant class suffered its worst blow from the Communist government in 1958, when the "Great Leap Forward" was announced. This
was a program of intensive industrialization which was t; change the
appearance of China within 3 years. The "Leap Forward" led to the
introduction of communes-a system representing tLe most extreme applicationi of Communist revolutionary theory in the rural areas of China.*
.,npproximately 98 percent of the peasants were organized in these communes, which consolidated all local controls under a tightly-knit, semi-

SFrom the beginning, plans were aiso made for urban communal units, 'lthough
thcir establishment has been much slower and their scope narrower.1
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military authority.-1 The commune system on the whole destroyed the
last vestiges of Chinese family traditions. Ancestral graves were plowed
up; children were moved into goveniment nurseries; old people were moved
into government homes; men and women lived in barracks, ate in mess
halls, and owned nothing; even the clothes on their backs we. , not tihie
own. Peasants were forced to work long hours to increase productivity.17
Coupled with the natural calamities which caused crop failurca in 1959
and 1960, communication had such a disastrous effect on agriculture
that the regime had to halt and even reverse parts of the program. Since
then there have been consider'Tb!e variations in the implementationa of the
agricultural program in -arious areas. Yet even during the worst months
of this crisis, in the winter and spring of 1961, there was no general
revolt. Rumors circulating in Hong Kong of peasant riots and operdions by guerrilla units in Kiangsi cannot be confirmed. Some uprisings
do appear to have occurred since the imposition of the People's Communes,
but only on a small scale. "Peasants have thrashed or killed their foremen on many occasions; they have attacked commufi -,nd party ufices
and sacked food stores. Workmen have refused to work and cadres have
ignored governmert directives."'s However, another source concludes,
"All evidence so far indicates that the instruments of control-party,
army, bureaucracy--are firmly in the hands of the regime." 1'
The regime has also made cautious overtures to China's intellectuals.
In May 1956 the policy of the "100 flowers" was announced, permitting and
even inviting criticism of Communist Party policies. Effective response
by the intellectuals did not begin until after Mao's February 1957 speech
"On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the People." Less
than 4 months after the speech was made the policy was reversed, and
all those who had ventured to criticize the party became "right deviationista" and enemies of the party. The Hungarian and Polish episodes in
1956 served to intensify the regime's advocacy of the "100 flowers" policy
as a means to alleviate any unrest similar to that whilh took militant
forms in those countries& But when the antagonism of the intellectuals gained momentum, Peking decided to suppress the movement and
la.nch a rectification drive.
In 1961 a decision to "encourage academies to go their several ways
in research" was reported- in the party's theoretical journal, Red Flag.21
The regime appears desirous of giving the impression that intellectuals
can have academic freedom even if they d( not adhere to Marxist-Leninist
theories, so long as they remain politically loyal. Q.val-tative increases
in education are being emphasized and wide educational reforms are being
talked about.
Thus, the Communist regime has attempted to make its authority
more palatable by modifying some policfes. The party has offered a
wider range of incentives to the peasants, in th&- hope of ir ireasing their
initiative and, thereby, agricultural production. It has also resumed its
attempt to woo the intellectuals by appearing to offer more acrdemic freedom.
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The strongest and perhaps the most organized opposition to the regime
comes from the ethnic minorities. Tibetan opposition has been obvious,
but there also has been some hostility shown by Uigurs, Muslims, and
Mongols. This opposition, however, is traditional and is as much antiChinese as it is anti-Communist. "Go slow" policies have been ad-.od
in certain areas of China to win over the minority groups. Minority opposition may be expensive for the Communist regime and may affect
Chinese relations with other Asian countries, bht the opposition does not
22
pose a basic threat to the regime.
If the regime maintains firm control through its police powers and
remains willing to modify policies that provoke too great disaffection,
then, in the words of one Asian expert, "iny successful revolt against
the Peking regime will probably come from its own ranks." 23 Factional
spliths ha'..s b-en reported between moderates and extremists in the Central Conimittc, but the Chinese Communist leadership has nonetheless
been remarkably stable and secure. There ifi no i.'mme-Oatp sign th.at
Mao's death will bring on a power struggle.
B. Taiwan
In 1949, Chiang Kai-shek transferred the seat of his government to
Taiwan. Since that time, the Nationalists have been protected by the
United States against any invasion attempt by the Communists. Chiang
Kai-shek, supported by the United States, continues to claim that his is
the legal government of China. There seems to be little if any chance
that the Nationalists will realize their dream of once again ruling over all
China. Yet this hope is necessary for their existence: it provides them
with a raison d'etre and a basis for claiming international recognition as
the legal government.
Even within Taiwan, however, the Nationalists are not secure. They
are threatened from without by the Communists, and from within by
-31nsatisfied Taiwanese elements. The fact that their army, once composed
primarily of mainland Chinese, is forced to rely more and more on Taiwanese replacements also weakens their position. Chiang Kai-shek, too,
has reached an age that makes him unlikely to remain a Nationalist symbol
for many years longer.
Taiwan is an island inhabited by some 10 million people, most of them
descendants of migrants from the coastal provinces of southeast China.
'lwo million are Nationalist refugees from Communist China; there are a
few indigenous Taiwanese.* Taiwan is essentially an agriculIoraI country
which produces a surplus of rice and sugar. Some industries were developed under Japanese rule and expanded by the Nationaiists. At one
tVme 60 percent of the industry was owned by the Nationalist Government,
hut the government turned over stock interests to landowners in return
-;The ternm "Taiwanese" refers to the people, Chinese and descendants of aborigines,
who lived on Taiwan before the mass influx of the Nationalist.. The term "Nalionw.!ists" as used here ref.,rs to those Chinese who have left the mainland as the result

of the Communists' victory.
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for their land, so that it could be distributed to tenant and other farmers.
Political life is controlled almost completely by thc Chinese Nationalists
although indigenous elements have been granted some participation ill the
government. Taiwan has a constitution, but the "emer-ncy power"
provisions enable the Nationalists to rule legally in an authoritarian
fashion. The Kuomintang controls the largest number of seats in the
assembly and has organized a network of cells throughout the island
with which it controls political activities. The party has no mass support.
Two other smaller parties play only an insignificant role in poll4 "cal li,
Only a few Taiwanese have gained important posts with the government. The dominant position of the Nationalists has resulted in som2
dissatisfaction and frustration on the part of the Taiwanese elite grol )s,
who feel that they have no proper outlet for their abilities and training.24
Moreover. according to one Taiwanese intellectual, ordinary citizens "can
be arrested at night by a squad of -?ret
tried by a ,uitniry court
martial and sentenced, with little opportuaity fwr ajw-•". -'i Thus, there
is some feeling in Taiwan that the island is being ruled by unwanted intruders. However, any potential resistance is kept in check by the police.
All revolutionary activities appear to be centered in Peking, Tokyo, and thP
United States. The Communist organization in Peking probably has little
or no support on Taiwan ftself.
There is iLo doubt that some Taiwanese feel that they should be independent of both Chinas. The Taiwanese Democratic Independence
Party is the official organization that supports the spirit of resistance
against the Nationalists. The Nationalists belittle its sigrcance. but
the party claims a membership of 3,000 in1 Tokyo alone.', Moreover,
Taiwan is not without revolutionary traditions. The Taiwanese on several occasions have rebelled against both Chinese and Japanese rule. In
the 18th and 19th centuries there were numerous rebellions against the
Manchu Empire. During the 50 years of Japanese rule 15 uprisings occurred. In 1947, an upriaing was staged against the Nationalist governor,
who was accused of "maladministration and plunder." The uprising was
r.mt down ruthlessly after reinforcements arrived from the mainland, but
Chiang changed the provincial governors in an attempt to appease the
population.27 In 1950, an; apparently again in 1958, some army officers
attempted coups d'etat against Chiana. 2- These attempts probably resulted from struggles for power among the Nationalists, and were not
properly supported movements.
The factors which have made the Nationalists rnore palatable to the
Taiwanese rre mostly economic. A land reform has been instituted,
irrigation and other improvements in food production have increased
crops, credits have been made available to farmers, and the living standard
in general has been improved. Much of this has been achievej through
extensive U.S. economic aid.
Not all problems have been solved, however. The rate of unemployment is large, the island has to support a sizable btreaucracv and an
army of 400,000 men, and the refugees frnm the mainland constitute a
'1-
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burden on the government. The Nationalists will continue to be dependent on the United States to defend themselves against threatened Communist attacks and to keep the economy and the military establishment
running smoothly.
Soon after the Nationalists had established themselves on Taiwan, tluq
began planning to return to the mainland. The hope was that an attack
on the coastal province of Fukien would be followed by a general uprising
against the Communist regime. However, a 1954 U.S. Government offici.l
report stated that "it would be unrealistic for even the most ardent supporters of the Chiang government to expect any successful all-out attack
upon the mainland, at least in the near future." 29 Later the Nationalist
Government altered its invasion plans and mgde them contingent upon a
general uprising within China. 30 This plan presupposes that internal
unrest and dissatisfaction on the mainland are approaching a point where
a mass uprising is imminent. As discussed above, however, such an. uprising in the near future does not appear very likly.
C. Japan
Japanese politics has been predominantly the politics of the powerful
Liberal-Democratic Party supported by business and government officials.
The intelligentsia and the masses of the working class form the opposition.
Although the greater part of the opposition is left-oriented, it does not
support the Japanese Communist Party. Nevertheless, the opposition
sees In governmeIi policies a trend toward fascism, which it feels was
clearly displayed, for instance, when the Mutual Security Pact with the
United States, strongly supported by the government and sirongly opposea
by the leftist groups, was ratified in Parliament after lengthy debate.
Despite evidence to the contrary the opposition claimed that the bill was
"steamrollered" through Parliament. Although there is
a cultuial gap
between the elite and the masses, it appears to be no cause for alarm.
R -.-.ever, the political gap between the intelligents-ia and the government is profound, and this is cause for unrest.
Tokyo was the scene of riots in May and June 1960 which symbolized
a continuing struggle between rightists, and leftists,* who favor a neutralist position and demilitarization. Japanese officials declared the 1960
demonstrations the handiwork of international communism, and Communist participation in a united front council did make this organization appear
Communist. However, it is still a matter of dispute as to what extent
the demonstrations were actually Kremlin-directed.81 Goveraimnt officials, the ruling Liberal-Democratic Party, and business and industrial
circleR comprise the rightist group. The opposition is composed of trade
unionh, student associations, and other leftist organizations.
Mass organizadon began in Japan when the American occupation authorities abo!ished legal restrictions on labor unions. L-'bor unions grew
• Two major sources of aifferences between right and left groups at that Li'ne were
the fluctuating Japanese economy, and an international security system centered on
a United States-Japanese pact.
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rapidly, and as the rightwing organizations degenerated into company
unions, the leftwing factions increased in strength. From 1951 on, they
have openly opposed any Japanese security pact with the United States.
Also significant was the organization in 1947 of a teacher's u nion whose
activities were strictly controlled by the government. Leftist. ýendencies
in the union greatly increased when the government required that textbooks comply with government standards defined by the "Basic Law on
Education." This union also opposed the security pact and influenced
large numbers of postwar primar.y a-nd Jui. or high school stude.ts, who
have now reached college age. Some of these students played an important role in the 1960 demonstrations.
For some time to come, events in the Far East can be expected to be
lar,0,y i'.fluenced by the relative positions of power of Communist China
and 4he Nationalists. Barring a xkrjor uprising on the mainland, for
whien there is little hope, the position of the Nationa~is-S is bound to b-.
come more vulnerable. They still represent China in the United Natio:is,
but it is doubtful how much longer their claim to that seat will be recognized. There is no doubt that the Communists exercise de facto control on the
mainland. As long as the United States considers Taiwan a vital link in
its defense system, a Communist invasion appears unlikely, since it would
lead to war with the United States. Developments not only in Taiwan,
but in other countries-Japan, Korea, and Southeast Asia-will depend
on the attitudes and actions of the United States and Communist China.
The mere existence of Taiwan as a Chinese anti-Communist hase probably has considerable influence over the feelings and attitudes of the
more than 650 million Chinese on the mainland. Thus, the United States
is interested in supporting Taiwan not only for military reasons, but for
psychological and political reasons as well. Revolutionary sentiment in
the non-Communist countries of Southeast Asia is considerable* and the
greater Communist China's success and prestige on the international
scene, the more likely it is that other countries will succumb to Com.r-nist propaganda and subversion. There does not appear to be much
pro-Communist revolutionary sentiment in .Japan and South Korea, but in
both countries a revolution that would upset the present equilibrium is
not impossible. If this should happen, the Communists would be certain
to gain.
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THE KOREAN REVOLUTION OF 1960
SYNOPSIS
On March 15, 1960, a presidential election was held in South Korea
which resulted in the reelection of Syngman Rhec as President. Widespread charges of irregularities and resentment against the administration's treatment of the opposition during and before the elections led to
popular demonstrations, mostly &*arted by students in some provincial
cities. Mass protests against Rhee's regime spread to Seoul, where, between April 16 and 26, up to 100,000 demonstrators demanded Rhee's
resignation.
poliee action, l

The administration tried to quell the riots, first through
.atter
by declaring

martial law and bringing in troops.

How-

ever, on April 27, Rhee resigned and turned the Government over to a
careLaker Premier pending new elections.
I. BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING IN REVOLUTION
In 1910 Korea was annexed by th.• Japanese: it remained under Japanese domination until the end of World War II. At that time, as a
result of previous agreements between the Allies, Korea was divided into
two zones of occupation. Russian forces accepted the surrender of Japanese troops north of the 38th parallel and took control over that part of
the country, while U.S. forces assumet responsibility over the southern
half of Korea. As the relationship between the Soviet Union and the
United States deteriorated, Korea became a battleground in the cold war.
A United Nations Commission wat eieated in 1947 to supervise general
elections in North and South Korea. The Commission arrived in January
1948 but found itself unable to carry out its task in the area under Soviet
,lomination. However, elections were held south of the 38th parallel and
resulted in the establishment of an independent Republic of [South]
Korea (R.O.K.). Syngman Rhee became its first President and the United States turned over all administrative functions to the new Republic.
Syngman Rhee had been active Mr Koreani indeneyidenep for most of his
life. While Korea was under Japanese occupation, he became President
of a provisional government, set up in Shanghai in 1917.
After World War II most Koreans thought that their s:.'uggle for an
independent country had come to an end, but instead thc country was
divided into two hostile camps. in June 1950, a Soviet-trained North
Korean Army invaded South Korea. South Korea, had no force strong
"n,.ough to repel the invaders, but the United Nations, benefited from the
uemporary absence of the Soviet delegate, intervened and initiated a
"police action" under the command of the United Stai :s. Three years of
war resulted in an armistice which e.cknowledged the military stalemate
that developed after Communist China had intervened on the side of
North Korea. The armistice simply reaffirmed the status quo ante bellurn,
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except that the United States, acting for the United Nations, continued
to maintain troops in South Korea.
The invasion from the north pointed up the danger of communism to
South Korea. It was obvious that the Communists had received .me
support from within South Korea and Rhee was anxious to crM:Z a strong
and unified anti-Communist country. To achieve this objective and stop
Communist subversion, he resorted to tactics which were anything but
"democratic." During the Korean War, democratic procedures had been
set aside. However, after the war Rhee continued to rule in authoritarian fashion. The instrument of his control was the Liberal Party;
he allowed some opposition to exist, but if the opposition dissented too
strongly, its members were subjected to strong-arm attacks, beatings, apd
even murder. Rhee was reelected in March 1960 for a fourth term, L
the election -waz generally believed to have been corrupt and fraudulent.
-onvaover, in the monihs preceding the election, members of the opposition had not been allowed to campign freely. The ennbtirustheal rights
of freedom of assembly and of a frec press were constantly violated by
the administration. On April 27 Rhee was forced to resign in the face of
tremendous popular pressure exerted by up to 100,000 demonstrators in
Seoul alone.
II. THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLLTION
A. Description of Country
1. Physical characteristics
Korea is a mountainous peninsula extending soathward irom Manchuria and Siberia for almost 600 miles.' Following the Korean War, the
peninsula was divided at the 38th parallel, leaving to the Republic of Korea
(R.O.K.) the southern 44 percent of the land area--approximately the
size of Indiana. 2
2. The people
The Koreans are a Mongolian people distinct from the Chinese and
Japanese. The official language is Korean; there are a number of minor
local dialects. Knowledge of English has become widespread. The poptilation in 1959 was estimated at almost 23 million. Seoul, the capital
city, had about 1.8 million; Pusan, Taegu, Chonchu, and Inchon are other
large cities. More than half the population lived on farms. 3
3. Communications
Although travel through certain areas may be teacherous, most of
the Republic is accessible by some means of communication. There are
more than 9,000 miles of roads, but less thun 1,000 miles are paved.4
The railway network totals about 3,500 miles and radiates frcm Seoul. 5
The largest port facilities are at Pusan on the southeast tip and at Inchon
near Seoul on the west coast. There are 7 other large ports, 60 secondary ports, and numerous fishing ports. The larger cities have airports
and there are regular flights to Japan, Hong Kong, and Taipei. Seoul's
Kimpo Airport provides international service.
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4. Natural resources
In South Korea approximately one quarter of the total land is cultivable. Along the coast is some of the best fishing water in the world.
North and South Korea together have considerable quantities of rare
minerals. In 1939 Korea ranked as the world's fifth gold p.-. ucer. It
was a leading producer of anthracite and bituminous coal, tungsten, anid
graphite. However, most of the mineral wealth is concentiated in the
north, and South Korea lost its major sapply sources as a result of the
division.
B. Socio-Economic Structure
1. Economic system

ST..

Republic of South Korea is still basically an agricultural cou..
try. Rice is the principal crop and the chief export. Fishing is the
second most important occup- ton. About 85 pfrcent of the animal protein in the national diet is derived from 'ea products. Korea is the sixth
largest fish exporter in the world. Manufacturing has been on the increase in the last decade. Foreign aid, from the United States and the
United Nations, has resulted in expanded industrial and mineral output
and an increase in electric power facilities. The total labor force was
estimated in 1960 at 9 million, of whom 73 percent were engaged in
agriculture. The -per capita income in 195R was 1i06,-5considcrably
more than it had been a few years earlier.
Manufacturing was confined to production for domestic consumption;
a substantial proportion of the output was pr(Auced in homes and small
factories. Only 7 industrial establishments out of a total oi 8,810 employed 1,000 or more workers in i955.- M',iust iimdulstrial establishments
were formerly owned by Japanesc enterprises, but eventually were sold

by the government to private interests. South Kore;. received its sovereignty in 1948.
2. Class structure
The Korean class structure traditionally was composed of the upper
class-government officials and large landowners-and the commoners-ia:amers and agricultural laborers. A small middle c'ass has recently
developed in the towns and cities, composed of small businessmen, and
skilled and unskilled workers. Formerly, education wAs the primary prerequisite for high position and influence; but under the leadership of
President Syngman Rhee, wealth became a more important factor. With
some exceptions, the well-to-do element supported Rlte and many owed
their wealth to the administration.
The Rhee government instituted land reform- in the late 1340's and the
"majority of the peasants now own the small landholdings or which they
formerly were tenants. But landownership lost its importance as a
symbol of social status under Rhee, and the economic, social, and political
position of the peasants improved little in spite of the land reforms.
The peasants still employed traditional methods of agriculture and the
majority of them lived in the L-shaped thatched huts which had evolved
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many centuries ago. With the cost of living high and the proceeds from
their products low, they were constantly in debt, and lived at a bare Subsistence level.
The industrial labor force has had a reiatively unimportant role in the
Korean class structure. Lack of capital and of technical and mana, 'ial
skills has retarded the rural to urban shift. Factory legislation exists
but the failure to enforce it has kept the average wage at a subsistence
level.
3. Literacy and education
Owing to several factors, incl~irg poverty, the lack of education,.l
facilities, and Japanese suppression of the Korean language, 77.8 percent of the people
il!iternte in 1945. By 1959 the percentage had
been reduced to 4.1. When the Japanese capitulated, Korea found itR
educational facilities in a deplorable condition:
re-re

• . . there war not a single textbook in the Korean language, there were
oniy a handful of Korean schoolteachers, and s'hool buildings existed for less
than one-tenth of the school age population. By 195S tcxtbov!k- '-4 beenr
written,* printed, and distributed for evary elementary grade, for a!! high
school subjects, and for" about half the subjects taught in the universities.
Some 96 percent of all children aged 6 to 11 were in school, and over 85,000
students were enrolled in 15 univermiti•s and 10 professional colleges ....

which included Seoul National University and Ewha Women's University.,
The school system wna centr.-!Ay controlled by the National Ministry of
Education.
4. Major religions and religious institutions
Korean Buddhism maintains an organization entirely separate and
distinct from that of other countries. In 1958 the Buddhists in S'uth
Korea numbered almost 4 .nillion. Confucianism is also strongly embedded in the Koreani culture and has many adherents. The sect of the
Heavenly Way, which is uniquely Korean, numbered 1,500,000 followers in
1957. A 1956 census showed an equal number of Christians. 9
C. Government and the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of government
Ur.,',r the Constitution of 1948, the Korean Republic established a
representative govermnent. and an amendment adopted in July 1952 provided for direct popular election c. the President by secret ballot. Suffrage was extended to all who were 21 years er older.
The President was the official head of state and was elected for a 4-year
term with a maximum service of two terms. However, N ,-n Syngman
Rhee's second term was nearly over, an amendment wa.' passed that
eliminated the clause which limited the maximum service to two terms.
,he National Assembly was composed of an upper house, the House of
~,rncilors, and the House of Representatives, proportionally representing
14 provinces (9 of them in South Korea) and the city of Seoul. The
term of office in the House of Representatives was 4 years. The upper
* Many of these textbooks were translations from the Japanese, rather thnn especially prepared texts.
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house was not yet functioning. The cabinet of the Republic, the State
Council, consisted of not fewer than 8 and not more than 15 members,
appointed by the President and confirmed by the Assembly. The chief
duties of the Council were to approve policies (by majority vote), assist
in the supervision of executive agencies, pass on drafts c.' treaties,
approve Lhe budget before it was submitled to the legislature, and appoint
the prosecutor general, ambassadors, and ranking military officers.
Treaties, declarations of war, and the appointment of the Chief Justice
required approval of a majority of the National Assembly.
2. Description of politicM process
a. Political parties and power groups supporting government
In 1951 Syngrnan Rhee founded the Liberal Party, and from that
time on his regime relied upon it. This party was developed into ar
effective instrument for securing Rhee's reelection. The Liberal Party
received many of its votes from rural areas rather than the cities. Until
i955 no political group was strong enoutgh to challenge Rhea in the Assembly or at the polls. In that year two leaders of the old i:,)eRocratic Nationalist Party (DNP), P. H. Shinicky cnd Cho Byong-ok, formed the
Democratic Party, which attracted a large number of new members, including independents, whose spokesman was John M. Chang. The establishment of a second strong party, which constituted a conservative opposition, did not create an effective two-party system, however, since anyone
connected with the opposition was faced with harsh discriminatory
measures.
Rhee controlled the Assembly by a combination of support from the
legislature and the use of a strong-arm means. In May ,id June
1952, in November of 1954, and again in 1958, fist fights broke out in the
Assembly over Rhee's efforts to pass legislation which would have curtailed anti-government activities. In 1954 a constitutional amendment to
limit the power of the Assembly was defeated by one vote. Dissatisfied
with the result, Rhee had the speaker announce several days later that
reconsideration indicated the passage of the bill by one vote.
The prevalence of guilds and other organizations indicated that Koreans
we.t "joiners." Although not avowed political organizations, many of
these groups became action arms of the Libcral Party and supported the
regime. One such group was Rhee's National Society, earlier known as
the Rapid Realization of Independence; another was the Anti-Communist
Yough Corps, which was apparently employed in an unofficial capacity as
Rhee's "hoodlum" squad and in turn profited from his -eronage. Other
organizations appealed to various social groups: the Korean Federation of
Trade Unions, the Korean Women's Association, and the League of Korean Laborers.
b. Character of opposition to government and its policies
"'After Rbee's near-destruction of his op.osition in 1952, almost
four years lapsed before anti-administration fomces were able to join together in any kind of cohesive group. Rhee was not entirely without
opposition in the meantime, for individual attncks on the adminiatration
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within the Assembly became less rare once Rhee was reelected and
martial law raised in Pusan. Not until 1956, however, were Rhee and the
Liberaal Party confrt,nted with an opposition party which commanded significant popular support."'10 This was the Democratic Party, which was
able to bring toge"hep a large number of opposition groups unde- ')ne
organization, despite problems of factionalism.
Shinicky was nominated as the Democratic Party candidate for President in the 1956 elections and John Chang wai nominated for Vice
President, thus balancing t•.e ticket between the two main wings of the
, o,,.y, charging the Liberal Party wi.h
.
party. Shinicky
corruption and a "devil-may-care" attitude toward the lot of the people.
Shinicky died of a heart attack on May 5, just before the May 15 elections.
Nevertheless, the elewtions were held. Our of 8.7 million votes, nearly
1.8 million were invalidated, primarily because they had been protest votes
for Shinicky and against Rhee. Though Rhee was reelected, Chang was
elected Vice President, carrying not only the urban arnas but also the
st-ongbold of the Liberal Party, the rural areas. However, :,.i position
as Vice President, Chang was not able to participate actively in ruling
the country.
A Progressive Party had also played a role in the 1956 elections, receiving almost two million votes. However, the party was dissolved in
1958, following the trial and conviction of its leader, Cho Bong-am, as a
Communist.
There was a political lull from 1956 until the Assembly elections in
1958. Then the Democratic Party scored a notable gain, increasing its
representation in the Assembly from 47 to 77 seats out of a total of 233.
The trend presented a serious threat to Rhee's position and his prospects
for the 1960 presidential elections. The Kynghyang .snimmun of Seoul,
the press organ of the Democratic Party, with the second largest circulation in Korea, was closed in May 1959 by governmental orders.
The Liberal Party also began to hiL-uduce new legislation designed to
make its victory in the 1960 elections more certain. The Democrats reacted by staging a 6-day sit-down strike, which was broken up by the
Liberal Tairty. The Democrats chose Pyong-ok Chough as their Presidential nominee; Chant: was renominated for Vice President. Pyong-ok
Choung died in February while undergoing brain surgery in the United
States. The elections were held on March 15 despite the death of the
opposition candidate and the Democrats were again defeated by Rhee's
Liberal Party. Ki-Poong Lee, speaker of the House of Rerre.gentatives,
replaced Chang as Vice President, and Rhee remained President. The
Democrats protested the elections in the National A.tvcinbly, claiming corrp.ion. They began to boycott Assembly activities, and sought an in:-'nction to invalidate the election.
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or changing govcrnment institutions
In order to charge the Constitution, a two-thirds vote of the National
Assembly was required. The same margin was needed to override a
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Presidential veto. All other legislation required a simple majority. The
Cabinet was obliged to resign if the House of Representatives pamsed a
resolution of "nonconfidence" on any proposal which the government considered so vital to its policy that it made it a "matter of confidence."
The Constitution alsn stipulated that if the President, in the .:*.ercise of
his official duties, violated the Constitution, or other laws, the Assembly
had the right to impeach him provided 30 members of the House of
Representatives signed a motion of impeachment and the motion was approved by the majority of each House. Concurrence of an impeachrment
court was needed for a conv'tei~on.
4. Relationship to foreign powers
Between 1945 and 1959 the United States had given the Korean Republic $2.5 billion in nonmilitary aid and between 1950 and 1959 $1
bill~ne"
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starvatien and greatly bolstered the country's currency. The relationship
with the United States had not been entirely amicahlp, however. A 1955
dispute between the United States and Korean Governnionts culminated
in the withdrawal of U.S. Ambassador W.S.B. Lacy, and Washington indicated its displeasure by withholding a new appointment for 6 months. A
mutual security pact had been signed by the two nations in 1953, and
South Korea's dependence on the U.S. South Pacific defense system precluded the possibility of an end to U.S.-R.O.K. military relationship.
Technically, South Korea is still being protected by the United Nations.
Relations with Korea's normal major export marke. Japan, had been
restrained by the Rhee administration. The historical background of the
two countries and more recent events (repatriation of Koreans from Japan
to North Korea, confiscation of Japanese property by the R.O.K., and
seizure of Japanese fishing vessels by the R.O.K.) had kept alive antagonism and distrust. There was some import-export tradc bctween the two
countries, but they did not enjoy a flourishing postwar trade.
5. The role of military and police powers
The security problem presented by the division of Korea requires
South Korea to maintain an extremely large and costly army. This situation has increased the importance of military leaders. Military leaders
were rated lower than government civil officials until recent years, but
they are now "assuming a greater social and political role."12
The army, the police* and tha courts became arms of the administration and were openly used to suppress opposition activity, often violently.
Rhee also used the army and police as a personal bodyguard for himself
and his supporters. Demonstrations were fought by the police, and time
and again police units threatened and intimid.aed the opposition. The
military appeared loyal to Rhee until the uprising in the spring 'f 1960;
at that time they remained inactive during the demonstrations.
* The R.O.K. National Police Ftrce is about 40,000 strong, and is a counter.
intelligence, internal security, and civil defense force as well as a conventional police

force. It has a sizable detective force limited to Ipprtximiately 1b percent of the
total police personnel.
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D. Weaknesses of the Socio-Economic-Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime 1. History of revolutions or governmental instibilities
During the long period of Japanese occupation many Koreans deeply
resented their loss of independence. There was one important .. -ident
in 1919, when mass demonstrations, though peaceful in natare, were
brutally suppressed by the Japanese. However, the unrest of this period
resulted in some concessions toward self-government. Most of the antiJapanese activities after that were carried nut by Koreans in China ond
the United States.
During the rule of Syngman Rhee, corruption within the adr-.inistration
and between the government and its supporting business industries was a
matter of general knowledge, although the record did not become public
until after the revolution. Government policies, which denied the right
of dissent, becam'ie one of the fundamental cauaes of discontent. Anyone cznnected with the opposition riskcd harsh count-rmeasures. Some
persons were arrested for crimes allegedly committed yevs arlier. Although the press was allowed considerable frcedom, newspapers overstepping the bounds set by the government were eithler sacked by Liberal
Party hoodlums, as was the Taegu Mail when it criticized the constitutional amendments proposed by the Government, or closed, as was the
Seoul daily Donga Ilbo after publishing a "typographical error" which
substituted "puppet" for "president" in a reference to Rhee.13 Violence
and murder were widespread. The public was never satisfied that justice
was being done. KRm Koo, one of Rhce's greatest rivals in the formative years of postwar Korea, was killed by a second lieutenant. T`_ý assassin's life sentence was suspended after he had served a short term in
prison, and he returned to active duty, eventually retiring as a colonel.
Another of Rhee's foes who met a violent death was Kim Sung-ju.
Charged with having violated the National Security Lau, he was tried,
convicted, and sentenced to a prison term. A new trial was ordered and
ne was sentenced to die. However, records show that he was dead 3
days before he was condemned.' 4 There was a "Christmas Eve Incident"
when 9-- administration announced its intention of amending the National
Security Law to grant the police wider powers and provide harsher penalties for subversives. The Demociats, trying to block this move by parliamentary measures, were beaten, kicked, and forcibly removed from
the Assembly Hall by special security officers. The bill was passed and
no one was punished for the incident.
2. Economic weaknesses
South Korea's greatest economic weakness is its railitary and political
d6'vision from the north. The Japanese authorities developed Korean
•,riculture in the south and Korean industry in the north. The south is
overpopulated and the north is underpopulated. The division greatly
impedes a self-sustairing economy !n the south.
The Korean economy therefore had to depend almost entirely on foreign aid, chiefly from the United States. This aid made possible Phe
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imports needed to maintain induatrial productivity. The system of exchange rates under Rhee's administration impeded the chance of improving the overall living standard, since it favored special interest groups
while reducing the real income of farmers and nonfavored busine~s enterprises.15 A long list of inequities characteristic of the Kv'n economy
can be compiled: (a) special favors were granted to businessmen supporting the administration; (b) favored enterprises obtained raw materials at low prices and overen:panded their facilities to a point where the
products were turned out faster than the market zould absorb fhem; (e)
other products of equal nectzsity had to i e imported at higher prices; (d)
this increased the costs of production in some not-too-favored industries
and in agriculture; (e) nonetheless, the farmer received low prices -Pnr
his rice; (f) the price of wheat flour was artificially depressed; and , *
the system maae it possible for clever importers to amass fortunes and
discouraged th6 growth of export industries. The contradictions ol the
Korean economy were o, ident. New biildings am,! factorieg were being
constructed, while unemployment and prices contitued to rise. Wealth
was accumul".t•ig in the bends of some, while many lived in dire poverty.
New housidg developments were being constructed, while the indigent
built shaclc from waste materials on public lands and drainage ditches.
Farmers found living costs extremely high, but received little for what
they sold.1"
3. Sockie tens.ons
World War II and the 1950-53 conflict with the Communists brought
drastic changes to the Korean social structure. Educated English-speaking Koreans who wtro willing to work with Americans and the United
Nations qualifieci fcr positions of power and ifltuence. This group later
devel-ped active interest- in the nation's economy and jealously guarded their priviieged position. The mass of the people found that, on the
whole. their economic, political, and social position had improved but little
s!nee the Japanese occupation.
4. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknessea
Many of tue weaknesses of South Korea were beyond the control of
XCa adrininaratieu. The country was divided, most- industrial resources
were in North Korea, and the economy was lagely dependent on foreign
aid. Demccra,wy in Korea was not. easily implemented and there was
definitely a threat from cumrmunisnm. Rhee's solution to the problems
facing Korea was to rile in an autocratic fashion and attempt to prevent
his poliidaal opposition from gaining popular support. Before the election
in March 1-60 the administration realized that the Democratic Party was
a definite threat to the reelection of Rhee ald particularly to tnic election of his vice-prehidential candidate, Ki-Poonr 1ee. The methods
employed to assure political stability and a Liberal Party victory were
those o! thr•ats and coercion, Even the Assembly was browbeaten Into
follow!ng Rhee's dictates. However, ii:stead oi forcing the Korean people
to aclmkwledie Rhee's leadership, these actions increased the resentment
of the peouple to such a point that a revoluricn overturned the aduinistra-
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tion which, after the election of 1960, had, it was widely alleged, remained
in power only by manipulating votes.
II. FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION
A. Actors in the Revolution
1. Thc revolutionary leadership
It is difficult to ascertain exactly who the revolutionary leaders were.
Unplanned and spontaneous as the revolution appeared, the chief figures
were the leaders of the student demonstratior.4, followed later by others
who took the responbibility for seeing that the change of government was
orderly. John M. Chang, for example, who emerged as one of the most
important figures of the revoiution, had no apparent role as an instigator
or organizer. Chang was a scholarly Catholic layman who served Rhee as
Acting Prenmier during the war and who seemed to have been a popular
choice for Pr'esident within the Assembly in 1952. Onetime Ambassador
to Washington, Chang became one of the ibsad.rs of lhc :,' -lonemur.ratic
Party when it was formed in 195V and brought together the fragmented
opposition to the Rhee government. He was elected Vice President in
1956, but had no duties to speak of except to receive his salnry. He ran
for reelection in 1960, but was defeated by Rhee's candidate, Ki-Poong
Lee, speaker of the House of Representatives.
2. The revolutionary following
The Korean revolution seemed to have been conducted by siudents
from colleges and universities in Masan, Seoul, and other cities, supported
by university professors and other elements of the Kcrean people. Workers did join the demonstrators willingly and enthus;astically, but there
were no reports that worker or peasant groups led de-nnstrations. The
number of demonstrators who supported demands for Rhee's resignation
varied widely from time to time and-th different places. Several thousands demonstrated in Masan, and in Seoul up to 100,000 people supported
_veral thousand students in protest meetings during the final days of the
Rhee regime.IT
B. Oganization of Revolutionary Effort
1. Internal organization
The apparently spontaneous clharaeter of the ievolution precludes the
possibility of identifying a definite revolutionary organization. Among
the setudent demonstrators, ad hoc decisions had to be made as to precisely
where and when a demonstration was to take place. It ca.. tlherefore be
assumed that a small nucleus of students became the decision-makers and
formed the organization of the revolutionary effor.L. This nuciess materialized on April 26, when a small representation of the demonstrators
.,4,s chosen, apparently ad hoc, to present a list of revolutionary demands
to Rhee. The pre.vius day 189 profesbors; £"onm 12 univarsities led students to the National Assembly to voice their demands.
2. External organization
There is no evidence that any organizational support existed outasde
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of South Korea. However, from the time of the election on March 15,
1960, the United States applied pressure on Rhee to alter his policies toward the opposition and in the final days strongly suggested 'that he resign.
The sequence of steps tken by th-e U.S. Department of State will be
discussed below. (See p, 458.)

Goals of the Revolution
1. Concrete political aims of revoltitionary leaders
Chief among the announced political goals were: the resignftion of
Rhee, the resignation of ahi members of the National Assei'obly, the
resignation of the Attorney General, release of all students arrested during the demonstrations, a new election for President and Vice President
deprivation of the Vice President-elect, KI-Poong Lee, of all public office.,
and establishment of a cabinet system of government.
J. Social and economic goals of leadership and following
In'the day-to-day events of the revuout!or, the p•!itica! gcls of the
leadership and following were quite explicit. Not so the Gocial and economic goals. However, Rhee's opposition felt that the social and economic weaknesses of South Korea had been aggravated as the r-esult ot
administration policy. The object of the revolution was first to overthrow
the administration and to establish a more equitable government, and
then embark upon reforms, including new monetary exchange rates, that
would provide employment for the vast numbers of unemployed. The
Koreans definitely desired a better standard of living.
C.

D. Revolutionary Techniques and Gover..ment Countermeasux es
There is no specific date which clearly marks *Ie outbreak of the revolution. It appears to have been truly a spontaneous reaction of the people in the larger cities against Rhee in general and against the fraudulent election of March 15 and the rather brutal actions of the police against
student demonstrators in particular. The first signs of major unrest
occurred during the election campaign, when small groups of students
demonstrated in Taegu on February 8. On election day itself, more serious riots and demonstrations occurred in Masan, where thousands of
people joined students in protest demonstration against ithee's suppression of political opposition. Several other demonstrations occurred during the first part of April, in Masan, Taegu, and Pusan. The police cointered these demonstrations with many arrests and ":ý several instances
students were shot down. Widespread charges of p'i.ce brutaliti wei'e
the result. The police were accused of hiding the number of demonstrators killed by disposing of their bodies. The discovery of one student's
body in the sea led to further unrest in Masan. The atmosphere in the
whole country was very tense, but, as yet, there was no sequence of events
that could clearly be characterized as a revoluti,,n.
By April 19 mass demonstrations, which had previously occurred only
in provincial cities, spread to Seoul. Again studentq were the main instigators. Students in Seoul were enraged by the treatment that had been
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accorded students in other cities. Between 2,000 and 5,000 of them were
joined by large numbers of other people until about 100,000 people milled
in front of government buildings demanding Rhee's resignation, new elections, and freedom for political prisoners. Some violence occurred; the
targbti for attacks were mostly police installations. Large crowds -:1
Seoul tried to reach the National Assembly, and the presidential and vi
presidential mansions. In no case, however, did the dcronstrators act as
an organized force. Their actions rather resembled mob violence.
Stones, fists, and sticks were the weapons with which the crowds defended themselves against the police, and overtu! ned streetcars becnme
barricades.
Until the outbreak of large-scale demonstrations in Seoul, the police
bad attempted to disperse unarmed demonstrators by using tear gas, fire
hoses, and rifles. As a result numerous students and other people were
killed and hundreds were arrested. Accurate figures on casualties are
not available, but the manner in which the u,'ice acled increased thre
resentment of the people. At the height of the disorder- in -Seoul, on
April 19, the government decided to declare martial law. On that day
10,000 troops marched into the capital with tanks and kept the crowds at
bay. The government aiso decreed a curfew from 7 p.m. until 5 a.m. As
a result of these steps, the capital remaired relatively quiet on the 20th,
yet it was clear that the public could not remain passive indefinitely.
Syngman Rhee realized that further steps were needed to appease the
people. Oni April 21 the resignation of the Cabinet was announced, and
R1hee promised reforms and punishment for those who had been aio.sed of
torturing political prisoners. Huh Chung, an independent, was charged
with the formation of a new government. On April 23 martial law was
relaxed. The next day Rhee promised that he would disassociate himself
ar-.
-nd that he wcL!d remain only as ra symbolic
f•,:,m the Lib-eral
figure as the "Father of Korean Independence," while real power would
r :-zrt to the office of the Premier, which Rhee had abolished previously.
Despite all these concessions, the people were not satisfied, and continued
demands for Rhee's resignation were heard. When this resig1...n
failed to come, events reached a climax.
On April 25 a large number of professors from ,nfiny universities led
several thousand students to the National Assembly to read a manifesto
in which the professors apologized for jot having supported the students
earlier. The manifesto contained demands for political reforms, new and
fair elections, the resignation of Rhee and the Vice Presideat., and the
reestablishment of democratic government. Many people had joined the
demonstration and at least 30,000 remained in the strmets in the evening
despite the curfew. Army loudspeakers appealed to them to disperse;,
&nu professed sympathy with "their just demanrds." However, only the
professors were persuaded; the demonstrators refused to disperse even
after the army used tear gas. In some places the troops joined the demonstrators, who in turn shouted, "Long live our soldiers."
general Sorg Yo Chan met with Rhee several times, warning him that
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the Korean Army would refuse to fire on students if they continued ricting.
The unrest did not subside and on April 26 crowds attacked the police
headquarters in Seoul and kept up large-scale demonstrations in front of
the National Assembly and the presidential mansion. Rhee made a conditional offer to r.Jig-- "if this is the will of the people."
In the meantime, the American Government had put considerable pressure on Rhee to take note of the demands of thp people. Immediately
after the elections of March 15 Secretary of State Christian Herter conveyed to the South Korean Ambassador his concern over "the many reports
of violence and irregomlarity." "I On Apri' 19 the U.S. State Lepartment again urged the Korean Government to take all necessary steps to
protect "democratic rights of freedom of speech, of assembly, and of the
press." 19 The reply of the South Korean Ambassador that the demonstrations were instigated by Communists and anti-American elements was
brushed aside with a statement that the State Department had received no
reports that would substantiate his alivgatjons2Y
On the crulcial day of
April 26, after Rhee's conditional offer of resignation, up.. "AmericanArIbassador in Seoul called on Rhee to discover his real intentions. Later
that day, the American Embassy issued a statement to the effect that
there was an "obligation oT :.he part of authority to understand the sentiment of the people.. ." and that "this Iwasl no time for temporizing." 21
Five representatives of the demonstrators met with Rhee on the 26th,
presenting him with a declaration which demanded his definite resignation. The following day Rhee gave in to the pressure and resigned. Huh
Chung became Acting President pending new elections.
E. Manner in Which Control of Government Was Transferrea to
Revolutionaries
Syngman Rhee forwarded his resignation to the National Assembly on
April 27 and appointed Huh Chung Acting President to arrange for a new
election. The National Assembly remained intact; and although nearly
two-thirds of the members vwere nowinally members of the administration
party, the motion which demanded Rhee's immediate resignation was
pLz ed without debate. Even before Rhee's resignation many Liberal
delegates had defected and sided with the Democrats.
IV. THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Changes in the Personnel and Institution of Government
Syngman Rhee and Ki-Poong Lee were replaced by
interim governie
ment of Huh Chung, which immediately began efforts to restore law and
order. Lee and his family committed suicide, while Rhee left the country. Many other high-ranking officials of the previous administration
were arrested and tried for various crimes. On June 15 the old National
Assembly, reorganized under Democratic Party leadership, amended the
Constitution, and replaced the presidential for-n of government with a
parliamentary form. Elections were held on July 29 and the Democratic
Party won a large majority. On August 19 John Chang was accepted as
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Prime Minister and cat September 12 he announced his Cabinet. A struggle between the "old guard" and the "new faction" of the Democratic
Party, however, made compromise necessary for general accord. A law
passed in the new Assnembly provided for the elections of provincial governors and assemblies, mayors, town and village heads, and raunrihnal
and local councils.
B. Major Policy Changes
Some effort was made by the Chang governmmmt to effect major policy
changes, but a military coup in May 1961 brought an end to parliamentary
govrnment and substituted a military junta. The 1960 revolution hud
been necessary to reintroduce democratic methods and safeguard civil
liberties. The policies of the Chang government were directed to correct
abuses of power, reduce corruption, and eliminate weaknesses and deftciercies in the politics of the Republic. It made some attempts to raise
the living standard by new public works programs to provide employment,
and also made attempts at a rapprochement with Japan to increase
import-expoieL trade.
C. Long Range Social and Economic Effects
It is unlikely that the 1960 revolution has had any long range effects.
The new regime was short-lived and the events of 1960 and 1961 indicated
that South Korea's prospects were as uncertain as ever. The economic
problem appeared to be by far the greatest. The population toward the
end of 1961 was estimated at 25 million. Nearly 75 percent of the people depended on the land for a livelihood, and 40 percent of the rural
families had to subsist on one acre or less. Unemployment was resr-r.
sible for similar conditions in the cities. The per capita income in 1961
was under $100. The aid progran. had not raised the standard of living,
since its positive effects did not benefit the masses. 22
D. Other Effects
The events of 1960 and 1961 led one author to sum up that the military
coup d'etat in May 1961, like the April 1960 revolution, represented "little
more than a shift of political power Arvm one segment of the traditional
ruling elite to another." Both General Chang and General Pak, the
leaders of the 1961 coup, "are prodrct of essentially the same socip- mold
in which were cast John M. Chang and Syngman Rhee," and there is
little hope that they will commit themselves to the social revolution
that is needed in Korea. The new leaders have shown mary of the personal qualities needed for a general rehabilitation of Korea, s .id they have
promised to restore constitutional government by mid-1968. However,
"they believe that the road to 'true democracy' lies through a period of
P.!ice state tutelage. This fallacy is both naive and perilous." 21
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THE CHINESE COMMUNIST REVOLUTION:
1927-1949
SYNOPSIS
From 1927 to 1949 the Nationalist Government of China and the Chinese Communist Party were engaged in a struggle for control of Mainland
China which ultimately resulted in the formal establishment of the (Communist) Chinese People's Republic. l\ao Tse-tung aimed at imposing
his Commdnist revolutionary ideology on the minGs of the Chinese people
and defeating the enemy forces by employing both unconventional and
conventional methods of warfare.
I. BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING IN REVOLUTION
For 200 years the dynastic rule of the 1Mai.chus hat inreserved the
traditions of China, adhering to ancient practices and refusing to consider
experiments or innovations. The emperor ruled the semi-autonomous
provinces, with governors and viceroys under him. By 1850, however,
China had become a prime target for the economic expansion of Western
powers. A series of unequal treaties shattcrcd the ancient structure beyond repair. The impact of the West increased the corruption of the
ruling elite, and, toward the end of the 19th century, invasion of the
mainland by a modern Japan contributed to the decline of the Ch'ing
dynasty.
Reform movements, from the 1860's throargh the 1890's and again from
1902 to 1911, failed to alleviate social and economic r•roblems, and by
October 1911, after many revolutionary attempts by Sun Yat-sen and other
revolutionary ieaiers, an uncoordinated general revolt, breaking out in
various parts of China, ended the dynastic rule. The fall of the dynasty
"- irred the nationa' consciousness and the desire for change in only a
small number of Chinese, and there was little agreement as to what should
replace tba old order. Revolutionary and counterrevolutionary elements
competed for domestic and fore;gn support.
Although the Ch'ing dynasty w.s overthrown in 1911, the emperor's
abdication in favor of a republican government was not announced until
1912. Sun Yat-sen was elected Provisional President, but he stepped
down in favor of a former Manchu official, Yuan Shih-k'ai. Yuan ruled
in dictatorial fashion until his death in 1916. Under Yuar's successors
the central government further weakened, and the nation disintegrated
into a number of local regimes ruled by war lords. A faction of the
defimct republican Parliament, led by Sun Yat-sen, moved to Canton tform a separatist government.
Sun Yat-sen moved into the forefront among the cor:peting revolutionary and counterrevolutionary forces by consolidating his support, fornulating a comprehensive ideology which became the gospel of the Nationalist
movement, and beginning the organization of a strong party and a strong
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army. Disregarded by the Western powers to whom he had appeated,
aud intrigued with the success of the Russian revolution, Sun Yat-sen in
January 1923 accepted offers of assistance from the Soviet Government.
An agreement between Sun and a Russian emissary resulted in the
establishment of a Nationalist Government (Kuomintang), strc.igiy supported
by individual members of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP),
and
headed by a leftwing group. In 1924 the first Kuomintang (KMT)
Congress in Canton accepted the organization established by Sun and
Mikhail
Borodin, his Russian adviser. A constitution and a party manifesto
we e
adopted. The Whampoa hiiiLary Academy was establishe4 with
Soviet
assistance in May 1924 to train ofnicers for the new National Army
and
was placed undter the commnd of Ch=,g.
.
.Yat-sen
V s
elected lifetime President.
Following the death of Sun Yat-sen in 1925, a struggle for party leadership took place between the right- and leftwing groups. A succesi.ful
coup
d'etat in March 1926 resulted in C!naaizg K.ni-she.' •sumgnj,
q
leadership
of the Kuomintang. Determined to unite a divided China, Chiang
led his
National Revolutionary Army on an expedition to the North.
During
his absence, Borodin formed an opposition group to oust Chiang
from
power. The Nationalist Government was moved from Canton to Hankow,
and a lcftwing Kuomintang-Cong u,.st coalition expelled Chiang and
rightwing associates from the party on April 17, 1927. He entered his
into
an alliance with wealthy merchants and bankers and established his
own
government in Nanking on the followirg day. Meanwhile, the Chinese
Communists overreached themselves in their attempt to seize power
and
were purged from the Nationalist Party in 1927. A slight incident
in the
Russian Embassy in Peking (Peiping) disclosed certain evidence that
the
Soviet Government was intervening in the internal affairs of China
and
resulted in the expulsion of Russians from China. The struggle between
Kuomintang factions continued, but by the spring of 1928 Chiang
had
regained command of the Kuomintang, and established the "Second
Nanking Government."
The Communist Party activities in Shanghai, directed by Li Li-san,
.-. n by Ch'en Shao-yu and the "returned students' group" (Chinese
Bolsheviks recently returned from Moscow), continued to promote "revolutionary seizures of power in the cities and to challenge the KMT
forces
directly . ."
At this time, Mao Tse-tung was assigned the task of
organizing the peasants into unions. The party fa;led in its attempt
to
secure mass support through th, urban proletariat. Hiowever, Mao,
acting independently after the failure of the Autumn Harvest Uprising
in
September 1927, from which he was forced to flee, established a
soviet,
based on peasant support, in the mountain region between Hu-an
and
Kiansi Provinces.* The Communist Party leadership, after being
driven
* Around the time when Mao established this mountain
base there w~as a similar
move, namely, the establishment of the Hailvifeng Soviet--.the first
'`ommunist
regime in China-on November 1, 1927.
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out of Shanghai by the KMT, was transferred to Juichir., which becanre
the capital of Mao's "Chinese Soviet Republic." Party lcalership was exchanged several times, and it was not until January 1935 that Mao
received undisputed leadership of the Communists in China. He ever,''ally gained acceptance for his ideas.
Meanwhile, the Nanking government prepared its army, under Chiang's
command, to execute a series of "extermination dr;.ves" in an effort to
wipe out all Communist elements in China. The Nationalists chased the
Communists all over the countryside !-it failed to bit Mao's vital bases in
the first four campaigns. However, the "Fifth Anti-Communist Campaign" was conducted more effectively and the Communists were forced
to abandon Kiangsi. In October 1934 the Red Army began its historical
"Long March" to Yenan in northern Shensi, a retreat which took it over
8,000 wiles of mountains and steppes. 2
While the Nationalists were fighting the Czmrnunists, Japan was advancing into the Chinese mainland. By 1931 it appeared e, i" '&-tthat
Japan had chosen China as the main target of her economic expansion
program. Staging a bombing incident which caused minor damage in
Manchuria in September 193i, Japanese troops occupied Mukden. They
drove on to complete the occupation of Manchuria by February 1932.
They met virtually no resistance; the Manchurian war lord, Chang Hsuehliang, under Chiang's command, withdrew his small force without attempting a stand. An "independence movement" was set up by the Japanese,
and the Japanese puppet itate of Manchukuo was formally established in
March 1932 to consolidate Japan's military gains. Military operatic-2
against China continued until May 1933, when a Sino-Japanese truce was
signed which formalized the state of Manchukuo and escablished demilitarized buffer zones around it.
Following the events in Manchuria the Communist leadership called for
ar anti-Japanese National United Front, and appealed to all Chinese. and
Wu Chiang especially, for cooperation against the invading Japanese forces.
The truce proposed by the Communists was accepted by Chiang and the
Central E:-ccutive Committee of the KMT in September 1937. It was
preceded by a series of intrigues which included the abduction of Chiang
(referred to as the "Sian Incident"). The military organization of the
Communist Party was reorganized ,inder Chiang's supreme command in
the new alliance.
japanese resident troops in Peking claimed in June 1937 t,!A Chinese
troops had made an unprovoked attack on them. Using this as a pretext,
the Japanese occupied Suiyuan Province. Other incidents followed, and
Shanghai, Nanking, and Hankow fell into the hands of the Japanese as
th~.j pressed on along the Yangtze River.
By 1940 a military stalemate had been reached. The Japanese occupied all the northern ports, a large number of ports to the south, and a
corridor up the Yangtze River as far as Ichang. Chinese guerrilla units
operating behind the Japanese lines confined Japanese nontrol to the citieEand major communication routes. A Chinese victory in 194G regamned
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Kwangsi Province. During all this action there had been no declared war
on Japan and the other Axis Powers.
Although the Kuomintang and the Communists had formed an antiJapanese coalition, their military forces were engaged primarily against
each other rather than the Japanese. Much of the miiitaioy aid sent to
Chiang to fight the Japanese was used Against the Communists, to the
dismay of the Allied Command.
Following the Japanese capitulation in 1945, KMT and CCP forces competed to take ovei' the areas that had been held by the Japanewe. U.!.
emissaries attempted to reconcile the two parties. Not yet strong enough
to attempt a complete takeover of China, the Chinese Communist Party
agreed to a political conference, whish resulted in a cease-fire agreeme -t
in January 1946. By June, however, the negotiations had collapsed, aa,.
the CCP called on the people to overthrow the Nationalist regime and
astublish a "people's democracy."
The new Constitution drawn up by the Kuonint•!t, Natioi
Assembly
in November 1940 offered little Zo entice the Communists, and it appeared
that the rightwing group had no intention of liberalizing the government.
Chiang wanted to incorporate 9,li of China under one central Kuomintang
government, with only token representation for the CCP.
in January 94 the
i U.S. reps,,ent.
.. Wes
aiudoned their peace efforts.
By early 1948 the Kuomintang seemed to have lost the initiative, and by
the end of that year, the Communists held virtually all the territory north
of the Yangtze. The Communist drive to occupy the cities resulted in one
defeat after another for Chiang. In Januairy 1949 the Generalissimo
retired from active leadership, leaving the national forces under his
Vice President, Li Tsung-jen, and in December 'f that year he retreated,
along with the remaining Nationalist troops, to the island of Formosa
(Taiwan). Mao Tse-tung and the Chinese Communist Party established
the Chinese People's Republic.
II. THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Description of Country
1. Physical characteristics
Virtually isolated, China is bordered on the east by the Yellow Sea
and the China Sea; on the south and west by Vietnam, Laos, Burma, and
5,000 miles of the "world's most gigantic mountain ) icwrart"-the Himalayas, Karakorum, Pamirs, and T'ien Shan; and to the north by two enormous deserts-the Takla Makan in Turkestan, und the Gobi in Mongolia.
Central mountain ranges and the Yangtze River divide China into two
parts "which differ greatly in climate, in the general appearance of the
land, and in the character of the people." The north is virtually tre-.-ess,
except for the Manchurian forests, and dry except for a midsummer
rainy season. The south is semitropical and has a heavy rainfall during
the summer monsoon season.3 in latitude, China stretches over a span
equivalent to that from the middle of Canada to southern Mexico.
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2. The people
There are more than 650 million people in China, an-!, the human
diversity is as great as that of the land. Thirty percent of t6e population4
live in eastern China, on less than 7 percent of the total land area.
It, 1450, 20 percent of the population lived in cities. Some of these, the
p.irt cities in particular, were Westernized, but others had changed rela
tively little since ancient times. Peking was restored as the capital city
in 1949, and had nearly three million people at that ti-ne.c
3. Communications
In the middle of the 20th century, "China had barely one m.oof
road (130,0~0 total miles) for each 6,000 people, as compared with the
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mileage in 1950 was concentrated in North China and Marcauria.
Rivers, canals, and other wat3rways provide a slower means of communications. The artificial Grand Canal is the most important; it extends
1,200 miles from Hangchow to Tientsin and connects the Yangtze, Yellow, and Peiho Rivers. Airway development began in 1929 and airlines
now connect all major cities. Transportathon by wheelbarrows., the backs
and shoulders of men and women, and human-propelled or -pulled junks
was still widespread in 1949.
4. Natural resources
China s primarily an agricultural country and its greatest resource
.as ijeen its population. However, existing mineral resources, even if
not as large as those of major industria., powers, arL, ý:flciet to aflUw
for the development and expansion of modern industries. Coal is found
in large quantities in the north in the regions of Shansi and Shensi and
the supply of iron ore in Manchuria, though of poor quality, is believed
adequate to meet the country's industrial needs for many years to come.
Bauxite and petroleum have recently been discovered and the potential
supply is thought sufficiently large for internal needs. Tungsten and
ant••.ony have long been p;roduced in significant quantities. In general,
coal, ferrous metals, and peircleum deposits are located in the northern
parts, while nonferrous metals are found in the southwest. Some uranihm has been repui-ted to exist in Tibet and Chinese Turkestan. Tung
oil, used in the production of fast drying varnL..hes, has represented a
major fraction of exports. Water power for the production of electricity
As abundant, especially in the mountainous plateaus of the southwest, but
had not been highly developed by 1949. China's natural resources are
more abundant than has been believed in the past. By 1949, they had
not been fully exploited or explored. The greatest progress before World
Wsr II had been made by the Japanese in Manchuria.

B. Socio-Economic Structi'e
1. Economic system
The pre-World War II Chinese economy was overwhelmingly agricultural, with grain production predominant. China p,•duced more than
one-third of the total world output, 7 and was self-sufficient in food.
More than 75 percent of the population were employed in agriculture.
In order to maintain a subsistence or slightly above subsistence level,
many people cultivated relatively small areas 8of land. Natural disasters
periodically caused famines affecting millions. Land was very unevenly
distributed and there existed a widespread tenany system. The peasants
were forever in debt t o private money lenders.
A modern sector of the economy was devoted to the conduct of trade
and the manufacture of textiles and other light industrial products in the
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coustai cities. Th- heavy in~1ustry in Manchuria was created by tNr
Japanese after 193L, but wr'q ;solated from the Chinese econiomy un~til the
Comnamunists came to power. Silk, tea, coal, and iron ore w.-re exported.
2. Class structure
'The inMPact Of t'se West contributed to the wcakening of the ConfLuzc!:.:
way of Mie ard its traditional class structure, and aidedi. in eetablisliing a
more complicated social system. At the base of the structure was the
vast majority of the population-tba peasants-whou worked small tracts
of land in famidly uaits. The average peasant was concerned mostly with
rent.and tax~es, interest rates on his ~eeots, an! the .-.hare of his production
which be co,'ld keep for his own.
A small ,-,ction of the i'-ral populu~ion, the iandhxzds, were well-to-do.
This class also was dependent oil good hai vests, but -was able to resist the
pressures cf the polithcall administration. Thes-i included survivors of the
"dgentry" elazs under the Confucian system, augmented by peasants who
had succeeded in rai sing their living standardc th-ough ?ffu'rf and chanee.
Usur~r., and owners of pawrsh )ps also wiere considered merr~bers of ttb,.
class. The "gentry" had no pohitieal philosonhIy except holding their
economic positlen.
Another social group wag the military. The military, as a powver group,
date only from 1911. Graduates of military acandemies. filled leading positions in the central governimcnit after being military cwnnianders of the
regional armies. The common factor of this class was its military background.
Arouna the large treaty-ports, which were exempt from Chine~se territorial ,Jurisiction, a new Chinese midle class emerged before and during
the repubciica period. This class was virtually free from official interfprenc-e. The establishments of the members could not be taxed arbitrarily and the cities were safe from official exactions. This class was
d~vidfed into two groups: the lower, consisting of storekeepers and retafl
t...-iar,- with a low %oclal status and standard of 'living; and the upper,
consisting of bankers, industrialists, and owners of large trading firms,
with a hip'her status and living standard.
Thie Industrital workers were of minor political importance. Politicail~y
v'oca.l, however. were the intellectuols. They continucd the tradition of
the elite, deciding the political course of the nation. Under the influence
of Western thought, they were hostile to tradhion. The Kuomintang
officials were a mixture of military leaders, former business Iraders, and
intellecttuals. 0
3. Li-teracy and education
Officials in China traditionally had been recruited irom an intellectual
e~ii;*, whose eligib~lty to administer at a prefectual, provincial, or metropelitan level was determined by an "examinaation system." Thus the
wisdom and knowledge of the classics, the ideas ar~d z-yings of the ancients, were important in the Chinese way of life. The emphasis oil learning, however, did not lead to the establishmient of _-popular educational
system. The system of education began to change in the 171th century,
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although scientific activity did not begin until the first years of the Re-

The "examination system" was abolished in 19C5.

The Nationalist movement brought with it a new intellectual and eviltural atmosphere, and a renaissance took plkace-, outside the political
sphere, in the late 1920's. Nevertheless, under the Yuonihntaii 'the mass
of the population remained illiterate. Th2 Nationallst Government attempted to broaden and redefine education from 1927 to 1945 and did
manage to increase the number and efflIciency of schools, colleges, and
However, war and internal strife retiirded the process and
the percentage of illiterates remained about 80 percent.
The number of highly educated people "was limited to Western-educalted
hiitellectuals and a part of the bure-aucracy and the urban middle ~a
*"Tle
traditional gap between a "small educated upper group aw..,
a large ma&ss -)I uneducated producers still continued in spite of the g'reater
Evvemsification of Chniness society in republican times." 10
4. Major religinns and religious, niz~titut'kions
In the pre-Christian era the Chinese worshipped the apirits; of nature
--of the river, the rnounta~ns, the trees, etc.,--as well as the spirits of
their anicestors. The Empsror acted as mediator between these heavenly
forces and men. Taoism, which taught the mythical pcwer of nature and
thla insigi,!eanee of mao, and a Clonfucian ethical system, which taughit
the right way of living and the family relationship, formalized the ancient
beliefs and Institutionalized nati'rz and man as a harmonious whole.
fluddhizdia was intruduced during the early Christian era. It not only
assigned man Ids- spiritual place in the nattural universe, but also indulged

Iuniversities.

in metiphysical

spe~zulation on life, death, existence, Prid consciousness.

!3uddhism, b:-ca'me a b Id&e between Taoism and Confucianism.. The three
philosophies were grzl%3.+y medifled to harmonize with Chinese tradition
and blended with each &ther In such a way as to elimi -iate exclusiveness.
Because of this it becomes impossible to break down the Chinese population on the basis of religion.
A pre-World War II Buddhiszt revival led to the founding of several
Buddhirt -colleges ani hiaititutes to add to the existing monasteries, youth
organizations, hospitals, and orphanages. Taoism followed and imitated
}.uddhiam, in this respect. H~oweve~r, Tacisni was loowely organized and
was on the rerge of decay prior to the revolutionary period. Confucianism
surrived the crash of the emplre, but existed only within the narrow
confines of the intellecLual world.
Roman Catllolic3 in post-World War II China ni~raisered over three
million,"1 r-d had a number of institutions, including 3 u~niversities and
288 hospitals. Protest ant churches maintained 13 celleges and 2J 6 hospitals, and had approximately one million baptized followvers. 12
C. Covernntent sald the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of government
After the fall of the Ch'ir:g dyjaasty, China was nevei completely
unified under one centralized authority. Traditionally the country had
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been divided into semiautonomous provinces, generally administered by
governors or viceroys. They were responsible to the Emperor, who was
the supreme la-.maker. This system prese.-ved internal variations rather
than creating national unity. After the collapse of the Manchu Empire.
attempts were made to consolidate all the provinces under a centrah.:..J
government. The Nationalist Party under Chiang Kai-shek secured recognition from minor war lords who accepted the authorily of the Nationalist
Government in the late 1920's. but it would be inaccurate to conclude that
at that time the government in Nanking had completed, the work of national unification, since some areas were still courolled by w.r lords.
The constitutional tbeory embodied in an outline prepared by Sun Yatsen divided the work of "natlio aUreconstruct on" into three periods: (1)
the period of "military government," in which the Nationalist forces would
crush resistance to unifiCation; (2) the "tutelage" period, in which the
governenit would train the people in their four rights of election, recall,
referendum, and initiative; and (3) the "ccasttu~icnaI zw-,•d " whif h
would be the period of constitutional government. By the end of 1928,
the government was entering the second period, the "tutelage" period.
Under the new Nationalist Government Organic Law, enacted by Chiang
Kai-shek's Nanking Government in 1928, the head of state was the Chairman, who was also ex-officio commander in chief of the Armed Forees.
There were 12 to 16 state councilors most of whom were concurrently the
presidents and vice presidents of the Executive Yuan (Committee), Legislative Yuan, Examination Yuan, and the Control Yuan. The Chairman
and the presidents an&. vice presidents of the Yuans were appointed by
the Executive Committee of the KMT, establishing a direct personal link
between party and government. The Chairman appoint-A all other state
officials--diplomats, envoys, mayors of special cities, etc.--with the concurrence of the Central Political Committee of the Nationaiist Party.
Chiang Kai-shek was the Chairman of the Nationalist Government.
'-:nis time it [the governmentiwas a more permanent one but it was
overshadowed by his [Chiang's] own dictatorial powers." Is Chiang
promulg ed laws and issued decrees without the countersignature of the
Yuan presidents or ministers concerned. He was raised in the Confucian
tradition and believed that the professional ruling class should be drawn
from an educated elite.
The Organic Law continued in force until a provisional constitution was
adopted in May 1931. The same scheme of government w,- continued
under the miew law, except that it substantially increased th*. powers of
the Chairman of the State Council and provided for the establishment of
lovcl governments.
The legal procedure for changing the executive and the legislature in
the Nationalist Government, according to the Organic Laws, was based or
the people's four "political rights" of election, recall, referendum, and
initiative. However, the changes which took place within the government
from 1929 resulted largely from the political pressures of party fattions.
Only two National Congresses were convened between 1924 and 1931.
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Thus, national direction gravitated around the Central Executive Committee of the Kuomintang. The calling of a National Congress was postponed time and again until it was finally decided that it would not- e
convoked until after the wa-.
2. Description of political process
a. Political parties and power groups supporting government
Political parties in China were different in character and origin
from parties in Western democracies. Pclitical power in China rested
with the party that had the strongest military force. A party could
not exist without an army. The Kuomintang was the oldest pa-ty. Inltially organized by Sun Yat-sen, and collaborating with existing secret
societies, the XMT was instrumental in the 1911 revolt. It was set up as
an open political party following the fall of the Ch'ing dynasty in 191
It took part in a Western-type parliament in 1913, but upon the dissolution of the parliament in the same year, the party was outlawed. It
was later reorganized by Sun ;* and in 1923 another reorganization (the
alliance with CCP members) took place to admii irntiiJ'ual
jembera $f
the Communist Party and create a unified and disciplined party. Most of
the southern war lords supported the party.
There were two distinct factions in the Kuomintang. The leftwing,
supported strongly by the Communist members of the party, wanted continued cooperation with the Soviet Union and continued admission of
Communists within the party ranks, whereas the rightwing element took
a negative attitude on these two subjects. The two factions were united
in their hostility toward the "imperialist" Western powers, particularly
the British. The leftwing controlled the party appavatus u,,:ti! shortl...
before the Nanking government was established in 1928. The i ghtwing
had control from 1928 on, but fought a constant struggle to preserve
itself.
After the enactment of the Organic Law, the Nationalist Government
entered the revolutionary stage of political "tutelage." During this stage
..e control of the government was to remain vested within the party,
as prescribed by Sun, and directed and supervised by a Central Political
C :•incl composed of the members of the State Council (consisting of the
Chairman and the State Councilors). This in effect made government
and party synonymous.
A number of small parties, or "middle parties," were organized in the
1920's and 1930's, but they had no mass organization or following. The
most important were the Young China Party (Y* 1). established in
France; and the China Democratic Socialist Party kCDSP), established
on a merged Chinese and Western philosophical foundation with soialist
orientation. After World War II, when the Nationalist-Communist alliance was dissolved, both the YCP and CDSP sided with the Natioaalist
Government, whereas the other "middle parties" went to the side of the
* The KMT was reorranized five times during Sun's lifptimp, es'h time with
change of name.
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Communists. In the period preceding the final breakup of the alliance,
a coalition of the above two "middle parties," the Third Party (also a
"middle party"), and three natien.1 groups formed the China Democratic
League. The League, officially an organization of the "middle parties,"
aimed at bringing about a constitutional development by prompting aegotiations between the Nationalists and the Communists." 4 It was officially dissolved in 1947, but actually continued to exist and sided with the
Communists.
b. Character of opposition to government and its policies
Many of the war lords who had established themselves as riulers
of various provinces after the 1911 revolution refused to unify their area
under the Kuomintang, The Nationalist Army made a northern expedition to break down their resistance and bring them under control.
Ieowever, the government's greatest opposition came from the Chinese
Comnmrist Party. From the time the CCP was fr.m.lly established,n
Shanghai on July 1, 1921, it had an official ecnn..ctio, with Vie Comintdrn
(Communist International) and becam3 subordinate to it in 199222.10 At
the Second Party Congress in 1922 the Russians decided it would be best
for the "national bourgeois-democratic revolution" in Chin- if the CCP
and Sun Yat-sen's Kuomintang entered into an alliance, or united front.
The two parties arrivwd at a compromise (CCP members could individually
become KMT members). and in October 1923, Mikhail Borodin, a personal
adviser to Sun, representing the Soviet Government, arrived in Canton.
The CCP and KMT leftwing suffered several reversals in the period that
followed. The Soviet Union was undergoing similar reversals in its
duntestic policies (the Trotsky-Bukharin disputes), and tnese greatly
affected the international policies of the Comintern. Py 1927 it became
obvious to the KMT leadership that the Chinese Communist Party was
challenging the KMT in some areas of eastern China. Chiang's army
marched against the Communists first in Shanghai, then in Hangchow,
"-.nking, and Canton. By February 1928 the remaining CCP members
of the KMT had been expelled and the Russian advisers evicted from
Chinese soil.
Overt opposition also came from ether organizations which were under
CCP control. Mao Tse-tung's All-China Peasant Union, for example, attacked the KMT for favoring the landlords and other members of the
"exploiting" classes. The press was regulated by the Kuomintang, but
no stringent controls were established.
3. Legal procedure for amending constitution or chanr.ing government institutions
in 1933 the Nationalist Party decided to establish a People's Political
C(uncil composed of both electc- and appointed members. This was
finally set up in 1938. The Coucil had the power to niake ref-ommendations to the government, organive investigating committees, and pass on
foreign and domestic measures of the government in resolutions to be
enacted into law. Hoývever, th,' Council's decisions required ratiflcarion
by the Executive Director of the National Party and the President of the
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Supreme Council of National Defense, Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, and
he could also issue emergency decrees and orders having the force of law.
"... Chiang's authority was practically unlimited." 16 He had the authority to change the constitution and make institutional charmes.
4. Relationship to foreign powers
After the Russians had been expelled in 1928 and China seemed nominally under control of the Nationalist Government, the Western powers
were willing to negotiate with Nanking. By 1929 unequal treaties which
had favored the Western powers were revised in part, giving Chira almnQ4.
complete tariff autonomy in import-export shipping.* Fu.'.iier revision
of treaties to terminate extraterritorial rights was suspended in 1932
when attention was directed to Ccn'munist and Japanese problems. r1940 Japan held vast areas in China and created the so-called "Reorga...zed Natioral Government of China."
After 1939, most of the nations of the West were too preoccupied with
IIcwever, the
fighting Hitler to be concerned with China's pri1.r.
United States was sending aid to China and was training at Chinese Army
first in India and later in China under the command f General Stilwell.
In December 1941 China joined the Allies by formally declaring war on
the Axis Powers.
Throughout World War II the U.S. Government maintained a close
political and military relationship with the Nationalist Government. Maj.
Gen. Patrick J. Hurley was sent to China in 1944 as the President's personal envoy to prevent Chiang and the Nationalist Government from
collapsing, and to work toward closer KMT-CCP relationship for a greater
war effort. After the war, in 1945, the United States sent Gen. George
C. Marshall to help Chiang arrive at some ccn'promise solution to the
KMT-CCP conflict. In the course of the preliminary negotiations between the KMT and the CCP, General Marshall made suggestions to effect
a cease-fire. The negotiations broke down, however, and in 1947 the
Marshall mission was withdrawn. The U.S. Government became more
aware that the position of the Nationalist Government was deteriorating,
and it continued to press Chiang to undertake social, economic, and political reforms as the only hope to turn the tide. Some rcforms were carried
out by Chiang, but, becaus" of the slow pace at which they were introduced and the manner in which they were implemented, they had little
effect.
U.S. grants and credits to Nationalist China bet--'en 1945 and 1949
totaled just over $2 billion. In 1947, after the NaX.unalist Government
had achieved some military successes and territorial gains, Congress authorized almost $1½ billion in aid to Chiang Imore than half of it military), not including munitions and supplies given under surplus 1,roperty

arrangements.1 7

* 1n~ua1 'treftieswere not complete!y abrog.atc until 1943, wher. Sino-Arnerican
and Sino-British treaties were signed on the basii of equality. Unequal tr,:atles with
many other countries were nullified by the war.
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Soviet policy toward the Nationalist Government of China was ambiguous and appeared to have been maintained at two levels: the official level,
where the Russians continued fo~rmal diplomatic relations with the KMT,
"the sworn enemy of the Communists in China;" and the operati:ual
level, where the Soviet attitude was cynical and incapable of being tunerstood.
As late as 1949, the Soviet ambassador in China contirued to negotiate with
the National Government over important economic and transportation concessions in Sinkiang, apparently with a view to obtain for Russia a special position in the Province during the very months when the Chinese ComrnuniAi,
armies were driving rapidly into the northwest.1 8

5. The role )f military and police powvers
The Department of Police Administration was under the jurisdiction
of the Ministry of Interior within the Executive Board of the Nationalist
GovernmenL. The police had various functions, of which the most iniportant were: the establishment and distribution o+ police sa
upprossion in banditry; suppression of dangerous articles; punishment of police
offenders; and organization of special police and militia. The maintenance
of power was always a problem for the KMT "and the police played an
important role in this objective." After 1928, the Blue Shirts, a terroristic secret police organization numbering over 300,000, had a police network
reaching to all parts of China, and had the task of eliminating KMT
opposition and suppressing radical deviates.', Most of the provinces had
their own local p'lice organizations.
The Nationalist Army, which was under the tutorship of the chief
Russian military adviser. General Blitcher (Galen), ard later advised by
some members of the German general staff, had been organized primarily
to force the northern war lords to accept the authority of the Nationalist
Government. At the beginning the army, under the control of Chiang,
was very successful, largely because an extensive propaganda campaign
,d conducted among the peasants in advance of military movements.
The propaganda campaigns won peasant recruits for the Nationalist Army
and caused defections from the ranks of the war lords. These tactics
bore a striking resemblance to those used later by Mao Tse-tung against
Chiang.
Chiang never controlled all the troops representing the Nationalist
Army. When war lords consented to join forces with Chiang and the
Nutionalist Government, they usually retained control of tfi•'ir armies.
Theoretically these were under Chiang's command, but his or-ders to the
war lords were not always obeyed and uncoordinated military operations
reszlited. The Nationalist Army was also used to combat the "subversive"
saci ,ities of "heretic" armies. Thus, in November 1930, Chiang's Nationalist Government at Nanking began a series of "extermination drives"
against Mao's Central Soviet Area. In July 1931, ,;uring the third
campaign, there were "300,000 troops under the personal supervision of
Chiang," and in the fourth
campaign in June 1932, Chiang had a reported
20
total of 500,000 troops.
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D. Weaknesses of the Socio-Economic Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or governmental itailes
To the
China's history records many rebellions and insurrectio;Chinese, such occurrences indicated corrupt and inefficient rule. It
seemed natural to them, therefore, that corruption and inefficiency be
met with rebellion. The Manchu Empire, in its declining years, was faced
with the Taiping Rebellion from 1850 to 1864; the Nien Fei Rebellion
:!rom 1853 to 1868; the Mias Robellion in Kweichow from 1855 Lo 1801;
the Yunnan Rebellion from 1855 to 1873; the Mahometan rebellions in
Shansi from 1868 to 1870, Kansu from 1862 to 1873, and Sinkiang from
1862 to 1878; and the revolution of 1911 which led to the eventual esta'
lishment of the Nationalist Government.*
Under the new republican government after 1912, China experienced
some political stability, but shortly a.Zterwards was faced with personal
power struggles and the rule of war lords in some o thu prjovir.ce. Conditions under Sun Yat-s,.n changed little, and the situation under Chiang
led one author to write:
There was never a time in the histoiy of the Nationalist-Government when
a situation prevailed which might be termed loosely as "normal." The country, under the Nationalist Government was continually in a state of emergency or in the process of development and change. There was never a time
when the government organization was stabilized and functioning under a
well-defined system. The brief period following the establishment of the government ia 1927 and prior to the outbreak of hostilities with Japan in 1937
was a period of many problems and crises. By 1931 the Chiarse &ý-."rnment
was concerned with the undeclared war with Japan over the invasion and conquest of Manchuria. Following this there was troAbl1w'th the Communists
in the south until the latter made their famous "Long March" to Yenan. By
1937 China was at war with Japan. Following the end of World War II, ihe
Nationalibt Government was again occupied with the Cw~nmunist problem, a

matter which had only simmered during a long and uneasy truce. During
this period therc necessarily was little stability. Government organs were
under continual revision and change due to changing circumstances.2"

Communist elements were not the sole target of the rightwing Kuomitang after 1928. Chiang centinally had to protect his leadership from
war lords in Szechwan and vunnan who were interested only in maintaining personal kingdoms, and opposing groups who attempted to set up rival
regimes. For a few years in the 1930's, the Nationalist Government
showed considerable vigor. Many Communist-conitrolled soviets were
taken and several rebellious "People's Governmente- lasted less than 2
months.
Chiang also put great effort into suppressing liberal elements that
advocated social and political reform, especially after )945. A. :ests of
labor leaders, university students, and other intellectuals who were suspected of not adhering to the KMT party line svread fear and bad feeling
throughout China. The scholar class was driven further toward radicalism, or at least weakened. Instead of trying to unite the groups that
*

See General Discussion of Far East, pp. 4-9-444.
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had supported the national revolution of Sun Yat-sen and the anriJapanese United Front, KMT through its repressive measures alienated
the groups and parties of the left and center and drove them into irrevocable opposition.
2. Economic weaknesses
The traditional restrictions on land concentration had been swept
away, primarily by the impact of Western ideas and the resultant disintegration of the Confucian system. Western concepts of private property,
individualism, and machine-made mrr-lAndise, as well as the extinction
of the village industries, weakened the economic position of the Chinese
peasantry considerably. Landlordism expanded when agrarian profits
were used to buy up more land. According to some estimates, 5 percent
of the population owned 50 percent of the cultivated land prior to World
War II Government credit under the Nationalists was seldom available
to the small-scale cultivator, and when he was ;h need of emergency loans,
pawnshop interest rates soared and land rentals were increa2Ld.".
his very misery became the basis for enrichment of others who had cash
incomes and money to invest, notably of rent coilectors, merchants, money
lenders, and officials." 23 The poverty of the peasants was widespread;
and under the Nationalist Govewnment there was no significnt reform of
land tenure, no alleviation of taxation, no reduction of rent. and no curbing
of usury.
Little was done in economic reform by the Nationalist Government after
1937. The KMT failed to take advantage of the patriotic surge of the
early war period to carry out reforms. At that time it might have bew
able to overcome the opposition of groups which had a vested interest in
maintaining the status quo. Japan by that time had gained control of
Manchuria and many of the northern ports. The Kuomintangr tried to
make its wartime national economy self-sufficient to meet the needs of the
poople in the interior, at the same time attempting to sustain the war
•.., with some outside aid.
In 1945 China found itself in a deplorable economic situation. Not only
were 70 pa-_cent of the people living at a bare subsistence level, but the
war had reduced the weak middle classes to a poverty almost indistinguishable from that of the peasants. Wartime production failed to keep up
with consumer demands, and the resulting scarcity of goods, coupled with
the overissue of currency, fed a spiraling inflation. The high cost of food
and other available essentials caused great hardship to mill"-.ns of city
and white collar workers. Savings were wiped out.23. Social tensions
Western concepts were also instrumental in changing the whole patte-a of the traditional Chinese social order. The Western impact was afl
Ihe greater because it came at a time, late in the Ch'ing dynasty, when
t..e Chinese society was already well on the decline. It helped to destroy
Chinese self-confidenree and contentmpnt with the traditional way ef
doing things. The ancient social groups-family, c!ar, and villages-which helped to fill the needs of indlviduals, changed in character along
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with the central authority that the dynasty represented. All these social
broups which were symbols of individual security were weakened by the
1930's and nothing had developed to take their place.
The Kuomintang was tied to its own history and to a social system that
was both ancient and in the process of decay. It attenipLc, to fix the
revolution and to "stabilize society" without first laying out the proper
foundation.
The attempt to modernize China without inierfering with t'c
-lnd systm, the
endeavor to fit some rags of Confucian doctrine to a party dictatorship, which
itself was supposed to be t.•-n.;'rary, to den.y the practice of democrr.¢y and
still pretend to be preparing the people for it. to proclaim and teach nationalism, and yield to the national enemy, this medley nf eentradictions could not
25
form a coherent policy which would wim mass support.

The peasants, who might have honed in 19U.2that the revolution wo..J
bring a change for the better, were frustrated in their efforts to improve
thelr economic and social status. There was no strong national governrnent to institute local reform. And tCe local geM.Iy. or. ...... m Chiang
relied for support, prompted by their private interests, used their influence
in the Nationalist Government to prevent renovation. Thus, there was no
local order which could meet the emerging aspirations of the peasants
and provide an opportunity for satisfying their needs. Looking for the
security lost in the reshuffling of the ancient social system, the peasants
were attracted by Communist appeals and were turned against the
Kuomintang.
Peasant animosity toward the new social classes which supported the
Nationalist Government grew to a point where revolution was a constant
threat. Landlords and money lenders failed to soften their demands.
When the war with Japan broke out, military rnnscription brought large
segments of the peasant population into direct contact with Nationalist
Army officers who were often cruel and inconqidcrate. These officers
tended to support the propertied landlord-merchant groups. In some
instances troops were required to work on projects unconnected with the
war effort for the benefit of officers and landlords.
Traditionally, the military had never been held in high esteem. Tensions were generated because of methods of recruitment which forced the
poorer peasants to provide recruits for military units without orderly or
just procedures. Also, the attitude of military men toward the local
population created resentment. Military units were often arbitrarf in
requisitioning supplies and quarters. Looting was vot uncommon. One
of the appeals of communism was that the Communrist officers made a
special effort to create a different image of their own armed forces. Their
troops were better disciplined and attempted .o avoid any act that might
antagonize peasants or villagers.
Historically, the intellectuals tended to offer allegiance to the existing
order. If this order alienated the intellectual., and was challenged and
overthrown, as was the Ch'ing dynasty in 1911, the intellectuals would
tranisferf teir atgiancev 1o0fe nvw rulere. However, after il~ , the new
rulers failed to utilize adequately the mental resources of the intellec478
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tual class. Throughout most of the revolution the intellectuals were torn
between foreign ideas that concentrated on commerce and industrialization, and a discredited Chinese way of life against which they rebelled.
The Communists continued to direct appeals toward the intellectuals, and
shortly before the Communist takeover, the intellectuals were assured
t
they would have a place in the new regime.
4. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknesses
The Nationalist Government fully recognized the weaknesses it had
inherited from the old order. Its basic policy, therefore, was diracted
toward synthesizing the traditional way of life and the new Western ideas.
The national and provincial governments were modernized; however, little
was done to ret.ovate the lower administrative levels. The constant threat
of communism and the continuous pressure from Japan encouraged the
Nationalist Government to stress administration from above; local problems were, rngarded with indifference, and local initiative was not mobilized to support Nationalist objectives. The .Kurnmintang Lhus relied primarily on the support of the new social classes which csonrolied-.he
nation's wealth rather than on the lower classes which made up the bulk
of the population.
In the late 1930's some elements of the KMT recognized that Communist appeals to form a united front against the Japanese should not
remain unheeded. Divided, the Chinese were defenseless. However,
during World War II, Chiang continued to ignore the demands of the
liberals and the advice of American Ambassador Clarence E. Gauss and
Gen. Joseph W. Stilwell, who was accused by KMT officials of intrigue
and undermining Chinese sovereignty. Chiang insisted that any compromise with the CCP would have impeded or ended effective national unity,
which was necessary for substantial political and economic reform. Compromise, Chiang felt, would not culy have meant abandoning thL revomutionary principles of national unification laid down by Sun Yat-sen, but
•.ýld have opened a potential channel for Russian encroachment.
C!hiang alienated large segments of China's educated classes. The loyalty of his own armies became questionable after World War II. Voices
of criticism became louder from within the Kuomintang, but they went
unheeded. By the end of the war Chiang had lost the support of his own
people, and the Chinese Communists proved able to "exploit decisively
the relative military and political weakness of the post-1945 Nationalist

structure."
I.

26

FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION

A. Actors in the Revolution
1. The Revolutionary leadership
The revolutionary elite were a well-disciplined group of Communists
with a "respectable" educational background. Of the top 13, only two
had less than a middle or normal school education. Three had formal
military training. All of the 13 came from densely populated rurai
areas having revolutionary traditions and relatively high cultural levels.
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Eight nf themn are known to have receihcd soet! form of training in the
2
U.S.S.R. 1
Ths leaders were not of poor backgrounds by Chinese standards. They
did not become revolutionaries to improve their own lots; instead they
knowingly submitted themselves to hardship, hazard, aind 'r:certainty.
They became revolutionaries to direct China on a path they felt would be
more desirable. Compared to the Western powers, China was politically, militarily, economically, and socially bacaward; and the revolationary
lepders sought solutions to these problenm.'The characteristics and Lackgrounds Lf the top four revolutionary
leaders were varied. Mao Tse-tung, the son of a peasant, was an assistant librarian at Peking National University in 1918 when he was intrAduced to Marxism. His interest in politics increased, and as 'he becat..
more radical, he took a direct role in political agitation and organization.
He attended the foundation meeting of the Chinese Communist Party
and received important posts in par•y work. While reeovering from
illness in Hunan in 1925-26, he formed peasant unions, which he later
described as the "nucleus of the great peosant movement." 29 His
ideas concerning the importance of the peasants in the Chinese revolution
were at first rejected by the Central Executive Committee of the Communist Party. Mao nevertheless; organized "peasant-worker revolutionary
armies" and incited the peasants to uprisings. He was dismissed from
the Politburo and placed on probation for his independent actions. Between 1927 and 1934, he gradually rose within the party leadership and,
at 42, in January 1935, he was elected Chairman of the Central Committee. He has retained the party leadership to the present.
Chou En-lai, whose father was a mandarin ,nd a Manchu official, received his education at Nankai Middle School and Nankai University. lie
helped organize the Chinese Communist Party branch in Paris while
traveling and studying abroad. When he returned to China in 1924, as
a well-known revolutionary leader (he had participated in several rebellions prior to his travels), he was made Chief of the Politkeal Department
at the Whampoa Academy, then directed by Chiang Kai-Shek. Chou
b&_ame a fugitive hn 1927, and in 1931, at the age of 33, he received an
appointment as Political Commissar to the Commander in Chief of the
Red Army, Chu Teh. After the Communist forces arrived in Shensi following the "Long March," lie was put in charge of foreign affairs; cnd
when the Chinese People's Republic was established, he became Premier
and Minister of Foreign Affairs.
Chu Teh, also son of a peasant, became a m~ilitarist and accumulated
wealth. He studied in a military academy in Yunnan. While studying
military science in Berlin in 1922, he abandoned his riches and joined the
* Lindsay (Michael Lindsay, "Mao Tse-tung," The Atlantic, December 1959, 56-59).
states that Mao did not attempt t. modify Marxist theory to fit his practice. Mao
had a firm conviction that the peasants could realize their true interests only by
";serving the working class and becoming part of it" The peasants were a means

to serve the cause of revolution.
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Communist Party. He was expelled from school in Germany for taking
part in a student demonstration. After his return to China he was appointed Chief of the Bureau of Public Safety
Vanchang, where he also
ri_
instructed a regiment of cadets. Chu joined 74'if, in the Chingkang mountains in April 1928, and became a Red Army comman•der, with Mao sci", .ug
as his party commissar.
Lin Shao-ch'i, thu son of a wealthy peasant, was a member of the
so-called "returned students group" of young Chinese Bolsheviks who
had studied in Moscow. Although less in the limelight than Mao, Chou,
or Chu before the early 1940's, Lin pdayed an important role in trade union
activities and underground work. He was the author of the 1945 party
constitution and has since become one of the leading theoreticians.
2. The revolutionary following
Mao insisted that the peasants, and not the practically non-existent
"prolctariar," were the key to the Chinese revolution. Between 1927 and
1937, the Communist movement developed from a workers' party inte an
agrarian revolutionary party, incn-z,-cating thle support of the embittered
peasant population. The rallying cry was land reform.
After 1937 the CCP recruited many of the liberal elements, including
large numbers of students, workers, and intellectuals. Many doctors and
lawyers who had supported the KMT went over to the Communist side.
These intellectuals were fearful of the Communists, but they wanted a
regime that would offer them democratic values and the KMT had not
done so. Communist promises won them over, or, at least, kept them
from active opposition.30
B. Organization of Revolutionary Effort
1. Internal omai-ation
The organization of the revolutionary effort was that of the Chinese
Communist Party. During its rise to power, the party's organizational
structure changed considerably to fit the prevailing conditions. In 1927,
Ze party was outlawed, and Communist bases were threatened by KMT
attacks. In 1934, the Communist military force was defeated and lost its
base in Viangsi., In 1937 the Communist organization formed a united
front with the KMT, while gradually extending its rural operational
bases, where it executed its land pc!icy and carried out nationwide propaganda against the KMT. The large rural areas which were under Communist control by 1945 afforded the party strong bases of operation.
Another point to consider is the theoretical change which .::sulted from
Mao Tse-tung's "revelations" in 1925-26. From that poi,-*, to Mao at
least, the revolution was no longer to be an urbau: revolution of the
workers, but rather a rural revolution of the peasants. Mao's peasant
m:ovement had been regarded by the Comintern and the Ch-inese Communist leaders "only as a peasant war supporting urban revolution." 3om
* The development of the role of the peasantry is one of the basic principles of the
Communist revolutionary strategy in China. This can also be checked in Peter S. H.
Tangs, "Stalin's Role in the Communist Victory in China," American Slavic and

East European Review, XIII, (October 1954), 875-388.
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But communism in the cities waned under KMT attack. and by 1931 the
strategy had proved a failure. Mao then became the dominant force and
his peasants the protagonists of the revolution.
The period of the Kiangsi Soviet or the Chinese Soviet Republic. from
1931 to 1934, could therefore be regarded as the first succesi .,! attempt
to establish a form for the exercise of political authority by the Communist Party in order to implement its major revolutionary strategies.
The Chinese Soviet Republic proclaimed in November 1931 "was officially
dcsignated a 'democratic dictatorship of the proletariat and peas3antry,'
according to Lenin's formula of 1905."12 There was, however, no semblance of democracy, and lacking the workers, it was hardly a coalition of
workers and peasants.
The 1931 Constitution of the [Chinese] Soviet Republic vested powc
in the All-Chima Congress of Soviets of Workers', Peasants', and Soldiers'
fleputies. The Central Executive Committee appointed a Council of Peoaffairs, and retained supreme
pie's Commissars to conduct governmeztini
power between congresses. Radical land reforms we±.. psi3d by .he
First All-China Soviet Congress in 1931.
Within the stabilized areas of Communist occupation, after the "Long
March," a hierarchy of "soviets" was created.3 3 The village soviet was
the smallest unit; above it were the district soviets, the county soviets,
the provincial and central soviets. Each soviet elected officials to the
soviet at the next higher level.
Under the soviet system, various committees were appointed to perfor't specific duties. The most important committee was the revolutiona•y committee, usually elected at a mass meeting. This committee governed an area after it was occupied by the Red Army* and worked in
close cooperation with the Communist Party. There were also committees for education, political training, military training, land, public health
and welfare, partisan training, enlargement of the Red Army, and many
other functions.
The Central Committee of the KMT adopted a truce proposal made by the
Communists in F-ýbruary 1937, designed to combine the KMT forces and
th. Communist forces in the war against the Japanese. Chiang accepted
the Communist proposal in September 1937. To redesign the revolutionary organization under the 'nited Front alliance, the Communists undertook to abolish the party's particular soviet government and to suspend
land distribution and confiscation. The party also abolished the Red Army
and placed it under the supreme strategic direction of tV z Nationalist Government. The party and the army remained intq,-t under a "national
defense government" incorporating pro-KMT officials, pro-Communist
officials, and neutral officials. During the "Yenan" period, as it is called,
the struggle for power between the KMT and the Communists continued,
but the appearance of a unified effort against the Japanese was maintained.
"intensfied propaganda in Nationalhst-held territory generally preedied the Red
Army occupation, after which the revolutionary committee was established.
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In 1945 a new constitution of the Chineze Communist Party established
various principal organs of its hierarchy-a Congress of the Party, a Party
Committee, and a Conference of Party Representatives at the national,
provincial, border region, local, municipal, urban, and rural levels, Factories, mines, villages, enterprises, army companies, public organiza 4:'ns,
and schools had Plenary Party Meetinvgs, Party Cell Committees, and Uonferences of Party Cell Representatives. The Central Committee. w.hich
was the highest authority, elected the members of the Ckrtral Secretariat to t'ttend to daily administrative duties. The Secretariat also
directed and supervised the work of the various specialized agencies und,-r
the Central Committee. The Secretariat had its counterparts in the lower
Party organizations at all levels. Orders flowed in a direct line from the
Central Committee to the cells below. The new constitution increased
centralization of power, gave greater weight to rural aiun.s, anu-. put more
einpas's on "intraparty democracy." 84
The Red Army, referred to as the military arm of the party, built its
strength on peasant recruits and captured ariiis and .mr;.i: ro.
The
close relationship between the army and the Communist Plarty iiierarchy
made the army "politically conscious." Commanders succesafully fused
the art of civil administration and political propaganda with conventional
M-niiAry arts.
Supreme command of the army was vested in the Communist Military
Council, consisting of a Chairman, who was also Chairman of the CCP
(Mao Tse-tung), a Vice Chairman (Chu Teh), a second Vice Chairman, a
Chief of Staff, the Chiefs of the General Staff, the Inspector General and
his two deputies. Political commissars represented the party at all levels.
All commnders and leades w
traied to light and act independently.
Thus; decentralization bect me possible when necessary, whilc the machinery for centralized coynnmand remained intact.
The Red Army consiste, of irregular and regular forces. The irregular
torces included the Self-Preservation Corps and the Mifl-ia, and were
.collectively called the People's Armed Forces. These .cvalized
in the
production and ule of hand grenades and land mines, ti r:portation and
communication, and reconnaissance. Both forces we: - org .nized into
battalions, companies, platoons, and squads. Squads and platoons were
formed in the villages, tht !cwest organizational bases. Squads consisted
of 5 to 15 men, and two or more cquads formed a platoon. Two or more
platoons formed a company, and the company was bask.d .n the township. The battalion was based on a rural district and L.-, •ie,.ted of t---o
or more companies. The battalion was the highest operational mifit of the
People's Armed Forces. Irregular units were also organized according to
age and sex. Some women, for example, were organized into the
'Women's Vrnguard," and some children under 16 were organized into
"Anti-Japanese Youth Corps" ad "Mending and Cleaning Units." By
1945 the irregular troops numbered two inillioa. 35
-'P"I-I )r
.or:
r or.
17 A nimilar imif!A Py~'n thft th
i
sion was the highest operational unit, and the divigions were geouped
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into war areas. The activities of the People's Armed Forces were coordinated with those of the regular forces through a chain of command
which ran from the country to a group of 10 to 12 countries, and then
to the provincial headquarters and headquarters of the army, The political commissars played an important role in the coordination of :.: forcs.
Mao started out with 1,000 men. By 1928 the number had increased
to 11,000. In 1934, going into its fifth major battle against the Nationalists, the Red Army consisted of 180,000 troops. Of the 100,000 that
started on the "Long March," fewer than 20,000 reached Shensi.36 By
1945 the Red Army had incrz'sd to 1 million regular troops.3 7 "Communist strength, built mainly on KMT surrenders, had risen to over
1,600,000" by early 1949.18
2. External organization
_The organization of the revolutionary effort remained wit'
frontidrs of China. However, the Chinese Communists did receive son.
support. from the Soviet Union.
According to A. Doak Barnett. the "rolationships whcil developed be
tween the Chinese Communists and Moscow during the 1930's and 1940
up to the end of World War II are still obscurp ".i many rezp1cts. However, there is no definite evidence that Moscow seriously tftenm•etd to
irtervene in the internal politics of the Chinese Communists, who were
then isolated in remote rural areas." The Commnunist expansion in northwest China during the war had "no significant outside material support."
Mao developed his own revolutionary strength.30 During the period from
1945 to 1949, the Communist forces received "indirect" military aid in
captured Japanese war material from the Soviet Union in Manchuria.
which had "an important and direct effect on the.. ituation in China and
helped the Communists substantially in building u;; thwhi -trength." However, the Soviet Union continued diplomatic relations with -he Nationalist
Government during this period, "and even though the Commonist victory
in the Chinese civil war was clearly imminent, they negotiated with the
Nationalists throughout 1949 to secure special Soviet economic rights in
Sinkiang." 40 Stalin's ambition was more Russian than Communist.
L-he extent of the support received from Chinese ratic~als on foreign
soil is also obscure. "Alth,'ugh both tbe Chinese Nationalists and the
Communists have competed actively for control of the Overseas Chin,.se,
neither side has won a total victory. The Overseas Chinese are highly
opportunistic and have shifted their political loyaltiek several times in
response to chang'ng situations and pressures." •,v•rseas Chinese
sentiment for the ,_1ommunists is "pro-Peking" rather than "pro-Communist," since ideology is frequently "not bu-ic in determining their
41
political orientation."
C. Goals of the Revolution
1. Concrete political aims of revolutionary k.tders
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made clear prior to and during the period of the Kiingsi Soviet, was to
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establish a socialist society by expanding Communist control over all areas
of China, forming soviets in the controlled areas, and organizing all soviets
under one central authority through a Congress of Soviets with its executive committee, -supported and defended by a unified Red Army." 42
During the "United Front," Mao's basic aims did not change. "!.:,e
CCP will never forego its socialist ard Communist ideals," said Mao,
"which will be realized by the transition from the bourgeois-democratic
stage of the revolution." 13 The Communists, according to Mao, were
leading an armed Chinese people in a fight against feudalism and dictatorship toward independence and democracy.
2. Social and economic goals of leadership and following
The basic social and economic goals bicituidc independence from
iliegitimate foreign interests, increase of production at all economic levels,
ind increase in consumption for the millions of Chinese. The Communist
regime ilso wanted to free the Chinese from their obligations to landlords, usurers, and tax collectors, which woodd .jve the people more time
for creative activity and would raise the cultural level of the whole
population.
The revolutionary leadership's specific social and economic goals were
publicized in a number of documents. According to the 1931 Constitution
of the Soviet Republic, the regime wanted "to improve thoroughly the
living conditions of the working class, to pass labor legislation, to introduce an 8-hour working day, to fix a minimum wage, and to institute
social insurance and state assistance to the unemployed as well as to
grant the workers the right to supervise production." For the peasant
the ,egirne from the outset wanted to confiscate thL land of all landlords
and redistribute it "among the poor and middle peasants, with a view to
ultimate nationalization of land." During the Yenan period, however,
the regime suspended land confiscation, bLl, :"isisted on rent :,edaction in
its areas. Burdensome taxes were to be abolished and a progressive tax
.,s tc replace miscelkaneous levies. And above all the regime wanted to
4
free itself fro'n "capitalist" and "imperialist" domination.m
D. Revolutionary Techniques and Government Countermeasures
1. Methods for weakening evisting authority and countermeasures
by government
Mao's military philosophy was drawn from several sources but primarily from the Chinese military philosopher Sun Tzu (500 13.C.). Other
sources were his practical experience, both inside and outsidt the Kuomintang, and his conclusion that the key to revolutionary ziiecess lay with the
masses.45 The primary concern cf this study is Mau's 1927-45 guerrilla
warfare, and the conventional warfare of the 1946-49 period. The
Kremlin-directed strategy of the 1921-26 period did not contain Mao's
philosophy of revolution as did that of 1946-49, ar..i is, therefore, excluded from this discussion.
Mao Tse-tung already had an established organimadion in Hu.ln.,, Pruvince when the Kuomintang out?%wed the CommunisL Party in 1927. He
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created his first armed guerrilla force out of a handful of Nationalist
fugitives and trained peasants from the Peasant Unions he had established prior to 1927. Based in the mountain villages, the small bands
first conducted propaganda campaigns to win the suppurL of the Loca
peasants. Mao felt confident of victory, for he knew the "n.-;is and the
hopes of the masses." The attractive offer of "land to those who till it"
enticed large numbers of peasants and Nationalist peasant soldiers to the
Communist camp.
In this period Mao drew heavily upon the enemy's manpower and
weapons, strengthening his f=-..es while weakening the Nationalist forces.
As the Nationalist Army penetrated Communist territory, the Red Army
would concentrate its forces to attack isolated and weaker units of the
Nationalists, destroying them whenever possible. They avoided givi
battle to stronger Nationalist formations and succeeded in preserving
their own strength. Thus, in 1927, Mao's units not only sUrprised and
defeated a division of Nationalist troops, but also aptured men, recruitd
many of them into the Red Army, aid captured werpons and suppies.
This strategy has been referred to by military writers as "parasitic cannibalism." Red forces defended and strengLbened themselves by defeating
By 1931, Mao had sueand sapping the ;.rgLih uf the enemy iorces.L
ý. . -... n e,,panLIg and connecting the areas (soviets) under Communist
controi, and formally established the first Chinese Soviet Republic.
In countering the Red Army, the National Army, under Chiang's command, stepped up its anti-Communist campaign with a scries of "extermination drIves," which did not succeed in wiping out the Communists.
The Nationalist forces failed to capture Mao's vital banes, although he was
forced to move them again and again. Mao defended his Republic successfully against four of Chiang's drives, which started in December 1930.
However, the "Fifth Anti-Communist Campaign" in 193V forced him to
abandon Kiaugsi and make a strategic retreat into nurthwest China.
In this campaign, Chiarng mustered close to one million troops, more
than half of them experienced in warfare. Gen. Han- vyon S'ckt of the
German High Command became one of Chiang's military advisers. Adoptn1 a new strategy, Chiang first surrounded the soviet area in an attempt
to blockade and finally exhaust the Reds. The "great wall" built around
the soviets gradually moved inwards, in an attempt to crush the Red
Army in a "vise." The fifth campaign was nevertheless inconclusive' it
failed to destroy the main body of the Red Army.
While Mao and other Communist leaders were est.i-shing soviets in
Southern China in the early 1930's, Red soviets and their armies appeared
in other scattered areas of China. The largeet of theqe was established
in the central Yangtze Valley and embraced a population of over two million people. Foundations were already being laid in Shensi and other
northwest provinces for what later became the new headquarters for
Communist forces. The final destination of the Red Army after it broke
through the encircling Nationalist Army was not then kInown '!nd was not
decided upon until a few months before the end of the journey.
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The Red Army was divided into three major forces in Szechuan Province
during the "Long March" in 1935. Chiang's pursuing troops scceeded in
driving a wedge between two segments f the Red Army, and this separation was completed during the summer of 1935, when one of the rising
rivers of Szechuan became impassable. Mao and Chou En-lai led oare of
the major forces to Shensi. The other two major forces, one under the
command of Chu Teh, remained in Szechuan. The three forces were
consolidated in 1936.47

In Shensi, the Chinese Soviet government reestablished itself and
brought the area under Communist control. New radical reforms, social
and economic, were instituted. These included changes in marriage and
family relationships, education, civil law, airiculture, and scores of other
activities where civil rights and duties needed to be defined. Administrative agencies were established not only within the party hierarchy, but
also armone the numerous non-Colnimunist peasants. Both political and
military training became compulsory.
Foljowing Mao's arrival in Yenan ir October 1935, a shift in acraZcgy
took place. Instead of placing sole reliance on military force, the Communists initiated what Is referred to as the strategy of "psychological
disintegration." Agitators aroused the masses through propaganda conducted on a "person-to-person" basis, and force was used only when
neceesary. The next step was to organize these aroused masses, which
also included defectors from the Nationalist camp, into a well-trained
peasant army. In this manner, not only did the eommunists expand their
conty0, but they proceeded to "disintegrate the enemy, dissolve his loyalties, destroy his urganizations, and demoralize, confuse, and reduce him
to general ineffectiveness." 48
With their reputation preceding them as they advanced, the Communists
worked within the "framework of fear." Uncertainty and insecurity made
the Chinese people more receptive to propaganda. Fear was dispelled,
nwever, by the initially decent behavior of the Reds, which caught the
peasants by surprise and made them even more open to Communist influence. Local leaders, under Communist control, aided in completely
mobilizing the people and establishing Communist bases. From these
bases guerrilla warfare could be developed and maintained for long periods. Mao waged a psychological-ideological battle against the vulnerable
points of his enemy, and the technicalil and militarily trained Nationalists
were ill-prepared for this type of warfare.'4
The psychological-ideological battle was also carried on wit 'in the ranks
of the Communists themselves. The "Long March," for example, was
described by Mao as being a march against the Japanese rather than a
rietmreat from the Nationalist Army. This deception was strengthened by
Lao's earlier declaration of war against Japan, and the Japanese attack
on China became a useful tool in Mao's propaganda campaign. From
Kiangsi to Shensi, the morale of the Red soldiers was kept at a peak by
the belief that they were marching "to meet imperialist invaders."
In Shensi the propaganda reached down to elementary school level;
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young children who were learning their characters also learned to glorify
the Red soldiers. For adults, theaters staged dranias depicting Nationalists, capitalists, imperialists, and Japanese as grotesque and bloodthirsty
eizenies of the Chinese people. These melodramas, rallies, and meetings
ause in a
kept the soviet citizens constantly fighting for the Conimmuuni.
"hate campaign" that was apparently very successful.
During the anti-Japanese United Front, from 1937 to 1945, tihe war of
resistance was carried out on two fronts: th2 first, or "regular" front,
engaged Chinese troops under Nationalist command in positional warfare"
the second front engaged smii units of the Communist Army in guerrilla
and mobile warfare behind Japanese lines, complicated in some areas by
fighting with KMT guerrillas. Aside from a notable victory at Taierhbhuang, "Chinese forces on the regular front were passive, holding -"
avoiding advanniing Japanese columns when they struck." The second
froi-t, on the other hand, "was constantly active, with even the smallest
Chinese units constantly raiding Jnpanese garri.ons nearept them.." :"
Mao, over the war years, succeeded in seizing and holding t.he -ontryside
over a wide area, while evading a frontal showdown with the Japanese in
which his forces might have been destroyed. This was a major factor in
the successful Communist expansion between 1937 and 1945.
The main "objective of the Chinese Communist Party throughout the
war was the pursuit of power in China." All the propaganda which was
designed to appeal to the various Chinese classes, the "limited character"
of Communist military operations against Japanese forces, the consolidation of control in Communist-held areas, and the type of policies instituted in these areas, the hardening of "dictatorial discipline within the
Communist Party itself" were all directed toward this "overriding tactica.
objective. And, by the close of World War II, [the Communists) had
succeeded in laying the foundations for later achieement of this objective." 51
In August 1945 the Japanese surrendered. Afterward, the Communists
followed two parallel courses: - negotiations at Chungking; and, in the
entire country, a struggle for position in which Chu Teh, the commander
or the 18th Army Group, rushed his troops into cities which were formerly
under Japanese occupation and surrounded by Communist-held copntryside, ignoring Chiang's command to await further orders. Although the
Chinese civil war did not officially begin until July 1946, large-scale fighting between Communist and KMT forces had been gL:ng on in Manchuria
since the Japanese surrender; and elsewhere spoadic clashes never
ceased.
In the first stage of the civil war the Red Army avoided head-on en"rounters. The Kuomintang's objective was to regain control cf Manchuria, the large cities, and the railroads. The Communist plan was to
retreat and attack only at the opportune time. "The major objective is
the annihilation of the enemy's fighting strength, and not the holding or
taking of cities and place:4. The holding or taking of citiec and places is
the result of the annihilation of the enemy's fighting strengtn . . .
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Thus, in 1946, the Kuomintang offensives were quick and successful. The
area around Nanking and Shanghai was cleared quickly, a'id Chiang
easily captured 165 towns in various provinces, including Kaigan, the only
lhige city in North China ihaLi was in CurnnmuAsL hands.However, toward the end of the year, the peak of the Kuomhi)nli,.
successes had been reached and the KMT forces began to lose the initiatihe.
An all-out Communist offensive started in May 1947, with an assault on
the cities which were weakly defended.

By the end of that year'. almost

all of Manchuria and Jehol had fallen into Communist hands. Red units
-two, three, four, and sometimes fihe or six times the size of KAT
units-dealt destructive blows to the Nationalist center and one or both
flanks, and routed the remaining units. CCP forces wore then swiftly
transferred to other fronts. Communist strongholds were established
only C0 miles from Noimcing, the nation's capital. Chiang withdrew his
troep- to mee& this threat and thereby greatly weakened his strength on
other fronts.
During the autumn of 1948, the Communists opened an

aMla.

¢iv
ttil-

ward which annihla'ed the last strength of the Kuomintang. A decisive
change took place in this phase of the Communist campaign: the Red
forces shifted their emphasis from the countryside to the larger cities.
The Nationalist forces had gained their positions without serious conflict
in 1945 and 1946, and had never been thrown into major offensive operations. When it became necessary for the urban garrisons to support
each other effectively, there was a clear lack of unity and delegated responsibi!iy among the Nationalist leaders.'- Tn Apri! 1949 Mao ordered Chu
Teh to cross the Yangtze, and shortly thereafter the Communists captured the rest of China.
The Communist north-to-south strategy which had paid off so well had
been cgrefully planned. The first objective was to capture and consolidate Manchuria and north China. Manchuria is a vast area, rich in reso _,es. During the Manchu period, and again duiing the Japanese
occupation, it had been shown that possession of Manchuria was the key
to the whole of China.5 The Communists therefore had firmly established bases in north China during the war with Japan.
During the entire civil war period, Mao Tse-tung had never abandoned
guerrilla warfare. In the initial stages of the revolution, that was the
main pattern of fighting- and though Lhe pattern evolved into mobile
#nd positional warfare by 1948, guerrilla warfare was still .onsidered
important."
During 1947, a program to consolidate the economy and government of
the GCiiminunist-held territory was initiated. A land reformt which liquidatol the landlords was carried out-; the Communists invoked Sun Yat-sen's
principle that land should be given to the tiliers. Farmers were encouraged and helped to raise production. Business enterprises which belonged to KMT bureaucrats were confiscated. New currency was introduced as a ai. ,sure to establish a sound financial system. Folitical
education and military training became equally important for both regular
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and irregular troops. The military effort was necessary, according to
Mao, but it was always kept in mind that everything was for the enhancement of the Chinese Communist Party." The civilian population was

hel1peud byr the tr10cp'.' to overcome udiffipiiltiec&hrnught on by the wai'.

Thre

civilians in turn supported the front and provided troops with "'c nceessary supplies.
Auxiliary forces or local militia were employed on a large scale. The
employment of these forces was not new to the Communist Party, but they
were more widely used and provided for in the 1945 party Constitution.5"
Greatly supplemented by loc. L-ilitia, the Red forces at the frort generally represented only one-third of their total strength, whereas the
Kuomintang generally employed over 90 percent. The militia facilitated
Red attacks on any target without the need for large-scale movement of
regular troops.
On Lhe political front, the initial aim of the Communists was to estabfish a coalition with other parties a:nd groups, forming a government
which the CCP could later dominate. This becare ý-... :."euxi, of the
classic strategy of the United Front; it gave Mao an opportunity to compete for support outside the government while infiltrating the government from within. In his 1945 report "On Coalition Government." Mao
emphasized the need for free competition in politics.59
2. Methods for gaining support and countermeasures taken by government
The Chinese Communist Party employed all means of public information-radio, press, handbills, word-of-mouth, etc.-to win popular support
for its political and military efforts. Propaganda themes changed as
party policy changed. Considerable latitude was permitted in different
localities. The items to be propagandized wert loosely outlined by the
higher authorities. More detailed outlines were pzo-vited for particular
drives.
The CCP's propaganda techniques are summarized i., the handbook,
"Resolutions on Methods of Leadership," as follows:
1. First investigate and then propagandize.
2. Combine general slogans wit actual local operations.
3. Always test the use of slogans in a small locality before applying them

nationally.

4. Make the ideas of the party appear as if they come from the people.
5. Try to discover the activists or aggressive elements in every mass movement
or propaganda campaign and use them to agitate or stimulate the moderate
and "backward" clements in the locality.
6. Educate thoroughly the cadres befors sending thert out in a propaganda
campaign.
7. Carry out only one propaganda campaign at a given time; support it with
secondary or lesser drives.
8. Carefully review the successes and failuies of the campaign aiter it is completed."

In its reorientation program following the Kuomintang break with the
Conmunists in 1927, the CCP emphassized the need- to lrganize peasants
"on as wide a scale as possible" in planned peasant insurrecticns. The
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only way to draw the masses into the struggle, the party concluded, wao
"to carry out the agrarian revolution in the villages." The "transfer of
political power in the villages into the hands of the peasanii associations"
became the slogan. Land was con-fis.-ted and redistributed to the tillers.
Rent exactions were eliminated. Usurious debts were wiped off the . -cords."' These methods of gaining support were very successful. Again
during the period of the Kiangsi Soviet, the need was felt for radical
land reforms to amass peasant support. The "Laiid Law of the Soviet
Republic" in 1931 launched a land reform which resiulted in the confiscation and redistribution of land unde: •Gv.iet jurisdiction.
Following the Japanese invasion, the CCP waged a "patriotic" antiJapanese campaign which also won many supporters. The "Long M4arch,"
which was in reality a result of the extermination drives conducted by
the Nationalist Government, was described by Mao as a drive against the
Japanese forces. Many of the war lords who had supported Chiang before were won over by this appeal.
The CCP's work among the broad masses of the Chinese pi.pa' _-Jn v.a.
one of the main reasons for its success. Guerrilla warfare could not be
carried out without peasant support. During the war against Japan, the
CkP continued to win the suppoft of the mabnes by "'-ucouragl-ng their
active participation in local administrative work throu.zh Dopular elections, to improve their material welfare by reductions of rent, interest,
and taxes, and to educate, indoctrinate, and sd -- ,late them through popular organizations, cultural movements, and social reforms." The CCP
also found active support among the intellectuals, especially the students.
by "absorbing" them with propaganda, training, and work pfograms. The
task was to transform the intellectuals into well-disciplined cadres for the
party. The univ.rsities were often the victims of Nationalist oppression
as part of Chiang's program to counter Communist successes, and because
of this, "the Communist university at Yenan and other Red training insti"-,,+ions received a steady stream of refugee students: young, active, and
professionally trained men from all over China."6' The CCP was able
to enlist the support of merchants, Kuomintang officers, and officials. By
making uaemselves the champions of resistance during the final phases of
the war, the Communists were "able to attract men. of competence and
talent and to set up fairly efficient administrations." Throughout the period of Nationalist rule, the Kuomintang attempted
to counter Communist propaganda by regulating the flow of public inforination through a system of registration of all printed matte:r The KIMT
controlled many of the more influential publications and subsidized others.
A press law which governed ChineSe6 publications was promulgated in
1930."
The Nationalist Government also conducted propaganda drives and
school indoctrination programs in its attempt to gain support. Propaganda themes, however, were confined to the sabject cf "nationalism more
and failed to enlist the support of the masses and the intellectuals.ý-6
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Chiang wrote two books in an attempt to draw support from the professional and intellectual classes. One of them, Chita's Dettiny, was made e,
"basic political textbook in military academies, uaiversities. and schools.
A!! administrative officials and candidates for government scholarships
to study abroad were put through intensive courses iii its pi ,-iples." •'
Chiang avowed his belief in Sun Yat-sen's "progressive nationalism" and
Western democracy; but his writings failed to convince the intellectuals.
Some positive steps were taken by the Nationalist Government toward
gaining support by instituting reforms in 1947 and 1948. in April 1947,
for example, the governmeiii ieorganized the Executive Yuan and the
State Council. Chiang hailed the reorganization as another step to end
the period of "political tutelage" and begin the period of "constitutional
government." At this time Chiang also expressed his willingness '
settle his differonces with the Communists if they would agree to put
dow'- therl arms and renounce their policy of overthrowing his government
by force. However, the struggle for power betwt.en the factions within
the KMT continued to hamper real efforts toward improving tic administration of the government.
There are indications that in 1947 Chiang began to realize the importance of instituting reforms to stem Communist advances and reverte
Communist propaganda victories. In June the State Council passed a
resolution that called for drastic reforms aimed at improving the lot of
the people and at creating a better system for the production and distributio- of industrial and agricultural goods. In July 1947 Chiang announced
over the radio: "Unless drastic reforms are introduced, China may not be
able to exist in the family of nations. Therefore, political, educational,
economic, and social reforms, which should be made, shall not be delayed
until the conclusion of the suppression campaign, but will be initiated right
"
away . 16
However, the situation deteriorated further and adequate reforms could
not be or Wr-e not carried out. In 1948, the government promulgated a
series of drastic reform measures which produced a temporary boost in
public morale. These reforms were tested in Shanghai. The government attempted to freeze the economic situation by imposing police measures on strong vested interests, but failed to hit the heart of the crisis.
These government attempts at reform led to further deterioration of the
econoiny.6 8
E. Manner in Which Control of Government Was Tr, ,sferred to
Revolutionaries
Chiang K- i-ek stepped down from the P•esidency in January 1949
After the malt! Wi•fhalist armies were destroyed at Hsuchow. Li Tsungjsi r~ep~aced CIhiang, but fled from Nanking and eventually to the United
Stats aftes e fusing to sign a coalition agreemo.nt with the Communists.
Chiang retreated o- the island of Formosa and established his Nationalist
G0. -On
-nent there.
February 3, 1949. the Communist- made their
triumphal entry into Peking, China's historical capital, and swiftly pro492
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ceeded to impose on the whole country a totalitarian social structure, a
centralized political regime, and a new ideology." 19
iV. THE EFFECTS OF TIlE REVOLUTION
A. Changes in the Personnel and Institutions of Government
From August to November 1948, representatives of various parties and
groups convened and agreed on the general basis fer a People's Political
Consultative Conference. In September 1949 the Conference took these
actions: it passed the Organic Law of the Central People's Government
(CPG) of the People's Republic of China; it elected Mao Tse-tung Chairman of the Central People's Government and chose the Vice Chairman and
the members of the CPG; it established the ctbpital at Peking and selected
a national flag; and it elected 180 members to the National Committee of
the Chinese People'. Political Consultative Conference prior to the convocation of the National People's Congres. which was to be elected
through universal suffrage. In effect, the Organic Law e
~t.'•hed the
CPG as the administrative arm of the party. No provisions were made
for tenure of office, and the Chairman was given wide powers. The
important governmental posts were assigned to Communist Party members.
The "Organic Law" which 3et up the central government was not a
constitution and was not intended to be permanent. Instead, the new
instrument of government was designed as a temporary guide for the
transitional "new democratic" period that was to lead into socialism. Before the final victory of the Communists, they had tried to give the
impression that their goal was not a dictatorship similar to the Russien
model, but a "new democracy" which would be a coalition of all the
"democratic" parties.7 0
Their real goals were not announced until 1949. At that time, Mao
defined the new state as a "democracy for the people and dictatorship
for the reactionaries." 71 The documents which served in lieu of a cont..tution remained in effect Lntil 1954, when a new constitution was drafted
to serve as a more permanent instrument of government "on the road to
socialism"
B. Major Policy Changes
Communist China did not come into being suddenly when the Nationalist
government was defeated. For that reason, there was no sudden transition of power, since the Communist regime already had 1:.plemented
many of their policies in the areas under their control. . owever, the
end of the civil war gave them a chance to remodel Chinese society on the
whole mainland into a pattern designed to lead to a socialist state. One
of 0he major instraments to achieve that goal was the Agrari ii Reforn,
Law of 1950. Land reform had been carried out before in Communist
areas, but the Agrarian Reform Law applied uniformn7 to all of China
and differed from previously instituted reforms. In the implementation
a distinction was made between landlords, rich peasant3, middle peasants,
and poor peasants. The agrarian reform discriminated primarily against
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the landlords, even though they too were allowed to receive part of :he
land that was to be redistributed. The "rich" and "middle" peasants were
not treated so harshly as to antagonize them at a time when they were
still needed for political and economic reasons. The poor pea-'nts bene72
fited most. They gained land, and their debts to landlords were canceled.
In other areas of the economy, too, the period immediately after the
revolution was marked by a continuation of some form of capitalism.
Until 1955 the transition of the "means of production" from private to
public ownership was gradual. The gap between state-owned ent-rprises
and privately-owned enterprises was bridged by a joint owne;rship plan.
Private owners surrendered a share of their property to the state, which
eventually took complete control. M..o had admitted in 1947 that capi
tall-m would exist for a long time in China, "even after national victory.
However, in 1955, the tempo of the transition was considerably increased.13
In January 1956 the Communists annn-nced that the "liquidation of private business" was, "in the main," cotrupleLe.The Chinese Communist Party also extended its ivistruments of control
to the social and cultural aspects of the Chinese society. In order to gain
and hold popular support, the party instituted the "Communist nassline
policy" which was especially designed to "organize and direct" every key
social group and movement in every urea of activity.7 5 Initially, the party
established several major organizations to give the peop!e a sense of
participation in state activities, as well as to perform a number of welfare
functions. Lesser organizations followed the major organizations so that
within several years after the revolution there were virtually no aspects
of Chinese life that were not directed and controlled by the party. Foreign policies, too, were altered radically. Comr.unist, Chin1a immediately
established close links with the Soviet Union and the Soviet bloe. It
relied on the Soviet Union for military and econor'ie aid and had the
support of the Soviet Union in its efforts to gain international recognition
and a seat in the United Nations. Communist China's anti-Western
orientation also found expression in the sympathetic attitude, if not outr' .ht aid, that it extended to anti-Western indigenous movements, particularly Southeast Asia. Daring the Korean War it felt strong enough
to challenge the West on th-. battlefield in a limited war.
C. Long Range Social and Economic Effects
Although communism envisages a classless society, the establishment
of the Chinese People's Republic did not eliminate tLa class structure; it
merely reshuffled it. In the order of primacy the structure was broken
down in this manner: industrial workers, peasants, petty bourgeoisie (intellectuals, small holders, shopkeepers, traders, artisans), nationai ..%pitalists (owners of enterprises), and the expendable (landowners, usurers).
Using the experience of th- Soviet Union as a guide, China embarked
upon an induetrialization program which in theory was aimed at makirChina one of the major industrial powers of the world. Lcking materials and technical skills, it has had to rely heavily on the Soviet Union
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for imports of both. The two major features of economic reconstruction
have been: the concentration on capital production, hand-in-hand with
coilectivization of agriculture; and the establishment of technical schools
and institutes to create its own technical elite. The "Great Leap Forward," announced by the Communist Party in May 1958, was C". -a's
greatest attempt to speed its economic reconstruction.
The new regime concentrated on the nationwide problem of illiteracy.
In order to promote a Communist-type educational system, shortly aftmr
the Communist takeover, the party launched an education campaign thatt
established full-time, part-timri "#r4 night schools. This campaign was
intensified in 1955, when a program was instituted that was designed to
educate 70 percent of the illiterate young people in the villages, and an
even higher proportion of the population in the cities by 1962. The chief
motive behind these literacy campaigns was to educate and indoctrinate
a new generation of Chinese into the new order. Communist statistics
have zhown a steady advance in education. Thus eddcation has become
a powerful weapon in the regime's propaganda macnine.
D. Other Effects
Communist China, though allied with the Soviet bloc, maintains a Trotskyist position on the Communist scale, which means tha. it holds to a
strict anti-West and revolutionary attitude in foreign affairs. It strives
to dominate the politics of the Asian world, and has recently extended its
influence into the African and Latin American continents as well. This
position poses a threat to the Western world. It also poses a threat to
the "monolithic" structure of the Communist world. However. po!itieal
expediency will probably continue to dictate close cooperation with the
Soviet Union.*
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REVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENTS
I. (ibRmJaL D1;IMPTION
A. Geography
The subcontinent of Europe is located between the Metdiierranean ar d
Black Seas in the south, the Atlantic ane Arctic Oceans in the ncrth, the
Atlantic Ocean in the west, and the Ural Mountains and Ural River in the
east. "Europe" is an arbitrary geographic term referring tV; a part of
the land mass of Europe and Asia, sometimes called Eurasia. It has a
population of about iV73 million living in an area a little large.r than that
of the init:ýd States.* The density of the population varies greatly from
. Ceitral
•. • L•'
o the
the thickly populated regions of Western ad
sparsely settled steppes of European Russia. Chromatic conditions range
from the cold continental climate of Russia to the subtropical cli,.atrt of
southern Italy. All of Western Europe is affected by the warming influence of the Gulf Stream.
B. Political Structure
Europe is divided into 27 states, ranging in size from tiny Liechtenstcin in the Alps to the vast expanse of the Soviet Union. Politically, it
is divided into the Soviet bloc countries of Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, Albania, and East Germany, the members of
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), comprising France, West
Germany, Great Britain, Portugal, Denmark, Norway, the Netherlands,
Belgium, Luxembourg, Italy, Iceland, and Greece,** and the neutrals,
Switzerland, Sweden, Ireland, Spain,t Austria, and several others.
"rhough the last are nonaligned militarily, their ideological identification
is clearly with the West. Yugoslavia and Finland occupy a special caltegory: both are "neutral," but the former has a Communist government
that frequently follows a course independent of Moscow,$ while the latter
has a democratic government which-due to, Its physical proximity to the
Soviet Union and its alliance with Germany during World War II-has
had to make considerable concessions to its powerful neighbor.
The governments of Europl. represent many politics! syste:u. but there
are three major types into which they can be grouped: the ,ne-party totaitarian dictatorship, the parliamentary system, and the authoritarian
",

Europe comprises 3,850,000 square miles compared to 3,022,387 for the U.S.
Turkey is also a member of NATO, and factionally European, although most of
its territory lies in Asia.
f Spain is not a member of NATO. Its defense agreement with the United States,
however, modifies its neutrality.
SYugoslavia, however, ires voted with the Soviet Union in the United Nations on
most of the important issues.
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governrient. The presidential system, in which the chief executive is
elected dircetly by the people for a fixed term, has not been adopted by
any European country, although some European governments reflect P.
compromise between the parliamentary and presidential types.
The Soviet-bloc nations have patterned their political stru:tie after
the one-party dictatorship of the Soviet Union. The most characteristic
feature of the C~ommunist system and other totalitarian governments is
the absolute control of the executive over all other branches t., government and the close interaction between the party and the state. All important government officials invariably hold high positions in the party
hierarchy also. In the totalitarian systems of communism today and of
national socialism before World War II, there is no sphere of human activity which cannot be made subject to the control of party anu stat
At the same time, there is an attempt to impose universal adherence to
tl:e polwtical ideology and philosophical assumptions of the party. The
degree of popular support varies, but one can rly guvas as to the number
of people who oppose the regirres, since no free expressi.fn ,-f political
opinion is tolerated. Only the Soviet Union arrived at a Communist state
through revolution. All other European Communist countries owe their
government to the political disruption ocea.ioned by World War 11 and
the presence afterward of Soviet troops to back up indigenous Coiuxn•uiii•
elements. In Yugoslavia and Albania the ground was prepared by Communist partisan movements which succeeded in eliminating their political
rivals even before the end of the war.
Whether or not many of these regimes could survive without the backing of the Armed Forces of the Soviet Union is an open question. Even
where they are not actually present, the Soviet Armed Forces are known
to be ready to step in should any of the satellites be threatened by revolution. Still there has been evidence of unrest in Poland, East Ger,'any,
and Hungary, in 1953 and again in 1956. In 1953 Soviet troops quickly
dealt with the situation, but in 1956 a violent revolution in Hungary
overthrew the Communist regime and installed a more democratic one.
The Soviet Union intervened, however, and crushed the revolt. These
events proved that the East European Communist governments were not
invulnerable, and the expropsion of popuiar discontent has resulted in
some mild reforms.
The parliamentary system to which nl ,st of the Western-oriented nations subscribe shows many vwriatLors. There is an 'mnportant difference
hetwepr the two-nartv British political structure an. the multipatyt system oi the nov-defunct Fourth Fench Repiublic. In the former, the
l.adnr of the majority pixty is also the chief execugive (Prime Miister)
and wields -uonsderable influence over Parliament. The two-party system
assures the Prime Minister the support of a large percentage of the Parliament.* When this support is withdrawn, he h.'s to resign and new elecL'The
"two-party" system does not ntean that other parties canuot exist, br't it
does mean that there are only t.wo parties contending for control over the government.
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tions are held. Another important stabilizing factor in Great Britain is
the institution of the monarchy. Although the monarch's functions are
largely ceremonial, the Crown serves as a unifying symbol which remains
above party politics. At the other extreme were the Third and Fourth
French Republics--the former ending during World War II and the la•ter
beginning after World War II--and the Weimar Republic in Germany.
TIn both countries the executive power was almost entirely dependent o.n
shifting parliamentary coalitions, since no party could muster a legislative majority. As a result disproportionate power was held by smaller
parties, on which the larger ones had to rely in trying to obtain a working
majority. In both Germany and France the multiparty system gave way
to a government in which the executive dispensed with normal constitutional 1.Arliamentary procedures and, instead, relied on emergency powers.
I, ermany this precean led to a totalitarian dictatorship and in France to
the rifth llcpub!ic, which greatly strengthened the executive. President
De Gaulle, who enjoys great personal prestig_. u ses Ms emnwrc"ne
pcwcrs
to solve the problems confronting the country and to overcome the paralyzing effects of a disunited parliament.
Italy, another example of a multiparty parliamentary system, has experienced numerous government crises, caused at least partly by the
exi.te. c.of. alarg el.e.men. in parliament which, as 21, Geimiany before
1938, in Spain before 1936, and in France during the Fourth Republic, was
opposed to the idea of comstitutional parliamentary gov --nment. In Italy,
however, the ruling Christian Democrats have been able each time to find
allies among one or more of the smaller political groups and thus to present -':o effective front against the Communist opposition and maintain
orderly, arliamentary procedures.
Not all multiparty systems show the same instability as the examples
mentioned above. The governments of the Scandinavian countries and
of the Netherlands, for instance, have been quite stable. In all of them
: dependence of the executive on parliament is not so great as it has
been in France or Germany and it is more than a coincldcnce that all of
them still adhere to a monarchy. More important than the details of the
political system in these countries is the fact that there is greater-unity
among the people and that nonder'ocratic ideologies have not been embraced by a large element of the population.
Spain and Portugal provide examples of authoritarian rule. Spain has
at times been referred to as a totalitarian state, but it 1,!cks an allembracing ideology and the will to impose a rivid totalitari:,n systpm on
the people. Spain had experienced a measure of den.ocracy under the
Republic (1931-1939) but the genuinely democratic element was destroyed
by the competing factions of the right and left. Franco has been ablk
to rule Spain in coalition with the Catholic Church, which supported his
bid for mwer, but has not attempted to supplant th:" church as Hitler
air: the -Zussian Communist systems did. Lately the Spanish clergy have
criticized the government's labor unrest and its failure to alleviatc the
condition of t-he poor. Portugal, one of the lesser developed European
507
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countries despite its glamorous history, has niver developed democratic
patterns and its present ruler can be called a benevolent autnerat,
If. HISTORTCAL RACKGROIUTND
Some of the more important political petterns charactriitic of European states have been briefly sketched aoove. The poiitical history of
Europe is inseparable from the major revolutions which have greatly
affected the development of every European country. European revolutions, with few exceptions, have not been of the type, frequentl- found In
the Middle East or in Latin America, which change the compjosition of the
ruling group without affecting political or social patterns. Most European
revolutions have been manifestations of serious imbalances in the soc" il,
economic, and political structure, and most of them can be related eitner
to the religious revolution of the Reformation, to the French Revolution,
or to the Russian Revolution. The relative importance and effects of
these major upheavals will be disctlaqp-, separateljy - !ow.
A. The Reformation
The Protestant conviction that each individual has the right and duty
tc read and interpret the Bible led people to question fundamental reli,wintir
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short fzep to questioning the legitimacy and justice of the political authorities, and revolting against unjust rule.
The Reformation also paved the way for the acceptance of the idea
of the social contract between ruler and ruled as the basis for government and the ideas of natural law, which led to the definition of the
natural rights of man. It assumed a politica! character whey Protestant
peoples tried to free themselves from the domination of Spain. The revolt of the Netheziands against Spanish rule was both nationalist and
Protestant, and the Thirty Years War (1C(.8-1648) destroyed the hope
that a universal religious-political system could be established. Thus the
ground was prepared for the idea of the nation state that was to mature
after the French Revolution.
Only in the Netherlands and in England did the liberal ideas have an
immediate effect on the role of governmeni. The Netherlands and Northern Germany became independent of Spain. In England the Puritan revolution established the constitutional monarchy, which with the devwlopment of political theory during the 17th century dev.'loped gradually into
the present parliamentary democracy. in France, tna• Huguenots fought
to establish constitutional government in ordthr to obtain religious tolerance, but were defeated, persecuted. and exiied. The absolutism of
Louis XIV set the pattern of government for most of Europe. T,'e power
of the Catholic Church was reduced, but monarchs ruled their nation by
"divine right."
Nevertheless, the liberal political ideas, generated primarily in the
Netherlands and England, continued to exert their i"nfluence. At the same
time fundamental c•hanges took place in the social order as tue middle
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ciaos began to develop through the expansion of trade and the rise of
great commercial centers. The aristocracy lost much of its importance,
as the state was able to obtain revenue from other sotrzes. The soeiety
and economy of nations were changing, but the political structure of the
state remained rigid.
B. The French Revolution of 1789
In France especially, conflicts of interest and aspiration between the
absolute monarchy, the middle class, the aristocracy, and the peasantry
resulted in governmental paralysis. The revolution of 1789 did mnr.e
than change the political order. It brought to the fore liberal ideas on
the rights of men and equality before law, and the concept that these
should henceforth be guaranteed by const2tutional government. It also
introduced the principle that men ought to have the right to determine
to which state they chose to owe allegiance. The revolutionists did not
mainta;a that the rights to which they -si.red were the prerogative of
Frenchmen alone; they believed that liberty and equaliL..
. the v''thright of all mankind.
From the ideas of the French Revolution subsequent revolutionary
movements have drawn m,_ch of their doctrine. The spirit of the French
revolution was spread all over Europe through the conquests of Napoleon,
whose armies, composed of citizens as well as professional soldiers, annihilated the standing armies of the absolute rulers of Austria, Prussia,
and Spain. Napoleon was finally defeated and the monarchy was restored, though without absolute power, but the revolution remained alive
in all of Europe.
Immediately after Napoleon's defeat it appeared as if the conservative
monarchies had won a major victory. The four major powers, Austria,
Prussia, Russia, and England, agreed to stand together to suporrvise the
affairs of Europe and to control the revolutionary ferment that remained
just below the surface. not only in France, but everywhere. The ruling
monarchs, through the so-called "Concert of Europe," established the
principle that a revolution in any country was the affair of all the others
and that Intervention was justified to bring the erring nations again under
control of those who believed in the divine rigihts of kings. The principle
cf inter.-vcntion was used frequently to curb the liberal nikionalism of the
Italians, who wanted to free themselves of the con-• of the Pope and
foreign powers and create a unified state.
The combination of nationalism and liberalism spread Iy the French
Rmvoutio..vwas.-o promoted bty 'the Industrial Reiiblution. Mxiur the
fall of Napoleon the middle class, in France and elsewhere, continued to
g;iu in importance through the rapid expansion of trade, industry, and
'iance, and the increase in the number and influence of 'intellectuals sucn
as lawyers, doctors, journalists, and teachers. These men aspired to
positions in society which traditionally hod been held by the aristocracy
and to.political power which remained largely in the hands of monarchs.
They agitated for an extension of suffrage rights and for written cpnrti509
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tutions. modeled after the French revolutionary Constitution, and they
championed freedom of speech, religion, and the press. It was the middle class t;hat worked hardest for the unification of Italy and Germany,
then dividled int•. number of petty kingdoms, principalities, and duchies,
partly out. of idealism, partly because of the economic and poliif.. ! advaii.
tages thati a unified state was expected to bring about.
The first major challenge to the Concert of Eurnne came in 1830, when
revolution broke out in France and topp'ed the Borhn-. inv.inlrhy of
Charles X, who had attempted to restore ahsolute rule. France did not
revert to a republic, but Chiml-'s successor, the Duke of OrleaAws who
took the royal name of Louis Philippe, undertook to rT.Peet the constitutional limitations placed on the Crown. In Belgium, the political union
with the Netherlands imposed by the Congress of Vienna was severe"
and Belgium bl.acame independent, chose a King, and established a constitulonal monarchy. Revolutions in parts of Italy were suppressed
through the intervention of Austrian anid French troops. Unrest in some
of the small German principalities led to some poi.ti-al -t.forms, but because of the dominant role of Austria, the spirit of liberalism was effectively stifled in Germany.
A more serious threat to Austria's conservative domnination developed
in 14,u
n.-.o.uc
.....
flared all] over Eurnpe. as patriotR imnbued with
the spirit of the French Revolution rose against the old social and political
order. Disappointed by the autocratic rule of Louis Philippe, the French
turned against him. The working classes, much more numerous now.
were restive because of poor wages and working conditions. The King
was forced to flee the country and a Republic with vum.versal sufrrage was
proclaimed. Mass demonstrations in Austria forced the Chancellor, Prince
Metternich, the main champion of the old order, to resign, and compelled
the Emperor to grant his people a constitution. Revolutionary activity
in Hungary also caused him to elevate that country io a semiautonomous
constitutional monarchy, but the Austrian Emperor remaained King of
Hungary.
The success of the liberal forces was incomplete, however. In Italy
thi revolt was initially very successful--a Roman Republic was proclaimed and the Pope was driven from the Papal States--but unification
was frustrated by Austrian troops, who maintained a foothold in the country. In Prussia the people ef Berlin set up barricades and rioted, einanding a constitution. The King, wanting to avoid bloodshed, agreed, but
the Constitution was heavily weighted in favor of th- urper classes and
landlords. In the other German states the revolutionary forces achieved
considerable initial success. In 1848 a National Assembly was elected
by universal male suffrage to meet in Frankfurt and draw up a constitution to unite the country. This attempt failed, however. Austria opposed the unification of Germany under a liberal constitution. Also,
when the King of Prussia-the largest state and the natural leader of a
u itned Germaiiy-was offered the crown of aq federated Germany, he refused to recognize the National Assembly, beuse he disapprov'.d of its
liberal spirit.
510
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Most of the revolutions of 1848 had limited objectives. The revolutionary element was fighting !or political reforms, not for complete demolition and reconstruction -f the political system. Everywhere except in
France the monarchy remained and the concessions that were granted
"eould be either withdrawn or manipulated in such a manner that c: •ol
remained wiih the old ruling groups. As a result, the old political order
managed to survive and much that had been gained by the forces of
liberalism was lost again. Alliances with other conservative forces reestablished the power of the monarchy in Prussia, Austria, and the
smaller German states. Austria r.•.qtqblished her control over Hungary
and consolidated her hold on the rest of her empire. In France, the Republic failed to endure. The revolution of 1848 had brought a coaiition
between the workers and middle-class elements, but the middle class
feared the potential power of the masses. A Socialist worker's rebellion
was suppressed and, to restore order and unity, a nephew of Napoleon
was elected President.
Yet the idea of constitutionalism could not lie destroyed. Between
J852 and 1870 Italy and Germany were unified. In Italy the liberal elements won out and, through an alliance with France, Austria was driven
out of the country and a constitutional monarchy ws established. The
unification of Germany, on the other hand, was accomplished through the
efforts of the conservative Bismarck and the King of Prussia, and by the
wars against Denmark (7-364) and Austria (1866). In 1870 a German
federation under Prussian leadership defeated France in war, thus overcoming a major ob.itacle to Prussia's hegemony over Germavy. In 1848
the King of Prussia had refused to accept the crown frorn the handb Uf
the German people; in 1871 he accepted it at the hands of the German
princes. German nationalism had becomo divorced from liberalism and
the spirit of the French Revolution, a fact which was to become of paramouint importance after World War L*
In Eastern Europe the forces of democ-f.wcy, liberalism, and nationalism
..ad made less progress than in Central and Western Europe. The Russian and Ottoman Empires remained thoroughly autocratic. Nationalism
did dev.'4-p in the Balkan territcries under Turkish rule. Greece, with
the help of England and France, ruvolted against Turkey and became an
independent monarchy under a Ge-rman prince. Other reg;zzs succeeded
in achieving semiautonomous positions within the Ottoman Empire, but
the spirit of liberalism had not really penetrated into the Balkans.
The progress nf liberalism and democracy continued to dc:'.hate poliL,.•1 devinopme.on
rn
European countries..e.."--and....
................. Imost
1,r beween i!U0 and 1914.
Germany, Austro-Hungary, Russia, and the Turkish Empire remained
basilally autocratic,* but even here opposition to absolutism and autocray could not be stifled. Political parties were organized and the masses
developed political consciousness. On the whole, the period between 1870
* See summary of German Revolution of 1933, p. 517.
1hee was, however, a big difference 6ltween Germany and Austro-tuuigzary on
Llhf one hand, and Russia and the Ottooian Empire on the other.
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and 1914 was characterized by internal and external stability. The new
political and economic theory of Marxism gained ground and supplanted
the spirit of the French Revolution as the strongest revolutionary force
in Europe and the rest of the world. Partly as a reaction to socialis.qr
coalitions between bourgeois liberal factions and conservative i .- ips were
formed to stem the growth of the new threat to the social order.
C. The Rise of Marxism
The French Revolution and the political developments in Europe that
followed it had primaiily beuitiL.d the midile class. The industrial rovolution of the 19th century placed wealth and power in the hands of the
bourgeoisie, but the new working class did not benefit. Workers in the
new factories labored under miserable conditions. A tremendous rise
population had created iabundant supplies of labor and working conditions
were not yet regulated by the state. The conditions existing in factories
would be unbelievable today.
Marx developed an economic interpretatlon of history Fm.d a historical
determinism which led to the conclusion that the destruction of the capitalist system and the creation of a Socialist state were inevitable. In
the Socialist state the means of production would be owned by the workers. Eventually the state would wither away, since the Socialist revolution would remove class conflict by eliminating all but the working class
and thus would remove the need for authority. However, before this
goal could be reached there would be a "dictatorship of the proletariat"
until all remnants of capitalism were destroyed. Marx believed that under the capitalist system labor was treated as a commodity and that the
trend in the direction of greater concentration of wealth in fewer hands
would continue, while workers would be reduced closer and closer to the
starvation level. This condition would be relieved, h2 Lelieved, by the
revolution of the proletariat, which would shake oft the chains imposed
on it by the capitalist class.
Actual events contradicted Marx's theory, for the rich were not necessarily getting richer and the poor were not getting poorer. As a result
of this contradiction a split occurred in the Socialist camp between those
who adhered rigidly to Marx's idea of woeld revolution and those who
believed that socialism could be arrived at through evolutionary processes.
Moreover, as Marxist ideas gaiued more followers, labor and trade unions
were organized and governments in Central and Western Europe as well
as England began to regulate conditions under whicE iabor could be employed.
World War I created the conditions under which socialism, both the
evolutionary and the revolutionary varieties, could really prosper. The
first successful Socialist revolution took place in Russia, a country in
which under IJarxist theory it would have bccn least expecte. because
".'ussia had not yet become an industrial nationi. Like the French RevolItion of 1789, the Russian Revolution succeeded not so much because cif
the efforts of the revolutionaries as because of the inner weakntsses And
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impotence of the old regime, which the war magnified.
The Bolsheviks came to power in November 1917 and made peace with
Germany. Ma-xists everywhere jubilantly hailed the birth of the first
Socialist state, and turned to it for guidance and leadership, which the
Bolsheviks were happy to provide. Moscow became the center of 'he
international Communist movement, but it soon became evident thuat the
national aims of the Soviet Union took precedence over the interests of
Communist parties in other countries.
D. The Revolutions of the Right
World War I destroyed the equilibrium under which Europe had prospered before 1914. The real aims of the war continue to be debated even
today, but the Allied nations at least profesred to have fought, in President Wilson's words "to make the world safe for democracy." As a result of the war, thc autocratic power of the Kaiser in Germany and the
Emperor o! Austro-Hungary wss broken. Czechoslbwakia and Yugoslavia emerged from the wreckage of "he Au-itro-HIungýr;--. Empire;
Poland, Finland, and the three Baltic countries received their J..adepenience from Russia; and a number of new Arab states appeared in the
territories long ruled by Turkey. The League of Nations was established
to secure peace for the world.
But democracy did not prosper. In reality, World War I had the opposite effect, and in large areas of Europe reversed the gradual movement
toward democratic reform which had been gaining impetus. The revolution in Russia had created a dictatorship and a totalitarian state even
before the end of the war. In 1922 Mussolini established a Fascist state
in Italy; in 1933 Hitler became dictator of Germany; and by 1939 General
Franco destroyed Republican Spain. All of these events were accomplished through revolution; thus the major revolutions of postwar Europe
were not Marxist or Communist, but nationalist and rightit in nature.*
In Italy, Socialist-inspired industrial and agrarian disorders were ramp• C in I•19 and 1920. Mussolini, despite the fact that he himself had
been a Socialist, took advantage of the antirevolutionary sentiment to
strengthen his Fascist Party and, in 1922, utilized the confusion created
by a Socialist general strike to execute a bloodless revolution. Thirty
thousand armed Blackshirts marche2 on Rome, and the King, rather than
risk civil war, commissioned Mussolini to form a government.
While the rightist revolutions succeeded, the Communist revolutions
failed. (The fall of the monarchy in Germany benefited ned the Comiminnis. who could not. ather nffieiPnt qtre othbto) briinc "h-ir avunl.
tionary efforts to a successful conclusion, but the evolutionary Social
Dcncrats.) Yet the revolutionary Communist parties, through their
ai:tidemocratic spirit and destructive tactics did much to bring about the
victories of the dictators. Moreover, the Fascists in Italy and the Nazis
in Germany adopted many of the ideas and technique. originally devel• The interwar years aiso wit-nessed the establishment of rightwing dietaorsipk
Hungary (1920), Poland (1926), Yugoslavia (1929), and Greece (1936).
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oped by the Communists.* Though the one-party totalitarian regimes of
the right were 'ic.lently anti-Communist in their internal struggle for
power, they adopted the Communist Party's basic organizational structure
of tightly controlled cells and regional organizations: they also emulatcd
Communist techniques of propaganda and terror. The reginie . ablished
by Hitler was very similar to that of Stalin, though fundamental differences existed between the ideological basis of National Socialism and
that of communism. If the totalitarianism of the right was short-lived,
while Russian communism remains, it was due not to the internal weaknesses of the system, but to Hitler's and Mussolini's overestimadon of
the power of the states they controlled, coupled with their underestimation of the rest of the world.
Though World War II destroyed the revolutionary regimes of Hitleand Mussolini, it strengthened the position of the Soviet Union. The
ri•-htist regimes in Germany, Italy, and Spain were never strong revolutionary forces outside their countries. it is true 'hat the success of Mussolini inspired Hitler and that both Hitler and Mvss,o4i, helped France
to come to power, but each country conducted a nationalistic foreign policy
and each emphasized its respective ideology as being right, not for the
world in general, but only for that particular country.** Thus there was
a major difference in contagionu effect bltwpen the French and Russian
Revolutions and those in Italy and Germany. When Germany and Italy
were defeated, little remained to inspire other nations to follow a similar
path. The Communist totalitarian ideology, on the other hand, grew as a
result of the collapse of its nationalist rivals.t
i1L RECENT TRENDS AND OUTLOOK FOR THE FL-1TURE
World War II brought a new development that was closely related to
revolution: the emergence of national resistance movemerts against the
German occupation. Whether or not a resistance imovement is revolutionary is a theoretical question that need not be answered here. Of
greater interest in the context of European revolutionary development is
the role these resistance movements played after their initial objective of
wt.-.kening the enemy had disappeared. Pre-World War II Communist
parties outside Russia had to rely mostly on their own resources, as the
Soviet Union was too much concerned with establishing socialism in its
own country and defending it against counterrevolutionary forces, both
internal and external, to be able to give substantial support. World
War HI, however, created an opportunity to organize -.rtes ostensibly to
* See the summaries of the Spanish Revolution of 1956, p. 547, and the German
Revolution of 1933, p. 517.
** It must be noted here that the Thousand Year Reich, in the sense of a united
rightwing Europe, appealed to certain European coiiservative circles.
t This is not meant to suggest that the Soviet Union or other Communisz powers
are not guided by purely national consideration, but only that the ideological orientation remains a-n international revolutionary force. In the post-World War II period
it gained support ')rimarily in the less-developed countries of Asia, Africa, and Latin
America, rather than in the industrial powers of the We-t.
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fight Germany, but actually to be in a position to take over political control after Germany was defeated. The Communist resistance movements in Yugoslavia, Albania, Greece, France, and Italy were the most
effectively organized and were potentially able to do the greatest damage to Germany. For this reason they were supported by the Wcsti.• ..
Allies. Thus their position, already relatively strong, was made even
stronger vis-a-vis other groups that had organized for patriotic reasons.
At the end of the war, the Albanian partisan movement had little difficulty in taking over political control. In Greece, the Communist bid
for power was blocked by the presence •f Allied troops, but the wartime
resistance movement became the nucleus for a postwar uprising that came
close to success. France and Italy both were confronted with strongly
organized Communist forces that constituted a serious threat to the
democratic governments installed as the countries were freed of German
troops. it rtma'ns a matter of speculation whether the Communists in
Italy and France could have taken over the goveernmeni! •f British and
American troops had not been present during the p:,ocess of libe
.
In the eastern European countries other than Albania, Communist rule
was established not through revolution but through the power of the Soviet Army. Communist regimes were installed in Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary, and Yugoslavia without much regard to the wishes of the
population or the relative strength of the Communist movement. Only
Czechoslovakia was allowed to set up a democratic form of government,
probably because the political leaders of the country were known to be
friendly toward the Soviet Union, and because the Communist Party was
the strongest single party. However, after the told war began, when
Czechoslovakia indicated its desire to participate in the Marshall Plan,
the Communists used the'r control of key ministries to take over the government and establish a Communist state. Thus democracy was destroyed by a revolution from within the government.*
*'t present, revolutions in the Communist countries do not seen, likely.
As long as the Soviet Union maintains her position, the example of Hungary is likely to deter anyone from making a similar attempt.** However,
it is equally likely that revolutionary forces could organize quickly in such
countries as Poland and Hungary if external conditions shou)d neutralize
the power of the Soviet Union, since there is little evidenue ••i.t.tile fajority of the population have adopted the Communist ideology. The fear
of nuclear war will probably continue to deter the Western powers from
actively supporting indigenous revolutionary movements, sb:.af!b these
succeed in organizing.
Sniccessful revolutions are contagious, as the example of the French
and Russian Revolutions shows. By the same token, unsuccessful revolutions tend to inhibit other revolutionary movements.* This has been
the result of 9.e Hungarian Revolution and also, to sonde extent, of the
unsuccessful Communist revolution in Greece. Both events have contrib*Sesummary -f Czechoslovakian Revolution of 1948, p. 591.
See summary of Hungarian Revolution of 1956, p. 575.
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uted to the maintenance of the status quo in the East as well as the West.
The least secure regimes in Europe appear to be the authoritarian
governments of Portugal and Spain. In both, opposition has been evident
and the fear of outside intervention is not likely to act as a deterrent
(as is the case with Communist movements in the West andt .xnti-Couminunist movements in the satellite countries). A more accurate method of
predicting revolutions would need to be developed, however, before one
would be safe in dceigrnating any country as either immediately threatened by revolution or immune to it.
The four revolutions su..nrized beMow are the national soci..list Revolution in Germany, the Spanish Revolution, 1936-1939, the Czechoslovakian Revolution of 1948, and the Hungarian Revolution of 1956. Each
offers a rich field for a study of revolutionary techniques, and of ze
interaction between techniques and the spirit which aninmated the revolution. While the ideology of the German Revolution is not likely to
reappear, the Nazi story suggests that even =-odern "ci-vilized" nations
can be corrupted to an incredible degree. The Czeczius. 4aklasi Revoiution
is an example of a cold-blooded, calculated political maneuver that has
little in common with the Marxian ideas of a proletarian revolution. One
might suggest that it was more the result of power politics than of the
revolutionary spirit within a nation. The Spanish Civil War Mlus t ratess
numerous interesting aspects of revolution. On the one hand there was
a basically conservative revolutionary force, on the other a democratic
republic. But as the fighting dragged on, the issues became blurred by
outside intervention-Italian and German on the side of the revolutionaries, Russian on the side of the Republic-and by the incieasing pene
tration of the loyalist cause by Communists, native and imported. Thus
what was initially a civil war took on the aspects of a struggle between
rival revolutionary movements-Fascist and Communist-on Spanish sohi.
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THE GERMAN REVOLUTION OF 1933
SYNOPSIS
On August 19, 1934, the German people confirmed Ly plebi&cite the
fusion of the Reich Chancellorship and the Reich Presidency.-in reality
a fusion of civilian and military power in the person of Adolf Hitler.
Reaching the Chancellorship in January 1933, through a mixture of leg.,i
political processes and backstage maneuvering, Hitler was able to consolidate his rule through the Enabling Act of March 24. 19331 Through
coercive measures sanctioned by the Enabling Act, Hitler eliminated all
vocal npposition. Upon President Hindenburg's death on August 2, 1934,
Hitler declared himself President, and a plebiscite reaffirmed the declaration.
1. BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING IN REVOLUTION
The history of the Weimar Republic can be divided into three phesus:
the birth and crisis period from 1919 to 1922; the period of 2tability
from 1924 to 1929, and the disintegration era from 1930 to 1934.
Promulgated on August 11, 1919, the Weimar Constitution provided
for a quasi-federal republic with a parliamentary type of government.
Initially the new government was dependent upon center and left-of-center
political groups. The first problem it faced was carrying out the terrnis
of the Treaty of Versailles. This treaty deprived Germany of at least 11
percent of its productive capacity, demanded the payment of reparations
without setting the exact figure, stipulated that Germany disarm, and,
finally, placed on it the burden of guilt for the war. The provisions
greatly angered the German people in general, and nationalists and the
-.._-y in particular. The fact that it was the responsibility of the Weimar
Government to fulfill Germany's treaty obligations automatically focused
on it the distrust of many Germans. Moreover, the fact that the victorious Allied armies never occupied Germany lent credence to the nationalists' assertions that the German r-cople had been "stabbed in the back"
by Weimar officials.
Nationalist suspicion and hatred were further intensified by Communist activity. Because the Weimar Government was based
a left-ofcenter complex, many"felt that it eondond communism4,. Ex-serviue•nen's
groups known as the Freikorps violently attacked Communist activities.
TJ'his rightist violence against the Communists easily became translated
into action against the government. The Kapp Putsch of 1920 waa an
example of this. Although the rightist forces took over Berlin for 5 days,
the Putsch failed because the army refused to join, conaidering it premature, and the working class countered with a general strike. There was
a difference, however, between the treatment accorded to radical group?.
On the one hand, the leftists received harsh sentences and little protec517
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tion from the police. On the other hand, rightist violence, though directed against the regime, was not severely puni"hd
There were other events which caused trouble for the government.
When reparations payments were finally set, the figure was -n*high that
the government resigned. A new left-of-certer and center coalition government agreed to the terms, which further i-censed nationalist feeling.
When in 1923 the French occupied the Ruhr in retaliation for nondelivery
of certain reparations items, the government reacted with passive resistance. The threat of civil war arose as the French encourage-( separf,tist movements. A tremendous inflation set in which wiped out the value
of the mark and weakened and discouraged the lower-middle class.
The threats of civil war and socio-.xconomic disintegration were arrest i
by the government of Gustav Stresemann. Another attempted uprisil,,
Adolf Hitler's "Munich beerhall" Putsch of 1923, was crushed when the
army obeyed Stresemana's orders. Stresemfmn introduced a new currency, and through this and other ieforms btbilzcu-: t'?e cornmy.
An era of prosperity and stability followed (Iv124-29). Daring this
period, in which Stresemann was either Chancellor (1923-24) or Foreign
Minister, internal as well as international conditions became more tranquil.
Internally, the Stresemann period saw the growth of industry and an increase in general prosperity. Social welfare measures were greatly increased as the power of the moderate left grew.
In the field of foreign affairs, the period 1924-29 was marked by partial
rapproachement with the Western powers. Up until 1924 Germany had
been treated harshly by the victorious powers. especially France. The
occupation of the Ruhr and the insistence on reparations payments had
embittered many Germans. It was at least 1partly in reaction to this
pressure that Germany concluded the Rapallo Treaty with Russia in 1922.
This upset the Western powers because it sign.i'ed that Germany was
ready to follow an independent foreign policy and was able to play off
the Soviet Union against the Western democracies. Though the treaty
was ostensibly economic, the Germans were, at the same time, secretly
Th..3cussing with the Soviet representatives the possibility of Russia's aid
in helping the Germans build up their military forces in the fields which
the Treaty of Versailles p-.oh4ib-d. The use of Rmssan torritory for
the training and development of German forces continued at least until
1930.
Under Stresemann Germany set about improvini relations with the
WeAL. The Dawes Plan placed reparations paynnen.os on a morc rcalistic
basis and led to the evacuation of the Ruhr. The Locarno Pact established mutual guarantees of Germany's western borders ani a quasirecognition of her eastern border. With admission to the Leagu'. of Nations in 1926 and a Dermanent seat on its Council, Germany seemed to
be on the way to becoming r satisfied power.
However, throughout the entire Stresemann period there were serious
undercurrents countering the favorable trends. Hypernationalist groups
like the Nazis and Alfred Hugenberg's Nationalist Party opposed every
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attempt to carry out the Treaty of Versailles. On the lef't the Communists attacked the increased power of business. The dibat-isfaction of
the army with a "defensive" policy and the alienation of the lower-middle
classes by the 1923 inflation were other factors of unrest. Lastly, 4",
economic boom rested on a precarious basis, international short-term
credits.
With the death of Stresemann in 1929, the last phase of the Weimar
Republic began. The battle over the Young Plan, which was to be the
final and definitive reparations settlement and which provided for payment to be spread over 59 years, helped Hitler's party, in alliance with
Hugenberg's Nationalists, to move into national prominence. Actually
the Young Plan carried with it a highly advantageous quid pro quo for
Germany-Allied withdrawal from the Rhineland, 4 years ahead of the
final date set by the Versailles Treaty. In March 1930, nationalist unrest,
intensified by the i929 depression and growin. unemployment, forced the
"
ap-....
resignation of the Hermann Mueller Cabinet. President
pointed Heinrich Bruening, who, after trying vainly to get the Reichstag
to vote his budget, was forced to call for elections. In these elections
the power of the radicals increased; the Nazis captured 18 percent of the
Reichstag seats while the Communists won 13 percent. With the newly
won support of the Social Democrats, however, Bruening was able to form
a government.
Bruening remained in office until the end of May with the support of
the Social Democrats and the Center in the Reichstag and the backing• of
President Hindenburg. The failure of his attempt to effect an AustreGerman Customs Union, which was blocked by French and Italian opposition, greatly weakened his hand and strengthened the parties of the
right.
Meanwhile, the power of the Nazis was growing. When Hindenburg's
term expired in 1932, Hitler audaciously announced his candidacy for the
P- sidency. Bruening persuaded the aged and increasingly senile Hindenburg to seek another term. He was elected, but Hitler demonstrated
his strength by polling 40 percent of the vote.
For various reasons. Hindenburg's confidence in Bruening had been
hw.•.•inlg army officer, Gen. Kurt von
-•a
dwindling, and in June 1Q9
Schleicher, who had the support of the army and the confidence of Hindenburg, persuaded the President to remove Bruening and replace him with
Franz von Papen. During P.apen's regrime, which lastcd 6 mo..-th., thers
were two Reichstagy elections, one in July, the other in November. In
the July elections, the Nazi Party obtained 230 seats but of 608. However,
the FIovember elections saw a significant decline in the Nazi popular vote,
whb;'h was nearly 2 million less than in July, and in the party's Reichtstag
representation, which dropped to 196 seats. The Nazis were still much
the largest party, however.
Papen was unable to obtain a parliamentary majority or put together a
workable coalition, and Schleicher, tiring of his protegee, persuaded
Hindenburg to drop Papen and name Schleicher Chancellor. He assumred
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office on December 2, 1932, but was equally unsuccessful in lining up a
majority in the Reichstag. Hitler decided that his time had come. He
convinced the aged President that he could succeed where Papen and
t.. .
.
Schleicher had failed, and on January 30, 1923, Hindenburg ap....
him Chancellor. He had come to office legally, through the t-!-.sure exercised by his parliamentary plurality and the inability ui the moderate
parties to cooperate in support of a moderate cabinet.
From 19E3 until August 1934 Hitler expanded his power into dictatorship. He had been gi~en the Chancellorship on the promise that fie would
be able to form a )alition. However, Ll Center Party refued to cooperate, and Hitler cz.Iiecl for an election, to be held in March of 1933.
Hitler, as head of government, employed both official and unofficial istruments in coercing, the German public. Although during the ca..
paign many norma electioneering rights were denied the opposition
parties, the actbal .,,ting was free. The most spectacular event during
the campaign was the burning of the Reichsta.trg. T+ was bNamed on the
Communists, but many historiens feel that thc Ns.zis were responsible
for the fire-an effort to provide justification for future terrorism against
all political opposition and minority groups.
The election, however, dil not give One Nazi Party an absolute majority.
Hitler was dependent
- on, a 'oalitio with the Nationalists. This did not
satisfy him; neither was he willing to accept the restrictions of cabinet
government. However, he still wanted to maintain the facade of legality.
He found the answer in the Enabling Act proposed in March 1933. This
was a constitutional amendment empowering the Chancellor to rule by
decree without consulting the Reichstag or the President for 4 years. To
get the bill passed, Hitler had to w*n a two-thirds majority in the
Reichstag. His first step was to eliminate the 81 Communist deputies.
Then, by conciliating the Nationalists and tbh Center he sacceeded in getting the two-thirds majority, with only the Social Democrats in opposition, and his rule in civil matters was established without legal restraint.s.
However, Hitler still had to deal with the decentralizing forces of the
Federal States, the trade unions, and the political parties, as well as the
power of the army, which under the Weimar Constitution owed its
allegiance to the President. Hitler abolished the state legislatures and
concentrated all power in the Reich Government. He supprressed the
unions and incorporated them iii a Nazi "Labor Front." He dissolved all
political parties except his own. There remained the .ontrol of the army.
Hitler placated the army by eliminating the radicat element from the
command of the S.A. in the purges of June 1934. Upon the death of Hindenburg in August 1934, he declared himself 'President. On August 19,
1934, the German people, by an enormous majority (89.93 percent),
affirmed the union of the Chancellorship and the Presidency in the person
of Hitler. The revolution had been successful; Hitler was now Head of
State, Head of Government, and Supreme Commander in Chief of the
Army.
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II. THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Description of Country
1. Physical characteristics
Germany is situated in the center of Europe with France, Lu-ambourg, Belgium, and the Netherlands on her western frontier; Denmark
and the Baltic Sea on her northern boundary; Switzerland, Austria, hrd
Czechoslovakia on her southern boundary; and Poland on her east. From
1919 t4• 1939 East Prussia was separated from the rest of Germany by
the Polish Corridor, and touched the Baltic state, Lithuania, on the north.
east. A consequence of Germany's geographical position is that the extent of German territory usually depends upon political considerations.*
The Germany of the Weimar Republic had been deprived of 13 percent
of its European territory and all of its colonies hy the Treaty of Versailles.1 It had Pn area of 180,934 square miles.
Germa;iy can be divided into four regions (I) the northern plains;
(2) the mid-German hills; (3) southern Gelr.a.ny with ths M:-`. Neckr,
Swabian, Franconian Jura, and Danube basins, and the Bavarian Alps; and
(4) the Rhine valley.
2. The people
Aside from the Jewish minority, the ethnic groups in Germany tend
to follow geographical lines. In northwestern Germany the physical
characteristics of the people are predominantly Nordic. "East of the
Elbe Nordic features become less common and less pronoanced .. " In
the south the population is essentially Eurasiatic (Alpine). There is also
much mixture of the Alpine and Nordic types. In the eastern arpss
there is some mixture of Slav types.
Aside from Yiddish and certain archaic forms like F•'isian, Pomeranian, and Wendish, the German language is common to the entire country.
The population of Germany in 1933 was 66,027,000, with a density of
370 per square mile. Over 43 percent of the population lived in towns
Some of the chief cities were Berlin, Breslau, Dresden,
- over 20,000.2
Duesseldorf, Essen, Frankfurt-am-Main, Cologne, Leipzig, Munich, Nuremberg, and .+uttgart.
3. CommunizAtions
The communication system was generally good. By the ,endof 19-07
Germany had 33,878 miles of railroad lines in operation, more than any
other European country except the Soviet Union.3 The inland waterways were among the most highly developed in Europe. The Rhine, the
R'11-, and the Oder all fol-low courses favorable to industry. TLerlin, Hamburg, Stettin, and the cities of southwest Germany were 3erved by waterways.4 Although railways, rivers, and canals formed the principal means
of transportation, the roads were beginning to become important, although it was not until the Nazi period that an extensive road develop-

S*

The Versailles Trfaty had, in fact, left Germany without clearly definable boundaries to the east and west, and without a clearly definable conctoption of whaLt r.ally
constituted Germany.
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Weimar Republic saw the beginn~ing of air travel.
4. Natural resources
Germany has only moderately fe~rtile soil, which mneansi that conatant
labor a~ required to maintain output. In 1927 there were aver 28 million
acres of forest land.7 Fisheries urie predominantly confined to the Baltic
Sea, although there is some inla.,id freshwater flbinwg.5 Germany has
large resources of coal, lignite, iron, and mauneral salts. Of somewhat
lesser significance are lead ore, zinc ore, bauxite, pyrites, and magnesite.' 0
B. S~ocio-Ecouomic Structure
1. Economic system
Die two major economic developments under mhe weinin. nvpeublic
were the growth in governmental control and the -inc.r-a-,t in t-.e size of
both labor and business organizations.
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The economic system became increasingly controlled by governmental
action. Banks were set up by the Reic• oA'vernment as well as by Lend*
(.State, gThern
erns.Te as ailrsoa
ra
which ed,•,
1, had h en operated by the State governments, were now centrally controlled by the 7, -era] Government. There was also increased governmental spending in
the field of social welfare."1
Other characteristics of the economy were increased monopolization of
business and unionization of labor. The reorganization of industries after
World War I resulted in the growth2 .f powerful trusts while trade unions
were active in almost all industries.'
The economy was primarily industrial. The most important industries
were steel and iron, coal, textiles, electrical supplies, chemicals and dyes,
and precision and optical instruments. 13 Germany imported foodstuffs,
raw material., and semimanufactured goods like wool, cotton, rubber, copper, and dairy products; it exported manufactured artiu.ls such as machinery, textiles, and chemical wares.14 In terms of the balance of trade;
the years from 1930 to 1933 showed a sizable surplus of exports for the
first time since the war.1 5
In terms of monetary strueture, the German economy's ability to expandiidanid
f-ait
in itself rested on its ability to cquire cr...it.
Most of the loans secured were essentially international short-term credits
over which Germany had little control. The whole structure, therefore.
was precarious.16
2. Class structure
The Weimar Republic saw a definite change in the ruling elite.
While the army still maintained most of its influence, the Prussian aristocracy lost its official status and was replaced by the wealthy businessman
and the bureaucrat. The lower class also began to have reprcusentatives
in official circles, though this trend was more apparent in the State gove-'nents than in the Federal Government.
In spite of the increased power of the lower cl-ases, there was little
change in the class structure of society. No far-reaching land reform
was undertaken, though there was some agitation for it in the 193,0's.
However, the distribution of wealth greatly affected the class structure.
during this Period. The inflation of 1021-23 had pauperized many of
the middle class, especially those on fixed incomes. The inflation did not
affect-to any large extent-the position of the aristocratic N.ndowners,
big business, and organized labor, but it did alienate the mirndle class.
The increased educational opportunities provided a basis for increased
social mobility. However, this factor was countered by the inflation of
1923, from which the middle class never recovered sufficiently to resume
its traditional role of investor and entrepreneur. This fact, coupled with
the growing class consciousness of the workers and canitalist-militar-.stbureaucratic groups, meant that the social mobility was not as Z-eat as
could be cxpected. The middle class was no longer in independent. sorce
* Singular form of Laender.
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of social power, and the increased antagonism evident in the relationship
between workers on the one hand end the capitalist-militarist-bureaucratic grouping on the other hand decreased the mobility of classes even
more.
3. Literacy and education
Germany has always emphasized education. The Weimar Constitution affirmed this policy by stipulating that all children should ja to school
until they were 18 years old. The complex system of schooli'ig provided
vocational as well as ncademic trainii]q. Given this emph.,si. on education, literacy was high.
4. Major religions and religious institutiona
By 1933 the Roman Catholics, found mostly in Bavaria, Rher -h
Prussia, and Westphalia, numbered over 21 million, while the Evangelical
Prt,•istant Church, located primarily in the north, had over 40 million."7
During the Weimar period both rc!iglous g-ops emphasized the social
functions of religions. The Catholics w.ere partic.ua-,ly ;.,fluential in polities through their support cf the Center Party, an important moderating
force In Weimar polil' .
The right of the state to control religion still existed in Weimar Germany. The State governments maintained thcir tiltinate control over the
Protestant churches.
C. Government and the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of government
The Weimar Constitution, adopted August 11, 1iH9, estabiished a
complex system resting upon a federal structure, popular sovereignty, and
a delicate balance between the executive and legislative branches.
The federal provisions stipulated that the decisive j'irisdictions were
given to the central government (Reich). Except for "police and internal
administration, justice, and education," the Reich maintained complete
legislative authority.1 8 Moreover, the Constitution prescribed the internal structure of the governments of the Laender (i.e., states). It red-alred that all Laender governments be republican, with identical election
systems.1' Not even "territorial sovereignty was left to the Laender,
since their state boundaries could be changed by constitutional amendments, even against their will (Art. 18)." 20
The role of the Laendcr was further set forth in Drovisioals pertaining
to the enforcement of federal supremacy, arbitratic Ibetween the Reich
and the Laeter, and finally, the Federal Council or Reichsrat.
Federal authority over the states was enfo--ed in two ways. As executive agents of the Reich, Land authorities were subject to far-reaching
supervision by the Reich. 2 1 "If the Land failed to comply with a justified request of the Reich, or if the issue was controversial, the matter
thei fon stituti,•Al Tribunaul fAv 10, Pr
a do ision
wan rpferred tf ar_.f
1)." 22 If the State "stubbornly refu;sed to comply with the doeision of
the Constitutional Tribunal" or "failed in the fulfillment of it- constitutonal duties of maintaining orderly processes of government," the Reich
5V
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Government, "after having exhausted all means of peaceful persuasion,
could resort to the ultima ratio of applying coercion against the recalcitrant Land by the process of sanctions." 23
The other two mechanisnms determnining the relationship between tilth
federal unit and the central government, the Constitutional Tribunp.- -nd
the Federal Council, attempted to establish some degree ci equity and
representation. The Constitutional Tribunal had jurisdiction over disputes within the States, between States and between the Federal Government and the member States, as well as the impeachment of the Reich
President, Chancellor, and Iinstrs. The Fednral Council or Reichsrat
was originally designed to represent Land interests in the Reich Government. However, because the States did not have serious objections to
government action, and because they had little power to check the
Reichsrat, the organ soon became administrative.9 4
Aside frnm the fact that the Weimar Constitution established a definite
t-1--- C-)n~(,CnsunuLien created for
relationship between the Land and the Reicht,
the first time in Germany, a government based on popul.r •overeignty.
The degree of popular sovereignty was extensive.
The force of popular sovereignty was represented in three institutions.
First, the Constitution provided for legislation by initiative and referenU"
- UoI,,
:
dum. IL was hoped ti.at this would promui-A de...OW7....lgiDICa
instead it introduced a degree of irresponsibility in the political process.25
Secondly, the concept of popular sovereignty dominated the structure of
the Reichstag or national parliament. A system of proportional representation was instituted whereby "each 60,000 voters elected one candidate from lists submitted by the parties." 26 This system, based on the
democratic assumption that each vote should have meaning, led to a party
structure which, as will be seen, undermined responsible and moderate
party !ea-dership. The iast institution in which the concept oZ popular
sovereignty was operative was the Presidency. By providing for his elec"-on by universal suffrage, the Constitution sought to give the Presidr it
a separate source of power that would enable him to follow the will of
the people.
The last important feature of the Weimar Constitution was the delicate
balance between the executive and legislative powers. The balance was
based on a complex relationship primarily because the executive function
was divided between the President and the Chancellor. Given the traditional strand of monarchism in Germany, it was only natural that a strong
executive should emerge. While the Presgident had control ,iar!ng normal
times over the military, all material decisions regarding civil matters
were wo be left up to the Cabinet. The Cabinet, wh!ch derived its power
from the Reichstag, was to control the President in all of his actions. However, this control was limited by two factors. First of all, because tirPresident was elected by popular suffrage he had great prestige and hence
C.n. -no
tnh-ca. of.n~
ove
bywnnt~
4j p-wn
thc
"'
could hfuence
or could bypass the Reichstag entirely and appeal to the people. Secondly, the President, not the Chancellor, could dissolve the government and the
"9b:

_•
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parliament.* He could do this regardless of whether or not the parliament supported the Cabinet by claiming that the parliament did not represent the wil) of the people.'r
All of these fectors made the relationship between the legislature, and
the executive ambiguous. It became particularly delicate di., ig times of
crisis. Article 48 of the Constitution gave the President emergency
powers, with the stipulation that the measures taken should be temporary and should not infringe on the Constitution. However, the power
granted by Article 48 was quite extenbive, sanctioning the abrogation of
many civil rights. The oii!•, egal requirement on the right of the President was the countersignature of the Chancellor. 28 This gave the President
an unusual amount of power during a crisis period. As will be seen, this
represented a serious danger to the Constitution.
In summary, the Weimar Constitution clearly established a unified
Germany with a quasi-satisfactory federal arrangement. However, the
extreme degree of popuiar support called fox b," the Constitution made
the government dependent upon stable political cu:idirions. This dependence was increased by the ambiguous relationship between the executive and the legislative branches of the government, since a high degree
of cooperation between the parties and between the Cabinet and the President was needed to make the government work.
2. Description of political process
At the outset of the Republic, 331 out of the 423 seats in the assemi)ly were middle-of-the-road parties supporting the Republic.'9 There
were, however, groups on the left as well as the right which challenged
the existence of the Republic. As the history of the Republic unfolded,
it was evident that these opponents would grow in strength. This was
due primarily to the fact that the parties tended to solidify in their views
and in their leadership. Because of the unusual system of elections, the
party became more important than the individual politician. The result
was an increase in the strength of party organizations. This kLlped the
radical parties, since the most moderate parties did not possess the desire
or the will to create a militant party organization. Hence, in the fol1:.-iing analysis of the party politics of the Weimar Republic, it nmust be
kept in mind that the tendency toward strong party organiration, inherent
. ,,i
fored -a,---I groups.
The political parties and power groups supporting the government represented the moderates of all classes. One of the most influential and
stable parties was the Catholic Party. "It cut thro,.gh all layers of the
population, embracing Westphaiian and Silesian aristocrats a&well as the
bulk of the peasants in Southern Cermany, the Rhineland, and the
Catholic parts of Prussia, in addition to the small Catholic bourg..Oisie and
the Catholic trade unions." - The Social Democratic Party, moderately
Socialistic, also supported the Republic. While not particularly powerful
Dis*.-out-on of -parlias.i.t,

huwever, required the countersignature of the Chan-

cellor.
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on the national scene, this party had considerable power in many Laender,
especially in the largest, Prussia. The German People's Party, which consisted of the conservative wing of the Liberals, supported the government,
especially during the rule of D)r. Stresemann, their chief representative.
It was a class party without Ynass basis, consisting mainly of big businessmen, industrial leaders, members of the propertied middle class, and 'vie
Protestant clergy.3' Lastly, there was the German Democratic Party,
which represented the remnants of the old Liberal Party. Once the party
of the middle class, this party increasingly lacked support in the Weimar
Republic due to the disaffection of the middle class. In soite of this, a
large number of the German intellectuals supported this party and it was
represented in every cabinet from 1918 to 1931.32 While these parties
represented the majority of the German porulation at the beginning of
the Republic, they did not increase their power, primarily because they
neglected mvm, techniques and were bankrupt of effective, militant leadership."
Ilostiie to the Republic and seeking to unde.mi.ue it w'-- partie3 of
the radical right and left. The German National People's Party was made
up of Prussian conservatives. "They drew their voting strength from the
old ruling classes around the army and the civil service," as well as from
those who feared the inroads of socialism.3" Moreover, this party had a
natural source of strength in the general German dissatisfaction over the
Treaty oqVersailles. At the opposite political pole were the Communists.
The potential threat which they represented to the Republic served the
National Socialist cause by spreading fear throughout the propertied
classes. Lastly, the Bavarian Catholic Party, monarchist in outlook, opposed the Republic up to 1924. After that, however, it became a branch
of the pro-Republic Catholic Center.
The National Socialist Party was in a sense an amalgam of many radical
groups. The hypernationalism of Ernst Roehm was combined with the
Aocial reformism of the Strassers. The Nazis courted the industrial elite,
•iie middle classes, and the masses. Given the difficulty of maintaining
the allegiance of these diverse groupings, Hitler's techniques became allimportan , for they covered up the inconsistencies in the party program.
However, because his party did appeal to radicals of almost any sort, it
became the center of the forces a._ayed again.st the Weimar Republic.
In fact, this desire to replace the Republic seemed to be the one cohesive
factor in the National Socialist movement.
In comparing the parties supporting the Republic to the r..rties opposing it, one finds that the most outstanding differencc w'erre ir, organization
and technique. The supporters of the government had few strong leaders, no myths, no militant creed with which to attract i'ass support. The
S9position found latent support in the masses. Their radicalism was ex
ploited on the one hand by the Communists, on the other by Hitler, a
man who could vcaliz, the resentrient against the .,xisting order and
givo it militan5y.
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3.

Legal procedure for amending constitution or changing government institutions.
The Weimar Constitution was unusual in that it provided that
govcrnmental institutions could be changed without constitutional aiaendment. The mechanism for amendment was somewhat unvie.,
Quaithe Reichstag and the Federal
fled majorities were required in both
Council: the passage of an amendment in the Rrichstag necessitated the
Presence of two-thirds of the total membership, and required that twothirds of those present voted in favor of the proposed amendment; in the
Federal Council, two thirds cf the members had to vote in f.'-.nr. in
special cases an amendment could be initiated by one-tenth of the electorate; it then rejuired a majority vote of the Reichstag or of the registered voters.3 5
However, there was a simpler procedure. This involved passage of a
statute which effectively circumvented the Constitution without, however,
amending it. Such a "statute amendiizg vie Conv.,'ution" waz passed "by
way of the constitutional amendment procedure with t1., :duuired mjorities" and was not subject to judicial review.8 6
Aside from this, Article 48 was invoked to enable the President to replace a parliamentary cabinet with a presidential cabinet, i.e., a cabinet
b-acd on presidentiall rather than parlia tuary consent. Whiffle bonie
argued that this was illegal, 37 it seemed to be sanctioned under the power
of the President to appoint the Cabinet and the authority given him
through Article 48, and therefore, represented some degree of constitutionality.38
4. Relationship to foreign powers
By 1930 Germany had reestablished itself in the family of great powers. In the Locarno Pact Germany accepted the western frontiers established by the Treaty of Versailles. In September 1926 Ge•rmany became
a member of the League, with a permanent membership on the Council.
In the east the situation was somewhat different. At L.carno Ce.rmany
had made an effort to avoid an iron-clad guarantee of the eastern boundaries drawn at Versailles. Relations with Russia were formally cordial in
tei;_as of the Rapallo Treaty of 1922. Underneath this cordiality, there
were ambiguous forces. On the one hand the army had been receiving
Russian help in rebuilding its strength-not without the sanction -f the
republican government. Or. the other hand the Russians were iirecting
the Communist Party in Germany in its efforts to destroy the Republic.
In general, 1930 found Germany in relative peace witt. hb- neighbors.
5. The role of military and police powers
The German military occupied an ambiguous place in the life of the
Weimar Republic. T' ere were officers like Hindenburg. Gen. Kurt von
Schleicher, and Gen. Wilhelm Greener, who supported the Republic mainly
because they were in official positions. These men held great influence
they -could spoak fr 4. -%I
o-1m
f politicsi .u
eve
flee
over, Hindenburg as Preside, wos the -ficial a well as the sy'm.boi h .
of the army.39 There were other officers, however, who secretly sup528
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ported movements !or the overthrow of the Republic on the grounds that
it had betrayed German honor. Roehm, before becoming head of the
S.A., the.
was one of these._^*General
actually found himself
2. := Vnn had
n
.... Ludendorff
the
, f a revolutionary r Utc i. 1923.rThe German Army was probably the most powerful force in pohi::.s.
However, as long as Hindenburg remained President there was asmurance
that the Armed Forces would obey the Republic although =any of the
army men attempted to influence politics.
A word should be said here concerning the growth of paramilitary organizations like the S.S., the S.A., awid the Comm-anist "defense organizition." Hitler built up his irregular forces by enlisting young men and
"dissatisfied" veterans. This situation reached the point where these
groups, especially the S.A., actually threatened the army. When Hitler
came to power he elinmijated the aggressive elements in the S.A. in order
to maintaip the al!egiance of the army to his government. These paramilitary organizations did much to coerce the people of Cermany irto
supporting Hitler. .
The activity of the police left something to be desired. Because of the
federal structure, the Republic did not have complete control over the
police organizations of the states. Moreover, the strength of the paramIlitary urgaraziitionis and the ap-athy Ofsthe1pi e lCed to, somlietfilg 13W
collapse of law and order in the later days of the Republic.
D. Weaknesses of the Socio-Economic-Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or governmental instabilities
From the unification of Germany in 1871 until the end of World War
I, although the imperial government had enjoyed ostensibly a substantial
degree of stability, actually many radical and antigovernment groups had
been evolving. "The lines of cleavage which were perceptible in the Bis.-arck period became much more clearly defined in the reign of WilliaM.n
II." There were extreme leftist groups, like the Revolutionary Socialists
under Rosa Luxemburg, and extreme rightist groups, like the Pan-German
League.t'
After World War I the Weimar Republic was subject from its beginning
to periods of extreme instability. Historians usually divide the years of
the Republic into three periods: (1) 1919-23; (2) 1924-29; and (3)
1930-33.
The Republic was born when the fear of a leftwing takeo'.er was prevalent. The extreme Socialists revolted during the formative period, but
were crushed. However, after the Repiiblic had bv.n established, Na!ionalist groups represented the most serious threat to the stability of tha
regime. The Kapp Putsch was engineered in 1920 with the passive acquiescence of the German Army and with the active support of a naval
brigade headed by Captain Hermann Erhardt. The government succoeded
in quelling the .evo.t withl the support Of t1 wuzkes -who thro.wh the
efforts of the Social Democrats, staged a general strike.•2 Shortly aftur529
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ward, a Communist-led -uprising in the Ruhr was quelled by the a.rmy.
Th1.e p•i•sode. forced the resignation of the .ahinet and in subsequent
elections the nationalist vote increased. The last uprising of the period
was the Munich Putsch of November 1923, instigated by Hitler. His intention was to capture the Bavarian state government with thc reed support of the Prime Minister Gustav von Kahr and Gen. von Lissow and then
move on to Berlin. However, the Bavarian Government refused ko cooperate, even though it had been in almost open revolt against the Reich
Government. The insurrection was crushed and Hitler was setenced to
jail for 5 years, but his senteitee was commuted to less than a year. This
leniency toward the leader of a treasonous conspiracy was representative
of the manner in which rightist revolutionaries were treated by the
48
German Government.
The peried from 1924 to 1929 was relatively calm. Chancellor Stresemanai, later Foreign Minister, maintained political stability while satisfactory economic conditions modified public discontent. This was the period,
however, during which Hitler and othcr rightist leaders were strengthening their organizations and perfecting their techniques.
With the death of Stresemann in 1929, Germany entered a period of
continual instability. Primarily because the election of 1930 had reduced
the power of the center, the process of forming
.
caeuiets was extremely
difficult. This difficulty tempted Hindenburg and Bruening to govern
more or less without the Reichstag. Once Hindenburg became the center
of power, a new element of instability quite different from parliamentary
instability was introduced. The determining factor now was whr could
influence the aging President and toward what ends. Hence, this resulted
in the complicated intrigues by which Schleicher prevailed upon Hindenburg to replace Bruening with Papen, then maneuvered Papen out of the
Chancellorship and himself into
it, and in turn was supplanted by Hitler
44
in a deal engineered by Papen.
Therefore, the Weimar Republic, save for a period of relative dtability
from 1924 to 1929, was subject to the constant fear of revolution and
continually plagued by instability.
2. Economic weaknesses
From 1929 to 1933 the German ecenomy underwent severe crises in
almost every sphere.
In the field of agriculture the depression practically eliminated exports.45 This alienated the Prussian landowners, who were the chief commercial agriculturists. In spite of the animosity of ý.i'se landowners to
the Weimar Republic, they still received enoimous subsidies from the
government.48
In the field of capital accumulation, which was essential to econcmic
expansion, the German economy lost much of its foreign credits around
1930.17 This was due partly to the world depession and partly to the
uncertainty of political life with the advent of the Nazis. In spite of the.
help extended by foreign countries in the form of debt moratoriums,
German bank reserves dwindled.
'..
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Industrial exports contracted greatly as a result of the depression.
Th resull•was increased unemployment, which reached a peak In 1933
of over 6,000,000 (average unemployment for the years 1925-29 had been
1,200,000) .48
The Bruening government attempted to meet the crisis by a defi~aunary policy; that is, by cutting salaries, by reducing imports, and by contracting credit. 49 This policy increased the animosity toward the
government.
Thus, a Germany which had tremendous industrial capabilities suffered
from monetary and fiscal insecurity as well as mass unemployment. The
blame was placed in various quarters-on the Jews, on reparations payments, on the incompetence of the government. In actuality, much of the
weakness of the German economy resulted from the instability of the international economic system.
3. Social tensions
A key to the degree of social tensions 17i Cerrnsny wns the intcr.-ity
of social hatred. Not only was the Jewish miriority attacked but so wcre
Communists and supporters of the Republic. Moreover, there was an increasing polarization into the conservatives (capitalist-militarist-bureaucrat) and the working class. Underlying all of this was the decline of
the middle class. This was partly due to the concentration of industrial
power in large trusts and the solidification of the workers into a classconscious movement. Moreover, as has been pointed out, the middle class
was dealt a sharp blow by the inflation of 1923. Therefore it was unable
to serve as a moderating force.
The decline of the middle class left two giant social antagonists, the
workers and the conservatives. Oddly enough it v:wa the more diverse
group, the conservatives, who included military men, civil servants, industrialists, and many of the middle class, which was the more cohesive and
militant. The working class, despite its common economic interests and
social status, never developed the degree of militancy and cohesiveness
that the conservatives .............
National 00.:-ai-'son for tý'is was the divisive influence of the conflict between Communists
and Social Democrats. The Social Democrats spent as much time fighting
the CoommunistqR as they did oppos'ng the Gerinan conservatives. Nevertheless, Germany in the 1930's was plagued with social tension arising out
of the confrontation of two massive social groupings, the workers and the
conservative classes. The Communists increased the tension by aggravating the conflict within the working cla.sipq.
In sum, Germany suffered from increased social teorsion as a result of
thc loss of moderating influences in the various classes. The middle class
4i3 not modify the nationalism, racism, and emotionalism of the grourwhich were supporting the Nazi movement. The working class became
more radical as time went on, facilitating an incr"ase in Communist
strength. There was a heightening of radicalism on both the right and
the left; the right, however, had an inherent advantage because it could
play on German nationalism.
IV
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4. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknesses
Given the intensity of social tension, economic difficulty, and governmental weaknessies in the years immediately prior to Hitler's ascendancy, the governments of Bruenin-g and Papen were well a•wa.re of the
dangers but their policies were not always well chosen.
'.
neo and
Schleicher realized the power of the Nazis and sought to bring Hitler into
the government in the hope that they could control him, since his party,
though much the largest, did not have a majority in the Reicietag.Y'
Papen persuaded Hindenburg to appoint Hitler Chancellor on the grounds
that Hitler would give the go--ernment the popular support it so lesperately needed. Papen was to have the Vice-Chancellorship and the power
of Hindenburr behind him. Moreover, the Nazis were to have only three
of eight Cabinet posts and none of the key Ministries. Hence, the gov.
ernment tried to make a last-second compromise to save the Republic by
bringinir Hitler into the Cabinet. From this point on, the real revolution
began, for it was then that Hitler wrmed powec from these who had it
and established his dictatorship.
III. FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION
A. Actors in the Revolution
1. The revolutionary leadership
a. Official and unofficial social and political positions
The leadership was made up primarily of persons from the middle
or lower-middle classes and from the military, civil service, professional,
and intellectual groups. Rudolf Hess, Ernst Roehm, Hermann Goering,
and Gregor Strasser had all been army officers. Gottfried Feder, Alfred
Rosenberg, Willy Ley, and Max Amann had been trained for professions
like law and architecture. Dietrich Eckart, Hess, and Joseph Paul Goebbels can be classified as intellectuals. Heinrich Himmler and Julius
Streicher had been school teachers; Wilhelm Frick had been a civil servant. Most of them had either never had a steady occupation, lilre Hess,
Hitler. and Eckart, or had rejected their initial vocations, like Rosenberg.
Streicher, Feder, Strasser, Himmler, Ley, and Roehm.51
Ly far the most important leader was Adolf Hitler. It was he who
developed the organization and kindled the spirit of the Nazi movement,
and it was he who knew how to win the support of the masses. Hitler
was actually not a German, but an Austrian who became a German citizen
only during the final stages of his movement. Born in 1889 at Braunauon-the-Inn, a town near the German border, where hi-: f'ther was a customs official, Hitler by 1908 found himself poor, friendiess, untrained,
and unemployed in Vienna. He went to Muni'ch in 1913 and joined the
Bavarian Army a year later. He rose to the rank of corporal, was twice
wounded, and received the Iron Cross. In his disappointment over the
defeat of the Central Powers, Hitler developed a fanatical nationalism
and a resolve to avenge the indignities of the r.,ace treaty.
Aft e.r hc w; vrr H 1.e. jned-, a g
" ^f 5ix mn cled the Comit4tee f
the German Workers' Party in Munich. Though there were ollher na.582
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tionalist-socialist-type parties In various states, Hitler kept his g.r.oup
autonomous. Ry July 1921 Hitler wos given unlimited power over the
party and was made Its President. Between 1921 and 1924 he established
many of the associations that formed the core of his movement. Ro.hm,
Hess, Goering, Feder, Eckart, Rosenberg, Heinrich Hoffman.-I.
Id
Streicher all joined Hitler at this time.'4
The Munich PutUch has been discussed earlier. Hitler was jailed for
his role in it, but he was released within a year. U.: utilized his Imprisonment time to put down the ideology and the program he had been dpveloplng over the years in hi; Mein 7.'.-npf, which was published in 19",•.
The failure of the Putsch, which in normal times would have meant the
demise of Hitler's party if not of Hitler himself, servad only as a temporary setback. Between 1929 and 1930 the party reached national
prominence by taking the lead in opposing the Young Plan. Hitler succeeded in maintaining his leadership when the movement became nationwide, and in January 1933 Hitler became Cin'aeilor of t.h. Reich.
b. Political and ideological orientation
The leaders of the National Socialist movement were agreed on
two points. First, all of them wer' nationalistic; they all wished to see
a resurgent Germany. Secondly, most of them were rad*cals who wanted
to make over the existing social and political order. Hitler himself was
the symbol of the political orientation of the entire movement. His radicalism covered both ends of the political spectrum. His hypernationalism
led him to enlist the support of the rightist camp of Hugenberg while his
social reformism, particularly in his earlier years, pl'ced him very near
the Socialists. Like Hitler, Roehm was a militant nationalist who oppbcd
the Weimar Republic. Hjalmar Schacht, although a militant nationalist,
was not an early supporter of Hitler. His background in banking did not
allow him to embrace the radical social reformism of the Na'i eoctrine.
There were, however, members of the leadership who were Socialiss as
wa.l as nationalists. Goebbels and the Strasser brothers were cot tuanau
audvocating the nationalization of big business. Although their national.
Ism did not allow them to become Communists, these three men held
ideologlc4. positions that were very close to the Communist camp.""
c. Goals and aspirations
Tim gUulis adaspirltuns of ste various members of the leadership
1
were not completely homogeneous. 'Ar
l wanted to see the Nazis take
over the Cerman state. However, some, like the Strnasers and Roehm,
wanted to see certain other objectives realized. Roehm witre to have
his beloved S.A. replace the German Army. Gregor Strasser wanted to
as. the Nazis institute a system of socialization. There were other motives
operative on the Nazi leadership. Rosenberg wished to be pictured as
V, "philosopher" of the movement, while others, like Eckart, Hlrjnler.
Amann, Hess, and Ley seemed to be going along for adventure and
material reward."
2. 71w rwv.olntfr!nry fallowing
The revolutionary following can be divided into two groups: thot2
Int
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who participated actively i.. he movement and the,. who lent finaneca
and political support. Men from the younger generation of the middl* and
lower-middle classes, eager for adventure, Joined the SJA and the more
selective S.S.* This group, which grew to 400,000 before 1933 aided
Hitler In his campaigns. The Germans who gave monetary ,.- politieu
support were from various groups. There were member.%of the lower
and middle classes in.1)oth city and country who supported and voted for
Hitler, members of the industrial clas who aldad him financially, and the
army officera and civil scr' nts who supported Hitler behind the scenes
by exerting political pressuY3 znd acqu)eving in his Illegal te-nniques.
Lastly, certain prominent political figures such as Schleicher and Yon
Papen unwittihigy aided Hitler in his rise to power by weakening the
Weimar Government for their own political purposes..
It Orga~tiom of Revolutionary Effort
I. Internal organization
Though the Nazis called theimselve a "paz ty," c&,i.T.-uld uriderxt.n.nd
that It was not a party In a democratic sense. It was really a congeries
of groups, both legal and Illegal, orgwalzed on the basis of age, occupation, or sex, which wanted to overthrow the government." Togeti--r.
the groups which worked for this purpose constituted the Nazi "Party";
hence, they were within an organizational framework. However, they
can be studied separately if it is kept in mind that they were, at least In
theory, under the control of Hitler and the "party."
organizations can be divided into three groups. The first was
fthe
R.1La.
the legitinmto political party, which was represented
which gave Hitler political power through legal means. The second comprised the paramilitary organizations: the Sthra, AbteilUxgcr (S.A.), or
Storm Troopers, with its Nazi Motor Corps, and the Schutz Staffls (5S.).
or Blackshirts. The third consisted of certain groups organized to contribute to the power of the party, such as the Hitler Youth, the Nazi
Schoolchildren's League, the Student's League, the Order of German
Wowmn, the Nazi Teachers' Association, the Union of Nazi Lawyers, and
Ot1:Union of Nazi Physichans.61
The Nazi Party which Included all of these qrganlzations was subject
to the will of Hitler. Howwrer, five other men who had a great deal of
power were Roehm, Strass.r, Goering, Goebbels, and Frick. To overum
the entire party and to prevent minor squabbles from becoming a source
of division, Hitler devised the USCHLA in 1926. T,.;; was a committee

for Investigation and settlement and was advantsaMdsy used by Hithr

to strengthen his cottrol over the party."
The National Socialist Party divided the country Into the district or Gee,
which were In turn subdivided Into circlk (Kriee). WIthin Sau E
Kes
were local groups (Ortiegrppe), which in tnrni wen divided Into strut
calls and blocks. By 1929 there were 178.000 party members. A Gna.
loiter was appulntsd tohead each Gg.
He had control over anl ubodi.
* The

I.A.,

-11, the 3.,.
M

4d s slai uusbe. of tbug atl N,al Mis.
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nate party members in his Gan." Moreover, the Gauleiter was personally
.im. directly to
appointed by Hitler and owed aiegiance
The paramilitary organizations, the S.A. and the S.S., were placed under
the control of Roehm in 1931. The geographical units were the same for
the S.A. as tor the party itself. The S.A. organization was similar to
that of the German Army, with a generol staff and its own headquaiters.
In fact, Roehm had so much power that he clallenged Hitler's will on
many occasions. Hitler's inability to control the SA. led him to eliminate
the top S.A. 1,e-der••-. p an June 1934. Although the S.S., under Himmler,
was subject to the will of Roehm in the Nazi organizational schenie, it
.- _,_'ord
served, in reality, as a counter to the S.A. The S.R. wn%. a
a much better disciplined group than the R.A.6 0 It was the S.S. which
carried out the liquidation of the Roehm leadership. Though on April
10, 1932, the S.A. c.id the S.S. were technically dissolved by the Bruening
governmen.rt reih Hitler'sw acquiescence the organization itself remained
intact.60 There were close to 400,000 men in Vlese two or ",iistion. by
1934.
The other Nazi organizations occupied an ambiguous place between the
paramilitary organizations and the political parties. For example, the
Hitler Youth, whiph was really a counter to the successive youth organizations of Whe Reich and which in 1932 numbered over 10o,000, was
designed to promote Nazi propaganda and enlist support among young
people.6 2 The other organizations were designed to organize and "educate" each group in German society. In addition, there were many
separate departments, e.g., the Faciory Cell Organization, the Economic
Policy Department, the Propaganda Directorate under Goebbels, and the
Reich Press Officer.
There were two important facts to note about the total Nazi organization. The first is that Hitler was the supreme commandee'. aithough men
like Gregor Strasser held some grassroot power independent of Hitler.
.L.condly, the types of organization covered every field of Germtn life.
This made the transition to the Nazi state less difficult. Moreover, it
gave important positions to men who felt they had no place in the society
under the Republic.
2. External organization
There was some suspicion of outside help, perhaps French, when
Hitler was a petty politician in Bavaria in 1923; however the amount was
negligible. Yet the Nazi Party did organize groups which ,,perated outside of German territory-seven external Gau areas, in Ar9tria. Danzig,
the Saar, and the Sudetenland in Czechoslovakia. 3 These organizations
ass',med more importance after Hitler came to power, and became valu,iale tools of Nazi foreign policy."'
C. Goals of the Revolution
1. Concrete political aims of ievolutionary leadears
The Nazi monem~ent aimed primaril.y at capturing the Ge-m.an state.
• Hitler acquiesced in the decision in order to pursue his policy of legality.
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Hitler hoped to replace the parliamentary system with strong leadership.
This was what he called the "leadership principle": he asserted that the
Gernman "race" could reach its fulfillment only through strong leadership.
Another aim was the addition of more territory to Germany and qfmiultaneously, a rectification of the "injustices" of the Treaty of '7ersallz.
Germany must be united with Austria and must procure more "living
space" for the German "race."
There was some disagreement in the Nazi leadership over the proper
political technique to be employed in reaching power. Hitler, having
learned his lesson from the abortive Munich Putsch, decided that .he only
road to power was through legal methods. Roehm, who wanted an
armed revolution, opposed him. 65
2, Social and economic goals of leadership and following
The Nazi movement had various social and economic goals. In the
early period Ritier's conception of the new social order was close to
socialism. However, by 1930 Hitlcr -vwas too -,e?-.ndent on the business
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social order changed, in effect, to the corporate state. There must also
be a social elite who directed the workings of society. Further, Hitler
saw no reason to wipe out the existing industrial elite so long as they
cooperated. Other elites had to be Wdded to insure the growth of the
German people.06 The plans of the Nazis were more concerned with
organization than with goals in the years preceding the takeover.
The positive program of the National Socialists was general to the point
of ambiguity. However, the negative sections of the platform were forceful and specific. The Nazis' intense hatred of the Jews, Communists, and
"republicans" was developed to a high degree. Hitler felt that these
groups were responsible for the decline of Germany,0 7 awid a great portion of the Nazi platform was concerned with them.
The entire Nazi leadershiji was agreed on the negative part of the social
program. However, there was a strong element led by Gregor Strasser,
who had labor ties, which advocated an equalitarian social program and
the nationalization of industry. This leftist group was forcefully silenced
by Titler.
D. Revolutionary Techniql2s and Government Countermeasures
After 1924 Hitler's revolutionary techniques can be classified in two
stages. The first stage was from 1924 until 1933 when he became Chancellor.
The overall strategy
to gain control of Ge-aneny through const,,l"tionl
Th
anwasntuen
nstitutinal mearns. The main instrument in tis strategy was the Nazi
Party, and Hitler concentrated on building up itr elctora! strength. The
second stage, from January 1933 to August 1934, showed the role of for•e
and coercion elevated from a mere propaganda tool to the prime instrument of strategy. After 1933 Hitler eliminated all opposition through
terrorist methods. Because cf the different rwies of force in the two
stages of Hitler's rise. they will be dealt with separately.
In the first stage the prime objective was to gain mam support for the
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Nazi Party. The tactics employed were to play on the insecurity of the
masses, an insecurity which Hitler himself had helped to create. His
strategy was , , "-icrease that insecurity through terrorism, riots, brawling, and disruption of the processes of law and order, while, at the aame
time, convincing the German people that the Nazi movement wouid t.:;':r
the security and stability they longed for.
To create this feeling of insecurity was not a difficult task for Hitler's
cohorts. Ever since the inception of the Republic, civil violence had fre.
quently plagued German life; Hitler merely increased the civil disorder.
"foreover, because the Communists were themselves practicing terrorist
tactics, Hitler could easily blame the violence on them. The role of the
S.A.-was essential to this phase of Hitler's strategy. Hitler was able to
recruit a force such as the S.A. because of the many unemployed men
and "disposed" soldiers. He justified the existence of this paramilitary
organiz•tion by claiming that it afforded protection to the National Socialist Party.. This justification was partly val!,: cther Gerro.m,7 pqrtime had
the same type of organization.63
However, in "protecting" the Nazis, the S.A. and later the S.S. created
civil unrest. The S.A. would march through the city, four abreast, singing "When Jewish blood gushes from our knives, things will be better," or
songs like Horst Wessel, which gic-ified a dead S.A. man as a martyi-.Five hundred marching Storm Troopers, who held no direct allegiance to
the Reich, instilled fear in the minds of the onlookers. These marchers
were not always peaceful. In the 1930 election, for instance, the S.A.
marched into the workcing class section ot B~erlin, whereupon
Commiunists,

opened fire. A pitched battle ensued and spread all over the city.7o In
fact, wherever the Communists met, S.A. men could be ft'und initiating a
brawl.
Another S.A. technique for creating unrest was breaking up rival meetings. Sitting in the audience they harassed the speaker, or often beat
p the speaker and dispemad the crowd.71
Lastly, Hitler deliberately increased the insecurity of the masses by
promotinvr the breakdown of law and order. The acts of violence of his
paramilitary organizations were only one phase of this understanding of
the leal pmrep.ss. Mpn qympatheti-: to the Naz:'s were placed in strategic
positions of both the police force and judiciary, especially in the state
government.?Z
Hitler was able to carry on his tactics of violence and to g:4in the confidence of much of the public bec,'ause he continually blamn0 the break-

down of law and order on the Communists. While the Nazis themselves
wvere attacking newspapers of the opposition and breaking up political

r.e•tings, Hitler was proclaiming that. the German state must be prcý
tacted from the

Communist threat and that--as in this July 1932 election

-he should be given a free hand to do this.
While Hitler was successfully creating social and political chaos, he was
also promoting hope, enthusiasm, and support for the party through Nazi
organizations, propaganda, and mass rallies. Prime instruments in this
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were groups like the Nazi Lawyers, the Nazi Physicians, and Hitler Youth
who gave a new loyalty to Gecmans alienated from their society. Moreover, these groups, which covered almost every element in German society, served as an important propaganda medium when they were
mobilized during elections.
Hitler used propaganda both to create insecurity and to promote confidence in his party. Even during the period of economic and political
stability, he told the masses that a breakdown was near.
When the depression came. Hitler seemed to be a prophet, offe-ing the
people hope. They waif.cd to hear that the evil around them was not
permanent, that Germans could still attain a good life. By the clever iase
of myths and lies, Hitler gave their, this assurance. HqFpreached th
concept that the Germans were a chosen race. The evils that had befallen
Gc.rmr.ny he blamed on devils in the body politic, certain groups which
were depriving the Germans of their inst due. He found two scapegoats
---the Jews anC "•. Communists. The Ger.mans wer, -, .•,y to beliet.e his
accusations aga,
the Communists because they had many times called
for the overthrr.-A the Weimar regime. The charge that the Jews were
conspiring for the defeat" of the "German race" found credence because
anti-Semitism was fl eady deeply rooted in German minds. It was easy
to identify the t•ws with the Bolshevists.•
Hitler circulatei his propaganda through various means. Like the
other political parties, the Natis had their own publications, their principal
nrrar being the Voelcischer Reobachter (Racist Observer). They often
distributed publications without charge. A constant stream of p.pagarda
reached the various Nazi groups, which they in turn distributed. Election campaigns were also important transmiting devices. In the first
presidential election in 1932. Hitler. Goebbels, and Strasmer raced from
town tc town speaking to tremendous groups. Nazis "plastered the
walls of the cities and towns with a million screeching colored posters.
distributed 8 million vamphlets, and 12 million extra copies of their party
newspapers, staged 3,000 meetings a day and, for the first time in a
Cv--man election, made good use of films and gramaphone records.... ",T4
Hitler's special technique in gaining votes was the mass rally. Through
these rallies he not only pr•_cente+ hi5 ,iews to thousands of pcople but
also gave the masses an emotional release. The principal elements in
these rallies were Hitler's showmanship--he timed his speeches and actions perfectly; the use of physical effects--the S.A. a:,d S.S. in full dress
and the blare of trumpets when the Fuehrer walked in; and finally, the
coordination of actions in mass--shouting, singing, saluting, and standing.
While it is difficult to assess the effect of these performances in terms of
actual votes, it is safe to guess tbht the emotionalism of the masnes impressed the government and the opposition partie- 7
Once Hitler became Chancellor, his technique. Mhifted. Force became
his primary reliance. He employed force openly, both in election campaigns and in changing the government of Germany. In the March 5,
1933, election he used the State-run radio stations to propagandize his
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campaign, suspended the operation of opposition presses, and broke up
political meetings. He forced the police to cooperate with the S.A. and
S.S., advising them to shoot if there were any "disturbances." After the
Enabling Act was passed, Hitler's use of force became total, All onnnmition was crushed through the threat or the actual use of coercion.In both stages of the revolution, Hitler was able to hide behind the
cloak of legality. Moreover, both stages were made possible by the lack
of unity among his potential opponents and by the aid, both direct and
indirect, of industry and the army. Aid from industry came after 1930.
Hitler did not court the business c!it' for finarcial help to the extent
that he courted the masses for electoral help. He either addressed them
individually or in small meetings arranged through the help of Goering,
Himmler, Funk, and Dietrich. Hitler received sufficient financial aid
from the indstrialists--only a portion responded-because he promised
them protection of their interests, economic prosperity, and, most important of ail, the elimination of the Communist threat.
ITis difficult to assess the amount of money given the Nazis .-y Lig business. In 1932 over 2,880,000 marks a day were needed to support the
tremendous party organization. Although some money came in through
the party itself-from the sale of newspapers, membership dues, and
charges at mass rallies--it is safe to assume that the industrialists met
a good part of the heavy party expenditures.
Given the important place of the army in German politics, it was necessary for Hitler to win its support. The technique he employed was a
combination of an appeal to interest, emotionalism, and fear. He offered
the army a vigorous foreign policy, a policy which would need militaiWy
buildup. Emotionally, he appealed to the army's nationalism Also, he
attempted to enlist the support of men whom he knew the army respected, such as Hindenburg and Blomberg. Lastly, perhaps unwittingly,
he posed the threat of replacing the army- with the S.A. Upon taking
-'"ce. he frightened many )f the officers by appealing directly to the
rank-and-file soldier. However, he quickly quieted this fear by assuring
the officers that "the army and navy would thenceforth be free to work
entirely anhindered on training the development for the defense of the
Reich." -7 Hitler assumed complete official control over the army in
August i934 when he became President, although he still felt it necessary
to maintain its allegiance by the zame tactics.
Hitler's overall strategy of maintaining a vencer of legality limited the
counteractions which the government could take. Because he coulid claim
that his party was a legitimate political party, he made dii•e•
governmental intervention difficult. Still, both Federal and State governments
did try to limit Nazi activity. In the first 6 months of 1930 the authorities attempted a aumber of prohibitions. Outdor meetings and parades
were forbidden in Prussia, a law for the "protection of the Republic" was
passed by the Reichstag in March, and in June the Prussian authorities
by wearing white shirts."
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In April of 1932 the Bruening government issued an order disbanding
the S.A. and S.S. which was carried out at least in form. However, by
June 1932 the Papen regime was forced to lift the ban because Papen
needed the political support of Hitler to maintain his Cabinet.-^
Hence, the few attempts to limit Nazi activities and check 'Lu growth
of the party met with failure. Besides the party's and Hitler's skill in
maintaining an appearance of legality, the ambiguous attitude of the German Army toward the Weimar Republic, and the size of the S.A. and S.S.
troops made any attempt to crush the Nazi movement almost impossible.
E. Manner in Which Control of Government was Transferred
To Revolutionaries
It took Hitler from January 30, 1933, when he became Chancellor, unt,
Augu 19, 1934, when the plebescite affirmed his assumption of the Presidency, to gain complete control of Germapy. The three important events
in the process were his appointment as Clhancellor, -Iv7 passagt of the
V.nabling Act, and his capture oi the Presidency.
Hindenburg appointed Hitler Chancellor on the condition that he could
form a coalition with a parliamentary majority. Many pressures were
brought on Hindenburg to do this. Von Papen, acting out of his own
interests, convinced Hindenburg that Hitler could be kept under control.
Hitler himself reminded Hindenburg of his popular support and of the
strength of the S.A. and S.S. Moreover, through a mixture of bribes and
blackmail, Hitler convinced Hindenburg's son Oskar that it was time for
the Nazis to gain control. Therefore, on January 30, 1933, Hitler replaced
Schleicher as Chancellor, with Papen becoming Vice-Chancellor. Only
two other Nazis were in the Cabinet and they bk,,d inferior positions 80
After an unsuccessful attempt to form a majority coalition, Hitler dissolved the Reichstag and called for elections, which were set for Mar.-h
5, 1933. The campaign saw the increased use of terror by the Nazis,
capped by the burning of the Reichstag. However, Hitler failed to win an
absolute majority; he depended on the votes of Rugenberg's Nationalist
P.-ty. Now Hitler took his second great step toward complete conI
of Gern-any, the Enabling Act. After banning the Communist and cajoling nthie panrtis, Hitler had .•nly the Soeial Democrats in opposition, and
they were not strong enough to deprve him of the two-thirds majority
he needed. This act provided Hitler with complete control over civil affairs
with no legal restraints whatsoever."'
The last phase of his takeover was the capture of :Ile Presidency, for
the President still officially held the allegiance of the army. Because
Hindenburg was so popular with the army, Hitler had to wait until the
old General died. Upon his death on August 2, 1934, Hitler imnmieiately
proclaimed himself President; Vice-Chancellor von Papen and five high
ranking German officials signed the announceme;.t. On August 19 Hitler
called a plebiscite to affirm his new position. He wa? able to get Hindenht,-g's son to tell the German people that the dead General wculd have
approved. Wit, 95.7 percent of the 45½2 million eligible Germans voting,
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Hitler received affirmation from 89.93 percent. Four and one-fourth
mill~on voted "No" and 800,000 spoiled their ballots.': The revolution
completed, Hitler was now Head of State, Head of Government, and Supreme Commander in Chief of
Arm•ny.
IV. THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Changes in the Personnel and Institutions of Government
Hitler consolidated the revolution by replacing the hostile persomiel of
certain institutions or by changing the institutions themselves. The
Reich Government, which had ceased to be parliamentary government
even before Hitler came to power, was now ,onverted into a single-party
government.- Even the parties which were in the coalition were deprived
of any voice i• the decisionmaking.
The fi~derai structure of the Weimar Republic was also abolished.
Prussia was already under Goering's control. ai.d betwep-, ...
Trch 5Frd
16 the ofher Federal States passed under Nazi control. The N-ami Minister of tne Interior sent men to replace the existing state officials. In
early April Hitler appointed State governnrs, who were ,;ubordinate to
the Minister of the Interior. As Frick said, "The state governments
from now on are merely administrative bodies of the Reich."s83
Between April and July 1934 Hitler abolished all other political parties.
The Communists had been suppressed previously. The Social Democrats
made an attempt to appease Hitler, but he abolished the party on June
22. The middle-class parties--the Catholic Bavarian People's Partydissolved themselves. The German National Party, which had enabled
Hitler to gain power, was talken over on June 21, and 066cially "dissolved
itself" on June 29. In a decree on June 14 the Nazi Party declared itself
the sole party in Germany.8
The free trade unions, which had always opposed any hypernationalism,
.cre eliminated. After a g'eat mass demonstration on May 1, the Nazis
occupied union headquarters on May 2, confiscated union funds, and
arrested inion leaders. The right of collective bargaining
21.3l0o
8
abolished. 5
Lastly. Hitler replaced men in ce-fain key positions with Nazis or Nazi
sympathizers, Dr. Schacht, an extreme Nationalist who had helped finance the Nazis, became once more president of the Reichsbank, replacing
the conservative Dr. Hans Luther.88 Later Schacht became Minister of
Economics.
Hitler's "aides" were given semiautonomous control ,ver the areas for
wb'ch they were responsible except when it came to .najor policy lines.87
There were about 40 "national leaders," or Reichsleitung, by the end of
the Second World War. who held positions which corresponded to heads
of Ministries and other state positions in the Weimar Republic. These
positions were usually created on an ad hoe basis rather than cn the
basis of an overall plan. Most of the bureaucratic personnel, providea
they were not Jewish or overt opponents, were retained in office.88
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B. Major Policy Changes
There were major policy changes in all spheres of German life. The
government began an intense buildup of internal improvements which
resoull'e in a rapid decrease in urternploymenL. Though private enterpriso
was subjected, initially, to only minor new controls, after 13t Hitler increased control over business and over exports and imports. Socially,
anti-Semitic and anti-Coramunist legislation was passed to eliminate the
so-called "conspiracy" which Hitler saiW had plagued German life.
The greatest policy changes came in the field of international' affair"
Some of the main Gerinan objections to the Treaty of Versailles were
either a thing of the past. like reparations, or beyond Hitler'.s controi at
the moment, like frontier changes. He therefore directed his attack 6
the military clause of the treaty. On March 7, 1936. he repudiated par•.
of b-th the Locarno and the Versailles treaties by remilitarizing the
Fhi,.eland area. By 1936 Hitler had started the development of German military might on the land, on !Iha-ea, ,nd i'*- e- -ir.19 The policy
of the treaty fulfillment which liad been a political "labilityto tll of the
previous regimes was transformed by Hitler into the policy of revision.
C. Long-Range Social and Economic Effects
When Hitler took power, Germany had more than 6,000,000 unemployed
rnd was suffering from continual balance-of-payment difficulties. Hitler.'s
economic objectihs were the buildup of German industry, internal improvements, and autarchy (self-sufficiency). Hitler built up a powerful
industrial nc,.,hine, and eliminated unemployment, but Germauy was stil!
dependent on the outside world for many needed raw materials.90
Hitler wrought many changes in the social r'ature of £crniany. Any
deviation from the norms set by the Nazi regime was severely prosecuted. Not only did Hitler try to eliminate the "Jewish problem," he
also brought force to bear upon academic circles. Protestant and Catholic
churches, and puiiti-Lal and literary figures who did not back his regime.
Moreover, German life was regulated from an early age through education
ar,.4 through such groups as the Hitler Youth. The purpose of the educational system and the various Nazi organizations was to indoctrinate
Germans so that they could 1-etter sqrve the state. The nor•m.al processes
of law and order disintegrated under the Nazi terror, in tie end making
the individual more-Aependent upon the state. Lastly, there was a partial
class upheaval with the influx of a new elite. It '.as partial because
many members of the old elite, t.qpecially those in in-':ustry, were allo.. cA.
to retain their wealth if not their position.
D. Other Effects
Hitler's course of action in the intrnational field led to war. Before
the tide of battle had turned against him in 19"3, Hitler had greatly increased the amount of land under German domination. Austria, Czechoslovakia, Upper Silesia, Posen, the Polish Corridor, Danzig, what c:)rresponded to the old "Congress Poland," the Benelux countries, two-thirds
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of France, all of Norway, Denmark, Rumania, Hungary. Slovakia, and a
600-mile-deep strip of Rubsia were at one tUwe unudei- Geriian control,
in the form of military rule, integration with Germany, or under agreements which gave Germany virtual control."' However, Hitler was soon
faced with a coalition of England, the U.S.S.R. and the United S'. 'es
which overpowered Germany and her allies. Hitler's phenomena! initial
success was canceled and post-World War II Germany found herself partitioned into Eastern and Western zones, and under military control.
Furthermore, she had lost territory in the east that had belonged to her
prior to Hitler's expansionist drive.
In spite of Hitler's totalitarian tactics and his spectacular successeq
there were, from 1938 to 1944, movements among the German elite to
remove him from power, plus some Pnti-Hitder activity among the military. During the war, plans to dispose of Hitler were discussed in various
groups, aniong varied types of people-ex-diplomats, ex-Ministers. lawyers,
Catholic and Protestant clergy, and a nurnitr of higL.r,.nking army officrs. The famous attempt on Hitler's lile, led by Colowet uýunt von
Stauffenberg, took place in 1944 at Wolfsschanze in East Prussia.
Though badly shaken, Hitler survived an explosion set off not more than
6 feet away. All of these movements proved abortive, primarily due to
the terroristic methods of the Gestapo w-hich forced the cppe*ition groups
to operate in the strictest secrecy. This meant that there could be
little chance for an organized, large-scale effort at counterrevolution.Y2
Germany still feels the effects of Hitler's revolution, both politically, in
terms of the partition, and psychologically, in terms of the attempt to live
down the German past.
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THE S PANISA REVLUTION

F 1936

SYNOPSISA~
On July 17, 1936, the Army of Africa, led by Gen. Francisco Franco,
revolted in Spanish Morocco against the Republican Government of Prime
Minister Manuel Azana. On July 18, numerous elements of the National
Army on the mainland, led by Generals Goded, Mola, and Sanjurjo,
supported by the rightwing political parties of the National Front, revolted, in complicity with the Army of Africa, and opened hostilities
against the central government, By the end of July, the revolutionaries
had succeeded in consolidating their forces, and had seized the north and
northwestern third of Spain. Thirty-two and a half months later, after
bitter and blnody fithting. in which the rebels had t-.• t.-fGermany, an• Portugal, and the government re.eived aid from the Soviet
6iial5y
volunteers from many countries, th! revoluii•I2;..,'.
Union and
gained
control over the entire country.
I. BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CULMINATING iN REVOLUTION
-grain _.as been the stage for a continual struggle between the broad
mass of the people and a relatively small traditional ruling elite, composed
of the institution of the monarchy, the high-ranking military officers,
and the Roman Catholic Church. Up to the early part ol the 20th century,
the alliance of these three institutions had maintained an authoritarian
regime.
As the ideas of democracy, mocialism, anarchism, and communism
began to take hold around the turn of the century, the situation began
to change. The masses resorted to general strikes and other types of
c'- 1 disturbance in an effort "a secure the political rights enjoyed by their
neighbors to the north. These strikes generally ended with the destruction of numerous churches.
The first, ,panish Republic, which came Into existence in 1873 and reprerented the first attempt at liberal democracy, was quickly suppressed by
Che army because of the resulting chaos. The monarchy was restored
for lack of a better system. The period which followed was one of sham
democracy. Demands for agrarian reform and for the curtailnent of the
power and wealth of the church were ignored. Th. beginning
of industrialization, meanwhile, had led to the development of a vociferous
proletariat, which pressed the government for reforms. Added taxation,
to meet the cost of the war with the United States in 1898 and that in
Met.occo in 1909, had equally alienated the bourgeoisie, which now tended
to support the -'Rsses against the governiii•n-t7 The strength of the
masses was threatening to overthrow the traditional ruling elite. In 1923
.en.
igual Prio de 1Ivera, with the knowledge of King Alfonso X111,
staged a coup d'etat and established a military dictatomhip.
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The regime of Primo de Rivera proved unpopular. By 1930 he had
earned the opposition of all the iiasseii. The upper class resented it. lo.s
of political power. The peasants were angered when the promised agrarian reforms were only partly ihplernented. The middle cla= rc=c,.tcd
the increased taxation imposed to finance the expansion o.' at.. nerce a,-d
industry. Leftwing and intellectual agitrtion finally fo-c -1 Primo de
SRi:-e• tc res,, in 1930, and continued nw.foinn lId to the King's abdication in 1931. In April 1931 the ýecord Spanish Republic cime into
existence.
The right and the left devwLoped into tv.o antagonistic and eqi!Aly pow-ereful groups, while the center, composed of intellectual, and liberals,
decreased rapidly in i:,,,i-Lance. The right factions included the Catholic, Monarchist, and later on, the Falangist Parties, and the army gener'Lwo moderate Uepublicarz partise, ItONISt. fo7,,s. &,
'IL
incluewe
the I
nrc,hiLts, and the Communists. The issues that divided them related to
agrarian reform, social reform, the ?h'.-ch que!.L;ci, and the nroblem of
regionalism versus centralism.
The elections of 1931 brought the left to power. The Constitution
which was drawn up during the year attempted to deal with the above
issues. Church and state were separated, and Catalonia was granted ',ocal
autonomy. The anticlerical ntt.itude of the left earned it the enmity of the
church, and the acceptance of regionalism irked the generals. The inability of the Republicans to implement fully the agrarian reforms estranged
the masses. The leftist regime was crippled by disunity within its ranks.
Internal rivalries between Anarchists and Socialist. led to strikes and
counterstrikes amd there alienated t0e middle cla.s. In the November
1933 elections the right was returned to power.
The new regime proved equally unpopular. It repealed the agrarian
reforms and suppressed regional autonomy In Catalrn;a. But it enjoyed
the support of the army and was able to maintain itself until internal
conflicts and frequent cabinet changes led the President of the Republic
to dissolve the Congress of Deputies (Cortes) on January 4, 1936.
The February 1936 elections witnessed the total polarization of :he
political parties Into a Popular Front incorporating the parties of tCe left,
and a Natlonal Front of the parties Uf the right. Once again, the left
was returned to power. The moderate Republican parties of the Popular
Front were called upon to form the government, in an effort to allay the
fears of the middle class. However, these Republicr. parties, the Repub!Ir" Lxt and the RepublicAn Union, had no man fTliuwing. and relied
heavily on the Socialists and Communists for a legislative majority. Sociallst agitation and strikes, and the resulting chaos, convinced the
National Front that a Socialist takeover was not far off, a prospe .t wh-h
they were not willing to accept. Agreement was flnnlly concluded beotwen
the National Front and a number of general! to overthrow the government bi 'oroe. After careful and deliberate planning, which laWted for
more than a month, the date for the uprising was aet for .luly 17. 193.6.
"Itwax to begin in Spanish Morocco. and spread to the mainland.
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H. THE ENVIRONMENT OF THlE REVOLUTION
A. Description of Country
1. Phlysical eziaracteristi.cs
Spain is situated on the lberian Peninsula, which It shares with F.-..
tugal on the west, and is se-parated from France, in the north. t'y the
Pyrenees Mountains. Gibraltar lies at its southernmost tip. It has an
urea uf' 1941,945 square miles, including the Balearic and Canary Islands.
Its Atlantic coastline is 422 miles long, and its Mediterranean coastiinp.
1,033 miles.
Spain can be divided into five topographical regions. the northern
coas-tal bl. the central plateau, Andalusia in the south-southwesc, Levante in the southeast, and Catalonia and the Ebro Valley in the northeast,
Spain 'has six major mountain ranges: the Pyrenees, the CarpatoVetonica, thp Oretana, the Marianica, the Penibetica, and the Iberica;
and five main rivers: the Ebro, the Duero, the T.'igus. t'I- Guadiana, and
the Guadalquivir. The climate varies from rezion to region. _;Lis Co01
and humid in the northern coastal belt, cold in winter and hot in summer in the central plateau, and temperate in Andalusia and Levante.?
2. The people
Basques, Cata~.aIqjiGa1acians, and Andalusians comprised the major
cultural groups. With the exception of the Basques, they did not consiiBAY OF BISCAY
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tute distinct ethnic greup, ?,,though the Catalins enjoyed large measures
of autonomy. Spanish is the nationai language of 3pain, C-Aillan the
official dialect, and Galician the main dialect. Catalin reprects a
separate language.
The population of Spain was 24.5 million in 1936, witn a ..ensity of
about 139 per square mile. More than half the populaticn i.;ved in the
major cities of Madrid (the Capital), Barcelona, Valencia, Sevilla. Mal~gz.
Zaragoza, Blibao, and Murcfia.
3. Communicationg
The overland communication systeLm of Spain was gencnr:ly poor.
There were 74,994 miles of highways and rnads, of which only 45,592
were macadamI:pd, and 11,050 miles of railways. With the exception of
the lower reaches of the Guadalquivir and sections oi the Ebro, ite ly,.L
were not naviga'ble. In 1936 the Spanish merchant marine Ponsis,.ed or
about !,000 seagoing vess'.ls, operating from the major ports of Barcelona,
Bilbao, Sevilla, and Valencia.
4. Natural resources
Spain has vast mineral deposits, fertile soil suitable for agriculture
in some areas, and ti..ber forests. Th- most abundant minerals are ore,
coal, lead, potash salts, and mercury. Of somewhat lesser importance arr
iron pyrites, lignite, copper, zinc, sulphur, manganese, and tungtster'.
EL. Fwiao.Ecemmie Structure
1. Economic system
The economy of Spain was largely based on a free enterprise system,
even though the tAnte played a limited role. Most public utilities were
state.owned, and the state reserved the right to 1.jrptecp&: Is •al economic
activities. However, most of the Industrial complex was privately owned
by Spanish and foreign nationals, and foreign cap!itl investments were
encouraged.
Agriculture and mining constituted the backbone of the economy. The
principal Industries were the processing of foodstuffs and ores; they did
t, therefore, meet the requirements of the domestic markets. Spain's
main agricultural products were cereals-ýapecally wheat-oranges, rice,
onions, olives, grapes, and Aberts. Her major mlning proliwts wee coal.
Iron ore, lead, and mercury.
Spain's principal exports were foodstuffs, minerals, tobacco, c-henicls.
metals, and timber. Her major imports weru machJ:.ery, vehicles, chemicas, metals, pe•uoleum, rut.ber, foodstuffs, cotton, :.ud ccrWah rint•. als.
2. Clas struture
Socially, Spain was divided Into two main groups. Roughly one.-ith
of the population composed the upper 2nd middle clasie, whic;: "anxied
the affairs of the nation. Four-fifths uf the population was cot'n•p•il of
pas•ants and workers, with a high rate of llii:.%racy. and with little or no
sty In thi. sff!*Ir of thA nation. The gap between thme two grxmup •ss
filled by a very small lower-midfle class, composed of smnaU shopkipere
an artisans. Spain was actually ruled by a trinity compooed of the
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throne, the institution of thi political generals, and the institition of the
political church, supported by the nobility and the privileged classes-in
4
fact, an even smaller elite within the upper and middle classes.
The distribution of wealth reflected this disparity. The land alR1 the
business were in the hands of the upper and middle classes, while trhe rest
of the population worked with their hands, either as tenant farmers or as
miners and industrial workers.
The social structure tended to be rigid due to: (1) the traditional solidarity of the working class, which had givwn the workers a separate ideatity; (2) the "backwardness and inertness" of the economy, which had
not provided the workers with new avenues of improvement; and (3) the
lack of education. 5
. Tternpy and educatino.
Some 40 percent of the population were still illiterate in 1936. Most
of the i'it.•racy was found among women, and in rurl.agricultural areas.
Primary education was made compulsory and free in ,r.;ýfrr& to YeLluce
this high rate.6
Education was undertaken jointly by the church and the state. Schools
were either state; or church-sponsored. There were nine state universities and two church-sponsored universities in 1936.
4. Major religions and religious institutions
Roman Catholicism was the religion of over 99 percent of the population. The few Protestant communities had no legal status, and were not
allowed to proselytize.
It has been estimated that in the 1930's two-thirds of the population
were not practicing Catholics--they did not confess or attend Mass; This
figure varied from region to region and between the sexes. Church attendance was higher in rural areas and among women.7
The Constitution of 1931 provided for the separation oZ church and
state. Prior to that date, Roman Catholicism had been the official religion.
"'owever, the church contaued to play an important role in the affairs of
zhe state because of its alliance with rightwing elements and the military.
C. C-• ernment and the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of government
The 1931 Constitution provided for a parliamentary form of government. A unicameral system was adopted to bring the Parliament "closer
to the people and avoid the pitfalls of a Senate sharing less liberal sentiments."8 It was hoped that this parliamentary form of %evernment
would prevent the usurpation of executive powers and the establishment
of a dictatorship.
The power of the executive was vested in the Prime Minister and his
("inet. both appointed by the President. A vote of no confidence in the
Cortes could force the prime Minister to resign.9 The President of the
Rep. blic was elected jointly by the Cartes and a special electoral body for
a term of 6 years. The functions of the President were mainly c. remoni.l,
but he could dissolve the Cortes, on the advice of thp Primb Ministe:,
twice during his term of office, in cases of impasse.
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Members of the parliament were elected by ur.:'cr-al suffrage. Th'.
Cortes was elected every 2 years, and met twicc a year. 1lcvwever,
during the parliamentary recess, "a permanent representation of the
Cortes, bazwd upun the numerical strength ow the various parties in the
Chambcr"'li met with the Cahinet regular!y.
A Supreme Court, the Tribunal of Constitutional Guarnitte"s, was empowered to rule on the constitutionality of the laws passed by the parliament. It could also arbitrate between autonomous regions, re,-iew the
election of the President, and try the President of the Rc;J~bbc, t ,e Puriwm
Minister and members of his Cabinet, -nd the judges of 'the Supreme
Court and the Attorney General."
As noted above, the President, acting on the advice of the Prime Min!
ter, could dismiss the Cortes in case of an impasse. However, if
exercised that power twice and the third Cortes judged the previous dis)iissII kipjustified, it ryould impeach him. The Cabinet could be dismissed
only if it failed to receive a majority vole in the f.trferp. or upzu the dis2
solution of the Cortes.1
2. Description of political process
In the elections of February 1936 the Pý pu!ar Front, an electoral union
of the political parties of the ien, pledged to a platform of socialization,
nationalization, and dxiatic agrarian and anticlerical reforms, emerged
victorious with 4,716,156 votes and 256 seats in the Cortes out of a total
of 475. The principal parties of the Popular Front were: the Socialists.
headed by Francisco Largo Caballero and Miguel Inen'lecio Prieto; the
Republican Left Party of Manuel Azana; the Repoblican Union under
Diego Martinez Barrio; Luis Companys' Esquerra (Catalan Separatists).
and the Communists. The Popular Front wan su'pported by the General
Union of Workers (UGT), a Socialist trade union of about 1,500,000"
members, the semi-Trotskyist Workers and Peasanta' Alliance, and the
Republican Military Union (UMR), a small group of Republican omcers.
The Anurch;sts of he National Confederation of Labor (CNT) and the
iberian Anarchist Federation (FAI), a syndicalist trade union and a secret society respectively, with an estimated joint membership of more than
4
1,.0,O00,0
did not join the Popular Front, but supported it in certain
electoral districts.
Three weeks after the elections, Manuel Azana was officially designated
by Niceto Alcala Zamora, President of the Republic, to form the isew
cabineL This cabinet was to be composed entirely if Republican Left
and Republican Union politicians. On Mlay 10, 193I attcr the Impeachment of President Zamora by the Cordes in April 1936, Azana was elected
P'resident, and Santiago Casares Quiroga, another Republican Left politician, was called upon to form the government. -His go.,..rnm.nt #'so was
composed of only Republicans. The Republicsn governments of Axana
and Casares Quiroga were unable to function 1,ecause of ideolog•ical differences wi~h the other parties of the Popular Front. The ltepubLean
parties were moderate liberal parties. They supported only the agrarian
and clerical Wform program of the Popular Viont, and had nothing in
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common with the Marxist-Socialist ideologies of the Anarchists, Socialists, and Communists. In fact, they had joined the Popular Front only to
prevent a Nati3nal Front victory.
The National Front.eceive. 3,793,601 votes, but won only 143 seats in
the Core&e.
it was composed of the Spanish Co•f•:deration of Auto... ous
Rightists (CEDA), a Catholic party. headed by Gil Robles; the MJonarchist Party of Calvo Sotelo; the Carlist (traditionalist) Party led ty the
Count of Rodenzo and Fal Conde; the Agrariar (landowners) Party; and
the Independent Party. TIL. National Front was supported by the Spani.h
Military Union (UME), a group oi rightwing officers, Catholic organizations such as the Defense of Catholic Interests (DIC), and Jos6 Antonio
Primo de Rivera's Spanish Falange, a Fascist movement. As a whole,
t
he National Front represented the middle and upper classes, the Spanish
C,• tluic Church, and rightwiny army generais.
These groupings representeca different vested interests, and lacked a common political platform. They were, nonetheless, united in their 3p)osqt'on tc. the SocidAistMarxist ailiance which supported the government. However, the Carlist
Party and the Spanish Falange were actually 'the two most important
elements of the National Front, and special attention should be given to
them because of the roles which they were to play in promoting and supporting the revolution.
The Carlist Party derived its name from the movement which supported the candidae-- of Don Carlos, the brother of King Ferdinand VII,
to the throne o: .pain irn 1834, and opposed the accession of Queen Isabella
II, the only child of King Ferdinand. In 1936 it advocated the restoration
of the monarchy, but supported the candidacy of Don Alfonso Carlos, a
descendant of Ferdinand, while the Monarchist Party supported a descendant of King Alfonso. A religious party, closely associated with the
Catholic Church, and opposed to modern trends of liberalism, the Carlists
advocated the use of force in achieving their end. The Carlist Party was
-,ell established in the Ni.varre region of northern Spain, and its members
represented generally the poorer aristocracy. In 1934 the Carlist Party
organized the Requete (levies), a paramilitary body, which in 1936 numbered cluse to 14,0005 men under arms, and trained openly.
The Spanish Falange, or Falanx. derived its-name from the Macedonian
battle unit that enabled Alexander the Great to conquer Greece in the
4th century B.C. It was founded in 1933 by Jos6 Antonio Primo de Rivera
vs a movement which would find "a national way of restri•ning the incoherence of liberalism." Tt advocated the Nationii!I Sc'_.
* hc..ry of
the corporate state. But unlike the National Socialist movements in Germany and Italy, it accorded the church an eminent zole in the affair3 of
the state. In 1934 it amalgamated with a number of other National Social
:st movements, and organized a private army, the Blue Shirts, which
at the outbreak of the revolution was to number about 50,000.10 In February 1536 the Falange numbered about 25,00017 members, half of whom
were university students. Only one-fifth of the rest belonged to the working class. The membership of the Falange, between 1933 and early 1936,
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did not increase because the right, as a whole, tended to support the
CEDA, which represented tihe right's only chariue uf c,-,"irg into power
by peaceful means. However, alfer the defeat of the National Front
in the February 1936 elections. when the rightists "abandoned all idean of
peacefu! and legal solutions and put their hopes in violent. '.,,.1 !h
ranks of the Falange were swelled by great numbers of rightists, including the CEDA Youth Movement, who deserted thW CEDA and jnined the
Falange.1
The Center parties, which included tue Center Party; LIga (Catatin
businessmen); F.Rdicals; Prc-g'rmssves: and BBaques. decreased rapidly
in importance, and split. The Lilga and the Basque Parties aided with
thn 1opular Front and the rest with the National Front.
The political parties of the National Front attacked the government itheir numorou.; newspapers, the principal of which were the ABC (Monarcha•Lt
ard Debate (CEDA), and continually exhorted the people to
revolt. They were, howevcr, heavily consore., and suspended during
most of the Republican era. Billbozrds were
s.-"'-4 by bilh
fronts during and after the elections. Radio broadcopting was not available to the National Front in 1936, because it was under government
control. The government came equally under heavy attack from Catholic
pulpits. In pastoral messag"e from the bishops, and in regular sermons.
Catholics were warned agahist r ipporting the government, and `.:eAtA
of excommunication were levelew at leading poeli!cIans of the Popuiar
Front.
3. Legal procedure hor amending corstltutlon or changing government Institutions
Amendments to the Constitution of 1931 could be initiated by the
government or by one-fourth of the members oi the Corles. The amendment proposal had to receive "the -.fllrmative vote of two-thirdr of the
Deputies then holding oflke during Lhe firs' four ymrs of the constltu.
tlonal regime, and an absolute mcjorlty thereafter."'
After voting in favor of an amendment proposal, the Cortes was to
be dissolved automatically, and elections were to be held within 60 days.
; , new Caries was to act as a constituent assembly to decide on the
proposed amendment, and then resume Its ordinary activiUe.'.'
4. Relationship to fotelgn powers
On the eve of the clvi! war, Spain was a member of the League of
Nations. Ko major alliances had been concluded with other states. Offkially, Spain's foreign policy orientation wrts one t, collaboration with
other state-members of the League. However, the Populur Front as a
whole, especially the 8"clalists, was ideologically linked with the Popu•c
Front in France. and the Soedallbt Party of L6or Blum, Prime Minister.*
5. The role of military and poli. powers
Because of the alliance or the institution of the political generals wit,
" It abou.d be noted hry thMt *o
of the o.likl V*ttks of tb.p NauIopa irrt
%&ad
atablited cyolawt
with ;lal,, Germany, and Porilual te obtain Gr.ti
aned mIft.
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the throne and the institution of the politiNa! church; .lhf, role of the arn',y
became one of maintaining the government in power. Army officers, who

upper class, took lit upon themmostly belonged to the nobility. or lwheA

selves to22-alter a !egmne when it no longer harmonized with the arrrn's
desires.,'
In ]936 the arr..y numbered 115,000 man and 15,000 officers. With the
exception of the Army of Africa, which was compesed of the Foreign
Legion and native Moorish troops, most of the soldiers were conscripts
doing their national service.
The Civil Guard (Guardia Civil) was established in 1844 to keep order
in rural areas. Its organization was similar to that of the army, and it
wes Ilcd bý, officers with military rank. A large number of its rank and
file were recruited from the army. In 1933 the Guardia Civil numbered
30,000 men asd officers. In theory it was supposed to be loyal to the
central .pvernment. However, because the Guardia Civil was closely
aasociated with the army, and was tradition-•dli ioyal to tV,; mona-rchy
and to rightwing governments, the Republican Government created, An
1931, the Assault Guards (Gvardia de 2Asolto), composed of men of known
Republican and Socialist sympat.'-hieS.
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D. Weaknesses of the Socio.Economic-Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or govcrn.-'ontnl instabilities
The Republican Government of Manuel Azana came to power, in 1936,
in a Spain divided against itself as a result of more than 150 years of
bitter quarreling and civil unrest. The year 1SO8 marked the beginning
of the disintegration of the institution of the monarchy, civil war broke
out in 1884 over the issue of a liberal constitution; in 1868, the army
expelled the monarch, and precipitated a religious and regional war;
class hatred emerged in 1909, culminating in the antireligious riots of
Larcelona; in 1917 a revolutionary strike was crushed by an insurrectionary army; in 1923 General Primo de Rivera established a military
dictatorsh* ; liberal protests and agitations led to his resignation in 1930,
which was followed by the abdiation of King Alfonso XIII in 1931; in
19302 the- right--ing. elements att:.,+.-" f. totpple U.1 firste.
ihip~
Government of Spain in the 20th century; in 1934 leftist elements staged
a revolt in Asturias in an effort to overthrow the rightwing government;
and in 1936 the right and the left had polarized into fro•:'• of equal
strength, unwilling to cooperate, and ready to use Lorce to gal•. tuir ellud.
The governments of Azana and Casares Quiroga were doomed to failure
beeaase they did not represent either left or right and were, therefore,
nm-* accepted by either.2' They were, in lart, minhuility governmzats
which depended for their majority in the Cortes on the vote of the other
political parties of the Popular Front. since the Nation,-.' Front had, from
the very beginning, declared its determination not to support or collaborate
with any Republican Government. Thus, these Republican Governments
were, in reality, at the mercy of the Socialist and Com-nunist Parties.
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M1oreo%:er, the Repuhllepn ('fwprnments not only were inherently weak.
they were also the victims of the economic and boc.;sl prnblenms which Ltd
plagued Spaiii aor more than a century.
2. Economic weaknesses
The inadequacy of agrarian reforms had been the man
cconomic
problem. In 1931, cadastre figures showed thatL ahout hif the arable
land was owned by 99 percent of the landowners, while the other half was
owned by the remaining one percent. TI',e solution to this problem had
not been found by 1936. Furthermore, the econorrnc crisis of 1.o29 ha'd
had serious repercussions on the agricoiltural ccorcmy. .Agricu.ural
prices had fall'en, much land had gone uncultivated, nnd nnemployment
had reached phenomenal figures. Industry, still in is i:nitial stage of
development, could absorb only an insignificant number of the unen.
ployc.
The-e repercussions were still being felt in 1936, and added to
t ., overall econnmic problým.'ý
3. Social tensions
Socially, Spain was sharply divide.] by quarrels bctwein the church
and the liberals, between those who advocated re~n,,n!ism and those
who advocated centralism and nationalism, and between the bourgeoisie
and the working class.24
The church, the largest landowner and one of the wealthiest institutior.s,
had, for more than a century, used its wealth, position, and prestige to
maintain a status quo which would preserve its interests. It had teeby become ihentifted with the traditional ruling elite, and was considered
by the lLes-als to be reactionary, and, therefore, a major obstarl. to
political evolution. The efforts of the liberals to curtail the wealth of the
church and its political activities culminated in Nitter ditscnAlon.
The struggle between regionalists and centralists has its roots in the
artual formation of the Spanish state. After the expuision of the Moors
around 1250. Spain broke up into a number of petty independent principalities owing u,mlnal allegiance to the Spanish King. This symbolic
unity at the top was not accompanied by a corresponding unity at the
l•..I level. The ultimate dissolution of the monarchy, and the establishment of a Republic, removed the vestiges of unity and resulted in demands
for local rights. The Barqu:. and the CantArn wero the elements axitating most vigorously for local autonomy. In 1931 the Republican Government granted the CatalAns a large measure of auptonomy. Thts "as
resented by the army and the parties of the right, .,hlch interpreted it
as an attempt to weaken Me nation. Thesw measur- ny autonomy were
repealed by the rightwing government in 1934. thereby precipitating new
wavex of agitation.
The working chm, as a whole, subscribed to the revolutionrary 1coo
(if the Sociallst, Anarchist, and Communist Partic,
As such, it was &I.
ways ready to support revolutionary strikes a-u uprisings. This alienatd the b"urgeoisle, which l•ved In constant fear oi a fLumian.typ,
revolution.
MU.
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4. Government recognition foind reaction to weainessps
Azana moved swiftly to stabilize the internal situation. Fearing an
army coup d'etat, he removed General Franco, then Chief of Staff, and
General Goded from the War Mini9tr1
in
r-'.adrid,
an-'t.em
command posts in the Canaries and the Balearics respectively. Yie appointed new civil governors of Republican sympathies throughout Spain
to consolidate his position. Local rights were restored to the Catalfis,
numerous members of the Falange were imvrisoned, and the Falange

as usendd.Tosatisfyr +ha PnwmTho. Vrth--ii 1-. ralnrl nil
Pary

kaff;-f

political prisoners, and pressed for agrarian reform. Land was distributed
to more than 50,000 peasants. In an effort to pacify the bourgeoisie, he
refrained from implementing the nationaliz-4ion platform of the Popular
Front.
these, hrowever, proved to be half measures which failed to satisfy
either the Popular Front or the bourgeoisie. Subsequently the popularity of Manuel-Azana with the -working clas. 4-.reanf-d, w+'h,.- "hatof !ho
Socialists, now '.':z revolutionary staidard-barers, inciaasc,.
He accepted the Presidency of the Republic to "en.sire that the socialists should
never be allowed to form a government aione.".''7
The Quiroga government which succeeded Azana's found itself imrrobilized by the differences which had split the Popular Front on all matters
.elating to policy and tactics. The leftwing section of the Socialist Party,
under the leadership of Largo Caballero, was fomenting a series of lightning strikes. Supported by the Communists, Caballero was openly talking
of supplanting the Republican Government with a dictatorship of the
28
proletariat, and had clashed with the AnarchistsS.
The National Front,
meanwhile, had closed ranks, and the final plans for - revolt were being
laid. The ever-increasing wave of unrest, terror, and political assassinations was to provide them with the immediate reasons. The murder
of Calvo Sotelo, a staunch monarchist and one of thc church's leading
.jokesmen, on July 12, 1)36, by Assault Guards proved to be the signal.
On July 17, 1936, the Army of Africa revolted, and was followed by similar garrison revolts in Spain. Henceforth, Spain was to be divided between the Nationalists, representing the revolutionaries, and the Republicans, representing the Popular Fr-nt.
MII. FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS OF REVOLUTION
A. Acors
on!

tbewnelin
te

1. The revolutionary leadership
The revolution of July 17, 1936, was a joint civilian and military
,nrertaking. The military leadership included large numbers of highranking officers and generals, and principal instigators being Generals
Sanjurjo, Goded, Mola, and Franco. However, the .apture of General
Goded by the Republicans on July 19, and the accidental death of General
Sanjurjo on July 20, left Generals Mola and Franco as the outstanding
figures. These two were not among the so-called "political generals."
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The civilian leadership was composed of Fal Conide, Ramr.n Serrano Suner,
and Jo
0 6 Antonio Priman de Rivera.
General Mola was Director-General of Security under King Alfonso
XIII, and earned the nickname of "Shoot-Mola" and the enmity of the
Republican intellectunls for his rc.le in suppressing the 193fl4V Tets. A.
a res, lt, he was retired by the first Republican Government of Manuel
Azana, in 1932. In 1934 he was recallud by the rightwing and Catholic
gov-rnrc-it, and appointed Commanding Gepiteral (of the Army nf Africa.
In 1934 he was transferred by Azana and appointed Military Governor of
Pa-.ip!on-. Prior to i926, ho bad not bc--n involved In plotz ag-r~nt tht.
Republicans.

General Franco, the scion of a good Spanish family, achieved his rank at
the age of 85. In 1917 he particlpated in crushing a general strike. 1I
served in, Morocco, and commanded the Foreign Legion from 19'a-27.
There he earned a reputation for military brilliance for the role he played
!t bringing the Moroccan War to z -.ccczsful •,rA. In 1934 he was appointed Joint Chief of Staff and was given the Wtik ,:. .ipit:sing "he

miners' rebellion in Asturias. lie accomplished this with the help of the
Foreign Legion. Strict, patient, cautious, and a brilliant organizer.
Franco was completely dedicated to his career. Prior to 1936 he hiud
refused to meddle in politics, but he was accu.ed in 1937 by Portela
Valladares, Premier of the caretaker government durin, the February
J986 elections, of plotting to prevent the Popular Front from entering
oflice following the elections. In 1936, Just before departing for tlc
Canaries, General Franco paid Premier Azana a v!sit in which he warned
him of the threat of communism. The nonchalant attittde of the Prime
Minister seemed to have prompted Franco to join the conspiracy.
Fal Condo, a young Andalusian lawyer, and uzie of the leaders of the
Carlist Party, wai Involved in numerous plots aainsh. the Republican
regime In 1932. He was jailed by the Republicans, and waa released
In 1984 when the right entered oftfce.
Ram6n Serrano Suner, the brother-in-law of General Franco, was the
CEDA Youth leader. He Is credited with having promoted the merger
of 'he CEDA Youth with the Falange.
Jos Antonio Primo de Rivera, the son of General Primo de Rivers.
bean his career 2a R monarchist. A practicing Roman Catholic. he
founded the Fa',snge In 1938. He was Jailed by the Repuhlicnns in 193=
for his political activities, and was released in 1934 by the rightist government. He lost his elector.d seat in the 1986 electi..a". and was again
Ja'le
LyA~i In: 'Nrrch 19W&.
PoliLically, these men had one Ihing in common. They were all opposed
to parliamentary government, and advocated an authoritarian goveernment
of one type or another. In Ideology, however, they dfffereJ razically.
The military were interested only ii, restoring their rule over Spain. Fal
Conde wAs a Carlist, interefted In restoring the monarchy. Ram6n
Serrano Suner was interested in reptoring a Catholic rightwing govern.
ment: and Jo@6 Antonio Primo de Rivern aldocated a Fascist cnrporsto
state.
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An agreement was reached, prior to the revolution, to establish a joint
military and civilian dictatorship undxr General Sanjurjo, which would
include representatives of all the parties joining in the revolution, and
29
which would satisfy their basic demands and aspirations.
2. The revolutionary following
The military following of the Nationalists, on July 18, 1936, included the 15,500 officers and men of the Army of Africa (Moorish troops
and the Foreign Legion), and the 34,000 officers and men of the Civii
Guard. Most of the 7,228 officers of the Nr~tional Army sided with the
revolution, but the rank and file cou-L sot be coun~ted on because of their
sympathies for the Popular Front. In many instances, the rank and file
of the National Army turned against their officers and sided with the
Republicans. The naval officers, as a whole, supported the Nationalists.
The attempts of tbese naval officers to sail their ships intu Nationalistheld ports were, in most cases, thwarted by mutinous crews of distinct
Republican sympathies, who either imprisoneri their oft.cars ,r sMiot th-m.
However, the Nationalists acquired one battleýhip, several erusere, a destroyer, and a number of gunboats. The air force sided with the
Republicans.30
The middle and upper classes tended to side with the Nationalists. The
lower-middle class was divided in its sympathies. The revolutionary following included the members of the political parties of the National Front
and thei:- paramilitary organizations, the hierarchy of the Spanish Catholic
Church, industrialists, big businessmen, and financiers. Separatist-minded
businessmen from Catalonia, financiers, and industrialists were sympathetic to the Republican cause.
B. Organization of Revolutionary Effort
1. Internal organization
Early opposition to the Republican Government came from two dif".zent groups: the politic l parties of the National Front, and the army
generals. Prior to the agreement concluded between them during the
last 2 months preceding the revolution, these groups prepared for a revolution on separate bases. The army generals began earnest preparations,
after the elections of February 193A by secretly contacting other officers,
in command positions and in the War Ministry, and enlisting their support. They were thus able to compile a list of those officers and garrisons who would support them, and of those who would remair. loyal to the
government.
Some of the political parties began their revolutionary preparations in
1934. The Falange and. the Carlists created adjunct paramilitary bodies
which trained and drilled openly.
Secret contact between the political parties and the army generals was
first established in March 1936. Fal Conde got in t.:uch with General
Sanjurjo, while Serrano Suner acted as liaison between the CEDA and the
Falange, on the one hand, and General Franco on the other. Bickering
and bargaining between the generals and the political parties hampered
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the conclusion of an agreemcnt; and an army ur,rlhlng, set for the end of
April 1936, was postponed.

The Carlists demanded that all political

parties in Spain be dissolved after the revolution, and ihat a government
of three men. under General Sanjurjo, be established. Further demsnds

concerning the restoration of the monarchy, and the use of t;;, 'onarcast
flag as the flag of the revolution, cmnlicafed matters.

T'h

Falange,

en the other hand, was initially unenthusiastic in its stpport (f an army
uprising, and tended to consider such an uprising as reactior.ary.

How-

ever, tentative agreement was finally achieved between these two groups
in May-June 1906, and it '.

decided that the leadership of tfe revolu-

tion would go to the generals, and that a government would be established under General Sanjurjo. Piano were made to create military and
civil branches of the revolution In all the provinces of Spain. TI*- '
"provincial branches were Instructed to work out detailed plans for seizing
ou'ihe t'iidings in their areas, particularly lines of communications, and

prepare a declaration announcing a siofe of w.-r." '2

The political parties

were to enroll their paramilitary bodies in the Natic,...t Aruiy;

ild ,,n

the day following the revolution, the rank and file of these parties were
to place themselves at the disposal of the provincial branches in armas

where the takeover had been successful.

In areas that had remained loyal

to the Republican Government, they were to lie low, to emerge later as a
fifth column.*
2. External organization
Prior to July 17, 1936, the support of foreign countries to the revolutionary cause was limited. The solicitation of foreign aid was not p'.,rsued by the Nationalist Front as a matter of policy. Contact• w,*th foreign
powers were made separately by the generals and by some of the political
parties of the National Front. In 1934 the Carlists secured financial and
military aid from Italy with which to train their eCepueies. Portugil
offered the gentrals the safety of its territory fromi which t, plot the. Overthrow of the Rel'iblican Government. In February 1936, General Sanjurjo
was received in Berlin by Admiral Canaris, then head of the German
Abwehr (army counterintelligence), and "assured himself that German
,.tilitary aid, if it should be necessary to secure the success of the rising.
would be contemplated by Canaris at l'awt."' As soon as the revolution
broke out, Germany, Italy, and Portugal abandoned their cautious poikiew
of limited and Indirect Involvement In Spanish affairs, and supported the
Nationallsts actively.
After some initial hesitation, Germany nnd Ital:' lent their compiete
support to Lte Nationalist cause. At the end of toe civil war, German
aid amounted to $199,520,000. The numbe," of German nationals who
participated and fought in the war totaled 16.000 mc;,. and included the
Condor Legion (German air force unit) and 30 antitank companimes,
al"at.

u "fifth column," wLkh has becomne o fumilliar and whhkh

;dthot Ibnkiv'L, ariginated bemt.
drm In

It was first uved by (
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SPAIN
ian aid amounted to $372,200,000; and Italian forces in Spain numbered
50,000 men. Portugal never hesitated. On July 24, 1936, President Salazar offered General Mola Portugal's unconditional suppoit. Henceforth,
(le-man aid to the Nationalists was to be channeled through Portugal. and
Portuguese soil was to provide the Nationalists with vital staging ait,.
Ultimately, 20,000 Portuguese were to fight on the side of tha Nationalists. 34
On the international scene, the diplomatic maneuvering of Germany
and Italy proved effective in preventing France and England from supporting the Republican Government, tlus partly isolating the Republic.
By joining the Non-Intervention Committee, and actively supporting it,
Germany and Italy were able to cloak their aid to Spain, while seeing to
it that Republican Spain would not be able to buy war material from the
other member:s of the commission, which included France, England, and
the Soviet Union. However, the Soviet Union also used the committee to
cloak its aid to the Republicans.
C. Goals of the Revolution
1. Concrete political aimn of revolutionary leaders
The Nationalists claimed, at the outbreak of the revolution, that it
was undertaken "in order to forestall a projected 'Red' revolution which
was to have taken place at the end of July or in August with Russi=
support."3 5 However, the major aim of the revolution seems to have
been to eliminate any possibility of a Socialist-Communist takeover. The
National Front had reached the conclusion that the Republican Government had lost control of the working class to the other members of the
Popular Front, and that the only safety against a Socialist-Commun;sL
coup d'etat lay in a revolution of their own. 30
2. Social and economic goals of leadership and following
There was no social or economic goal. The Nationalists represented
a political union of groups with different ideologies and different social
Z -I economic platforms. They appear to have been agreed only in their
deiermination to prevent the socialization oL the economy which a
Socialist-Communist regime might have initiated.
D. Revolutionary Techniques and Government Countermeasures
1. Methods for weakening ex;-ting authority and countermeasures
by government
a. Prerevolutionary activities
In the few months before the revolution, the National Front lost no
Anrender impoten.t the new epu,,lican Governopportunity t4r .dq•. r;t
ment, and create conditions which would justify its takiag power, by revolution if necessary. The National Front was aided in bringing about these
cc-ditions by the disunity within the Popular Front. The Socialist Party
had split into two factions, and fighting had erupted between the Socialist UGT and the Anarchist CNT and FAI; this conflit culminated in a
series of strikes, riots, and assassinations.
To weaken the government, the National Front resorted to spreading
rumors and adverse propaganda. It alleged that the notorious Hungariaa
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Communists Bela Kon and Erno GPro, nnd a number of Spanf-h Communists who had fled after the Asturias revolt, had arrived In Spain to
instigate a revolution. The Republican Government was likened to the
Kerensky government of Russia, which had preceded Lhe Bob:,evik r-'olution, and the violent incidents occurring daily were enumwimwd in the
Cortes to show that the government had lost control of Lhe aituation."7
At the same time, the Falange contri-buted to the atmosphere of unrest
by carrying out, independently of the National Front, a policy of assassination and other forms of violence.
The government did not expect to gain the support of the National
Front, but nevertheless took certain conciliatory measures. ;h gave the
opposition parties representatioin in the councils, named a moderatb
Martinez Barrio, to the Presidency of the Cortes, and refused to tak.
punitive actlon against Generals Franco, Goded, and Mola, despite evidence that they were planning a revolution.3 ' The allegations of the
right relating to the presence of foo,ýijn Cenirnu:!
titgn'orn were
scrupulously invcstigated and p.1 ovcd false. But the government could
do littic to stop the wave of terror, and the assassination of independent
leader, Jo4- Calvo Sotelo, caused the final break.
b. The outbreak of the revolution
In the afternoon of July 17, 1936, the garrison of the city of Melills,
in Spanish Morocco, revolted and seized the town. Word was then passed
to the garrison commanders in Tetuln and Ceuta, the two other major
cities in Spanish Morocco, and Chese towns weree seized. General Franco,
at Las Palmas in the Canaries, was informed of the uprising and asked
to take command of the Army of Africa, in accordance with prearranged
plans. Simultaneously, the signal was flashed t.:: the army garrisons on
the mainland.
The techniques for carrying out the revolution wcre relatively simple.
Early in June, the. Nationalist generals were assigned mpjor cities which
were to be secured wheii the signal for the revolution had been given.
Sevilla was assigned to General Llano, Valadolid to General Salique,,
ftirgos and Pamplona to General Mola, Madrid to General Villegas. Zaragoza to General Cabanellas, Valencia to General Goded, Barcelona to
Gereral rnrrskeo, axid the Lrmy of Africa to General Franco. SmalHer
cities were assigned to other officers. These officers were to ansoime
command of the garrisons, seize the cities, occupy all government buildings'and strategic locatlins, arrest all leftist leaders, c!l summarily with
all who resisted, and declare war on Lhe Republican Government. When
this first objective was secured, they were then Wo attempt to link up and
come to the aid of revolutionary forces in cities In which the uprising had
been only partly successful. In cities Judged to be predominiyntI leftist
In sympathy, the Nationalist officers were to remain with their garr-scns
and await rllef."

When news of the Morrocco uprisings retched the govet nment, it
attempted to suppras and Isolate these outbreaks by ordering navy and
air ftome units to bombird the Insurgent cities, and prevent the Army of
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Africa from crossing over to Spain. These measures proved ineffective.
The aerial bombardment inflicted little damage, and the naval units were
paralyzed by mutinies. When the Civil Guard and a majority of the
element-s of the Ngtional Armny revolted the government found itself deprived of the only effective means by which it could have put down. :he
revolution. The UGT, CNT, and FAI trade unions represented 'the only
force at the disposal of the government capable of resisting the Nationalists.40 "Yet for the Government to use this force1 would mean that
if.t
'Pn+.Pt thp inpvifit-lity Of a leftwing revnhition -4
CRarep auiromn.
a moderate liberal, refused to take whi step, ard chose to adopt, instead,
a policy of accommodation and compromise, in an attempt to avoid civil
war and the overthrow of his regime. Thus, on the morning of the 18th,
Casares Quiroga dispatched a loyal general to negotiate a compromise
with General Cabanellas, in Zaragoza, with the promise that "a forthcoming change oi Ministry will satisfy all the General's demands and obviate
the necessity for a rising."142- When this attempt failed, Casares Quiroga
resigned rather than order the distribution of arms to the memfiers of the
UGT, CNT, and FA.
Martinez Barrio, his immed;atc successor, also
attempted to compromise with the rebels by offering General Mola a post
in the Cabinet. This and a similar offer to General Cabanellas were
Martinez Barrio then resigned to make way for a new government
which would authorize the arming of leftist trade unions. In the night
of July 18-19, Dr. Jos6 Giral became Prime Minister. His Cabinet,
like that of his predecessor, was composed solely of Republicans. On the
morning of the 19th arms were distributed to thei' people of "a-'i, 4 ud
in other cities where no uprising had yet taken place.
On July 18-19, and in the following few days, Nationalist uprisings
were successful in C6rdoba, Granada, Cadiz, Corlunna, El-Ferrel, fnd Le6n.
The uprisings in Madrid and Borcelona started on the 19th and were
-ppressed by the now '.rmed members of the Socialist and Anarchist
,.rade unions. By the end of 1936, the Nationalists were in possession of
the northwestern third of Spain. The dividing line ran halfway up the
Portugucse-Spanish frontier in a northwesterly direction, bypassing Madrid, taking a southeasterly course at the Guadarrama Mountains to
Teruei, and then north to the Pyrenees, halfway across the Franco-Spanish
frontier. A long strip of the coastline on the Bay of Biscay, which included Asturias, Santander, and the two Basque provinces, remained lqyal
to the Republican government. Elsewhere on the mainland. Nationalists
held the isolated cities of Seville, Granada, C6rdobao Cadiz, and Algeciras. Spanish Morocco, the Canary IsWands, and thE Balearics, with the
exception of Minorca, were also held by the Nationalists.
in Nationalist-held territory, martial law was imposed. Those suspected of having opposed the revolution were executed, while all known
leftists were jailed. In Republican territory, the governmen. lost much
of its powers to the leftist trade unions. These had organized military
committees which executed and imprisoned rightists, rightist-sy-mpa-
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thizers, and Nationalist army officers who had fallen into their h!!nds.
A number ,i, churches were burned. The military cornmiLtees expropriated some property, nationalized the commercial establishments, ard
banned public worship in churches. The large landowners, in Dazt~ciar.
suffered as their land was confiscated by the government.
2. Metnods for gaining support and countermeasures taker, by givernmnmt
a. Nationalists
The Nationalist revolt was not a pcpular upriallng. To gi*ve itLW
form of mass following, the Nationalists were obliged to expa•d the political sphere of the revolution by establishing some semblance of guv.crnment, and by initiating a social program. On October 1, 1936, Genera
Franco was appointed head of the Spanish state by Nationalist oftlers
and Falange lceaders. A technical council of state was created to serve as
cabiret. The social program ;.,us based mostly on the Falangist platform. Universal suffrage, trade unio,.4, ,.ttrnke, ,i:A -•,n! a
nrnmeý
were abolished. The separation of caurch and htate was maintained,
but the rights of the Jesuits, which had been 3uspended by the Republicans, were restored.

In the spring of 1937, the Falange, the Carlists.

and the other rightwing political parties were amalgamated, by decree,
Into a hiew Faluuige Party. An intense recruitment campaign for the new
party was initiated. Army noncommissioned officers, officers, and high
Nationalist officials were given automatic membership, and the population
was encouraged to Join now or never.-I The Nationalists intensified their
propaganda in an attempt to identify their cause with that of Spanish
nationalism. All anti-Republican activities were referred to as anti-Red.
and great pains were taken to show that the Reptblican Govcrnment was
C.mmunlst-dominated. Furthermore, the monarchist flag, and such slogans as "One State," "One Country," "One Chief," "One." "Great," and
"Free" were adopted, in an effort to generate nationalistic feelings withn
their own ranks. '"he Roman Catholic Clergy, throughout the world, was
to aid the Nationalist cause, by portr.yI?:g It as a crusade against communism and atheism.
b. Republicans
The Republican GoverrnenL to giive itf caius a greater popuI.ar fallowing, to attract the middle class, and to allay the fears of the penaantry,
adopted social and economic policies not at all in accordance with tne
ideology of the Socialist-Marxist winyr of the Popuh,: Front. Despite
some of thos Initiml steps taken by the trade unior... Ute guVernment
continued to show respect for the property of tl-e peasant. There wrs
to be no Interference in the affairs of the small businessmen, and no
general socialization of industry. "At the same time they took up a
natlonal and patriotic attitude of defen.-e of their country alminst thlk

foreign invader."# 'The Nationalists were pletLr.d as Tvcist foreign.
eram conip(-ed of Moors, Itallani, and Germans. Cabinct rmhufllv,
which brought in the Soclal!sts, Communist,. sn,! Anarch~sts, were m"&
&4 Sivv Ilie Republican Government greater representation and ,,nty,
"4
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while members of the tx'T, CNT, and FAI were enrolled in the Armed
Forces of the Rppubhli,
Because of the appeal of the Republican intellectuals to the intellectuals of the world, the cause of Republican Spain
was championed and romanticized by writers and thinkers throughout tlhe
wvrld, as a struggle between democracy and legality on the one hant-., nd
Fascist totalitarianism on the other. This factor, more than any other,
caused nationals of other countries to enlist in the Interm,'ional Brigades
to help defend the Republic.
c. Foreign intervention
Immediately after the outbreak of the re-oiution, the Nationa!ihLs
turned to Italy, Germany, and Portugal for military, economic, and financial assistance. These countries responded for different reasons. Italy's
intervention was motivated by three main factors: (1) alarm over the
possible establish iet of a Communist-dominated government in Spainl,
and its ,eper&'ussions on the Fascist regime of Mussolini; (2) a decire for
military prestige which would enhance the ureAtige lkw;zolini had gained
by his successful campaign in Ethiopia: and (3) the wish to vibia;l a more
favorable strategic position for the Italian
Navy over France and EWg45
land, her rivals in the Mediterranean.
Germany's intervention was motivated by similar considerations, and
by •thers. Like Italy, Germany feared a possible Vnn,•m...t .ake.ver,
and was interested in acquiring strategic facilities in Spain. But because
of Spain's remoteness, those considerations tended to be of less impor-.
tance. Germany, a highly industrialized country, was also interested "in
securing the economic command over Spanish raw materials and Spanish
markets." 41 German military commanders, moreover, saw theL ' ii wai'
as an ideal opportunity to train their men, and to apply their new concepts
of warfare.*
Portugal was motivated by ideological considerations. The regime of
Dr. Salazar was akin, in many ways, to the totalitarian form of govern"-ent which the FalanF' advocated. An ideological affinity, therefore,
existed. A leftist victory in Spain, moreover, might have encouraged Dr.
Salazar's political foes, hoping for aid from the Spanish left, to attempt
his over.hrow. Such aid might be granted--"The more so because it
was one of the dreams of the Iberian Left to itcerporate the whole of tti
peninsula into a federation of natival .itates,
.
iemnapped -n a siuiguistiC
basis of which Portugal-cum-Galicia :would have been one." 48
Figures published in The New York Times, on February 28, 1941, show
that Italy sent Nationalist Spain 50,000 men of her regula- forces. "7W3
aircraft, 141 aircraft motors, 1,672 tons of bombs, 9,250.000 rounds of
ammunition, 1,930 cannon, 10,135 automatic guns, 240,747 small arms,
7,514,537 rounds of artillery ammunition, and 7,663 motor vehicles." The
* Herman Goering, among many other things ab', vi,1jf u; the Luftwaffe, stated
at the Nuremberg Trials that he had urged Hitler to aid General Franco i" order tb
prevent the spread of communism, and als, to afford the Luftwaffe a chance t) test
its new technical deveiopments."
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Nationalfsts' deht t' Ttaly was offitially placed at 7!,
$37%,200,000-48

billion lire. e-

German military asist-ance to the Nationalists amounted to 500 mi]l]ion
reichlmarks, or $199,520,000. However, no documents have been nroduced to show the exact number and character of that matcriat. although
it has now been established that the Condor Legion and some 30 antitank
companies saw action in the civil war. W;hLhe exception of the rnemberA
of the Condor Legion, most of the 16,000 German narinals ont to Spa i;,
were experts, technicians, and instructom.." In the economic ad finanycial field, two holding companies, ROWA-K and HISMA, were created to
channel German exports to Spain and bundle Spanish repayments in raw
material. Thiese two companies helpsd stabilize the Nationalist currenc:"
by providing Nationalist Spain with the necessary currency backing a,..

credit.

Portugal, a relatively poor country. coulid no1f give the Nationalists iony
material aid, but some 20,000 Portpue-_ sew act.cr: :.: '-•rt of
M ie L'r'ix.r
dr. Virago. Portugal did, however, support the Nat~o.aiists by giving
them refuge and staging areas. It was also through Portugal that most
of the German aid was channeled in the early phases of the revolution.4
On July 19, 1936, the Giral government of Republican Spain turned to
France and other governments for material assistance. France did supply 200 planes, but later, in agreement with England, adopted a policy of
nonintervention."
The Soviet Union chose to support the Republicmis in
"*The Republican Governmtt began the civil war In ponsession of all the vurrv"ecy
gold backing, thus depriving the Nationalists of tA currency backing of their own. awl
the financial means of obtaining credit abroad."
"* The advent of the Blum govrnmmnt gave rise to a wave of unrest among the
working class which alarmed the French right. The specter of r "Red Revolution
came to replice the specter of German miUltarism In the minds of the right, aMd the
re ulting fear led # to orpose any attempt by the government to support Republkn
Spain. Blum, on L e other hand, had hoped "that a Government of the Left in
France might ta able to achieve that reconciliation A 6h Germany whkh prtvious
Governments of the Right had been unable or unwilling to bring about." 3 Any at1,..pt, therefore, to aid the Republicans mirht have retuced such hopes. Flnrthermore, the Blum government feased thlt u dcis•son to take unilateral tLt.-. :r behalf
of lepublkun Spain would ha- prompted the krl!.Lh Conservative oveme. t of
Stanley Daldwin to shy away from a leftist rtarc4 a&nd ally ItAelf with (frrmnr.""
EnZI.M. at the ti..was put aslu.- its sincoanquest for peace. Th~Zl% I G~uv-"
ment bdleved :hat the reoecupation of the Rhineland by Germany in February 1IW.
and tin conq-tex d Ethiopia by lt&17 , had satisfied these cow--res and would Inulo.
!..m to "t!p crate a nte Eurpmn rder." " A nonIntenru.. pIuW" -__:-y
M:.
form adopted by the Hritish Government in the hopes t.V it woull kcvaiae th jpwri.h
issue, ad preveot It fitm embv•olh* the rest of Eur:pe In war. The British WV% .
nmnt also bellrced that the outcome of the Spanish revolution 'uMld not in a'y way
affect Owe strsate Interest
Eof lqand

The decision of th Sovie Union to give the Republic only limited oid w- pv,
booed on Stalin's decision that 'be Wld not permit Itt RepuhiL. to
t' l- . o •o.. ,.he would not help it win. The mera conttiuance of the war rould keep h•m ftte to
wt In any way. It aght emn make pmlobls a word war in mtkh Fra"-i.
Ititon.,
r..vwaariy eerA Italy wMold uleety thou~r"
4o whk 3.e,
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a limited way. Mexico, motivated by ideological considerations, was the
only country in the American continent to give its full support to the
Republican cause.57
The Soviet Union did not send large troop contingents. Most of the
1,000 Soviet nationals who were despatched to Spain were techni,',ý::,
military instructors, airmen, artillery officers, and staff of.leers. Soviet
material aid that reached Spanish ports, according to German intelligence
sources, included 242 aircraft, 703 cannon, 27 antiaircraft guns, 731 tanks,
1,386 motor vehicles, 29,125 tons of ammunition, and 69,200 tons of mis-.
cellaneous war material totaling $4C38,;720,000. According to Nationalist
estimates made in October 1938, Comintern (Communist International)
aid amounted to 198 cannon, 200 tanks, 3,247 machineguns, 4,000 trucks,
47 artillery units, 4,565 tons of ammunition, 9,579 vehicles of different
typ.s, and 14,889 tong of fuel. Mexico gave the Republicans an estimated
$2,000,000 ,orth of war materiel, which included a cargo of German arms
destined for the Mexican Army.58
A unique feature of the civil war was the International Brigadee which
fought on the side of the Republicans. These brigades were "organized
by unsponsored voluntary efforts," 59 but were actively supported and led
by Comintern agents. They consisted of volunteers, recruited throughout
the world, and reached a maximum number of about 20,000 men.
On August 3, 1936, France proposed a nonintervention pact which would
prohibit the export of wr materiel to Spain. By mid-August, 26 nations
had joined, including Great Britain, France, Italy, Germany, and the Soviet
Union. Portugal joined o:t September 28, 1936. At the first meeting, in
London on September 9, a Non-Intervention Committee was created to
supervise the embargo of arms to Spain. Acts of intervention by Germany, Italy, Portugi'l, and the Soviet Union, and the resulting accusations
and counteraccusations, led to interminablne delays in the establshment of
an effective supervisory system. In February 1937, after the arrival of
"•,rmnan, Italian, and Sov'et Union military personnel on Spanish soil, in
tbe guise of volunteers, the member natione undertook ta prohibit the
recruiting of volunteers for Spain; and in April 1937, international observers were sent to the Franco-Spanish and Spanish-Portuguese borders,
and a naval cordon was established along the Spanish coast. In May
1937, after the Deutschiand incident*, Germany and Italy withdrew their
from the cordon. In June 19S7, Portugal refused to allow observers
on
its
frontiers.
In Septn.b.er
a newEu.ropean
naval patrol
wa.- io
setdeal
up by
nine-power
conference.
includine1'37,
the mnain
powers
wi..tha

Iships

the sinking of ships outside Spanish waters by unidenitifled submarines.
The patrol was successful in putting an end to this t.,pe of warfare, but
the Non-Intervention Committee remained ineffectual, due to repeated
i:1iraction.i by Germany, Italy, Portugal, and the Soviet Union. In April
1939, 1 month after the end of the revolution, the committee was dis* Germany claimed that Republican aircraft had bombed the Gerrman battleship

t 'tschZand, in the evening of Msy 29, 1937, killing 22 and wounding 88.
took its revwige by bombing tte Republican city of Almeria.80
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bandtd. IL.had been aucceasfuly used by Germary. Italy. Portugal, and
the Soviet Union, to hide their- Illegitimate activitip%, and its existerict hall
prevented the Republican Government from securing from other sourcc%
thc war materipl to w'Neh it. was legally entitled.41
3. Military asid political development~s, 1ý36-3
fly the end of July 1936~, ithad bec'?me appatrent that h.fe Nation~alists
had failed to achieve i total and complete revolution. Tiwo-thirds af the
country remained loyal to the Republic. 'In the succeeding 32t', wo~nth~.r
characterized by bloody and bitter fighting. the NatUcna!,0.; were fira~ll
able to achieve their eud.
On July 19. 1936. the Army of Africa, to be known I-Atr on as the
Army of the South, landed at. Cadiz, under the command of Gene".1
Frandb. Subsequently, It conquered the southern part of Spain, along .
Spanish-Portiigi'cse border, and relieved the beleaguered cities of Sevilki.
Gt.-nP4:i~, C6rrlobti, and H~uelva. On August 14, the Army of the South
captured lBadajoz, and linked up with -~e Nsttom¶ift Armvy !,t the wrt~h.
to be known as the Army of th'i North, under Cenentl NI !a. nhc Army
of the South then marched on Madrid, and the Republican Gevernment
fled to Valencia. But the Army of the South was repulsed by the
International Brigade and Republican rnilitiamen and Madrid remained in
Repubflican hands. In, September 1036 the Army of the North capturw'd
Trun and San Sebastian. thereby cutting the lines of communication of the
Basque Republic with France, and on June 19, 1937. the Banque Provinces
w~ere siibdued.0 By July 1937, the Nationalists "held 35 of Spain's 50
pi-ovinclol capitals and 119.690 sqviare miles of teitrre'4 On Janinry 9. 1933, the Republicalis captured Terue!, buL lost It. on Februa.7
M,~ In the spring of 19388. a Nationalist coffensive, which drove through to
the Med iterra nean. split Republican Spain Into two paruto, foacing the
RepubliefT1 Government to move from Valencia to BarL4:k,na. On Decemober 2~3, 1938. the Nationalists launched -inother offtnsive In Catalonia.
Tharcelotiai fell on 16anuary 26, 1939. and the Republican gcovernment moved
to Figueras. When Gerona fell on February 4. the Republicansi lost
Catalonitt, and the Republican Go' ?.rnment movt-d to the French bonier.
kolitical developments In Repilblicnn Spain, during the civil wvir pieriod.
P
were manrked by, dissension. power srtri'gg~n.. anti open strife. The split,
of-the Socialist Party into an extre7me left, nro-(onmmuoni.-t wing, hs!i. I.
byILargo Culpallero. -and a inoederafte leftwing, headed by l;idalecTo Pr~eto.
hand enabled the Communist Party, small bWa effic9nit. to %tubvet
Socialist Party. and -iompietely dominate 1km youh ..tý%ement. En~uhng
machinations by Larwn Caballero and the Communists led to the fall of
the Giral government. on Rcpteinb~r 4. ID36. ..nd
-i~r~mnintion of ni.new
cabinet, ::rder Largo Caballero, which included the Cnmmunis'.4 hvo x
eloided-the Anarchists. The advent, to rw'wer of tho Commusnists wat
Marked b7 Communist aticoiptst to elimninate the AMarchl.44 and the
Tro~tskyi~f.0 through terroris.
The resutn
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SPAIN
Largo Caballero to reconstitute his government. and in November 1936
four members of the CNT were included in the Cabinet. In May 1937
a brief 7-day civil war broke out in Catalonia between the Anarchists and
the Trotskyists, on the one hand, and the Socialists and the Communists
on the other. This resulted in the exclusion of the Anarchists from r.
autonomous Catalin govetnment. This change was reflected in th(. nex.'
government of Dr. Juan Negrin, which succeeded that of Largo Caballero.
on May 15, 1937. The Anarchists were excluded, while the Communists
gained in power and influence. in April 1938, the seriously strained
relations between the Anarchists and Che Socialist. were somewhat eased
by the inclusion of the Anarchists in the reshuffle of the Negrin government. Peace conditions were submitted by Dr. Negrin to the Nationalists,
but were rejected by General Franco.
E. Manner in Which Control of Government Was Transferred to
Revolutionaries
On February 1, 1939, the Negrin govcrnmept, meeting at Fig.eras in
northern Catalonia, submitted new peace proposals to the Nationalists
When these, too, were rejected, Dr. Negrin returned to Madrid to continue the fight. On February 28, 1939, however, President Azana decided
to resign rather than fight on, after France aaid England had accorded
General Franco official recognition. At thim Uime, everybody except Dr.
Negrin believed that peace with the Nationalists could be concluded if the
Ce n-. nists were expelled from the Republican Government. A Defense
Council was secretly formed, and on March 5, 1939, it deposed the government uf Dr. Negrin. Fighting broke out, 2 days later, between the Coinmunists&supporting Dr. Negrin. and the supporters of the Defense Council.
This short civil war withih, a c•vil war dominated the last few days uf
Renublican Spain. Surrender negotiations -iitiated by the Dcf•e Courncil failed, and the Nationalist advance on Mad-id continued practically
i ..upposed. Republican Laders of all ranks and colors fled -into exile.
Gn March 28, 1939, the Nationalist Army entered Madrid, and in the
follow•ng few days, all of Spain was under Nationalist control.
!V.

THE EFFECTS OF THE RE",')LUTION

A. Changes in the Personnel and Institutions of Government
With the cessation of hostilities, Spain entered into a peri, of transition which resulted in drastic changps in government perwn: ell and institutions. The government personnel and political leaders who emerged
afta- thec civil war were new• Ten, civilian and military, who belonged.
a.:ost entirely to the Falaage Party. Generals Sanjurjo and Mola, and
numerous politicians such as Primo de Rivera and Calvo Sotelo, had perished during the civil war. Catholic politicians, such '-s Gil Robles, had
been discarded ;" and Republican leaders and government pc.'onna had
either fled or had been jailed. The military and the Falange were .to.
assume Drominent roles in thib tr.nsitional period.
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aFranco
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The parhuameritary fo)rm of ao,'errment was replaced with a dictatorial
form of government. During the first 3 year., of this tranxitionnl period,
Spain "7, ruWe by Generr.1 Franco. .it~ dictatorship was rrt~ab~ished by
virtue u. lie evin-)romiiae, conclhtdet. during the civil war, which un~ited
the Falangist, ('pthclic, and Monarchist Parties. 7T-e Corter i&ui not convened uatil July 17, IM)4, when it was recreated as a bcdy rubservierzt
to the will of the chief of' state.
BL Major Policy Changes
In September 1938, at- the 1-c!Zht of the Czechoelovaki~an cris!x. Ctrnern!
was urgedby France and England to derl.re his neutrality. It
was lIntiWted thnthat F'ra)'~L- would, Inl case of war, attack in Wor~w~c
and across the Pyrenees.
*eral
P
IFranco acquiesced. At the onthreof Werld War 11, In September 1939, Gceneral Franco, "partly from poverty iLut more so from policy,"" kept $vain officially neutral, although
hip. sympathies lay with the Axis Powvrx. Sho01-!7 after thp ent~ry rf !he
United States Into tl-e war, General Franco declareci *4- a uninbeifie~r-r
ent state, although the Spanish volunteer Blue Division was sent to fight
alongside the Germans on the Rupsian front.
ILi~ernally, General Franco xet about to consolidate his revolution and
his dictatý,rzb'p by establisibing a corporate state, as advocated by, the
Falssge Party. Political parties and political activities, save tho~ec of the
Fulanige, were abolished. Regional autonomy and provincialism were
suppressed. The whole of Spain came under the domination of the
F~aisAge, which ;n turn was controlled by the government. The church

alone ewscped Falange domination. It retained some o** its pua Influence
and prestige, but found itself, nonetheless, subservient, to General Franco.
However, in 1947, the new Constftution procilimed Spain a kingdom
and Catholic; and a limited form of representative go'vernment w.As in-
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SPAIN
Classes as the ruling elite. The mass-of the
,
nsants, and
workers, overwhelmed by military forces and leaderless, had lost none of
its outlook and solidarity. The bourgeoisie. hardest hit by the revolution
and virtually eliminated, could no longer bridge the gap between the working class and the ruling elite. Socially, Spain in 1939 was more 'ti'ikhigiy
divided than it had been in 1936.
Some of the policies adopted by the Franco regime tended to increase,
rather than decrease, the danger of further laboi troubles. The agrarian
reforms initiated by the Republicans were repealed in 1940. Trade unionwere replaced by a Falange-dominated system which represented both
employers and employees, but which in reality favored the employers;
and wages were kept low, while the prices :f essentials rose.,"
D. Other Effects
Shortly a'fter flecing from Spain, the Republican leaders set up a governmentin-exilc in Paris. At the outbreak of World War 71 ft moved to
Mexico, but returned to Paris at the ene of the war. Later on, .rt moved
to Toulouse, in southern France, to be cln.ed to Spain. Contacts with
Republican elements in Spain were reestablished, and it is believed that
the first general strike which took place in the Basque region, in Ma)
J.947, was insLigated by the goverimfent-in-exile. O, the international
scene, the government-in-exile sought to obtain international condemnation of the Franco regime. In 1946, Dr. Giral presented the case of the
Republican government-in-exile before the United Nations. It is, however, very difficult to estimate the 'efficacy of this, group, and the role
which it may play in the future of Spain.
At the end of World War II, in 1945, Spain was ostracized by a majority of nations. The leftist governments which came to power in most
"of the European countries attempted to force the resignation of the Franco
regime by imposing international sanctions. In December 1946. the
".ited Nations passed a resolution, by 34 votes to 6, demanding the replacement of the Franco regime "by one deriving its authority from the
governed, coupled with a recommendation that all member nations .ihould
recall their ambassadors or ministers from Madrid." 68 As a consequence of this resolution, Spain was denied Marshall aid. In November
1950, however, this resolution was rescinded by the United Nations; and
on December 14, 1955, Spain was admitted to the United Nations. Meanwhhie, on September 26, 1953, a bilateral agreement was c'oncluded be
tween the United Statesq and Spain. It provided for the e.tablishmmnt
and joint use of U.S. bases in Spain, and the granting of economic aid to
Spain."
Today, some 22 years later, Franco still rules Spain. His regime has
brought the country unprecedented stability, and prosperity has ameliorated the economic situation. Prosperity, however, partially a byproduct
of U.S. uid and American military construction aild expen.dltures, has
tended to be very unevenly distributed.
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THE HUNARI...N REVOLUTION OF 1956
SYNOPSIS
A series of peaceful demonstrations beginning in the summer of 1956
were followed by a sudden uprising in October 1956 which led to the
overthrow of a Communist regime that was subordinate to the policies of
the Soviet Union. I ad by students, workers, soldiers, and intellectuals,
the uprising apparently v..s not planretl beforehand by an organized groll
of revolutionary leaders. Soviet forces intervened and terminated the
existence of the revolutionary government a few days after it was
established.
I. BRIEF PISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP TO AND
CJTT.,'Ii.•ATING IN REVOLUTION
Hungary was the last of the Axis countries to conclude u•i u.-mistice
with the major allies in 1945. An Allied Control Commission to supervise
reconstruction was established, headed by Marshal Klementy Voroshilov
of the Red Army. The agreement in effect pu, into the hands of the
Soviet UT•jnn +un
•e
atru,!ns with which to control the domestic and
foreign affairs of Hungary: the Allied Control Commission itself and the
Soviet High Command. Under Soviet auspices a coalition of HuIngarian
parties, including the Communist Party, under the leadership of Matyas
Rakosi and Enro Gero, was formed to set up a new government. Although
the Communist Party did not at first control this government, it was able
to place key men in several ministries and extend its influence to all
levels of the administration. Between 1946 and 19&i -.he Communist
Party eliminated all opposition by persecuting other political parties and
expelling parliamentary leaders, thereby establishing a de jure onenarty totalitarian regime-.
During the years 1949-53, rapid industrialization and forced collectivization depressed the living standard of the workers and peasants; the
Hungari., economy was subordinated to the interests of the U.S.S.R.;
rigid cortrols frustrated and limited the potentialities of the intellectuals;
and Sovfe . pr
.....
..
ithin t'h C
elite. In 1953 Imre Nagy, a critic of collectivization and forced industrialization, was named Premier. He introduced the "new course," which relaxed political, social, and economic tensions and gave the pe-oge a period
of social democracy.
In 1955 Moscow severely criticized the "soft line" introduced by Nagy
ana instructed the Hungarians to "correct" their policies. Rakosi rei.:Fed Nagy and the new course gave way to a harsher policy. The oppressive and repressive measures of the 1949-53 priod were reimposed.
116stility toward the small Communi3t ruling group mrounted in all oceupational categories even among those who enjoyed higher incomes and a
comfortable standard of living.' Overt signs of discontent, expressed 4n
open defiance of the Communist Party leadership, came first from within
575
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the party apparatus itself and gradually increased. Popular bitterness,
on the other hand, expressed itself in sudden and total insubordination.'
in October 1956 a peacetul demonstration foilowed by a spontaneous
and unplanned national uprising of students, workers, soldiers, and intellectuals overthrew the ruling elite and established a networi .. ;f Revolutionary and Workers' Councils throughout the country. A multiparty
government was established; one of its first acts was to proclaim Hungary's neutrality. Its downfall followed quickly. The Soviet Union, unwilling to tolerate so close to its frontier a government not subservient to
its will, sent in tank units on November 4, and stamped out tbe revolution.
II. THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION
A.
1.

Description of Country
Physical characteristics

,s;ugin ihu eaterui central
Approximately the size of Indlau,
part of Europe. It is landlockei and borders on Austria, 'Czech~oslovakia,
the Soviet Union, Rumania, and Yugoslavia
Hungary is divided into three geowrnphie•l wfctinnq, each h.iv1in, i_•'
own peculiarities: the Trans-Danubian, :,which has a diversity of land
forms, hills alternating with valleys; the great plain, which is a flat expanse of grassland and fertile soil; and the northern upland, which is a
well-forested mountain area. The flat plain covers almost two-thirds of
the central and eastern parts of the country. Mt. Kekes, the highest
elevation, is 3,330 feet in altitude.
The country is a merging point for three different climatic
zones: the
3
Oceanic, the Mediterranean, and the Aiatic ,.- Continental.
2. The people
The Hungarian people for the most part are Magyars, whose ancestors came from the Eurasian steppes in the ninth century, but mixed
racially with nthe Slavs and Rumanians living in the Danube valley and
the Carpathians. Only one-half of 1 percent of the population is nonHu:,garian. The language, which has been preserved through the years,
helongs to the Firnno-Urian family.
The most densely populaled country in Ea",t Central Europe, Hungary
had slightly under 10 million people in 1955,4 an average of 271.6 per
square mile. The river valleys, particularly those in the eastern parts,
were more densely populated. Budapest, the capith' es well as the cultural and economic center, had approximately 3, 125,000 inhabitants.
Other cities of economic importance were Miskolc, Gyor, Pecs, Szeged,
and Debrecen.
3. Communications
The most important roads in the early 1950's were either asphalt or
concrete. Though highly developed and adequvte for most purposes, they
were not entirely suitable for heavy motor traffic. The railroad system.
on the other hand, was the best in East Central Europc. It consisted
of a series of main lines radiating from Budapest, and had recently been
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expanded to improve connections with the Soviet Union. Hungary also
had a series of navigable waterways. The Danube, which forms a natural
boundary with Czechoslovakia and takes a 900 turn to divide the country
in half, and the Tisza, cover a distance of 601 miles. Budapest wag the
largest river port, handling sea vessels from the Black Sea Po, the Mediterranean. Mos9t large cities had airports; therm was air 4ervice between
Budapest and Che important provincial cities.5
4. Natural resources
Hungary is well endowed with natural resources. The oil fields near
the Yugoslav border, for exa.nple, more t1,an adequately supplied domestic
needs and provided a surplus for export. Hungary had 9 percent of the
world's reserves of bauxite in the early 1950's.6 Uranium ore, whiph
was discovered on the Slovak frontier in the early 1950's, was complet
taken over by the Soviet Union. Hungary also has deD•;Lt1 of coal,
natui!z gas, iron ore, manganese, copper, lead, and zinc.
B. Soclo-Economic Structure
1. Economic system
Since the end of World War I1, the economic has been sub-ordinated
to the economic interests of the Soviet Union. Under Soviet guidance,
Hungariar production was geared to meet Soviet requirements. Prior to
1956, Hungary embarked upon two major plans. The first, a 3-year plan
designed to raise production to prewar levels, was instituted in 1947 and
was fulfilled ahead of schedule by the end of 1949. The second, aimed at
transforming Hungary from an "agrarian-industrial" country to an "industrial-agrarian" one, was instituted in 1950, but it became a source of
controversy between groups of Communist plp.nors anre wvaz recast several times.7 The burden of economic expansion was largely borne by the
workers and the peasants.
The Communist regime attempted to socialize all sectors of the economy.
Nationalization of industrial enterprises employing 10 or more workers
was completed in 1949.8 In agriculture, the regime confiscated large
estates without compensation and redistributed the land to the peasantry.
The peasants' holdings were later collectivized, however, into cooperstiveg
and state farms. In neither the industrial nor the agricultural sectors
was the regime able to coerce the workers and the peasants into putting
forth their maximum productive effort.
Hungary's industrial enterprises produced large •.,tentities of rolling
stock, such as locomotives, turbines and generators, trains, and coaches.
In agriculture, cereal grain was traditionally the main crop; but the
regime's price policies discouraged the production of that crop and encouraged the production of industrial crops such as textile plants and
tobacco. The livestock industry was of secondary importance.
2. Class structure.
In Hungary as elsewhere, communism did not create a classless society as Karl Marx had envisaged; it merely reshuffled the class structure. The middle class lost its dominant economic and social position.
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As most of its members had derived their incorne from owning property
or operating industrial enterprises, they were forced to become wage
earners when their properties were confiscated. The workers-supposedly the favorite sons of the Communist system-while not subject to
arbitrary arrest, as were membera of the middle class, were not a-, ng
the privileged. They were forced to meet high productive norms, an.
their level of living dropped considerably because wages were kept low to
limit purchasing power and fewer consumer goods were made ovailable to
them. The peasants were uprooted and forced to join the collecti ie farms.
Resistance exposed them to econeo-ic pressure. Large landholders b.kcame "enemies of the people" and most of them were arbitrarily imprisoned.
The privileged were the Communist Party leaders, functionaries, cadres,
and anyone else who served the party, regardless of class origin. This
polities! bui.aucracy, the "new class," acquired all the characteristics of
the older privileged class. The new class ,ro4owed in zh- footsteps of the
"a;istocracy" and "capitalists" and occupied the homes of .
'exploiters" in the stylish quarters of large cities.
3. Literacy and education
The Communist regime placed great emphasis on education. To
meet the demands of industrial expansion, the regime extended the
school system and directed students toward technical specialization rather
than liberal arts. The Communist methods were highly successful and
by 1955 illiteracy had been reduced to slightly above 4 percent. In the
1953-54 school year, 165,000 students were enrolled in secondary education and 53,000 attended higher institutions. Ninety percent of Lhe
medical students were financially supported by the regime; after graduation they were obligated to serve the state for a specified period. Although the quality of education was open to question, the Co munists
believed that their attempt to create a "toiling intelligentsia" had been
successful, until the 1156 uprising demonstrated that their indoctrination
ao Marxism-Leninism had largely failed.9
4. Major religions and religious institutions
Roi•.:..- Catholicism was the predominating religion, incorporating
approximiately 65 perceit of the population fn the early 1950's. The
Roman Catholic Church had' a number of educatioual ...St..tutis; these
were suppressed by the regime in 1948, but' some were restored in 1951.
Protestants made up about 27 percent of the population. There was a
Protestant university and seminary. Other religious minor'ies included
those of the Jewish and Orthodox faiths. Many of the social functions
performed by the churches prior to Communist ascandancy were taken
over by the state. Churches performed only religious functions.10
C. Government and the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of government
The Hungarian Constitution of 1949 declares that the power of the
state originates in the workers of cities and villages and that they in tuin
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are led by the Va;nguard (the parly), supported by the democratic un;o
of the people. The llungarian Government is a soviet-type go-ernme t
similar to that of the Soviet Union. Councils at the village or town Izvel
appoint delegates to q higher level council, and so on up the counc; hier(Parliaarchy to the Supreme Soviet, the council at the natiosaa !.;el
to per.
de'egatei
there
by
appointed
are
Committees
ment). Executive
structure
this
Paralleling
functions.
form the necessary administrative
is the party hierarchy.

The Hungaria-a Workers'

(Comrnunist) Party

-- the result of a merger between the So•'al Democrats and tbe Comrnjnists in 1948--.was the ci,.y !egal part;v in Hungary in the cariy fifties.
end completely controlled the government at all levels hy placing party
functionaries in responsible positions such as the Presidium (presidertial
council). An overlap between party and government is common -!d
members of the party may also assume power in the Presidium. The
Pri.ie Minister and the Cabinet members are generally party Jcaderm and
annny times in the pa.-t the First Se.-.retU5 ut' 0h, parry. smmed the
Premiership. The state Controls all the means of coercion anr persuasion
and thus governs the political, economic, and social life of every person.
The ruling elite in the early fliftiett were the members of the Central
Committee of the Hungarian Workers' Party. This type of cr,;*,-ctive
leadership was called "democratic centralization." The party was re-p,,nsible to no legislature or judiciary. The Supreme Soviet rubberstamper
the decrees of the Central Committee without altering them: institution-v
controlled by the party enforced them; and judges appointed by the party
applied the law according to party wishes.
There was a procedure for electing delegates to the different councils
at all levels, but these councils had no actuql policy-makir.g functions.
2. Description of political process
The Hungarian Communist Party was split in two [actions when the
ithdrawal. war. estabprovisional national government, after the German %%
lished in Deirecen In December 1944. One group, the "leftists." were
members of an "indigenous" underground a;t:-Fasc!st movement wIN
had remained in Hungary during the war and who were led by Lau!n
,ajk. The other group, the "moderates," were Moscow-trained en;olmr
wl.o ret.irned to Hungary In 1944 -. *t .)v'et aiuspickm and who were ted
by Watyas Rakosi. Since major polity w.nq dl.tatod by Stalin. and !e¢'
Rakosli adulated Stalin, Rakoii became the leader of the party. The
party received 3 portfolios out of 12 In this rirst po•"wnr cabinet.
The Communist Party gradually assumed more 1j.o*.r over the perMii
of severa! years but did not begin to elimin.,te oppooltion (ee bekltn)
until after the election of November 1946. The results of (his ekfr-tiwere disappointing to the Communists: The Smalholhlers' P..rty vrhr~r
views vwried (ruom

liberal conservatism to nemi-Sociall.4 radicalism. hbe!

received a clear majority of the votes and se-vral other parties had won
etils In the Parliament. The Smallho'dlerh' Party had the snppnrt of the
pea.xantA. who at on2 time. formed over on,&.hralf of the pop,•n!t:.n. Mom+
of the leader, were middle-class intelketua&ii. The &vq|ial Irnoratl,
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Party had a much smaller mass base; it favored coopjeration with the

Communist Party. The National Peasant Party was a populist party subservient to the Communist Party. After the defeats suffered by the Communists in the 1945 elections, only 4 out of 18 cabinet posts were assigned
to Communifts. However, the important Ministry of Interior, ;-h',,h
controlled the police system, was in Communist hands.
The Smallholders' Party was the greatest obstacle to the Communiit
Party in its bid for power. Thus the Communiats proceeded to eliminate
the Smallholders by taking two steps: It formed a coalition with the.
Social Democratic Party and the National Peasant Party in a "leftist blc"
against the Smallholders: and then it proceeded to attack the individual
members of the Smallholders' Party with false charges of "reaction"
and "conspiracy." Many were tried, convicted, and imprisoned. By
May 1947, the Prime Minister, who was a Smallholder, was in exile, the
Secretary General of the Party was under house arrest, and many prominent members of the party had to flee the ccntry. ,hcn the S iul
Democratic Party merged with the Communists in 1948 to iorm the
Hungarian Workers' Party, the new party had de aecto control of the government, and after the elections in 1949, it gained de jure control."
After Rajk had helped Rakosi purge the non-Communist elements by
1948, his radicalis.n was challenged by Rakosi, and he himself became
the victim of a party purge. By October 1949 Rajk had been expelled
from the party, arrested, tried, and executed on trumped-up charges.
This resulted in a wave of terror in which an estimated 200,000 Rajk
followers were purged, some executed, others imprisoned.' 2
Following the purge oZ the "left," Rakosi's policies became extremely
radical. A "right" opposition trend developed under the leadershi-p of
Imre Nagy. Between 1947 and 1951, Nagy's career was in eclipse: He
was removed from the Cabinet and dropped from the Politbuo and the
Central Committee. He was reinstated in 1951 and continued to criticize
-1:osi's industrialization and collectivization programs.
After Stalin died in 1953, the new government in Moscow, then headed
by Malenkov and Beria, forced Rakosi and his faction to abandon their
policies and relinquish their governmental posts. Rakosi remained First
Sec:etary of the party, but Nagy b-came Premier. This situation lasted
until 1955. when the Hungarian Workers' Party was instructed by Moscow to change its course again. Rakosi returned and Nagy was again
stripped of his governmental and party posts.
Another wave of relaxation was signaled by the 20th Peis-y Congress
in February 1956. Opposition to the Communist leadership became more
public and more defiant. The "right" faction now demanded the rehabilitotion of Nlagy and a reorganization of the government under his leadeeship. Very shortly this faction was joined by the purge victims of the
1941-51 era and the situation became more intense. in October 1956
Nagy was reinstated.
To ensure the wide participation of the Hungarian people in its programs, the party and the government incorporated within a Patriotic Peo581
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!le'&i Fr•nt all religious, social, and scientific orgn.-.ations and Institution&.
The National Councii of Trade Unions, the Federation of Workting Youth
(DISZ), the Hungarian Federation of Democratic Women (MNDSZ),
plus scores of other urganizcd groups became the transmission befts of
the party and the major vehicles of Communist agitation an,. .opagu,;Jio
Opposition to the party was, of course, illegal. Nevectfeless, shortly
after the collapse of Stalinism, and particular'y after the 2A6th Party Congress in the Soviet Union, criticism increased dramatically. The nonpartisan Hungarian Writers' Union, am, organization whose atttiv~tes were
not entirely limited to the :trary ficld, became one of the go. ernmenc's
most persistent critics. It must be kept in alnd, horwever, that the
Hungariani Writers' Union was not an anti-Communist organization. (ht
the contrary, many of the intellectuals who belonged to it were pr Tabnibers, bait considered themselves as constituting a progressive Leninist
wing of the party. The Incrcasing popularity of the group was reflected
in the wide circulation of its organ. t.he Literuff GCaette.
Somewhat similar to the Writers' Union was the P'efl- Cir.cle. Lsitab.
lished during the Nagy period of 1953-55, it drew its members mostly
from among "like-minded Communist intellectuals" who had also been
critical of the ruling group under the leadership of Matyas Rakosi from
1948 to 1953. Providing a forum for literary discuss!ons, the Pectfl Circle
soon took on a political character and "attracted adherents from all
walks of life." Debates and reunions held from March to June 1956
brought together Communist youth from a variety of organizations. A
debate on June 27 attracted 6,000; 8 months earlier a siriil.4r debate
had drawn only a dozen. Summaries of the debates were widely circulated in the form of leaflets and pamphlets. Later members of the
Circle secured control of the official party organ, Siabad Nep."2
The criticism was an expression of the fear and or.!tty Instilkd by t!e
party's ruling group under the leadership of Rakosi as First Secretary.
Frequent uibitrary arrests by the secret police and pu ges of party members executed by the ruling group intensified press c. iticism and provoked
oublic d!ormttons.
a. Legal procedure for emending constitution or chnnging govennent Institutions
fip memConstitutional changes requirml Els vote of two-thirds oth
bets of the national council, according to the provisions of thei 194? Constitution. Amendments were prtwnulgatet by the ,restdent of the Pr.esi
dential Council and be*ame effective upon publication in the official
4.

Relationship-to foreign powers

"1h, Soviet Union firmly established Its Influence trinidiately t;-1
my ion. and
lowing World War 11; first within the Allied Conori
second wi'hin the Communist Party, whIl& was dominated by Sevi.ltrained Himnarlans. Although It professed to favor a demweratic ciiall.
tion of all poli'aal partlasin 1945, the Soriet Union took a-dF.', Fprt in the
potItl0 plkts which re5moved "fl
U
ooprativvf"
leaders and (fllourctd tOw
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position of the Communist Party. Soviet occupation troop. were effective in crushing or discouraging opposition.
Gradually, es in most other hloc nations, strong political and economic
ties were fashioned between Hungary and the Soviet Union. This _.'ationship produced strange patterns of behavior. Whenever a political
shakeup took place withir; the party leadership in the Soviet Union, the
repercussions were transmitted to the party leadership in Hungary, where
a similar reorganization would take place. The two most striking events
in the Soviet Union which brought asout drastic changes in Hungary
were the death of Stalin and the 20th Party Congress. Both events encouraged a measure of democratization in Hungary and intensified the
power struggle within the Communist Party leadership.
A trcaty of friendship and mutual assistance between Hungary and the
Soviet Uni.in was signed in Moscow on Febp"siry 18, 1948. Similar
treaties were concluded with Yugoslavia, Rumania, Poi-.-., and Bulgaria.
In 1955 Hungary became a member of the Wansaw Pact, a, So".-k .ounrtarpart of NATO.
5. The role of military and police powers
The Hungarian Army was gradually infiltrated by the Communists
between 1945 and 1948, through propaganda tactics and purges, until they
had established the control needed to remold the army as a "pillar of the
party."
The police were controlled by the party in fact. Including a Frontier
Guard equipped with tanks and heavy artillery, the police (AVH) numbered approximately 100,000 and were modeled after the Soviet MVD.
The AVH had a network of agents throughout Hungary; a large concentration was needed in Budapest, and was used !krgely to round up the
intellectual opposition aiter 1948. Some elemertt of the middle class also
were arrested. Approxiinately one percent of the population of Budarest
"enusisted of AVH p. rsoi nel. During the revolution, this organization
Proved faithfal to the ruli.-g group."
D. Weaknesses of the Socih-Economic-Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or g-ernmeutal instabilities
The Hungarian Government's greatest liability was its one-party
characzerist.s. This may not have been a weakness in itself, but 'he one
party that did control the government apparatus was conskvntly racked
by factional struggles. These were both ideological and pers'nal. Beiore
Stalin's death, party members could adulate him and remain in favor.
Aff.-r his death, they had to choose sides--Stalinists or anti-Stalinists-and the position of those who chose wrong became untenable. Rakosi, for
example. was a Stalinist and lost his position in 1953 when Stalin died,
and again in 1956 when Stalin was denounced by Khr'schev at the 20th
Party Congress. In any case the struggle between the Soviet leadership
and the factions led by Rakosi, the Stalinist, and Nagy, on the riht..
undermined th• party's stabil-ity. After October 6, 1956, the party showed
its "inability to rile." 1G
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2. Economic weaknesses
The ecoinomy of Hungary was weakened to begin with by the destrijction of industries by the German troops during World War I1. The Russians later marched Mn and stripped Hungary of Industrial .sue..nery,
taking it as war booty and reparation payments. Thus th, .;•.,rtlng point
for postwar economic reconstruction was very low.
Tbp program of rapid Industrialization instituted in the late !ortieA wan
highly nijustified: Hungary lacked the necessary raw material.
Nevertheless, the rapid creation of capital goods was embarked u;'on. Tsoz
intensified industry began to make dem.iands upon the workers for increases in norms, but failed to meet their demands for consumer goods.
Wa.gs were controlled by the piece rate system, the premium wage r,,stern, and the constant readjustment of norms. This, along with the . -mar.ds for higher production, resulted in a lower level of living for tii
w, rs1r.(.
The economic plenty promised by the Communist propaganda
machine failed to materialize.
The peasants were subject-.d to all sorts of d1fcriniinaton if they
defied the forced collectivization program. Somewhat like the workers,
they were faced with increasing norms and compulsory deliveries of agricultural products and the!r level of living also deteriorated.
3. Social tensions
Following the period of nationalL'ation, socialization, industrialization, and collectivization, according to Commitnist doctrine, the destruction of capitalist ownershlp wns to result in a classless society. Tn Hungary, however, as In -ill other Communist countries, this did not take
place: one class was elininated but w:,s replaced by another that imposed
privations on every citizen and even piirg.4 ;ts own elite. The new class
was reoted in the Communist Party and was made up of those who had
special privileges and economic preference because oe the administrative
monopoly they held. The memberv of thiri new class were hated by those
they replactd and feared by those they ruled.
4. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknesses
lmre Nagy introduced the "new course," which slowed the pace of
industrialization und halted collectivization. He ushered in a period of
rMInxation, and in general nqlcviatbr the harshne&s of the preceding yeam.
By 1955, however, Rakosi had mnaged to persuade the membern of the
CetLral Committee that Hungary was In great need for Industrialization
and the control mechanisms that Nagy had renjov-i.
Rakosl reIntroduied many of his harsh economf,, policies, but did not
reinstitute political terror to the degree he !.-od practiced before. Some
private enterprises established during the Nagy regime were able to
remain in business, and the secret police organizatcin, weCkL-ed under
Nagy, did not regain its power. Those who were not considered politically reliable were removcd from the gavcrnmer.s administration, university
faculties, and some Industries. However, compulsory teacHing of Russian was abolished, and welfare, hea!th protection, pensuon, anti vacation
plans for workers were Introduc&.,.
The Kakosi regime was unab!? is
aR4
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revoke the freedoms that Narv, had allowed, and discontenit grew with
the opportunity to articulate it.
III.
A.

FORM AND CHARACTERISTICS 9F REVOLUTION
Actors in the Revolution

1. The revolutionary leadership
It is difficult to label the revolutionary leadership inl Hungary as
instigators and organizers. The outstanding characteristic of this revolution is that it was totally unplanned and unorganiz;ed, and that its leadership developed during the course of the revolution rather than before.
The quiet demonstrations which took place ip Budapest in October 1956
perhaps generated a psychological or crowd force which was finally released when the AVH fred into the gathering at one of the demonstrations.
From there on the extemporaneous revolution took its zourse and developed its ad hoc organizations.
Imre Nagy was the popular figure in the revolution. He had been a
Communist Party member since 1918. He lived in Moscow for 15 years,
and returned to Hungary in 1944 with the Soviet Army. H! held several
posts in the Cabinet and became Premier in 1953.. He improved the life
rf the workers aim pea;anU and became kuuwn as a "just" man. He
was expelled from the party in 1955 because his European orientation
prevented him from being sufficiently militant. After his dismissal he
held many intellectual exchanges at his villa. He was reinstated in October 1956. The mass demonstrations which drew him into the revolutionary leadership found him unprepared. He bad no program or plan of
action.
The right opposition represented by Nagy allied itself with the antiCommunist Hungarians to provide some sort of leadership. This strange
combination consited mostly of intellectuals from the Hungarian Writers'
U .:-.n and the Petofi Circle. These intellectuals were not fighters; and
those who were Conimunists were very poor "Bolsheviks." The political
center which this group formed chalienged the Central Committee of the
Hungarian Workers' Party.
2. The e--tiaiary following
The revolutionary following was young, averagialg perhaps 35 years or
younger. Its members were discontented Communist intellectuals, disillusioned party .functionaries, dissatisfied university studen-t and disgr•.ntled workers and peasants. The demonstrations which began October 2.3 in the public squares of Budapest were led b., students from
three universities. Soon large crowds bege? to gather. Workers left
their factories to join the students, and members of the Armed Forces
also joined them. In less than 24 hours the masses were in full rebellion.
The intelleatuals attempted to quiet the crowds, but li'.le attention was
paid to them. Motley bands of workers, soldiers, teenagers, and riffraff
coalesced, under self-appointed leaders. The workers ehowed the greatest courage in the fighting, while the peasntry performed the auxilliary
-r
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services of rupplying food and giving comfort.

Members of the former

middle class were much less vigoruis in revolutionary activity.
BL Organization of Revolutionary Effort
As the revolutionary pace increased, Revolutionary and Vlort-Prs' CGacfls took over the responsibilities of the government all ever Hnngary.
They assumed control of the town councils, borough councilq, district
councils, etc., which were constitutionally establi-hed or,"ns of tie party.
Workek,' councils also attempted to takde control of fac-tories, mines, and
other industrial enterprises. Both typcý. of councils sprang up ,-fth•'•
coordination and without central control. Both were stlil ifa the formnative stage at the time of the second Soviet Intervention on November 4.
These councils were direct expressons of popular dissatlsfactlon ar,'
represented the first practical steps to restore order and organize tt,.
Hunirfran economy without party control or terror. Their members
were chosen at meetings, and in mt'ý -aLem wcre freedom fighters, workcrs, and politicians.'
C. Goals of the Revolution
1. Concrete political aims of revolutionary leaders
Prior to the outbreak of the revolution, the different civic organizations drew up their demands; these varied little in their general character.
One of the chief political aims waz to restore national sovereignty. Since
World War II Hungary had remained under the control uf the Soviet
Union; now those who headed the revolution desired to return their
country's political and economic destiny to Hungarian control. RestoretLion of democracy, human dignity, and the rights of man was another
domand.
As the pace of the re-iolution heightened, the political demands became
bolder and more specific: reintroduction of the multi1'atty system, free
elections, and withdrawal from the Warsaw Pact. Some groups demanded freedom, liberty, and solidarity with Poland; others wanted the
restoration of Hungarian symbols and celebrations which had been suppreswd by the Conn.r.:unL-d. rcgimc; ,m-,e. of the leaders .vnnted i•le.
pendence within a Marxist framework.
The idet.-gical orientation of the rev,,lvto;nry leadership ws M!•rzist.
The Communists wAnted to retain one-party rule, but they also wanted
to dislodge the entrenched patty leadership. They wanted more (reedon and the restoration of democratic practices whirh would assure both
Communists and non-Communists of legal protection rgainst persecution.
They wanted more equitable ecoomic policies that would take account of
the Immediate desires of the people. They pr~posed to revive the Patriotic People's Front as a symbol of mass participation I politlc.M affairs.
They wnnted the enjoyment of actual liberties. They wanted to govern
for the people.
2. t8ocal and economic goals of leadership and following
The suppression of creative arts had ,ýreatly frustratcd clrtain
classes of the intellectuals. Writtrs particulurly wanted "rrtaxartitce
MES
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and creative freedom. They wanted more "truth" and "honesty." They
wanted to set up an "idea model"' state adapted to human needs generally
and to Hungarian national requirements specifically. They wanted more
autonomy within the universitiesq and a free exchange of information.
The.workers and peasants demanded radical economic changes. W,'v"ers wanted reforms within the factory management; they wanted trade
unions through which they could voice their opinions and influence policy.
They wanted the norm system abolished and working conditions improved.
They demanded more information concerning liungary's foreign trade,
economic difficulties, and it- uraniu-n dcposita which had been under
Soviet control. The peasants wanted to abolish collectivization along with
the co-ops and compulsory deliveries. Above all they wanted a truly
national economy and a more equitable sc2iadist system.
D. Revolu•ionary Techniques and Government Countermeasures
1. 'Methods for weakening existing authtrity and countermeasures
by government
The political instability which made the Hungarian revolution possible was the result of two contributing forces. The first developed gradually from political rivalry within the Communist Party apparatus and
manifested itself in party purges 2nd open defiance toward party leadership. The second was a masis or popular force developing from general
discontent, incubated over a long period, but released during the demonstrations. The revolution was neither organized nor directly inspired by
the intraparty rivalry. It began with a sudden clash between the police
and the masses attracted by student demonstrations."
On October 23 a group of university students decided to hold a quiet
demonstration. The Minister of Interior, Laszlo Piros, isziged a proclamation prohibiting demonstrations. However, the students, defying this
prohibition, went on with their preparations. Piros reversCe his decision
when two demonstrtions were well on the way: one in Buda* before
tx-e statue of General Rem, and the other in Pest under the Petofi statue.
Placards affirming Hungarian nationalism were raised. At the Parliament bui.dng the crowd of students and workers had grown by 6 p.m. to
proportions estimated variously at 200,000 to 300,000. Some of the
demonstrators went to work on the Stalin statue and by 9:30 p.m. it fell
from its pedestal. Others marched to the radio building to have their
demands broadcast. The building was guarded by the AVH, however,
who threw gas bombs from upper windows to disperse the o'owds, and
then fired upon the demonstrators reportedly inflicting casuilties.** In
several instances the AVH used white ambulances with Red Cross plates
anu white uniformed AVH agents to transport arms and supplies. This
D.furated the crowd. Hungarian tanks sent in by the regime refused to
* Budapest is physically divided by the Danube and the two :. ilves of the city are

respectively called Buda snd Pest.
**There was intermittent fighting around the radio bilding !or the next
after whiih it was finally seized by the revolutionaries.
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fire upon the people. Late that evening the in'murgcnz*. fl"raly succeeded
in occupying the building of tlbe party organ Szabad Nep.
MIany police and arny units were aiding the insurgents and supplying
them with, arms. Th' arrival of revolutionary forces strengthened the
1h.e
armed workers from the Csepel and Ujplst areas. Wheth
tanks were officially asked to intervene is a matter of conje.ture. Fraternizatior. with Russian troops was reported. At 2 a.m. on October 24 the
first Soviet tank patrol was seen. Fierce fighting devzioped later t•sua
day where these units were employed.
The fighting continued ane =. October 25, the activities were i:,ften•ifed
in front of the Parliament building. Soviet taliksfired upon unarmed
crowds. Molotov bombs were used effectively bVy the freedom fighters.
and the tanks had difficuity in maneuvering in the narrow strepts. r
October 27 Negy was able to assume control of the govenr4 .Pnt apparatus
and i:e next day he ordered a cease-fire. A fw skirmishes continued.
but by October 30 the new Cabinet ;wti take, !,fi•ce and all was quiet.
Soviet armed forces began to withdraw from BIudalpoi. The revolution
was over.
2. Methods for gaining support and countermeasures taken by government
Once tue people realized that a revolution was in progress the only
elements not supporting the movement were those party members holding power and the AVH. It wa_., trerefore, unnecessary for the revolutionaries to campaign for support. However, printed matter was kept
circulating, particularly after the party organ was seized. Most radio
stations also supported the movement.
Between October 23 and 25, the regime struggled to keep control.
Party leaders announced that Imre Nagy had been appointed Premier, that
he had invited Soviet units to come in and that he ha! declared martial
law. Evidence shows that this was a tactic employed to quiet the crowds:
The AVH aiducted Nagy and reportedly forced him to order the people
to go home. This measure did not work, however, and the fighting in
Budapest continued. There was little fighting in the provinces. In most
.- en, the Revolutionary and Workers' Councils, without much effort, were
able to assume control of the local admlr!strations.
E. Manner In Which Confrol of Government Was Transferred to
Revolutionaries
The transfer of power from the Communist burel,.ra.y to the Revwlistlonary and Workers' Councils took place in the. narly days of the revolution and In most cases without opposition. There was a swift and complete collapse of the Communist Party and its machinery. The party lost
all its support, and the only Institution which did not stop fui,-G-teiug wax
the secret police. However, popular resentment against the AVH was so
overwhelming that Nagy was obligM to abolish it on October 2n.
.,inounted
Nogy moved into the Parliament building and on October O".0
that the new Cabinet, composed of Communists 2nd non-Coramu.jists, han
us
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abolished the one-party system. Janos Radar, who replaced Erno Gero
as First Secretary of the Coimauiiist Party, agreed with thlls step in order
to avoid further bloodshed. Zoltan Tildy, former le.ider of the Smallholders' Party, announced that elections Would be hcld soon throughout
the country.
IV. THE EFFECTS OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Changes in the Personnel and Institutions of Government
On November 3 the government was again reorganized. Several Communists were dismissed, and three Cabinet po:tfolios were given tu, the
independent Smallholders' Party, and three to the Social Democratic
Party. The Petofi Party was given two ministries. Radar bad reorganized the Communist Party into the Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party on
November 1, and his party received three portfolios.
B. slajor Policy Changes
The most drastic policy changes were in foreign afranrs.
November
-i
1 the Council of Ministers proclaimed Hungarian neutrality. This in
effect cancelled Hungary's eommitments under the Warsaw Pact. At the
same time the new Defense Minister, Pal Maleter, was negotiating for
the withdrawal of Soviet troops.
There were no long range social and economic effects. On November
4, Russian troops returned, and within a week defeated the revolutionary
forces. A new government was organized by Janos Kadar, and he and
his new Cabinet were sworn in on November 7. A one-party system
was reestablished, all organizations providing a forum for exchange of
ideas were dislanded, and the state information office assumed control
of the press. Although zhe new regime may not have been as harsh as
the Rakosi or Gero rpgimes, it still deprived the Hungariar people of
"the exercisqe of their fundamental political right to pai " "Toate in the
function of govt-nment through elected representatives of their own
choice." 18
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THE CZECHOSLOVAKIAN COUP OF 1948
SYNOPSIS
The independent Third Czechoslovak Republic, inaugurated in 1.,'5
after the defeat of Nazi Germany, came to an end in February 1948.
The Communist4, using a coalition government in which they were strongl y represented, gained high governmental office and proceeded t, infiltrate
the police and security forces, suppress political opposition, and generallv
subvert the government tbrough bota constitutior~al and unconstitutions,
means. They thus won control of the government, and in July 1948 proclaimed a Soviet-type constitution.
I. BRIEF HISTORY OF EVENTS LEADING UP AND TO
CL7,1MINATING IN REVOLUTION
Czechoslovakia was established as an indepr iest staatc 1ir. Imp, oul of
fragments of the old Austro-Hungarian Empire. A Constitution ratified
in 1920 set the basis for a centralized govenm•_ent with legislative power
residing in the parli.tment, This political system survived until 1938,
when Czechoslovakia was forced, ,!nder the Munich agreement between
Germany, Italy, Britain, and France, to cede to Germany the -:estern
third of its territory, where the population was predominantly Germanspeaking. Slovakia was given an independent status but "chose" to become a protectorate of Germany 6 months later. By Marclh 1939 the
Second Republic, formed after Munich, had (,eased to exist.
At the start of World War IT, former President Eduard BeneA established a Czech Government-in-exile ir. London. Dibilisioned by Franco's
failure to fulfill its alliance obligations at the time of Munich, Beiig
turned to Russia. He met with Stalin in Moscow in 1943 and formed a
Qoviet-Czech all:.nce fok future protection of the Czechoslovak Republic.
As soon as the Red Army had freed Slovakia, a meeting of the Czech
exiles took place in Kogice in Slovakia. These leaders, who had spent the
war yeit.-:, in London ind Moscow, formulated a program for the restoration of constitutional authority and reconstruction of the country. The
Kogice program laid down the guideiines to be followed until a government
could be formed. It called for a coalition government of the legally
recognized political parties, each of which was pledged to the maintenance
of the National Front. It provided for the election of o Provisional'
National Assembly iby national committees, as represent~iives ef t"lc
people. The Assembly was to remain in existencr urtil the election of a
CXnstituent National Assembly in May 1946. The plan ,urther provided
*-.-rthe expulsion of all Germans and confiscation of their property. incorporation of all partisan units into the "democratized" army, and close
association with Soviet Russia for the purposes of foriign trade and protection. It affirmed the prflne'le of popular participation in government,
and stated that Czechs and Slovaks would have autonomy in local affairs
but would be subordinate to the central government. Collaborators and
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traitors were to be excluded from the governtment,and political parties
with an anti-Soviet background or collaborationist leanings suppressed.
The plan pledged the government to speedy reconitruction of industry
and agriculture and to the support of individual initiative through loans.
Protection of civil libertile and advancement of social welfar: Tid education were also promised.' This program received the support of all the
recognized political parties.
The Proviso1nsi National Assembly was eklcted in October 1945. It reinstated by decree the Constitution of i920 as the law of the land, and
confirmed the social and economic provisions that had been set ý'orth irt
the Koqiee program. Some changes were made in the Constitution, however, WsIah as reduction of the voting age from 21 to 18, and provision for
a single-chamber parliament of 300 me.bers.
The 1946 elections were remarkably free of internal or external interferen'.,. The returns showed an increase in Communist strength: the
p1irty ee•tived 38 percent of the vote =tst, won !1'4 seats in the Assembly,
and was able to claim the premiership inmi 'he key MAL ; ies of Interror,
Agriculture, Information, Finance, Labor and Welfare, ard National
Defense.
Czech affairs were free of outside interference until July 1947. At
that time, Sianin spoke out against Czech participation in the Marshall
Plan lnegotiatiops Ifi Paris and against a proposed Frainco-Czech alliance.
The Communist Party was able to block both projects. Communist activity increased and the Czechs did not know "a calm day up to the coup
"c'etat in February 1948." 2
The activities of the Comynunist-controlled police and security forces
orovided one of the main rallying points for the non-Communist parties.
Disclosures of police brutality, illegal possession oi arms and munitions.
and the use of former Nazis as witnesses against opponerts of the Communists were pres61ted in the Assembly and the Cabinet. The Cabinet
debate ov:. the replacement by Communists of non-Communist division
chiefs of police resuited in the adoption of a resolution, carriid over
Communist oppositioi, demanding that the replacements be rescinded.
1:-: the Communist Minister of Interior disregarded the resolution.
In protest, 12 non-Communist Ministers resigned. They had obtained
the promise of the Preside ti however, that he wei-d not accept the remgnations. This was intended to leave the Cabinet inoperative and to foetas
responsibility and popular resentment on the Communists. Under the
agreement establishing the National Front, all legai p;,rties had to be
represehtod In the Cabinet. So long as the President declined to accept
the resignations. their parties could not replarms the 12 Ministers wifhout disavowing them. 'fie !hon-Communists expected thut public pressure
would shortly foree the Communists to capitulate on the police issue; if
they did not, tfe bbqitIqn would have a powerful argument in the coming elections. It did n~o we--k, however. The Commnunists organized
mans meetings and letterwriting cnmpaigns denouncing the resigning
Ministers and demanding that the President accept their resignations.
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Communist-controlled security forces and gendarmes moved into the
capitli. Finally, on February 25, 1948, the President yielded, accepted
the res,'gnations, and approved a new Cabinet, with the 12 vacant portfolios going to renegade members of the non-Communist parties to maintain the pretense that the National Front was still in effect. Thy,., lay
elections were a farce, with only one slate submitted to the voterm. In
June a new Soviet-type Constitution, declaring Czechoslovakia a "people's
democracy," was adopted. President Beneg refused to sign the new
Constitution and subsequently resigned.
I1. THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE REVOLUTION
A. Description of Country
1. Physical characteristics
Czechoslovakia, approximately the size of the state of New York,
is located in Central Europe, and is surroundeii by Gerwanv. Poland the
U.S.S.R., Hungary, and Austria. The western areas ie es.ssent•ily
urban and industrialized; there is some highly developed agriculture on
the Moravian plains in the south central part. The eastern area is primarily agricultural, although strides have been taken t..rd ind-ustrial:i
zation. The western section is mostly highlands and plains, while the
eastern section, located in the sub-Carpathian range, is primarily mountainous, with a small fringe of plains in the south.
Czechoslovakia's location makes it subject to both the oceanic and the
continental climate systems, 3which account for the wide local differences
in temperature and rainfall.
2. The people
The Czechs and the Slovaks, the predominant ethric groups in Czechoslovakia, were originally Slavs who migrated to the area in t';e fifth century. There were German and Magyar invasionq in the 10th and 11th
-'nturies; the Snovaks fell under Magyar domination and were considered
a subject people. They bore the brunt of the Avar and the Turkish invasions and of the determined Magyarization programs. The Czechs
emerged •i Bohemians under their own King, with closer ties to western
Europe than to the Slovaks. Although t.he;_r languages were similar,
these peoploa dleelop-d. a strong awareness nf thcr historical and political
differences. Antagonisms betweenl the two have been present throughnut their histories and have been a disruptive influence witl,-n the united
Czechoslovak Republic. The official language today is C',ch, although
concessions are made to other languages in local a'ýeas.

The census of 1947 list.- thL population at 12,164,C95 persons, of whom
approximately 50 percent were urban dwellers.

Because of the broken

wrrain the distribution is unequal. Approximately two-thirds of the
population live in the western half of the countr.- Prague (Praha), the
capital city, has a population of slightly less than one million, and Brno,
the second largest city, slightly more than 250,000. Both 4of these cities
and Ostrava, the third largest, are in the western zcction.
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA
3. Communications
Pre-iWorld War II Czechoslovakia had the most dense rail and roadway network of all the states between the U.S.S.R. and Germany from
the Baltic to the Adriatic. Much of this transportation system was destroyed during the war, bul it was fast being rebuilt at the time el the
Revolution. The major portions of the rail, road, and river networks are
in the western industrialized areas. In 'the east-due to the rugged terrain and neglect--the transportation system is skeletal.
The Vltava, the Otava-Blanice, the Elbe (Labe), and the Oder river
systems, all located in the west, A:e heavily tv,ed for br age traffincand
timber rafting. These systems give Czechoslovakia access to the plains
of Europe and to the North and Baltic Seas. 5 The Danube in the southeast also is used as a waterway. At the end of the war most of the
barges and river bo:tts had been destroyed or confiscated,
4. NaLaral resources
Czechoslovakia's wealth in natural reserrces lic, •.ainiy it! v',ni.
mined at Plzefi and Brno, and its prosperity has been basedI on the quantity and quality of this resource.0 Lumber is another important natural
resource, and there are also deposits of iron, silver, go!J, copper, and
graphite.
B. Socio-Economic Structure
1. Economic system
Nationalization of heavy industry, war industry, a"id potential war
industry, stressed by the Kogice program, began with the expropriation
of former German-owned industry and business. To raise the standard of
living and improve internal conditions, material and developmental priorities were established by an Economic Council set up by the Provisional
National Assembly. This gave the economy a measure of central planning.
Although the Ko~ice program and the later 2-Year Plan stressed government planning, private enterprise was encouraged by means of loans,
S•rants, and credits.
The three major categories of Czech exports in 1946 were light manufacturing products, machinery, and foodstuffs. Light manufacturing
products included glass and glasswam., teytiles, steel bars, sawn'll prodxinnat-ly 03 percent oAf
ucts, and footwear; these products made up a
the export trade. Light machinery made up 5 percent of the exports,
and foodstuffs (potatoes, hops, and refined asugar) approxi'wntely 23 per"cent. In 1948 exports of foodstuffs declined to 3.8 percent, i'hile those
of manufactured goods rose to 27 percent, due to i,,creased exports of
footwear. After the war, destinations of the expoi ts shifted from the
Western countries to Soviet Russia and her allies. Import. consisted
;..ainly of raw materials and semifinished g.ods.
2. Class structure
There was a large peasant and working class, and a middle class
consisting of civil seriants, small and middle-sized business entreprerreurs,
landowners with middle-sized holdings, and the professi-onal groups--
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teachers, doctors, and engineers. The ruling elite consisted of the political leaders, mosL of whom had come from the middle and the upper
portiouns of the lower class. Mobility from one ciass to another was possible and an accepted eim in life.
3. Literacy and education
Like most highly industrialized countries, Czechoslovakia enjoys a
high literacy rate. The census of 1938 claimed 96 percent of the population to be literite; the 1947 ccn-us cst'iute was 97 percent.7
The Kogice progra:. pledged the government to support education and
cultural advancement.8 It called for deletion of hnti-Bolsh-evik remarks
from the textbooks and a removal of German and Hungarian influences in
the educatioial system.
Education today is compulsory between the ages of 6 and 14, is sta-.
controlled and free.
4. Major religions and religious institutions
Approximately 75 percent of thi C ch,,-o,,,a,,..- ar R.a.Cath.olic. Catholicism is strongest ih- Slovakia. The remaining 25 percent of
the population are Protestant, Jewish, agnostic, or adhere to other minority sects.
C. Government and the Ruling Elite
1. Description of form of government
The form of government after the war was essentially that in operation under the Constitution of 1920. Instead of a bicameral parliament,
however, elected for 6 and 8 years, the government instituted in 1945
consisted of a single-chamber parliament, a cabinet, and a president
elected on a temporary basis. The Provisiopal National Assembly was
to serve until the Constituent National Assembly was elected; the latter
was to serve until the drafting of a new constitution. to be completed not
later than 1948. The Cabinet consisted of the leaders of the National
Fiont parties. The President was elected by the Assembly.
Legislative povwer was vested in the Assembly; bills became law when
sicned by the President. The real legislative work was done within the
individual party councils and each party maintained strict control of its
delegates. Executive powe- was held by iOhe Cabintet and the President.
A vole of no confidence by the Chamber of Deputies could compel the
resignation of the government. The single-chamber parliament assumed
this power in 1945.2 The judiciary was indep",,denW ond headed by the
Minister of Justice. Judges were appointed for lif'o.
2. Description of political process
- In prewar Czechoslovakia there were as many as 14 political parties;
postwar Czechoslovakia recognized only six. Under the Ko~ice program
collaborationist parties were outlawed and anti-Soviet parties were suppressed. The six legal parties were: (1) the C-mmu'i* Party in Czechoslovakia, (2) the Communist Party in Slovakia, (3) coie People's Party,
(4) the National Socialists, (5) the Social Democrats, and (6) the Slovak
Democrats. The parties were generally left of center in ideology. The
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two Communist Parties followed the Marxist doctrine of complete socialization of the state; the Social Democrais held views closc to those of the
Communists and, in fact, generally voted with them; the National Socialists believed in the gradual or evolutionary development of socialism but
recognized free private enterprise; the People's Party was generally •ic,Socialist and believed in a greatzr degree of free enterprise; the Slovak
Democrats attracted anti-Soviet persons who were concerned wih Slovak
autonomy and who, therefore, could not organi!-- openly.
The Provisional National Assembly was elected indirectly. Local committees-the mechanism by which the people were to participate in
government--selected representatives to provincial congresses. These in
turn elected national committees, and the firal selection of the national
legislature was made by these committees. The political parties operated
at all three l.vcls, tand tho provincial and national committees reflected
party strength in the local committees. Ilowever Communist infiltration
in the provincial congresses and -ational•
•
c.m..-.. a ----I .,.,
10
secure 98 of 300 seats in the Provisional National Assembly and the
important Ministries of Interior, Information, Agriculture, National Defense, and Education. Zden~k Fierlinger, the Social Democratic leader,
was made Premier.
The elections of 1946 for the Constituent National Assembly were free
and popular. Voting was compulsory under nenalty of fine. The Communist platform of 1946 liard mass appeal. It promised protection and
support of the property rights of farmers and small and middle-qized
enterpreneurs, and guaranteed the security of existence for the middle
class in the cities.' 0 The Communists concealed their plans for exce7
sive expropriation and nationalization. The demrcra+ic parties offered
basically the same program.
These elections brought only slight changes in the makeup of Ont Assembly. because of the existence of two Communist Parties, the Communists
•.erged-with 114 seats as the strongest delegation. The willingness of
the Social Democrats to vote with the Communists gave the leftwing of
the rove-.,nient a slim majority of 153 votes, "adequate to secure ratification of ordinary measures although not of constitutional changes.""
This was a definite shift in power to Che left.
Reflecting individual party strength in thn. Assembly, "the new m:nistbr
contained nine Corimunists and seventeen non-Communists ....
The
National Socialists, the People's Party, and the Slovak Dei.---ratb now
had four seats each; the Social Democrats remained with three." 12 Tn
addition, two nonparty experts, Jan Masaryk and Gen. Ludvik Svoboda,
con~.titued in office. (Svoboda, tbough sunpposedly nonpartisan, actually
h- Communist leanings.)
Since all the parties pledged support of the government and the Ko5ice
program, there was no opposition to the government aad its policies.
3. Legal procednre for amending constitution or changing government institutions
Constitutional amendments could be initiated by the individual parties
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through the Cabinet Ministers and required a two-thirds vote of the
Assembly for ratification. On policy regarding Siovakia, a mrujority of
the Slovak delegation was needed in addition to a majority of the
A~ssembly.13
4. Relationship to foreign powers
The Ko~ice program- and subsequent National Assemblies reaffirmed the Soviet-Czech alliance concluded in 1943. This alliance, to
run for 20 years, was one of friendship anti mutual assistance. Czech
policy called for closer ties with Russia. This was due in part to the
"fearof a resurrected Germory on the Western frontier; in part to the
"feeling that the Western powers were neither strong enough, interested
enough, nor consistent enough for the maintenance of Czechoslovakian
independence; and in part to the recognition of the proximity of Russi.
and Russian physical force. Russia, in the eyes of the Czechs, was to
t•ke t.he place of the former European allies and was not to be alienated.
The Soviet-Czech alliance of 1943 included a pwsiage calling for mutual
noninterference in the internal affairs of Lhe otecc•, e,.' ".? This plct
was essentially an anti-German, nonaggression treaty, with the notable
addition that it pledged mutual aid in case of involvement in hostilities.
Russia seems to have respected the internal noninterference clause
until July 1947, when Stalin decided that Czech participation in the Marshall Plan negotiations in Paris were incompatible with the Soviet-Czech
alliance.1 5 Again, the degenerating relations between France and the
U.S.S.R., culminating in the expulsion of the Communists from the new
French Government in 1947, brought remarks from Stalin against a pending France-Czech alliance; the Czech Communists forced re•ef ion of the
treaty.
5. The role of military and police powers
The police of Czechoslovakia were concerned with enforcement of
internal civil and criminal law. The Corps of National Security (SNB)
was a unit similiar to the state police forces in the United States. A
third police organization, the Gendarmerie, was a mobile police force
somewhat similar to the Nazi SS. This force had been created in 1945
in5 1946 to maintain order in the frontier regions against Germans still
in the area,1 6 but was used as an adjunct of the Communist Party. These
troops were to occupy strategic positions in Prague during the last days of
the crisis.
All of these forces were under the control of the Minister of Interior,
whe had the power to replace officials on his own autb-,rity.
The army's prime mission was protection of the country from outside
attack, but could be called upon to aid the police in an internal crisis.
Control df the army rested with the Minister of National Defense.
D. Weaknesses of the Socio-Economic-Political Structure of the
Prerevolutionary Regime
1. History of revolutions or gr ;ernmental instabilities
The First Czechoslovak Republic, organized in 1920, was an example
of a viable democracy. It suffered, however, from differences between
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the western and eastern sections in education and' industrial and agricultural development, and from the presence of minority groups within the
country. It was a heterogeneous state and all minorities were not represented in the National Assembly that formed the Constitution of 1920.
Although the Constitution guaranteed the protection of minority rivgt.,
local administration did not always implement those quarantees.

The

unusually large German minority sought German affiliations rather than
Czech, and the Slovaks, who felt discriminated against, often worked
against the central government in their desire for greater autonomy,
and failed to implement its regula+n.•.m.
The western section of the country, formerly under Austrian rule, had
a relatively high educational and industrial level of development. The
eastern section, formerly under Hungarian rule, was made up predominantly of backward peasants, with a tiny educated class. The Slovaks in
the eastern. src were restive under Czech leadership and guidance, and
aspired ',, a greater degree of seif-governrie.-t.
Since the Constitution guaranteed politicai recognition, mc , inoti,groups formed political parties. However, these were not effective and
the five main parties controlled the government.
2. Economic weaknesses
The economic disparity between the two sections was a major weakness. The new nation took over the former Austrian manufacturing
plants, coal production, and transportation facilities. There was no similar level of development in the fornmer Hungarian lands. The lack of
private investment capital forced recourse to insurance companies and
banks for funds. In the late 1930's the German minority, supported by
Nazi Germany, was able to obtain control of major sections of the economy merely by securing key positions in the lending banks and insurance
companies. This led to virtual foreign control of Czech industrial
development.
Lmad, under the former Austro-Hungarian denomination, had been coni- atrated into semifeudal holdings. Although a land reform program was
initiated, land ownership was not effectively distributed.
With t5" advent of World War II, Germany took control of all facets
of the economy. Industry was forced to conform to German war needs.
Wartime destruction, in addition to the wartime disruption of trade, aggravated the situation of the Czech economy, as did the poor harvests in
1945.
3. Social tensions
Tensions were present between the Czechs and the Slovams, and between the government and the minority groups. The Slovak desire for
aut,,;cmy and resentment of Czech educational and economic superiority
cls4,ed with the Czech desire for national unity. The Czechs, in many
instances, held themselves to be superior to the Slovaks, thus adding fuel
to the fires of Slovak nationalism.

The small minority groups who felt unrepresented in the Assembly resisted government attempts to make them a part of a nation made up
primorily of Czechs and Slovaks.
4. Government recognition of and reaction to weaknesses
The Kogice program was an attempt to alleviate the :. :io-ecouomic
and political weaknesses. The German minority was expelled from the
country and all German influence in business and education was erased.
Slovak nationalism was recognized and p-iitiial control in Slovakia was
was subr,•-z.: VL.u.
vested in the Slovak Natinnal Coun-.
ordinate to the National Assembly, the -greement of a majo,.ity of the
Slovak delegates in the Assembly was required to effect any change in
Slovakia. Other minorities were guaranteed protection and representation.
To preclude foreign control of the economy, all industries of more than
500 employees were nationalized. Banking, insurance, and credit facilities
were also nationalized.
Reconstruction of industry, agriculture, and transjo:tation was tiot only
promised, but given first priority. The government negotiated with the
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Agency for aid and received
"747,000 tons of foodstuffs, 26,000 tons of agricultural supplies. 68,000
tons of transport equipment, 137,000 tons o' petroleum products, and
111,000 tons of industrial raw materiais and machinery." Proceeds from
the sale of this equipment were used "in reconstruction and welfare
work." 17 By mutual consent of the National Front strikes were declared to be detrimental to the reconstruction efforb and were to be
avoideJ. This was merely a declaration against strikes in Principle, and
no legal ban was placed on the actual use of strikes.
The 2-Year Plan, officially announced in janaaaiy 1947, had the specific
purposes of surpassing the prewar levels of industrial and agricultural
production and increasing transportation efficiency. The industrialization
of Slovakia, the underdevelopeti, rural arca of the country, was stressed.
To make up for the bad harvests in 1947, the government attempted to
negotiate for Marshall Plan aid. When this was blocked by the Com.
munists under pressure from Stalin, the government turned to the U.S.S.R.
for whdat shipments.*
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T•ERSTICS OF REVOLUTION
Actors in the Revolution
1. The revolutionary leadership
The leaders of the revolution were the Commun.at Cabinet Ministers,
the leftwing Social Democrats, and the leaders of the Communist Party
A.

• In all probability the Czech Government was rnotivatud by something more than
an effort to make up for bad harvest. -he Czech industrial economy was oriented
toward Western trade, and had made rapid strides in restoring pre-World War II contacts. Furthermore, as with most Western Europe!..i countries, the Czechs were
faced with the "dollar" crisis, aggravated by the overly ambitious 2-Year Plan. Under the circumstancas, Marshall Plan aid appeared as enticing tu the Czech Government as it had to the Western European countries.
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itself. Most of these had spent the war years in Moscow and were
pletely in -sympathy with Communist doctrines. The Premier, Klement
Gottwald, was chairman of the Czech Communist Porty. Rudolph Sifnsky, the Secretary General of the Communist Party, was Moscow-trai'-d,
as was Vbclav Kopeeky, the Minister of Information. Both had spent
the war years in Moscow. Gen. Ludvik Svoboda, the Minister of National Defense, had commanded Czech troops in the U.S.S.R. during the
war. Zden~k Fierlinger, a Social Democrat, had been the London provisional Government's Ambassadeor to Moscow during the war and wa:
GuL~wald's predecessor as Premier from 1945 to 1940. He had taken over
the leadership of the Social Democrats and bad brought them into close
alliance with the Communists. He was disp!aced from the leadership in
1947, but retained his strong influence with the leltwing of the party.
Vficiav Nosek. the Communist Minister of Interior, had spent the war
years in Erglaund.
The background of the leaders was varied. c',-.,,,, had I'?c-: f, joi;er
by trade, had deserted from the Austrian Army before the end of World
War I, and with Zapotocky, the trades union leader, had helped to found
the Czechoslovak Communist Party. He later became an editor of Pravda,
a member oi the Central Committee of the Communist Party, and, finally,
the Seretary General of that organization.
Nosek had been a coal miner in his youth, but upon graduation from
Charles University in Prague had entered the foreign service. Kopecky
had been a member of the Socialist Student Movement and chairman of
the International Feeration of Marxist Students. He worked in the
Communist Party as a journalist. Svoboda had studied agriculture before
enlisting in the army during World War I. He reinained in the army
after the war and was v professor at the military academy at Hranice.
Zapotocky, the chairman of the Unified Trades Union IUHO), had a
s( -!ondary school education and had been a stonemason. He had a stormy
, ireer that included imprisonment in 1920 for strike activities, active
participation in the founding and maintenance of the Czechoslovak Communist P,-ty, and imprisonment by the Nazis during World War II.
2. The revolutionary following
The members of the unit comusittees, or factory councils, the Comin,.baes of Action, the officials of the police forces, and the Communist
Party cadres made up the revolutionary following. These groups were
the only active participants during the crisis and the pe- 'I )!nmediately
afterward. They were members of the Communist Party anU the majority were from the working classes.
&. Organization of Revolutionary Effort
The Communists worked mainly through legal organzations. Both th,
Cdmmunist Party itself and the factoy unit committew were legal. The
unit committees were formed within each factory, business, and governmental service for the purpose of representing the w.rkers and as.sitin"%
the management in planning and production.'8 Their organization paral601
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leled that of the trade unions. They were uscd as propaganda organm
of the Communist Party.
The Committees of Action were an imitation of the Russian Workers'
and Peasants' Soviets. These committees were ostensibly composedi of
representatives of all parties and national organizations, b,:L -w'ere really
made up of "approved" appointees controlled by tble local Communist
Party secretariatsh. 1 The Communists called them into existence during
the crisis to give a show of broadly-based support for their demands.
The small unit committees "spoke" for the large numbers of employee;
they represented. The factory unit counoils were elected by the workers
from a list of candidates prepared by the factory unions, and were directed
by the unions. Since the chairman of the Unified Trades Union (URVý
was a Communist, this gave the Communist Party effective control oa,_
the factory councils. The Committees of Action were more militant and
cvidenidy had a more extensive role than the unit committees. The Ac.
ý h".i i':'otradio
Lion Committees were Wa-r to assume ta,... -•0-nand to occupy the governmenta! offices.
The connecting link between these groups and the leadership wpq the
Communist Party cadre. The cadre and local leaders carried out the directives of the party headquarters.
C. Goals of the Revolution
The immediate avowed goals fwere the preservation of "peace and internal security." This shibboleth %as used to give a fagade of legality
and constitutionality to the actions taken between the resignation of 12
Ministers and the final coup. The overall aim of the revolution was the
complete communization of the Republic. installation of a "people's democracy," and its inclusion in the Soviet bloc of states. Destruction of political opposition was also a goal and the most important one if the major
aims were to be secure.
The economic goals were: (1) complete nationaliz,ýion of all enterprises employing more than 50 persons; (2) complee central control of
financial matters, including banking, insurance, and credit; and (3) collecaivization of the land, with the concomitant destruction of private ownership.
•:...ofand
^i'"*

o....

land were

i

d.d-e,tc, raise.U-

standard of living of all the citizens, ruin the large or middle-sized landholders, and give security to the landless. The resulting society would
be classless.
D. Revolutionary Techniques and Government Countermeasures
1. Methods for weakening existing authority and countermeasures
by goverrnment
The techniques u.ed by the Communists in the takeover were, on the
whole, legal becausc the Communist Party w.-4 a recognized member of
the existing government. Some anti-Soviet parties had been suppressed
immediately aftez the war by the simple expedient of accusing them of
treason or collaboration. The liberation of Czechoslovakia by the Red
6O2
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Army troops annc.
initial presence aided the Comnluli'its in securing
positions in the newly-formed Nation!! Committees on all ievel3. Possession of the important Ministries of Interior, Information, Finance, Labor
and Welfare, National Defence, and Agriculture placed the Communists
in a position where they could legally replace non-Communists with k .mmunists in the police, the security forces, the labor unions, and financial
institutions, and could deny newnprint to opposition newspapers or seversly
limit their supply. Workir.g within the geneial framework of the National Front, the Communists organized factory councils, trade unions, and
farmers unions.
The illegalities consisted mainly of coercion and the abuse of civil rights
by the police force. The police used "confessions" of former Nazis, collaborationists, and persons of questionable character to remove any opposition. Terrorist tactics (intimidation, blackmail, and the actual use of
force) wero used against non-Communists who voiced opposition.
A congress of unitlom.imittees was called February 22. 198. 'fnr the
puri•ose of "...
voting a program of -adica! sceialism"--4he n:itionaiization of all enterprises employjig more than 50 persons.2 The Communists expected to attract the full support of the Social Democrats by
this maneuver. Two days before the meeting, 12 non-Communist Ministers (representing the National Socialists, the People's Party, and the
Slovak Democrats) resigned. The Communists denounced the resignation Jas a "reactionary" attempt to work outsi"e the Nationai Front by
forming a new government that would exclud,; the Commun~st Party.
They called on all the workers and peasants to stand behind the legal
government (the Communists mnd the -Social Democrats) and demand that
the President accept the resignations. Letterwriting campaigns were
organized and the President's office was flooded with letters and telegrams, most of them identical in wording. By pressure znd coercion,
the Communists were able to persuade some members of the opposition
,--rties to defect and agree to serve in the government-without authorization from their party- leaders, of course. Thus Gottwald was able to submit to the President a revised Cabinet with nominal representation of
all the 1ational Front parties and thus maintain the facade of legality.
BeneA ipimed his acceptance of the list on February 25.
2. Methods for gaining support and countermeasures taken by government
The democratic elements within the government (the National SocialisLs, the People's Party, and the Slovak Democrats) recognioud the extent
of Communist infiltration and attempted to resist. However, the Commeunist control of vital functions of the government aad the parliamentary
'najority they held in conjunction with the Social Democrats made this
impossible.
The continued communization of the police force wa. the issue for which
the other parties attempted to enlist the support of the Social Democrats.
Their purpose in creating a Cabinet crisis was twofold: (1) to shon, the
extent of Communist infiltration and protest the refusal of the Minister
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of the Interior to comply with the CabirteL r,.,•oiufion demandinz th.•.t
this infiltration cease, and (2) to weaken the Communist voter a;•l•r•l iu
the May elections. Since the President had agreed not to accept the resignations or to accept a cabiuet that •.xcbided amy member of the Naticnal
Front, the Gommunisrs were to be confronted with the choic• •-. yielding
and acting upon the Cabinet resolution regarding the police, •r exposing
themselves to the public as ,vorking outside of the N•fional Fron• program, and hence, against the state. The democrats felt that they were
working within the legal and co•v, fitut•ona! framework and fully e:¢pccted
the Communists to do i-he •ai•e on pain of ,•efeat in the May e!•tlons. A
Communist defeat would still allvw the party to participate in the government, though on a much reduced basis. This would preserve •ho
National Front.
When it was av.nounced that the President had sig•.ed the new Cabinet
!i.•, .-;,•u:•,ands of stldeuts marched on the President's palace to protest,
but were brutally dispersed by the peqc,•. A lCW were killed and hundr•d.• imprisoned.
IV. THE EFFECTS CF THE REVOLUT.•ON
A. Changes in the Personnel and In.•fitutions of Government
The coup resulted in the complete takeow,r of the government by the
Communist Party. The Cabinet submitted to Bene• by Gottwald conrained renegade members of.the Nationa! Socialis.• Party, the Peopie'.•
Party, and the Slovak Democratic Party.
The coup was followed by a series of purges in the newspapers, the univers,.'ties, and thc Assembly. Committees of Action took control of the
democratic newspapers and magazines and governmental offices. Students were expelled for "disloyal" tendencies, democratic leaders were
arrested, and al! social and athletic clubs wei'e taken over by the Committees of Action:.
The elections in llay.were a farce. The candidates were picked by the
Communists and there were no oprosit•o:• slates. Although maintaining
the pretense of tl•e National Front, the Com•nruists considered a coalition
government "a tem!porary arra•gement, only a step in the strvsglp. •or
exclusive power.''2:
A new Constitution was adopted on May 8. It proclaimed Czechoslovakia to be a "people's democracy." ii, called for "on-- ustional assembly
of 368 members selected for 6 years; a presidium of Z4 members . . ."
which elected a president who served for 7 ycars. A decree of December
21 abolished the "old provinces and replaced them with 19 regions.''-"-•
Constl .....n and r,•igned h•-s o•ce
President Bene• refused to sign the
-t,,t•
on June 7. He died 3 months later. On June 9 the Const'tutiJn was
ratified by the rewly elected P.,esident, Klement Gottwald.
Under the Constitution of 1948, the President retains most of his wide
powers. There was no attempt to imitate the 1936 Soviet Cof,stitution.
The President summons and adjourns the National Assembly, appoints
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the Premier, and signis into law acts of the Assembly. EXeCUtiVe 11oW."r
is vested in the Council of Ministers, which is appointed by the President.
D. Major Policy Changes
After the coup Czechoslovakia maintained its members *ipin the Urnicd
Nations, but as a member of the Communist bloc. In 1955 Czechu.slovakin signed the Warsaw 'Pad., which called for joint uise of armned forces
with the U.S.S.R. It is also a member of t're 'ouncil of Mutual Economic
Assistance (CEMA), which coo~rdinates economic pianning in the East
European countries, and has extended credits for indiistrialization to other
Enst European members of the Council.
C. Long Range Social aw'. Ecoraomic Effects
A .5-year ec~ornoic ree':verl plan was instituted in 1949, the chief featture of which i-as ". . .enormous development of heavy industry to the
complete neglect -of the light industries and cons'tmers' vU,,ds inlusLries-.
*"3Industries employing more tha 60 per-~swr i~ttu~zd
as were most small busillesses. Those that weru not nationalized were
considered not necessary for the completion of the production process.
However,' they were subject to rigid controls and governmental pressures.
Under CEMA, Czech industry was forced to adapt to requirements decided upon in Moscow. Ili effect, it became an extensirn of Soviet Russian industry. By 1950 the U.S.S.R. supplied 29.4 p~rcent of Czechosloyak imports and received 28 percent of her exports.
Land reform was instituted, but President Gottwald urged caution in
its implementation. By December 1954, although collectivizatioio wits a
declared aim, only 40 percent of the ara~ble land had been collectivized.
Imposition of a "people's democracy" ceeprived the bourgeois ". . . with
cumplete finality of all remnants of power and 'nfluence on fur+her developments in Czechoslovakia." 24
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